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CURRENCY AND COINAGE AMONG THE BURMESE.
BY B. a TEMPLE.

{Cordlnvj&i, Jrom Fol. XYFI, 2^* 329.)

Siamese and SMa Weights.

The quaint, but for its time intelligent and advanced, Comparative Yocah'Vilary of the Barma,

Malaya a}id Thai Lamj luijest from tke Serampore Mission Press, 1810, gives us, at p. 129,

a list of weights and measures, valuable for tracing the history of Indo-European words and

weight denominations, and at the same time enables us to pass on to the next point for consi-

deration: comparative Burmese and Siamese bullion weights. In this table the Burmese

and Malay words are in their respective characters, but the T’hai (Siamese) words are in

Homan trauscription. I will, therefore, transcribe the first two columns in transcription

and leave the other two, Siamese and English, as they are in the original.

Comparative last of 1810,

Burmese. Siamese.®* Buglisb,

Ch^u Tembang®® ... Chang (any) Weight
Pyaungzan Padi... Met-k’au-fang A grain®®

Taywe^7 Sagans Klam A rutty

Silku-kondari®^ P’bai Half coonderin®®

Tamu®7 Kondari^® Piiang Coonderin®®

Tamat®7 Mayam—

M

hs‘^ Sailing^ Mas
Kyatchen® ...

'

Jampal Bat ... A rupee weight

Tabong^ Tael'^-Bungkal Tamlang^ Tial4

9* For a further explauAtioii of Siamese weights, see later ou in the text.

95 Timbang, according to Orawfurd (Xuky Diet., 1852), is Javanese “to weigh.”

95 There is a curious mistake here: pyauiigxdn is millet; is
** paddy,” rice ; and au^fang is for

•tnetk*(mstan, a grain of rice nnhusked, vide Bowring, Vol. II. p. 259 ; ha Loubere, E. T., Siam, p. 164 ; Cushing,

Bh<Xn Diet. p. 396. So the book has mistaken the words “ a grain” for “ a grain weight.” In Burmese this is, in this

ease, strictly but usually yic^ ; and in Malay it is haka.

97 These words mean respectively: 1 yio4, 4iyw\ 1 mil, 1 mat, ^ See Bidgeway, Origin of Currency, p. 171

.

98 is, however, one-fourth : fcwnclar? and coondecin are valuable forms for the history of “candareen;”

khidart hutang, according to Crawfurd (Malay Diet, «. v,), is the Adenanthera ‘jgavonina = yw<jji .* see ante,

FoLXXVI. pp. 314 ff.,320.

m The origin of “ mace.’*

1 In these words the n is nearly the G-erman o, or perhaps in most men’s mouths nearest the French eu. French

writers represent it by osu or ce. 9 xiL (the) weight (of a) hjai, or tickal.

9 Spelt iahun and means “ 1 7it&n ” or “ hXngf* I do not know what this is meant for, unless for the Indian coin

}it%n or pagoda, which was known to the Malays {vide Crawfurd), and so got to the infoinaants of the writers of the

Vocabulary, This view is confirmed by the current Shan word haungfor^^ rupees (or tickals), the tael being.in

Sh3.n really taung or 4 rupees (or tickals). Taking the haung as properly 2^ tickals it would equal in weight

St rupees or very nearly the pagoda. The Siamese tael and the pagoda were mixed up in the last century, 'vide

Stevens, Guide, p.

* Tail or tlhll iu Crawfurd ; always iahil in Baffles* Java, and in Maxwell’s MaT/iy Papers : tial (evidently meant

to he pronounced like dial”) for tael is a valuable transitional form j La Loubere has ‘HeU or iaelJ*
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Burmese. Malay. Siamese. Englisli.

Tab^kJ^a^ Kati^ Cbang^ Catty

Achentaja®.*. PikCil^ Hap... Pecool

Bh?'ira P^hra Babar

Tain go Ukurafc Wat any) Measure

Chin SuqAtan Mang (any) Measure of capa-

eity

To dive into tlie irregular tangle of Siamese weights, as presented bv travellers and
writers, with any hope of arriving at clear ideas, is no- easy matter, but I think w© may safely

affirm the following comparative table :

—

Burmese. Siamese,

2 pe are 1 mu 4 p‘§nuiig^^ are 1 fuang

2 mu y, 1 mat ’ 2 fuang „ 1 sailing

4 mat ,, 1 kyat ' 4 saluug „ 1 bat

200 kyat „ 1 pekbd 80 bat 1 chang

Now the charcg is roughly 3 lbs. 2| oz., e., 50J oz. av., and thepSkba (vies) roughly 3 lbs.

11 oz., i, e., 59 oz. av. Practically this works out the hat and kijat to half an oz. av., and both
represent the tiokal. Therefore the md.t and mu of Burma represent the hat, salung and
fuang of Siam. Now it will be seen on reference to the concurrent Burmese tables given ante,

Vol. XX.YL p. 320, that the above synonymous denominations for bullion weiglits refer to the
quateriiary Burmese scale and not to fche decimal. So that; here we begin to have an explana-
tion of th.© concurrent Burmese systems. Namely, that the decimal scale is due to
Chinese influence and the concurrent quaternary scale to Siamese influence, ^3

Historically I should be inclined to say that the original Burmese scale was the decimal one
borrowed from China, and that when the Lower Provinces were held in Siamese dominion
from about 1300 A. D. to 1550 A. the people adapted the terms of the decimal scale to
the Siamese- quaternary scale, and then preserved the adaptations, precisely as they have in
Lower Burma since the Wars of 1825 and 1853 and in Upper Burma since that of 1876 fitted

their existing terms for weights to^ suit the Rupees, annas and pice of British-India. In both
these last instances the two-fold senses of the terms used have continued to run concurrently :

5 'Written ta^iUd, wMch is Tinusaal and probably phonetic : it meacs “ 1 viss-.^'

® Kail is Javaaose, accocding* to Orawfurd, Diet,, s. v. 7 A. Siamese catty is two Chinese catties,
s Tills mBans “ weight one hundred/’ and helps to account for the t&iya and ;peiya of Wilson above noticed

Tol. XXVI. p. 329.
^

9 Javanese according to Orawfnrd, meaning “a man’s burden, as much as a man can carry.”
10 How the people got along with their muddle of weights and measures is well described by La Loubere, Siam

E. T., p. 72. See also p. 13-1, and Book, Tempies and El-.phanis, p. 134 if.

' ’

Usually so stated, but the word nilng as a suffix often means “ one” in Shon, and this expression should
therefore perhaps be correctly always given as simply Aymonier, Voyage daiui le Laos, Vol, I. p. 329, has “les
fai ou sous Siamois.”

'

i‘^ In 1333 A. B, the Chinese Covernmont sent to Siam a set of its standard weights and measures on applica-
tion ; Bowring, S'lam, Vol. I. p, 73. And Mr. E. H. Parker informs me that it did so to the Northern Shdn States
constantly, notably in 1483 A, B. To Burma it issued such standards in 1441 and 1451 A. B.

13 See Stevens, Guide, p, 90 f. ; Symes, A'ua, p. 328 j Prinsep, Useful Tables, p. 34 : but Crawfurd, Ava, p. 434
thinks it was borrowed from the Hindus, and may be right. The point is a very obscure otfe.

^ ^

it Sea Paayro, Bisi. of Burma, p. 290 ; as to Siamese induence in Pegu, see ante, Vol, XXL p. 353,
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thus the common terms hwu{n^<l7n(i)'= half a hjat ~ 8 annas, and 6 mu {chauhnu) =:= 10 annas
will no doubt live as long as 1 7iiu (tamu) — 2 annas, and 3 mii (poiigmii) = 6 annas, tliouo>h

the former refer to the decimal and the lattei' to the quaternary scale*

By going into the greater weights one can further shew the Siamese and Burmese to
be the same. Thus, two Chinese (Penang) catties are one Siamese catty {cliuntj), and,
assuming the hat and hijab to be the same weig*ht on the faith ot* the table just given, 100 vis.s

(Burmese) are 125 Siamese catties = 250 Chinese (Penang) catties. Now 100 viss (Burmese)
are one old Ara picul of 250 Penang catties.^® The compai'ative scale of old Burmese and
Siamese weights is therefore based on the equality of the but and /nf/dt or tickal. Again, the

Siamese picul (hajj) equals the Chinese picul thus : 2 Chinese catties = 1 Siamese catty,

but lOO Chinese catties and 50 Siame.se catties = 1 Siamese picul.^®

As regards the lower weights, the available information is naturally too insecure for use-

ful comparison, thus : — 32 or 24 or 20 Iclat/i (or c/a?}i) = 1 p^itiung Siamese; 4 sdiize == 1 ytve

and 8 ywQ = 1 pe Burmese; 2 p^enilug Siamese = 1 pe, Burmese. Now the Idam and sdnzS

are both grains of rice. Therefore, on the above premises, 32 grains of rice = 1 and

16 grains should equal 1 p^enung, but the scale gives more.^^ To complicate the matter, the

usually at all points reliable Crawl urd, Siam, p. 331, calls the Mam the seed of the Ahnis

preratorins, whicli is a much heavier weight than the rice-seed, but he gives the local verna-

cular form as sagfl, which when used thus by itself is Malay (usually) for a rice-seed. By
turning* to the cowry equivalents, the position is not improved. Crawdurd puts 200 cowries to

the ]}^^naug

:

Bowring, Siam, Yoh II., on p. 257, puts it 300 and on p. 260, 200 d® Malcom^

Travels, Yol. II. p. 150, at 400. But one may expect this sort of thing in such matters. It all

depends on the date and place o£ the enquiry on the spot.

I feel confirmed in the speoulation as to the origin of the concurrent Burmese
systems by the existence of precisely the same conditions further Eastwards under
apparently similar circumstances. Professor Ridgeway,^® quoting M. J. Moura, L&

Eoyauote du Camboge^ 1883, Yol. L p. 323, affords the following table for Cambodia:—
Concurrent Tables for Cambodia.

Decimal^Scale.29
'

1

Quaternary Scale.

10 hun are 1 chi 4 pey are 1 faong

10 chi 5 , 1 tomlong 2 fuong „ 1 sloug

16 tomlong ,, 1 neal 4 slong 5, 1 bat

lOO nSal „ 1 liap2i 4 bat23
5 ,

1 tomlong

(?) 10 tomlong „ 1 iieaP^

ICO neal „ 1 hap^*^

15 See Wilson’s DocamenU of the Burmet,e War, Appx., p. Ixi.

ic Buie 4 of the Treaty Buies with China, dated 8th November 185=^, runs ; — The wei3:ht of a pecal of lOO

catties is held to be eciual to 133 1-3 pounds avoirdupois.” Herstlett's Treaties, p. 33.

IT The following quotation from Aymonier, Voyage dansle Laos, Vol. I. p. 134 f., gives the probable explanation

of the muddle : — Non seulement le Moeuoug Attopoeu paie son impdt en poudre d’ or, mais, fait unique an Laos,

ce mobal preoieux est sa seuie monnaio. Cette poudre est habitueilement peseo dans des petites balances a plateaux.

On dit que 1’ unite de poids est le tical pesant 32 grains d’ u i gros riz rouge du pays.”

1** At p. 244 Bowring quotes Yansehouten, 1636, 200 to 3 JO to the tael, which must be a mistake for 2,000 to 3,000:

Mandelslo, 15C9, T^aceU to the Indies, p, 104, makes 200 to 225 cowries to the ‘p^eniing : Bock, Temples and Ele'phanfs,

1884, p. 141, makes them 300 : so does Golquhoun, Ainongst the Shdns, 1335, p. 220 n, : Holt-Hallett, Thousavul Allies

on an Elephant, 1390, p. 134, has 100 to 200 at Zimme (Ohiengmai, Kaingmai).

19 Origin of Currency, p. 160. 20 xhe spelling is Prof. Ridgeway’s in both tables.

21 Hun is oandareen, oU is mace, tomlong is tael, is Chinese catty, hajg is Siamese picul.

22 Bidgeway, p. 161, says the Cambodian term for Mi is clom. Haswell, Teguan P^ocahulary, p. 42, gives /dDmas

the Mon word for lOO.

23 M. Moura has not apparently stated how many tondong go to the n^hil in this scale. In Siam 20 tcimUng go

to the chang.

S* I must hero nots, though it is not iu itself surprising, that the details in French terminology of the Siamese
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He says that the first is “ plainly borrowed from the Chinese, whilst the other is regarded

as native in origin.’' The first or decimal scale is no doubt of Chinese origin, but the second

or quaternary scale is the Siamese scale word for word, except as to neal (catty) for chang^^^

though I am xinabld to produce evidence at present as to wbetlier the Cambodian seal©

came from Siam or the Siamese scale from Cambodia,s® beyond Prof. Ridgeway’s state-

ment at p. IGl : — “ The Siamese coins, known also to Cambodia, were the weight and money

units of the ancient Cambodians, who probably weighed their precious metals.”

Sir J. Bowriug, Siam, Yol. I. p. 257 fi., evidently intended to sum up the information

available on the weights and measures of that country, as known up to 1857, but apparently

without fully grasping the significance thereof :
—

First he gives a table from Jones, Siamese Grammar

4 pic37 are 1 fuang

2 fuang „ 1 salung

4 sailing ,, 1 tical or bat

4 tical „ 1 tambnng^^

2 0 tambung „ 1 chang

50 chang ,, 1 hab or picul

100 hab „ 1 para29

He then gives another table from McCulloch’s Dictionary, on Crawfurd’s authority :•-*

200 bia or cowries are 1 phainung

2 phainung 1 singphai

2 singphai »> 1 fuang

2 fuang 99 1 saluug

4 salung 99 1 bat or tical

80 ticals V 1 cattie

100 catties 99 1 picul

But he • notes that the cattie ” above mentioned is the Chinese and . not the Siamese

“ cattie,” which is double of the Chinese and of which only 50 go to the picul.

and Oambo^ian weights dp npt fit at all, acGor4ing to l^owring and Bidgeway ; see Ypl. II. p. 258 and p, 160

respectively. Thus ;
—

Terms. Bowring : grammes. Eidgeway : grammes.

H4n ... • •t •f*
•45 •375

Fuang ftt ... 2»25 J-174

Salung ••• •f
4*5 2'S44

Btt •f 18 9-373

KM (oliaJig) ... 720 000

2? Siamese infipence has extended oyer Cambodia mpre or less completely, till quite lately since 1850 A. D.
Browning, Siam, Vol. I. p. 43 : Gushing in Bvfma CensTis Report, 1891, Vol. 1. p. 202 f.

26 If the Cambodian scaje is the original one, then the historical argument as to the origin pf the Burmese
quaternary scale is strengthened, fpr the Cambodian influence in Jjower Burina lasted fropi the 6th to the
10th Century A I)., giving way to the Siamese fina,lly in the 13th Century : ante, Vol. ^SII. p. 353 See also

hf. Pontalis’ article LHnvasion Thaie en fndo-CTiine, T*oung Too, Vol. IJI. p. 63
27 There are so many misprints in sp-ch of Bpwring's quotations as I have been able to verify, that this seem-

ingly impossible word shpuld perhaps be read for spme fprm of p'S

:

Boch, Temples and Mephanis, has pie at p. 241.
28 Misprint for tamlung. The Shan word is taung, evidently the same as tarn. See Cushing, SfiCm Diet. p. 252.
28 BMrd, hahar, or har : Ihrd in the Burmese Vocalulary quoted ante, p. 2. “ A measure called a Parrafi,hi

whereof ;80 make a Qvpyan, w ;
weighs past ; 30 IPecj.” IVode Report of Siam, 1678, in Anderson, Siam, p. 424,
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He also gives a resume of the mformatioa in La Louber©,3<5 1688, from which can he

extracted the following table: —
4 payes >are 1 fuang

2 faangs 1 mayon
4 mayons n 1 tical

4 ticals X taei.

20 taels ij 1 catty

50 catties ji 1 pic®^

At p, 244 he quotes Vanschouten, 16^, to the following effect :

—

2 foangs are 1 mace

4 mace „ 1 tical

(4 ticals j, 1 tael)

20 taels „ 1 catty^2

His own iuforination can he tabulated thus (p. 257) : —
1,200 cowries are, 1 fuang

2 fuang „ 1 salung

2 salang „ 1 songsaiuag

2 songsaiung „ 1 tical

4 tical „ 1 tael

20 tael „ 1 catty^^

Bowring also gives a table from the Freneli authorities as follows : —
Avoirdupois Weight.

cwt. qr. lb. 0^2. I dr. sc. grs.

Hun = 45 eg, = ••• • •• • •• 7-6170

Fuang •« ... • ... 8 8-0949

Salang »

.

• • • • •• ... 2 1 6-1898

Bat „ 18 V * • • a • ... 10 4-7597

Xang®^ „ 1,440 g* 3 2 12 0-78113S

Cati®® „ 720 • •• 1 9 6 1 0-3955

Kab®^ 72 >1 1 1 18 11 14 2 4-460

But in another form, which will be found later on to be of great value in

determining the true relation of the Siamese to other Ear-Eastern scales, the above

tables can be stated thus :
—

6 him®® are 1 fuang

2 fuang „ 1 saliing

4 sailing „ 1 b^t

80 bat X Siamese catty (xang)

40 bat 1 Chinese catty

100 Chinese catties ,, 1 hap (picul)

so See B. T., p. 164. In a letter from the English factors at Ayuthia, dated 1675, we find ** accounting 20 taile

s 11

to the catt and “215 Gaft

8

Tec: » Mass.” Anderson, Siam, p. 123.

Mistake for picul, based on La Louhere,
23 Mandelslo, Travels into the East Indies, 1659, B. T,, p. 104, gives the scale in full, as in the test.

S3 Pages 250 f., he gives derivations, following La Loub5re, for the terms, which can now be shewn to be quite

erroneous-

3* I. 6., chang or Siamese catty, L s.j Chinese catty,

86 2*675 lbs. av., according to Bock, Temples and Elephants, p. 141. ^ Should be hah (hap)^

2* Prom the Cambodian tables above given we see that this is meant for “the candareen or seed c^the

Adenanthera pavonina.
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Erom OrarWfurd liimself, Siamf p. 331 we get the following ;
—

32 sagas^ are 1 p’haisiang

200 feias^® (cowries) 1 p’haiBnng

2 p’bainmzjgs ,, I songp’bai

2 songp’’hais ft 1 fuaiig

2 inanga „ 1 salnng

4 sailings „ 1 bat or tical^^

80 ticals „ 1 cattie^2 qj, i

100 catties „ 1 picul^®

In the above tables pic (?), pey, paye, p^e and p^Sniing^^ are the same thing : hefty

iamlUng (toml&ng), chang (a?<2»^) and Jiaht h,ap (hab) are Siamese forms respectively for tickal,,

tael,^® catty and picul : mdyam (Malay), mace (commercial), iiidslia (Indian) and .piluug (slong)

(Siamese) are the same thing. Song (^som) means two or doable, and cam be dliscarded in com-

parisons. As regards the hun it seems, while being intended for the candareen, to be treated in

the Tari:S attached to the Treaty which Sir John Bowring drew up with Siam in 1855’y as if it

•were synonymoras -with **p''hainun(j,'^^^ I do not find it mentioned in the other Treaties.

We may now upon the information thus collected fairly draw np a general table

in the following form for the pm’poses of comparison :

—

4 p*enfing are 1 fuang

2 fuang „ 1 sailing

4 sailing „ 1 bat (Siamese tici:al)

That is the bdt= 32 p^enimgt and since, as we have already seen, 2p*enung = 1 pe Burmese,

the pointing must equal 4 yioS Burmese : so the hat = 128 ywi = 1 Icyat (Burmese tichal).

Thus also the Siamese scale can be referred to the ordinary ancient Indian scale on the
assumption of a common origin.

Since gathering the above information, I have come across the statements of Malcom
on this subject, who wrote some twenty years previously to Bowring. His testimony, Travels^

Tol. II. p. 150, is as usual valuable and much to the point, confirming generally what has been

'

just stated ;— “ The Siamese have coined money, but use cowries for very small chaaige. The
coins are merely a small bar of silver, turned in at the ends, so as to resemble a bullet and
stamped with a small die on one side.

400 cowries makel p’hai

2 p’hai „ 1 songp’hai

2 songp’hais „ 1 fuang

2 fuangs „ 1 saloong

4 saloongs „ 1 bat or tical

4 ticals ,, 1 tamloong

20 tamloongs „ 1 chang

The two last are nominal. They sometimes have a gold fuang equal to eight ticals’.^^

The tical assayed at the mint of Calcutta, yielded about one rupee, three and a half annas,

®9 Crawfurd makes the sagd the Ahrus precaiorius, but the number to the p*^nung shews that in this ease it

must have its proper meaning when used by itself, viz,, a rice seed. See aboye, note 96, p. I,

*0 This word is given as mahmA, and mahw3 in Cushing’s SMn Diet. pp. 382, 407, 515.

Variable weight, but about 236 grs., according to Crawfurd, loc. cii.

Crawfurd by this meant Chinese catties = half Siamese catties, and knew that the Siamese and Chinese
piculs were of the same weight : vide loc, cit.

See above, note 7, p. 2.

** Tor these Bock, Temples ond Elephants, p, 141, gives a synonym af.

*5 Siamese tael, that is. The Chinese tael is apparently to the Siamese tael as 32 to 20.

See Browning, Siam, Vol. II, p. 224

This statement is a little difficult. If a fmng weight of gold ^ 8 tickals weight of silver, then gold is to
(Silver as 8 x 8 == 64 to 1 ; which one knows could not have been the case in Maleom^s time, c, 1839 A. D.
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equal to 2s. 6d, sterling, or about sixty cents of American money. For weights they use the
catty and picul. The catty is double that of the Chinese, but the picul is the same/'

Going back to observations made at considerably earlier dates than those above mentioned
we find in Stevens^ Guide, 1775, at p. 88:—

1 Tekull is 12 or 13 Fanams Madras, or 1 Rupee
3 Tekulls are 1 Pagoda

4 Tekulls ,5 1 Tale or Pagoda
20 Tales „ 1 Catty, or 36 Pagodas 26 Fanams

At p. 123 : “ Gold and Silver Weights,” Stevens tells us that These are the Tieal, which

weighs nearest 9 dwts. 10 grs. and (is) dwts. better than standard Silver. Great Weights.

SOTuals are 1 Catty, or 2 lb. 9oz. 4| drs. Avoirdnpoise (sic): 50 Catties 1 Peoul, or 129 lb. 0 oz.

13 drs.^® Fifty Siam Catties should be equal to 1 China Pecul of 132 lb. for all their Goods
are weighed by the China Dotchin But the King's Dotchin at Siam is never found to give

more than 125 lb., though it should be 132 lb."

Coins.

2 Samporfs^^^ are 1 Tnang^^

2 Tuangs „ 1

4 Miams ,, 1 Tnal

Coins.

800 Cowries®^ are 1 Tuang

4 Tuals ,, 1 Tale

20 Tales ,, 1 Catty

Accounts are kept here in Catties, Tales, Tuals, Miams, Tuangs, and Cowries. 10 Miams

pass for a Tale China, and 85 Tales Siam are always reckoned as 8 Chiiia."54

I have given these extracts in e.Ktenso, as instructive in the present enquiries. From the

first we can see why it* is that Alexander 50 years later (Travels, p. 21), and later again

Malcom (Travels, Yol. 11. p. 270), say that the Burmese tical was nearly a Madras rupee.

From it we also see that the merchants recognised at that time a Madras and a Siamese Pagoda >

the last being the tael or tamlUng. The tuaV^ mentioned is clearly for “ticaV' probably

through misreading some MS. document.

But Alexander Hamilton, writing 35 years before Stevens, in his East Indies, Yol. II.,

Appx., p. 8, hits oS the facts much better in his “Table of Weights, etc.” Thus : —
Siam Weights and Coin have the^same Denomination.

1 Miam is 2 Foads (fmugs')

1 Tecul 5 ,
4 Miams

1 Cattee „ 80 Teculs

1 Pecul „ 100 Cattees or 133 lb. Avoirdupois.

The Cattee and Pecul are used in Cambodia, Couchin-chiua, Tonquiu, China and Japan, not

diifering above 2 per Cent, in all those Countries.”

But compare anie, p. 5.
'

I. e., scales, balance : see Yule, Hobson^Jobson, s. u., datchin. But here is a new reading for this word :
“ In

China .... they having no regular Standard kept ; but the usual Resort for the trial of their Lodgings are the

Joss houses, where they always keep what they call the true Lodging, but you will seldom find two of them agree.''

Stevens, Gwide, p. 91.

60 J, 0^, »6ngp*L misprint for Luang,

62 Halay term, md/gam =« m&s — salUng, A e., 200 to the p^hmng,

c* This is not quite intelligible. Stevens reckoned 16 Chinese taels to the Chinese catty, (p. 91), and the Chinese

catty as half the Siamese catty, therefore S2 Chinese taels — 1 Siamese catty. By Siamese reckoning 20 Siamese

„ I Siamese catty, therefore S5 Siamese taels 133 Chinese taels. But the statement 10 miams pass for a

tale China" is rather a neat teferenoe to mdyam (Malay) (S. Indian) = mdsha (Sanskrit) ~ mace (com-,

meroial), for 10 mace are 1 tael Chinese.
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From a document attributed to George White, the son of the celebrated Interloper, being

a Report on the Trade of Siam in 1678,®5 we find that the baying price of sapan-wood at

1

the Royal warehouses was “:2: mace : 1
: ffuah p. Pec: and the selling price therefrom

a

; G ; mace ordinarily/’®® Bat the King “ an: 77®^ hee raised it to 2 Tecalls vpon notice that

e .

® ^

y: price, was advanced in China, since when ’tis fallen againe to y: form; rate of ; G : mace/’

Here ^\fuah ” is clearly iorjuafig.

As the Siamese and the more or less wild Hill Tribes, known to the English through the

Burmese as the ShS/US,®® and to the French through another local source as the Laos,®® are

merely sections of the same race, the TM,®® it will be useful to make a survey of the SMn
method of calculating bullion weights. To make clear the observations that follow, it is

necessary to explain that the Shan Race is spread from the sources of the Irrawaddy within

Indian and Chinese Territories over the plains between the Salween and the Cambodia®^ Rivers

to the Gulf of Siam. It includes the Khamtis of the Assam border, the Siamese, the people

of S‘ips*6ng Panna of Cambodia, and the former ruling race Ahom, from which Assam takes

its name. It includes also Tribes that are conveniently known to the English as Burmese
Shtos, Chinese Shtos and Siamese Sh§.ns, and clearly besides, what may be called on a

perusal of French authorities, Cambodian Shtos. These generalisations shew, what is so

important for the present purpose, the influences to which these people have been' exposed, the

said influences, as will be seen later on, giving a variety of colour to their ideas on currency

and weights.®^ The fundamental affinities of the Shans are historically towards the Chinese

proper.®®

As regards the Burmese Shtos, McLeod and Bichardsoi/a Journal, 1837, says that the

Sh^ns “ use the same weights and measures as the Barmans, but deteriorated one-fourth or

25 per cent, by alloys/’ Again Cushing’s SMn Blotionary gives pe (jnu), mat (met),

and hyap (Mp), all with their Burmese equivalents, obviously meant for the same words and
weights. Also iahlid for the British-Indian rupee, obviously again for the Burmese dihgcL

55 Anderson, 5iam, p. 424.

58 What the King only is said to have done here, every one does in the. Shiin States after a much milder fashion.

H. Bocher, writing in 1890, sitr un Voy.fffe au Yun-nan^ in T’oung Pao, Vol. I. p. 51, says : — II est difilcile de
donner uu poids matliematiquement exact, ohaque negociaut ayaut deux maniferes de peser, selon qu’il paye on qn’il
revolt, la difference entre les deux poids variant de quelques centiemes pour un tael/'

A remarkable passage in Raffles, Java, YoL II., Appx., p. olxv
, gives an administrative reason for this practice.

In order to cover wastage, it was the rule of the Qovernmeut (Dutch) that there should be one rate for receipt
of goods, and another for their delivery. This varied according as the article was perishable or otherwise, or to
the degree of peculation established b^ the usage. This applied to all measures and weights by which ggods were
received and issued at the Government stores, and the rates were different in different districts.”

57 Scih A. D. 1677.

58 Spelt The name Siam comes through the Malay form Siyam (Orawfurd, Malay Diet. s. v.), and the
various forms of it shew it to be identical with “ Sh&n.’’ See Yule, Hobson-Johson, s. v.

59 See Colquhoun, AmonystiJie pp. 49, 206 ff. Holt-Hallett, T/iousand’ Miles on an SlenW nn ^<3

210,351.
' ’

55 In Siamese T'ai, to make the word mean ** the free.”
61 J. e., the Mdkhong or Hamkhaung.
62 See Dr. Oasbmg’s Introduction to Ms SIfXn Dictionary, p. 6, :^nd his notes in the Burma Census Report

1891, Vol. I. p. 168 f.
*

68 Dr. Cushing in Bttrina Census Eeporf, 1891, VoLI. p. 203; cf. Foung Rao, Tol. III. p. 42 ; Terrien de la
Couperie, Cradfe o/fhe SUhin Sacs, m Colquhoun’s Amongst the SMns, p. It. ; also pp. 331, 334, 338 of the same work,
where is given Holt-Hailett’s Histcvical Sketch. During a short trip to Canton I found that the Southern
numerals and other common words bore in sound a most striking resemblance to their counterparts in Sh3n*

66 House of Commons, E. I., 10th August 1889, p. 87.
65 At p. 407 Dr. Cushing says oddly that the md is half a pi. The fact is, of course, just the other way. Hd

also gives us, p. 45, "ktm. two viss in weight, two hundred rupees ;
” p. 5.52, » haung, twp rupees and a half on^

fortieth of a viss ;
” and p. £52, “ taxing, four rupees, one twenty- fifth of a viss.’*

'
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A Nortiiern Slato from M6nd (Mtingnai) told me, through Capt. J. W. Orchard, Indian

(Madras) Sfca:ff Oorps, employed for a time with the Lashio Battalion, Military Police, that the

Burmese denominations^® with slightly different words to express them, are now almost always

nsed by the Shims iu his part of the conntry. He recognised ihefuangy salwig, and bat of the

Siamese, as expressions used, by the people on the Siamese borders. His list ran as follows :

—

Burmese. Shan.

matk^ik'w^yiing®^

pe peldng or p^n’dng®^

mil mulling

mat matldng or s6mmu®®

tyat pyaliing^o

pSbtba soil’dng

Another Slaa,n from M6meit (Miingmit)

denommations :
—

gave me the following forms for the Burmese

Burmese. Shan.

p'Sniing^^

m'C jn^niing

in^i: lukmat

kyM kyapniing

Dr. Cushing comes to the rescue as to Iuh in Itihnaf, eit 477 of his Dictionany. Lvh

means anything round : hiWan is a weight used in weighing: hthp$ equals six or eight (yirep

seeds of the ynecatorins ov Ipe.* luJcmat equals 4 ps or 1 mat r luhnin equals 2 or

1 With this explanation we can follow further the same informant from Momeit :
—

8 annas are lupfiseau^^

^ lupaseau-paipe^s

10 „ „ Iupsip7®-p6niing

11 ,, „ lupsip-peniing-paip^^y

66 Burmese dominaiion commenced in 1604 A. B. and lasted till the destruction of the Burmese monarchy.

Dr. Cushing in the Bwma C'ensns Bsjport, 1891, Vol. I. p. 293.

67 is the seed of theisms precatGrlus, T>t. Cxishin^, Bhdn J>ict, p, 379: and is anything round,

p. £38 ;
and so may mean merely round.” WS is also a cowry, p. 515.

MngaxLd^i.'iing mean “one” but lUfig means also a round thing, and perhaps Iting and nung in this connec-

tion mean merely round.*’ The concurrent forms of Wng and 7iilng rest on the well-known interchange of I and n

when initial.

60 Som means two, I* 6’» f ^ piece.

The Sh^in numeral coefidoient for money or coin is 5, g,^ ShSn, ngiint%jp% \
= Bur. ngwetaby^Of a silver

piece. The persistent here confirms the idea that in such words lilng = nung.

^3 B’or the yva^ I have been given the terms nawjyd and chelnA Dr. Cushing's words are (p, 82} JcHJt and

h^ilioiing forthe Abnts seed and h^iJelting for the Adencnthera

TS These words were given me as Iwpmaf, lu'phya'p, by a Sh^n from the Tbaton (Satfing) State.

74= As will he seen later on dsem ( = ashauTc) means either eight or a half.

75 Pai (Shan) = plus. iSip CShSn) = ten,

77 It is odd that he did not use sijpit^SnUng, 11 annas. »
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This man farther gave me the following little table:—

1 pice is pjiing (and ? chiip)^®

2 „ are songcbup

1 anna is sicliiip, L e,, 4 chap

2 annas are pjatchiip^® „ 8 cliiip

3 „ „ sipsongcliiip „ 12 chiip

4 „ „
t^'ngso

He also volanteered the information that in the hills of the same State the people called

pice prong, which is evidently the same word as his own pyUug, and counted thus:

1 pice tnprong

2 ,, naprong

3 „ songprong

4 ,, litprong

5 „ ngatprong

6 „ suprong

7 „ nntprong

8 „ swatprong

9 „ kntprong

10 „ tacliTprong

Now, all these numerals are those of the Hill Tribes, known to tlie Burmese as Ta-ung^itis

and to themselves as P‘ao, to he found in the Maulmain and Thaton Districts of Burma, in tlie

Shan State of Thaton (Satimg) and other Shan States, and in Combodia.®^ They are at the

same time suspiciously near to being merely dialectic Burmese, thus :
—

Nos. Burmese. TaungtJO. ShAn (Momoit Hills).

1 ta (tit) • • * ta

2 ‘na (‘iiit) « fl ft ft ft « 111 na
3 hongS • ft • SOU ... song

4 ... • ft • lit lit

5 ngaS ... ft •• ngat ... ngat
6 ehauk ft •• su ••• su

7 k‘o‘iiit ft «ft nit ... iiu t

8 shit ... sot swat
9 koo .«• ft ft • kut kut

30 tas‘e ... ft#*
1

tacliiS ..

.

.r. tachi

One might go on gathering evidence of dialectic forms almost indefinitely in the Sh^n Hills,
but the above information and what follows will shew that the further one dives into the sea

*® 3>r- Cushing, Dtcf. p. 317, gives pifcsati avowedly forpat«d, as the word for * pioe/
Evidently for %>U. .

80 Cf, Cashing,S7idn:ptc£.p. 226,abar©f metal, = (?> the lat of the Siamese Shfms, see below in the test'.
Perhaps here for t Chinese and Northern Shun for '4 annas.* See Cushing, BMnDiet. p. 270, and later on in
the text.

8^ See Taw-Sein-Ko, Memo, of a Tour ifi Paris ofihe Amherst, Shwegyinr and Pegu Pislrlcis, p, 4 f. ? Mouhot
Travels, p. 24. The Burma Census Eeport, 1891, pp. 165, 207, treats the Taung^Jds ethnographicilly as merely a'
branch of the Karens. So does Mr, Burgess, at p. 18 of Notes on the Languages and JOialecis sj^olcen in British
Burma, an official publication, 3884 : but in the same work Dr. Bennett is rather scornful as to the official ideas oh
the subject: p. 15. Stevenson, Bm, Diet., gives ** Sh&n-Taungthft

; one of the Sh*^n-Taungthd Race,*^ under
oJlclXL,

82 To these the Taung^Jds add pd, as a coefficient; much after the manner that the Shfms add S I , niing or lUjia
to their numerals.
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of dialects tlie more certainly do the forms become explainable. Here is a list from a Sbarii

from Pindya near M§ktila :

—

No. 1 Pice.

1

Annas. Sense of the terms for
Annas.

1 hadu tape 1 p6
2 nadii tamu ... 2 mu
3 homku^^ hompe.., 3 p^
4 lidu tamat 1 mat
5 ngadu ngapet®"^ a pet

6 sudu hommu... 3 mu
7 nudu hommutape 3 mu 1 pe

§ hwatdu^^ ... ...i
j

ashauk'®^ a half (?)

0 kodu ashauktape a hal f (?) 1 pe

10 tasi ••• chaukmu 6 mu
11 *•***• •••• chaukmutape ... 6 mu 1 p6

12
i

hommat 3 mat
13 !

1

i

1

hommattape ..* 3 mat 1 pe

1 takyabyoamfl^^ 1 rupee less by a mu
15 !

i

takyabyonp^ ... 1 rupee less by a pe

One rupee was given as taM, which is evidently the Burmese tabydl, a piece. Burmese

influence is here clearly seen in the table for annas; and the dialectic forms for the numerals

in the pice table give curiously connective forms between the Burmese and the Taungtiu

numerals.

To shew how the Shau dialects meet and how they are influenced by their suiToundings or

reminiscences, I give here a comparative table of the parts of a rupee, as enumerated to me by

illiterate Shans, respectively from Bhamo (Manmo, Obiuese influence), Theinni (Northern

Shan, S*6nwi), and Wuntho (Western Shan, i. e., from the late Shan State of Wunho, West

of the Irrawaddy).

A Comparative SMn Money Table.

English.

Bhamo Shin.
j

Theinni Shan. Wuntho ShiiH.

Term. Sense. Term. Sense. Term. Sense.

One anna

Two annas ...

Three ,,

Four ' r

Five „
Six „

Seven „
Eight ,,

Nine ,,

Ten „ ...

Eleven „

yipe

mulling ...

sampe ...

yimat ...

haps

hSkpe

sitpe

songt'e ...

s6ngt‘SpS ,

sippS

sipitpS ...

i

a mu
3 pS ...

1 mat

5 pe

6 pS

7 pS ‘

...

2 t'e ...

2 t‘e & a pe

10 pe

11 pe

kauywe ..

sonpS

sampS

yit‘S

t'epS

hokpS

sammupS .

pitpS

kaupS

chaukmu .

sipitpe ...

9 ywS ...

2 pS ...

3 pS

1 t‘e

a t‘S & a pS.

6 pe

3 mil & a pS-

8 pS ...

9 pe ...

6 mu
11 pS ...

songkyap .

inuldiig ...

sampS

sipe

liape

sammu ...

sammiipS .

songt'S ...

songt‘SpS .

sippS

chaukmupS

2 kjap

a mu
3 p6

4 p€

5 pc

•3 mu
3 mu & a pe

2 t‘a

2 t‘e & a p6
10*136

6 mfl & a p6
1

Ku is an odd form, but was insisted on. ** Also an odd form, but pei is used for *anna ’ later on in tbe text.

85 J9u, not f«, as one might expect.

86 Tbe diseau above given : as%eau accoring to a Shin fromTbatdn (Sitting) State. Another Shin from the same

State gave me the odd form of Chinese look, for ‘'eight annas.’’ The word is fung in Siamese Shin

according to Cushing, Diet. p. 372, Ttf* evidently = less by.’
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English.

Bhamo Shto. Theinni Sh^n. Wuntho Shto,

Term. Sense. Term.
i

Sense, Term. Sense.

Twelve annas ... samt*S ... 3 t*^ ... h6kmu ... 6 mu samt*^ 3 t‘e

Thirteen „ sipsamp^ , 13 pS ... samt*^p6... 3 &ape. samt‘Sp6... 3 t‘8 & a p8

Fourteen „ sipsip^ 14 pa sipsip^ ... 14 sipsip^ ... 14 pe

Fifteen „ sipape ... 15 pe kyapybnpe a kyap less

1 a pA
kyapyonp^ a kyap less a p8

Rupee
1

kyaplcing . a kyap ••

.

kyaplcing .|a kyap ... byaliing ... a bya

"We Lave indeed here a general muddle of terms. Thus, the Bhamo Shan uses the

Chinese numeral yi for one» and the curiously mixed term yimdi [y\, Chinese, one, and yndt,

Burmese, a quartei-), though he knows his own term as shewn by his use of

sbngb^e, 2 and sawVe, 3 t'e. The Theinni Shan’s use of havywe, 9 yive, is very remarkable,

because yn-e is a Burmese and not a Shan term, and 12 (not 9) ywe would be, if anything,®®'* the

modern Burmese equivalent for “ an anna/’ But the knows his term jp6 for “ anna,” and nses

it coustantly thereafter in the table. He uses the Chinese yl, one, in yWe, and a purely

Burmese term cha'iiJmn for ‘‘ten annas.” Then the Wuntbo Sh^n uses hyap, properly “a flat

piece,” evidently for the “half-anna” or “ double pice,” as he makes the anna song^Jcyap^ i, e.,

two hijap* This obliges him' to borrow the Burmese coefficient for “ pice,” hyd, for tho

rupee in bydlmig, lU,, a byd. Also, having got sippe, 10 pS, right in his own tongue, he

tumbles into the purely Burmese oompound expression, for “11 annas.” I have

no doubt whatever that by persistent cross-examination a purely Sh4n and more consistent

table could have been extracted from these informants. But that was not the point aimed at,

which was rather to let the peasants count out their money in their own way, however

puzzling the results to the enquirei’.

It is hardly, in the present state of available knowledge on the subject, worth while to

seriously consider the Chinese Sh&n forms, and I give the following information collected from

a man from Shvv^gu near Bhamo (Bamb, Manmb), as an indication of a line of research worth

following up. Slls is a pice : then

sik^ is 1 pice

sikiuk „ 2 „

siksi ,, 3 „
sikank®® „ 4 ,, or 1 anna

yehong®® „ 1 anna

yeksi®® „ '2 annas

s’aukit®^ jy ^ i,

wktsi®? ,, 1 rupee

88 See Cnshing, 8Mn Diet. p. 270.

^

88a jgTit conapare tbe use of samlyd for an anna, post, p. 18.

8d I tbink we may fairly take sik to be a pice, = i anna, in these words, as cJiefe, chaJe (se^, seth) is a ShAn word for

used in connection with money and garablingr tokens. This leaves d, ftk, st, auk for the numerals 1, 2, 3, 4.

tfk at any rate is, I understand, Kadfl, and perhaps they all are. The character of the Kadus (Kudds) appears to

be still indeterminate both as to language an,d descent. See Burma Ceims Eeporf, 1891, Yol. I. pp. 161, 199. Ante,

Yol, TS.ll, p. 129 ff.

8® (?) Chinese o/i, one.

Cushing, Shin gives pp, 87 , 196, Viys'h and s*d as ** a Ohinese coin ”
: s*o being Chinese and ife'tp, Sh^i'n,

a numeral coefficient for flat things. The ShSu word for “ coin ’’ with Burmese affinity is asapyO^ p. 559, Fyi ipri)

is a Shan and Burmese numeral coefficient for flat things, and a^^ahyd § (asa^rd %) is obsolescent Burmese for “ coin,”

being supplanted by the Indian importation difiyd (Sh&n iahkX and tihkd) ; Stevenson, Bur. Bict.^ s.v. For “ four
annas ” Cushing, Did. p. 270, gives as the Ohinese Shdn term.

82 Wat is Eastern Shan for’^'^f, Siamese, a tiokal or rupee-
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Neither the niaa who gave the abo\re information, nor the men from Momeit and PindjA
recognised the expressions, salutig^ hdt^ and chang^

For the Siamesa Sh^lrtis, on the authority of Prof. Ridgeway, Origin of Carrencij, p, 162,

we get a table :

—

4i lat®^ are 1 bat

4 bat „ 1 damliiig

20 dainling ,, 1 chang

50 chang ,, 1 picul

This, of course, is the Siamese Table pure and simple, substituting lat for salung {sUng^

as Prof. Ridgeway writes it), a fact which is farther proved by the cha 7ig being said to be
a double one of 1,200 gra?nmes,^^

^

It is apparently rare for a Shan in British territory to know much of Siamese financial

terminology, but an Eastern Shto living at Ldngnis'dk in the Amherst District on the

Attaran (or as he called it the Atarani) River, gave me the following instructive table of

terms applied to British-Iudian money : —

English. Siamese-ShAn. Sense of the Shan terms.

1 anna ••• sipS®® 4 pice

2 annas ... fuang • •• a fuang

8 sampet 8 pet

4 salting a salung

ampet 5 pet

6 ^ 1
••• salting-fflang • • • a saliing and a fuang

7 if ••• • • • salung-sampet ... • • • a salung 8 pet

8 songsalting • 9 • 2 salung

9 • • • slDgsaliingpaipet ... • • « 2 sailing and a pet

10 a ••• sippet 10 pet

11 sipyatpet^®... ««• 11 pet

12 songsaliiug-fuang ... 2 salting-fuangs

18 songsaliingfuaiig-paipet 2 salting-fuangs and a^pet

14 sipsipet 14 pet

15 a • • • batyonpet a rupee less by a pet

1 rupee®^ ... ... bat ... ... ... ... ... a bat

For pice the same man gave the following teriiis :—
1 pice^® pinling

2 pice s6mpl

3 pice sampi

' 4 pice sipe^ or 1 anna

For a figure of the see Colquhoun, Amongst the Sh^msy illustrations facing p. 515.

9* In Siam 1,440 grammes according to Bowring, Siam, Vol. I. p. 258,

95 Another Eastern ShSn trader settled at Maulmain gare me, more correctly tor his tongue, sbngpi,

2 (Siamese) for * one anna.'

96 r. s., This man also gave * catty ' as chang,

96 Gushing, Shin p. lOfi, gives jpai«y for f* pie.”

89 Oddly enough in this list we have pJ for * pice ' and p&t ijrgxt} for ' anna,* reversing the usual termineibgy.
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For the Cambodian Shans, Prof. Ridgeway, Origin of Currency, p. 161, quotes M. Ay-

monier, 'Notes sur Laos, 1835, to the following eifect as to money of account :
—

10 hun are 1 chi

4 chi „ 1 bat

4 bat „ 1 damling

10 damling „ 1 chang (catty)^®^

100 catties „ 1 picul

Here we see a mixed Cambodian decimal and Siamese quaternary scale : the terras 'hun

and chi belonging to the Cambodian decimal scale and bat, damling (t. e., tamlling or tael),

chang to the Siamese quaternary scale. In addition to this, these ShPins use the regular

Cambodian money and the Cambodian decimal scale in full.i

It must, moreover, be remembered that for long past the British-Indian rupee and its

parts in silver, the eight, four, and two anna pieces have been the chief currency in the

Sh4n States outside of Siam proper, and the words denoting parts of the tickal are used to

denote parts of the rupee, just as in Burma itself.

^

Bock, Temples and Elephants, p. 159, says “Here and there one may come across one

of the old native pieces of money, oval in shape, very thin, with a depression on the

reverse side, which is always varnished, and a corresponding elevation on the obverse, giving the

coin a shrivelled appearance. Round the margin are stamped different devices, representing the

States from which the coin originated, e. g,, an elephant for Lakon, a horse for Oliengmai.”^

This refers to a form of the oblong ingots of silver and gold issued in Tongking and
Cochin-China, described by Ci^awfurd, Siam, p. 517, as can be seen from p. 861, where Bock’s

hook talks of “ a few of the old Lao silver coins, called Nan-tok,^ worth about 6s. each;^’

for Crawfurd’s silver ingots were carefully analyzed in the Mint of Calcutta, and found

. • . . to be equal in value to 1*56 Spanish dollar, or 6s. each.'^®

We have, therefore, found the concurrent decimal and quaternary system observed

in Burma, running side by side through all the wide districts occupied by the Sh^n
Tribes ; the decimal scale being obviously Chinese in origin and the quaternary scale as

obviously Burmese, Siamese, or Cambodiau, according to the predominating influence of these

respective countries over the Shan Tribes. But whether decimal or quaternary the sense of the

terms used for the denominations is the same throughout. Thus, the denominations can be

stated in terms of each other as follows :

—

Burmese and
Burmese- Shftn.

Siamese-
Cambodian. Cambodian.

Shan (Siamese
and Cambodian),

Indo-Buropeaa
Commercial.

p«

mu
p6

fuang

p® ... •••

fuang

mat sailing ... chi and salting lat and chi ... mace
kyU hafc bat bat tickal

taung tamliing tamliing tamliing ... tael

and soi®«.. chang n^al chang catty

1
hap hap hap picul

leo It will be observed that the damling here is the Siamese tael, and the chang the Ohiaese catty : the Shan catty

being made equal to the Chinese catty by making 10 taels to the catty instead of the Siamese 20 ,* the picul remain-

ing constant. The mixed influence is thus shewn to perfection.

1 Compare the statements of M. Eocher, Notes siir un Vogage au Tun^nan, 1890, in Toung Fao, Vol. I, p. 51,

* 1837 : McLeod and Eichardson’s Journal, ante, p, 8.

1881 : Cushing, Shdn DCct,,,8, v,

1884 : Book, Tem^ples and JElejphanis, p. 159.

1885 ; Oolquhoun, Amongst ihe Shdns, pp. 94, 193, 315.

1890: Holt-Hallett, Thommd Miles on an Elephant, pp. 2, 163, 179, quoting Gamier, c. 1870.
* See Plate I., fig. 11, the marks of (?) a hin^a {hansa} on a piece of as*^k silver,

* (?) Royal or “palace-struck.'^
® The larger and better known ingot is meant t equal ten of the description mentioned in the textw

‘ Properly a Siamese catty is viss soi).
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Aad a, corollary to the above observation is that, if tlaa Siamese-Burmesa quaternary

scale is traceable to an Indian source on the basis of a commom origin, the whole
Purther-Eastern System, from Burma through the Shan States and Cambodia,
is likewise so traceable

.

As regards money of account of higher denominations than the tickal or rupee,

we have seen the tamliing or four tiekals, the okartg or eighty tickals, the hap or four thousand

tickals of the Siamese, and also the pek]>(i or hundred tickals of the Burmese, which last is the

equivalent of the SiA of the Shans. But amongst the Shins there ai'e evidently a nnmber of

such terms worth following up, some of which are recorded by Dr. Cusliiug, thus :

—

English.
j

Dr, Cushing.

6

Siamese. Given myself by Shans.

1 rupee kyap, wat • mm bat ... • • • lupkyap, bat, chetk‘e^

2 rupees ... .»• ngiinbau

21 ••• haung ... ••• ng^inuk'^

4 taung ... tamliing ...

5 ngiiril^nop

7

o &
ko^nalam

8 hoi

10 k‘an

80
»

... ... pan ... • •• chang ... mm^ cMn, chang

iPltl soi ..t

s$ ... •• kum ... ...

Since the above remarks on Siamese weights were prepared for the press, my old corre-

spondents, the managers of the Mas6e Guimet, heve been good enough to send me VoL I. of the

Voyage dans le Laos of the Mission Etienne Aymonier, 1895. This consists chiefly of

full and exceedingly iatelligent diaries of journeys undertaken in 1882-3 off both banks, but

principally off the right (Western) bank, of the Grand Pleuve, best known to us by its Siamese

name of M^khong, the French apparently preferring the Shan name Nam Khongfor it. And as

M. Aymonier constantly records prices, values, rates, taxes, dues, demands, presents, offerings

and such like, for all parts of the country traversed, the volume is of great value for the

present purpose. The book, however, is essentially a journal of a tour, and the collection,

tabulation and comparison of the facts recorded in it have involved a careful perusal and

collation of the whole of its 350 pages.

Journeying through a great number of villages occupied by a variety of tribes more or less

wild, H, Aymonier came across several forms of currency used under a considerable variety of

terms therefor. He also employs occasionally translations into his own tongue of the verna-

6ular words, which at first are a considerable puzzle to the English reader, I will, therefore,

first consider here the terms employed and then the results of his representations of the cur-

rency and weights of the Siamese ShAns,

Translated Terms.

1, Balance. — This is a literal translation of chdng^ the Siamese word for a catty, and also

for balance and weight. It is used for the Siamese catty (pp. 18, 89) and as a synonym for Urn e

'siamoise (p. 122).

® In quoting Dr. Gushing I have rendered his words as best I can and perhaps not always as he would, for Sh^n
writin though intended to be phonetic, allows several sounds to the same vowel symbol. To the list here given
might be add3.i from Aymonier, Vogage dans U L^os, YdL I. p. 133, anehing or 40 rupees, i. e., 6 chang,

^ For Tsyat or clearly.
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2,

Barre. — The harre cZ’ argent^ or simply harre [p. 72) is given as the equivalent of 15 to

16 Mexican dollars (pp. 22, 136), or of abont 50 to 60 francs (pp. 72, 134). At p. 132 it is

described as running 160 to the picul, i, e., as being of 10 taels. It is clearly therefore the

silver ingot, already noted (a??Ze, p. 14),

8, Iiivre. — The expressions livre d* argent (pp. 18,60, etc.), Uure siamoise (p 18), or simply

liv 7*e (p. 133, etc.) mean usually a Siamese catty (p. 264), but sometimes a Chinese catty (p. 22),

They are also, with the livre cambodgienne (p. 113) and livre indigene (p. 61) found (p. 321)

expressed in terms of the woenn (inxiing), a measure of capacity taken at o to the picul, i. e., at

10 catties or 20 catties, according as the Siamese or Chinese catty is mentioned. I gather that

the livre cambodgienne= ike livre siamoi<ie, and that the liore indlg)ne=^ the Chinese catty.

By 2iv7'e asiatiqiie the writer means the representative of the Chinese catty (p. 22), weighing

in Indo- China about 6(0 grammes.

4, Once. — By this is meant the Chinese tael, 16 to the catty or livre (p, 22). Once

indigene (p. 51) is, I gather, the tamlung or Siamtse tael (see ante, pp. 1 and 6, n. 45).

Vernacalar Terms.

1. Bat. — This is only once used (p. 133), and then as a weight of gold :
— “ unimpot de 2 on

3 hats dl or par village (le bat doit peser 9 grammes 177 milligrammes),^' Of* anbey pp. 1, n. 2.

2 and 6. Bnt it turns up in a most interesting form in the course of a Specimen

de conte des Khners de Korat .... gui s4on toiite probahilite appartient awssi aux Siamois.'^

It is there called (p. 285) pad;— deux pad (o' est-ct-dire deux ticaux:)*^ And a line or two
further on we have deux pad d' argent.'^

2. Cattie, — The term cattie or cattie d' argent is not mentioned until well on in the book,

when it is frequently used (pp. 161, 190, 203, 228, etc.). By it or its equivalents is meant,

sometimes the Chinese catty, 100 to the picul, and sometimes the Siamese, 50 to the picul

(p. 223, etc.).

3. Chang. — This is only once used, and then clearly for the Siamese clidng or catty

(p. 264), but we have a curious multiple of it (p, 133) in the phrases cingue It ores ou anohing
or,' and V impot est de trois anching an in the word being clearly the

Shan dialectic term hd, «, urn, an, = 5.

4. Chi. — This word occurs as a pure weight (p. 258, and p. 112 : — ‘‘ gargon pesait

h la balance 4 chi d.e cuivre and sometimes as currency (p. 136, and p. 133 : — ces inscrits

laocieits paieni chaciin un chi et guatre hun d' or, soil 5 grammes 25 centigrammes de capitation

annuelle *'). At p, 27 it is described as monnaie fictive," and we are there given a useful set

of analogues, as it equals “i sling siamois, 1 ligature de sap>)gnes annamites et 3 lingots de fer de
Kompo7ig Soail^

5. Damling or damleng. — This word is spelt at times either way, and is the Siamese
iamlungy or tael of 4 tiokils (pp. 75, 272, 329, etc,)- It is purely a weight, for on p. 264 we
find the people paying as dues damling d’ or and damling d* argent.

6. Hun, — This only occurs on p. 133, where we are given : — un chi et guatre hun d* or
(soit 5 grammes 25 centigrammes),*^ 2,ndi sept hun (soit 2 grammes 625 milligrammes) d*

This makes the hun = *375 grammes, Cf, ante, pp. 3, n. 21, 5.

7. Lat. — This is dedued (p. 60) as the chief small money (mbnnaie divisionnaire) of the
Eastern Shans, and as consisting of small lumps of copper (de petits saumons [pigs] de cjiwre) of
various sizes and values, and is constantly mentioned as currency (pp. 51, 132, 197, etc.)*

There is no doubt as to variation in value, as one finds it running 16, 24, 32, 40, and 64 to the
tickal (pp. 60, 89, 110 f., 189, 221, 244, 259, 264).

8. Sling or slong. This is spelt either way and is frequently used. It is the saJung or
quarter tickal (pp. 60, 223, etc,).
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9. Th^p. — This is a most interestiDg form and in the sense used by M. Aymonier new to

me. It occurs on three pages. Page 309 :— lls ont pour monnaiGS les ticaux saimois et les tliep

(sic) ou pieces anglaises de la Birmanie,.*^ Page 321 :
— JLes monnaies usitees ct, Bansdi sont les

ticaux et les theps (sic) de BirmanieJ* Page 329 :
— ^‘Dans ce pays de transit^ les monnaies sont

7es ticaux de Siam, les ihep (sic) ou pieces d' argent de la Birmanie anglaise cl V effigie de la reine

Victoria, de la valeur de irois sling, d un sling et dJ mi feeuong {fiiang) ... Clearly then

thep means the current British money of Burma. It is a Shan numeral coefficient for

money {ante, p. 9, n. 71).®

10. Tical, pin. ticaus:. — This has now evidently become a French word, as rupee has

become an English one. It is the unit used throughout the book, and to it all the currency is

referred (p. 18). By it is meant the Siamese money known universally by that name (le tical

est une monnaie siamoise d’ argent^ p. 18).

Besides the statements thus collected, there are several others directly giving the inter-

relations of the terms for currency and weights, especially at pp. 18, 22, 27, 60, 75, 132, 172,

197, 223, 243 f,, 265, 272 and 329 ;
and from the whole we can fairly make out the following

tables for 1882-3, in complete confirmation of what has already been written in this Section.

Aymouier’s Siamese-Shan Weights.

A. — Siam-Cambodian Scale,

4 sling or chi are 1 tical

4 tical „ 1 damling

20 damling ,, 1 cattie

50 cattie „ 1 pikni

B.— Chinese I

(16 tael are 1 cattie)

20 cattie „ 1 moenn
5 mcBun,, 1 pikul

Also

(10 tael are 1 barre)

160 barre „ 1 pikni

C, — Relative Erench and Shan Weights.

1 cattie is 600 grammes

1 pikni „ 60 kilogrammes

At p. 329 M. Aymonier mentions that besides the British money, the iliips already noted,

there are current in the country he traversed “ les at et les fai ou sous siamois,*^ The faz is obvi-

onsly the pliailung ” or p^e of the Siamese, and as to at, it has been above noted (ante, p. 6,

n. 44) that Bock, Temples and JEJlepJiants, p. 141, gives it as the equivalent of the But I find

in the Report of Mr. T, H. Lyle on the Trade of Miing Nan for 1896® that the scale runs thus :

—

2 lat are 1 at

2 at „ 1 p‘§

2 „ songp‘e

The Report in question is so much to the point as regards the present enquiry that I give

it here in fall :
—

‘^The country is undoubtedly under the disadvantages which the lack of a medium of

exchange entails. Money is scarce, more especially small change, and so unaccustomed are the

inhabitants of this district to the usage of money that of the four denominations of Siamese

s Cushing, S/idft Biot, p. 2S5, s. v, An Eastern Shan settled at Maulmain gave me the word as tyap, Gf,

Shan h‘ip and Icydp = Burmese kyat {kydp), Cushing, oy. dt, pp. 61, 87.

® Rangoon Gasieite, 27th Sept. 1897, p. 18 f.
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copper coin, namely, the lot (half att\ the atty thejpat (two atts) and the songpai (fonr atis)^

the first two only are current, the pai and songpai being refused in the native market with

cautions suspicion. The coins current in Nan are the rupee, with its factors the four and

two-anna silver pieces, and Siamese copper coins, the att and half att or lot.

For the four-anna and two-anna pieces the absence of small change has produced a ficti-

tious value, which is somewhat confusing to a new-comer. The rupee is recognized in Siam as

equivalent to 48 atts or decimal 75 of a tical. Under these circumstances the two-anna piece

equals six aits and the four-anna piece equals 12 atts. In Nan, however, whilst the rupee is still

I'ecoguized as equivalent to 48 atts the two-anna and four-anna piece are given a value of 7 and

14 atts respectively. Consequently, whereas in Chiengmai there are eight two-anna pieces

to the rupee, in Nan one can only obtain seven two-anna pieces, or three-and-a-half four-anna

pieces for the same coin. There is thus a loss in purchasing value of 12| per cent, on every

rupee expended in the native market^ though on the other hand any one importing and making

sole use of small coin would be the gainer to a similar extent.

This system holds good also in Phre. It appears to have arisen from the former scarcity

or absence of small change combined with the easily satisfied needs of the people, which enable

them to buy and sell their necessities in diminutive quantities.

One or two proclamations have been issued requiring the people to give eight two-anna

pieces to the rupee, and to regard the two-anna piece as of six atts value
;
but, in spite of

penalties held out to the disobedient, the old Order prevails, and any attempt to insist upon the

normal rate is met with the unanswerable argument ‘it is not the custom,’

The above Report makes clear an otherwise inexplicable statement as to British coinage

made to me by a peasant settled at Leny/l to the Mergui District, who stated that he came
from Bankok, and was what the Burmese call a Y6d‘iyS (Ayuthia) Shan, i, e,y a Siamese.

This man’s table of British money in his own language was given thus : —

A Siamese Version of British Coinage.

English.

Siamese Terminology.

Terms. Sense.

1 anna • • • « • * samhji^io 3 pice

2 annas • • * • » • fuang ... • « • a fuang
3 J5 ... • •

•

kaubya ... 9 pice

4 9) « •

«

,*• sailing • •• a salting
5 >1 • ••• salirngsambyi • •• a sailing and 3 pice
6 » ••• ... salungfdang ... a sailing and a fuang
7 sal'dngkaubya • •• a salting and 9 pice
8 sbngsaldng

• • • 2 salting
9 sbngsardngsamhya » • « • • • 2 salting and 3 pice

10 5> • •• sbngsalungfuang •», 2 salting and a fuang
11 « • * • • * sbngsalungkaubyd

• •• 2 salting and 9 pice
12

* • • • • % samsaliing 3 salting
13 if • •• samsalungsambyd 3 salting and 3 pice
14

if samsaltingfuang 3 salting and a fuang
15

16

if

TO

* •* samsalungkaubyd
***

1

3 salting and 9 pice

ooet&cient for copper money.
{ urmese numeral
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It is obrious that this nian^s kaowledge of British coinage in Siamese territory must have
been picked up in the places in which it is current, u e., in the Siamese Shan States, where the
Id.!- and tb are practically the only recognised native copper currency, and where the small
British silver, viz,, the two and four -anna pieces, would be known in terms of the Iht and at.

Now, if the kt run 48 to the rupee, 3 will make one anna, and no doubt that fact was in the

man*3 mind, when describing the anna as being of three “ hijd^^ or ‘‘copper pieces," the term
hrjd being borrowed from the surrounding Burmese idiom,

A correspondent of the Rangoon Gazette (22nd November 3897, p. 20) dating from rural

Siam (apparently from a Siamese Shan State, for he notes that rupees and British small silver

are current together with Siamese money) gives the following account of a village computa-
tion of a simple sum in British currency

Arithmetic seems to be unknown, A man once had to add Rs. 234-14-0 to Rs. 365-2-0.

He could not do it; neither could any of the ‘ clever ^ men in the village whose aid had been
invoked. Finally a Baba — father Chinese, mother Siamese — turned up. He was asked and
correctly did the addition. His method was interesting, and I give it. He placed two rupees on
the ground to represent hundreds of the Rs. 234-14-0. Then another rupee to represent the

single hundred in Rs. 165-2-0, making three rupees, representing three hundreds on the ground.

He nest placed nine eight-anna bits to represent the tens of the 34 and 65. Then came nine

four-anna bits for the 4 and 5 of the units. He knew that 14 annas and two annas made a

rupee. He therefore added a four-anna bit to the nine ah'eady placed on the ground. These
he took away as representing one ten, and added an eight-anna bit to the nine already placed.

This gave ten eighfc-anna bits representing 100 rnpees. Sweeping these away, he added a rupee

to the three originally referred to, and announced the result as Rs. 400 to an astonished and
wonder-struck crowd. Needless to say that Check Te was from that day forward a mau of some
consequence in the village,’’

The method of addition above quoted evidently struck the writer as something strange, but

the explanation is simple enough. The Baba" had clearly been taught the use of the Chinese

abacus (a2U7,72pa:/i,),ii and, being without the instrument, improvised one out of the British

coins available on the spot.

The above problem, as w^orked out on the system of the Chinese ahobcus, can be stated as

follows, in order to shew to a person trained to European mathematics the process of reasoning

followed by the “ Baba :

—

• Let a ipO ; 5 ==s 10 : c = 1 : 16c2 = c.

Add 2a, 35, 4c, 14d to a, 65, 5c, 2d; and state the result in figures.

Then 2a -f- a = 3a : 35 + 65 = 95 : 4c -f- 5c ^ 9c : 2d -f- 14d = I6d = c.

Then 9c -{- c = 10c = 5 : 95 -j- 5 = 105 == a: 3a -j- a ~ 4a = 400. Q.E.D,

A Burman^2
(qj. for that matter, a modern Tibetan, an ancient inhabitant of India, or a.

modern Indian astrologer) would have tackled the problem thus, writing on sand, or on a

sanded board, beginning with the large figures, and rubbing out and substituting as he pro-

ceeded, precisely as did the “ Baba."

Problem : add Rs. 234-14 to Rs. 165-2.

Write 234

16o

Pronounced sUnpon to me by a Southern Chinese, See Terrien de la Conperie, OldNumercdtS and the

Svianj. an in China, passim : Knott, Abacus, J.A. S„ Japan^ Vol. XIV". p. 18 ff. : La Loubere, Siamy E, T., p, 182,

See present writer’s article on Burmese Arithmetic, ante, Yoh XX. p. 53 ff

.
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2 + 1 = 3, therefore -write 334

65

3 -j- 6 = 9, therefore write 394

5

4 + 5=9, therefore write ...» 399

Now because 2 + 14 = IG = Re. 1, add 399 and !
Write 399

1

9 + 1 s= 10, therefore write 390

1

9 + 1 = 10, therefore write 300

1

3 + 1 =?= 4, therefore write 400. Ans. Rs, 400.

I may mention here^^ that this process is really natural mental aritlinietic, and is

that followed by bank clerks all over Europe, when running up accounts in books. It can

wdth practice be gone thi*ough with extreme rapidity and accuracy. In ancient India the

written process made a nearer approach to the mental than is possible with the modern system

of denoting numerals, because the ancient people did not express value by position, but by

signs, and so wrote as they spoke and thought, and as all Europeans still speak and think.

The same writer goes on to say, Rangoon Gazette, loc» cit», that ;

—

** The Siamese do not write Rs. A. P. as we do. The best explanation I can give of

their method is by diagram—
B

G
C

J)

From A to E ‘ tarn loongs’ are placed. One tarn loong= 4 rupees. At B ‘ changs’ are

placed. One chahg = 2,0 rupees. From F to C rupees, At G four-anna pieces. At D pice.

And at H two-anna pieces. TJil^s ;

would read : B tain loongs, 7 ctangs, 15 rupees, 6 annas (4 and 2), and 3 pice, or Rs. 1G7-6-8.’'

These statements do not, however, work out as the writer makes them, for two reasons.

Assuming that the tickal and its parts have already been superseded by the rupee and its

parts, — a fact of great importance to the present enquiry — the ‘‘ tamloong ** = the Siamese
tael == 4 rupees, as stated, hut the chang = the Siamese catty = 20 taels^= therefore, 80, not

20, rupees. Secondly, in the figured diagram the parts of the rupee are wrongly stated for

the total required, and for the lower ciphers 2, 4, and 3 we should read 1 , 1, and 1, and for
“ 3 pice;” we sho,uld read 8 pie.”

;
U. g., the total according to the diagram works out to

See ante^ ToL XX, p. 55.
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Rs. 538-4-9^^ and not to Rs. 167-6-3, as stated. The proper diagram for Rs. 167-6-3 is as

follows :

—

Now, eliminating the errors from the statement, we can perceive that it provides an

exceedingly valuable form of improvised abacus for computing money. Thus, taking

the rupee as the unit, we get

a = chang, catty = 205 :

5 = tamliing, tael = 4c

:

c = rupee == 1.

c = 4fZ
;

cZ = 4-anna piece

:

d=2e] e 2-anna piece

:

e = 8/; /= 1 pice.

Then the abacus diagram, as made out by the Siamese, runs thus, for a sum of Rs. 167-6-3 :•

a
a

b ccc

e d

f

Rs. 160

4

3

4

2

3

Rs. 167.6-3

(To he continued,')

And it would read thus :

—

2a = 406 = 160c =
6 = 4c =
Sc= 3 =
(£= l/4c =

c = = l/8c =
/= l/8s =

Thus,

7 catties ... Rs. 560

3 taels ... 12

15 rupees ... 15

4 four-auuas ... 1

588

2 two-aunas ... *4

3 pice ... -9

588-,4-9
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NOTES ON THE SPIRIT BASIS OF BELIEF AND CHSTOAL

BY SIR I. CAMPBELL, K.O.I.E., I.O.S.

(Conimued from Voh XXVJ. p, 304.)

1. The Features, Character, and Mode of Living of Spirits.

In Western India, most spirits are believed to have their legs turned back or crooked,

their hair loose, and in some cases on end.^'^ Many are lean and nglj, and many are supposed

to be green or, like English fairies,2-*' to wear green. Some are white, like Munjfi, the spirit of a

Brahman lad, and a few are black, like Kafri,the spirit of a murdered negro. Vital, the chief

of spirits, is green, and rides a gi’een horse. The Konkan female spirit BLIdali wears a yello’sv

robe and bodice, and lets her hair fall loose. The water-spirit Gira has his legs turned back,

and the hair of his head is on end. In Bengal, Ohurail, the spirit of a woman who has died in

child-bed, is fair in front and black behind ; and her feet are turned back.^^ The Parsis have

spirits whose features are half like a man’s half reversed According to Henderson,^^ the

English spirit Brownie was half spirit half man. English mermaids, or water-spirits, were

women above the waist, and below the waist fish with fins and a sp reading tail.^s

The general character of spirits is supposed to be evil
;
dhiiis are spirits who are almost

always bent on mischief. Satara (Western India) Mhars say that all who die accidental or

sudden deaths with unfulfilled wishes come back and plague men and cattle. Still, all

spirits are not mischievous, and some of them, like Vital, Brahmapurush, and Clilda, if pleased

or propitiated, are believed to be of great help to tlieir worshippers. Vltiil is said to shew his

devotees hidden treasure, and to supply their wants.

The belief in the complete or in the partial good-will of spirits is widespread. Up
to the eighteenth century the belief in a kindly helpful spirit called Brownie was common in the

British Islands. About 1600, James I., in his Demo?wlo^^, describes Brownie as a rough man who
haunted houses without doing evil. Some, he adds, were so blinded as to think Brownie made
their house all the sonsier, that is, fatter or more prosperous. In 1690, the traveller Martin

says, in the Shetland isles every family of consequence has its Brownie. Milk and water are

poured to Brownie through a holed stone. Brownie used to be seen as a tall man. Since 1640

sights of him had become rare.^'^ In his Journey to the Western Isla^ids, Dr, Johnson (A. D. 1773)

23 Of the character and features of German spirits Grimm says :— THey have in them some admixture
of the superhuman, which approximates them to gods ; they have power to hurt man and to help him, at the same
time they stand in awe of man, being no match for him in bodily strength. Their jOigure is much below the stature

of man, or else mis-shapen. They almost all have the faculty of making themselves invisible. The females are of a
broader and nobler cast, with attributes resembling those of goddesses and wise women ; the male spirits are more
distinctly mark ed off both from gods and heroes (Teutonic Mythology, Vol. II. p. 439). English fairies are said (Xirk in

Napier’s Folk-Lo re, p. 20 ; DalyeU’s Darker SuperstiUons of Scoilandf p. 636) to be astral spirits between angels
and humans. In looks and ways they are like tiny men and women. They are merry, and dance decked in green.
They marry, have children, and die j they can he visible or invisible at pleasure

;
they live in the ground and

unseen ; they constantly wait on men ; they are fond of hnman children, and carry them away, and sometimes
women. They milk cattle, and shoot people with flint-head arrows, of which at the same time fairies themselves
stand in awe. According to Sir Walter Scott (Demonology and Witchcraft, pp. 180, 432 ; Border Minstrelsy, p. 461),
English Woodland spirits are kindly but mischievous. Scottish Moorland spirits are fierce ; and Highland spirits
are peevish and envious. As to- their appearance Reginald Scott (1580), Discovery of Witchcraft, p. 420, complains
that some sixteenth century English writers are so carnally minded that if a spirit is spoken of they think of a black
man with cloven feet, horns, tail, claws, and eyes as broad as a bason. The Oeylon evil spirit is black-skinned,
large-eyed and long-tusked ; some of them wear colours {Journal, Oeylon Asiatic Society, 1865, p, 16). They have
the worst wishes to men, and can be forced or tempted to do what any one wishes who has a charm over them
(op. cit. p. 8),

2^ Brand’s Popular Antiquities, Yol. II. p. 479. 26 Dalton’s Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal, p. 258.
2® Bleek’s Vendiddd, p. 81. 2'? Polk~Lore, p. 246. 28 Brand’s Popular Antiquities, Vol, III. p. 418.
29 Quoted in Hone’s Year Book, p. 1538. Compare Dalyell {Darker Superstitions of Scotland, p. 580). Brownie

is a house-spirit wiio did much work. Eoodand milk were set apart for him. The Reformation chained him up.
Brownie’s Gaelic name was Gruagach (Notes and Queries, Fourth Series, Yol. YIII, p, 500).
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says of the spirit called Brownj :— “ Browny was a sturdy fairy, who, if he was fed and kindly

treated, would, as they said, do a great deal of work. They now pay him no wages, and are

content to labour for themselves. ”30 Heron in his journey through part of Scotland, 1799,

Vol, II. p. 227, says:— “The Brownie was a very obliging spirit who used to come into

houses by night, and, for a dish of cream, performed lustily any piece of work that might

remain to be done. Sometimes he would work and sometimes eat till he bursted : if old

clothes were laid out for him he took them in great distress, and never more returned.

Sir Walter Scott describes the Brownie as thin, shaggy and wild, hating rewards. Scott likens

the Brownie to the Homan Lar who was human, roughly clothed ia dog's skin, and, like

Milton’s lubber bend, lived near the fire.32 The Welsh farmer still puts out a bowl of milk

for the fairies 33 Trolls or droiles were found in Scotland and in Shetland. Like the Brownie

the Troll worked for man. They came to houses where feasts were held, especially at Yule

or Christmas time.3^ Shakespear describes Puck or Sweet Puck as another name for Hob-
goblin, For those who called him Sweet Puck, Hobgoblin worked and brought them luck.

Puck describes himself as the merry wanderer of the night who jested to the fairy king and

made him smile, neighing like a filly to beguile the horses, lurking in a gossip’s bowl and bob-

bing against her lips, or as a three-legged stool slipping aside from those about to sit.^^

Coleridge (1790) describes the Devonshire Pixies or little Pucks, a friendly race too small to

be seen, as before dawn in I'obes of rainbow hues, sipping the furze fiowers, shedding soothing

witcheries over their favourite poet, sighing with the lover and dancing on the fairy grass

rings.36 The Phynnodderre, a spirit of the Isle of Man, was believed to help peasants in cut-

ting and gathering grass.®^ Ariel was a kindly spirit, glad to help man, especially the weak
and ill-used. The Ban-she or Irish woman-fairy warned Irish families, and corresponding

family spirits warned Scottish families, before the death of any of its members,3S Another

English guardian or good genius was Billy Blind or Blind man’s

As a class, Indian spirits are considered unclean in their habits, and, as they never bathe,

their bodies are said to have a peculiar smell. So the Marathi proverb runs :— JSthSn slmclvir-

hliiit ^and dke, teth4rb hhut ndki^— Where there is cleanliness there is no spirit. On the other

hand some spirits are represented as specially clean and pious. Thus Vetfil is very clean in his

habits, and spends much of his time in the worship of the god Shiv. The Brahmapurush bathes

daily, wears clean white clothes, performs sanclkya adoration, and observes all the religious

duties of a pious and orthodox Brahman. Similarly fairies are fond of neatness and cleanness

of apparel, of strict diet, and of an upright life.^<^

Certain spirits were beliered to have connection with men. Thus the ajpsard or fairy

named TJrvasi was believed to have come on earth and lived for Some time with an Indian

king named Pururava. The story runs that while king Pururava had gone hunting he

heard a woman cry, and, on looking back, saw a beautiful damsel being carried off by a

demon. He turned, slew the demon, and released the damsel. Out of gratitude the damsel

who was a fairy agreed to live with the king, with the condition that he should never come

before her undressed. She lived with him happily for a year during which a son was born to

"0 Brand’s Populzr AntiqultieSy Vol. II. p. 489. si ciU Vol. II. p. 489.

Bordsr Minstrelsy, Introduction (1880), p. 7. Tents,

^ DalyoU’s Darher :Supersiiiions of Scotland, p, 5?3 ; Jamieson’s ScoUish Dictionary.
ss Midsummers IdigM’s Dreim, Act III. Scene I, The word Puck is apparently the Welsh Pwcca or spirit.

Compare G-rimm’s Teutonic Mythology, Vol. II. p. 500. In Breeknook is a Owm Pwcca (Ooom Pooky) or G-oblin

Vale which. Shakespeare is believed to have known (Vaughan’s Poems, Pt. XVI., Ed. 1883). In 1503, imps are

called pnokrels (Sharpe’s Witchcraft, p. 211). Grimm {Teutonic Mythology, Vol. 11. p, 441) notices a division of elves

.into albs who are white and good, and dv&rgat dwarfs who are dark and bad.

Songs of the Ptaw, Poems, Moxon’s Ed. 1870, p- 8.

Brand’s Popnkr JntifuiUes^ Vol. III. p. 415.

Shakespeare’s Tempest ^ Jamieson’s Scottish Diciionary ; Guthrie’s Old Scottish Customs, p. 217,

Scott’s Border Mimtr^sy, Voh H. p. 32. Brand’s Popular Anilquiiies, Vol. II. p, 408.
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her. One day the king happening to come before her undressed, she upbraided him for break-

ing his promise, and disappeared. In the Konkan, the lower classes believe that the spirit

Ddnnja can have connection with women, and it is said that, if a man can accomplish the

penance and rites described in the hulpa tantTa, he can have connection with the fairies called

Yakshinis.^^ In India, spirits are supposed to visit women at night in the form of a dog, cat,

or other animal.^2 Tji Ceylon, if a child is born with hair and teeth it will probably be killed as

the offspring of a demon-father.^® The belief, that spirits had connection with men and women,

continued in Europe till the middle of the eighteenth century. The Homans believed that

their sixth king Servius Tullius was the son of a hearth -spirit. The Greeks believed that the

people of Cyprus were descendants of female-spirits,^® and St. Augustin (A. D. 650} considered

it imprudence to deny that female spirits or Saccubi lie with men or that male spirits or Incubi

lie with women.^® In Skandinavia, it was believed that spirits had intercourse with men and

women.^7 In the early Iceland stories dwarfs have children by women, and the Laps of

Pinland held the same belief. The Gauls believed that certain demons violated the chastity of

women.^^ In 1660, Sir T. Browne®^ held that spirits associate with human beings of both

sexes. In Middle-Age England (1000-1400), there was an incubus in every tree which

attacked women, so that it was not safe for them to go up and down.®^ Burton (1621)

believed that there never had been a time in which so many lecherous devils, satyrs and genii

had shewn themselves as in his own days.®^ In France, as late as 1750, a Mass was said in the

abbey of Soissy to keep the nuns from the power of the fairies,®® and in Scotland, in 1690, it

was believed that Incubi and Succubi came and slept with men and women.®^*' The Incubus or

fiend-lover was specially hard to scare. Neither the names of Jesus and Mary, the Sign of the

Gross, nor relics had any power over him,®® In Seventeenth-Century Europe, the Huns were

believed to be the children of Incubi.®® Luther held that spirits have intercourse with men.®^

The wife of a Crusader was said to have a son by the spirit of the Tweed.®®

As in other branches of belief the two great influences, development and degradation,

have always been at work affecting man’s view of the character of spirits. Under the

influence of development the early unfriendly spirit by being housed and honoured rises to be

the house guardian, the tribal guardian, the universal guardian. Under the influence of degrada-

tion the lower guardians of the earlier faith become subordinate evil influences. Dev in the Brah-

man religion is a guardian : the later Zoroaster (A. D. 300) degrades the D6v to an evil spirit.

In the Eig-Vida the Asuras'are gods : in the later Atharva-Veda the Asuras are fiends.®^ The
Daimon of classic Greece becomes the Christian demon.®® Similarly, the leading guardian

Tylor’s Primitive Culture^ Yol. 11. p. 190. *2 Dubois, Vol. II. p, 59.

Journal Asiatic (Ceylon) Society, p. 19, 4* Pliny's Pfatural Bistory, Book xxxvi. Chap. 27.
Leokie's Eurojpeati Rationcblism, p. 26. *6 Qp, cit, p, 23.

Mallet’s Northern Antiquities, p. 511, *8 Scott’s Border Minstrelsy, p. 440.

« Brand’s Po^ulmr Antiquities, Vol. 11. p. 521.
,

so Browne’s Beligio Medici, ed, 1800, p. 42.
61 Chaucer’s Wife of Bath’s Tale, M Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy, pp. 118, 494, 496.
65 European Rationalism, Vol. I, p. 25.

64 Op. cit.Jol, I. p. 143 ; Tylor’s Primitive CuUi&re, T ol. II. p. 189. 65 Black’s FoU Medicine, p. 87.
66 Reginald Scott’s Discovery of Witchcraft, p. 612. sr B[enderson’s Folk-Lore, p. 7.
68 Note to Lay of the Last Mimtrel. 69 Barth’s Indian ReUgioli, p. 42.
66 The case of the divine and guardian daimon of Socrates (B. 0. 400) illustrates this feeling. An honorable

meaning was attached to the word daimon, at least till A.I). 160, when Oelsus called upon men to give up Christia-
nity and worship the demons or ministers of God. In a less honorable sense daimon was used of a magician’s pare-
dros or familiar (Smith’s Christian AntiquiUes, p. 1075). The early Christians held that the gods of the Pagans'were
demons who had taken the names and the incense of the popular divinities (Jamieson’s Sacred and Legendary Art,
Vol. II. p. 623). Jacob Grimm further notices that the idea of the (Christian) devil is foreign to all primitive reli-
gions. Perhaps it would be more correct to say there is a strain in the Christian idea of the devil foreign to the
character of the eyil spirits of the earlier religions. Satan’s fight with God, his hatred of man, his immortality, are
all late ideas. Still in the Christian devil remain the evil spirits of earlier times : His going about as a roaring lion,
his riding the storm, his delight in destruction, are all early, One large slice of the devil,” says Grimm {Teutonic
Mythology, Vol. III. p. 1020), “ is from the old giant, only the devil is harsher and crueller.” The saying {Notes and
Queries, Fifth Series, Vol. IV. p. 265) that the devil built St. Vigean’s Church three miles west of Arbroath in Soot-
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^oeccmesiri the new system tlie leader of the hosts of spirits who are hostile to man. Christianity

‘has degraded the classic and northern gods to fee devils. How far Christianit;y robbed classic

-spirits of their kindly element is shewn by these words of St. Augustine (A.D. 600) :— The devil

while we feed allures us with gluttony, thrusteth lust into our generation, sloth into our

exercise, envy into our talk, greed into our dealings, wrath into (mv correction*, pride into our

government, evil thoughts into oar hearts, lies into our mouths. When we TV’ake he moveth us

•-to evil thoughts, w’hea we sleep to evil dreams. He stirreth the merry to looseness and the

mad to despair.”®^ As regards the northern gods, Grimm has shewn how Satan has usurped

the names and titles of many of the early Gei'man Guardians.®^ Hot less in India is it hard to

-draw a line between hhufs or unfriendly and devs or guardian spirits. Were not all dms on.cc

hMts : were not some bhuts once devs

:

Yirs, VSfcals, and other powers are by some ranked as

by others as devs living in the deoastlidnn or seat of the guardians. Vii', the spirit of a

dead warrior., often known as the sat virsor seven heroes, holds a place of special honour, VYheit

-a man asks a dev to harna his enemy, the dSv first sends a mr and himself goes behind to help.

In such a case the sacrificial goat is divided equally betw^een the dev and the -w. As a rule

YStal is a dev to the Mariitha and a to the Brahman. Still certain Marafehas rank Vetal

among bk'^ts and certain Brahmans rank him among devs. One reason why all devs were once

-6/iuts is that originally not all bMts were unfriendly to man. Among some Tamil tribes JBictd

is the benevolent god,^^ The word b/iut had once, to some extent the word still has, the sense

of spirit, not of fiend. A mother who comes hack to nurse and care for her child, though

^he is the bad type of dMt known as jakm^ is still a guardian- The following details

shew how even a jakfi% one e£ the worst forms of bhuts^ the dreaded ghost of a woman who has

died in child- feed, may become a guardian or dev. When the cradle of a babe, •whose mother

is dead, rocks of itself, the house-women ask? — Who are you that rocks the cradle ?

Come into one of us, and tell us who you are.’' The women sit in a circle, and, as the mother

passes into her, one of them shivers, and says : — I am Gangii. I have a child, I have come to

take care of my child. I will do you no harm.” The house-women doubt if this is a true

spirit. To try your truth *we will give you something to do. You will Hpeu the ci*op ; you

will cure Rama’s cough, you will heal the lame M6ti. Do this, and we will trust yeu.” If the

task is done the women ask the mother to enter into one of the men of the family, since

mothers rarely pass into the bodies of women. The mem and women sit round. Presently one

of the men skivers as the mother passes into him. The women ask :— Mother, what is your

land is probably a recollection that tke Christians took the building from tke setTBseof an early god. a«€mm {Tenionit

Mythology, Vol. III. p.'23) writes .*— “Under the influenceof Christianity elves and giants developed into angels and

•devils. Apparently the change was evil. The fairies who in the honoured days of King Arthur fulfilled the land

of Britain disappeared. S^hts were no longer to be seen of the Elf Queen and her Jolly Company dancing full of

faerie in many a green mead (Chaucer inEolkard’s Plant^X/ore, p. 64), Similarly theOerman gods Wuotan, Uonar,

Tio and Pbol put on the nature of diabolic beings. Their yearly visitation was turned imbo a rabble-rout which the

people shunned. The result of the degi^ation of the guardian on the belief of the lowest classes in Cermany is

shewn by the characteristic remark of Luther (A. D. ioOO)

“

When we walk abroad, sit at our board, lie on out

bed, legions of devils are round about ready to fiing whole hell into our hearts’’ (Seafield’s Dreams, Vol. I, p. 146).

Other countries refeised*to give up 'their faith in the good element in spirits and much trust continued to be placed

in elves and faeries, 'With Satan, whose virtue vras a grim northern humour, were associated men and wc^ea

possessed by evil spirits, witches, wizards and' warlocks {Folk-Lore Record, Tol. 11. p. 94). In Eussia, the^ devil is

thought of more in sorrow than in anger. He is really poor old domovoi, the ancestral spirit, the Guardian of the

Hearth, disgracedby the tenth cen^jury enthusiasts who wanted either the art or the patience to work his oH
guardianship into ©ome Christian grace (see Ealston’s Russian Songs, p. 124). In talk the French feeling is kindly

to the devil, Un bon diable is a genial companion like the English A queer devil. The usual and natural shape of

the devil in the time of James TI. (1685) was an empty bottle '(Hone’s Everyday Bc^h ToL 11. p. I:i41). Before

John Knox (loSC) and other destroyers, according to Sharpe {Wliclicriift in Sooiland, p. 23)., in many parts of

Scotland, about milldams and green brae faces elrich elfs and brownies strayed and green-gowned fairies danced and

played. According to E. Scott 11584) the result of Knox’s infiuenee was evil. The spread of the belief in witchcraft

was due to the loss of Bobin Goodfellow and the fairies which were wont to maintain the common people^a talk in

this belief (E. Scott’s Discovery of WUchcrafi, Ed. 1886, p.xxii.).
. , -ritr 't

Quoted in Scott’s Discovery of Wiichcraft, p. 426. Boots, Hick, Scratch, Walker.

«3 Jcurnal Ethnological Bodeiy, Vol. YIIL p. Uo, in Lubbock’s Frirnitm CondiUon of Man, p, 206.
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wisli ?*’ Through her chosen medinm the mother says :
— ^ Make an embossed golden likeness

of me and fasten the plate roimd my child’s neck/’ Or the mother says- r— Make a tiny golde-n

imase of me and set my image in the ark along with the house-gods.”' If the mother asks

that her image should be set in tlie-ark the- people say We must ask the house-gods. If the^-

lioiise-gods do imt object we will set your irmige in the* ark/’ The house-gods speak through

certain men only. If a medium is present, he bathes^ puts on a :§reab loin cloth, loosens his-

top knoty and sits in front of the ark. He drops- incense on a fire to the right, and prays- to tlie

gods :— God, come into my body and tell me one or two things/’ Presently he tosses- bis loose

hair and trembles. The house-god has passed into him. The people come and say to the house-

god ; The motlier li-as come back.’” The niiother (that is, the man into-whom the mother has.

entered) says:— “I will do you no liarm. I will do you good. Pis/t me in the ark.”'

The people ask the house-god’s medium.:— ‘‘ Are yon willing that we* should set the mother’s

image close to- you ?” If the house-god is willing the medinm* pants r—^ “ Yes^ seat her close

to me.” If the house-god is unwilling the medinm says;— Put the* naotber outside/’ They

say to the medium “Can we trust the mother will not harm, uss The medium replies*

quivering and panting :— “ The mother is good ; she will do you no harm.” The chief house*

god has ended and retires. The medium, fxHWS until his brow strikes the ground. He raises

himself. A fresh shivering seizes him. He is possessed by the second of the house-gods.

Who are you P” the women ask, “ Bahiri/’ pants the mediuna- Bahiri- agrees that the mother

may have a seat in the ark and retires*. Tlie medium droops till his. brow smites the ground.

He pulls himself straight. A fresh air eomes over him. He shivers* as- the* third guardian

passes into him. The third guardian approves the mother,. And so it goes till all the- povvers

are asked and have approved. The image of the mother is set in the ark The women
ask : — What should we give the metber to eat ?” The wise men say :— ‘‘The same as other

guardians— a cook and a oocoaimt once a year.”' The mother’s warship is performed year

after year, so long as her child lives. With her child’s life the mother’s immortality ends.

Her image remains in the ark ; no offerings are made to it. The Gormans have the same belief

as Hindus^ A German mother comes back to nurse the child. A hollow in the bed shews

where she has laiii.®^

{Ta he continued^

MISCELLANEA.
SOME THOHNIOAL TERMS' AND ITAMES m

l^OET BLAIR.

The Penal Settlement of Port Blair being

established for the whole of British India, every

one of the many languages in that vast area is
’

represented at the Settlement as the mother-

tongue of some person or other*. In sudi eircunr-

stances it was early found to be imperative that

one chief language should be established as a

lim/iia franca. The language that naturally sug-

gested itself for this purpose was Urdfi, the.

language the Gamp of the Muhammadan
eonqi^mrs of Indiai- better known by its name of

Hindustani. Consequently every one in Port
Blair has. to* acquire a practical knowledge of

Urdij, be he Englishman or Burman, Tamil
or Afghan, Lepcha or Gond, and one result of this

necessity is that this language is current in

ev^ery conceivable variety of coiruption. It is

spoken in many forms and with very many

accents*, and in addition to the curiosities of
language thus created, there are many words of
local growth, invented tesuit local wants. On the*

whole, therefore, the Andaman form of the old
Camp Language of India is philologically worth
study, even as Pigeon English is, and with more
reason, because, being perhaps the easiest of all

languages to* acquire fairly correctly, Urdfli has
never degenerated into such a jargon as Pigeon
English^

I propose now to give a few Port Blair words to

dlnstrate my meaning.

The following woids I have beaid even in the
mouths of Durmans tmahle to make themselves
understood in Urdd*:

—

Bijaru — This meansnw a barrack for convicts

as distinguished from- a barrack for troops or
police,, though various corruptions of ban ack

”

are also used for that purpose. It is really English
in ongin?, and represents the word “ division,

the corruption' having taken place on vulgar Hrdd

6^ Tylor’s Primitive CvUtW'e, V ol. I p. 456o.
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lines* Tilus, di ’’ has dropped out, v has become

b and the zh sound of si has become j, quite

according to custom. Originally the convicts were

divided into “ divisions, ” each of vv’hich slept in a

barrack. Hence the present application of the

term.

Tapu.— This means a convict ‘‘ station. ” It

is really good Urdd for an “island.*’ Oiiginally

all the con\dct stations were situated on small

islands in Port Blair harbour. Hence its present

application to any convict station, inland or on an

island.

Sikshan. — This means now either the ‘‘ sick

list, ” or the Female Jail. It is the English word
“ section. *’ Originally the major division of the

convicts vras into sections, of which JSTo. XYII.
was the convalescent gang, the sick and nnable to

do any or full work. The women were of course

all in the Female Section. Hence the present

double application of the word, kept in existence

no doubt in the first case owing to the likeness of

“ sihshan ”
to the familiar “ stk-mdn ” of the

Native Army Hospitals.

Waipar,— The first Jail constructed in the

Settlement was on Yiper Island, so named after

a gunboat in the last Century. It is now dwai*f-

ed by the gi'cat Cellular Jail on Atalanta Point,

so named after an old man-of-war, which is the

Jail par excellence

y

much to be avoided in the

eyes of the convicts
;
the other is simply waipar.

Other jails are being constructed at Minnie Bay
(named after another by-gone gunboat), Pahar-

gaon, and Goplakabang (Andamanese word), of

which the mightiest will be that of Minnie Bay,

and it will be interesting to see what popular

terms will be applied to them. By the way Gopla-

kabang is ah’eady Gdbang in common parlance

and script, and the name is likely to have “no

deiivation in days to come.

Blidbi, a washei'man, and search, are

pure Urdfi, but they are two of the fii’st words

picked by Burmans and non-Indians, and it is

curious to hear them in the midst of an otherwise

pui'ely Burmese sentence.

P4ti Afsar, for “ petty officer, ’* is unquestion-

ably referred by Native speakers to the p*lti, belt,

they all wear and not to the English word. I

have heard them spoken of simply as petiwdU, the

men who wear belts, though in ordinary Anglo-

Indian slang pOtivcdld, translated into “box-

wallah, *’ is the hawker who soils articles of

female attii’e and familiar wants, and pattiwdld

exists for those familiar with the language for

the belt-wearer, i. e/, the messenger or peon.

Many of the existing place-names about Port

Blair are English, and the corruptions thereof by

the convicts and their Native guards are interest-

ing, shewing that striving after a meaning which
is so i)rolific of verbal corruptions all over the
world. E. g. :—
Mount Harriet becomes Mdlian Ret.
Perseverance Point
Shore Point

Navy Bay
Phoenix Bay
Barwell Ghat

Parasn Pet.

Stlwar P^t.

Nabbi Beg.
Pinik Beg.

Bala Ghat.
Harriet was the name of the wife of a former

Superintendent. Perseverance and Phcenix were
the names of Royal Ships in the last Century.
Shore Point is named after Sir John Shore (Lord
Teignmouth), Governor-General. General Bar-
well was a fomer Chief-Commissioner. There is

also a large village called Anikhet, a conscious
pnn on the name of the daughter of a former
Chief- Commissioner, who was named Annie Kate-
The largest steam-launch in the harbour is named
The Belle, ’* after Belle, the daughter of a former

Chief-Commissioner, which has proved an
unfortunate name, for the vessel is invariably
called by the Natives “ Belly Jahaz, **

The station of Elephant Point has been trans-
lated into Hathi Tapu. The stations of Navy
Bay, Dundas Point, South Point, and Phcenix
Bay are all also frequently called indiscriminately
Chana Bhatta, because there is now, or has been
at some former time, a lime-kiln at these spots.

Convicts never forget a place at which there has
been a lime-kiln ; they hate the work so. So also
there is a village called Chauldari in the South-
ern Districii after a former convict “ camp ** at the
spot ; hut the station of Middle Point, a long way
offi in the Northern Bistiict, is also commonly
known to the convicts as Ohauldari for the same
reason.

Sometimes the Natives* names for places are

mei*ely corruptions of the English words, without
any effort at a meaning; e. g.y Ubten for Hope-
town, where Lord Mayo was murdered, and B[4rd6
for Haddo. Port Blair itself is always Pdt Biler
and Port Mouat always P6tin6t.

R. 0 . Temple,

KTJLA.

One of the first veimacular words that the

stranger learns in Burma is kaia (written kuia §),

a foreigner. It has always a contemptuoiis sense,

much like the word “bax'barian, f and is applied

properly to a native of India
;
and hence to any

Western foreigner, when it is not likely to be

resented. It is ti'aceable to Goia (Gauda) and
meant oidginally an Indian Buddhist immigrant

fi'om Bengal (Gauda, GaU|?, Pali G6Ja). See

Yule, Hobson-Jobson, s. «?.
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Perhaps nothing would astonish the ordinary

Burman mure than to leam that the term could

anywhere he applied to himself precisely as he
applies it to others. But such is nevertheless the

case, for it is invariably so used by the Eastern
Shans (Laos) about the JMekhong (Nam Khaung);
teste M. Aymonier, Voyage dans le Laos,
1S95. The journey of the “Mission Aymonier
about the Mekhong, especially its right or West-
ern bank, as far West as Horat and as far North
as Nampat, was undertaken in 188*2-3, and the

leader’s references to the Burmans as KalAs are

so distinct that I will quote all there are in his

first volume, — the only one so far issued.

Page 37. — “La population [de Bassak] est

laocienne avec quelques lares Elimdrs, Chinois,

Kula (ou Birmans).”

Page 83. — “Nous rencontrons des Kola [a

Phou D6n Moeuong] nom que les Laos donnent
aux Birmans.’’

Page 197. — “Les habitants [d’Oubon] sont
tons des Phou Thaiis qui cultivent des rizieres,

pechent et elevent des bestiaux qu’ils vendent aux
Kola ou Birman pour les exporter a Bangkok.”

Page 233. y fait aussi [a Dhatou
Penom] un commerce de buffles que les Kolas ou .

Birmans viennent acheter dans la region pour les

emmener a Bangkok. ”

Page 263. — ‘
‘ On rencontre a Nongkhai des

Ohinois qui occupent une quarantaine de bouti-

ques, des Siamois generalement venus de Korat, et

des Kolas ou Birmans.”

Page 265. — ‘‘ [Le Phya de Nongkhai] avait a

ce moment de gros ennuis avec desKolas ou mar-
ehands Birmans qui sont detestes dans le pays
. . . . Le jour m4me le Ohau et les mandarins
fii’ent signifier leur expulsion aux Kolas qui furent

attaques la nuit suivante, a coups de fusils ....
Ils allerent reclamer au consul anglais a Bangkok,
d’oh ordre au Ohau de Nongkhai derendre justice

aux Kolas, on bien de faire expedier les accuses a

Bangkok.”

Dr. Cushing, Shan Dictionary, p. 13, gives

*‘kaia,o, a foreigner : kalalam, a black foreigner,

used generally of a native of Hindustan because
most known to the Shans : kalii, a name applied

to Karens on the mountains Bast of Toungoo

:

kalaum, a Siamese or Laos, also an appellation

given to all who are under Siamese rule
;
infre-

quently karaum ”

So the opprobrious term appears to be of
mutual application I

E. 0. Temple.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
MUSALMAK TITLES OF HINDUS.

There is nothing really MusalmSin in these
titles. Khan, winch means simply tribal chief,
was the usual title of the heads of tribes in the
North-West Panjab. Within histoi’ic periods
Afghanistan was ruled by Hindu or Kshatriya
tribes, and many a tribe of Hdjptits, J^ts, and
even Khatris still preserve the tradition of having
emigrated into the Panjab from the neighbour-
hood of Ghazni. And of these several had
ancestors who are said to have borne the title of
Khcm,

Another M^n Jat of the same family held the title

of Khan, his name being Bhtlndar. His son,
MirzSi, succeeded to the title. Another ancestoi*,

now known as Man Shah, had the title Shall
confeiTed on him by the Delhi Emperors. His
real name has been lost, and he is onlyremembered
by his title of the Man Shall. His descendants
are called Manshahia, and even now those who
claim descent from BhOndar Khan would have no
objection to the revival of the title of Khan in
their favour.

Gukd^al Singh in P. JV. and Q. 1888.

In latertimes, too, titles borne byMuhammadans
originally were adopted by others — e* g., the
Kddshdh, Shdhzddd, and ^irddr of the Sikhs.
In modern times Hindus gladly accepted such
titles as Klidn JBahddur, eto., when conferred on
them by the British Govemment.^

The tradition of the Mdn Jats is that they once
ruled in Ghazni, and that Raja Bhtmpai was the
last ruler of their race there. This king came on
2-^ expedition to India, and settled at Bathinda
(Patiala territory), driving out theBhatti Rajputs.

^ [The British Goyerument frequently bestows mixed
Hindu and Musalm^n titles on Native Chiefs, following
in this the custom of the Native Governments. The Sikh

NICOBAR ISLANDS — LATTER-DAY FOLK-
MEDICINE.

This is a prescription by a “ doctor ” of the
village of Kenuaka in Car Nicobar, given on 14tli

April, 1896:—
“ Mix Eno’s Fruit Salt in water. Add to it a

little powdered camphor and turpentine. Give
twice a day for colic and stomach-ache. Add a
little quinine to the above in fever cases.

Port Blair,
R. C. Temfle.

rulers constantly did so. The custom no doubt arose in
the time of the free-thinking earlier Mughal rulers of
Delhi. — En,]
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CUBRENCY AND COINAaE A^^IONG THE BURMESE.
BY R. C. TEMPLE.

(Coniiniied from y. 21.J

4.

Chinese Weights.

So mticli is said in the coarse of this Chapter regarding Chinese influence on the ^veight

system of Further India, that it is necessary to consider here the Chinese weights themselves.

Prof. Ridgeway,^® Origin of Gtcrreyicrj, p. 158, quoting apparently Silvestre, JBlxcursions et

Mecoiinmssancesj 1883, No. 15, p. 308 ff., but in reality taking the whole information from

Wade, Tm Erh Clii^ Yol, II. p. 213, which again is condensed from Bridgman’s Climese Chres-

tomatky, a book I have not seen, gives the modern indigenous table of weights thus :

—

10 li^® are 1 fen

10 fen ,, 1 chi’en

10 chi’en ,, 1 Hang

16 Hang „ 1 chin

100 chin „ 1 tan or shih

For the above vernacular terms read as follows, and the universal Far-Eastern

and Archipelagic modern commercial terminology for currency is reached, thus^^ :

—

li is cash

i^n „ candareen

ch*en „ mace

Hang
5,

tael

chin^® „ cattyi^

tan (shih) „ picul^®

The modern scale then is practically almost entirely decimal, the 16 Uang to the chin

being introduced apparently to satisfy general Far-Eastern convenience commercially.®^ How-
ever, when and how the modern scale came to be introduced I have no means by me of satisfac-

torily ascertaining, but such examination of ancient Chinese weights as I am able to make
shews that it cannot have been introduced very long ago, for it certainly did not exist,

according to Terrien de la Couperie, at any rate up to 621 A. D.

For, in his Catalogue of Chinese Coms^ he covers the period of the Yllth Century B. C. to

the Yllth Century A. D., and at pp. xHii. fE. has an elaborate disquisition on weights, based

chiefly on the aucient coins still in existence, because of the muddle which the native writers on

the subject have made of their identifications. His pages are rather hard and difficult reading,

but after an amount of trouble that might have been avoided had the presentation been clearer,

I have been able to put together the following statements from pp. xliii. and xliv. ;—
Ancient Chinese Wei^ts.

A. — General Table.

1 ohu equals grs. 4*06

6 chu are 1 hwa „ „ 24*37

2 hwa j, 1 che23 „ „ 48*75

Prof. Ridgeway is a little vague in Ms transcriptions, e. gr., we have cM’ew, p. 158 p. 159, and Uung^

p. = Uan§i p. 159.

1® Also t*\m§ and ch^ien, Wade, Tzu Ulrh Ohi, Yol. II. p. 213.

17 Hexsfclett’s Treaties^ p. 37 n. See also Stevens, Guide, 1775, p. 91, who says that the “ gross Weights differ,

more or less ahont one per Cent ’’ and that the ** Dodgings/' i. e., scales, seldom agree.
,

JS Usoaily This seems for a long wMle to have been fixed at li lb. j see Stevens, Guide, p. 91.

20 Pixed at^3S4tlhe.^v. by Treaty of 1858 j see Herstlett’s Treaiies, p. 33. It was reckoned at that rate in the

asb Century ; see Sieved GMe, p. 91. ^ „

21 The modem Kcmg (tael), bang about an oz., 16 Hang or catty (chin, Kw) about a lb. av.

32 Terrien de la Couperie is not certain as to tMs word apparently, form p, xliii. he has rendered the character

for this weight as t«e, and on p. adiv, as tche.
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2 eke are 1 liang equals grs. 97*5

2 liang 1 kin .. 195

4 kin ^ V 1 yuen » „ 780

5 yuen 5J
1 liieh 99 „ 3,900

2 liieh 1 hwan 99 „ 7,800

B. — Special Ancient Coins.

1 fun equals grs. 86

9 fun are 1 yuen ,, „ 780

C. — Literary Weights.

20 liang are 1 literary kin }x equals grs. 1,950

2 kin „ 1 Itieh „ „ 3,900

2 liieh „ 1 hwan „ ,
„ 7,800

D. — Larger Weights.

30 kin 1 kuin equals grs. 58,500

4 kuin ,, 1 shih23 „ „ 234,000

E. — Ancient and Modern compared,

1 modern chu is 1 ancient hwa, or 6 ancient chu, equals grs. 24*17

1 modern liang is 6 ancient liang^^ equals grs. 579*84

These ancient Chinese tables are of the first importance to the present discus-

sion, because of the following comparison that can be made :
—

Burmese Decimal Scale of MA.
j

Ancient Chinese Scale.

6 yw6 are 1 pe 6 chu are 1 hwa
2 pe „ 1 mu 2 hwa „ 1 che

(2| &) 2 mu „ 1 milt 2 che „ 1 liang

4 mat ‘ „ 1 kyilt 2 liang „ 1 kin|fj

Therefore 96 yivS = 1 Tcyat and 48 chu= 1 Idn. Now the chu is four grains and equals the

fin or candareen, L e., the conventional seed of the Adenanthera ^avonina^B^ndi the ywi is in this

case, as we have seen ante^Yol. XXYL p. 314, the seed of the Ahrus ^recatorius, conventionally

28 Neumann, Tmnslaiions from Chinese and Armenian, 1831, in The Eistory of the Chinese pirates, has under
date 1809, p. 41, and also p, 124, an odd note ;

— “ A shih or stone contains 4 Jmens : e^huen 80 Un or catty, the
well-known Chinese weight : a catty is equal to Ih lb. English.” The shih could not, therefore, have possibly been
a stone or 14 lbs. He has, however, other odd notes ; e. g., p. 22 (also p. 102) :

— “ These (teaoufa) are large vessels
with windows from 200 to 300 tons : they are called by Europeans by the Chinese name, in the Canton dialect
jwnks ; chuen is the Mandarin pronunciation.” But how about Malay and Javanese jong and ajong 9

24 Loehyer, Trade in India, p. 166 ff., gives a table, dated c. 1704, for converting Canton weights into Troy
weights and vice versd. His tale is 10 oz. 4 dwts. 5*28 grs.= 581 -28 grs. His mace is 2 dwts, 10*12 grs. 5= 58*12 grs
But p, 159 he says : — “you cannot well be without such a Table, thoroughly examin’d, in your Closet! I met with
several done by other Hands j

but all disagreeing, I calculated this for the Use of the Factory
weights are here much bigger than at Amoy j where by the Medium of four different Tables 100 oz.*Troy! amount to
Tale 84, 4m., 8c., 9o., which at Canton is 82T., 5m., 7c., 6c.” That is, the Canton weights were then about 2 per cent
larger than the Amoy weights, which would mate the Amoy Tale of that period e. 570 grs. and the mace about
57 grs. Stevens, Guide, 1775, p. 105 ff., gives a table for converting “ Canton Weight or Money into English TroyWeight ” and vice versd. ’ His tale is 1 oz. 4 dwts. 3 *84 grs. 579*84 grs. 5 his mace 2 dwts. 9*984 grs.= 57-984 grs •

his candareen is 5*7984 grs. : his cash {mssa on p. 129) is 0*57984 grs. This is a calculation downwards on the basis
that 100 taels, Canton weight, 5= 120 oz. 16 dwts. English Troy weight. Both Terrien de la Couperie’s and Stevens’
weights must he taken as conventional literary denominations, because in 1870 the tael varied in practice from
5s. 9d. to 6s. 8d,,i.e.,c, 14 per cent., in different ports in China: Herstlett’s Treaties, p. 37 n.. Quoting Fori
Fablers, China, Nos. 7 and 12, 1870,
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half the Aclena^itliera pavonina seed. Therefore, if the ywe is half the cliu the ancient Chinese
hin= “the hyat or modem tichal. That the Tiyat or hut or tickal is the upper standard of

modern Indo-Chinese bullion "weights and the yici the lower standard we have seen already

abundantly in the preceding sections of this Chapter, and a reference to Terrieu de la Conperie’s

work will shew that the /am was likewise an upper and the c/iu the lower standard of ancient

Chinese bullion weights. Given these premises the infex^ence is irresistible that the modern
Burmese Decimal Scale of Mia is merely the survival of the ancient Chinese universal
scale, and as (ante, p, 2) the modern Burmese decimal scale of 9?iii is practically identical with
the scale for the whole of Indo-China, it follows that the Indo-Chinese populations have
preserved, apparently without material change, the bullion weight measures of
the ancient Chinese.

The farther inference then is that if the whole Further-Eastern System, from Burma
through the Shan States and Cambodia, is traceable to an Indian source on the basis of a com-
mon origin, the old Chinese scale is also so traceable

;
though here we should, I think, modify

the proposition by stating that the Indian and old Chinese scales are therefore traceable
to a common origin.25

All the evidence available to me points to the overlaying of the Chinese decimal scale upon
an older scale such as Terrien de la Couperie has extracted from the ancient coins and to the

supposition that the decimal scale has been introduced from some outside and inde-

pendent source. Thus, in attempting to connect the terms of the old and new scales, one

finds that nothing is so puzzling as the tracing of Chinese terms from author to author, no
two Sinologists apparently using the same system of transcription.^sa But if we abandon the

transcriptions and make a comparison only of the Chinese characters for ancient and modern
weights used by Wade and de la Couperie, we shall find that, if we are to accept Terrien de la

Couperie’s statements, apparently prepared with great care and fullness of examination of the

details on which they are based, the terms used in ancient and modern times have entirely

changed in significance : — Thus,

Character. Wade's Slodern. Equivalents. T. de la Couperie's Ancient Equivalents.

^ ... .. 5*7984 grs. fuu 86 grs.

I

liang 579*84 „ liang 97*5 „

Ff chin 9277*44 ,, kin 1950 „

w shib 927744 shih 234000 „

Terrien de la Couperie himself tells us that the old hany and ck2d were about a sixth of the

modern and and this table makes the old catty (cAm, Icin) about a sixth of the modern

one. It also makes the old picul (shift) about a fourth of the modern one. By the old fiiyi

must have been meant something quite difierent from the modern fen, which, as the conven-

tional candareen, must represent the old cJiu of 4*06 grs.

2*^ ColquHoim, -Across Chryse, 1881, VoL I. p. 263, makes a disquieting statement as to this. All the evidencs

goes to shew that whateyer the catty or pound might he, the picul of China and all Indo-China and the Far East was

the same, but Oolqnhoun says, describing the famine in Tdnnan after the then recent war :
— “ The scarcity was

fearful, the price being at times 25 taels per picul (fan) of Tunnan. The tan is equal to 173 Chinese lbs.'' If then

he means by lbs. Hn or catties, and Ms statement is correct, we have the disturbing fact of a double (picul) itari)

existing in Yiinnan.
26a “K’o. 1 Compradore” of the Indo-China Co.’s S. S. Kuisang gave me voce the list from cash to picul

; — matt, /4tt, ch^en, licmg, 'kwt and siafe as the terms used in the Cantonese dialect. All these terms, except

ch'ett, I have found in W. Williams' Tonic Diet, of the Canton Dialect

y

1856, at pp. 274, 45, 231, 128, 441, respect-

ively. W. Williams gives also M for ' cash ' at p. 233, and tan for * picul ' at p, 499. I have found also that all

the Gmde Books about Canton and Bong^ong, some written by men with gpod Ipcal colloquial knowledge, differ in

the representation of the characters for * money, ^ etc.
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Again, as regards the introduction of the Chinese decimal scale, it appears in full swing in

the days of Marco Polo and the mediseyal trayellers, as recorded in two of Yule s great works,

Ilarco Polo and Cathay and the Way Thither y i, e., during the Mongol sway in the Xlllth and

XIVth Centuries A. D. But the money then found was almost entirely of paper/® in which

tale and not measure or weight is the essential point in denominations. And it is to be noticed

that Marco Polo and his successors sometimes speak of money in the terms employed for

enumerating the Army, This makes one inclined to hazard the conjecture that the Mongols

introduced the decimal division of the coinage, basing it on the ancient decimal division of

the Army, which can be seen from the following terms :
—

onhashi^^ decurion (oUy ten)

yiizbashi centurion hundred)

hing-(ming)bashi chiliarch (hing, ming, thousand)

tuman-aghassi chief of a legion (tuman, ten thousand men)29

Now the notes of Marco Polo^s time (Yol. L p. 378 ff.) were those of Kublai Khan’s first

issue (1260-1287 A. D,), whose denominations were stated in terms of

(1) tens of cash

(2) hundreds of cash

(3) thonsands of cash (strings)®^

26 3farco Polo (1275-92) : Vol. I. p. 378 if. ; Vol. II. p. 88. Wassaf (1300) : Marco Polo, Yol. II, p. 169. Friav
Odoric (1320-30) : Cathay, Vol. I. p. 115. Archbishop of Soltania, (?) John de Corar (c. 1330) : Cathay, Vol. I,

p. 245. Pegoiotti (1330-40) : Cathay, Yol. 11. pp. 289, 294. Ibn Batata (1348) ; Cathay, Vol. II. p.

Marco Polo has many local notices of the use of paper money always introd-nced with the formula :— The
people are Idolaters, burn their dead, use paper money and are subjects of the Great Kaan ( Kublai ) :

”
Vol. II„

pp. lOS, 115, 116, 132, 140, 143, 173. But see also anter>Yol, XXVI. p. 291 f.j in Chapter I, of this work, section on
paper money.

With reference to Tule’s specimen of a note of the Ming Dynasty in his Marco Polo, Vol, I. p. 378, I bought
some years ago a number of beautiful French plates relating to China from a Parisian dealer, evidently meant to
illustrate some ( ? folio ) book, though they have never been bound into one, Mo. 65 is superscribed, like the rest,
** Descrijpt, gin* de la Chine/* and is a plate of coins and currency. Some French hand lias dated many of these
plates 1785,” but among the curious illustrations of “ Monnoyes anciennes noxnmees Pou et Tao, Monnoyes
inoertaines ou etrangeres dont on ignore le temps, et qui ont eu cours a la Chine, Monnoyes auxquelles dans la suite
des temps le Peuples h attache des id4es nael^es de Superstitions, et Monnoyes & argent du Tibet (t. e,, Nepalese
rupees )” we find Monnoyes de differentes Dynasties,” which are illustrations of cash, commencing with the
** Dynastie des Tcheou,” and winding up “ De Chun tcM fondateur de la Dyn. regnante, Du feu Fmpr. Gang hi,

De Yong tching Empr. regnant.” ‘ This gives the true date, for it refers to the Ts*ing Dynasty and to the Nien
Hao or titles of reigns of Shun Che, 1644-62, K’ang Hi, 1662-1723, Yung Cheng, 1723-36 ; see Mayer, Chinese
Beader’s Manual, p. 387 f. So perhaps the plates refer to what Terrien de la Couperiehas called (Cat, Chinese Coins,

p. vii. n.) *' the great work of P. B. Souciet, Observations Mathemaiiques, Astronomiques, Q6ogra$hiques, et Physic*

ques, tiries des Anciens Imres Chinois, 3 vols., 1729-32,” which I have not seen. At any rate the work is that of a
complete Chinese scholar, for, in addition to the other matters, there is an illustration of the very tare 1,000 cash
note of the Ming Dynasty of the identical issue of that given hy Yule, character for character and seal for seaL
Every character is transcribed and translated into French.

2’' I have here used d for the sound of au in awfuh

s® See Yule, Marco Polo, Vol. I. pp. 223 f., 231. Also a%fe, Vol. XI. pp. 189 if., 193 f., where an account of the
.military arrangements of Ohinghiz Khan, under date c, 1206 A. D: is given, based on the authority of the Fttctw-

ch*ao-yi-sU (1240 A. D.), <mte,yol. IX. p. 89, and of ’AbuU-Ghazi (1663 A. D.). Also Bedhouse, TurUsh Diet*

s. vv.

:

Shaw, Sheich oftheTmTciDcmguage, s. vv* See also Ain Alcbart, Blochmann’s Ed. p. 236 if., where the divisions
(nominal) of Akbar’s Army (16th Cent.) bear a remarkable likeness to the denominations of Kublai's note currency
(13th Century) as recorded in YuIe^s Marco Polo, Vol. I. p. 878 if.

TTenatVol.!!. p. 59.

5® By the way, all Yule^s valuations at p. 381 ff, of the paper money in Marco Polo’s time are based on the
assumption that a **

string ” = Hang *= tael= 80d., but from what Terrien de la Couperie tells us as to the Uang up
to 620 A. D. being a sixth of the modem Uang of c. 80d., it would follow that the Hang of 1260-1300 A. D. might be
anything between 13d. and 80d. This consideration might reduce Yule’s enormous figures as to the^alue of Knblai*»
note currency to more manageable amounts. ’

i
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And in estimating the revenues of China, Marco Polo (V*ol, II. p. 171 f.) expresses it in

** tomans or gold/’^^ and Friar Odoric {Cathay^ Vol, I. p, 123) in titmans of balis?'^^

One cannot, however, laj much stress on all this, as tumdn with the travellers evidently

meant the abstract number 10,000, for we find Wassaf (A. D. 1300) talking of tomans of

soldiers and tomans of ra^yats^** and Friar Odoric of ** turnans of fire-places, every Uiman being

ten thousand.*' The Friar also tells ns of a man, whose revenue was “XXX tuman^ n£

zxgars (bags) of rice, and each tuinan is ten thousand.*'^®

Such being the evidence available, I leave this question here, and pass on to a point of

much interest and value in the present argument. Ridgeway, Origin of Currency^ p. 158,

following Wade, Tzn Erli Chi, Vol. II. p. 213, points out that the modern Chinese metric
system, like that of ail the Farther East, the Eastern Archipelago and India, is based on the
natural seeds or grains of plants, and then proceeds to talk of “ ten of a kind of seed called

fin (the candarin).*’ Here Rumphins (1741) comes to onr aid, as will be seen from his terms

quoted ante, YoL XXVI. p. 316 f. He there tells us that the Abrilsfrutex precatoriics)

seeds are mixed up in weight standards with the Corallaria parvifolia (t. e., Aclenanthera

pavonina) seeds, and that the latter run ten to a mace (maas) in China, and ten mace to a

tayl.” He also tells ns that the candareen (condorius or condorium, as he calls it) is the

seed of the Ade^ianthera pavonina, and that the “ CMnensis condorius of the Southern

parts of China is rounder, harder, more solid and heavier^® than the Malayan variety. There

can be no doubt, therefore, that the “kind of seed called f§n’^ is the Adenanthera seed,

and if we are to accept the modern fen as representing the ancient chu, then it follows that

the ancient and modern Chinese weight systems, despite differences in denominations,

are alike based on the Adenanthera seed*

The mixing up of the Ahrus and Adenanthera seeds has already been explained, ante^

Vol. XXVI. p. 31 7 ff., andis to be seen in the following quotation froma Collection of Dutch Voyages,

1703, p. 1 99. The quotation also shews that the Chinese werethenknown to use the Adenan-
thera seed as a weight standard. “ They (mixed metal Cash) were not then (1590) currant

in China it self,®^ where the People pay nothing in Money, but with little bits of Silver, which
they weigh against Conduxis, or small red Beans, which have a black Spot on one side.**^7

3^ As a contribution to the study of Marco Polo^s narrative I may here make the following remarks. Yule
sagaciously infers that by of gold Polo referred to tomans o£ ting {ten ounce) notes,” and that the
" ting ” note was the equivalent of an ounce of gold, as the ounce was understood at that time. But Polo estimates

the tUman in saggi, and the saggio (Venetian) was one-sixth of an ounce (Venetian), Yule, Marco Polo, Vol. EE. p. 273,

Cathay, Vol. II. p. 297. The saggio was therefore equal in say 1275*92 A. D. to 76 grs., while according to Terrien

de la Couperie up to 620 A. D. the Uang (ounce) was equal to say one-sixth of the modern Hang or Chinese ounce,

and was in fact about 97 grs. May we not argue, therefore, that all Marco Polo was trying to convey by the

expression saggio was an idea of the Uang of his time, to which the saggio might then have been the nearest equiva-

lent in European money that his hearers were likely to understand? Grant this and we can again cut all the

calculations as to the real sense of Marco Polo’s figures down to say a sixth of the sums hitherto accepted as

equivalents, and thus bring them within reasonable limits, and go a step further towards relieving him of the

(?) undeserved soub7'iquet of Marco Milione,

32 So far as I can judge the halis was a ting note (of ten ounces), but it is a very difficult word : see Yule,

Mwrco Polo, Vol. II. p, 169; Cathay, Vol. I. pp. 115 f., 123, 240; Vol. II. pp. 289, 294, 481.

S3 ifarco Polo, Vol. II. p. 169: Cathay, Yol, I. pp. 123, 153. Johnson’s Persian Diet., 1952, calls tomdu
a Persian word and says :— A myriad, 10,000. A sum of money equal to 10,000 Arabic silver drachmas, which
are about one-third less than those of the Greeks ; also a sum equal to 15 dollars and a half (? 10,000 cash). Dis-

tricts into which a kingdom is divided, each being supposed to furnish 10,000 fighting men ; when the city of

Samarkand, for example, therefore, is put down for 7,000 tomms, it implies that she holds 70,000 men ready to bear

arms on the requisition of her sovereign. A large division of a tribe.” This description seems to fairly cover the

general usage of the word. It is called iomand and tomond in Stevens, Guide, pp. 124, 129.

^ Rumphins^ vernacular Chinese synonyms are t^ontsjo, isjonisjii, zongsi, tschonsidgi, tschongsidji, which. I

suppose represent characters for some such word as chungchi or chungsi,

35 This may account for the being reckoned at about 5 grs., while the Adsnanthera seed is reckoned at

about 4 grs,

36 Tliis, of course^ is wrong,
37 At p, 221, op. cit., the Condiwri is correctly described, and it is noted that it is called Saga in Java; ^
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Turning now to tire countries south of China proper, and confining the research to the

modern money and weights, we find from Bidgeway, pp. 158 i£., who has followed

Msg. Taberdier, 1838, Msg. Pallegois, 1854, M. Monra, 1883, and M. Aymonier, 1885, the

following ilinminating tables as regards Chinese influence on modern Cambodian ideas

of currency

.

.

Camb0dian Denominations

.

1. Bullion.

60 dong (sapec,^® fcash) are 1 tien (mace)

10 tien 1 string (tael)

10 strings „ 1 nSn (bar of bullion)

2. Account.

1 0 li (cash) are 1 linn (candareen)

10 hun „ 1 chi (mace)

10 chi „ 1 denli (tael)

10 denh „ 1 nen (ting)^^

3.

Weight Avoirdupois.

10 hnn (candareen) are 1 chi (mace)

10 chi „ 1 tomlong (tamlilng, tael)

16 tomlong „ 1 neal^o (catty)

100 neal „ 1 hap (picul, tan, shib)

The text gives 600 sapecs to the tael, a fact which appears to be acconntecl for later on in the text under tbo

quotations as to Toughing money in the last Century. C/l Aymonier, Voyage dans le Laos, Vol. I. pp. 23,27.

Yule’s ingenious suggestion for the word sapeca i^EolsonrJohson, s. v.), sapeh, sapec, sapigue^ ^epayqua, is that it is

"Malay sa + pa/cu, a string of picliis (pitis) or cash. C/. Stevens, Guide, ahie, Yol. XXYI. p. 328, who writes the word

f&iiee and pett i/. Yule’s conjecture is practically setat rest by tbe following valuable quotation from Mandelslo,

and Travels into ihe Last Indies, E. T., 1669, p. 117, under date 1689 :
— “ By them (the Chineses) likewise comes the

money hither (Java), which in the Malayan Language is called Cas, in Javan, Fity, and is current, not only at

Bantam, and all the Isle of Java, but through all the neighbouring Islands. ’Tis a little thin plate made of Load,

and the Skum of Brass, so brittle, that letting fall a string of Caxaes, you shall break at least ttn or twelve. They
are made in the Town of Ghincoa in China, and they are beholding to Wanty (? for Wanly), King of China, for them,

who lived about the year 1590, and finding that tbe Oassaes made by his predccessonr Huyien, King of China, went

not off, by reason the Chineses had so filled the adjacent Islands with them, he contrived this brittle money, which
his Sucoessour Hnmendon put forth, as it is now corrupted. It hath a four-square hole through it, at which
they string them on a Straw ; a siring of iwq hundred Ccusaes, called Saia, is worth about three farthings sterling, and

five Saias iyed togeth&r make a Sapocon. The Javians, when this money came first amongst them, were so cheated

with the Kovelty, that they would give six bags of Pepper for ten Sapocons, thirteen whereof amount to but a Crown.
But they have had leisure enough to see their error ; for in a short time, the Island was so filled with this stnffo,

that they were compelled absolutely to prohibit all trading, which so disparaged this money, that at present two
Sacks of Pepper will scarce come for one hundred thousand Camesf^

We seem here to have both the rise of the sapeo and its depreciation fully accounted for- Huyien, Wanty, and
Hamendon, “ Kings of China,” are, I fancy, the Ming Emperors, whose Nien Hao, or Keign Titles, are Lung King,
1567-73, Wan Li, 1573-1620, and Tai Ch’aug, 1620-1. See Mayei*s, Chinese Be^(Zer’s Manual, p. 378. But in Man-
deislb’s day, during the disruption caused by the fall of the Ming and the rise of the Ts’ing Dynasty (1628-44), there

must have been some confusion as to who was “King of China.” Wan Li’s long reign would, of course, make his

name well remembered.

Since recording the above information, I have found the same story in different, and perhaps more interesting,

detail in a Collection of Butch Voyages, 1703, inserted (but ? interpolated) during an account of the Eirst Voyage,
1595-7, p. 199 ff. Sata there becomes santa (and at p. 197, but sauia at p. 137) and sapocon becomes sapoon

( ? by a misprint), but pity has its correct form piUs, I am aso able to finally confirm Yule’s derivation from
Moor’s notices of the Indian Archipelago

^

1837, p. 94, in an article entitled “ Short Account of the Island of Bali ”

from the Singapore Chronicle, June, 1830 ;

—

“ The money current on Bali consists solely of Chinese pice with a hiole in the centre, which have been intro-

duced into Bali from time immemorial. They value them at half a cent and 600 of them may he obtained for a silver

dollar. They, however, put them up in hundreds and thousands ; 200 are called safah, and are equal to one rupee
copper, and 1,000 are called sapahu, valued at five rupees.”

In Yol. II. of Baffle’s Javet, p. 64 f., are described ancient Javan coins and Plate 87 gives several dated by natives
from 861 to 1568 A. D, These are all evidently piUs, and in riew of the information now given are worth examining.
They form part only of a large collection made. S9 Tiig Chinese denominations for ten taels.

*0 Also 105 and 112 nial-^l picul ; and according to Crawfurd (iS'tam, p. 516), 112, 148 and 150 catties go to

the picul of various commodities.
,
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Por Laos, z. e., the Skdii Co micrv under Caiiabodiaii and Chinese political indaence, we
see Chinese ddaciarr indnence clearly in the folio ^viiig tables for ‘‘ Laos'’ generally : —

10 hun (candareen) are 1 chi (mace)

1 bat (tickal)

1 damliug (tamlang, tael)
^

1 chang (catty)

1 hap (picul)

And in the following statement regarding the South-West of the Country (Laos),

Bassak, and Attopoeu” : —

10 chi

4 but

10 damliug

100 chano-

it

5?

10 strings of cash (luace)*^ are 1 denh (tael)

10 denh ,, 1 nen (bar of bullion)

Por Annam we have a most interesting table of weights in terms of the tael, there called

and in translations a ‘‘nail” of bullion, while the nen, e., the bar of bullion,

weighing ten taels, nails, or becomes in translations a “ loaf” of bullion.

Annamese Table,

I luong equals J tael (L e,, a tickal)

I i w

1 ,, (also dinh) ,, 1 ,,

i nen „ 5 „

1 9, 10 „ (ting)

For Tongking in the last Century, there are the statements of Stevens, Ouidej 1775,

p. 129: — ‘‘ Tonquin Weights, These are by' the Chinese Dotchin (scale) Copper

Cash are the only Coins here : 600 great, and 1000 small, Cash, are accounted one Maradoe.^2

The Price of Silver is always variable here, on Account of its rising and falling according

to the Quantity brought in. By this the Chinese make considerable Advantage. In the

Year 1739 they allowed 28| Maradoes for 1 Bar or 10 Tale Silver, and in 1748, but 21 Mara-

does. All the Mexico and Piliar'^s Dollars are run into Bar Silver without any Distinction.

These Bars should weigh ten Tale each. , . . . Accounts are kept here in Tales, Mace and

Candareens : all which are regulated by the Price of the jMaradoes and Copper Cash.”

For CoebiiL-China generally Cmwfurd, Sianiy p. 516 ff., gives us information based on

an Edict of 1818 A. D., which confirms that herein gathered as to the Further Bast. He tells

us that all “ the zinc coin (sapecs) , as well as the gold and silver ingots are struck at Caehao,

the Capital of Tonquin,” and from his other statements can be put together the following

tables, curiously combining thel vernacular and general commercial terminology already

ascertained :—
Oochm*Ohinese Denominations.

Bullion,

ingot equals J tael (i. e., tickal)

1 k
2 >» 2 >»

1 ,, (iuong, dinh) ,, 578*67 grs. (i. e., 1 tael)

1 large ingot (nSn^ bar) „ 6172'9 grs. (10 taels)^^

41 By “ string ’’ in books is apparently intended sometimes a string of 100 cash (mace), and sometimes a string

of 1,000 cash (tael).

43 This mar^doe is clearly meant for the weight in bullion of the dollar, or about two tickals, or half a taol.

Now Stevens, Guide^ 1775, p. 89, tells us that at Madras the “ Goa Pardoe ” and the “new Mexico Dollar*^ were

each of the same value and that the “ new Pillar Dollar” was of but very little more, and so we may fairly gather

that the “mamdoc” was some local form of the Portuguese silver pwrdaos vid& Yule, Edhson-Johsom, s. t*.

Spanish, see Chalmers, ColoniaZ Gurr$ticyf p. 391 f.

44 I, 6., as nearly as local metallnrgy would permit.
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Account.

60 sapeks (casli) are 1 mas (mace)

10 mas „ 1 kwan or quon^® (tael of account)

2 kwan 8 mas ,, 1 ingot (tael of weight)

For the Archipelago there is a valuable contribution to medifcval currency in Groeneveldt^s,

Notes on the Malay Archipelago and Malacca” in Lido-Cliina, 2iid Series, Yol. L p. 177 H

Speaking of Java, the Ying-ya% Sheng-lan (1416 A. D.) is quoted as follows: — ‘‘In their

trading transactions the Chinese copper cash of dihcerent Dynasties are current Their

weights are as follows : a cati (kin) has twenty taels (liang)^ a tael sixteen ch’ien and a cKien

four kohangs; a kobang is equal to fen, Chinese ofiGlcial weight, the chHen is 8*76 fen, their

tael is 1*4 Chinese taels and their cati has 28 Chinese taels, all in official weight of China.”

Such is the text and there is a footnote (1879): — “We have not been able to ascertain the

official weights and measures of the Dynasty during which the above article was written, but

we have been told by a very reliable native scholar, that the present Dynasty has made no

change in this respect. Taking, therefore, the Institutions of the present Dynasty (Ta-Ch’ing

Hwui-tien) as our guide we arrive at about the following values :

—

A Javanese cati equals 1‘12 kilogr.

A „ tael „ 0-056

A „ ch’ien „ 0-00035

A ko'bang „ 0-000875

For cati, tael, and ch^ien the author gives the Chinese names.”

I do not understand why the author quoted has not translated cliHen by mace, when he
has translated kin by cati, and Uang by tael, for it clearly was the mace. In the first place it

was of a tael, and a reference to the previous and succeeding sections of this Chapter will

shew that that was a mace in the Archipelago and Indo-China.^® In the next place it was
equal to 4 kohangs,’’ i, e., a mace, vide Stevens, Guide, 1775, p. 87 :

— “4 Copang’^^ Acheen
are 1 Mace (an imaginary Coin),” and Stevens further shews, Zoc. that the Japanese
kobang (222 grs, gold and also silver^®) was also current among the Malays and was known to

be a different thing from the Malay kupong :— “ They (at Malacca) have no particular Coins of

their own : some few Dutch Schillings and Stivers are to be seen : the Best are Gold as

Coopangs, stamped, is 10 Dutch Dollars or 8 Spanish.” And p. 88 : — 1 Japan Gold
Coopang, stamped, is current for 30 Rix Dollars, unstamped is do. for 8 do.”^®

This notice, however, plunges us into the Malayan currencies, but I will not pursue the
subject further here, as it will be discussed iu the next section of this Chapter, except to point
out that the currency noted, though expressed in Chinese terms, is not of the decimal Chinese
scale but belongs to the general Malayo^Indo-Chinese system

;
•— the notice is in fact merely a

Chinaman’s way of stating the currency he found in those parts.

Faraway on the other borders of the Chinese Empire, I have come across a curious reference
to its influence on currency and weights. In Shaw’s Vocabulary of the Language of Uastern

^
« The kwan of 600 sajpeks is the “ string clearly, and I gather (p. 518) that tael of account = 1 tael or

weight was a law merely made for the benefit of the royal treasury.
« See also Linscho^n, p. 44, quoted by Yule, Bohson-Jolson, s. v. Mace;— 1598. Likewise a Tael of

Malacca is lOMases. Yule also quotes, loe. cit„ s. Tael, Be Bry, InMen OHentalis, 1599, Yol. II. p. 64, to
the same effect.

*

« Kupong, Dutch cupon, a copper money, estimated at 10 doiU or the decimal of a Spanish dollar ; Crawfurd,
Malay Diet, s.v,

»

Lane ^ole, Coins and Medals^ p. 233 ff.; Yule, JHobson«Jo5son, a, v. Carelessness in Oriental words is
engraine in uropean writers. Coins and Medals has Oho-ban and Ko-han on p. 234 and Oho-bang and Ko-bang
on p, 233.

« See in India, p. 69; A. Hamilton, Dast Indies, Yol. 11. p. 86: Chalmers, Colonial

IT 1 TT
^ depreciation of the Japanese kobang in the l7th Century is told at length in

Rafaes, Java, Yol. II. Appx. on Japan Trade.
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Turhlstdn^ /. A. S. Pt, I., Extra Number, 1878, p. 69 f., it is recorded that tangah is a

money of account used in Turkistan, consisting of 25 small copper ^ cash ’ of Chinese make with

square holes through them, called duhchdn^^ each of which is worth two pul, imaginary coin.

The value of the tangah varies constantly in the bazars^ according to the number of tangalis

that may be given for a hurs, a Chinese silver ingot weighing about 2 Ibs,^^ and worth about

170 Rupees. Sometimes the number reaches 1100 and sometimes falls as low as 800

The Khosan tangah consists of 50 copper shuchdn, which are slightly smaller than the Yarkand
daltchdn. Consequently a Khosan tangah is Worth nearly twice as much as a Yarkand or

Kashghar one.” But at p. 59 we find pul, a copper coin, the 50th part of a tangah, which
= 5 pence about

;
also money in general.” This' information is a little uncertain, but we have

a clear reference of Turkl to Chinese standards.

It is often difficult to determine the language or dialect that travellers across the Asiatic

Continent are using, when detailing their monetary transactions en route, prices, and so on.

Usually their attempts at describing the currency results in a jumble of terms, due, no doubt,

to their interpreters’ notions of making them understand it. Witness the following statement

of Littledale, Journey Across Tibet in the Geographical Journal, 1896, Vol. TIL p. 456 :—
‘
* Theoretically the Chinese monetary system is very convenient : 10 fen = 1 miscal, and
10 miscal == 1 seer ; but unfortunately all payments are made in tengahs, sixteen of which go to

a seer in Kashgar and only eight in Khotan, so confusion results.” Here fe7i is Chinese : miscal

is Arabic and now Asiatic Muhammadan : seer is Indian. Apparently what is intended is that

10 (candareen) = 1 ch^e^i (mace): 10 ch^en = 1 liaiig (tael), which would make the TurH
ser to be a very different weight from the Indian ser.

Mr. Littledale, following the example of many another traveller, sometimes uses (pp. 456,

468) the terms of English money to express his statements of prices and sometimes those of

Indian money (pp. 469, 473). But on p. 473 he says ;— ‘‘I wrote, proposing to give to their

temples fifty silver yamboos (1 ya^nboo = £8 or £9) if they would allow us to pass through

.Lhasa and'go to Sikkim.” As regards the term yamboo we get an explanation from Dr. Sven

Hedin^s horrible Journey through the Talda-Mahan Desert, Chinese Turkistan, in qp. cit,, 1896,

Yol. Till. p. 365 :— “He brought back all my money (Chines© jambor and Kashgarian

tengehs'),'*

The yamboo^^ or jambor would appear then to be an ingot of silver about half the value of

a Tcurs, and the remarks of these travellers justify Shaw both as to facts and to the influence of

Chinese currency in those parts.

5.

Malay Weights.

We have just seen (ante^ p. 33) from a Chinese account of the XTth Century A, D., that

the Malay ponderary table of that period can be stated as follows :
—

^ 4 kobangs are 1 mace

16 mace „ 1 tael

20 tael „ 1 catty

« I. e,, the tmga is the quarter mace. ^ Say c. 2 catties (Hn) or SO taels (Liang),

B2 Apparently there is a confusion here between the of account and the ytil {fuls, fals) 2b copper coin of

Western origin,

63 The word appears to be Tibetan ( silver piece) : Terrien de la Oouperie, CaidogT^e of Oobfis, p* tx
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This is identical with the Siamese, i. e., Continental Indo-Chinese, quaternary

scale, thus :—

XVth Cent. Malay. Siamese Quaternary.

4 kobang are 1 mace

16 mace are 1 tael.,.

20 tael „ 1 catty

The hobang therefore represents 2 or half 2bfdang.

The aboYe table applies to Java, and that there was no difference in denominations in

Acheen (Sumatra) up to c, 1833, or perhaps up to 1858, can be gathered from Thomas’ Ed. of

Prinsep’s Useful Tables, p* 115, which gives: — “Tale of 16 mace or 64 copangs.” But his

table goes on to say “ Catty = 100 tales or 20 buncals (JbunghaV)^^ and he gives the weight of

the catty at 2 lbs. 1 oz. 14| drs. av. or nearly double the Chinese catty of 1^- lbs. av., e., this

modern Achinese catty is practically the Siamese catty. The calculation also greatly

reduces the weight of the tael below that of the Chinese tael (c. 580 grs.) and makes
it only 148*2 grs.

These statements lead to the consideration that among a people chiefly occupying a very
large Archipelago a great variety in the actual weights of the standard denominations may be
looked for.si

Such indeed is to be found among the Malay populations, making a study of their system
somewhat puzzling and difficult. Thus, from the work just quoted, loc, cit., we can gather
the following table of the weights of the tael at various points in the Malay Archipelago about
1833:

—

Acheen Sumatra ... grs. 148*2

Amboyna Moluccas ,, 455*35

Banjarmassin Borneo ... „ 614*4

Bantam ... ... Java „ 1,055

Bencoolen J ... Sumatra ... „ 638

Macassar Celebes ,, 614

Natal Sumatra ... 584

Palimbong Sumatra ; ... „ 949*4

While for Cachao (Tongking) is given 590*7 grs. and for China 579*84 grs, (the usual
standard) The catty is, in the Archipelago, no steadier, thus :

—
Acheen Sumatra lbs. 2 oz. 1 drs, 14

J

Moluccas „ 6 „ 1 „ 10
Banjarmassin Borneo m 1 „ 5 „ 5^

Crawfurd, hi&ian Archipelago, Vol. I. p. 271: Marsden, Sumatra, p. 171: Stevens, Qwide, pp. 87 f 127 ff :

Loclryer, Trade in India, pp. 42, 63, 70.
”

TheiB is more method in ail this variety than wovad at Brst appear. The existing Singapore lUnghtl, or tael
of weight is 832 grs. and eanals, of set purpose, 2 standard doUars of 416 grs. each. Similarly all these tael weights
except that of Aoheen, which is the only indigenous one, and that of Natal, which foUows the modem Chinese, refer
to the standard doUars of c. 416 grs. in some fixed proportion ; e. g., the Banjarmassin, Macassar, and
weight equals IJ dollar; the Amhoyna weight equals IJ dollar; the Bantam weight equals 2* dollars: and the
Balimbong weight equals 2j doUars.
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Bantam ... Java lbs. 1 oz. 2 drs. 2

Batavia ... «*. ... Java ... ••• • * » » 1 5 11-|-

Bencoolen... ... Sumatra ««« ••t 1 « 7 99 5

Macassar ... ••• ... Celebes ... ,, 1 „ 5 99 2

Natal ••* ... Sumatra }9 ^ 0 99 0

Singapore... ... ... Straits ... » 1 » 5 99 H
While for what may be termed the Continental Malay and other States we find the catty

stated as follows :
—

Malacca ... ... ... ... ... lbs. 2 oz. 0 drs. 12

Penang • • • • • •

•

... 1 „ 5 99 H
Siam • • « ... » 1 »> 3 99 Ilf

China * • # ... „ 1 „ 5 99 H
It is clear then that in order to arrive at any definite idea of the rise of the modern

Malay bullion -weight system, we must trust rather to the denominations themselves

than to the actual weights they now represent in various places for various articles of

commerce*

What the denominations were in Prinsep’s time can be partly seen from the following

table compiled on the information given Zoc, cit»

kobang X mace X tael X bimcal X catty X pecul X baliar®®

Acheen 4 16 5 20 200 ... 1

Amhoyna 16 1 ... » ... ... • mm

Banda.*. ... ... *«• 100 1

Banjarmassin .** 16 10 100 1 ...

Bantam ««. ••• 100 3 1

Bencoolen ••• 16 ••• 1 ••• ...

Cachao (Tongking) . ,.(100 cash) 10 16 100 1 • • 9

China ... ... 10 16 • •• 100 1 ...

Macassar 16 ? 10 • • • 100 1 • ••

Malacca 16 100 3 1

Palimbong 10 1 • •• ... ...
'

Penang ... ... ... 100 3 1

Siam ... 20 ... 60 1 • mm

Singapore ... 100 1 •mm

As, in books, weights are sometimes stated in vernacular terms, sometimes in the inter-

national commercial terms, and sometimes in a mixture of both, it is necessary before proceeding

further to give a comparative statement of the vernacular and commercial terms*®®

^6 This table must be read kobang 4 x mace 16 x tael 5 x bxmeal 20 x catty 200 (x pecul 0) = 1 babar

:

and so on.

In this case 20 bttncals= 1 catty of 2 lbs. and over ; e., tke Siamese catty 5 so that 10 hUnglcdh would equal

a Chinese catty.

It is possible that my rendering of Malay terms may give rise to criticism. All I have to say is that the

authorities on the subject never agree, — old or new,— owing to the great variety of dialects and the absence
apparently of any standard dialect. I have before me the Malayu VocahHary, 1810, Baf0les, 1814, Crawfurd, 1852,

Swettenham, 1881, Maxwell, 1^2. Swettenham and the McHayu VocaluZary give the vernacular, and even in that do
not agree. The careful Crawfurd varies in orthography in the two halves of his DiciioivcLry, Sir JPrank Swettenham
and Sir William Maxwell, the two contemporary authors, differ as often as not in the words required here to be

accurately represented. ’
~
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Standard Terms.

Malay Vernacular. International Commercial.

pitis, pichis casb^®

saga ... . rutty, rati, also candareen

k63idari, kundari... candareen

kupoug, kiipang ... • e • cobang,®- copang, kobang

mayam, mas ••• mace, mas
tabil,. tail ... tael, tale

buugkal « • • buncal

kati catty

pik(3l '

• •• picul, pecul

babar, bbara babar, bar

kpyan

1

coyan, quoyane, quoin

Having collected evidence from tlie XYtli Century A. D., and in the XlXth Century
between 1833 and 1868, and having arrived at an idea of the relation of commercial to verna-
cular terms, I may now proceed to the evidence available to me for the periods between
these dates and up to the present time.

Yule, Eolson-Jobson, s, v,, candareen, quotes A. Nunes, 1654, p. 39, to the following effect
for Malacca : —

5 cumduryns

4 cupong

4 maz

4 paual

20 tael

are 1 cupong

„ 1 maz

„ 1 paual®^

„ 1 tael

„ 1 cate®2

Capt. T. Davis in Furclias, Vol. I. p. 123, 1600, is quoted by Yule, Eohson-Johson
s, r. tael, to the following effect

^

400 cashes are 1 cowpan

4 cowpans „ 1 mas

4 masses „ 1 perdaw®^

4 perdaws „ 1 tayel

^

6® Clearly so from Stevens, Gidde, p. 87 :— Their Money (Acheen) is in Mace and Cash ; The Mace is a Gold-
Coin, about the size of a Twopenny-Piece but thinner, weighing about nine Grains

; the Cash is a small Piece of
Lead, 2500 of which lisTiaUj^ pass for a Mace, hut that ofteh varies, 7 Or 800 in a Mace.’’ Lockyer has (Trade p, 42)
1400 ^d 1600 ** Leaden Cash {%, e., pitis) per Mace” in 1711, and 1500 as “ the Number allowed iu Accounts.”

*

Alex,
Hamilton, Hast Indies, Vol. II. p. 109, talks of ” Leaden Money called Cash” at Acheen, 1200 to 1600 to the ** Mace
or Massoie.” Lastly MandelslQ, Travels, 1639, p, 117, has *

- “ By them (the Chineses) likewise comes the money
hither (Java) which in the Malayan Language is called Cas and in Javan Piio/.”

60 Copong in Lockyer, !ZVade, p. 42 : hepping in Marsden, Surnatra, p. 171 : kSpeng in Baflles, Java, Vol. II.
Appx., p. cxli. j cupcmg, hoping, capangy kapang in Chalmers* Colonial Currenq/, p. 382 f, For other forms, see later
on in the test,

*

« Whatever this word may be etymologically it is the Siamese tickal here in practice, which by the way is recog-
nised in Orawfnrd’s Malay Diet,, 1852, s, v, tikal, as ** a silver coin or weight of Siam, weighing 225| grs. English.”
But see later on in the text.

Oddly enough, $, v, mace, Ynle gives quite a different rendering, using masses, eupoes and cupZo,

Pa/rdao : see Yule, Jlolison^Johson, Supplt, s, v*
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To a CoUectimi of Voijatjes uwh.rtalcen hy the Butch Bast InAia Company, 1703» there is an

Appendix (p. 245 fp.) to the First Voyage, 1595-7, “ Of the Weights, Pleasures and Cojn of the

East Judies.’’ From the statements iu this Appendix can be worked out the following table :
—

A. — Malayan Weights,

22 TaTeLs^*^ are 1 Cate®^

2

Go Cates „ 1

B.— Chinese, i. e.. Commercial Weights.

10 Conduris (caudareens) are 1 Mase
10 MaseC^ „ 1 Tajel

16 Tayels „ 1 Cate

100 Chinese Cates®^ „ 1 Piool

S Picols „ 1 Bahar

Out of Lockyer’s statements in Trade in India, 1711, p. 42, can be gathered the follow-

ing as a table for Acheen : —
A.

4 copong are 1 mace
16 mace ,, 1 tale

B.

5 tale ai’e 1 bnucall

20 buncalls ,, 1 catty Mallay

200 catty Mallay „ 1 bahar= 3 Pecull China

And for Malacc€^ p, 70 ; —
16 mace are 1 buncall

(? 20 buncalls) ,, 1 catty

100 catties „ 1 pecull (187| Ibs.)®^

3 peculls „ 1 bahar

Prom Alexander Hamilton, Appx. to Vol. IL pp, 8 f, of his Bast Indie?, 1739, we can

make out the following statements :

—

For Acheen w'eights ;—
20 bankaals make 1 catty

For Acheen coins :—
1200-1600 cash make 1 mace

16 mace „ 1 tayel

For dohore coins :
—

4 conpang make 1 macie (gold)

For Java and Malacea, Avoirdupois weights : —
40 pecul make 1 quoin (koyan)

6* I, for metals and fine goods : 26 taels per catty for coarse goods, and 14 taels at Malacca.

<55 Ottfi, pp. 147, 157 : cwri, p. 198 (? by a misprint).

<56 Bar on pp, 274, 281, 28S, relating to the Second Voyage, lo98.

67 In Bantam, 8 mace to a tael. 68 « And 66| Malay catties/’

66 Lockyer always takes the common China Pecnll” at 102 lbs.
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From Stevens, G^iide, 1775, -we get a variety of statements, and for Aclieen the following

table can be made out from p. 87^0 :

—

4 copang are 1 mace

16 mace „ 1 tael (of Aclieen

5 tael
. „ 1 buncal

20 buncaF^ „ 1 catty'2 (Chinese)

100 catties ,, 1 picul

3 picul „ 1 bahar^®

For Malacca we are given for avoirdupois weights, p, 127 :—
16 tales are 1 catty

100 catties „ 1 pecul (135 lbs. av.)

3 pecul „ 1 bahar

And for gold weights :

—

16 miams^ are 1 buncal

20 buncals „ 1 catty

From the Burma-Malayu Vocabulary, 1810, p. 129, we can extract the following tables : —
16 saga"^ are 1 kundari

4 kundari ,, 1 majam
4 mayam „ 1 jampal

4 jampaF® ,, 1 bungkal

20 bungkal ,, 1 kati

100 kati 5 , 1 pikiii

After stating in a footnote that “the bungJsal and mayam differ in some degree from the

words inserted as their synonyms,^’ viz,, tael and vidsj it goes on to say:—
10 mils are 1 taeF®

16 tael „ 1 catty

^0 Stevens is here as puzzling and delightful with his Anglo-In’dianisms as ever. Thus wo have A Dutch
Dollar is 8 Tangoes or Schillings. A Tangoe is 6 Stivers or 3 double Keys or Cash.” The tangoe is a form of our
old friend the fcinH, vide p. 127 : — Goa Coins ; 80 Leader (? leaden) Koes (reis) are 1 Tango, 5 Tangos are 1 Fardao
or Yeraphin.” The ** double Key” is a curious instance of “ Hobson-Jobson,” thougii not noted by Yule. It is the
Dutch dtihbelije of 2 siuyvers (stivers) known to Oriental merchants as doubleky in various spellings : Steveus, Guide,

p, 127

:

Lockyer, Trade, p. 69 ; Chalmers, Colonial Currency, 382 f. ; Raffles, Java, Yol. II., Apps., p. clxvii.
“ The true Standard of a Buncall is 80 Mace or 5 Tale ; although iu Trade, Merchants make their Euncall

heavier or lighter, as they please N. 3.— As the Buncall is bigger or less, so must the Gabty be,” — Op, cit„

lot, cii,

^2 Stated at 11 lbs. At p. 123, we have the same statement, and then find Stevens practically copying Lockyer,
Trade in India, 1711, p. 43, and saying ; — Id Catty, Chinese Weight, is commonly reckoned 1 Malaya Catty,
which makes 3 Chinese Peoulls equal to 1 Malaya Bahar ; in which there is a Loss to the Buyer of 2 Catties, the
latter being but 396 lb. Care must be taken of this, it being an Imposition.” Care by the merchant, that is ; and
to the student a warning that commercial swindling has at times to do with the reports as to bullion weights by
travellers.

Stated also to be 200 " Catty of Aoheen ” and then called “ one ]^har Molay or 3 Pecul China.” Also
240 catties at Salangore (p. 128), where Stevens tells us :

— « The Malacca Bahar of 300 Catties is sometimes used
in selling : and it is therefore necessary in Bargains to mention what Bahar you agree for.”

Here, I suspect, used in its proper sense of “ rice-seed.”

Orawfurd, Malay DJef., 1852, has Jampal, Javanese. A weight and money, estimated at half a Spanish
dollar, -i. e., a tickal.” The Vocabulary defines it as ** a rupee weight.” Maxwell, Malay Manual, 1882, p. 112,
says : — Silver coins used in weighing gold :—

2 penjuru = 1 ;pia7i = weight 1 mayam
4 piah = I jampal= weight 4 mayam
2 jc mpal = I 'real = weight 8 mayam,

fc Or tial, as it is written in English characters, but tael in the vemaoular.
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The stateiiieuts in Marsdon, Sumatra^ 1811, p, 171, afford the following table: —
2 i saga timbangan'^ are 1 mas
Ui saga puku"^ „ do*

16 mas „ 1 tail ( =ss here bangkal)

Milburn, Oriental Commerce^ 1813, Vol. II. p. 329, as quoted b}’ Yule, Hobson-Jobion,

s. i\ maue, gives a very complete table for Aekeen : —
4 copangs

5 mace'^’^

IG mayani

6 tales

2U bancals

200 catties

are 1 mace

„ 1 mayani

„ 1 tale

,, 1 bancal

„ 1 catty

, ,
1 bahar

Bafdes, Java, 1814, Vol. IL, Apps., p. clxv., gives us :
—

100 Chinese kati are 1 pikul

30 pikuisi
,, 1 koj'an

Crawfurd, Indian ArckijieJago, 1820, Vol. I. p. 271,^2 .

—

10 bungkal (here tael) are 1 kati

100 kati „ 1 pikul

30 pikul®3 „ 1 koyan®"^

In Newbold, Acconni of Joliole (J, A. 3. B., 1838, and in Moor, Lidian Archipelago, Appx,,

p. 70), thei'e is information which explains much that has gone before in this Section, and

indeed in this Chapter. After tbfi adherent first particles of the sand have been removed, it

(gold dust) is weighed into quantities, generally of one tael eaeh,®^ which are carefully folded

up in small pieces of cloth. These packets constitute the Bunkals of commerce
The Bunkals are, as in Sumatra, frequently used as currency instead of coin. The
weights . . * f are as follow : —

2 small saga (saga kechil)®® are 1 large saga (saga besar)®^

8 saga besar „ 1 maiam
15 maiam „ 4 tael or bunkal

20 taels „ 1 catty”

'•'* In Eidgevray, Origin of Currency^ p, 172. Ahrus precatoHus,

Ad&tantliera pavonina^

Tlie confusion here is between the genuine Acheen scale : — 4 Jcupongs 1 mace, IS mace 1 tael, 5 tael 1 hunghal,

20 Kinghcd 1 catty, . . . , and the Sino-Malayan scale :— 16 mace 1 tael, 20 tael 1 catty. Hilburn has in fact

stated two separate concurrent scales as parts of one, coming to grief over the fact that mdyam (mace) is used in

each though not to mean the same intrinsic weight.

Also 27 and 28 piMls, ** In Ridgeway, Origin of Currency, p. 170 f.

*3 Also 20, 27, 28 and 40 ; but it is the commercial picul of 133 lbs. av.

It is rather late in the day to point out that cash, candareen, mace, tael, catty and picul are not CJhinese words,

nor even of Chicese origin, and represent nothing that is indigenous to China. They are Indo-European commercial

terms, partly of Indian and partly of Malay origin, adapted by traders and merchants to all the local weights they

found it necessary to use and to reduce to common denominators for convenience of trafSc. They are as purely inter-

national conventional terms in China as in the Malay Archipelago and elsewhere. In the days of Crawfurd, Marsden

and contemporary and previous writers, it was no doubt thought that at any rate the most prominent standards,

tael and catty, were Chinese ; and the reason for my so strongly stating the facts in this note now is that I perceive

that Ridgeway, Origin of Currency, 1892, accepts the former view and bases an argument on it at pp. 170 ff.

S5 Crawfurd, Mcikty RIcf., 1852, describes hCmghal as the same with Raffles, Java, 1814, Voh I. p, 201,

speaks of heiiglcdls or iMU iu referr,iugto remittances of gold bullion from Borneo.

Abrm precatorius* ^ Adencmthera pmonina.
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Newbold adds ‘‘at Malacca 10 saga besar or 4 kupangs are equal to 1 maiam.”

The existing tables are thus stated in the Singa])ore and Straits Directory ISSS, p. 34 :
—

A.—Bullion Weigths.

12 saga®'’ 1 majam grs. 52

16 mayam 1 bongkal ,, 832

12 boiigkal 1 kati „ 9,984

B. — Commercial Weights.

16 tahil 1 kati lbs. av. IJ

100 kati 1 piktil®'’ ,, ,,

3 pikul 1 bhara 3 , j, 400

40 pikul 1 koyan „ ,, 5,333j

We have already seen, in this Section of this work, in the table culled from the Fir»t

Dutch V'oyage to the East Indies, ISOS-?, that those early traders gathered from tlie ^Malays

they met with a Chinese table of commercial weights as known to the Malays identical

with that still in use. We luwe also seen, from Stevens’ Table of 1775 and the Malays
Vocalmlary, footnote to its Table of 1810, notices of what may be called the Chinese scale in

use in the Indian Archipelago, while Chinese influence crops up in the cominereial scale just

looted as in use in the Straits Settlements in 1883. So it will be of value here to tiace iurtlier

Chinese iniiuence on cominereial measures in the Archipelago generally.

In Ynle’s Hobson-Johson, s* v. candareen, is given the general Chinese-Malay scale thus,

from Eryex’, JJJast Indies, for say 1673 as follows :
—

10 Cash is 1 Quandreeii

10 Quandreens „ 1 Mass (in silver)

10 Mass „ 1 Teen (? Taie)

16 Tales „ 1 Cattie

Again from a paper by J. Hunt on the Sulo^^ Archipelago in Moor’s Indian Arcluprlago,

Appx., p. 45, under date o, 1814:, we are told that “thd China weights are in universal use

here
\ the catty is regulated at 23 Spanish dollars, but they have particular names for the

subdivisions,” We can also get from this source so essentially a Chines e table a>s this :
—

10 muhuks®^ ==:: 1 chuclmk = 1 candareen

10 chucliuks =s=: 1 amas = 1 mace
10 amas®^ = 1 tael

16 taels = 1 catty

5 catties == 1 babut ^

10 babats = 1 laxa®^ = 50 catties

2 laxas = 1 picul (100 catties)

Side by side with this there is given a table for capacities, which is Malay altogether

Half a cocoanut-shell = 1 panchang

8 • panchangs = 1 gantong ;== 4 catties

10 gautongs = 1 x*aga

2^ ragas = 1 picul

^ So also Swettenham, Vocabulary, 1881, Voh II., Appx. on Currency, etc. : Maxwell, Malay Ma7iual, 188i3, p, 141,
Therefore the sagO^ =» 3'25 grs., and so represents the local candareen.
The influence so far may be, and wonld probably be gcHcrally called, Chinese, but strictly, I think, it is the

i^eneral Ear-Eastern commercial influence on China merchants that has brought about the 16 taels to the catty
rather than the other way round,

’

Sala, Solo, Sulu ; s^e Crawfurd, Malay Diet., s. w.
I. e., cash. mds ssmace,
J. e., -a derivative of laJcshasslAhh, not necessarily meaning, 100,000 outside of India properj but any large

number from 1,000 to several millions.
**
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To clincii this point and clear it up at the same time, in the Straits Settlements Directory

for 1883, Zoc. cit,, the weights for opium are given, in terms of the Sino-Cambodian {ante,

pp, 14 If., 34 If.) scale thus :
—

10 Tee are 1 Hoon®^

10 Hoon ,5 1 Ghee

10 Ghee „ 1 Tahil

Lastly, there is a fine specimen of mixed influence, Spanish, Malay, Chinese and Com-
mercial, in the statements for Manilla for 1775 by Stevens, Guide, p. 127, which ran thus :

—
Manilla Weights.

16 Ounces are 1 lb.,®® by which all sorts of Goods are weighed

10 5J >> 1 Tale of Gold Weight®^

11 1 Tale of Silk and other Things

9 1 Punto®^ of Gold and Silver Thread

22 1 Catty®®

1 3> »J 1 Mexico Dollar in Weight®®

1 Manilla Pound®^ makes 1 lb. 03 dec. Avoirdupoise

8 Ounces are a Mark of Silver®®

The existing British Colonial denominations for money, which differ radically in Penang
from Singapore and Malacca (vide Swettenham, Vocabulary^ Vol. II., Appx. on Currency,

Weights and Measures), is a mixture of foreign adopted terms, modern newly-coined vernacular

terms, and the real vernacular terms, — all applied to the dollar and its parts, — and of course

is of no help to the present argument, thus :
—

•

Singapore and Malacca,

4 duit (I cent) are 1 sen (1 cent)

21 sen t, 1 wang (2| cents)

10 wang „ 1 suku (25 cents)

4 suku „ 1 ringgit (1 dollar)

Penang and Province Wellesley,

10 duit (cent) are 1 kupang (10 cents)

12^ duit „ 1 tali (12| cents)

2 tali ,, 1 snku (25 cents)

4 suku „ 1 ringgit (dollar)

We have now followed the Malay and Par Eastern Commercial ponderary terminology

from a mention of it by a Chinese author of the XVfch Century step by step to the present day

through all parts of the Archipelago and its surroundings occupied by the Malays. We have fol-

lowed it also through the renderings of it by English, French, Batch, Portuguese and Spanish

writers and obsexwers, and despite the mistakes they are likely to have made and no doubt have

made, and the naturally great variety caused by the conditions in the actual vernacular terms and

their senses, it seems to me to be clear that the main points have remained tbe same

throughout. These main points are just those that have been observed already in this Chapter

in regard to the Par-Eastern Continental nations ;
viz,^ (i) that the Malayan and Par-

Eastern Comraercial Scales as such can be clearly separated from the concurrent

modern Chinese Decimal Scale ; (ii) that the Malayan Scale is virtually the same as

the Par-Eastern Continental Scale ; (iii) that the Indian and Par-Eastern Scales^

Swettenbam, VoccMtary, 1881, Yol. II., Appx. on Currency, etc., only gives chi, tahil,

Spanish. ^ Chinese, *• s., 10 ounces silver-^ 1 tael of gold ;
i, gold is to silver as 10 to 1.

Malay. Commercial.
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including the Malayan, are all derived from one original source
;
(iv) that all the Scales

can be stated in terms generally of each other, thus :—

Ancient
Chinese.

Siamese-
Cambodian.

Burmese. Indian. Malayan. Commercial.

cbu bun ywS ... raktika kondan (saga) caudareen

bwa p6 pe (paye)

cbe fuang mfi ... •*. kupong (copang)

liang sailing mat ... • •• masba mayam mace

kin,,. b^t kyat ... karsba^ tahil, tail ... tickal

yuen tamliing^ lo6(l)2 pala bfingkaP taeP

hwan ... cbfing ...j kati... catty (visa)

hap ... pikfil

j

picul

We have seen already how it is that the Far-Eastern Continental System may be traced to

an Indian source, and it will now be seen that the Malayan System is traceable in precisely

the same way on its own account. The tracing of the connection between the Far-Eastern

Continental Scale and the ancient Indian ordinary Scale was effected by shewing that the

number of conventional standard seeds in the Burmese 16(V) was identical with that in the

Indian and that the ho(l) equalled the ^ala both in practice and by etymology.

The indigenous Malay scale is that of hujpong, mdyam, idliily hdnglml, or hondart {sagd)^

Icnpongy mayam, hunghdl, and we have seen how it was that the commercial tael (or tdhiT) and
the bunghal became mixed up, in certain cases. The htopong in the Acheen scales took the

place of the Mridart elsewhere ^nd the hondart has always been the conventional standard seed

of the Malays, being equal tcT the double raktihd of the ancient Indian jewellers, which ran 320

to the pala and was equal to the seed of the Adenanthera pavonina, and this the Mndart itself

actually was.

Now throughout the mad muddle of the Malay scales above given it will be found, on
close examination and separation from the concurrent and confusing Malayan versions of the

Chinese Decimal Scale, that there is a clear and distinct method in the madness thereof.

Confining ourselves strictly to the indigenous Malay scales, we find the Acheen scales of Lockyer,

1711, Steven’s, 1775, Milburn, 1813, Prinsep, 1833, to be the same throughout, thus :—
Acheen Scale,

4 kupong are 1 mayam

16 m^yam „ 1 t^hil

5 tahil „ 1 bfingkal

' 320 kupong „ 1 bungkal

This extended to Japan ; vide Appx, on Japan Trade to Baffles, Java, YoL IL, p. xviii, :
— ** In the beginning

the returns from Japan consisted of silver and copper; and the former, being coined, was received according to
current value in that country, where the coins and weights go by the same names as in China, uiisr., TmUs, iahils, mas,
and Teandarins, Ten mcts were worth a tahil and 16 iahil a hati.** For the true relative positions of the inter-

mediate denominations, see later on in the text.

1 The Mraiha, through the Jfcdsa, has, i. e., cash, has become degraded to a varying and indefinite amount below
the candareen.^

2 The iamliing represents the Shan taung, 4 tickals, and so does the MrigTcal, while the hdQ,) represents 5 tickals
s Tael represents both the tdhil and the MngJcalf and strictly nowadays the hUnglcal of weight and the tdhil,
* PSJcl)& and vtsd, are strictly a little more than the chdng and Jeati

:

about one fourth. Qopang in the sense
used in the table is confined to Malayan countries and is there only partially used.
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For Malacca Nnnes gives us in 1554 : —
Malacca Scale.

5 kondari are 1 kupong
4 kupong „ 1 majam
4 naayam „ 1 paual^

4 paual „ 1 tael (bungkal)

320 kondari „ 1 bungkal

Now we kave seen {^ante^ \ol. XXVI. p. 318) that tbe ancient Indian ordinary scale ran
thus :

—
5 raktikas are 1 masba
16 mashas „ 1 karsba

4 karsbas „ 1 pala

/. 320 raktikas „ 1 pala

These rahtikus are doable rolUikds^ i, e.^JcondarU in general Malay parlance and the hupongs
of the AChinese scales.

The common basis of the ancient Indian and the old Malayan scales is thus even clearer
than is that of the Burman and ancient Indian scales, and I do not think that I could more
clearly express the inter-relation and common origin of the Indian, Further-Indian
and Malayan Scales than by presenting them, on the above facts and those gathered in the
previoQS Sections of this Chapter, in the following form : —

Seale of 320 Standard Seeds.®

{Adenanihera ^avo7iina or double Ahrm preoatoriusj)

Indian.
Further-Indian,

Malayan,

Burmese. Siamese-Cambodian,

raktika^ ywgjis

4

Mu® ... ...

5

kondari

2 mft 2 fuang 5 kupong
5 masha 2 sailing 4 mdyam

16 karsha ... ... 4 kyat 4 bat ••• 4 tahil

4 pala ... 5 b6(l) 4 tamliing ... 4 bungkal
—“ - -

320 320 320 320

The above table shews the upper and lower denominations to be the same in all the scales,

but the intermediate denominations to vary considerably. By shewing the scale in the following
manner the nominal relative place.of each denomination becomes at once apparent ;—

XJUU-J-Oi ... •••

Burma
X OfXi. bJLJXa

ywfeji
(

^ seeds 1Siam-Cambodia hun
Malay k6ndari

1

Burma ». ••• „ 4

® Is it possible that ^aual is a reminiscence of pala and hoQ,) ?

® Bead tbis table thus : — raktikas 5 x mashas 16 x kSrshas 4 = 1 pala= 320 seeds.
I. e., the double raMihd : antet Vol. SXVI, p, 318, ^ I. e., the double ywS ~ Adenanihera^avonina seed,

® See the Erenoh table given dnit&t p. 5 : the is undoubtedly the oandareen =; AdQ’fidtitK&ro* s$ed .* oid^
aniet p, 5, note 38.
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India masba

Siam-Cambodia ... ps
1

^ ... seeds 5

Malay kupong

Burma mu >. •«« j>
8

Siam-Cambodia ... fuang • ... 99 10

Burma mat „ 16

Siam-Cambodia ... sailing
20

Malay mayam ... 99

Burma ... ... kyat 64

India karsba

Siam-Cambodia ... bat .
' ... if 80

Malay tahil

India pala

Burma ... b6(l)
( 320

Siam-Cambodia ... tamlcing
|

> ••• 5*

Malay bungkal
j

1

As I liave shewn the ancient Chinese scale concurrently on p. 46 with the other Far-

Eastern scales, it will be of use here to note the places its denominations would take if included

in the above table. The chu would be 1 seed and therefore rank with the Jcondart, etc. The
hwa would be 6 seeds and would rank between the mu and Isu^ong, etc. The cAe, 12 seeds, would
rank between the fuang and the mdL The Hang at 24 seeds and its double the hin at 48 seeds

would rank between the hyd.t and the mayam (and salung^* Similarly the yitien would come
before the 1)6(1), etc , with 192 seeds.

There is, however, a point in the Malay scales, weich requires reconciliation with the above
facts. The Singapore existing scale (ante, p. 44)1^ is stated to be :

—
12 sagd are 1 mayam

16 mayam ,, 1 biingkal

12 bhngkal „ 1 kati

By this, clearly only 192 standard seeds go to the h{i7ighal instead of 320, But assuming
the Icah to he cohstant, 12 of these^ hunghals= 20 old hiinglcals, 20 hunglcals (or taels) being the
old recognised division of the hati, Therefox’e, on this assumption, 1 modern hunglaal would
equal If old Mnglcal, and If of 192 is 320. Therefore also, the existing 192 seeds represent
the old 320 seeds. However, this is not what I apprehend has actually taken place, which is

rather that the modern scale has been reduced to about three-fifths of the old scale. Thus, by the
old scale, taking the standard seeds at 4i grs., as the modern one does, we get 1,387 grs. as the
actual weight of the old hungTcal against 832 of the present one.^^ There is nothing surprising
in such a local reduction in standards, and I put forward the above argument to shew the
part played by continuity of thought and custom in the reduction of the hunghal from the rate
of 320 to the precise rate of 192 standard seeds. The commercial object of the reduction
would seem to have been to make the hunghal equal the weight of two Spanish dollars (i. e,,

twice 416 grs.), instead of the weight of three or three and a third. The resultant standard of
192 seeds in. place of the old 320 was found to be a convenient proportion.

So also Swetteuham, Vocahularyt 1882, Yol. II,, Appi. on Currency, etc.
The old Burmese hdil) (and? also the old Mala^b^ngifcal and Siamese must have weighed nearly

820 seeds of c. 4 grs. each =; 1,280 grs., because that gives a hyat or tiokal of 223 grs. and the actual weight of the
standard tiekal {Mi and hydt) was 225i grs.
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As regards the Johole scale for ] 836, given above at p. 43, as recorded by Xewbold,
I will re-state it here for clearness’ sake :

’

JTohole Scale.

2 s&g^ ’kholiil {Abrus p.") are 1 saga bAsar'S {ddenanthem p.)

8 saga busar „ 1 mayam
15 mayam „ 1 biingkal

This makes 120 Mndari— bilnghal, which last is said, however, to be equal to the tael and
is shewn as 20 to the hati: so the subdivisions, if correctly reported, mast have been some local
eccentricity.

(To he contimied.)

A LEGEND OP THE JAINA STUPA AT MATHURA.i

BY G. BliHLEE, Ph.D., li.D., C.I.E.

Oke of the most interesting pieces in Dr. Ftihrer’s splendid collection of Jaina inscriptions
from the Kankftli Tila at Mathura is that dated in the year 79. as the cbaractei-s prove, of the
Kushana kings, which records the consecration of one, or perhaps of two statues, at the ‘ Sthpa
bnilt by the gods’ (tkupS demnirmite), inaccordanee with the request of the preacher Vriddha-
hastin.3 Taken together with the discovery of the i-emnants of a Stupa, it furnished ai irre-
fragable proof that the Jainas, as their sacred books assert, in early times really erected Stflpas
in honour of their prophets, which fact, as has been shown of late by M. Sylvain Levi,® even
their rivals, the Banddhas, admit for the time of Kanishka. The inscription also proved the
great antiquity of the Jaina fanes at Mathni-A, which town their tradition declares to be one of
the centres of their faith. For the epithet of the Stupa * built by the gods ’ makes it evident
that in the year 79 of the Knslianas its real origin had been forgotten and a myth did duty for
historical truth. Whatever the precise initial date of the era, used by Kanishka, Huvishka
and VSsudeva-Vasnshka, may be,* this year cannot fall later than about the middle of the
second century A. D. At that time the legend had been formed and the Stupa must have been
erected sevei^l centuries earlier.

The exact shape of the myth regarding its origin, of course, cannot be ascertained from
the inscription and hithei-to no allusion to it or to the Stupa has been made known from Jaina
works. Bat recently, on going over Jinaprabha’s Tirthakalpa^ called also Bftjaprasada, I have
met with a fhli account of * the Sthpa built by the gods ’ at Mathurft, which gives ns at least
the story, as it was told between A. D. 1326/18 and 1331. The author of the Tirthakalpa him-

Malay kdchll, kechil means small : h^sar, Imcer means great.
^ Extract from & paper in the SitzuvffsberichU of the Imp. Academy of Vienna.
« Eplgraphia Jndiea, Vol. H. p. 204., 821 f. » /oan JsMigue, 1898, p. 4S8 B* Since 1887 I have provisionally neoeptea the indentifieation of this era with the Sakasanjvat. B.t i^doinz

so, I stated that I was by no means satisfied of fts correctness and merejj chose this, probably too late’ starfanf
point, lest I^uld be aoensod of placing the Kttshanas too early, seethe Vienna Or. Jonr. Vol l p I’gg
reasons for my disbelief were then, as now, (I) that no early northern Indian inscriptions are’ dist^tlv’ dated
according to the Sakaera, (2) that the later Indian writers declare the three Kushanas to he not Sahas bt
Turushkas. Heeent discoveries make the identification, upheld by Fergusson, Oldenberg and others more anl
more improbable. And 3tf. Sylvain Levi (JToar. .4s£af, 1897, p. 1 fE.). argning from a new interpretation of the
Chinese souroes, and the identification of hingMisdeos with VSaudeva-Bazdeo. has now proposed to fi* the acoes-
Sion of KaniBhka before the beginning of oar era. I fear, however, that the vexed question cannot be fnllv
settled withoat furtJier new documents. In the meanwhile I sLall

^

hitherto.

eighty yeaors eaxliex.

...
-.L X V

*“ I followed
For practioal purposes it makes not much ddfejence, whether Kanishka began to yeign in A. ». ys or
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self furnishes us with the dates, en w-hich several pieces of his compilation were composed

The earliest date stands at the end of the 'Satrurhjayakalpa, with which the work begins :

* On the seventh day of the month of Alagha (Tapai), in the dark half, in the year of

illustrious Yikrama, measured hy the varms (4) the eight and the Visved^vas (13, or Y. S, 1384)

this portion of the poem was completed.’^ The latest occurs at the end of the whole,

'foL120b, L 17:

JTfTqrfrT

*In the year of the illustrious king Yikrama measured by the 7ianda$ (0), the elephants

(8), the solctis (3) and the moon (1, or V. S. 1389), in the second (half) of the month of Bba-

drapada,^ on the tenth day, a Wednesday,^ while the illustrious Hammira Alahammada

(Mohammed Tughlak, A. D. 1325-1351) brilliantly shone as king of the earth, this hook was

•completed in the town of the Yoginis (Delhi)/

The Ttrthalsal'pa, which is written partly in faulty Sanskrit and partly in Jaina Maha-

rashtri with many Gnjaraticisms, gives descriptions of all the great sanctuaries of the sect,

known to the author, and has been compiled, as he himself repeatedly indicates, from earlier

works and from the traditions of those who know the past (pvrdviddm). None of its numerous

legends ai’e therefore inventions of Jinapi*ahha, It also contains various, evidently accurate,

statements regarding the history of his own time^ and possesses some value for the ancient

geography of India, on which account the late Dr. Bhagv^nlSl Indr^ji recommended its study

to me. What it says regarding the Mathura Sttipa ‘built by the gods,’ as as follows :—
1, ** Adoring the seventh and the twenty-third Jina lords, the refuge of the world, I wil!

jieclare the Mailmrdkalpa, which giyes Inck to good men/^ 2. “When the teaching of Supar-

svanafeha prevailed, there were two lion-like ascetics, devoid of worldly attachment, called

Dharmarnchi and Dharmaghosba.’’

“ And these men who performed austerities for one, two and three months by (partaking

of every) six, eighth, tenth or twelfth (meal) or by fasting for half a month, and who awakened
good people, once wandered to the town of Mathui’a. At that time Mathura, that is laved hy
the water of the neighbouring Yamnna, extended over twelve yojanas, as adorned with an
excellent rampart, was resplendent with white temples of the gods, oblong and round wells,

tanks, mansions of the Jinas and markets, and contained a multitude of (Yeda-)reciting Brah-
mans, belonging' to various clidturvidyas?-^ There the excellent ascetics remained during the
four months of the rains fasting in a garden filled with various trees, flowers, fruits and

5 The MS., which I have used, is Dr. Peterson’s No. 1256 of the Bombay Collection of 1887/88. It reads in this

verse erroheoualy, in the first line and in the second
6 Dr. Peterson, Fourth Report, p. xxxvii., gives by a slip of the pen Saibvat 1327 instead of A. D. 1^20 as the

date of the Ap^jJAbrihatlcalpa and states that Jinaprabha’s known dates range from S. 1849-1369, The MS.
consulted has for the Ap&pabrihatkalpa the date V. S, 1386.

7 The wording of the text is here ungrammatical, because the correct expression did not
snj.t the metre.

^ According to Dr. Sebram, who has kindly calculated the date, it corresponds to August 28, 1331, when the
'tenth Tithi of the dark half of BhSdrapada ended at 26 h, 52 m. t

^ ^

9 His account of the conquest of Gujarfit \fy Ullft Khan (HlughEh.) younger brother of AUavadina (
Ana,

uddtn Khilji)), which occurs in the Saiyafurakalpa, has been separately published.
- “Corporations of Brahmans inolndiug adherents of all the four Yedas,”' which usually were formed and
endowed with vrittis on the foundation of Indian towns.
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creepers, and called Bhutaramaua after obtaining permission to take possession. By their

study, performance of austerities, quietism and other virtues they gained the favour of the

guardian goddess of the garden, Kubera. Thei*eupon she appeared at night and said, ‘Wor-

shipful sirs, I am exceedingly pleased by your virtues ; choose therefore a boon.’ They

answei’ed, ‘ W'e are devoid of worldly attachment and do not ask for anything.’ Then they

preached the law to her and made her a lay-hearer. Once on the night of the eighth day of the

bright half of Karttika the excellent ascetics bade farewell to Kubera as to their hostess^^ in

this way, ‘ O lay-woman, be firm in correct conduct and diligent in honouring and worshipping

the Jinas 1 Having kept the four-monthly retreat, we shall wander during the present com-

bination of the star^ to another place in order to perform the concluding ceremony.’ She said,

full of regret, ‘ Worshipful sirs, why do yon not always remain in this garden The saints

replied, ‘ The abode of monks, birds, bee-swarms and herds of cows is not fixed, nor is that of

the autumnal clouds.’ Thereupon she remarked, ‘ If it is so, then tell me of some religious

work that I may accomplish it ; not without result is the intercourse with the gods.’ The

saints spake, ‘ If thou art very eager, take us together with the congregation to mount Meru

and let us worship the Chaityas.’ She answered, ‘ I am ready to make you two worship the

gods there. But if the congi’egation of Mafchui-a is made to go, the heretical gods will perhaps

raise obstacles on the way.* The saints replied, * We have seen mount Meru tlirough the power

of the sacred books. If thou hast not power to take the congregation, then it is no use that we

two should go there.’ Then the goddess became ashamed and said, ‘ If it is so, I will cause to

be built a M^ru-temple,^2 adorned with statues, you can worship there together with the con-

gregation.’ When the saints agreed, the goddess during the night caused to be erected a

Stupa, fashioned of gold, inlaid with precious stones, surrounded by many deities, adorned

with arches, Sags and garlands, carrying three paiusols on its summit and beautified with three

bands. On each band were in all the four directions images of five-coloured precious stones

and the image of the glorious lord Suparsva had been set up as the chief one. "When the

people awoke in the morning, they saw the Stupa and began to quarrel. Some said, ‘ This is

divine Svayambhu who has the serpent Yasuki for his emblem.’ Others asserted, * This is

Xarayana, extended on the (serpent) ISesha, his couch.’ Thus there w’as a disagreement with

respect to Brahma, the lord Kaia, the Sun, the Moon and other (deities). The Bauddhas said,

‘ This is a Stupa, but (the image represents) the lord of the Buddhas.’ Then impartial people

spoke, ‘ Don’t quarrel. This (monument) has been made by a god
;
hence even he will solve the

doubt. Let each of you paint bis god on a piece of cloth and come together with his

congregation. Whose god it may be, even his cloth(-picture) alone will remain, the god

will make the cloths of the others disappear.’ But the Jaina congregation painted a cloth-

(picture) of the lord Suparsva. Then all the sectarians painted c]otli(-pictures), each of his god

w’orshipped them with their congregations and stood singing on the night of the ninth (day)

At midnight arose a mighty wind, carrying along leaves, gravel and stones. It destroyed all

the cloth (-pictures) and took them away. Before its roar, which sounded like that at the

destruction of the world, the people fied in all directions. Alone the cloth(-picture) of Siiparsva

remained. The people were astonished (and said), ‘ This is the divine Arhat.’ That cloth

(-picture) became I'espleudent in the whole town. A cloth(-pictare) procession -was instituted.

Then the ablutions (of the Stupa') began. To the Jaina laymen, w-ho quarrelled about the first

ablution, the old men [said], ‘He whose name, (written) on (one of many) name-marked balls,

first comes into the hand of a virgin, shall perform the first ablution, be he poor or rich.’

'This deekion was given on the night of the tenth (of Karttika). Then on the night of the

eleventh, holding vessels in their hands, they washed (the Stilpa) with milk, sour milk, ghi,

safiron, sandal and so forth out of thousands of vessels. The gods, remaining hidden, took

u This translation baa been suggested to me by Prof, Jacobi,

12 The Merh-temple is described in the Bfihatsamhit^fj 53, 20.
^

13 Compare with this description the Jaina Stfipa figured on the plate opposite pp. 314, 321, Epigraph^it

Jndica, Yol. H., as well as thatln the du sitdeme Congrh I. 0., YoLllI. 2, opposite p. 142.
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part in tlie ablutions. Even to-day they come in the same way to the procession. When al!

by turns had performed the ablutions, they placed (on the Stupa) flowers, incense, cloth, great

banners and ornaments. To the saints they gave clothes, Glii, sugar and so forth. On the

twelfth (night) garlands were put up. Thus those excellent ascetics gladdened the whole

god-honoured congregation, and, having kept the four-monthly retreat, having performed the

concluding ceremony elsewhere and having made the sacred lore resplendent, gradually shak-^

ing* off (the effects of) their Karman, reached perfection. A ‘ field of perfection' arose there.^^

Then the goddess, who was sorrowful .on account of the separation fx’om the two ascetics and

remained always strongly attached to the Jinas, enjoyed a life of half a Palyopama, afterwards

fell (from her station), 'was born again as a human being and reached the highest abode. Each

goddess, who arises in her place, is called KubSra, Protected by her, the Stfipa remained for a

long time open (to the view), until the Lord Parsva was born. At that period t})e king of

Mathuia, being under the sway of greed, called the people up and spoke, ‘ Take away this

Stupa, made of gold and precious stones, and throw it into my treasury.' Thereupon, when the

people struck (the Stupa) with steel pickaxes in order to take it away, the pickaxes did not

take effect. The blows hit the limbs of those who struck. Then the king, who did not

believe (that), even himself gave a blow. The pickaxe flew up and split tlie king’s head.

Thereupon the goddess appeared and said angrily, ‘ Eie, ye sinners, 'vvhat have you begun

there ? You will die just like the king.* Then they, being afraid, asked the goddess for for-

giveness, bringing censers kt-^heir hands. The goddess said, ‘If you will worship the

dwelling of the Jina, then you will be freed from the tribulation. If any one will worship an

image of a Jina or a Jina temple, his house will stand for a long time
; else it will fall.^^

Every year the cloth(-picture) of the Jina must be carried about and ‘the sixth (day) of the

pickaxes must be kept. He who becomes king here, must dine after having set up images

of a Jina ;
otherwise he will not live. The people began to carry out exactly all the ordei‘s of

the goddess.”

“ Once the lord Parsva, wandering about as a KSvalin, reached Matliunl. At the solemn

visit (to the Stupa, samosarand) he preached the law and made known the future experience

of the evil period (dvsamd)^ Then, after the worshipful one had wandered elsewhere, Kubera

‘called the congregation and spoke as follow's, ‘ The approaching evil time has been described

by the lord. The people and the king will be eaten up with greed
;
and I shall become

negligent and have not long to live. Hence I shall not be able to protect always this Stupa,

which is open (to the view). At the order of the congregation I will therefore cover it with

bricks. But you must build outside a stone temple. Every other goddess that will come in

my place will perform the worship inside,’ Then the congregation, considering (the plan)

excellent, gave their consent and the goddess did thus.”

“ Afterwards, thirteen hundred years after the lord Yira had reached perfection, Bappa-
bhattisuri was born. He also restored this sanctuary, caused the Jina Parsva to be wor-
shipped, and had made groves, wells and store-rooms in order to ensure the constant worship.

Thinking that the bricks, placed by the congregation ...... . were being displaced, he began
to put into order the Stupa which was surrounded with stones. The goddess stopped him in

a dream, saying to him, ‘ You must not open this.’ So by the order of the goddess it was not
opened. Well-made, surrounded by well-fashioned stones it is even to-day protected by the
gods. Resplendent is this home of the Jina, which is connected with many thousands of
images, chapels a charming gandhakuti as well as with (statues

of) Ohillania, Amba and other (goddesses), (of the) Ksh^trapalaa and so forth.”

1* Jinaprabha, I suppose, means, that MathiarS became a place where men could obtain siddU.
w I omit the next following sentence of the text, which I take to be an interpolation, as it interrupts the

speech of the goddess.

16 This seems to have been a festival, kept at MathurS in memory of the king’s wicked attempt against the
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In the course of some farther remarks on Various miracles or remarkable events, which
happened at Matharii, the Stupa is mentioned yet tvrice. The first note says that Jinabha*

drakshamasramana, performing austerities at the Stupa, built by the gods, pleased (its guardian)

deity and restored the Mahani&ltha Shtra, which had been broken and mutilated, because the

leaves of its MSS. had been eaten by white ants. The second passage briefly recapitulates the

history of the monument, adding that Amaraja^ SappabhatJi’s patron, in reality made the

restoration which above is attributed to that ascetic.

Like many other Jaina stories, Jinaprabha's legend of the Mathurii Stupa has so unreal and
phantastic an aj3pearance that, but for the note in the inscription, most Sanskribists would not

hesitate to declare it to be a late or ‘ comparatively late ’ invention of the Yatis without Emy

substantial basis. If we possessed the TMhaJialpa alone, it most probably would be doubted,

if not denied, that Mathura ever possessed an ancient Stupa dedicated to a Jina. In the face

of the inscription this is, of course, impossibie and it must be admitted that a Jaina Stupa

really existed in Mathurfi as well as that a myth regarding its divine origin was current at

least about twelve hundred years before Jinaprabha’s time. The case of the MatJttordkalpay

therefore, furnishes another illustration for the correctness of the principle, proved of late

years by various other discoveries, that it is dangerous to treat the Jaina tradition wnth

absolute contempt. We see here that even a phantastic legend has a basis of real facts. A
good deal of caution in the use of negative criticism seems therefore advisable.

It is, however, a very different question, if we may assume that the myth of the divine

origin of the Stupa, known to Yriddhahastin and his contempoi'aries, was exactly identical

with Jinaprabha’s tale. This, I think, is improbable at least in one point. The statement of

the Tirtkahalpa that the original golden Stiipa bore on the mehhalds, or bands, various images,

made of precious stones, the malapadimd or chief image being that of Sup^rsva to whom the

whole structure was dedicated, can hardly be so ancient. This description does not fit the

ancient Jaina St(lpas, which on the few sculptures hitherto found, look very much like

those of the Bauddhas, and like these are not adorned with statues. But it would suit

the miniature Stupas of the Bauddhas, which were manufactured in gi*eat numbers for devo-

tional purposes and worshipped in the houses of the laymen. The inscriptions on the monu-
ments of this kind, which I have seen in the London Museums and in private collections, mostly

show characters of the eighth, ninth and tenth centuries, but, as far as I know, never ancient

ones. The use of such Stupas, which may have also occurred among the Jainas, is therefore

probably not so old as the inscription of Yriddhahastin, and it is difficult to believe that their

description could have stood in the legend of his time. The old legend perhaps may have

spoken of a golden relic casket, possibly in the shape' of a Stupa, which the gods or the god-

dess KubSra (who hitherto has not been traced in other Jaina works) brought to MathurA and

which was first kept exposed to the view and later deposited in a brick Stfipa and finally

encased in stone. The event may have been fixed in the time of Suparsva, as the Mathura

incriptions furnish abundant proof that the legend of the twenty-four Tirthamkaras did exist

during the rule of the Kushaiia kings. The Stupa may also have been dedicated to Snparsva.

The Nigliva Edict has proved that the Bauddhas erected Stupas to their mythical Buddhas

even before the time of Asoka, and there is no reason for denying that their rivals may have

done so likewise. This point may possibly be settled by a thorough examination of the

sculptures, found by Dr. Euhrer. With respect to the alleged restoration{by Bappabhatti or by

Amaraja at Bappabhattfs request, it may be noted that Jinaprabha's date for Bappabhatti’s

birth, A. Y. 1300, slightly differs from the more usual one, Vikrama Samvat 800,^* and agrees

better with that given in the Pattavalis for his death, A. V. 1365 or Y. S. 895. The inscrip-

tions in no way confirm Bappabhatti’s and Amaraja’s traditional dates or the restoration

ascribed to them. The Kankiili Tila has yielded only two documents later than the Kushana

See the Plates, mentioned in note 13 to this artiole. Indian AnUquari/y Tol. XI. p. ^3,
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period, one from tlie rei^n of Kumura^cipfcE, dated Qiiptasanivat 113 or A. D. 431 J2, and one

dated Y. S. 1080.

If the note about the restoration of the MaliunisUha Sutra by the ancient Jinabhadra is

meant to assert that he re-wrote the work with the help of old fragments, there may be some

truth in it. For the present MahctnisUha is a very curious book, for which no commentary

exists and on which even some Jainas look with suspicion .i®

FOLKLORE IN SALSETTE.

BY GEO. F. D’PENHA.

No. 20.— The Crane and the Princess.

Ojtce upon a time there lived a woman in very indigent circumstances. Every morning

she would go into the neighbouring forest to gather firewood. After reserving a small quantity

of the firewood for her own use, she would carry the remainder to the hdzdr and sell it for the

highest price, and on this she lived. One day, when in the forest collecting firewood, she felt

tired, and sat down on a large stony flat. Having seated herself, she thought she would chew

2mn s6;pdn. So she pulled out her bag of betel-leaves and nuts and proceeded to eat it, when

she found that her bag contained no chund. She was at a loss to know what to do, but looking

about, she saw something that appeared like chund, and thinking it would answer the purpose

of cliunti, she took it, and, applying it to the betel-leaves, chewed herpa^t soj^drU Having thus

felt refreshed, she gathered more firewood, and soon returned home.

Now it happened that what the woman ate as a substitute for chund turned out to be
the dung of a baglA (crane). The consequence of this was that the woman became
pregnant. One month passed, two months passed, three months passed, and so on till nine

months, at the end of which she gave birth to a male crane. The bird soon began to hop

and fly about, and thus would find his own food, so that the woman, the mother of the crane,

had only to follow her old occupation and maintain herself as before, and in this way passed

many years.

One day the crane happened to fly to a tank, on the banks of which he saw the daughter
of the king 6f that country, she having come there with her batlcini (maid-servants) to bathe*

The crane, at the very first sight of the princess, fell desperately in love with her.

Going home, he said to his mother that she must go and negotiate with the king on his

marriage with the princess. Thought the woman to herself— “ How can such a thing happen ?

In the first instance, my child is only a bird, and to propose a marriage between a bird and a
princess is simply preposterous. Again, Lad my child at least been a human creature, I might
Lave presented myself before the king with some presumption. Even then, we are as poor as
poor can be, and it would be hopeless to attempt such a task*”

Thus thinking, the woman told her son, for so we must call the crane, that it would be
useless to go to the king. Indeed, she said, she would not have the audacity to make such a
proposal even to an ordinary person, and therefore much less to a king. But the son was very
importunate, and at last insisted on the mother to go to the palace.

At last the mother did go to the palace, and with fear and trembling stood before the king.
The king, who had known her for years, thinking she ha§, perhaps, come to beg for alms^
at first spoke to her mildly :

—

Why have you*come here, my good woman ? Do you come to ask for any help, or has
any one done you harm, let me hear your complaint and I shall see you redressed.”

19 See A. Weber, Indische Bivdim, Vol. XYI. p. 4^ ff. [It is right to add that Dr. Bahler, my personal friend
for many years and the greatest friend and supporter that the Indian Antiquary ever possessed, had no oppor-
%niiy of seeing this his last article through the Press.—En.]
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Upon this, the woman, still shaking with fear, bat being partly encoaraged by the kind
speech of the king, with the greatest reluctance and %vith a faltering voice, informed the
king of the object of her visit. Xo sooner the king heard what the woman had to say, his rage
knew no bounds, and he thundei'ed like a tiger:

—

How could you ever dream of making such an audacious and extremely stupid proposal ?

Get out of my presence at once, or in a minute you shall be no more a live person.”

The poor woman ran away as fast as her legs would carry her before even the king had
finished his words, and going home she told her son what kind of reception she had met with

at the hands of the king, and with what result. The son, on his part, seemed to be even more
ofiended at the refusal of the king than the king himself at the proposal of the woman, and
thus gave vent to his feelings

The king has rejected my proposal, has he ? And, that is not all, he has insulted my
mother, and driven her out of the palace, has he ? I shall-make him rue the moment in which
he treated her thus brutally, and I shall see that he gives up his daughter in marriage to me!”

So saying, he went and covered up with his wings the only tank in the country, from

wdiich all, vdthont exception, drew their water-supply. How, when the women of the place

came to fetch water, the crane would not allow any one to take water on any account.

Thereupon, all the people went in a body to the king, and informed him of what had

happened
;
and, as they had learnt what had transpired between the king and the mother of

the crane, they suggested to the king that he should get one of the maid-servants richly

dressed and given away in marriage to the crane, and thus avert their misfortune. The
kjrtg fell in with the suggestion of his subjects, and immediately issued orders that one of the

maid-servants of the princess be dressed in the clothes of the princess, and, wearing also her

ornaments, go to the tank, and, ofcering herself in marriage, ask the crane to allow the people

to take water without further hindrance. The order must be obeyed. So one of the maid-

servants, having dressed herself and put on fine ornaments, went to the tankt and thus spoke

(sang) to the crane

iS'ora, sord, Bctgioji, raiticTid Itani gdf

Hotahh tumcM lagndcM rdnl Jsam gd.

Let go, oh let go, Mr, Grane, the water of the subjects,

I will become your queen by marriage.”

To which the crane replied (singing):

—

‘‘ Ttmi ie lidis rarmhi haflcifi Icam go,

sSrim raitechd fdn% ham go*

Yoti are only a maid-servant of the 7^dn% (princess),

I will not let go the water of the subjects.”

Seeing that sbe was detected and that she could not prevail upon, the crane to release the

water-supply, the maid-servant went and reported the matter to the king. The king, there-

upon ordered that another maid-servant, dressed better than the first, and wearing more

ornaments, should go and offer herself as the princess in marriage to the crane in return for a

free water-supply. So another maid-servant, without loss of time, dressed in very fine clothes

and profusely decorated with ornaments, went and presented herself before the crane, and thus

spoke (sang) to the crane :

—

“ Sord^ sord, Bagloji, raiticlid jgdnt ham gd,

BLotaim idmcM lagndcM rani ham gd.

I
Let go, oh let go, Mr. Crane, the water of the subjects,

I will b^ome your queen by marriage.”
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But tlie crane knew only too well that the person speaking to kim was only a maid-servant,
and w'ould not give in. He, therefore, thus spoke (sang) to her

Tuih ti Tidis rdwlcM hailctn ham go^

Kahtn sorim raHuchd ham go.

Ton are only a maid-servant of the rdni (princess),

I will not let go the water of the subjects.**

The second maid-servant, too, found that she could not deceive the crane, nor prevail upon
him to let go the water of the tank, and so went and reported the matter to the king. The
king now sent a third maid-servant, dressed and adorned still better than the first and second
but she also met with the same failure. In this way, seven maid-servants were sent, one after
another, the last having been dressed in the princess* own best clothes and covered with all
her jeweller}', hoping to deceive the crane, but to no purpose.

At last the king saw no other alternartive but to send the princess* But, although
an extremely beautiful person, she was made to assume the ugliest appearance possible. She
was clothed in rags, divested of her ornaments, and with dirty hands and feet and face, the
princess was sent to the tank. When she came in the presence of the crane, she thus spoke
(sang) to him j— ^

Soi'd, sord^ Saglnj% raiUchd pdi}i haih gd,

Hita'iih tumchi lagndcM rant ham gd,

Eet go, oh let go, Mr. Crane, the water of the subjects,
I will become your queen by marriage/*

The princess had gearcely uttered these words, when the crane, recognising her in spite
of her assumed ugly appearance, at once flew off, and thus left the tank free for the people to
take their water from. The pxuncess returned to the palace and communicated to the king the
result of her errand. Of course, it was decided that the princess mast be married to the crane,
and so an early day was fixed for the celebration of the wedding.

{To he continued*)

NOTES AND QUERIES.
HORNS AT TEMPLES.

A OOOB deal could he said on the subject of
horns on temples, so I will make my remarks as
brief as possible.

In the valley of the Ohandrabhdg^ (the River
Ohendb), on almost every shrine dedicated to Dev!
are found some splendid homs. The reason of their
being there is this. In the winter months, when
snow is down to about 6,000 ft., the animals, who
usually live at 12,000 ft., come down to look for
grass. The villagers, seeing them, rush out and
drive them into a snow-difft, and knock the poor
heasts on the head. A sacrifice is made at once, and
the village temple smeared with the blood. When
the heads have been cut off the horns are placed
upside down on the pent-roof of the temple. By
this means the hill people save their sheep and
goats, galhd or ndr, much to the detriment of
sport m the uplands of India, as they eat the
carcases of the slain animals instead of those of
the;;- own flocks.

Mahmot la P. N. and, Q. 1883.

BIMH CUSTOMS -MtrSALMAirS,

Some time tefoi-e the hii-th talces place th<i
woman gives up hei' honsehold dtities i£ her
means peimit, hot the poorer women do not do
so. At thii period, too, they are not partictilar
as to food, eating whatever they can get hold of.
When the delivery takes place no male can
approach, the mother, only a woman or midwife
can attend her. On the hirth of a male child the
nui'se oongratnlates the near I’clatives present,
and barbers, etc., are sent to congratulate the
distant relatives. Among the well-to-do classes
all the domestic servants are rewarded by the
master of the house. Those that have a first
child very late in Hfe make presents also to the
vanoUB hangers-on {Idgt). In large cities and
towns a public entertainment is given, including
the relations and friends. On such occasions
the paa-ties invited do not make presents,

Gulab SliTflH in P. and Q. 1883.
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CURRENCY AND COINAGE AMONG THE BURMESE.
BY R. C, TEMPLE.

{Continu&d from p, 49.)

e.

Southern Indian Weights.

I
N Prinsep’s Useful Tables^ Thomas Ed., p. 110, there occurs a notable passage As

with the coins, so with the weights. Southern India retained most of the names and

terms properly Hindu, palct, tiild, visa, bhdm, Ichdri (khdndi f), bdha” Just so, and as the old

trade between South India and Indo-China is beyond all doubt, it is of value here to make

some examination of South-Indian weights.

This subject is no less thorny than those which have preceded it in this Chapter, Indeed,

so surrounded is it with difficulty and uncertainty that the local experts who wrote the article

niray^^ in Yol, III. of the Madras Manual of Administration dared not go beyond such cautious

statements as “the following is an attempt at Native avoirdupois standards,” “average

Troy tables,” and “ approximate actual values.” I note also that the tables given under this

article in Yol. HI. do not quite coincide with those given by (? other) local experts in Yol. I.

p. 616 ff., and Yol. II. p. 505 ffi, nor with those given in Yol. III. itself under the names for

the denominations.

It is from the article niray in Yol. III., however, that I have extracted for the present

purposes the following tables of the average weights” at present recognised in Southern India.

A.— General Southern Indian Denominations.

Average Average Avoirdupois.

Anglo-Indian
Equivalents.

Musalman. Sanskrit. Sanskrit.

mustard seed ... zarra sarshapa

barleycorn 6 3.^^ *** *** ** 6 yava • ••

rice in husk ... 2 dhan ... ......

abrus seed 4 gumchi 3 gunja

6 anaka

black gram 8 m^sha 2 masha masha
4 misqM ...

180 grs. Troyes B tola ... 8 i6Ia 16 karsha

1,440 grs. Troy^5 8 pala 4 pala

8 sariva

...... 100 tuH
20 bhara

« 10 achita

The above table shews that the Avoirdupois and Troy denominations meet at the ;pala of

1 ,440 grs., and that the modern Muhammadan denominations are merely an eEort to give a
Musalman form to indigenous denominations without interfering with the established South-

Indian standards. It also works out the gnfija, gumchi or abrus seed to an average of

1*876 grs. Troy: in South India 06 to the t61a.

^5 Nira/y is for tbe Tamil nirai, weight. Invaluable as the Article is, I may warn the enquirer that the trans^

literation adopted is such as will oblige him to go direct to Hatives, or to look up every vernacular word in some
work of reference, or to wander all over this huge third volume, in search of the true form thereof. crede^

Read ** zavra 6 ” jau : jcm S =* dhdn : and so on.
35 As per statements in the Article quoted.
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B.— South-Indian Modern Troy Weights.

Anglo-Indian

By Districts speaking

Equivalents,
Tamil. Telugu. Canarese.

1

Malayillam.

rice grains

abrus seeds

adenantbera seeds

fanam weight ...

pagoda weight ...

dubb, rupee wt...

kunriraanii7 ...

2 maujadi^^

2 panatukkam...

9 waraganidai..

gurigiSja ...
!

4 chinnamu ...

U warahnyettu .

^ 4 dabbu

]6 tankamu

vW«
4 baga^®

2 manjadi^o

2 bapa ...

9 warahatuka ...

•••

kunnikuru

2 inanchati^l

2 panatukam

301 urrupiyatukara

Tlie standards of weight giyen in the article are the jpagoda= 54 grs. Troj, and the

tola =: 180 grs. Troy. This works out the above table thus in English Troy weight :
—

Anglo-Indian Equivalents.
Tamil, Telugu, and
Canarese Districts.

MalayAlam.
Districts.

/

' Abras seed equals grs. 1*5 grs. 1*475

Adenantbera seed „ jj 3 ••• ... „ 2-95

fanam ,,

pagoda „

O' • , • •

.

ff 54 ... ...

» 6-9

tola „ •*.

dubb „

f,' 180 ...

„ 216
„ 180

tanka „ ,f 3,456 ’ ..

[

C.— South-Indian Modern Avoirdupois Weights.

Anglo-Indian
Equivalents,

By Districts speaking22

Tamil. Telugu.2s Canarese. Malay A1 am.

fanam weight

pagoda weight ...

rupee weight

pollnm

rattel ...

•viss^s

panatukkam

9 (ifc 10) waraganidai. warahnyettu ..

tola

40 ratlu24 ..

6 dhade

4 mana
20 bhara

•* » •••

urrupiyatukam

10 jjalam

4
10 palam 10 paiamu ...

40 visa! 40 visamu ...

maund
candy, bahar

8 manangu
20 kandi ...

8 manugu...

20 bharu ...

25 tulam

20 bbaram

16 Kiss, vtsai,'visa, etc., is defined in the Madras Man, Admn, Voh III. p. 981, as “ division, distribution, shar(J

:

apportioned weight.” It is defined as in Hodson, Canarese Grammar, 1864, p, lUd, and also in JBrown, Taliigu

Grammar, 1852, p. 346.

17 Anglo-Indian ccondrimany : condoomany, i® Synonym ; gufijitfika*

Also manjali, whence the weight for precious stones, mangelin or carat ; weighs in Maflras 3i, 4i, to 5£ grs.

20 Synonym : adda, = ? arddha, half. 21 Pronounced apparently ma^ddi,
22 prinsep, Useful Tables, p, 107, gives quite different scales for Madras and Malabar.
23 For an elaborate disquisition on this subject see Brown, Telugu Gra^nmar, p. 344 ff,

2* This is the Arabic ra/J, . Also rdfal in Canarese ; vide Kittel, Canarese Uiof,, s. 0 .

20 The Madras Man. Ad?nn., which may always be relied on for startling representations of vernacular words to

be found nowhere else, has, Yol, III. p. 485, ” 8 visaes Imaund.” By the way, in the prefatory note to Vol. HI.
(besides an elaborate dissertation in Toh I. pp. 544-9), there is a remark too delicious to be passed over ; — Of late

(in 1893 !) a movement has taken place, which is likely in the end to prove successful, in the direction of aband^^n
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The standards here given are : Tamil and Teingn, ^^alaniy 540 grs.^s • Tamil and Tolugu,

manad, 25 lbs. and Canarese and Malavalam, rattely 1 lb.

As in the case of the Troy freights, the South-Iiidian Muhammadans have done no more

than use the indigenous Avoirdupois system, as will be seen from the average South-Iadiaii

table of Muhammadan Avoirdupois weights given in the same article ^3 ;
—

o tola are

8 palam „

5 kacba ser „

2 pancbser „

4 dhara „

20 man „

1 palam

1 kacba ser

1 pancbser

1 dhara

1 man

1 kaudi29

To shew how difficult it is to get clear ideas on this subject, and in what diffierent ways its

facts can be stated, I take from Tol. I. p. 61G, of the same work, the following comparative

statement: —

•

The Pive Principal Tables of Weights in South India.

(1) Native Jewellers and Druggists,
s.

(2) Ordinary
Native Traders.

(3) Recognised
by Government.

(4t) European and
Native Merchants.

Telugu Districts. Tamil Districts.

cbinnnm

9 pagoda wt. ,

fanam

9 pagoda^^wt.. pagoda wt. ...

4 dub

tolali^i

24 cnfccbaseer ,

to! all

3 pollnm10 polluin

8 cuteba seer...

10 polluin (Rs. 3).

8 cuteba seer^^^..

5 vis5^^...

8 maund
20 candy
i

polluin

40 viss...

8 Madras md..

20 candy'’'^

40 viss

8 maund'^^

20 candy35

j

1

ing altogether the attempt to express such (vercaoular) words on English principles, and, instead of that, of employ-

iag a method of strict transliteration from the exact letters of the original ombined with the use of the Oontiaentil,

and especially the Italian, powers of the Roman Alphabet, to which accents and other signs are applied,” I am not

one of those who think the Madras Presidency to be in reality more “benighted” than other parts of India, but if

authoritative officials choose to write like this, they have only themselves to thank for the contemptuous epithet.

Indeed, this great Mamial is a standing objective proof of the wisdom of Sir William Jones in 1784, when he pro-

claimed his system of transliteration, and of the ultimate wisdom of the Government of India in fallowing it, so far

as practicable* now many years ago. When will Madras officialdom learn that the movement for transliteration has

been in progress for more than XOO years ?

The Malabar ^alam works out to 1,800 grs., being 100 to the maund of 25 lbs., while the Tamil and Telugu

^alams are 320 to the maund.

The Bombay maund is ^ lbs. : Prinsep, Useful Tables, p. 117.

* There are long discursive statements of South-Indian Muhammadan weights in Herklots, Qanoon^e-Jslam,

2ud Ed., 18SS, Appx., p. v. ff., hut it is quite impossible to work tables out of them.'

I. e„ to or viss, and 8 viss to the maund, 20 maunds to the Jihdndi

:

c/. the South-

Indian Tables above,

39 Also 10. si J, e-, ZOchinnum, J. e.* 24 rupees

.

s» I. 6., 40 ^ollume, ^ I, of 25 lba« ^
^ Synonym ; baurwm*
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(6) Imperial Weights of the Grovernment of India.

80 tolah are 1 seer

40 seer „ 1 Imperial mannd (82-|- lbs, av.)

From a note I have taken from Thomas’ Chronicles of the Pathan Kings, p. 221 .,3® I work
out the following comparative tables for old North Indian weights^^(:—

A. — Old North Indian Scales.

Manu : cviii. § 134. Atharva Parisishia.

Silvep. Grold, G-eneral,

raktikS ...

f

raktika raktika

2 masha 6 masha 5 m^sha
16 dharaua^® • •• 16 suvarna^^

10 pala^^ ... 4 pala 64 pala

320
i

320 320

And from Thomas, loc, clL, and Grladwin’s Ayeen Albaree, VoL II, p. 156, I work out the
following :

—
B.— North Indian Muhammadan Scales.

Temp. Babar (i523r30 A.D.).

1

Temp. ^kTbat*! (1556-1605 A. P,).

rati • • • ratt

8 m^sha ... 6 m^sha (dilm)

4 tang (t^nk)

3 tola ,,, ... 16 t51a
^

•••

96

j

96

Tbomas’ note to Prinsep’s Useful Tables, p. 21 fE., following Colonel Anderson, gives the
table below for gep.eral Indian Muhammadan weights i —

O.— General Indian Muhammadan Weights.

Troy. Avoirdupois.

rati

8 mSsha ... ...

4 ttok

3 t61a ... ...

If d^m
30 s6r

40 man

96 rati to the tola

ST Colebrooke, Easoj/j, Vol. H. p. 530. ss a 1.0 nur&na st it , x . ,

«Alaotote«. «9or^i;.
Also Aarafta and tfilaia.
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The aboire tables shew that, in terms of the rat^^ tola. = 1 which is what the
snodern South Endian average scale states to be approximately the case* We have then here^

as it seems to me, a reasonable explanation of the descent of the modem Muhammadan South
Indian scale from that of North India, and from the tables already given in this Section it can

be seen that the main points of the Muhammadan and Hindu scales of South India are identical

at candy, naaand, viss and pollum (to use the Anglo-Indian forms). One can then also say that

the whole modern South Indian scale is related to the North Indian through the
scale of rati, t^la and s6r, rather than through the scale of raktikA^ m^sha and pala.

I think one can hardly doubt that thei’e were for centuries two separate concurrent
scales in North India, pretty much as I gather was also formerly the case in China,^2 2 , e.,

tire recognised or literary and the popular. Thus, after giving a long series of scales from all

sorts of books, working out generally to the scale of raktiha, ondsha and pala (320 raktikd.s to

the pala> Golebrooke, Essays^ Yol. II, p. 531, states significantly: — “To these I do not add
the mdsha of 8 raldtkds, because it has been explained as (? being) measured by eight silver rattC

weights, each twice as heavy as the seed. Yet as a practical denomination it must be noticed.

Eight such rail is make one mdsha, but twelve mdshas compose one tola. This tdla is nowhere
suggested by the Hindu legislators/* That is, the scale of rati, tela and ser (96 ratis to the

tdla) is not the old litemry recognised scale, yet it is unquestionably the scale that the Muham-
madan conquerors picked up, and is essentially that adopted by South India and modern India'

generally. One may safely argue that the Muhammadan conquerors would in the ordinary

course of things be more likely to pick up and adopt a popular scale, than an orthodox and

literary one, for their weights and measures, and I apprehend that this is what they did.^^

Hence my designation of the scale of 320 rahtikds to the pala as the literary scale and of the

scale of 96 ratis to the i6la as the popular scale, at any rate in the XVth and XVIth Centuries

A* ivhence the modem coinages date.

With regard to the popular scale Golebrooke states, p. 536 :
— “ The Yrihat-rdjamdrtanda

specifies measures which do not appear to have been noticed in other Sanskrit writings ;—
24; tolakas = 1 (? s^tafca)

2 sers = 1 prabh (? prabhu)

It is mentioned in the Ayin*i-Akhari that the sdr formerly contained 18 ddms in some parts

of Hindustan and 22 in others, but that it consisted of 28 at the commencement of the reign of

Akbar, and was fixed at 5 tdnhs or 20 mdshas, or, as stated in one place, 20 mdshas 7 rattie*

The ancient sir noticed in the Aym-i-Ahhari therefore coincided nearly with the sir stated in

the Mdjamdrtai^a. The double sdr is still (1799) used in some places, but called by tlie same

name (pancliOr-sir^)^^ as the weight of five sirs employed in others.**

Prinsep, after tracing (Useful TaMes, p. 17) the Hindu system of South India at the

time of the Muhammadan iri'uption^ through North India, to the Grosco-Bactriau coinage, the

and B^xpvaos of 120 grs„ seems to find (p. 18) in the Lildvaii table signs of its recogni-

tion in Sanskrit writings^ on the faith of Colebrocrfce’s Essays (see Voh IL p. 532, Ed, 1873) -

likerS British Pagoda.

•

kdsu

pauam ,»• ,,, 8 fanam

16 dhawiiga J ,16 hun ••• a*. •», 42 pagoda

16 niei^^ ^ala) i

See anfe, p.

C/. Lane-Poole^ ,Cat. Jndiem B, Jf«, Moghul WmparcrSf 1892, p, Ixxvi, ** X. e,, visa^

L e.,, the earliest pagoda (1648 A, Bice, und Ceory, Tol, J., Appx,i P* 2*
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Tlie pagoda having varied as imich as 16, 14, 28, 42 fanam'S, and the hu^i being the weight of

the dpaxfta*

Now Bauerj,rs (189S) Ed. of Colebrooke’s Uldvati (p.. 1 ) affords the following table t—
Tarafcaka feo-wry)

20 kAkini

4 pana

36 dramm’a

36 nishka

The text given rnns as follow's r —
varatakanaih cbsakadvayaih yat sa kakini tascha panasehatasrah 8*

tS shodasadranima ihavagamyd drammaistatha shodasabhischa nishkah U 2 ij*

And although Colebrooke, Iksmjs, loe. cit,, says “ The tale of shells^ compared to weight

of silver, may be taken on the authority of the Ijildvat^”— and then gives a table, the termino-

logy of the table varies so, much from the text of the Lildvatt which he apparently used, that

one wonders where it came from :— E. g,,

kapardaka (cowry)

20 kakini

4 pana, karshapana, karshika (== purana of shells)

16 bharma (of silver)

16 nishka (of silver)

However that may he,, Banerji^'s Ed. of the Liiavatl is careful, v, 2, to call the scale just

given money by tale’’’ and to give Troy weightsr in three scales, thus :
—

yava

2 guSja gmiija

3 valla

8 dharana

2 gadyAnaka^®

valla masha

.........
j

,

14 dhataka 16 karslia (suvarna)

4 pala_
4.S 320

—
The texts run as follow, tv, 3* and 4 r

—

tnlya yavabhyam kathitatra guija vall^trigunjo* dharanancha te ’shtau

gadyianakastaddvayamindratulyai rvallaistathaikd dhatakah, pi'adishtab 11 3 II

dasarddhagunjam pravadanti mashaih m^ashahvayaih, shodasabhischa karsharh I

karshaischaturbhischa palam tulajnafh karsham suvarnasya suvarna-

sarajnam li 4 H

Now these four statements of the Xiilftvatl are of the first value to the present argument.

In the first place we get from them a direct reference of the popular scale of money to

the hesidesi^the concurrent Troy scales,, popular and literary.

After V, 8 Banerji says there is a. spurious verse inserted in the text of the Lil^watl, giving

tanka

14 s8ra

40 mana,

^6 The existing Stirat scale (Gazetteer, p. 208) is 3 raU= wm, 13 wdl =s godM, 2 gadUnd == pM,. I uum
that I am dght in taking the scale ,in the text as of dO raUs to tdla.

. .

> *
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tlie tahha being f gadydnaka and the mana being a (Av., that is) weight “ in nse among the

Tarnshkas'^^ for a weight of coin and like articles.” This gives us that rate of 38 gunja (rati)

to the Uppermost Troy weight, which we find to be so constant in modern Madras
scales. Interpolation or not, it is an interesting statement to find in Sanskrit,

The liil&vati is of course a modern work of the Xllfch Century, A. D., but it is contempo-
raneous with the first Muhammadan irruptions, and its value therefore lies in its giving

the Hindu views of bullion weights at the time of the early Indian Muhammadans, and conse-

quently what the Muhammadans were likely to have found the scales to be amongst the people

when they entered.

The whole argument, therefoi'e, so far comes to this that there were concurrently of old

in India an indigenous — or shall we say a very ancient ? — scale, running 320 rahtlhds

to the ‘pala^ and another scale, traceable to the influence of the Greek irruption over part of

North India and Western Asia, running 96 ratis to the tola

:

that it was this last scale which

the Muhammadan conquerors of the Xlth Century and onwards took up, superimposing on it

some of the ponderary notions that they brought with them ; and that it is the combined

Graeco-Indo-Muhammadan scale which has now, in infinite varieties of detail, spread itself all

over modern India, becoming crystalised in one form of it (the North Indian) in the authorised

general scale of the Imperial British Government; in other forms of it in the authoiused scales

of the Madras and Bombay Governments.

It will now be of interest to trace in some degree at least the story of the weights

onwards from the Muhammadan irruption. In regard to this, the further one goes back the

more do the terms for money and bullion weights become synonymous, and at no time up to

the present day have they become completely separated. And so, in tracing out the history of

the terms for weights, I have included those for money, but I have given them separately,

because, where money is mentioned, the question of alloy always influences the rates at which

one denomination is compared with another. B, y., the number of fanams to a ^pagoda is a conven-

tional proportion in a statement of Troy weights : but the number oifanams to pagoda will

,vary with the alloy in any particular sort oifanam or pagoda in a statement of current moneys

Taking the Provinces or Divisions of India round the Coasts, as known to the traders and

Europeans before the growth of the British Empire, the general tables may be given as follow

for Gujarat, Bombay, Malabar, Madras and Bengal :
—

A.— Gujarat,

(a) Money.

1638 1711 1775 1775

Mandeislo,
Travels, p. 68.

Lockyer,
Trade, p- 263,

Stevens,
Guide, p. 129.

Stevens,
Guide, p. 129.

kauret (oovvry)*^®

pie pecka^o

2 pice°^

4 fanam

4 'ana

4 rupee

2 crown

80 peyse ...

If

54 ropia ...

13| seraphim®^

16 ana

4 rupee

ana

14 pagoda

2 crown

4T Turks, Mngkals, Oriental foreigners from the West.
48 There is a sketch of the history of South Indian coinage in the Mcfdtas Man. 'V'ol. I. p. 615 n. There is

also a good note on the subject in Bioe, Mysore and Ooorg, Yol. I., Apps., p. 1 ^

49 36 almonds 1 peyse : also- are n^ntioned brass and copper xaoney called taoques.’’

See Yule, Eohson-Jobson, p. 556, s, u. pucka, and s. cutcha. 5 pice — 1 viz. J. e., of gold.
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fb) Troy Weights,

—
i

1688 1711 1736 1 c. 1833 1877 .

Mandelsld,
Travelf, p. 68.

Lockyer,^®
Trader p. 263.

1
Stevens,

Chtide,^V. 4St
Prinsep,

Vsejul Tab, p. 121.

JHomhaf Gax.
Vol. II. Surat, p. 208.

rati (2 grs.)

8 vail

rati

8 wAl ^

ropia®^

8 massa

vol

tnasha ...1

1C gadiana

2 tola
1| theiP^ (silver)...

10 theil“» (gold)

32 tola 32 tola*® 12 teia

I

J

(c) Avoirdupois Weights.

1638 1711 1736" c. 1883 1877

Mandelsld,
Tracels, p. 168.

Lockyer,
Trade, p. 263.

Stevens, I

Guide, p. 48 f.
1

Prinsep,
Useful Tab, p. 121.

Bornhaij Gaz,
Vol. p, 208

Peyses

18 ceer

40 maon(30J lbs.),,.

seer

40 maund (37| lbs.)

20 candy

tola

35 seer

40 man^^

20 candy

tola

35 ser

40 man (3 7| lbs.)

tm
37-^

40 man
20 khandi

B. — Bombay,®^

(a) Money.

1676
1

1739 1776 1775

Yule, ffobsov-Jobson, $, v.

Xerafine, quoting Fryer.
A. Hamilton, East Judies,

Vol, 11., Appx., p. 6,

,

Stevens, Guide, pp, 51,

124, 129, for cash.
Stevens, Guide, pp, 51,

124, 129, for account.

budgrook

2 rae

5 pice

faie

10 pice 1

8 laree

3 zerapliin

raye

1

I'ae

5 pice®®

5 ana ...

20 quarter®^

4 rupee400 rnpee 16 rupee ...|

15 gold rupee

' C» See al&o A. Hamilton, JS<wt Indies^Woh U.# Appx., p. 5.

w Stevena sayg that the weights here gave rise to much dispute.

Also 11 and 13 ro^ia ss 1 iheil silver, w Also 30 pice.

8T Probably for foZe {i6la), which he mixed up with the more familiar theil (tael). But Jtfftttdelsld seems heye to

have got mixed’’ in a way very unusual with him : ropia and massu haye become reversed.
88 I. A

,
gold is to silver as 10 to 1: c/. prinaep, Wgeftd Tables, p. 5.

88 1739. A. Hamilton, Ind««, Yoh H., Appx.,p.5, 20 to3a piqe to 1 sear, 40 se^r | ujapud, .20 ma|iu4?»

I candy.
6<J go stated by scale ; but 37| Bengal rupees.and37 Sdrat.rupees by statement,

' Also 374., 42, 44, 42i, 40, 40i, 4oJ, 46. Beallj all weights between 87i and 46 lbs.

eaf Included in Malabar by Stevens, p. 129. 16 pice = 1 laree j 24 pice = 1 (salver pagoda),
e* 14 quarteois= 1 pagoda (gold), p. 129.
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(b) Troy Weights.

1775 1775

Stevens, (htide, pp. .*^1, 124. Stevens, Guide, pp. 51, 124.

cbow®°

giinze®® ... 6 grs. (rutty)

2"^ vjlII ••• ••• 2| vail

40 tola (rupee) 40 tola

(c) Avoirdupois Weights.

1789 1775 c. 1833 .

A, Hamilton, E<tst Indies, Stevens, Guide, Prinsep, Useful Talles,

Yol. II., Appx., p. 6. p. 51. p. 113.

tank

pice
1 2| pice

sear ••• ••• 30 seer... 30 s8r

40 maund 40 man (28 lbs.) 40 man (28 lbs.)

20 candy 20 candy 20 kbandi

C. — Malabar*

(a) Money.

. 1510 1520 1584 1588

lule, Soh^-Joh., s. v. rardao,
quoting Correa.®*

Tule, Boh -Jo5.,s. v. pardao,
quoting Barbosa.

Yule, Hch.-Joh , s. v. pardao,
quoting Barret.

Yule, Boh.’Joh , s. v. pardao,
quoting Linschoten.

'cepayqua (sapaque).

2 rey

2 ba^aruco ...

«

reis

^
vasarnclio

15 vintin

6 tanga^® ...

5 seraphim

2 ducat

20 damma®^ ...

90 parclao tanga^^ (larin)

5 pardaw^2 (xerapbiii)^^

65 No dou'bt for jaw, barleycorn.

6> This terra is explained at p. 312 of Yenkatsawmi Eow’s Tanjore, 1883, in the course of a rather interesting*

note on weights and measures “ The theoretical unit of weight is the seed of the abrm ^r&caiortis (sic), called in

Tamil Tfunrima/ni and in Hindustani gunz, and of these seeds 32 are supposed to be equal to the ponderary yalue of

a pagoda,'' Gunze is, therefore, gufija,

67 2 vinten =: 1 barganym. ‘ 68 "Who copied Balbi.

69 I. e., vinten. 7$ Also 4 and 5. 10 and Of tanghe= 1 duoat,

7 and 8 fanga = 1 pagoda. 72 Also $,

73 3 testons = 1 fardam.
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c. 1600 c. 1600 1638 1776

Dutch Voyaqes to E. I,

,

p. 2-15 f .

? silver.

Dutch Voyages to P. I.,

p. 245 f.

? gold.
1

Mandelsld, Travels,

p. 75.

! Stevens, Guide,
p. 129.

re

2 balzaraco

2 pecka

5 vintin

4 laree

3 xerapliim

basaruco^^ ... basaruco ... basaruiques

18 and 15 vintin^®

5 and 4 tanga (lariii)..

4 pardao xeraffin

105

20 pardao xeraffin ...

2 sichino (Venetian).

9 peise (pejse)

18 lari

10 pagoda^^

‘ 1775

Stevens, Guide, p. 129,

•vintin

44 taiigu (? gold)

4 pai'u

2 gold rupee

(b) Troy Weights.

1443 1504-5 c. 1833 1893

Ynle, Hoh.-Jol.,s. v. pardao,
quoting Ahdu’rrazzak.

Yule, Dob.-Job , s. v. pardao,
quoting Vartliema.

Prinsep, Useful Tables,

p. 119.
Madras Man. af Admn,

Vol. II. p. 514.

cas

jital (copper)

3 ttir (silver)

6 fanam (gold)

10 partdb

2 varrdia^® (1 misqal)

16 tare ... ...1

16 fanam ...i

20 pardao

rupee^s ...

fanam

31 rupee

9 palam
i

(c) Avoirdupois Weights.

e. 1340 1638
•

c. 1833 1803

Yule, Hob,’’Job., s. v. rottle>

quoting Shah^bu’ ddln
BImishkt.

|

Mandelslo, Travels,

p. 75.
Prinsep, Useful Tables,

p. 119.
Madras Man. of Admn.

Vol. II. p. 614.

misqal rupee

10 poilum

4 pound
25 tulam (maiind)

20 candy (bauram)

70 ritl Csiv)®®

40 mann '

ceere !

40 maon
20 eandj

ser

40 tnl^ni (23^ lbs.)...

375 and SCO hasrtruco to the jpardao : here hasaruco = rey.

8 tanga= 1 pagoda. 7o Also 108, 77 Also 8.
78 r. e., of Pondicherry. 7d =. i pagoda : vaMa 1 pagoda.
B3 The being 1 lb. av. j this proves what the s^r then was.
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E, — Madras,

(a) Money.

1775 1775 1775

Stereus, Guide, pp. 127, 129, |
Stevens, Guide., pp. 124, 129. Sfceven.5, Guide, pp. 124, 129,

cash
i

cash

5 viz

2 pice

6 pical80 fanam

pice

8 fanam

10 rupee

2 crown.86 pagoda®^

4 gold rupee

(b) Troy Weight.

1775.

Stevens, Gmde, p. 83.

cash

10 doodee

8 fanam

36 pagoda (4 oz. Troy)

(o) Avoirdupois Weight.

1775 1778-1795 0. 18SS 1852

Stevens,
pp. SB, 127.

Madfus Man, of Atbn«.
Tot IL pv 518.

Brinsep, tfseful Tables,

p. 119.

Madras Man. ofAdmn.
Vol, II. p. 514.

pagoda ...

10 pollam
8 seer

5 viss

8 maund (25 lbs.)

20 candy ...

pagoda ...

10 pollum ...

8 seer ... ...

5 viss

8 maund
20 candy

ser .a.

5 viss

8 man «•« ...

20 khandi

1

pollum

40 viss

8 maund
20 candy (baurum)

{To he couiinuedn)

OH THE SOUTH-IHDIAH RECEHSIOH OF THE MAHABHARATA.

BY H. WINTERNITZ, Ba.D,

That the South-IndianMSS. of the Mahahh^rata represent a distinct recension

of the great Hindu epic has first been pointed out by A. G. Burnell in Ms Aindm School of

Sanslcrit Grammarians (1875), pp, 75-80, and again in his Classified Index to the Sans'krit

MSS. in the Palace at Tanjore (1880), p. 180 sg. He has shewn that especially the longer

books, I -XV., in the DevanSgari editions on the one hand and in the Grantha and hlalaysllam

MSS. on the other ‘‘ differ to as great an extent as the two chief recensions of the Bdmdyana.'’

Als(? 40 and 42.
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The general resnlt of a collation of the two recensions of the Adiparvan is according to

Dr. Burnell “that the Hagari recension has about ten per cent, more slokas than the Sonth-

Indian recension ; these slohas generally form passages wanting in the last. Of the rest of the

text, a considerable portion (numerous vv. II. apart) is the same in both ;
the rest of the test

presents sloTiOS found in the Devamlgari recension, bat with many vr. B., and in a totally

di:Serent order. The short chapters agree generally in both recensions. Dr. Bninell also

states that the South-Indian recension of the MaUbhdraia is divided into 24 books, the Adi-

parvan being divided into the Mi, Astika, and Sambhava Parvans, the &'a?yo into Snhja and

Gathi, the Saupiilea into Sauptiha, AisUka, and VUoM, and the SdnHparvan into the Ildjadharmti

and Mokmdharma Parvans. The single books, again, differ considerably in the number of their

cliapters.

The Tanjore library is extremely rich in MaMhMrata MSS. — Dr. Burnell coniited about

S36 MSS. of the whole or parts of the poem — and it is very much to be regretted tliat all

' these treasures should be well nigh inaccessible to European scholars. An edition of the

2Iahdblidrata has been printed at Madras, in Telngu characters, which in a very few cases

seems to represent the South*-Iiidian recension, though on the wdiole it is based on the Calcutta

edition and gives the text of Nilakantha. I am indebted to Prof. Ludwig for some interesting

communications about this edition. He has collated several thousand stanzas of the Madras

edition with those of Calcutta and Bombay, and has come to the conclusion that the Madras

text is essentially the same as that of the Calcutta edition. Even misprints in the latter edition

have found them way into the Madras edition.^ Yet, as Prof. Ludwig points out, we find

occasionally better readings in the Madras edition, than in the Devaniigari editions. Dr. Luders

has pointed out to me a few passages in the Madras edition where it agrees with the text of

our South-Indian MSS., though in other places it follows the Calcutta edition «as closely as

possible. The edition will be scarcely of any use for a critical restoration of the text of the

Maluibharaia,

Another Telugu edition is mentioned in the Catalogice of ike Library of the India Office,

Yol, II. Part I. p. 122 sq., but as it contains Nilakautha’s commentary it can hardly be

expected to represent the South-Indian recension to any great extent. There are also a

number of South-Indian Mahdhhdrata MSS. in the India Office Library which, however, have

not yet been examined.^ As far as I am able to see from the published catalogues, the number
of South-Indian MSS. in the Continental libi'aries can be but small, and even in the Tanjore

Library the number of Devanfigari MSS. is much larger than that of South-Indian MSS. proper.

Under these circumstances it is all the more satisfactory to know that tho Royal Asiatic

Society in London possesses a number of highly valuable Grantha and Malayfilam MSS.
containing a considerable portion of the South-Indian recension of the Mahuhhdratfu

I have examined these MSS. for my catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the Boyal Asiatic

Society collections which I am preparing, and I venture to think tliat a few remarks on the

South-Indian recension of the Mahdhhdrata, as represented by these M88., may be welcome to

scholars interested in MaMhMrata criticism — which, after all, will never lead to satisfactory

results, as long as it is not based on sound text criticism.

The MSS. in question all belong to the Whisk Collection,® acquked by Mr. 0, M. Whish
in^the early part of the present century.

1 Prof. Jacobi -wbo has also examined the Madras edition kindly informs me that he has come to the same
conclnsions as Prof. Lndwig. Prof- Jacobi has moreover made a concordance of the three editions from which it

appears that the Madras edition agrees, almost eTerywhere, with the numbers of verses and chapters fonnd in the
Calcutta edition. Prom the Introduction to the SabhA Parvan (Vol. I. p. 276) it is evident that the Editor of the
Madras edition looked upon OTakantha as his chief authority.

2 Some of these MSS. are now being examined by Br. Luders.
5 A rough list of these MSS; will be found in the Journal of the Boyal Asiatic Society for 1S90, Vol. XXll-

p. 805 seqq. My catalogue willj I hope, he finished in the course of this year.
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Portions of the Adl^arvan are found in the Whish MSS. Eos. 65 and 158.

The G-rantha MS. WMsh Eo. 65 contains the Faaloma^parvan (in 8 Adhydyas) and the
A^t:kapa7'va}i (in 40 Adhydyas), these 48 Adhydyas corresponding to Adhydyas 1-59 of the
Nagari editions.

The di:fference in the number of Adhydyas is partly due to the fact that two Adhydyas are
sometimes contracted into one, but partly also to omissions in the South-Indian MS.

In order to give some idea of the value of the South-Indian recension — as far as one
single MS. can be said to represent a whole recension — for an eventual critical restoration
of the text of the Mahdlhdrata, I have given below a few extracts from this MS.-^ The passages
which difcr from the Devan%ari recension® have been undeidined, and the corresponding pass-
ages given opposite each line. The full text given in the left hand column is a fair specimen
of what the South-Indian recension is like, while the varietas lectionis given in the right hand
column will shew at a glance the relation of the two recensions to each other.

The first extract contains the beginning of the Mahdbhdrata^ verses 1-150 of the first

AdJiydya,

A.

Adiparvan,

1. 1-150.

South-Indian M8.

ftrrfsrsifr i

5RrM*R55TRf

ary I

jgSH aTPI*q^ g>^ I

sKTSf: *pi >

Deest,

DevaoidgaH edition (^Bombay'),
* ^

deest.

5IRS5®

. In <01 the extmcsfa given in this paper, I have retamed the orthography of the South-Indian MSS. No

attempt at correction has beau made, except oeoasSonally (see the foot-note).

I baveTised the Bomber^ir edition with USlakantha’s commentary, p’^lish^ Hake 17&9.

8 Bead
?
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South-Indian MS,

5r*5!rc5 i

^5^l'ir!r5T#p^5l5’»?rr ^f%vrr: gr«Tr: i

’sfTft^JT ^1r5«fF*rr5!r?RTf^ i

*5R5=5r'T^5i» 5rr*r 5r?fi%fir?f i

qr^g^R'r ^°rr^ ^rt«rr^ »iCrf^ i

aTr3®T??Tf?rf srgi^ i^ % *T?rr: i

3Tf^'T5=3# »ifr>imRg^?PTpRr^^^; i

^g-jTHffv ^=3r?T: fr?r5rczrr firmer: i

arpjt f%*rff^srr: i

3^T®Rfr^ar; grtrr wr^PT^firtfr; i

fT% f^5rt?5cr’nf«ft«rr^ >i^?»nTf i

at?!Lqt5^35!Ff I

^?rr i

eR2rns5TPT^g'??T fff^5^'Tt°r: I

5Trc?T?>ftrfm<5^T .gggprg^TT^^ft^r i

^w<fq*irrr sTrefti® !TPTRrRmtf??rf i

^5T^5r«i??i arrtn^ i

^ 5|^s_5^55 |<TR5Tr!5r^r i

s!tRrOT^5r*»fT; i

vp=*4? Tm^ir# i

?31‘
3Tr^.5^sr^NrrT

?isr sa(=5KTsaRK ^rsiraff i

smggg? tm Tt I

T^mrrr wrt <tt»isjpt i

^oSaw^Tg I

qfmqr! i

n^»gtrf*t »Ri fTgf aarr^aff^^a^; i

arr^rasH^ ^JT^arr’^ast i

arraiaff^f^ fRtfraf^'a I

FSfg^
’

^S gf? j^rg gi%Fgg i

x^hs ggr^aij gr;sg% gR[3rr^i%: 1

argfrt^; ; I

«^a=fff#5T f^r fSraf i

gror ?rfr^’sVr ^ qgigg i

ag^rdTarg frer grgm^fgffttf i

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

JDemndgart edition {^Bombay'),

'TFK''

V

.sfgTgr gpa^grgf "g

irgr^itgir:

3Tng%

ggf^sgf^gr:

^irgr gcqpfgigrg.

^gt

°g: a'agf

^°
sTsggigg^rlrg g?

n’Ti^ai »far?r

°'^; g-lwr^-s

S'ag

?gir

argfrar

“fgag^gs

Deest.

««rl.°.8 Eead°^. ® Eead i» Bead gt#.
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Soiiik-Ifidian MS,

5°^ Tit I

sarr^’^^ri^f^iTr <rrf%rR<m; \

crr^Tl% \

irrt^ar %Tr i

f^s!riTR*rfir?:nfrlr ^#cRw*T?rr fir t

f JT^r I

5*i^5rRRf^^^5^5fits2f \

ajfFR^=s^^ emcPT I

9s

^gStT^earsrnr^ qjIrfWRgr nw i

«?ssr?fr ^rrrt ^ ^rfr^ir^ \

^R55. nrapT^ 3T5<gr: srwr'ri^? i

^?rr €<5F I

5t?rat5T«rr t^is^rra t

sraffsrr <m3i: jmT^^f%5!ri%: i

gysfpg si%qr^r ^^ f%5-

'

t^mrarfl^^r i

at^r^rr^in-: fr^rrarr’sr na-^rr; i

^grF»|arg f%ffg~i^gT

^nr^ansr i

tPTT^ i

HT^r: 'Tesnfrtra^: I

gaarf wNr^iT%3f i

?rf ^*15 Rit I

amr «r|3fffHrf^ anHreTrPT 1

?rF^ ?nTr «Tr^ 1

if^^fsmracT t

sT?rrf^Pn?T fffir »

arat^5Rarf5rrPr w%^5r«s^Trf^ 't «

ar^rfeRT® !5{§’f*S7?RrTr i

f f^HR€:

»

gatr JTCT^wr»wT'R~ i

girai^rre»TTg i

apT: 3^r: JTafR'S'^ •

g5raa?ftgCTysgrfSf^g^T4<i'^H^*R‘fT t

f^ararffirfSir f^w^’^frE*R’= i

w^TTraarfarsq^c^sRl^ri i

§».#aT agF^aaf at|^ >Tr<af^ai ^ 1

arair<8>^r5^Faf acr^qf'^sir *

^PgfT 1

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

Bevaiidgari edition {Borahay')*

Deest.

?»

>»

>?

'f^aaar ?r4ar

•••-2^0

“5' 'R^^STtT

wfiJ JTi^r
-, i'^ , I If I

-- ^ -

^t3r^r

«•

^arr

^air? ^niamfw

5r«irwa:;

?T?rs

MtrRai

Bead Bead IS Bead "tTf®.
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Devmurjari edition {Bombay),

2rr»T; ?nt5rRr srit-sv: ^
q^»f5RT»Tr^f?srr%

Deest,

“l^rr’s^ir

Deest,

r>^f

72

South-Indian MS,

aTw =?
1

^
vpRTg4grpr?Tr^rr^ ^r^rfir R^rf% ^ I

pfr^Rm f^^TPT^ ^rr>rg?rfi'^- 1
49

ff%fRrrw^5T^ ^ i

5frr5^=ffr i SO

HcTr <%rr_ i

f€ ft ?r>n-5rs2rr?n^rrT i si

^psTfr^^Rnft ?RrrT^ i

5T^r7R'^?T?R=t ft3TrRr*R»T4lRt i S2

^tfftfsTR! I

55T55R^5r55r‘- §rf%?r irit^ vfR^ 1 53

5R^r sRT^Sfoi S2l^ %f ^r*TR!T I

fftfr^fiR^tr S'R I 54

«RRRTRW »ifRRL agTf^^'ftr^lR: » S5a

Rgf^jflmr^Rl'Rr nrfr^Rar ^ «fNci: \

^ ^1‘TR’r: RT I 94

^fr^nfrR^ ^^s^^r^trrt i

^gTRSf <tr|- ^ \ 95

srnR ?ni# ^^RLgjftwRR sift I

ts^IRts f%S TO nft I 96

arw^i^ >iRt wf% qgstr^gqfTRft i

SRtSRT'T ^If^: I 97

^r^FRT %^'TnRR^rTR I

R 'SrRRRR HR?i I 98

RRR^ RlRHR: 5’T:5Sr: I

f^t .gRTRRgl ^nwTP^FlRMaR I 99

SHR?^ ®?;grr??rjR^ fTRitrsifrH \

*IRRrar M
'F^^Rrag ^RSRI 1

"
100

ft sti^fR-gai ^RiRr^’nraRi^ori i loi

gRgatR^ RRIgRif'l

R^^rft^TRf sTRTOftrrr I 102

?iRgL’Trc?r sfN^rt^: i

^5r_f^5R^ ^Rsrr^ft: i 103

^s°r|trnR; sr5|: i 556

?re*r TRs^argR^HT ^frrsR^^r \ 66

ggj RifR ’RTRfi.^rfrr rirjf i

*Tg^rft gfRRI IttRiFaRr i 57

?r5=|fr STf^^: SITII R?R; 1

RRR R5=RRRr I

^rRR#»IRff?f TRRit I

ftftvf

SRlRig STHTIRRftf 7\

°3rf R?R.

g:?qT37

tff^IR.

tf 311^5 ’IW

’115% '^I?|'%S

°fRfR:

°%sjrR »ir»?M^

'’% 5 fSiRRI y?R>^orr 1 Deest in the

i%3RfR J Calcntta «litio7is.

'3flr

?R^’5n5® W?l;

HRJRR^Rs g’ fiSR

"^ipfVf w
^riRi

HR®

HR

68
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South-Ifidian MS*

'?'Rp3rT^?fp-^rfr ^ i 59

irPf?r \

Deest,
n

grrsjf i 61

w§r-tfc?52ng zrgrcgrr%tT?wT^r i

^r»fr7f%«rfr^? %fRr r?€?n:r%2ir i 62

ff^rgg^°imi5fgtrsrf%fq^^ i

^ >Tf^5HW f^r?q- i^rrsTwlTfr i 6S

af^rggg^gi 5zrrf^>Tr?r^r?r?f^v^ i

^ OTMRrrr ^ ?r^°r i 64

=^rg^^f^erRr5jjprp^ i

rTT^ 1 65

H?sTia’?^fcr°rr i

gp ^RTPr %fr^«Tr5'T'?i’$7 =? i 66

s=2rr2iRrisrr f^f%r?5rT gr? ?r^T?r??aTr i

t!5?^I255 ^5=T I 67

3'=^'TT fgr^rr^^ i

gfigr T^ffr^rr^ ^ffpir HR^^ar 1
68

3tr<Tr-g^ f^qrgr ^Trsfr f;5g1‘gsr i

^^argri%f%<f«rnsi gfairainrr^R’^ 69

3iwif7 g#r ¥Fg?tf€ i

Deest.
^

70

ggrr i

gtfrr^gsrff^ % iragr^fggamg: i

*r5% ^g?pp=??r^ a:f?a?-gT5T%?5TTH i 7i

»rR!r»r% gcarf'S an snrgrMf t

5g3jr ^ graar >Tf^sgif% | 72

3T^ cirrsar?ar n i

fg%sr% ap^amr %arH5rar f^»?T; I <8

Deest.

ft

>»

tf

9 t

ft

ft

ft

3 t

u
9 >

ft

tt

ft

ft

ft

ft

Bevandgari eddiion {Boiohay),

60 mg^rfRarp^^ ^'vnnr^- f^:

«

«^gr=^ ^ aifrtgr siirr’T gwlrn t

'sars^nTfTcT®

faff^n ^ 3PJ

'saf ^
’apST;

i

i

srnmiW

I

Tt ar ^tsTg-! I

j

wifrgr=ar i

j

farrasra^f^^ann

I

'tpc agr %
:

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

grrs?!^ g^amrfar arsrg: s

^rar^fT’^ I

^;niirHgt # garnr ^ Pr%g?r i

nn: ?rpna: ti# aan-n: ^raargtfrgar: i

aiggpn aTTgNRmijcg’: i

S'iifgarPT ^'i
^
saiT# atg; f^: !

^»r?5a?rTf^«? satr#%Tif?5i^sTtr i

^aangr nrcn^aff^ sp? 5g ngartflaiT i

*fng gRaprpTfar apmf «

fg^r arpT ^ ^fajpfl- gof I

f^yaapfr gRratn iras^ srg i

sarr#5'^r^ n *ir f^«ir srf^ i

aj%5ifrsRr i%?5 I

arPtnafSaT ?fff i

ai^RaE,Jri^gaff in?jrp^graRr?^^^ 1

a=t#r >a^^gggrfir^ >a^^sgcnf^ i

3Tf ^wg^rgf^asNr^t/^anar fr i
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South-hidiMi MS.

Deest.

tf sttt; I

Trs^[?rrf TTg I

grgr^g^f^fg^f^q^FgT; f>g: I

gsgfgfrrrTTraTc^: gifRrsgrg^rgg: i

grtg^sfg fgr frrgfg^gT: i

TJT'T'Jg'T?^ I

?gr.grgf^3^rgr fit gj^ffgtgg I

f^gTfr^T grgrTcggrf^r t

gfgriT^^ ^5?T gTrT?^giT%g 1

g % <frgi'*rR?rfgr^TnT i

3Tt“ftT%grTrg5 fT?:r?r?frngrtTrgi

gtsTT# TfRIH^r SirT'rT Tgr^TTg I

3^: ^?gTT IgfSgfT: I

^'r'n^^^^m^rrFgTlTfrgw: i

= I

gfTf grr^wTrsT^r®^ i

To^g fT ^r^TT^T^r gr<ggT= i

uTT^PTfgg g ^grr ^gfg ^Tr%%^T i

gggfgg’ gpTtggr grr^Tg'^^gf >

^g= i

. . ,._.

^^STfggT^grg aTfFgrgr gTTgr i

fg t'TTgg: sgg^rrg^^gr i

aTgrs^^gffgg:?*-^ Rrs^g: ?g-. i

Deest.

84

8.5

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

104

lU5a

grr^=yrTgtgi5ii%Tt Pr|gi 1076

Tr?'?#g^?:^rr% aitrgrTm % \
io8a

Deest ^

>*

>»

l^'TFPTf%itfT: ^rTgPTFT Trf%? 1

l«frg% HfifT ^r'stwi'*

?irrgfr; i

gggrrggrgsqy^^^t ^Trar<gg^f^^M iio

Deixindgan edition (^Bombay),

fTa^rgr’^gqrrr'r gf^ff i

82 T ?rTgt.s«f^g g3?TFsrf^rreg ^ I

gqicfffr g^qTr r?gir?:gg i

83 grT^giK S4r#r? ^frgfrgpgFgffriT i

Deest.

3T5rrgigrgcFw?g wrgr^g g rg’ggg: i

?f^r

c^?fr: ^^rrwr:

OI^

nmr
Deest. But see above, v. 74.

»

glf^ggr^ i

STggrgfggfFgR*

[94-103, see above.

ggl'
°g°

°»-g: rgg:

1056 g(lr ^ggfgirfg =ggiRFgr g i^rfgr i

=sr fggr%- irraf&g i

106 fq^T^3^$r=fgg?g%^5fgi
107a ^ggfg g grg^g qfgfg^ I

1086 ®rfog?g gfgg ^r% Igqrgg grggrg i

109a f^s^j-sarrg^q- ^;^. i

. 1096 ^ sETg^fg g gCr-fg g fg%gg 1

Deest.
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Bouth-Indiap. J/.S'.*
j

imfgfr ’TfrfT I

^n?rr: i
|

gw ^soit ff^r
j

^rm'TT^ 1 111

TTTf Pf i

g^T^rrCrwr il2
i

fHssr^rzTR^F nrr ^ sttt^ i

wwrsrfm qr^nrn'rrm'^Hmf^mrF- 1 iis

qTg^?-^'TT%^ Vj^TW^ JJT% !

fT3ff^ i 114

fTtr ^^rrF’Tf ^grr f^r f^r i

5iF'TTf^Wif^5Frf%?Hr fT 1

Devaiiwjart editu-.', {Eop/hay).

^rN?rr?rigT? ^ i

•srwr: FT5Tr^ I

FFT#^ Hf^r Fri€»-«ir TKH'SrFr: i

H:g5irF^t5 FfrrrFPsT^S ^ I

Frsrr g ^f^rrgFrTrr; i

gF: q?n-%H i

FfrfTFr^qi =? i

gFpffgrr wr^HgrqL^fF i

-srRrryr srimR'T: 1

FPCFT^F f^r^arr^ t; i

'Tr'rf^T^ f^'^r 5F^T??rfffnw?r: i

FCTT%tr^ TT’^^^RWT??!^ 1

f%Fr«5 ^r: Tkr % % fnfff:^5f i

oTff : %N5r fr?^t rreirr fRT 1

Deest.

i^rt^rr fls-^r tf'^: i

wr^nTTHfcT wp^ir i

®r5=?rff?rrFr wjFrqr i

gSTffg-a^VTT HP^TT ^?gir|r»rfFmr: I

STr^PEJTWlr qp^FFFT^ff

I

^rHjfrs^Fr ’tT 'qp'ffm'r i

^5f BTf^Ffter? 5ftf%^5r: 1

^4T^2r ot^fpt fwf^FF i

'if^r st^FF^F; I

qTr?rF= sTfra^qpm. i

•^atr ^ i

apTw1%'^ ^ 1

^tfi'q' r^5i>f^^55’^«irr

gamt^ icngt sfi wifT^^ i

srnT?iF5'^q; fr^rr frwr gp=4 i

11.3

116

117

118

lift

120

121

1-22

123

124

125

126

127

fta^F

"^F^TPr: 5rf

’TrwF^>-sqqr%^

?rsTr

Beest.

Bees

^Fsrr’R^fr'Trfrr

SFFFcajqr

RFtTF

«iF?FR%f%?fraf^

aF^ TTTf : ^ =gFT^ I

p^“

aR?r:

JWT
f- .. r.

^r?c<r

mr

gj^ e /»

m^°

s^F HtTRatWH

I* Bead fF^fFST.
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SoutJi-Indian MS.

57rf^5ar

?r 5Rf5T«nit5!i^r%?^r *i?5fr ^°rRi
STrst^us#?r CT#

*'

3Tw^rffi%“rrfr« ^l^gf^Cr 5^: 1

5rNfff<:«T ^jirr^Tr <r5i^r »Tfr5f;§:i

§*r2rrfr§t^^ Nf^il'iTsrwjr ^ l

sjTnf2r??r srgfT?w 1

r%?r »T=eg5T ^qrPi tTfr^rra: i

Deest,

»>

uf^T^r^r fsr Tr'^?rr'Tri=?ifr i

’p^^^rnrar 1

r%Hr5Tsrrsfrrgr|^ ^fr^^ERr 1

‘Tr^^^nrrsTffT ^r f|r 1

5R^I»5=ff%^ I

!T5??sjr 1

sar^^ f?rU?y2T t

3?=^5fnnTr5rr ^fi5='j?r<r§pffr^2ii 1

sKrtR^jR^^j^RLi

?irrWRTTra?r^ff^fgs^cg^^^ 1

^jnrnRiraiRL ^ru^L ii?^--gr’=g^^ir i_

Rt^r^c^r°f ^r'fsit fiT i

=w?¥r I

|s%>??r52j5j^ i

^ % ^fNrR^fqgqlTlT 1

=S«j?nTr^ ,fi%»Tut.srr^ 1

^1 iRjpir°tr ’TT^qpg' ^r gf% i

H 2%i ?ts TPi

^

I

g^’Try-gtagRt'g^r ’T5=^vu’5t'=Tr:

»

3Tfsji^=gCT: grr^oTiRr ^wsfrnrr 5a?rr% ?T3 i

ggr^^rsig^rri^ i

cr«r5^ P«2r5ffT Htr^:

»

55T?^nf im?r 1

R^ggrffiraf sng firgR^'r w >

unRR?T3T^ntgr»sr?»j^5Rjr5355R, i

?r^ sTiiisrwrawmi i

IF *PT wmrr'^ ff^a: 1

?rrfr frr^5?r% »rr^ stfrrawsrf^^ 1

f%# I
sPrsaff I

li®^s?ri'«n5«raT^riCT5rf»5i^5TRi%^-

Demndgarl edition (Bombay).

uJUU'sg-srl'T^rR

Rr%wrf3r ^ fr5rTr% sTr^m^unrf^ '^r i

1 33 Ji

srr cTNr

5i^rf?ru?f,’areT5

arf«i?rr fru>r: fT^!

f%mNr=wr^8^

“»T?r irr5?r

5^5 sat % 5T

5T ^ ^ 1

S?irTH

^r«T5c«i

or% 5^^

mm

%rr?7 TTs^^r l 15l>i
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I do not propose to enter into a full discussion of all the various readings found in the

above extract, but will only draw the attention of scholars to the most striking points.

The MS* is quite consistent in writing Romaharshaija for Lomaharshana,^^ Naimisa fur

Nainiisha, and almost consistent in giving the name Suta instead of Sauti*

The most important divergence between the two recensions begins with verse 55, and the

most characteristic fact is the omission of the story Of Q-aiie&a who undertakes to write down
the Mahdbhdraia. The order of the verses 55-109 differs entirely in the two recensions, but

this different arrangement in the South-Indian recension is by no means necessitated by the

omission of the story of Ganesa. If the author of the South-Indian version had simply wished

to shorten the narrative by omitting this story, he might have achieved his end with much
less trouble. Nor is it probable, that the author or compiler o£ this version had any scruples

about the mention of writing in the story, and on this account omitted every allusion to Ganesa’s

acting as a scribe for Yjasa. In order to enable the reader to decide, in this special case,

w'hich of the two versions is preferable, and whether it is more likely that the legend of

Ganesa is an interpolation in the Northern recension, or that it has been omitted by the

compiler of the Southern recension though he knew it to be part of the Malidhlidrata — I give

below, in parallel columns, a shore sketch of the contents of verses 55-111, (a) according to the

Bombay edition, and (5) according to our Grantha MS.

(a) Demudgari (^Bombay') edition^ (5) SoxUk-hidian MS,

54. (1) Yyasa, the son of Satyavati (1) Yyasa, the son of Satjavati and Para-

and Parasara, composed the sai*a, composed the Mahdbhdrata.

Mahdhhdrata,

55-

56«x, (2) Having composed it, he con- (2) Yj^sa, by Niyoga, becomes the father

sidered how he might teach of the Kauravas.

it to his disciples.

56-

605* (3) Brahman, knowing the thoughts (3) His sons having grown up, etc., Yyasa

of Yyasa, appears and is proclaimed the Mahdhhdrata^ teach-

received by Yyasa with due ing Yaisampayana and reciting the

respect* poem during intervals of the sacrifice.

61. (4) Yyasa addresses Bmhman, (4) Brief summary of the contents of the

telling him that he has com- poem,

posed that great poem,

62-70a. (5) giving a list of all the subjects (5) This Bhdrata contains 100,000 verses,

treated of in this poem, including the JI^dhhydn<i$ •

70b, (6) and winding up with the words : (6) Yyasa made the BJidruta of 24^000 verses#

^ However, no writer without the Ujpdhhydnusm

(lel:kaka) of this work is

found on earth

71-735. (7) Brahman replies praising (7) Afterwards the Rishi composed another

Yyasa as a great poet and epitome in 150 (?) verses of this most

sage, excellent of stories,

7Be, (8) and finally advising him to think (8) And he considex’ed how he might teach

(with an inward prayer) of it to his disciples,

Ganesa for the purpose of

writing down the poem.

74a. (9) Then Brahman returns to his (9) Brahman, knowing the thoughts of

abode. Yy^sa, appears and is received by

Yyasa with due respect.

So also Eomap^da for lomapMa in the Vanapo^rvan,
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(a) Devandgari {Bomhcuj) edition. ^

746-80. (10) Yyasa directs liis derotional

tlioTights to Ganesa who

as soon as thought of, ap-

pears, and writes down the

Mahdhhdrata which Yyasa

dictates to him.

81. (11) I (Sauti ?) know 8,800 verses,

so does Suka, Sanjaya may

know them or not.

82. (12) The hidden meaning of the

Mahdhhdrata no one is able

to penetrate.

83a. (13) Even omniscient Ganesa took

a moment to consider.

836. (14) Yyasa also composed many-

other verses.

84-87. (15) The Mahdhhdrata extolled as

the best of poems.

88-92. (16) The Mahdhhdrata is a tree, of

which the Farvans are seed,

root, etc.

93.' (17) Sa-uti says: ‘I will now
speak of the -flowers and

fr-aits, etc,, of that tree.’

94-96a. (18) Yy^sa, by Kiyoga, becomes

the father of the Kanravas.

966-99a. (19) His sons having grown -up,

etc., Yy^sa proclaimed the

Mahdhhdrata^ teaching

VaUampdyana and reciting

the poem dnring intervals

of the sacrifice.

996-lOla. (2C) Brief summary of the con-

tents of the poem.

1016-102, (21) This (yZrs^) contains

100.000 verses, including

' the U^dJehydnas.

1026-1 03a. (22) Yyfisa made the Bhdrata of

24.000 verses,^without the
' U^pdhhydms.

1036. (23) Afterwards the l^ishi com-
posed another epitome in
150 verses.

(6) Soutli-Indian MS.(10)

Yyasa addresses Brahman, telling him

that he has composed that great

poem,^®

(11) giving a list of all the subjects treated

of in this poem.

(12) Brahman replies praising Yyasa as a

great poet and sage,

(13) extolling the Mahdhhdrata as the best of

poems,

(14) and describing the Mahdhhdrata as a tree

of which the Farvans are seed, root,

etc.

(15) Then Brahman returns to his abode.

(IG) Suta says ‘ I will now speak of the

branches, flowers, fruits, etc., of

that tree,’

(17) The AnukramariiMdhydya and Farvasam*

graha (J),

(18) This it was what Yyiisa first taught to

his son Suka, then to other fit pupils.

(19) Narada recited it to the Devas, Asita

Devala to the Pitris, Suka to the

Gandharvas, Yakshas and Hakshas,

Vaisampayana to Janamejaya.

(20) Duryodhana andTudhisthira represented

as trees.

The two lin^ 606 and 61a are clearly omitted by a scribe’s carelessness, the omission being easily

accounted for by in line 60ct and in 61a.
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(<r) Devandgao't (Bcmdag) edltioiu (5| South-Indian

104«, (24) consisting o£ Anuhramaniha^

dkydya and Parvasam-

gralia (f).

i04£-10-555, (25) This Yyasa first tangbt to

his son 'Suka, then to other

fijt pupils.

1056-10 7a, (26) Then he composed another

Samkitd for the gods#

another for the Pitris, one

for the Oandharvas, besides

the one for men.

107 5-109a, (27) Harada recited them to the

Devas, Asita Devala to th&

Pitris, Suka to the Gan-

dharvas, Yakshas, and

Eakshas, Vaisampayana to

men,

(28) I (Santi ?) recited 100,000

slokas,

110-111. (29) Duryodhana and Yndhisthira

represented a$ trees.

It will be admitted at once that neither of the two versions sketched above is quite satis*

factory.

In both versions Vy^sa considers how he might teach the Mahdhhdrata to his disoipIes».

whereupon the god Brahman appears. The Northern recension here introduces Gaaesa who,

on Brahman’s suggestion, is charged with writing down the Makdhkdrata. But we are not

told that this copy made by Ganesa was ever used by Yyasa as a means of instructing his*

disciples. On the contrary, it is pretty clear from Vv. 80-83 that the legend of* Oanesa was

chiefly invented in order to enhance the vastness of the MahdhhdratOy and the profoundness of

its teaching, and to shew the skill of Yyasa in dictating the poem without a stop. The state-

ment in V. 81 about Sauti, Suka, and Sanjaya knowing 8,800 verses comes in quite abruptly

and contradicts the statements of v, 109. Even more abrupt is the transition from v, 93 to

vv. 94isegq* Sauti says that he is going to speak about the floweringand the production of fruit

of the tree called MahdbMmta* Then follows the story of Yyasa’s Niyoga, his instructing

Yaisampayana, and reciting the poem at Janamejaya’s sacrifice (vv. 965-99a). It is just

possible, though not probable, that the summary in vv. 996-101 was intended to be the descrip-

tion of the ‘ flowering and production of fruit ’ of the MaMdhdrata tree. " But 'it seems to me
more probable that vv, 110 sgq.^ if not 112 sqq,^ should follow immediately after v, 93,

In the South-Indian recension, the allusion to Yyasa’s Niyoga (vv. 965 seqq,) follows,

more properly, after v. 54. But we meet with the same difficulty in the Southern, as in the

Northern recension, when Yyasa begins to consider as to the best method of teaching the MaM-^

hhdrata^ and Brahman appears. It is by no means clear how Yyasa derives any help from the

god in his perplexity, unless it be by Brahman’s describing the MaMlMratu as a tree, of

which the eighteen Parvans are root, branches, etc-

There is, in the Southern version too, a hiatus after the words of Suta or Sauti, I will

speak of the branches, flowers, fruits, etc., of that tree the MuhabJiuraki)^^^ but this hiatus

is, at any rate, not so great as in the Northern recension,

I am puzzled by the two lines : —
frfFmnr
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The neuter seems odd. But I prefer the Southern recension, when it omits tt. 105 5-107a.

This story of Vyasa’s having composed special ScaSiMtds for the gods, the Pityis, and the Gan-

dharvaa is probably an after-thought suggested by vv. 1076, 108a, relating merely that Narada

recited the Mahabhirata to the gods, Asita Devala to the Pityis, and Suta to the Gandharvas,

Yakshas, and Eakshas.

There is nothing in the Southern recension that would Justify us in assuming that its com-

piler knew the legend of Ganesa. Even the editor of the Telugu edition of the Mahdbhdrata

gives the legend in bracleets. If, in addition to this evidence, we remember that Kshemendra,

in his ^lidvatavianjaTi, does not allude to the legend of Ga^osa, we are, I believe^ justiAed in.

suspecting this legend of a more recent origin than the rest of the introductory story

of the MahabhArata.

It is true^*' that the legend of Ganesa acting as a scribe for TyAsa must have been known,

to Bdjaaekhara, ca. 900 A. D. For in his PraohaH^apdndava Ndtaka this poet introduces Vyasa

speaking to YSlmlki about the progress of his great work, and telling himhow he had succeeded

iu outwitting the god Ganesa and compelling him to act as his scribe. I give the passage

according to the edition of the work in the RdvyaMdla, (p, 5). Yyiisa says ;—

rr% Rrtj irrWr%^! i i f% f^r%tisar-

f*rr<r 1 ^ ti

This is, no doubt, the same legend as that told in the Mahdbhdrata (I. 1, 74-80), althongh

there is #1X0 mention of Brahman^ who according to the Mahdbhdrata advised YyUsa to address

himself to Ganesa, in the drama of Rajasekhara, who only says that Yyasa obtained Ganesa’s

help by means of austerities (taj^ohhik). On the other hand, the words of Yyasa om iiy ashi in

•the Fraohandapdndava look almost like a reminiscence of the phrase (used however of Ganesa)

om ity tiktvd in the Mahdbhdrata, 1, 1, 79,

But -if Rajasekhara knew the legend of Ganesa— even if ‘there should 'be a slight verbal

agreement between the two narratives— does this prove that he knew it from the Mahdbhd-
rata f Such a legend must have been current for a long time before it was inserted in the

MahdbMrata, Rajasekhara may have known it as an independent Itihasa, or he may have
taken it from some Pauranic source. It must be remembered that the story occurs not in the

body of Bajasekhara’s work, which is mainly an epitome of certain Farvans of the Mahdbhdrata,

but in an introductory scene — shewing us YMmiki, the renowned poet of the Bdmdyana, and
Yyasa, the author of the Mahdbhdrata, engaged in a pleasant conversation— which is entirely

If I am indebted to Pr. Buhler for drawing my attention to this fact. [Since this was written, Indian studies
bave suffered tbe severest loss that could have befallen them, by the untimely death of my revered Guru. It was
at his request that I wrote some notes on the Ga^e^o legend in the MaMhMrata for the JotcrwaZ of ihs Royal Asiatic
Society — see number 1898, pp. 380-84— to which (as he wrote to me in his last letter) he intended to add a

of Ms own in the next following number of the Journal, The Qane§a legend discussed above had a peculiar
interest fox the departed scholar on account of its bearing on the history of writing in India, and I ought to state
that it was his opinion that U^asehhara knew the Gai^esa legend from the DevanSgarl version of the MakdlMrata^

^

as found in our editions. To the omission of the stoXy in Kshemendra^s JBMratamafiJart he attached little import-^
' ance, There are (he wrote to me) even more characteristic features of the MaMhMrata which are omitted by
R^shemefidra, omissions which can easily be explained by his desire ** to measure the elephant with the closed fist."'

No doubt in the world that the tiM to my notes on Ganesa which the departed intended to give would have
been far more valuable than anything I have said on the subject. Alas, the history of the MaMhMrata is one of
the many points in the history,of Indian literature on which Bahler's vast scholarship was likely to shed new and
unexpected light — and in this respect also the loss of our great Guru who -was the most enthusiastic student as
well as the truest lover of India, is simply irreparable.]
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RAjasekhara’s own invention. And in this scene ho might well have inserted the legend of

Ganesa, in order to enhance the greatness of VyAsa and his work. It is not necessary that he

found it in his version of the 31ahdhlidrata.

For the present, at any rate, I should prefer to say that the legend of Ganesa was known

already about . 00 A. D., but that even in Kshemendra’s time— about 150 years later — it was

not yet a part of the Mahdhhdrata. It seems to me highly improbable that Kshemendra should

have omitted such a characteristic story, if he had found it in his MahabhArata, especially as

he could easily have condensed the whole story into one or two stanzas. We shall see below

that this is not the only instance in which Kshemendra agrees with the South-Indian recension

of the Mahdhlidmta^

From a mythological point of view our passage is also of some importance. For it is

remarkable that pur legend is the only lergend of G-anie&a fonncT in the epic literature. I

am not aware that Ganesa is even mentioned in any other passage either of the Bdmdyana or of

the Mahdbkctrata

,

and it may well be doubted whether he has any claim to a place in the Epic

Pantheon. He is certainly not a Vedic deity in .any sense of the word. He is not mentioned

in the Smritis, not even in Manu.^s In the Ydjhavalkya‘Smriti we meet with him (it seems)

for the first time. Here the worship of Ganesa has been ingrafted on an older Vmdyahasdnti,

The Vinayakas are a class of evil spirits (who are the cause of evil dreams) for whose propitia-

tion a Vindyahasdnti is prescribed in the Mdnavagrihyasvtra. As the late Dr. von Bradke has

shewn, Yajiiavallq^a’s desciuption of the Qana'patilioma is based on the Vmdycikasnnti of the

Mdnmagrihyosutrad^ But originally the VinAyakas — who are also mentioned in the Malm-

hhdraia^^ by the side of-R^kshasas, Pisachasand Blifitas— have nothing in common with Ganesa,

except the name Vindyaka which happens to he one of the common designations of the elephant-

headed god. An actual worship of Ganesa occurs only in such late S^nritis as the Kdtydya'na-

Smriti (I. 11, 14) where Ganesa is ^vor&hipped together with the Mathers.

But in the older literature we look in vain for any of the legends connected with G.anesa's

birth, or his elephant head, or his one tooth, or his rat, such as we find them in the Purdnas,

On the other hand, I have not been able to find our Ganesa legend in any of the PaurAnic

treatises devoted to Ganesa.^^ But that a deity who has become so popular in later times

should occur in the epic literature only in one passage, makes this one passage very suspicious.

It seems, therefore, also on mythological grounds, that in this instance the South-Indian

recension has preserved a less interpolated text of the Malidbhdrata than that found in onr

editions.

Of course, it does not follow by any moans that the Southern recension represents the

original Mahdblidrata*

{To be continued^')

18 That the ga'tj.Wim yOjaTca, who according to Mann, III. 164'isexclnded from a ^raddha feast is (as the commen-

tators will have it) a performer of the Vindyaha or Gane.^ahoma^ seems to me ntterb^ improbable. The most pro-

bable explanation seems that suggested by Dr. BUhler in the note to his translation of Manu (S. B. E. Vol. XXV.
p. 106) that it refers to the Oay^ciliomas of BaudhSyana Dharmas. IV. 8, 1.

19 See YtiJnavalhya-SmriH, I. 271-294 ;
Mdnava-grihyasiiira, II. 14; Bradke in the Zeiteclirifi der deutschm

Morg$Mnd. Gesellschafi, Vol. 36, pp. 426-432 ; Stenzler, TdinavaVeya, p, IX. ; Jolly, Recht und Bltte (Biihler’s

GrundtisSfU. 8), p. 20. The MdnavagrihyasiHra mentions four Fi?id^cito whose names are given. YAjiiavalkya

has only one Vin^ydka whom he identifies with Oai}><^aU,

Mahmdtata, XIL 284,131; Harivamsa, 184 (10697).

5^1 I hiEvve not been’ able to trace it in the Qavesa^Khanda of the Bmhwavaivariia-f'urd'iw, nor in the Ganeia-

UpapwrdTia, nor in the Ganesa-Khanda of the STtaiida-pvo'dna. For the latter I could only compare an Index of

the work found in the Bodleian MS. Mill 79. But my acquaintance with these works is too superficial to allow me
to say definitely that the legend does not occur in them.
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FOLKLORE IN SALSETTE.

BT GEO. P. D’PENHA.

(Ponchiiedfrom p. 56.)

In due course, tLe wedding-daj came, and the marriage took place with all possible

eclat. The relations and friends of the king were feasted for several days. The bridegroom,

the crane, hopped about the palace and the large compound and in the adjoining garden,

causing much amusement to all. Daring meals, too, he would stretch his long neck and pick

what he would desire from the table.

After thus spending some time at the king’s palace, the crane one day expressed, to his

father-in-law, his desire to go home with his bride. The king could not object to this, and so

his son-in-law, after bidding everyone adieu, took his royal bride home.

How in the nights, after supper, while the princess lay down to sleep, the crane would

keep hopping about. As soon as he observed that his wife had fallen asleep, lie would remove

his crane-skin, and assuming the form of a man, would take his place at the side of fche

princess. A few days passed this way. At last the princess began to entertain some doubts

about her husband, the crane. ‘ To find out the realities about him, she one night went to bed,

but kept awake, snoring all the while to make believe that she was fast asleep. Her husband,

little thinking of the dodge, having no cause to suspect her action, divested himself of his

crane-skin, and, as usual, lay down beside the wife. The princess thus found out that her

husband was not really a crane as he appeared to be, but a human being like herself, and, there-

fore, she had no reason to regret her marriage, although he was very poor, for her father could

give her what she ihight want, being the king’s only child.

The princess’s next thought was how to make her husband remain in his human form,

and she hit upon the following stratagem. She pretended that she had a sti-ong fevei’, and that

she was feeling very cold. She asked her mother-in-law, therefore, to keep a good fire under her

cot, to keep her warm during the night, as she said. The another-in-law, too, did not suspect

what was really in her daughter-in-law’s mind, and, thinking what she stated might be true,

kept a brisk fire burning under the cot of the princess. Hight soon came, and supper over, the

princess not eating anything that night on the pretence that she had no taste nor any appetite

for food, they all retired to bed. That night, too, the princess kept awake, pretending to be
asleep. Her husband, the crane, after a good while, thinking his wife was asleep, removed his

crane-skin, and, assuming the foiun of a man, lay down beside the princess, and was soon fast

asleep. The princess left the bed without making the slightest noise, and, getting hold of the
crane-covering of her husband, threw it on the fii'e, which soon reduced it to ashes. Having
done this the princess again lay down quietly and went to sleep. When, at the usual time, the
husband woke up, he searched in vain for his covering, but, looking at the fire under the bed
he soon discovered the trick which his wife had played upon him, He questioned the princess
who frankly confessed what she had done, and craved forgiveness, which he granted with all

his heart.

The news of the metamorphosis of the crane soon spread in the country, and reached the
ears of the king, who came and saw for himself that it was only too true, and learnt from the
princess what she had observed for several nights, and how she had brought about the trans-
formation.

As they were very poor, the king invited them all to live with him, and on his death his
son-in-law succeeded him to the throne. They then lived happily to a good old age, loved
a/nd respected by all.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.
MORE IDIOMS EROM PORT BLAIR.

1. T6tal. — In common use among the con-

victs, who are constantly being counted for all

sorts of reasons. Petty Officers are told offi to

count them in batches, and as each finishes his

batch he brings up his ‘‘ total.” Total karna,

to compare the totals.

2. Dip&tmant for Department : means the

Forest Department, that being the first separate

department created at Poi-t Blair. Dip&tmant
S^hib, Forest Officer. Dip&tmantw&ia, a con-

vict told offi to work in the Forest Department.

3. Sher S^hib : sMr shortened from ‘ over-

seer’ from its likeness to the common Indian word
slier, a tiger. An overseer of convicts^

4. Singal, for signal= a semagram. There

is an elaborate system of semagraph signals at

Port Blair worked by the Military Police.

5. Tikat, tikatliv, a ticket of leave, also its

holder. Tikatw&lli,, a man with a ticket of leave

:

a self-supporter. Tikat is also used for the wooden

neck-ticket** worn by labouring convicts.

6. Parmbsh, promotion.— This is in com-

mon use amongst the Military Police, and also

amongst the convicts, who are constantly being

transferred from class to class on promotion.”

7. KilSts, class,— The convicts are arranged

in classes.

8. Sikm&n, sick-man, used for a convict

when in hospital : hence for any human being in

the sick-list hence again for anjr Govern-

ment animal on the “ sick-list,” e. g., an elephant,

pony, bullock.

9. Rel=rail, originally a railing, now any

kind of hedge or fence.

10. Rlishan, ration.— The labouring convicts

are all rationed. R&shan-m^t> ration mate : i. e.,

the convicts told off to help the cooks to keep

and distribute the rations.

11. Chtma-bhatt^l, i, e., a lime kiln, used

for any place where one has once been set up.

The name sticks, however much the use of the

place may change in the course of time. Half a

do2;€n spots are already so named.

12. Chauldari for shuldSuri, a native

tent.— This is the name of two separate places in

the Penal Settlement, because at one time con-

victs were encamped at each for a while.

18. Dfidh-lain, lit*, the Milk-lines, i. e., a

place where milch-cattle have once been kept*

Two or more places are so named.

14.

Namtinaghar, Zif., Pattern-house. — The
name of a village, a convict-station and some

quarries, because a sample (nam€ma}honse \ghar)

for convicts, according to which men on ticket-

of-leave must build their huts, was here set up by
the Government.

15. H^itM-Gh^t, Anglice, Elephant Point, so

called, because some Government elephants were
once kept there.

16. NTimak-bhatta, salt-pans.— More than
one place is so called because of a former salt

manufactory on the spot from sea-water.

R. 0. Temple.

DAGON AND KIAOKIACK
Here is a quaint and valuable contribution

from Alexander Hamilton, New Account of the

East Indies, 1739, Yol. II. p. 29, towards the his-

toi'y of this difficult word, which has been already
discussed, ante, Yol. XXII. p. 27 f. After explain-

ing how Sh^h Shuja* of Bengal was killed and
plundered by the ruler of Arakan, he goes on to

say :— “So much Treasure never had been seen
in Arackan before, but to whom it should belong
caused some Disturbance. The Xing thought
that all belonged to him, those that fought claim-

ed a Share, and the Princes of the Blood wanted
some fine large Diamonds for their Ladies, but
the Tiibe of Levi found a way to make np the

Difference, and perswaded the King and the other
Pretenders, to dedicate it to the God Dagun,
who was the titular God of the Kingdom, and to

depositate it in his Temple, which all agreed to

;

now whether this be the same Dagon of Ashdod,
mentioned on the first Book and fifth Chapter of

Samuel, I do not certainly know, but Dagun has

a large Temple in Arackan, that I have heard of,

and another ih Pegu that I have seen.”

At p. 56, there is given one of those useless

illusti*ati6ns of the period of “ A prospect of the

Temple of Kiakeck or Dagunn. ”

Again at p. -58 f . we are told that '‘thei*e are two

large Temples i^ear Syrian, so like one another in

Structure, that they seem to be built by one

Model. One stands about six Miles to the

Southward, called Kiackiack, or, God of Gods
Temple. In it is an Image of twenty Yards long,

lying in a sleeping Posture, and, by their Tradi-

tion, has lien in that Posture 6000 Years . . . .

The other stands in a low Plain, North of Syrian,

about the same Distance called Dagun ....
Assoon as Kiackiack dissolves the Being and
Frame of the World, Dagun or Dagon will

gather up the Fragments and make a new one.”

Hamilton in the above curious narration, has,

of coiu’se, mistaken the building for the object of

its dedication, but so far as the word Dagun is

concerned, we may arrive at its pronunciation

from the spelling Dagunn* _ ,
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The impossible-looking word Kiackiack, with its

Tariant spellings, is nothing but tlie Talaing kyaik^

any object of -worship or veneration, a pagoda,

equals the Burmese and Siamese phra and phaya.

See mite, Yol. XXII p. 334 f., and Heisweirs

Talaing Vocabulary, i3p. xiii. ff., 40. There is,

moroever, the well-known Kyaik-kauk Pagoda,

that described by Hamilton, near Syriam ;
which,

probably accounts for the reduplicated forms

Kiackiack and Kiakeck used by him.

R. C. Temple.

BOOK-NOTICE.

THE SIKSHASAMUCHCHAYA.i

A WORB of congratulation m-ust be offered to

the Imperial Academy of Sciences of St Peters-

burg, for its successful inauguration of the new

series of Buddhist Texts, entitled the Bihfiotheca

Bucldhica, and to Prof. Bendall for having the

honour of leading it of with the first number of

his edition of the 'SihslidsamiiclicJiaija. Philo-

logy owes much to the Academy for what it has

done for Sanskrit, The monumental Dictionary of

BoehtHngk and Roth issued from its doors, and

is a familiar example of its more recent achieve-

ments in this department of research. But in

publishing it, the Academy has only carried on

traditions which dated from the first volume of

its TrraisacHons for the year 1728. Amongst the

learned men who were the original members of

the Academy was the celebrated Bayer, whose

letters to LaOroze form the most interesting

portion of the Thesaurus JSpistoliem

.

It was

Bayer who had the honour of being the first Euro-

pean scholar to decipher a Buddhist inscription in

the Pali language, and to bring a knowledge of

the Sanskrit alphabet to the West. These were

first described by him in the Ti'ansactions of the

Academy for 1728 and 17*29. Before that time

the only specimens of Indian alphabets which

appear to have reached Europe had been pub-

lished in 1715 in a collection of translations of

the Lord’s Prayer contained in Chamberlayne’s

Sylloge, This was an unsatisfactory work, and
contained some extraordinary blunders, so that

the Academy may fairly claim to bo the official

who introduced Oriental Philology into the

westeim world, to have taken the promising child

into her hospitable arms, and to have nursed it till

it was fit to go abroad into foreign countries.

Nor did its care stop here. A hundred and thirty

years later, when the child had become a youth
(learning ever ha& a long childhood), it endowed
it with the great lexicon for a capital which has

lasted so many years, and which is still bearing

liberal interest. Now, in his full-grown manhood,
she lias not abandoned her loving interest in her

^roiegst and, under the general direction of Prof,

d’Oldenburg, is forwarding his interests with this

projected series of the Bibliotheca Buddhica.

1 "BiJ^sMsaimichcliaya, a Compendium of Buddhistic

Teaching, compiled by Srntid^va, chiefly from earlier

Tlie inscription read by Bayer was the now
familar Oih mani padme hum, and his knowledge

of Sanskrit;, such as it was, was obtained chiefly

from Tibetan sources So, also, it is from Central

Asia that Sanskrit learning in St. Petersburg has

on more than one other occasion received its

inspirations. Witness, for instance, the Kha-
rdshfchi Manuscript exhibit ed by Prof. d’Oldcn-

burg at the last Oriental Congress; and so it is

but appropriate that the Imperial Academy
should be the body to step forward and to ofi'er to

supply a w^ant wdiich has long been felt by
Buddhist scholars. Buddhistic works of the

Southern school we have in plenty, but the exam-
ples of works of the Northern, Mnhdynna, school

which have been printed are few in number, and
with the exception of one or two wcllknown
volumes, are almost confined to the publications

of the lately founded, Indian, Buddhist Text So-

I

ciety. In addition to the ^ihshdsamuchchayat
we may now shortly expect in the same series,

the Bihhfi afdla^par^nichclihij, edited by M.
Pinot, the Da^ahhimihara, edited by M. de
Blonay, the Ahhidharma-kOki^-tnjdWiyd, edited
from Chinese sources by Prof. S, .Levi, and the
Buvarna-prablidsat edited by AI. Pinot The first

of these is in the press, and the others are under
preparation.

The present edition contains the first third of
the work edited by Prof. Bendall. It has the
disadvantage of being based on a single MS .

an ancient one, now forming a portion of the
Wright collection in Cambridge. Mr. Bendall

* has, however, been able to supplement this by a
comparison with a Tibehin version in the Hodgson
collections of the India Office, and the result is

a text which, considering the difficulties under
which the Editor laboured, is remarkably free
from doubtful passages. The work is an import-
ant one, and is, as the Title-page informs us, a
compendium of Buddhist teaching of the Maltd-
ydna school. Mr. Bendall reserves remarks
regarding the text and its contents for the comple-
tion of its |mblication, and for a translation which
he has under preparation. All scholars will
await them with interest:

' Geo. a. Grieeson",

MahOydna^s'Ciims, iKdited by C, Bendall, M. 4. Fdsci-
onlus I. St. Petersburg, 1897.,
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CURRENCY AND COINAGE AMONG THE BURMESE.
BY E. G. TEMPLE.

{Coniiniied Jroin f, 67.)

E. — Bengal,S3

(a) Money*

1590 1638
j

1739 1775 1776 1835

Atn Afihart, hlandelslo, A. Hamilton, Stevens, Stevens, Act XXI.,
Bloehnianu Ed., Tratehj S'litUes. Tol. II., Gtiide, Cr'uide^ Prinsep, Useful

p. 3i ff. p. 37. Appx., p. 7. pp. 90, 129. pp. 90, 129. Talles, p. 77.

jetal conries pie

25 diiui (paisa) ... pej-se ... 80 poan pice
!

pice 3 pice

4 faiiam 2 double pice

1| viz ...

12 aimoe ... 2 ana^^ 2 anna
40 rupee (silver). 30 ropia®^ ... 16 rupee ... 16 rupee®^ 16 rupee

2 crown ... 2 crown (ecu).

9 moliar (gold). 32 to 36 rupeej

1

(b) Troy Weights,

1833 <5. 1833 c. 1833

'Bengal KegnXafion, Priusep, Useful TaUes^ p. 93 f

.

Prinsep, Useful Tahlesy p. 96 f.

punlco *

4 dban ...

4 ruttee ... ...

18 maslia

2 tola ••• ••• ...

dlifiii

4 rati (carat)

8 masha

12 t61a ...

p^i

12 ana

16 t61a (180 grs.)

(c> Avoirdupois Weight.

1838 c. 1833 1897

Bengal Begulaiion. Prinsep, Useful Tables, pp. 96, 112. Calcutta Bazaar Weights-

sicld

5 kanclia (IJ tola)

4 ohittack

4 powali

4 seer

5 passeree

8 maund

tola ••• ...

5 chittaek

tola...

5 ohhatak

16 seer

40 maund (62|- lbs.)

H) s^r

5 pans^*ri (vis^)

8 man®®

20 khandii (mani)

*2 Stevens, I or Ms printer, oddly enongb. (p* 129) mixes np “ Callicut and Oallioutta” under Bengal, an indica*

tion perhaps of thexelal^ve'Tralne of Bengal as a possession on those days.

Also 10 ana ** 1 jtaTio, ** Also called tola. 3^ rupees s=s 1 pagoda.

*6 The Bengal Factory maund,*M787, was 10% higher than the modern British Indian maund; B factory

manuds being made to etjual 2 cwt. to save calculations in remittances to England : p. 104.
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I will now proceed to note tlie evidence I have as regards particular Factories along the

lYest Coast of India, premising that information regarding the main Factories of Surat,

Bombay, Madras and Calcutta has been already given under the major heads of Gujarat,

Bombay, Madras, and Bengal. I take the selected Factories or places from North to South

thus : — Aurangabandar, abandoned in 1775. in Sindh ;
Goa, Carwar, Oahcut and Tellicherry,

Cochin, all on the Malabar Coast ;
and Anjengo and Onor further South in Travancore.

r. — Aurangabandar.

(a) Money.

No evidence available.

(b) Troy Weights.

1775 0. 1883

Stevens, (jiticle, p. 67. Prinsep, Useful Talles,^" p. 115.

moon ...

24 ruttee ... ...

0 massa ... ... ... ...

12 tola ...

rati

6 mfisba

12 tola

(c) Avoirdupois Weights.

1739 1775 c. 1833
i

A. Hamilton,88 East Indies^ Vol. II.,

Appx., p. 4.
Stevens, Guide, p. 67.

j1

Prinsep, Useful Tables, p. 115.

j1

pice..« •••

4 anna ...

• • • pice

sear

40 maund — pncah (75 lbs.)...

16 pncca seer

40 mannd (74f lbs.) ... • d*

64 ser

40 man (74f lbs.)

G*. — Goa.

(a) Money.

1639 1676
1

17U 1739 1775

Mandelslo, Travels,

p. 86.

Yule, Hob.-Job,, s. v.

serafine, quoting
Pryer.

Lockyer, Trade,
p. 269.

Alex. Hamilton, JSasi

Indies, Vol. II.,

Appx., p. 6.

Stevens, Guide,
p. r>7.

reis basroolv ... ray bndgerook ... leader^^ I'ees

1^- basaruque ... IJ rees

8 vintin 12 vinten 15 vintin

5 tanghe 5 tango 80 tango (silver) 5 tango 80 tango
6 & 5 serafin^o (sil- 5 zeraphin ... 5 pardao zera- 5 xerephin (par- 5 pardao sci'a-

ver) phin

1| rupee

doa)

5 St. Thomae...

phin

3 pagoda

12 crnzado
feold)

... •*

87 Prmsep probably meant SliSlibandar,
,

as Aurangabandar was dissolved in 1775, the year in which Stevens
published his booh : see Hughes, Qaz. of Sindht p. 767.

S8 ‘‘ W'eights used at Sindy.’» se v leaden ree$. so Also 14 to 16 tmghe = 1 pagoda.
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(b) Troy Weight

,

No evidence available.

(c) Avoirdupois Weight.

1673 1711 1739 1775 e. 1833

Yule, Hob.-Job.

^

s. v,

rottle, quoting Fryer.
Lookyer, Trade,

p. 259.

A. Hamilton, East
Indies, Vol. n.,
Appx., p. 6.

Stevens, Guide,
p. 127.

Prinsep, Useful
Tables, p. 116

.

rotola (1 lb.) ... rattle rotnlla rattle

32 arobeP^ (rovel). 24 maund®3 24 maund 24 maund®^ aroba

4 kintal ...

3| bahar ... 20 candy 20 candil®^ 20 candy
4 quintal

c. 1833

Prinsep, Useful Tables^ p. 116,

maund^^

20 candy

H. — Carwar.

(a) Money.

1711 1776
1

O'

liOckyer, Trade, p. 269* Stevens, Guide, p. 125.

budgrook ... • • « « • • ... budgrook

6 pice * ••• • • • ... 3 pice

4^ juttal •• ... ... ... 6 settle (jetta)®^

1| fanam • • • ... fanam

1-^ tarr

36 pagoda ... ... 20 pagoda

Cb) Troy Weights.

No evidence available,

fc) Avoirdupois Weights.

1711 1775
1

e. 1833

Lookyer, Trade, p. 269. Stevens, Guide, p. 125. Prinsep, Useful Tables, p. 115,

ser ... ... ••• •••

42 maund
20 candy ...

maund (26 lb.) ...

20 candy

sSr

42 man (26 lb.)

Qi I. e,, a man of 32 lbs.

98 520 lbs, Av.

92 AH these maunds are 24f lbs,

94 X e., jitah
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I. — Callout aud Tellicherry.

(a) Money.

1711 1711
1

1739

Loclyer, Trade, pp. 275, 280,

for Tellichei’ry.

Lockyer, Trade, pp. 275, 280,

for Calicut.

A. Hamilton, Basi Indies, Vol. II.,

Appx., p. 7,

for Calicut.

fanliam (gold)

bi rupee®®

4 ducat ... ...

tare (silver)

10 fanbam (gold)

4| rujDee

tar

30 fanam

4^ rupee

(b) Troy Weights.

1775 1776

Stevens, Guide, p. 98. Stevens, Guide, p. 125.

Tis ...

16 fanaxQ ...

5 & 4| rupee

tarr or vis

16 fanam (gallee)

0 rupee

(c) Avoirdupois Weights.

1711 1776 c. 1883

hockyer,®« Trade, pp. 275, 280.

1

Stevens, Guide, pp. 98, 125. Prinaop, U’se/ttl Tables, pp, 110, 121.

rupees

20 s6r

64 & 68 man®®

pollatn®^

20 maniid (28 lbs.)

20 candy

pool®®

100 maund (30 lbs.) ...

, 20 candy

J. — Cochin.

(a) Money.

1711 1776

Lockyer, Trader p. 27-^. Sterem, Gntide, p. 127. *

fanliam (gold)

18 rupee
fanatn

9 pagoda

3 rupees equal I ohequeen.
« Same information for 1739 in A. Hamilton, jPart Inoties, Vol. H., Appx., p. 7.
« 3iroIIom = rattle. “ Probably pollom. »» 82J to Ibs,
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(b) Troy Weights,

1775

Sfcevens, Guide, p. 127.

fanam

9^ ciiequin weight

10 rupee

(c> AYoirdupois Weight,

1711 1775 c. 1833

Lookyer, Trade, p. 275. Stevens, Guide, p. 127. Prinsep, Useful Tables, p. 117.

pollam i sSr

20 maund (28 lbs.) maund (27| lbs.) 42| man (27f Ibs.y^®

20 candy ... 20 candy

K. — Anjengo and Onor.

(a) Money.

1775 1775

Sfcevens, Guide, p. 123. Stevens, Guide, p. 123.

1

budgrook

VlS .«• 4 pice

16 fanam (gallion) 12 fanam

5, 7 and 6 rupee

18 pagoda

(b) Troy Weight.

No evidence available.

(e) Avoirdupois Weight.

1775 e. 1833 c. 1833

Stevens, Guide, p. 123, Prinsep, Useful Tables, p, 115,
for Anjengo.

Prinsep, Useful Tables, p. 120,
for Onor.

,

^ sSr
i

telong (tnlam)

mannd (28 lbs.) If man (28 lbs.) 40 to 44 man (25 lbs.)

20 candy 20 khandi

100 Nominally 25 lbs,
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The tables just given appear at the first glance to contain merely a hopeless muddle of

facts, bnt the more closely they are studied in the light of the facts elicited from the Lildvai%

the Am Akhari, and the Muhammadan Indian coinage, and of the existing Indian scales, the

more clearly do they appear to me to prove that the existing Indian scales are the direct

descendants of that popular Indian scale of 96 ratis to the tdia already described : and

that, too, despite the queer diction of travellers and traders, and^the various dates and places

at which they recorded their observations for three and four centuries and more. The existing

scales are, moreover, substantially what they were in the days of the early Muhammadan

conquerors.

These tables therefore confirm the conclusion that the general South-Indian scale must

be referred to the popular scale of 96 ratis to the tola and not to what I have called the old

Indian literary scale of 320 raktikds to the 'gala. But, as may be seen from the preceding

sections of this Chapter, it is this very literary scale of 320 raktik^ls to the pala that be-

came extended to the Ear East.

Now, however conventional and unreal the literary scale may have become by the Xllth

Century A. D., it must have been real enough at some time previously, and no doubt it spread

to the Ear East whilst it was a practical method of computation :— say, at some period long

anterior to the Xllth Century. The general inference from this argument is that the Ear

Eastern scales, as we find them now, have been adopted from India at a time when the old

literary scale of 320 raktikds to the gala was still in practical use, which time was anterior to

the adoption in India of the popular scale of 96 ratis to the tola^

How old the Indian popular scale is, or when the Indian literary scale spread^ Eastwards,

I do not pretend to discuss here, but I would point out that the ancient Chinese scale, as

opposed to the existing decimal scale, seems to bear some reference to the popular scale.

Thus, taking the rati to be half the candareen and the candareen to be the old Chinese

we get :

—

Indian Popular scale. Lilavati Popular scale. Ancient Chinese scale.

rati
1 giiSia(rati) ... chu

8 masha 3 valla 6 hwa

8 dharana 2 che

4 tank
2 gadyanaka 2 Hang

3 tola (2 tola, see 62) 2 kin

96 96 48 (
== 96 rati)

Taking the tola to have been actually 174-180 grs., the 7dn c, 195 grs., and the tichal
grs. Troy,, we get at the actual relative values which the upper Troy denominations

assumed
; and this places the ancient kin between the modern Ula and ticlcal. So far as I can

gather, in modern India the old general upper Troy denomination has become assimilated to

the tola and in Indo-China to the tickal.

There is also a curious coinage in mpAl, which has long had a great vogue far into
Central Asia, through Tibetan trade, the weights of which should apparently, and, in view
of what will he later on explained as to the Ma^aipfirf coinage and Troy scales, almost certainly,

* Ante, p. 30, and the argument in the Section on Chinese weights.
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be referred to the scale of 96 ratis to the tdla. Prinsep, Uaeful TaUes, p. 32,3 gives the
weights of it thas :

—

Nepalese Troy Weight and Coinage.

5 dSm are 1 paisa

5 paisa „ 1 ani

4 ani „ 1 sukfi

2 suka „ 1 moliar

2 mohar „ 1 takbi (= tola or rupee weight of 174 grs.)

400 dams to the tola

The whole scale is directly and purely Indian, and should more than probably be referred

to the coins represented by the gold and silver jaldlas of Akbar, which were respectively worth
400 and 40 dams (gold being then to silver as 10 to 1, or nearly so), and weighing practically

the same amount, L e., about a tola. The gold Jaldlas — la^l-i-jaldU, or at least one form of it—
was in weight or value equal to two round moTiars.^

To the scale of 96 ratis to the t61a should also he referred, I think, the isolated

Burmese denomination viss (pSkba, spelt pissa) and its Talaing and Shan equivalents,

jp^sd (iv’sd) and both no doubt representing the word v^sa etymologically as well. The South-

Indian viss (visai), as the eighth part of the Soath-Indian maund of 25 lbs., has practically always

been 3’ 125 lbs., or thereabouts, and the weight of 100 tickals, being 3*652 lbs., or thereabouts,

has been given its name by the Peguau and Burmese traders.

Besides the viss, no Far Eastern commercial weight can be traced in the verpaculars to

South India, so far as present information goes, with the doubtful exception of the candareen.

The Malay equivalent is hdndari or IcdndaH and the Tamil is kxmrvmani (vulgarly hundriiaani),

but it would require a good deal of proving to settle which (if either) came from the other.

That the modern commercial terms, mace and tael, can be traced as far as a Malay origin

there can be no doubt, but the further clear reference of them to mdsha and tola, to my
mind, demands still further research to carry conviction.

As regards the ultimate reference of the commercial term cash to harslia, or better to

MrsMpana, there is the evidence collected by Yule, Hobson-Jobso7i, s. v. And so long as

one is content to remain in the realm of conjecture, with a view to research in definite

directions, the following probabilities may be put forward :

—

Table of Probable Derivations.

Sanskrit or Prakrit. Burmese. Malay.

1

Talaing.
Par Eastern,
Commercial.

karshfipana

masha
karsha

t6Ia

taka

pala
^

visa

casli^

mat

kyat

... mas mace

tahil, tail tael

t’kS, K’kl, k’ko... tickal

b&(i) ...

pekha ...

pollam

vissw’sa, p’sa®

2 The scales given in Wright’s Nepal, p. 297, do not seem to he correct. At any they do not work out.

3 SeeBloohmann, pp. 29 to S3. Ayeen AJchery^Tol, I. pp. 20 to 27. For the

refe?*ence of the scale of 400 ddffis to the to th® scale of 400 cowries to the vide anfe, Yol» XXTI. p. 290 jff.

* South-Indian /cdsu^ ^ sqk
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ON THE SODTH-INDIAN RECENSION OF THE MAHABHARATA,
BY M. WINTEENITZ, Ph.D.

{Continued from 81.)

I now proceed to give some more extracts from our Grantta MS. I am obliged to omit,

for the present, the highly interesting first Anulcramaniltd or Table of Contents, but I give the

end of the first Adhydyaf the Parvasamgralia and the second Table of Contents for the first

three Farvans, and the end of the second Adhyciya.

B.

Adiparvan,

1, 252-275.

Soiith-Tndian MS,

srrstRST ^ l 252

Deest.

^^TTTTg^’sr^! I 254

?PT^«i rV^=En 1 255

i

^ ^ i 256

*rfrf^°r: i 257

i

^!=5rt%^ SIWT g?g; 5^?; I 258

argunH 55 >

^^ i 259

;ggr3if^ wgripgjTrq^iTrygrrg^^r; i

'TW?5l5Rs?t!H^ I 260

Tma; !ii=s*i% i 261

aTSgCTf^PTCgsrR I

fV?g n i 262

appT 5^51 f^i^srsrr^ i

>TRsr?*r -sr i

amr^ t%ff sTrertr w i 264
"

^ar ^rspfr>-an- »

Deest.

>»

at#^ ^jnfajg; srrH'^Rr I 266

8T^aapTgr^r^;^fqpg^qr%g,% |

Derandgari Edition (Bombay).

I

arr^^aiprar

253
II

"ztafS'nmfq

f^afr 5T^ wait SfTsfaifi»l5yri I

arw

sns-

aT?T^ ^i^qrrf

°?^=Tgqr:

ajw “STf®

“flqraiw

arfi?TfcierCT5=!»rr

“iTf^s ?rqr f?K: I

aTr%fi%q°

9^5KiTr%^-arraT

3Tr1^^°

^ r%f%B

aTBaRapatr Bf^a^air^rfr

aTrr=^ afr«rf?r»-ai>,sg?f aw
265 ^qrarrgqi^: afrlifsrr =gf®Tfr i

ar^Rtf^fwarr tw i

ai^

”«TR%

»» Bead
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South-Jnidian MS.

»TrJT®f i

f%frg; t

fr?r^rRr ’TPTj^fgrra' i

ST f4 J

ar^M ’inreT?^ frs^ff ?anf^ ^ nl^r:

sT^ ^3sin%?sT»Tr^ aT;srg-*i^??r:

»

^ HTT:Tr^^^?nr; i

^»Trsrt^§CT%'^^Tyr?ftff7sr ttt i

Deesfc.

267

268

269

270

271

273

274

ft ^ ^am^T 2* sT^rftr^ i

»if?^ar, »TpcfrgTT^ JTfr’TiTTrg'art^ i

!tg?irH^ST aft %f ^TT^! !T5®STt \

fT<fr 5T :^F^^srsT?r taftrt#

a(Jc’fIT:l 275

sT5rsT ft^r^rrar ^Tf^f’iHfifTsf ii

fr% ^^itrarrsrr ^^rsrmrflqrtfir

Tirrssfrgfg^ arw ursTtr^sr; ii

asrs'^r

Uemn/tgari jEdltion {Boiubay),

’Tr'T

sr#t

^r^TcT^gtr °ffl°

5TT art; ?!^.f?!srr i

272 Ba?at»-Cr W^arr fri^ si^r i

tRriT^ft f5iit>r%^*T?r^n?cr5’sart i

nraarawr®

‘’frrrrt

jnr^ff^asjrsT: ii \ u MglRHoft'rt ar^mr ii

The verses in which the etymology of Mahdbhdrata is given seem to be better in the

Sonth-Indian recension, for the two lines 2726, 273a are qnite superfluous. It is interesting to

see that our MS. supports the reading HRfTaaT^ in 274a, which is also found in Kumarila's

Tantravdrttiha where this line is quoted. The appropriateness of this reading has been proved

by Dr. Biihler.^*

c.

Adiparm'ih

2, 33-205.

Tevandgart Edition (Bojnhay).
South-Indian 2IS.

art t vrTa?rrJiarr*rr>ffa i

Deest.

)9

aTTTgjUTat ST? qrt^rHHtanfstT^ ;ttt- Ta i

irftT?r5r^; inltar'arr't^

wa^titiTstS I

ff^?rar- srTTsrrasftsaaraTSTts^t

»

Deest.

33a

35

36

336 snitirsraarsTs^t ssnarRrstt vlmarf it

34a sfiftt ftarrart srafr tirt »r^t%fTf i

346 wssf arar 'fttrfTfiraffrt '^rrtfi' agt

Deest.

aTjrrfttatfflT’ssrnf sRsir wft ftart i

aTrfra»r5T7rfMasr arsSaatr arrat ii

HtfT^rarl stt^ grftPTagirsr'tsart i

gyartcjgftjalnftiTO f%*ga= li

Z SetSSf*: By G. Bhbler and J. Kirste. No. II., Contributions^ the History of the

Wieii» 1892 1 p. 9 se^
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South-Indian MS,

wr^ I

ST^ 1'

Deest.

wrar 7^%?' r

^7lg7>7°F ^ fl^ Tlg'q^: t

7‘r^77R^Rpm?7?irr7?rrr7 I

^^7q^=iy7HW7^^^p7g 1

sT^ft Iftt 7# ’€rs^^ i

mr sTTf^w: 7# 7l i

fT? ^7T^7?fg7r: TT^f?^: 77 'TNt^ t

557*% ^r'^crtr 77a'|% ^
ftjrnPTH 7# ^7?miw^7 w I

3T#r^ 7^ 7W g75r?7°ri7PTr i

iiHsTrf ^fTTfr^ (»

?r7r77 77 : TTwr 7«=3’7# 77 :7^ t

sr7r?r?7f77! 7# 7# f|f^*raF?r«rr i

77fi7p77r7ri^ i

tr?r»r5^f7of r%»7r?57^55;r ^-

^7tI ?Rf:-7Nr75^77' 7t I-

773T!t"^ 7# f

Beest.

f=7<rt77H^- 7# 4^77^57% h

f55«5Nnf^n77-77f #777; 7r l>

Deest.

7?547r7r 77; 7t fr77r7^7 7777:-l‘

^^^77; 7# 77r5;g77= 77 I

7^rW 7# ^aF777g7C 1

7r^"t777re7r '7 7fr=7> ;7r77=7ff t

77T757 77 ! 7# I“r77‘?7577r7^: I

TTTTTWr 77; 7# TTTWf^r^^Q*

gfff^#77»7f<57f7g7#7S7<gg77 I’

77^17 77f7r7! 1'

Deest.

»

^<»7?5r?t^7l77;77^r«7% I'

5TR®r7577: 7t ^r7?7f7?7^ I

Deest.

7ih77ir7l'g77 ! 7# 7^ »fr7?*>rf77: I*

7|fSr7gg7r'7 fTTTTT; 7^ 7g7 P

TTfNr Tf f^t’T77 7r%»=7?lf577 i

77777^77; 77 ^5771 1'

Devand^ri Udition (f,Bambay).

39

40a 777

405 g]|7r757n757i77 7fr7ift777'’7 >

41 7^r75fr7®j|

42

43

44

45

46

^jfr

rTrTS" ^3fTO

°f7^r7flr#

°«f 775

7W; °<7 77^,

#7r?^7rf?7Tr

47

48

tItV
Ws

Vr° °7?77S

49

505

51a

5^.

53

f%*frsC77 7=B?]^

50a ai'^wrf?r777'7l #777 : 7t I

°7flr«r

515 77f7r77r77f^ 7 Tlf^TT Tr^TtT*! I

’ f%7ir77r77t;t ttsttc 77; i

'77pe7r 7 7#r?773«7%

54

55

67a

575

68a

686

69

69-

frpfTsf??^ 77;

°sflf77r7re7I7^7^ 7;^ 7 I

7777^#77
7f777r7r TT^r^’Tf 7rft57r^77^ r

56 TTtTTTTTTT^ 7f #777: 7^1'

57c- TFTTITf 7%77'777^7 Trsr;^ 1^

°7r77:

°^77r
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Soutli-Ind'ian MS,

'll- •

Deest,

’I'fenn^^'T Tf 5Rrar^frg«^ i

preaH?# =? ?nri jifgTf^?f#rgff; f

q
'^^-

syf^-Tgcft

»

ar^TT^sjrpTjq^ tI- f-«rH?r‘ i

?rTf>^ i

gpr 1'

<TlHr sTir^ntfir tI ^'T^'T’RTtrs i

arfjppir^W! tT^ srRfHTT^ i

iT^ i

?Rfr <T# I

*lf^ff 5TTH^rTH3W *

Deest,

%^f4? Rf# f^flgT?^ ^?rF°r I

^SHfrf^Sff 'if ^^fT# ^ 'rt 1

?r^r I

sTTf^rt*^^ 7% vpp’fo’SR^r 'jfhrer t

T# I

^1^7# ?Rff ^nr ^5m»=*R5^4 1

aiTT^'?®! I

Deest*

5»

fRT:# i^H®r»{rjj^i<ErrJr% 'k i

)PjnM^]rgF_T%55jr ’JNfr* i

Tf ^'n'T!i®inEPT. I

sil»ft?fr ?rws I

«rl '^nmrHT^ 35r?§^ i

STH^nPPf 1% I

Devanugart JEJdition (^Bombay'),

615 »irfn5tar2<inninr ^ i

62ffl Hr^^mt5*f’^%!=#Tr^*tr^»i^'^i

625 WlHii<<r4i^m*^R M^g^TO STc^ >

63a H»Tnrt5r! ffs*^ f^^rgpRrr^R i

635 3^jr; Ir^rRr^fpr n
°?«TT(%

Deest*

Mpt *51 ?rrrs >1%

°«T%^

%wr°

?i?r: #fir

Deest.

"Ini

^6^1# 'T’f t

71 q# '•Ifr^^ncT! TC

^n:??gr arar: 'ft ?R^N'5n5^'f^ I

72 apr I

s^^nrsrrf^’am aisrsnirssiwst i

sirfjfNv ’Tiarar i

°ff^ 4t

?rw^
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South-Indian MS.

Deest. 822

’jg? 1*f sgr%sfrTiT*=g?igi'Tr 1 83

ggrg ^g5%°r i

«rat°ggrf^g g i 84

ggigf gmr^rgggtrgr= Tlggl i 85a

Deest,

}7

>9

>9

9 >

>9

>1

i 892

^^gn:-- «rHgfrf%g: i 90a
afrgmr^ ggg^ ^ I

gT^ggrgFTPrrmgr Tt«jgf?tg iTg>}’f%gT! i

®TU5ft^ gfgurnrf =g ^rggs i 902

^ftfr^gusnlrg 5rsgr&=»r^^regirr i

gsrg^'fggg uig: f |
91

gKgRr*ggr?»rgr |
92a

^grr^fg: gf'R^glrg =g i

y^giani^gtir grg?: gggrf^girgi^ i

^fggrwggr ^nrr^vhiHiggqrffer i 922

PiHi"iigg tgupRg ^ i

^^gruT^g tgrgr Tf^^tf^g i 93

i^igHr-frggrgr^ g^gr^g- g#Rrgr i

gr^m gifg-r gsggHf <Tgi%gf i 94
®T*%gr^ ^rrgr f^^gRf g-^g^i i 95a

Deest.

9 *

»>

^^^^ggf^»Pr^tgp=gfrgrgf
I 97a

^g^gnirncffg^fi^ i 972

^^Tsrrgr^ ^grnrg g^R^rggg ^rgg: 1

u«grr?rg^g^^ gsPT**?^ f?«ri%'s 1 98

grg^rPTffyg^g F^Tgfgg^ ^ 1

f%gfg% #r g»gr grgsgVT^ra'! » 99

gtTTjrrg%
1

’^^g^ ggRufg gr'^gsjnm^rr 1 100
^sgltTiggr^ g^f^:fpmr I

ggu^g 'Tr'^ghi 'rr’^gaiHr^g' ?fgg: i 101

DevanagaH Edition ^Eombay),

“r?ig °f
6r^

rg®5rg^ flr^aigf a^ggvjTgiirr I

gf^T#

ggrg^ 5^§fSrgrgg:

g^g#ftgrc®%

°g^gf= TtgjTf

i

852 qtsg <ft<#ggTw'i<gHng#grggrg=f
I

gg^ ^^SRPeg igifgggrgRR: I

86 ggr =#g^ '^sgn gpgr^grv ?ggg^: 1

grgg^g fgf^g ggr ggg^gr 1

87 ft|uggg "tg ugg;5g?g^g -g i

gggrg^^-^g^fgirT ^ggrf^of gg: i

88 fTgrgrr%g gfg gr^gg^g g I

89a gg;^ sfg gr^gg |

°2gfg*°

Deest.

99

Deest.

>9

99

*^rgr?g|°

952 gg^^gqt gT<^g?g g- ggflgg; 1

g^wrgrjsgfgr^gnt grfirgrq: |

96 g?g gf%5 gr*g^ gf^ gr?:g^ |

gysggrg®

#ngr

°g?reg

W
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South-Indian MS.

Deest.

<sr ?r^sT i

NS

Deest,

J 5

'TT'^^s'^PTr^ ^ \

Deest*

sri7H^=5re^ '^'11%^? 'rf<^rf%?rr i

Deest,

9 *

nrm
grgT°iw r5g'

«

Deest,

V

si*ircwf®ri%rftr53r
•

Deest.

5rRc2PBT ?n%g»ff?f7PS^PT^ j

Deest*

#>

s^>T«rr^^rfffwr f^^rf«rr<^»n3«r; i

Deest.

^Tpgatpf sTsfrf%^ i

Deest.

9J

' 55

irr5«J??r ^tair 55 w^pt: \

gwjpfj^Irg^^tPT "g-

1

Deest.

>>

9 P

fR3Fimr i:>T5r ^ ^pi®rr^sr grrfipft I

gn%g^r3»f% I

gT”f I

102a

104a

1056

1066

108a

1086

111a

1126

112a

117a

1166

1176

1186

119a

1196

120a

1226

123a

125a

1256

126a

1026

103a

1036

1046

105a

106a

107a

1076

109a

1096

110a

1106

1115

113a

1136

114a

1146

115a

1156

116a

Devandgart Edition (Bombay).

°arraT*rr

Rrs^ ^ ^ciT^ ’^^s'^rra^rr 1

°*Tr7^*T°

Pr^iRTr' i:irmr i

=gr%^ I

szrresejrrf^rTtsr^r: 1

5rrfr®r^ 1

ar?r tsrr ir^rtr'^er:

*n*i5cr°rr =5r

fTs'TRr "l!? f I

sfreT'Tr^g-H’T^ar sgrr^rag^’ l̂rterr-- \

'T^rpypTfipfr 55rr?^fiT: 1

fT?^ ?r?r??R-

°»r^ ’^r^sarprs’ctH

TT^rw’TSK 'srifr vpT^gr= \

wwq-^pfsr JTt.% «3%’T#'r%5rf I

^ ?r)cs5?F5r^qrfrra: 1

'sr 5TT?rr »Tfr?^ I

ffT rfCr%»T7%2iJT»n5'sf 1

^*Tnn- <Tr^^5Rinj; ?:r»Tir«^r >TfPfift 1

^fir*T5=^ 5rrwr i

‘’’Tftstr
0

118a i

rrar

“^f^TPssrnt 'tR®

1206 ST^'PcTt g^T^TT 1

121 aT3!Tf%3PT r^JTT^ 'CT^gTsfr^ I-

122a *fr^5srr »r5^r f^srr# ii?rf^^^! 1

tFM'

1236 »Tf^2rr>IT?r "isg- ^»TT: 1

124a ^qrgrf^g^r'rar srrsrr^ I

1246 spTre?ft«? <Tr^5T ^5»r?ar ^*prs i

’jfiw !irt
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SoVitli-Indian MS,

^5r?H i 1266

Deest.

»

Hf^r ^ t 1285

I 129a

P^Tf|'Rf=5# IW I
1296

sT^sn-srrfir ^ =5f^r& <TCfriN°iT I
I30a

gfgTf^? ’^nsgrarr I
1306

arlr ?jt5r5rf?irr% cpI? 1 131«

fgT ^?qt uir^t 1 1316

rfffrsT!^ ^’Tr'T^ i

5f5Trf%2!r Trs-^PTr %^°rr^ > 132

Hr5>7rf5'?uin§5fT4 i

^imsreji w5n?<T^‘??5itrr i 1S3

rUKsT^ Pr^FTT ?T5rr ^sSffr jfj-i^oi- 1 134,a

Deest,

>7

crawl^^'g-ff Rr^qrrw^ijfw^r I 1365

Rr^Fcfgfgr rfP=g:^prsrrN?r^q' ^ I 136a

3fr^ 'g 5r»Tr?Tw i 1366

^griuiTgq’grq 1

^^1%: flK-fr#5rsig;
| ig?

nm lur# t I38a

Deest.

Tresrgr^rf^^r^q^aTg^r ^gar-j^fr y; 1 igg*

3^^ 5Rft ^pTrT 1396
Deest.

<T5r??r? ^urri^ gErrts^iTff Tcqrt”!! I 1406

5T:55n^;aa:f% s^arr ^
| i4i(j,

'T^^raT^?Tri% =g-
1 141§

?fr56r^-?rrf?ii <Tl-nrf?rR[^r^!
i

STrT: TT^Sefrainf ^JTITggfgy qT I 142

irarr^f 'TP^?3f *ifr?’ii'i

gKT^^Nf
I 143

Deest.

lir*$iqf|4lli%TiTfg;ir,JTfrf5Rf>3rg-: 1 145a
Deest.

}> *

>9

97

»

Devmidgari Mdition (^Bombay),

127a ^5TR?rT3ir5Tr 5cf^tr3!T^ft?T--

1

1276 ^ »rcf55f! frs'^sff^s^rr'T^ i

°'43^r!

^r^sfr w°

f5^5rfr° ^
5ra:it5rra?>^OT

arlf

“fqsR'jffTjTr 5TfUT^rr

fr^sT: .

1346 ?rtjr 'U'^^Rr jRfrf^?! j

135a tncrRr»TH5f=%q Hr|°ir?rr »ifr?Ka^ i

O^o

?rrffr

°5^fT ^*1 ^5T>TSJTPCSI^

»iRr ^fTfr °7r^

1386 ^uCf ’TfrariT: Tuiijmrfr \

rfre^rtTK

140a rsTRT ^ ?rr<5?Rt I

^THTisifrft ’ifTRsir

°5Rr5ef*Tr '^rl'r ji^^rsw

fir^Rr % 5
^3ff’?Rr:

°m^ =1^ sfhRt
144a 3i5ftq\|n?r R ’Tr'='5%’T JjaTcfRTf

1446 ft»rRT R fr^RKRff
I

1456 crK5!ir>ff4r^f?rrs»
I46a RRTR trr^wrrr ?r»f77»RiT ritirT
1466 35TORjpf ^ffcr^ EOTg-srrfi i

147a qr^ifiR |4t.-

1

1476 gjTRRno^pf^
148a ^ |SR|^ f^icTR SStRTRT^RJf fcf t

1486 1^5rr*RR%t i

149a M'srnRsi ^r^^frgw^i’i t
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South-hidian MS*

fsorT?T’n'*r*iw^r <

<B^^?PTr^ #>T^^s^tR?rr^q• ^ i

Deest,

j>

9y

>9

»9

»>
‘

95

>9

99

3»

99

sr?^t^ri%r?r6j 'Tr?^5^rm?r%5ra': t

Pf<r?r^aNr i

gr^’TTgr^r \

Deesfc.

59

^<§7 »Tf^>TrRrFr5FF: !

7Kt^ >

>9iT^*if5FF'^rf?i I

^HefSeJn' »

Deest,

5Tff^’5:r5s^r^r

Deest*

99

59

I

Deesfc.

wr'TrgsrF^'PTiTT^zn^i^^

w^$§?^’ffrfrgr5qns^rr?q'F5=cT^! i

^^jrarsR?! cFr^ft srsr^rf^! i

^ If5m^ >

Deest.

1575

IbSa

1585

160«

1605

161^?

1615

leSfl

1665

1655

167«

1675

173«

1735

168^35

1685

16De?

1655

166a

177«

1785

Devandgai'i Bdition (Bombay).

149& ^%5f ^ir^Tr |5if«R??r ^ i

160a ^jff?:52i T^^rar 5Tm%^ar i

1506 f5°fr'Tr»ir*THaTrw q^FTr^r i

151a ^qr ^ fqf»Rrt^ cm
1515 f^<?fmr 1

152a qftfqq =q qr^rs'air qr^q^^r i

1525 3Tr=qra^ =q ir^qq |:^f5irqr: mVffq «

loSfi! mr 'frhrqqr’sqnw^qM' qffq^r i

1535 mqrqrs =5rq^rqr: fr^^q freqrr5# 1

I54a qm qfqtqmr ^e^iq %q f t

1545 53*%^“: q’F^^^RT I

155a qqCT^q 'qT^fq ^rqrf: ir®qqrm 1

'

1555 gqrq^ qqr ^r qpRqirq qqfrrqq: 1

156a OTrq qr'^f sqrq^qTqqq qqr 1

1565 qfq^icsfrq' fq^JT^t qiq ^r^r qff^qr I

157a qqq qTr*q% 'qif^ sqr% qf^ qq; I

*'qTq’53qrfBr?q^q "q

159a qt^swrqrqqqq^qft “q f^ftq: |

1595 qq fq^qr qi^qqr =25^ i

qprr®

sqq-q

qq?q 'qf5:q qqr

lC2a

1625 wTqqwqq^q^ ^qqfqrr^IiqrwTr^ i

wrq® %
164a ^%qTq%qqqrq qrqrT^rqqqf^qr i

1645 qrq'rqr q qrwqrfqi q^q qfrfq^t I

i65a jq^sqcfr^qrqr “q qi^q qff^qr I

q qtq

1665 qqr qjqf^^qr qsreqrq qqffl^qr 1

°5t?qqr

'’qgrrq

q^r q^r'^q^nq^siq fq

'

^sq° ^fqR

V
1695 qqrq?^^ qi'^lfTT '

1715 qrsqrqaifcfqrqqrq ^riin‘5qq q#r%q

«

repeated, occorred already abore after 1635.

^(^vqqqq^^ qr%’
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South-Jndian MB.

nR^rr^^ ?r JTf%qrfl?r: i

5rr*K JTW f7?rt i

Deest.

179a

179&

170a

1706,

171a

1 ?r7*i^:l I72a

1726

174a

176a

t>

J J

J7

39

°?r§? I 180a

5?^!^ ^rs^’Erri'^sTT i 184a

f|^ogtg^:?Ti%R: (
18Sa

gr^Pr^^g^rrft i 1836

Deest^

33

99

39

39

t9

r

99

39

33

33

33

3-y

93

99

33

33

»3

%s[afi^ ^ t%fri>?rr i 1955

sraig^f'RfRT 5R?Tr^r=«T»Tri?ITrH 1 1 985

att sftjir »r% i 1 99a

Hr^wtar^Rre^ragrr^rfni^^f^r: i I93a

Bevandgari Edition {Bombay).

°Ir-

«t'3'5^ !

wf

1745 armstr??! 1

175a %arrns9iTPTr5«^ ^'T^arR’T^sr ’n i

1755 TOf%^r mrl^r JT^r^’T^n’ i

1765 »T'»I>lR’T2lRr ?rar stTO^'TRI^ 1

1775 a5r5=7f^ »j?r5mtEwr57g=Tr?*r^ >

178a ^^i?'r«l''3-»TWr’^ Hfr^W >

^>fr f

?lf«f

°=9?r^’T?^ wgpTi
1805 fsrT^”fr trar^?fT^r6f>T»m’T' i

181a 3Trflsr'Tr’H% =t'tf *r5iff wrt ^ t

1815 ^R^rrf^ =51 <Tr^?5W »Tfrf»nT; \

182a lFr?!rrertrf°f ifn* i

1825 3^Hr#rf»ifnfreHr'3r*r?!T5?|:?rf I

183a 5r*rr*r*i^ aR'%=si^% 'g'
i

1845 i

1855 ^ I

186a sr«?#srt ?mm«nar i^VjRr i

1865 3??pr^R€*rR’=Hr i

187a qnf?«r i

1875 3T^r?^ 5=1^ »n'''ffrf n^»i>rff!TR; i

188a sfr»i5?r sTfoT nx^ <T€?rr^r*T^s^r i

1885 gsrifs^or ^i^RT ^ |

189a 3T%^^??7^ 'Iff ip«r3^r ifqf&t: I

1895 grrf^grrN«T^ =1^ ssr^l'srf ^tfr^fpri i

190a rR5«Tr?J3=T^i qros^r?3'5«rl»Tr'i.i

1905 srr^lw^zrnmfil^ i

1916 s«fr|53re*r ?r'^r?iirfrre«iPf i

1925 Jr5^rqrR«IRJTl^ rfffFcR I

1936 ^^a5qT=i52rrff ^r?»*rrt ^ i

194a qf^srarar^ins^rrff ???f i

1945 ^rsapTniair I

^ca: ilm:

°?RR3tr ^ gipf
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South-Indian MS,

frs°r^ i

|5=#Tr^r^ 1

*

Deest,

3i

J9

?»

13

>»

192«

1975

201^3

200a

VJ6a

s?r^zr^?ps^? «T?r

^ 'T'feRTlW I

aT«rr;5«Tra?n% ^f q<:»Tf^°rr i

tnrn^inT:®® !r^ff%?rr! i

«r?sr?rrr^ i

•^ssrf^^cnTr ?frafrr: >rl^2n^»T^!r5iS-f%crr:

202i

203«

2036

204a

2046

205a

2056

Dev andgari JBditioii {Bombay),

'TT^^r: ^sqrrmr; i

196^35 »T?^rcJTr ^fr'^r>s^r x^€rf^ I

1965

197a ^5Ppr=^i-5fT4»T5Tg*5?f§r 1

198« i

1995 ^?T \

2005 kth^ Rrf^r Kv^^r wRr <

2015 q-Rffr^r^s^ \

202® ^ i

It wiil be seen tbafc ia tlieParvasaihgrahatlie G^antliaMS.lia'S a anmbet of omissions
But no great importance can be attached, to these, as some of them, <?. p., the omission of the
Arjtcndbhigama (III* 12-37), of the Nalopdlihydna^ of the Sdvitri and Bdma Updkliydnas, and of
the Karna and iSalya Farvam, are clearly accidental, and merely the fault of the scribe. The
number of Barvans according to the Barvasamgraha in the Devantlgari editions is 122, while
our MS. gives only 96, Brockhaus^® has tried in vain to make out that the list really contains
only 100 BarDans conforming to the name §ata-jgarvasaikgraJia, But this is really of no
importance whatever. It matters little whether MdtaUya (62) and Gdlavacharita (63) are

counted as separate Barvansy as in the Bafvasaikgralia^ or as parts of the Bhagaoaiyuna (61), as

in the printed editions. It is, however, of importance to find, e, g,, an Aindradyumna (45)
which is not in the editions, or to see that the Bavoase^igraka mentions the BaHvratd-
mahdtinya (48) before the Bamo^ahkydna (49), while in the editions the B&m&jgdkhydna comes
first. It is on account of such discrepancies between the Farvasanigraha and the actual state of

things that I give below, in parallel columns^ (®) the List of Barvans according to the NAgarx
editions, (5) the List of Parvans according to the Grantha MS. I have marked with asterisks

the Barmns which are omitted in the List of the Grantha MS*

List of Parvans according to the Parvasaiiigralia,

(a) in the Northern Becension,

1* Anukramanika,
2. Parvasamgraha.
3. Paushya,

4. Pauloma.

5. Astika.

(5) in the Grantha MS,

1-0 Sarvanukramana.

2 . Parvasaihgraha,

3* Paushya.

4. Pauloma,

5* Astika*

^ Read sir Read ^r4. ® Bead
Zeitschrift der Dewischen MorjenUnd, aeseUsohafli Tol. VI. pp. 528-5S2.
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(a) in the J^ortliem ’Recension.

6. Adivamsavatarana,

7. Sambliava.

8 . Jatu^rihadaHa

.

9. Hidimbavadha (or Haidimba).

10. Bakavadha.

11. Ohaitraratha.

12. Syayamvara.

33. Yaivahika.

1<(. Yidnragamana.

15. Bajyalabka.

16. Arjunavanayasa.

17. Subbadrabarana.

18 . Hara^abarika.

19. Elliandavadaba, including the

Mayadarsana.

20.

- SabM.
21. Manfcra.

22. Jarasandkavadlia.

• 23. Digrijaya.

24. Rajasuyika.

25. Argbabbiharana.

26. Sisupalavadka.

27. Dyuta,

28. Anudy&ta.

29. Aranyaka.

30. Kirmiravadha.

*31. Arjunabhigamana.

32. Kairata (tsvararjunayor yuddbam).
33. Indralokabbigamana.

34. B'alopakbyana,

*35. Tirtbay^tr^,

36. JafcasuraTadba.

37. Yaksbayuddba,

*38. Nivatakavacbair ynddbam.
39. Ajagara.

40. Markandeyasamasya.

41. Draupadi-Satyabbamayob samvadali.

42. Gbosbayatra.

*43, Mrigasvapnodbbava.

44, Yribidraumka.

^45, Aindradyumna.

46. Draupadtbara^a.

*47, Jayadratbavimoksbana.

*48. S^vitri (Pativratamabatmya),
*49, Ramop&kbyAna.

50. Kundal^barana.

61. Araneya.

62. Yairata. consisting of

*P%davanam praTesah, and
*Sainayasya p^lana;

63. Kicbakanam Vadbal^.

(5) in the Grantlia MS.

6. Adivaihsayatarana,

7. Sambbava,

8. Jatugribadaba.

9. Haidimba,

10. Bakavadha.

11. Cbaitraratba.

1 2. Syayamvara.

13. Yaiv^bika.

14. Yidnragamana.

16.

Rajyallibba.

16. Arjunavanavasa.

17. Subbadrilbarana.

18. Haraiiabarita.

19. Kbandavadaba, including the

Mayadarsana.

20. Sabba.

21. Mantra.

22. Jarasandbavadba,

23. Digvijaya.

24. Bajasuyaka.

25. Argbyabbibarana.

26. Sisup^lavadba.

27. Dyuta,

28. Anudyuta.

29. ’Aranyaka.

30. Kimiravadba.

31. Kairata (tsvar^^rjunayor yuddbam).

32. Indralokabbigamana.

33. Tirtbayfitra.

34. Jatasuravadba.

35. Yaksbayuddba.

36. Ajagara.

37. Markandeyasamasya,

38. Draupadi-Satyabbamayoh sadivadab»

39. Gbosbayatra,

40. Pr^yopavesana.

41. Yribidronaka.

42. Braupadibarana.

43. Kn^dalabarana.

44. Araneya.

45. Yairata.

46. Klcbaka,

47. Gograbana.

48. Abbimanyu-Yairati'^Yaivabika.
49. IJdyaga.

60. Sanjayaydna.

61. Praj^aral^ (BbritarSsbtrasya cbintayS)*

52, S^natsujata(gubyam adbyatmadarsanam).

63. Y^nasandbi.
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(a) in the Northern Eecension,

54. Gograhana.

55. Abhimanyu-Yairati-Vaivaliika,

56. Udyoga.

57. Sanjayayiina,

58 . Prajagarah (Dhritarashferasya climtaya)

.

59. Sanatsujata (guLyam adhyatmadar-

sanam)

.

60. Tanasandhi.

61. Bhagavadyina.

^ 62. Alataliya.

^ 63, Galavacliarita.

* 64. Savitra.

^ 65. Yamadeva.
* 66. Yainyopakhy^na.

*‘67. Jamadagnya.
* 68. Slaodasarajika.

* 69. Sabhapravesali Krisbnasya.

* 70. Yidalapntrasasana.

,* 71. Sainyaniryana.
* 72, Svetopakhyana (or Visvopakkyana).

73. Yivada (Karnasya).

74. Niryana (Kurn-Pandava-senayoh).

75. Ratbatirathasamkliyd,

76. Ulukadiiifeagamaiia.

77. Ambopakbyana.

78. Bbisbmabbisbecbana.

79. JambukkandavinirmAna.

80. Bbumi (Dyipavistaraktrtana).

81. Bhagavadgita.

82. Bbisbmavadba.

83. Dronabbisbecbana.

84. Samsaptakayadba.

85. Abbimanyuyadba.

86. PratijnA.

87. Jayadratbayadba.

88. Gbatotkacbayadb^.

89. Dronayadb^.

90. Moksbo l^Arayanftstrasya.

* 01, Harna,

* 92, Salya.

^ 93, Hradapraves^na,
* 94, Qadayuddba,
* 95, SArasyata (TjlrtbavamsaTinMrtaiia}^

* 96. Saiiptlka.

97. Ai^ka.

98.

' JalapradAnika.

99. StriyilApa,

100. Sraddba.

101. ObArvAkayadlia,

102^ Abbisbecbanika.

J0.3.
Gyibaprayibbaga.

(5) in the Granilia MS*

54. Bbagayadyana.

55. Yivada (Karnasya).

56. Senapatyabbisbecbana.

57. 'Bveta.

58. Bbisbmabbisbecbana

.

59. Niryana (Kuru-Pandava-senayoy

.

60. RatbatiratbasaAkbyA.

61. Ulukadutagamana.

62. Ambopakbyana.

63. Jambusbandavinirmana.

64. BbOmi (Dvipavistarakirtana).

65. Bbagavadgita,

66. Bbisbmavadba.

67. DronAbbisbecbana.

68. Samsaptakavadba.

69. Abbimanyuyadba.

70. Fratijna.

71. Jayadratbayadba.

72. Gbafcotkacbavadba.

73. Dronavadba.

74. Moksbo Harayanastrasya.

75. Aisbika.

76. Jalapradanika.

77. Strf,

78. Sraddba.

79. Abbisbecbanika.

80. CbarvAkanigraba.

81. Gribaprayibbaga-

8?. Santi (Rajadbarmanuklrtaiia).

83. Apaddbarma.

84,. Moksbadbarnxa.

85. AnusAsanika.

86. Svargarobanika^

87* Asyamedbika,

88. AnugitA.

89. AsramavAsa,

90. Putradarsana.

91. NAradagamana,

92. Mausala,

93. Mabaprastbanaka*

94. Svargarobanaka,

95. Harivamsa,

96. Bbayisbyat,
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(a) in the 'Norilieriv Recension,

104, S^ntiparva (Rajadharmanusasana),

105, Apaddbarma.

106, Moksbadbarma-
*107; Sukaprasnabbigamana,

*108. Brabmaprasnamisasana.

^109. PrAdurbbayo Darvasahii

*110. SamyMo MayajA.

111. Anusasanika.

112. Srargaroba^ika (Bbisbmasya).

113. Asvamedbika.

114. Anugita.

115. Asramavasa

.

1 16 . Putradarsana.

117. Naradagamana.

118. Mauaala.

119. Mabaprastbanika.

120. Syargarobanika.

121. Harivamsa :

*(a) Vishnu.

*(5) Sisosoharja Visbnoh.

^(c) Kaiiisayadba.

122. Bbavisbya-

(To be continued*)

(5) in the Grantha MS,

NOTES ON THE SPIRIT BASIS OP BELIBP AND CHSTOif.
BY SIE J. M. CAMPBELL, l£.C.I.E., LO.S.

{Continuedfrom p, 26.)

Spirit Sauiats,

Of spitit haunts or abodes oi spirits dye seetii to be most oonukr— ^1. t, ^
cross roads, stones, and trees. The remalining spirit resnr+<fo^

’ eral places, borders,

sea-shores, unclean places, and water or pot-holes in river-rocks.
wver-banks and

goes at night to a burial or bumino- ground ^
yard Mother.6« The Hindus beHfvnt.

Bengal, there is a Smashani KMi or Grave-

tamariad and acacia trees the Pemans boldX?
^ aunt funeral places, cross roads and

spirits of the dead.®* The Chinese FtTn'nir- *>>0+ j
^

°j
months haunted by the

tLhs.™ The people of Mad^L hoHttt St^^^^
are cansed by spirits issuing from

that every place is haunted whdre death happened, and a^nga^Wet/
spirit stays where the body is hnried.71

® e West Coast Afncans the

** TyWs Trimiive C^iure, Vol. It. p. 30.
.1 Balfoni’s JSncyclo^cBdia, Vol. V. p. 582.
“ Sour. Jnthrop. Inti. Vol. VII. p, 464.

'

n Spencer’s BrineiplM ofSomlogy, Vol. 1. p, 217.

« Ward's Kew of (he JEtiudus, Vol. I.
** Bleek’s Vendid&d, Vol. I. p. 63.« Gray’s China, Vol. L p. 326

’

P. 165.
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Bouadari-es* — la the Bombay Dekhan, spirits live oa boundaries, people are buried near
boaudaries, and boundary fights used to be common. At a Dekhan Kunbi’s wedding, when
the boy crosses the boundary of the girl’s village, a lemon is cut, waved round his head, and
thrown away, and his eyes are touched with cold water; and among the Uchlas of Poona,
when the bridegroom returns to his village with the bride, they stop him at the border of the
foridegTOom’s village, break a cocoanut, mix the pieces with rice and curds, and scatter them as

offerings to evil spirits.^^ Ulie swmnt pujaiii^ or boundary worship, is performed atallhigh-
caste Hindu weddings in Bombay, In Dh?lrwar, at the festival of the goddess Dayamava, a naked
Madigar scatters & buffalo’s blood and pieces of flesh round the village boundary for the spirits

that live there.^^ The Khonds offered their human sacrifices on the boundaries.^^ So the

souls of the Garebs gather on the sea-shore, Mexico, the skin of the thigh 6f the

woman tliat was offered to the goddess Cioawatt was taken to the borders In Scotland, in

1590, in a famous sorcery ease, the witches dug a grave above high-tide mark and at the boun-

dary of the king’s and the bishop’s land77 jn the Highlands, suicides were buried at borders.^®

Boads, ©apecjially Cross-Boads.— Among the Patane Prabhus of Poona, at their wedding,

when the wedding procession comes to a place where three roads meet, cocoanuts are broken as

offerings for spirits, and among the Bijapur Dhors, when the wedding procession comes to

cross roads, a cocoanut is broken, and half of it is thrown past the bride and half past the bride-

groom for the spirits,®® The Gonds bury the ashes of the dead near a road.®^ The natives

of the Antilles thought that the dead walked the high roads. The Romans buried near

road-sides,®® and laid fruit, violets, cakes and salt for the dead in the middle of the road.®^

In Middle-Age Europe, walking spirits or Ambulones sat by the way-side and ill-used

travellers,®® lu ancient Germany, the partings of roads were believed to be the meeting

places of spirits and witches,®® and still in Germany, a plaster from a sore, — that is, a plaster

containing the spirit of the disease, — is left on a road, as there the spirit will be at

home, and will not come back,®^ and in rural England, a pebble thac has rested on a wart is for

the same reason left on the road.®® The troops of spirits that live and move along the roads

gather in crowds at the cross-roads. In the Bombay Dekhan, people lay fowls, rice, eggs, and

cocoanuts at cross-roads, or tivdts, for spirits to eat.®® The Santhals and apparently the Brah-

manic Hindus of Bengal think the place where roads cross to be a spirit resort.®® Some early

tribes in India (as the Khonds) sacriflee a cock where four roads meet.®^ lu China, at the street

corners or cross-roads are hungry ghosts who have to be fed with money when a funeral passes

or else "they will trouble the soul of the dead.®^ Dr, Livingstone says that the people of

Angola, in South-West Africa, are fond of bringing the spirits of the dead to cross-roads.®®

In Guinea, people troubled by a spirit offered a cock where four roads met.®^ In Mexico, the

favourite haunt of the spirits of women who died in ohud-birth was where roads crossed.®®

Some American tribes burnt torches of black wax and resinous wood, and offered fowls and

blood from their own bodies at cross-roads.®® Others adorned cross-roads with images and shrines,

where the traveller rubbed his legs with a handful of grass, spat on the grass, and placed it on

the altar.®^ The Romans called the crossing of roads Trivia and Oompita, and set a statue of

T'Z Bcwibciy Qaf!eiteer,Yol. XV III. p. 473.

w MacpTierson’s KJ^onds, pp, 67, 68,

76 Bancroft, Vol. III. p, 357.

78 MitcbeH’s Eighlcmd Superstitions, p. 34.

Op. cit, Vol, XXIII, p. 265.

82 Tylor’s pTimitive Culture, Vol. I. p, 446.

84 Ovid’s Fasti, Vol 11. p. 540.

86 Grimm’s Teutonic MytMogy, Vol. III. p. 1115.

8* Op. cit, Vol. II. p. 149,

99 Dalton’s Descriptive Mhnology of Bengal, p. 218,

92 Gray’s China, Vol. I. p, 301.

91 Tylor’s Primitive Culture, Vol. II. p. 135.

96 Op. Vol. Ill, p. 482,

73 Information from Mr. Tirmalrdo,

73 Tylor’s Primitive Culture, Vol, II. p. 111.

77 Leslie’s FarVy Races of Scotlavd, Vol. I. p. 81.

70 Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. XVIII. p. 209.

81 Dalton’s Descriptive Ftlinology of Bengal, p. 283.

83 Wright’s Celt, Roman and Saxon, p. 322,

85 Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy, p. 126.

87 Tylor’s Primitive Guliure, Vol. II. p. 49.

89 Information from Genu Bamoshi.
81 Leslie’s Farly Races of Scotland, Vol. II, p. 49S.

83 Dr. Livingstone’s Travels in South Africa, p, 424.

85 Bancroft, Vol. III. p. 363.

*7 Op. cii, Vol, HI. pp. 419-481,
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a gaardian, or Ldr, -witli a dog at his feet.®® When Rome became Christian, statues of the
Yirgin and saints took the place of the Dares.®® In the middle of the eleventh contuTy the
crossing of four roads "was still oonsiderd a great spirit resort in Italy

.

1®® In England, in the
eleventh century, women were oensnred by the Church for drawing their children through the
air where four roads met.^ In Ireland, in 1324, cocks were ofiered at the meeting of four roads.®

In the Tyrrol, spirits are still seen,® and the Sardinians still burn bonfires at oross'roads.* In
Worcestershire (1867), a child with whooping cough was taken to a finger post or place where
cross-roads meet, put on a donkey’s back, and made to ride round the post nine times. The
child was cured.® To cure warts touch them with stones, put the stones in a bag, and the bag
where four roads meet.® The wide-spread sauctiby attached to cross-roads as a meeting place of

spii’its suggests that this may be the origin of the high place which the ci’oss takes in so many
religions. Shiv has his trident, and the Buddhists and Jains have their svastik, or lucky cros.s.

Uttira, the goddess of the Taris or Dheda miustrels of Gujarat, has an iron trident. The Kum-
hhftrs of Kathiawar, on the,sixth day afterabirth, make a cross on the floorof the lying-in room,
and make the child bow to it.^ The Singphos of the north-east frontier use a St. Andrew’s
cross,® and the Lepoha women of West Butan and East Nipill cover their woollen clothes with
crosses.® The Jews are said to have marked the brow with a cross, or T, as a sign of safety.
The last letter in Hebrew was Tan, eross-shaped.n The Egyptian amulets were marked with a
crosa.i® The triple Tan is a Masonic emblem, and the cross with a circle on the top was an
Egyptian symbol of eternal life.i® The Egyptians used to hang a cross as a talisman round the
neck of the sick, sometimes shaped as The Chinese put irou tridents on tops of houses to
keep off evil spirits, and place them on the taffrails of ships to ward off evfi.W The Hottentots
(1600-1700) go into caves and say prayers, raise their eyes to heaven, and one makes on the
other the mark of the cross on the forehead.^® The cross was a common symbol in Amerioa.J?
A cross is worn round the neck of all Rnssiaijs night and day. It is also hnng in the cradles of
habes.i® The Russian priest crosses the child oyer its brows, lips, and breasts.^® Among' tljo

*

Roman Catholics, at the beginning of the Confirmation, the Bishop signs himself with the cross :
2®

and at Baptism the priest makes a sign of tjie cross, and says:—“ Satan, fly; behold the God
great and mighty, draweth near.”®’-

‘
’

Stone. In all parts of Western India, the commonest house for a spirit is a stone
The village gods and many of the local gods, who have, been Brahmanised into Mahadev.s'
are undressed natural stones. Vsm and, his circle of guards is a common sight near many
Dekhan villages, all of natural stones. A big rock at a road crossing, on the crest of ”a pass,
near a river ford, is painted and set apart as the house either of a local deity or of one of
the greater gods. Family spirits th^t^prove troublesome have a stone, plain or carved into an
image, set for them either. In the house or out of doors, and by bright painting and regular
offerings are coaxed to stay at home, and not trouble the living. Steps are also generally
taken to localise the spirits to which old battle and sati stones belong. Among Marathas it is
not uncommon to make a tomb for thp ashes of the dead in which he may stay°harmless and at
irest. So, too, when images of stone or of metal or of clay are made for any of the gods," a

Owid’s JFastfc, Vol^ Y, p. 140, aud note in Eiley’s edition, pp. 182, 183,
9^ Oi>f cit,

1 Leslie’s Marl/g "Races of Scotland, Vol. II. p. 294.
s Tylor’s Primitive Cnltwre^ Yql, I. p. 449.

® Dyer’s Folh-Lore, 153.
^ From MS. notes.

9 Op. cit. p. 101.

Mackay;’s Freemasonry, p. 14,

13 l^ackay’s Freemasonry, p. ’$7,

15 Gray’s China, Vol. H. p. 42.

17 Bancroft, Yol. HI. pp. 135, 832, 348, 369, 455, 468, 506.
Mrs. Eomanoff’s jRites and Customs of the Qrmo^Russian Church, p. 73,

^ Golden Manual, p. 689, ^ ji cit, p, 67^

100 Scott’s Border Minstrelsy, p. 45^
* Op. cit, Yol. 11. p, 498.

* Leslie’s Marly Races of Scotland, Vol, L p. 6.
« Henderson’s Folk-Lore, p. 130.

8 Dalton’s JOe^cri^Uue Mihnology of Bengal, p. 13.
1® Fzekiel, ix. 4.

1® Moore’s Fragments, p. 290.
Op, cit. p. 73.

10 Hahn’s Tswii Qoam, p. 40.

0^. cU, p. $8,
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service is performed to induce the spirit of the god to come into the image — sometimes

permanently, sometimes for a season. If the god is to use the image only for a season, as is the

case with the yeaxdy images of Granpati, at the end of the sacred season the god is asked to

leave the image. The image is carried to the bank of a river or pond, or to the shore of the

sea, and thrown in deep water, so that the spirit may not find his way back to the house, and

require further attention from his worshippers. The upper classes have the higher id^a, that

by the way of the divine water the spirit passes into the one soul. In support of the view that

the stone is the house of the spirit, the Marias, a wild class of Gonds, raise head-stones for the

soul of the dead to live in ,22 The Kharrias of East Bengal throw the ashes into the river, but

near their houses raise tall rough stones, to which they make daily o:Serings.23 So the Kerantis

of Niprd-Butan make square tombs with an upright slab,^^ and the Kasias raise tall pillars.^^

The Khyens of the same part, when a tree is struck by lightning, look round for a stone in which

the lightning is likely to have taken its abode, and hand it to a priest to worship.26 The
Shanars of Tinnevelly have two rude stones to which they sacrifice, and then throw them
away,27 and the Betadaras of Madras have a stone in their houses which keeps oil evil demons.^®

Out of India the Turanian tribes of Nox-th Asia wox'ship stones, because spirits live in

They believe that spirits dwell in objects in the same way as spirits live in the human hody.^o

The Tax’tars raise a funeral mound, and on the top set an upright stone which they cut into a

statue, so that the spirit may feel at home in a body-shaped house.®^ The Society and the Eiji

Islanders worship stones
;

22 the Melanesians have stones in them houses associated with (that

is where live) the spirits of the dead.^s The New Zealanders and the Polynesians hold that

images or logs of wood get their sacredness from being the abodes of spirit.^^ In Amex’ica, the

Lalish Indians of Aegon (?) brought back souls in little stones,2® and many medicine-men

cure diseases by picking out of the sick small pieces of stone into which some wizai’d had put

a spirit and conveyed the stone into the victim’s body.^s Dacofeas pick a stone, paint it

red, and call it grandfather.^^ The Mexicans set a stone between the lips of the dead to

receive his soul.sa The Phcenioians had stones or b<?efcyli inhabited by a living pi-inciple.^®

The old Greeks worshipped formless stones/^ A pillar was set on the top of Patroclus’

fuixei’al mound,*^^ The Roman-British (A. D. 100-400) cut a pillar in two, hollowed one-half,

and put au urn in it, and again set up the pillar.^2 Norway, during the eighteenth

century, the people kept round stones in their houses, washed them on Thux'sdays, smeared

them with buttei% put them before the fire, and at cei'tain times laid them in ale to

bring good luck.^^ In England and Scotland, earth-fast stones continued till lately to be

considered favourite spirit places.^"** They cured spi’ains and bruises, and dissipated ^wellings.^^

Witches knew spells which could send a spixut into a stone or looking-glass.^® Standing

stones were possessed by the spirit of the stone.^^ Rocking stones in Iceland and Scotland

wex'e inhabited by a spirit.^® In the Highlands of Scotland, the goddess Cailleach Yera

22 l)eacri;ptive Mhnology of Bengal, p, 2SS. It seems proTbaWe that the meaning o£ the flat stone so

common among £}.ll burying nations was at first to lay the spirit of the 4ead ; and the meaning of the common
head-stone or pillar was at first to give the spirit a house.

The use of undressed stones as the dwelling of spirits by people who were acquainted with the working of tools

may perhaps, as among the Jews, have been caused hy the belief that iron frightened spirits, and that no spirit

would live in a stone over which an iron tool had been lifted.

23 Dalton’s Bescrijptive Ethnology of Bengal^ p. 160.

25 Qp. dt p. 55.
'

27 Tylor’s Primitive GibUure, Vol. II. p. 163.

29 Op. cii Vol. II. p. 163.

SI Op. cit, Vol. II. p. 423.

S3 Jour. AntJirop. hist. Vol. S. p. 276.

S5 Op. cit. Vol. II. p. 152.

37 Tylor’s Primitwe Culture, Vol. II. p. 161,

39 Leslie’s JSarhf Paces of ScotlMid, p. 377.

*7 Iliad, XI. 475 .

*3 Tylor’s Primitive Culture, Vol. II, p. ,167.

^5 Scott’s Border Minstrelsy, p. 409.

^7 BooWb Border Minstrelsy,
,

2* Op. cit. p. 104,

23 Op. cit. p. 115.

23 Op. cit. Vol. II. p. 163,

M Op. cit. Vol. II. p. 155.

32 Op. cii. Vol. II, p. 162.

3* Tylor’s Primitive Culture, Vol. II. p. 174.

S3 JEarly History ofMan, p. 278.

S3 Bancroft, Vol. III. p, 454.

AO Tylor’s Primitive Culture, Vol. II. p. 165.

<12 Wright’s Celt, Boman mid Saxon, p. 303.

** Leslie’s Parly Races of Scotland, Vol. I. p. 262.

*3 Scott’s Demonology and Witchcraft, p. 144.

*8 Op, cit p. 414.
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lived in a great rock.^ In England, a country cure for warts is to press a pebble against

the wart, and leave the pebble on the high road.^o Heine in one of his p^gan passages adopts

the early style :
— “ Kaiser Friederic, the old Barbarossa, is not dead. He and bis court have

ffone to the hill of KyfEhauser, and will come again to cheer the German people. 1 cried :—
‘Come, Barbarossa, come

^ ;
but he came not, and I could only embrace the rock in which he

dwells.’^si

It is not easy to explain why the stone should have been cbosen as a spirit’s dwelling.

That stones were found to contain fire, may have helped the idea ;52 and that heated stones

were so useful in coring sickness, in cooking, and in many other ways, may have strengthened

the belief. 53 Perhaps, the earliest idea was that, as the life of the millet was in the millet

seed, and the life of the mango tree was in the mango stone, a human spirit could live in a

rock or pebble. The belief, that the soul or part of the soul of a man lives in his bones, seems

closely connected with the belief in the stone as a spirit house. Probably it was held as an

early belief, that the bones should be kept so that if the spirit comes back, and worries, he may

have a place to go to.®* In West India, the wizard searches for the forearm bone of a woman

who has died in child-bed, because her spirit lives in it with great power. For the same reason

the hand and arm are engraved on a scLti stone. The belief, that the spirit remained in the

bones, is at the root of Buddhist and other relic worship. When sick the Andaman Islanders

wear round the parts in pain chaplets and belts of the bones of their deceased relations.®®

In Australia, three men sleep on a grave, and get a piece of bone, the spirit of the

dead. This they can put into another man.5» Some Central AfHcan tribes wear necklaces

of teeth.®7 In America, the belief was widespread that the soul of man lived in his bones.®®

So in Ezekiel’s vision there was life in the dry bones. So among the Romans teeth were

favourite charms, and are common charms among the present Hindus. A child with a wolf-

tooth round his neck does not start in his sleep ; a horse with a wolf-tooth round his neck

never tires.®® In Scotland (1860), a cup made out of a suicide’s skull was believed to euro

epilepsy,®® and in England (1858), a collier’s wife asked a sexton for a bit of a skull that she

miglit grind ife to powder, and give it to her daughter as a cure for fits.®^

According to widespread European beliefs Hobgoblin lives in a mill and tbe devil goes

under a millstone to carry out evil designs.®^ The origin of these beliefs would seem the wor-

ship shewn, as among Hindus, to the quern or hand grind-stone as the home of a bread-winner

or guardian.

Among stones bored stones have a specially sacred character. In India, the most famous

example is the slidligrdm or sacred pebble from the Gandaki River. This is said to be lioly^

because Yishnu pierced it in the form of a worm. Another famous bored stone is a stone or

rock with a cleft in it through which the penitent and the conscience-stricken forced their way.

Such was the stone at Malabar Point, in Bombay, through whose cleft Shivaji (1660), Kauoji

Angria (1713), and Raghunath Peishwa (1780) are ail said to have passed* With the Indian

sMligrdm and the small bored stones which are so highly valued in North America,®® may be

compared the addePs stone, whichwas held in high honouramong the Scotch, and was believed to

*3 Leslie’s Early Races of Scotland, Vol. L p, 142. Tylor’s Frimiiive Culture, Vol. II. p. 149.

Fort Rev, Vol. VI. New Series, p. 298.

Shepherds were rahhing stones, and a spark leapt forth ; the first was lost, the second caught in straw

COvid’s Fasti, iv. 795). The flint has a special sacredness {Early Mstory of Man, p. 227).
cs Compare the Delaware Indian raised to an ecstasy in a sweat caused by heated stones (Tylor’s Primitive

Culture, Vol. 11. p. 417), and Herodotus’ Skyths roaring with delight in their tents from the fumes of hemp thrown
©n heated stones.

Compare Yule’s Cathay, Vol. I. p. 351. 85 Jour, Anthrop. Inst Vol. VII. p. 460.
56 Fort, Rev. Vol. VI, p. 415. 67 Stanley’s Park Continent, Vol. II. p. 286.
68 Bancroft, Vol. III. pp. 514, 540. 69 pUny’s Natural History, Book xxviU., Chap. 19.

cS‘Mitch.elVs Hig’hland Superstitions, -p. Sio. 61 Dyer’s Folfc-Lore, p, 148.

62 Gubernatis’ Zooloyical Mythology, Vol. I. p, 114. 63 js;. E.' A, p. 187.
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liaye been pierced by adder’s stings,®^ A bored stone in Scotland (1591) kept o:fiE the pains of

child-bed. In England, about 1700, bored stones were hung at the bed to keep o:S nightmare,

and they may still be seen (1860); there ought to be flints with a natural hole in them at stable

doors to keep witches from riding horses.®® With the cleft stone at Malabar Point may be

compared the cleft or passage at the church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem through which

pilgrims used to crush, and the Shargar stone in the Auld Wife's Lift in Scotland and similar

stones in Ireland under which people used to crawl.®® The special value of the bored stone may
perhaps not mean more than that the hole is an open door into the spirit house, and will, there-

fore, he a favourite dwelling. The flint with the natural hole hung in front of the English stable

suggests that the fire-spirit, dreadful to witches, lives in the stone. The cleft stone in Malabar

Point is explaind by Brahmans as a symbol of a second birth. The character of the three chief

men who are said to have passed through the cleft, suggests that the object was to get rid of

blood-guiltiness, or rather of the evil spirits to which the blood-guiltiness had given an opening,

and that in passing through the cleft these evil spirits were dragged down through the body

and out by the heel in cue of the usual ways of getting rid of spirits. So at the church

at Jerusalem the object of squeezing through the rock seems to have been the hope that

the spirit of Christ would drive out evil spirits. The view seems to agree with Colonel

Leslie’s statement of the objects with which the clefts in stones in England and Scotland were

passed through. The objects were to cure existing maladies, to gnard against incantations, and

to free from sin. In England (ninth and tenth centuries), the rite was to draw children

through a hole in the earth, or through a small tunnel, or through a hole where four

roads met. A child suflering from hernia (seventeenth century England) was cured by passing

it through an ash-tree cleft. In Moray, in Scotland, in 1700, children passed throngh

circles of woodbine clinging to an oak. On Midsummer’s Eve, in the Canary Islands^

naked infants were passed through a part-split rush to cure hernia. In Oxford (1600), a

cheese was cut and hollowed out, and a child made to pass through it on Christmas day. In

Cornwall, in 1749, people with pains in the back and limbs passed through a hole, and young

children were drawn through to cure them of rickets.®^ A third case of bored stones is a slab

with a round hole in it which forms one of the sides of the Jdstvaens, or chest-tombs, which

have been found in the Bekhan, in Circassia, and in Cornwall.®® Colonel Leslie’s explanation,

thac the hole was left for the spirit to pass out, seems likely to be correct.

Trees. — The belief that spirits live in the stems of, or in beams or images of wood, seems

not to differ from the belief that spirits live in stones. In the Kohkan, orthodox Brahmans daily,

before taking their meals, worship the spirit, called Vastu, which lives in the principal pillar of

the house.®® In Basik, some classes of Manithas set up memorial pillars of wood instead of

stone, and Colonel Balton {Descrijpiive JEJtknology ofBengal^ p. 115) notices that the Khyens of the

north-east frontier put a carved log or post at the tomb. In the K6iikan, the medium or ITiagat^

who becomes possessed, is called jhdd^ or tree, apparently because he is a favourite dwelling of

the spirits. In the Bekhan, it is believed that the spirit of a pregnantwoman lives in a tamarind

tree,^^ and, according to the Poona Kunbis, the favourite spirit haunts are large trees, lonely

places, empty houses, and old wells.^^ The Santhals believe that human spirits live in the hela

tree,^® and the Abors or Padams of East Bengal think that spirits in trees kidnap children.^^

The Mysore spirits are fond of lodging in trees and burial grounds That human souls live in

trees is a belief of the Dajaks of Borneo.^® Among the Malays spirits frequent trees and

bring diseases.^^ La Tasmania and in Guinea, spirits live in hollow trees. The Hyperboreans

€4 Scott’s Border Minstrelsy

^

p. 409, Leslie^s JSarly Races of Scoilandt p. 300.

66 Op. dt. Yol. H. p. 302. 67 Op. cit, Vol. II. pp. 295-297.

68 Op. cit* Yol. H. p. 291.
*

6® InformatioB from Mr. P. B. JosH.

70 Information from Mr, Bamsay. 7i Information from Mr. Kelkar,

72 Trans, By, Bit, Boc, Yol. III. p. 219. 7S Tylor’s Brimitive CuUwrOj Yol. 11. p. 226,

7* T>a,lton^sJ>escri!gUveJSthnology of Bengal^ p. 25. Bice’s MfsorO) Yol. I. p. 366,

76 Tylor’s Primitive Cvlture, Yol. H. p. 11.
.

77 Op, cit, Yol. II, p. 215. 78 Op. dt. Yol, II, pp. 186, 187.
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of Nortli America believe that those who die a natural death dwell for ages in the branches of

all trees.^® The Greeks and Romans believed in spirits living in trees.®® The Greek dryads

and hamadryads have their life linked to a tree
; as their tree withers and dies they fall

away and cease to be. Any injury to a bongh or twig is felt as a wound, and a wholesale

hewing down puts an end to them at once. A cry of anguish escapes them when the cruel axe

comes near.si The Middle-Age Europeans believed that human spirits went into hollow

trees.®2 The Swedes still pour milk and beer over the roots of trees.®® An Austrian marchen
tells of the stately fir in which there sits a fay waited on by dwarfs, rewarding the innocents

and plaguing the guilty ; and a Servian song of a maiden in the pine whose bark the boy split

with a gold and silver horn,®^ On St. Thomas’s day Franconian damsels go to a tree and
knock thrice and listen for raps to say what sort of husband they are to get,®® In England, it

was believed that spirits lived in trees. So Prospero threatens to peg Ariel in the knotty
entrails of an oak,®® and subsequently we find Ariel imprisoned in the rift of a cloven pine.®^

Of the less important spirit haunts the following may be noted :
—

Caverns.— Caverns are spirit haunts. So the Khonds’ spirits live under ground,®® and
the West Africans in passing a hollow rock or a cave put tobacco in the crack, and pray ;

Demon, who livest here, behold our tobacco, keep us safe, give us good trade, and a safe
home-coming.”®® Among the South Africans there is a belief that souls live in caverns,®®
and a similar belief is prevalent among the people of Tasmania®^ and the Negroes of
Guinea,®^ The Friesland white nymphs or white wives lived in caves and took people away.®'^
The Mexican dead go into caverns, and in Ireland, Lough Derby has a cavern, the entrance to
St. Paul’s Pui*gatory.®<^

Deserts and Waste Places, Spirits gather at waste places or in deserts. So in the
K6nkan, during an eclipse, sorcerers and conjurors practise their spells in waste places or on the
sea-shore.®® The Shanars say that spirits live mostly in trees, in wastes and shades.®® The
Samoans, Coast Negroes, and New Caledonians believe that spirits haunt wastes.®^ Spirits live
In deserts, and so Christ went three days’ journey into the wilderness to be tempted of the devil.
The lives of the desert-dwelling Christian monks in Egypt (A. D. 0) are full of assaults
and temptations either from Satan or from his servants.®® The people of South Guinea in times
of peril gather at the skirts of a forfest or on a hill-top and call piteously on the spirits of their
ancestors,®® The Zamaro or evil spirit, according to the ZRparo Indians of South America,
haunts the wood.^®® In South Scotland, to please the genius loci, or spirit of the place, a piece
of ground is sometimes left untilled as the Gudeman’s field or Clonties Croft.^ The evil
spirit in the south of Scotland has still the power of wonying good Christians in waste placesA minister riding home from a meeting of Presbytery was thrown. A scornful weird lauiyh
was rewarded with: Satan, ye may laugh, but when I fall I can get np again; whenve
fall ye never rise.*’ The spirit (hearing this) groaned.^

’ ^

Bancroft, Vol. III. p. 516.

Grimm’s Teuto. MytK Vol. 11. p. 653.
83 Op. eit, Vol. n. p. 22S.
8c Tylor’s Primiiive <7uIii6re,Vol. II. p. 221.
8'f Op. cii Vol. n. p. 2.

'8^ Tylor^s Primitive Culiv/re, Vol. II. p. 208.
8^ Op. cU, Vol, H. p. 186.

83 SooWs Border p. 445.
8® K.- !^aglninS,tVB PCddne PrahTius^

80 Tylor's Primitive OuUvre, Vol.Tl. p, 210,

^
82 Tylor’s Primitive Culiuret Vol. II. p. 159*
8* Grimm’s Tmto, Myth. Vok II. p. 953*
80 Prospero’s Tempesty Vol. I. p. 3.
88 Spencer’s Principles of Sociology, Vol. I. t> 219
80 Op. cit. Vol. II. p. 45.

’

82 Op. cit Vol, n. p. 187.
8* Tylor’s Primiiive Culture, VoL II. p. 45,
88 Caldwell in Balfour.

Spencer’s Principles of'Sociology, Vol. I. p. 218.
M Mrs. Jamieson (Saoi-ea <md Legendary Art, Vol. H. p. /SS) points out tliat these devil tales need nnfeiaer inventaons or im^stnres. Like Imiher’s struggles at Wartburgh they maybe due to diseased, repressed n.misdirected feeii^s. Half -way between the Egyptian monk and Luther, during the second half of thaeTev.’ .i,century (A. D. 1050-1100), at Byzantium Michael PseUus (?) discourses on demons and Sr cloud hwL t,

89 Tylor’s Primitive Culture, Vol. II, p. 117,
1 Henderson’s Folk-Lore p, 278.

100 Jour. Anihrop. Prist Vol. VII, p. 506.
® Op. cit p. 278.
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Empty Houses, — There is a strong belief among Hindus that empty or forsaken houses

or forts are favorite abodes of spirits^ and cases are not uncommon in which houses have

been abandoned or left unoccupied because they are haunted by spirits. So among the Poona

Lihgayats, during the progress of the wedding pi’ocession, cocoanuts are broken at streets

crossings and empty houses to. scare fiends.® According to the Poona Kunbis the favourite

spirit haunts are large trees, lonely places, empty houses^ and old wells. ^ The Sandwich

Islanders think that spirits hover over old houses.®

Groves.— The belief is common in India that the spirits of the dead live in sacr'ed groves

as well as in single trees. In the Dekhan and also in the Kohkan, the sacred groves are believed

to be the haunts of the sylvan spirits, or vmvodevtds^ who are, for the most part, supposed to be

guardians. Once a year it is usual in Kanara and other primitive parts to please the spirits of

the wood by presenting them with a blood-offering. The whole village goes at night into tho

grove with music and much noise. The headman kills a goat or several cocks in front of tlie

shrine of the head spirit of the wood, and smears the stone with blood. The people remain all

night in the wood. The Oraons of Chhota Udepur worship Dai'ha, the spirit of the wood, and
S^rna Burhi, the lady of the grove.® The Mandas have a similar spirit of the grove whom,
they call Jhar Era.^ The IsTagas make miniature houses for the dead in sacred groves.® Xear

Upsala, in Sweden, there were holy groves, every tree and leaf of which was deemed most

sacred. These groves were full of the bodies of men and animals that had been sacrificed.^

Hills. — All over Western India a hill or rising ground is one of the commonest sites for

a temple. The Hurubarus of Bijapur worship a hill called Birappa.^o Gujarat Musalmans
believe that the king of Gins lives on Mount Caucasus. So the Khonds offer a victim to

their ancestors on a hill, praying to live as their ancestors lived.^^ The Khyens bury the rich

on holy mountains, build a hut near, and keep a man to drive off malignant spirits.^® The
Kirantis, Mundas, and Kasias burn their dead on hill-tops.^® The Hols sacrificed on a great hill

or Marang Burn.^^ Shiv and PArvati and all their troops and ghosts have their head-quarters

on hill tops. In Madagascar, the spirits of the dead are believed to go to lofty mountains.^®

Among the Dayaks in Borneo, spirits hover about the hills.^® The Americans worship a high

spirit-haunted rock.^^ In Iceland, spirits are said to gather on high rocks.^® In Skandinavia,

the dwarfs lived in the hills, and in Scotland, spirits and fairies gather on hill-tops.-^ In

Scotland, a suicide used to be buried on a hill-top,
21 and the Scotch masons used to meet on

hill-tops on St. John’s Day.22 British bards commonly speak of the spirits of mountains.^®

Hearths. — The K6hkan Hindu cow-dungs his house on the 12th or 13th day after a

death to drive away spirits — hhut-hit?^ The Negroes of the Gold Coast, in West Africa, said

spirits keep in the house till they are driven out.2S Roman Lares or good ancestors lived

in the hearth.^®

House-Hoofs. — The Hindus of Sind believe that a spirit lives in the roof of the house,

and gives the house-people seizares,27 The dead Prabhu sits ten days on the eaves. Spirits

haunt house-roofs, and so Parsis mark their tiles with yellow and red to scare fiends. The
Burmaus believe that spirits live in house-roofs. So for the comfort of the house-spirits the

s JBomday Gazetteer.

® Spencer’s Principles of Sociology, Yol. I. p. 217,

Op* dt. p. 288. ® Op. cit. p, 40,

1® J^ombay Gazetteer, Vol. XXIII. p. 123,

1* Dalton’s Descriptive Dthnology of Bengal, p. Ho.
Tylor’s Primifi-ye Culture, Yol. II. p. S30.

16 Tylor’s Primitive Culture, YoJ. H. p. 249.

38 Mallet’s Northern Antiquities, p. 150*
2® Op. cit^ pp. 440, 430.

22 Maokay’a Freemascmry, p, 134.

Information from Mr. JAnArdan.

26 Smith’s Classical Dictionary.

* Trans. By* Lit. 80c. Yol. III. p. 219.

6 Dalton’s Descriptive Bthnology of Bengal, p. 258.

® Mallet’s Northern Aniiguities, p. 113.

33 Macpherson’s Khonds, p. 72.

38 Op* cit. p. 104.

35 Sibree’s Madagascar, p. 312.

37 Bancroft, Vol, HI, p. 123 ; Fort* Rev. Yol. YI, p. 417*

30 Scott’s Border Minstrelsy, p. 441.

23 Mitchell’s Sighland BuperstUicns, p. 35.

28 Brand’s Popular Antiquities, Vol. II. p. 4/6.

26 Tylor’s Primitive Culture, Yol. II. p. 8.

87 Boss’s Land of the Five Rivers,! and 8ind.
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tops of all the posts in the house are covered with a hood of cotton cloth wherein the spirits

lire.sis Tke koTise-spirit Min-Saung Mt lives in a cotton night-cap or hood in the top

of a pillar.3® Compare the Greek Miastor :
—

blov iTTibofievoi Trpat^opa Te (Tkottov

BvaTToXepTjTov, tv oMs av So/xos* exos

CTT* 6p6(j>oiiV pLaivQVTOi^ ^CLpvs

They (Argives) having regard to the divine avenging observer hard to war with
;
— what

house could stand (bear) him defiling on the roof. Grievously he sits there.

piacrap became a general term for an unclean spirit, or evil genius.”^^

Looking-glass. — The looking-glass seems to be a spirit haunt. So the Hindus deem it

unlucky to see one’s face in a looking’-glass at night, and in Sweden, if a girl looks in a glass

after dark it is believed she will loose favour in the eyes of men.^^ The idea is that the geni

in the glass possesses the girl, and makes her ill-favoured. The Burman white witches use

ft looking-glass in restoring the soul of a child which its dead mother has taken away.®®

In England, looking-glasses are covered when a death happen.®^ In Yorkshire, if you

walk three times against the sun at midnight and in the dark, and look into a glass you will see

the devil.®^ It was an English belief that a death would take place in the house in which

a mirror is broken.®®

(To he continued,^

IS-QTES AND QUERIES.

A POPULAR LEGEND ABOUT YALMIKI.
|

In the hegiuumg W^lmik went to Ghazni Fort
|

and did penance there. A barren Mughal woman
I

came to visit him and asked Mm for a son,

and promised that if one were given her she

would dedicate him to his service^ In short, by
tlie intercession of Waimik sbe gave birth in

due time to a son, and called him LM Beg. When
he grew up she took him and dedicated him to

W^hnik, according to her promise.

Wdlmik afterwards took him to Benares (Rdsi).

The 96 hardrs (960 millions) of d^vaids (godlings

that inhabit Benares) had turned the sweepers

{chanddl) out of the home of the devatds, and
placed them in Ohand^lgarh, which is 7 hos from

Benares and across the Ganges.

When Wdlmik was in Benares he saw that in

the mornings when the sweepers came from
Chand^lgarh to sweep the city, they used to sound
drums (dhol hajdU) before entering it, and that

the inhabitants, who were really d^vatds, used to

hide themselves in their houses to avoid seeing

them. When they finished sweeping they again
sounded drums, ^nd then the people capie out of

their houses and went on with their business.

When W^lmik saw this he would not hide
himself, and asked the people why they avoided

seeing the sweepers. The people answered :

—

28 Shway Toe’s The Burman^ Toh 11. pp, 280, 281,
3® ..SJsekylus Sup^licesy p. 635.

Henderson’s Folh-Lore^ p. 23.

3* Henderson’s FolhLore, p. 57.

“ because they are sweepers, it is unlawful for ug

to look upon them.”

W9-lmik out of pity gave up his life for them
[ch6ld chhoT did). When he died blood and
matter oozed fx’om his body, so that no Hindd
could touch it. So one of the inhabitants of

Benares went to Chanddlgarh to call a sweeper,

and saw them all there. The sweepers came into

Benares and threw the body of W&lmik into

the Ganges. But the Hindfis found the body
lying in the same condition in another house,

and called the sweepei*s again. Again the

sweepers threw the body into the Ganges and
went home. A third time the body was found in

a house in Benares and the people were astonish-

ed, and calling the sweepers, saw all their faces.

Afterwards Walmik appeared in a dream to an
inhabitant of Benares, and told him that as long

as the people refused to see the sweepers his

body would not leave the city. Ever since then

the people have not hidden themselves from the

sweepers. The sweepers took the body from the

city for the last time, and Walmik told them to

take it to Ohand&lgarh. And it is said that

when the body reached Chand^lgayh all the mat
huts of the sweepers turned into houses of gold.

This ^as in the Golden Age {Baijug),

i R. 0. Temple in P. N. and Q, 1883.

if 0!P. di, VoL II, pp. 280, 281.

31 PaleyinZoco.
33 Shway Yqe’s The Burman^ Vol. A. p. 102.

36 Op. pit, p. 62, Ohamberfi’s
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CURRENCY AND COINAGE AMONG THE BURMESE.
BY E. C. TEMPLE.

{Coiiitnuedfrom j?. 91.)

7.

P§,li and Old Burmese Weights,

S
EEING how important a part the pala of the Sanskrit, which is the phala of the Paji,
writers plays in all the arguments relating to the bullion weights of India and Further

India, I have made every endeavour to trace, in the sources of information at my command, the
old Burmese views of the weight which that term really represented, and it is much to my
regret that I have after all still to leave the point more largely to conjecture than I could wish
Information more or less exact should appai-ently be forthcoming, as there is a very large'
number of inscriptions in the country, but it may be said that they are only now be-innin..
to be brought to the notice of student.s, and a few only have been edited with any attLpt at
adeqiuate treafement,

^

I have befoi-o me the large volume of inscriptions from Pagan, PinyP (old Ava), and Ava
printed by the Burma Government from the papers of the late Dr. Fo“rchhammer,’containmJ^
156 inscriptions from Pagkn, 17 from PinyA, and 9 from Ava. I have also the two still laro-er
volumes, printed at my own instigation by the same Government, — always so ready” to
assist research of this kind, — of the wonderful collection of copies on stone of the chief
inscriptions in Burma at the MahAmuni Shrine near Amarapura (and Mandalay), attributed to
King B‘6dop'aya^ and containing 596 inscriptions. « But both sets of records are still in the
Burmese character and inedited, and the work of picking out such information as is required
for the present purpose from such a mass would be far too gi-eat a task to undertake, so ]on<^
as it remains in its present condition.^

Besides these there are many inscriptions from Arakan and Pagan recorded more or less
fully in Forchhammer’s Jieporfs on the Antiquities of AraTian ancl on the KyauhleH Te^nple at
Fagan, and in the same writer’s Notes on the Early History and Geography of British Burma •

(1) Shw6dag6n Pagoda, (2) First Buddhist Mission to Suvannabhumi.

6 The Railway from Rangoon to Mandalay passes right through these most interesting ruins : a fact not
generally known.

7 I understand at the importunitios of the Monastic Orders, who wished to have recorded all the gifts of land
made to them at various times,

® The present writer was also successful in inducing the trustees of the Mahslnauni Shrine to preserye the orio-i-

nal stones, from which the copies ha^ been made. Their idea was that as nice clean copies on stone had been made
of the old worn stones, the originals had become valueless, and so they were throwm away in a corner

; and it is only
through the innate carelessness of the Burmans that they have been preserved from absolute destruction.

9 As no description of these works has ever been given to the public, I may as well note here, for the benefit of
enquirers, that the first contains 430 large quarto pages, a fairly full table of contents and a careful list of errata, and
also that each inscription has prefixed to it a note on the position of the, inscription and its date, the giver and tbe
gift, and sometimes the tenor of the inscription.

The inscriptions from Pagan are as follow :

Shwdzigon Pagoda 22 Wetkyi-In Quarter

’Ngetpyittaung Quarter ... 11 North East Quarter

East Quarter 10 South East Quarter

City (Sluvdgiiji) • 2o South Quarter

Myin Pagan ... S PayipissayA (SiripaohehayA)

LMaunggan 87 Pamatt ...

ChaukpalA

Those from PinyA near Ava are :
— 5 Total ...

PinyA Myohaung (Old Town) ... ... ...

Bo, do. do. South ...

Bo. do. do. Rorth
Total ... ... •

11

8

7

153

7

4

6

17
Those from Ava itself, from the Palace Monastery, number 9 : which gives a gross total of inscriptions in the

volume of 182.
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Tiie well-known Burmese inscriptions at Bnddlia Gaya are gi'ven at length with renderings

(hardly “scientific” withal) in J, A. S, B,, 1834, p. 214 ;
Archaeological Survey of India,

Be;ports, Yol. Ill, p. 102 S . ;
Cunningham’s Mahabodhi, p. 75 fiE.; Rajendralala Mitra’s Buddha

Gaya, pp. 206-228. And there are also scattered notices of inscriptions in Crawfurd’s Ava,

p. 27 ff. and Appx. p. 28 S, ;
Yule’s Ava, p. 351 f. ;

Brituh Burma Gazetteer, Vol. II. p. 634,

Art. ShwIdagOn; and Hesketh-Biggs’ Shwedagon Pagoda, pp.42 ff., 53 f.“

To these I may add a note on my own, ante, Yol. XXI. p. 52, on a curious English

inscription on a large bell on the platform of the Kyaukhanlanii Pagoda at Maulmain.i^

because it gives a statement of a weight: — “ He who destroyed to this bell they must be in

the great heell and unable to coming out. This bell is made by Koonah Liiigahyah (Gunalafi-

kitra) the Priest and weight 600 Tiss. No one body design to destroy this bell Manlmain,

March 30th, 1865.”

Crawfurd’s inscriptions are part renderings by the well-known Burmese scholar Jndson,

of two of the MaMmuni collection of stones, of which he says there were (Nov. 30, 1826),

according to his counting, 260; and he seems to clearly infer that the stones he saw' set up in

The two volumes of tlie second -work are printed in the same form as the first with a slight change. They con-

tain 505 and 457 pp., "btit are paged consecutively in 962 pp. The inscriptions are arranged therein geographically,

according to the modern English divisions of the Country, Thus ;
—

I — Upper Burma,

A, — Northern Division.

Mandalay District 26 Shweb6 District ... .. 35

Kyauktwin District 1 Total ... ... 62

B* — Central Division.

Sagaing District 218 Lower Chindwin District.. ... ... 30

Total ... ».* 248

C. —' Southern Division,

Pak‘6kkfi District ... 41 Minbfi District ... ... 18

Mag District 5 llayet District *•« ... 19

Total ... ••• 73

D, — Eastern Division.

Myingy'in District ... 153
[

Kyaukse District 28
M6ktila District 12 Yame^in District ... ... 2

Total e*. .»• 195
E. — Unattached Tillages.

Total . ... *•* 8
P, — Shftn Country,

South ... 4 North ... •f* 1

Total ... ... 12
f Total for Upper Burma 500

II. *— Lower Burma.

PySmyo (Prome) District
A. — Pago (Pefful Division.

X
B. — ^irawadi Division.

Heng^Sad^ District *.b ... ... ...
2

C. — Tauin^ayi (Tenasserim) Division.
Taung-ngfi District ... **• ... •». ... ... »•« 8

mu 1 Au A u \
i. oral tor ail Jtturma

The plwes tot We contxAuted the teats collection of insmption, are ShwebO, 35; Sagaing
/ / , 35 > Buys, 32 j Amyin, 64 ; Pak SugvJ, 28 ; Tal6kmyo, 36 ; Pag&n and neighliourhood, 112

There le a tehle of eontents awd a liat of errata prefixed to each yolnme, and to each inscription is prefixed such

pS^drCSveSr
"" ^ designation, eoli original

datid c“ A
important E.Mainanioifila Inscription at the Kanng-mfida Pagoda,dated 0. 1660 A. D., and the Burma Government started printing it for me, but I do not know what the final result

Mrid6n mTu “l

^

‘f*w Kadfigindd Inscription of

list of p^rS'L to rrS“" . At p. 405f. there is a vainable

ascription is to be found in Scott, TOe Bui-man, Yol. I. p. 242*.
: Winter, 8{:r
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the galleries were the originals and not the exhisting copies, which supports what I have also

heard, that the copies were made later than B*6dop‘aya’s time (178 1-18 19). But the truth

about such things is always difficult to get at in Burma. The first inscription is dated 143*2

A. D., and contains no mention of any weights, but the second, dated 1454 A, D., talks in the

translations of *‘4,600 ticals of pure silver— lOO ticals of gold— a silver salver 'weighing

300 ticals.”

Yule’s inscription is a part rendering, on the authority of Burney, of that at the curious

and famous Kaung‘mudo Pagoda, about 15 miles from Sagaing, in which no mention is made
of weights.^^

Those of the British Burma Gazetteer and Mr, Hesketh-Biggs relate, in free and part

translation by Mr. Hough, the missionary, and Moung Hla Oung, a well-knowm official, the

inscriptions on the great bells on the platform of the Shw^dagon Pagoda at Bangoon. The first

is on the “ Great Bell” or Mah§,gand4 (Mahaghanta), generally attributed to King B‘6dbp‘ayA

and said to be dated 1781 A. The second is on the still greater hell called the MaMti-
baddagandfi^^® the great three-toned bell, of King l>arawadi, dated 1841-3,^^ which is said, in

the translation of the inscription thereon, to weigh. 25,94,049 ticals of pure brass.”

^3 By 1855, however, Yule, Avo, p. 167, states that the Mahamuni Inscriptions were 200 or 306 in number (far

Tinder the mark, it will now be seen), and, on the authority of Phayre, that they are “ not originals nonexact copies

of originals.’’

I have obtained access to Burney’s original MSS., and here is his interesting note on his visit to this

Pagoda ;
— *• Aug. 27, 1830. Capt. Pemberton and I accompanied the Myfiwadi Woongyee this day to inspect the

great Pagoda of Koungmhoodaii, which bears the Pali name of Razamimitsoola [EAjamanichiila, also Chdlamani and
RajAehulamani, anie^ Vol. XXII. p. 346], At this time of the year, the whole country being inundated, our war-

boats were able by a short route [from Ava] of 8 miles to go close up to the Pagoda. In the enclosure, within which
the Pagoda stands, are several smaller buildings, in one of which we saw the inscription, said to have been engraved

in the year 1012, A, D. 1630, in the reign of King Ngadadatka fthe BAngtaU or NgA HtAp DAragA of Phayre, Kisi. of

Burma^ p. 286, of the Taung-ngft Dynasty, reigning from Ava], The inscription is cut on a beauti-

ful block of marble, about 10 feet high, 3 broad and one foot thick, and it is covered on both sides with Burmese
characters, made square, not round lihe the common Burmese writing. Moung Za [Atwinwun] told us that the dif-

ference between the two descriptions of character was precisely the same as that between our printed letters and
handwriting. The greater part of the inscription consists of religious and moral maxims, but I could distinctly

trace the passage, which refers to the division of the Burmese Empire, a copy of which has been given me.’"’ Phis

was the portion of the inscription published by Yule. Had Burney and the Burmese Ministers of the day only

known it, there was much more precise information of the kind they wanted of a then quite recent date in S‘inbyu*

yin’s Inscription at Poudanng, dated 1774! A. D. (anie, Yol. XXII. p. 4).

Hesketh-Biggs, p. 53: British Bxtrma Gazetteer, Vol. II. p. 634; Winter, Six Months in British Burma,
1S53, p. 10 f.; but see later on as to the actual giver and date.

16 Maha Tisadhaganda, three-toned, in Hesketh-Biggs, p. 46 : obviously forPAli Maha-ti-sadda-ghan^ San-

skrit Maha-tri-sabda-ghanta, great three-toned hell. At p, 42 of Mr. Hesketh-Biggs’ book Moung Hla Oung calls the

bell Netha Tisadda Ganda at least he is so printed— . This must stand for the Pali Nissaya-sadda-ghantA, the

bell of the voice of refuge.

17 As there seem to be disputes as to the date of this hell I give here every date in the inscription relating to

King JlarAwadi and his doings at Bangoon, as given in Moung Hla Dung’s translation, worked out to the English

Calendar, according to Moyle’s JZmanac of Corresponding JSnglhh and Burmese Bates from A. JD. 1822 to A, B, 1896

(Fourth Ed.). From general history one knows that J>ar4wadi, here called ‘‘ ^ripavarAditya-L6kAdhipati-Vijaya*

mahAdharmarAjAdhirAja, the Third Founder of AmarapAra,” came to the throne in 1837 A. D. {cmie, Vol. XXI,

p. 287 f£.) 9 but the date on the inscription is precise, as the corresponding date A. B* is given as 2380= 1836 A, D.

The corresponding date A. B. is twice given for 1203 B. E. as 238> = 1841 A. D., and the general accuracy of the

dates in the inscription will be seen from the following statements :
—

A. — 6th waxing Kas6n, 1198 = Wednesday, 20tli April, 1836, King l>arawadt took possession of his father’s

. heritage,

B.— Sunday, 7th waning TA^Jalin, 1203 = Monday, 6th September 1841, he came by water in the royal yacht

to BAmanna, the three countries of the Talaings, i. e., to Rangoon. The dates do not tally, hut the

.

7th waxing To^Jatin, 1203, was a Sunday and corresponds with Sunday, 22nd August 1841 : so possibly

lazut (waning) was cut accidentally for Umn (waxing).

C. — 3rd waning Tazaungmdn, 1203 — Sunday, 31st October, 1841, he constructed a citadel and gilt the

Shw0dagdn Pagoda.

D. — loth waxing Jladinjut, 1203 = Friday, 24th September, 1841, he made a mould of this great bell.

E. — Sunday, 5th waning TabOdwe, 1204 =* Sunday, 19th February,. 1843, he finished the casting.
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No doubt, tlie ^^ord translated “ ticals” in the inscriptions of 1454 and 1843 is hjdt.

In the Buddha Gaya inscriptions there is no mention of any weights.

So far, then, these inscriptions bring ns no nearer to the point of our enquiry as to tlie

true Burmese notions on the subject of the weight of the p</Za or ]jhala. Nor will Forch-

hammer’s work help us.

The Burman of the present day still behaves as did his ancestors time out of mind. He

still spends his eaimings or savings in building or repairing pagodas and sacred buildings of all

sorts, inscribing on them the fact, with a statement of what his works of merit have cost him.

In this way the currency of the British supremacy in these parts will doubtless go down

to a far posterity.

Thus the repair of the oi'iginal Mahamuni Pagoda in Arakan (not to be confounded with

its counterpart near Amarapdra) in 1865-7 by a Shan is described in his inscription as

follows d® — “ In the course of the work it was found that the sum of Rs. 460, which he bad

brought with him, would not suffice. In this dilemma be appealed to the Wundauk (Magis-

trate) and begged of him to receive his wife and children as surety (in pawn) for Rs. 400.

But the Wundaiik would not agree to the proposal,^® He, however, most liberally advanced

the E.S. 400 to meet the expenses. With all this aid however it was found that the extra

money received could only suffice to repair the base, but not the roof of the image-house.-®

Ari'augements were made to collect subscriptions from the whole of Dbahhavati (Arakan) in

order to bring the work to a successful close. The following are the names of the subscribers :

Wundauk Maung Kalawa with the title of Dakyizi
; Dayaka Sandun Rs. 5 j

Tazazin Thadun

2 (and so on)— altogether Rs, 145.”

Similarly one “Ma Myat-ii, the beloved wife of Zayattaga Maung Chindaung of IMdlek

Yillage in the Akyab District spent more than Rs. 15,000 in gilding the cMtl on the suinmit of

the TJrittaung Hill, as a work of merit done for the good of her deceased liusband,” /.

according to her inscription dated in the year B. E. 40,” /. e., B. E. 1240 = A. D. 1870.2^*

In an insci'iption, dated 1848 A. D., at the Ando Pagoda at Sandoway, it is said that ** a

whose'opening measured 2^ cubits and which had 12 tiers was constructed by ?^Iaung Lil I\IoKi,

who was paid Rs. 100 for its workmanship.” The same inscription says that the feast on the

occasion cost Rs. 350.^2

In ScotFs The B^lrman, Yol. I, p. 247 ffi,, there is a translation of the inscription on ])elj

“No. 15,219 in the Indian Section of the South Nensingtoii Museum,” from which we see that

it is dated 1209 B. E, = 1847 A. D., and “The exact weight of the bell in curreut

reckoning is 2,500 lydts weight.” ^ In addition to this the giver, a (Maritime Pro-
vincial Governor) of Pagan Min (1846-52), says “ I gave a tagicndaing^^^ the price of wliicdi,

with all incidental expenses, was Rs. 500 : ^5 that was the alms exactly.”

And lastly there are the two inscriptions in Yol. XXIL of the Indian Antiquary so well
edited by the capable hand of Mr. Taw Sein Ko, viz., the Poudaung Inscription of Sinbyuyin,
dated 1774 A. D., and the Kalylupii Inscriptions of Dhammachdti, dated 1476 A. D.

"

In the first there is no mention “of weights at all, hut in the second, which is throiigliout
in B&li, there are several

;
this inscription, or rather set of inscriptions, being in fact the only

one to throw any light on the present subject.

^8 Porohhammer^a lie^ort on Aralcan^ p. 9.

«Tliat official would hardly have dared to accept under British rule, but the ShSu acted accordiuir to the
motions of his life-long surroundings on the subject of slavery for debt.

2« Forchhainmer usually means by this expression the Burmese J?dng, BSli simd, strictly a hall of ordination.
21 Forchhammer, o^. dt. p. 57. 22 Ojo. cit p. 62.
23 2,r>00 TcyCit = 250 viss = 912*5 Us. Av. = rather less than half a ton.
2<= Tagun is a streamer offered in ivorship : iagundaing is a post set up near a pagoda to hang the streamer on
2 5Eut I suspect that the translation should be here “ 500 tickals {hjdia).
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First, we read on the obverse face of the second stone (ante, VoL XXII. p, 40) that Dham-
xnachSti gave the Holy Tooth Relic at Kandy in Ceylon ;

—
(1) A stone alms-bowl— having for its cover a pyramidal covering made of gold,

weighing 50 phalas.

(2) An alms-bowl with a stand and cover complete made of gold, weighing
30 phalas.

(3) A dnodecagonal betel-box made of gold, weighing 30 phalas.

(4) A gold relic-receptaole, weighing 33 phalas.

Further on (p. 41) we read : — The following articles were prepared for presentation to

King BhuvanSkabahn, King of Sihaladipa:”

—

(5) Two sapphires valued at 200 phalas of silver.

(6) Two rubies valued at 430 phalas.

Again (p. 41) : — ** 200 phalas of gold^s were given to the emissaries for the purpose of

providing the 22 thSras and their disciples with the four requisites,” should any mishap,

such as scarcity of food, arise,”

Clearly, then, the phala was a Troy weight at that period in the estimation of the

Burmese monks.

Later on, again, on the reverse face of the same stone (p. 45) we read about the gift of

Dhammach6ti to the Shw^dagon Pagoda at Rangoon of a large bell made of brass

weighing 3,000 tuias.”27 Here we have an Avoirdupois weight.

Lastly, the return, gift (p. 45) of the Sinhalese King “ included a religious gift in the

shape of an image of the Holy Tooth Relic, embellished with a topaz and a diamond, valued

at 100 phalas.”

The difficulty of course is to get at direct evidence of ’the weight of the jpliala and tiild of

that period. The only evidence from Burmese documents that I have come across so far,

though it indicates the sources from which such information should be forthcoming, is Taw
Sein Ko’s Ed. of the Mahajanaka jataka, 1889, p. 92, where occurs the following passage :

—
And lastly he soliloquised on the gold salver out of which he ate — Tzaddhani satabalaih

7i:a?nasaihf meaning, “ This my gold salver, from which I eat my soft and solid food, is made
of pure gold, and it weighs 100 p6s ” and so on.

Now, this edition of the Malidjanaha Jdtaka is taken fi’cm the Burmese translation

thereof by XS Awbatha (Cbhasa), the head of the Minbu Monasteries in 1786,28 to

the above passage that learned monk appends a note, thus rendered by Taw Sein Ko : — "The

p6 is of four dijBferent kinds ; it may weigh 5, 25, 50 or 100 tickals.2® Of these fom%

the second weight, viz., 25 might be adopted, judging from the term of life extending to

10,000 years, allotted to the persons of the story.”

We have here, at any rate, the views of a Burmese authority of the last Century on the

p6, i. e., the b6(l) or phala, and its value.

At p. 116 we come across this salver again : — “ There yon exchanged your costly

garments and your golden salver weighing 100 pds for this poor ascetic garb and this poor

earthenware alms-bowl,”

26 Value about £2,190, accordinj? to the calculations made later on.

27 There misprinted tolas,

28 Bigandet, Gandama, Bd. 1880, Vol. II. pp. 167-76, gives an abstract of this MtcJca under the name of Dza-

necJeai but unfortunately says nothing in it about the salver.

28 The Burmese monk had even Indian authority for such a statement, vide Oolebrooke’s JSssays, Vol. II. p. 531f,

ytho says ** a nishha, synonymous with pula, consists of five suvarms,. According to some authorities, it is also a

denomination for the quantity of 150 Colebrooke also says, loc. cii,, **108 suvarnas oxtdldkas of gold

constitute an uruhMshana, ^ala or dindra,^^
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At p. 158 there is a chance note by Taw Sein Ko himself, which cnrionsly confirms all

that has been written by myself (ante, VoL XXVI. p. 325 fi.) on the subject of the derivation

of b6(l). In giving a description of the Burmese notions of the classical svayamvara (i^hi-

gonzutpioe
y
garland-placing ceremony) in the form of stidnging and unstringing the mighty bow

(ISdinhwe, bow-stretching ceremony), he says: — Difference of opinion exists as to the right

interpretation of the expression, 16(1) aclii tat‘aung tin^naintj^b let, is evidently the

Burmanised form of the Pali bala^ strength, an army : cM means the sum total. Thus the

phrase would mean, a bow (let) that can be strung and unstrung (tin'namg^b) by the collective

strength (h6(l) acU) of 1,000 warriors. This is one version of the interpretation. The other

is that b6(l) should be read p6, a five tickal weight, and that the meaning should be :
—

a bow that can support without breaking the weight of 2,500 tickals at either end CLch6

tat^aung). The former rendering should be adopted, bearing in mind that Oriental writers

take a delight in the use of hyperbole.”

I think that one may now without hesitancy assert positively that b6(l), with the

alternative spelling p6, is the Sanskrit pala, P^li, phala ; and that as a matter of practi-

cal calculation it represented of old in Burma a five tickal weight. On this assumption

we can proceed to reduce statements in phalas, and perhaps tuias, to European weight

denominations and values with some hope of approximate success.

In this way the value of the four gifts of golden articles sent by DhammachSti to Bhuvane-

kabahu can be stated as follows, assuming that 1 phala = 6 tickals ; 100 tickals == 1 visa ;

1 viss= 3*65 lbs. Av. ; 1 lb. of gold= £60.31

Then :
—

(1) 50 phalas = 250 tickals = 2| viss =:= 9T25 Ihs. Av. £549*5.

(2) ZO phalas = 150 tickals = l| viss = 6*475 lls, Av. = £328*5.

(3) Same as No. 2 == £328*5.

(4) ZZ phalas = same as Nos. 2 and 3 I-lOth = £328*5 + 32*85 = £361*35.

As to the gifts valued in silver, perhaps the best way to reckon their value will be to

assume that silver.was to gold as about one to ten at that time, and to proceed to reckon
as for gold dividing the result by ten, thus :

—
(5) 200 phalas of silver = 20 phalas of gold =: 100 tickals = 1 viss = 3*65 lbs, Av.

= £219.

(6) 430 phalas of silver— 43 of gold =; 215 tickals = 2*15 viss == 7*76 lbs, Av.
= £465.

So that the value of the gifts would be £2,251*85, and if it is to be accepted that the pur-
chasing power of gold in the XVth Century, A. D., was several times greater than its

present purchasing power, the value of the presents was sufficiently large.

It is interesting here to work out the value of the gifts stated in the contemporary
(1454 A. B,) Burmese Inscription at the Mah^muni Shrine near Amarapfira, translated
by Judson and quoted above. The values are all stated in tickals. Thus;

(1) 4,600 tickals of pure silver =‘ 460 tickals of gold =:= 4*6 viss = 16*79 lbs Av.
£1,007*4.

(2) 100 tickals of gold = 1 viss = 3*65 lbs, Av^ = £219.

(3) 300 tickals of silver = 30 'tickals of gold = 2^5 . Av. = 1*096 lbs, Av.

= £65 *7 .

^

The now famHiar Anglo-Burmese word boTi, a leader <5f dacoits (bandits, outlaws, gang.robbers).
31 This last assumption I have arrived at thus : ~ 144 lls. Av. 175 lbs. Troy, therefore, for rough calculation,

1 Ih. Av. = li lb. Troy, and vim -rersd, 1 lb. Troy i lb. Av. Gold by value is about £4 to the ounce Troy,
tkejb Troy therefore the value of 1 lb. Av. of gold« | of £48 == £60, The existing £ runs 9344

quality of the metal in the inscriptions is never mentioned,
the calculations in the text are near enough.

*
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These old gifts compare with the modem ones quoted as being recorded on stone by
Porchhammer, thus: —

(1) 1848 A. D. Exchange taken at Rs. 9 to the £ —
(a) Rs. 100 = £11.

(5) Rs. 350 = £39.

(2) 1866-7 A. D. Exchange taken at Rs. 10 to the £ —
(a) Rs, 460 =£46.

(h) Rs. 400 == £40.

(c) Rs. 145 = £14*5.

(3) 1879 A. D. Exchange taken at Rs. 12 to the £ —
Rs. 15,000 = £1,250.

The calculation of the p6 or b6(l) of the Mahajanaka Jataka may be regarded from
two points of view : — first, that of the monkish translator, and secondly, that of the Pali

original of the story.

According to the monk’s quaint conjectures, which would also, from Taw Sein Ko’s
remarks, appear to coincide with the orthodox Burmese view, the p6, ^hala, at the time
of the Jdtaka, equalled 25 tickals. Then, 100 jphalas 6i gold = 2,500 tickals = 25 viss =
90*25 U6, Av., as the weight of the gold salver. No wonder the good old monk felt bound to

justify his computation by an allusion to a belief held by his Buddhist readers to be true,

because contained in Scripture. Had he taken the weight of the at its contemporaneous
current computation of 5 tickals, the gold salver would even then have weighed 18*05 Us. Av.,

value £1,110, Quite enough both for weight and value.

The story being a Jdtaka, one has to go back to ancient computations of the phala to get

at a notion of the idea that was in the mind of the originator of the story, when he talked of

a golden salver weighing 100 alas.

Taking the raii at the average double ratt of ancient commerce of about 4 grs. Troy and
the phala as 320 ratis, we get an average of 1,280 grs. = 21 oz. Ti’oy. Then, for such

a calculation as the present, 100 pJialas = 266 oz, Troy = 22*16 lbs. Troy == 17-73 lbs. Av.

And if we accept Colebrcoke’s estimate of about 4^ grs. for the double rat^^ which makes, by
the way, the persistent South-Indian ('palam) of 1,440 grs,, then the phala = 3 oz. Troy,

Then also 100 phalas = 300 oz. Troy = 25 lbs, Troy = 20 lbs, Av. So that the salver was
probably imagined by those who first told and heard the story as weighing* what would be now
described as a weight of between 17 and 20 lbs. Av., or to put it in modern Indian phrase as

between 8 and 10 pahM sirs, or in modern Burmese phrase as between 5 and 6 viss.

Now 100 phalas make 1 tula, and so we get a statement of the ancient tula, as being of

20 lbs. Av., or | of the modern average South-Indian mauncl. However that may be, for

arriving at an idea of the weight of King DhammachSti’s bell at the Shw8clag6n Pagoda, the

best plan that suggests itself to me, as a result of the study of South-Indian weights given

ante, pp. 57 ff., is to assume that the Pali scholars of Burma in at any rate the 15th

century A. D. and onwards have meant by the tula what is now known as the Madras
maund of 25 lbs. Av. Just as the Burmans and Talaings unquestionably borrowed the South-

ludian viss in an approximately correct form, so did they also, I think, borrow the next higher

Avoirdupois denomination, the South-Indian tuldm, man or maund. And that these synonym-

ous terms have meant continuously a weight of 25 lbs. Av. or thereabouts in, before and after

the 15th century A. D, there can be no doubt.
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Assuming tlie tula then to equal 25 Us. Av., the weiglit of Dhammach^trs bell of

8,000 tulds -would he 75,000 Us. Av. or 83| tons. If we give the tula a weight of 20 lbs. or

less, then the weight of the bell would be 26f tons or less.

The weights of the MahatibJtddagJinda of King l?arawadi at Rangoon and of U KunA-

liiigaya’s bell at Maulman are, of course, stated in modern terras, and weigh, according to the

inscriptions thereon,— the first, a few lbs. over 42 tons, and the second, about one ton.

The traditional weight of the Mahagknda at Rangoon is 25,555 viss,^^ which amounts to

about 41y%ths tons, or a little less than the Mahatihaddaganda ;
33 but, in the course of an

interesting correspondence in the Rangoon Gazette on the subject, a writer says, in a letter,

dated 27th May, 1896, that part of the inscription on the bell runs as follows :
— “ Year of the

establishment of religion 2322, era (Burmese) 1140, 11th day of the waxing moon of Tabotwai

(Tab6dw^, about February) after the third watch, the position of the stars being propitious,

with metal weighing 15,555 peilctha (viss).’* Now 2322 A. B. and 1140 B, B. both represent

1778 A. D., and assuming that the above transcript is right, it must have been Singusu (1 776-81)

who gave the bell, and not B‘5dbp‘aya (1781-1819), as is generally stated on the strength of

Mr. Hough’s rendering of the inscription
;
3^ and its weight must be about 25^ tons.

The above variations in statement arise from two causes :— positive variations in the

statements themselves and differences in the mode of computation. For the instruction of

students I now collect in one view the information so far available in the subjoined table.

The Various Computations of the Weights of the G-reater Burmese Bells.

I. — The Myingun Bell.33

Date. Authority. Viss, lbs. Tons.

1835 Malcom, Tol. I. p. 274 88,000 321,20038

1

143-39

Op. cit.j loc. cit., n.37 500,000 (over) 219-64
c. 1852 Bigandet, Gaudama, Ed, 1880, 200,000 (over) 89-1

Yol. Lp. 74 f. n.

1855 Tale, Ava, p. 1713®

—

(a) Popular view3®
*

555,555 922-47

(5) Malcom based on Burney .. 65,500 204,575 91-82
1883 Phayre, Burma, p. 219 80

Hesketh.Biggs, SJiwedagcn Pagoda, p. 55. ss 25,655 yiss against 25,940^ viss.
^ The remarks now made should he taken, where they differ, to supersede those made ante, Vol. XXVJ p 210

on the same subject. The difference arises in the taking the fttld at 145 02. Troy (see Monier-Wiliiams, SansWt
IhcU, s. V, iuU), based on Colehrooke’s remarks, loc. cit, on the ancient Sanskrit weights, and on the assumption that
the raf^ was a little over 2 gxs. This works out theiwld to ahout 12 Its. Troy 5= 9| Ihs. At.,

'

instead of what Inow think that Dhammach&ti’s engravers meant hy the term iuU, 'viz., the then current tuU of ahout 25 Tbs. Av.
Near the Siby5 Pagoda, ante, Yol, XXII. p. 346. Oox, c. 1796, Bnrmhan Bm^e, p. 105 ff., descrihel this

Pagoda, hut not the hell, which was doubtless not then in existence.

»6 Malcom says over 330,000 Ihs., but the above statement is the correct one.
« By oomputetion of tha metal m the heH. This, however, is as woertain as any other statement abontitA comparison of the writers I have qnoted will show them to differ very greatly as to dimenmons.

Copied hy Strettell, Hcus ®a*fiea, p. 48 n. ss ^ eaaggeiationJ
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II. — Mahagauda. Beil, Eangoon^o

Bate. Authority. Viss. lbs.
1

I

Tons.

(1778)

1853

1895

Inscription

Laurie, Burma, Ed. 1853, p. 126 .

Hesketh-Biggs, p. 55, popular

statement.

15,555

4,915*06

25,655

18,000

25-32

8-03

41-7

III. — MaMtihaddagauda Bell, Rangoon.

Bate. Authority, Viss. lbs. Tons,

(1843)

c. 1852

Inscription^^ ...

Bigandet, op. ciL Yol. I. p. 74 n..,.

25,940-5

25,939-02

1

94,687

94,682

42-05

42-05

IV. — Dhammacliati’s Bell, Rangoon.

Bate. Authority. Viss. lbs. Tons.

1

(1476) Inscription, 1st comp .^2 # ••• 11-4

(1476) Do. 2nd do.*3
'

76,000 33-5

1895 Taw Sein Ko, aniej Yol. XXIY.
p. 332.

120,000 181«

Scott, who has a peculiar knack of picking up scraps of information of the greatest interest

about the Burmese, tells us in The Burman, Vol. I, p. 250, of a small bell in the South

Kensington Museum, bearing the following inscription :
—

** In the month of Tabohdwe, on the fifth of the waning moon, in the year 1204, on a

Sunday, at about four in the afternoon, this bell was cast and moulded of pure copper. Its

weight is 594,049 Icyats. There are four lions on the hanging apparatus. Its height is nine

fingers’ breadth, the diameter is five inches, the circumference fifteen, the thickness twenty-

four, It is called the Mahahtee Thadda Ganda. The man who had this royal bell moulded

was the Burman king Tharrawaddy, Kong Boung Min.”

Here we have, almost certainly, preserved for us a memorial model of the Mahatihadda-

g^nda of King l>arawadi (i. e., Kong-baung). If we may read 2,594^049 for the 594,049 Jcycits

of the text, we get within one Tcy^t of the statement on the original bell, as above given,

because 25,940*5 viss = 2,594,050 hy^ts or tickals. Also Sunday, the 5th waning Tabodwc,

1204 (B. E.) is the date on the original bell. One would like to know if it has .been the

custom to make such memorial models of the great bells. At any rate the South Kensington

Museum specimen is exceedingly interesting.

(To he continued,)

H^ntioned by Alexander, Travels^ p. 46 : Trant, Two Years in Ava, p. 84. But no weight is given in either

case.

Hesketh-Biggs says 26,000 viss or 42 tons
; p. 43.

*2 Ante, Tol. XXYI. p. 210. « Ante, p, 117.

** This figure is arrived at by taking the tulQ, to he 40 viss, instead of, as I now think, a little less than 8 viss.

I do not know the authority for the computation, and it seems to he clearly wrong. At 8 viss to the tuld the weight

would be 83*2 tons.
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: Adt Parvan in the Nagari editions,

ON THE SOUTH-INDIAN RECENSION OF THE MAHABHARATA.

BT M, WINTEENITZ, Ph.D.

(Continued from p, lOi.)

The discrepancies between the two recensions in the Parvasaiiigralia are not so con-

siderable as those in the Anukrama^i.

In the An%leramant (both in the Northern and in the Southern recensions) the whole of

the Mahdhhdrata is divided into the usual eighteen Parvans, as we find them in the Devanfigari

editions. It is strange that neither the Northern nor the Southern MSS. of the actual Mahd-

hhdrata seem to bear out this division into 18 Parvans. We find, e. g,, 20 or 21 Farvam in the

complete Devan%ari MSS. of the Berlin and Oxford libraries.^® Of the Southern MSS.

Dr. Burnell states that they divide the poem into 24 Parvans, which is not quite borne out by

our Grantha MS. which, in the colophons, describes the Pauloma and Ast'tka Parvans as sub-

divisions of the Adi-Parvan^ so that we should have

(1) Adi Parvan: \

(a) Pauloma

(5) AsWka
^

(2) Sambhava Parvan

)

while Burnell gives the three fiirst Parvans as :

(1) Adi Parvan ^

(2) Astika Parvan >= Adi Parvan in the Nagart editions.

(3) Sambhava Parvan J

A curious list of eighteen Parvans is that given in the passage (I. 1, 83-92) where the

Mahdhhdrata is compared to a tree, of which the Sathgrahddhydya is the seed. The titles of

the Parvans are given here as follows :
—

(1) * Pauloma,

(2) Astika,

(3) Sambhava,

(4) Sabha,

(5) Aranya,

(6) Arani,

(7) Virata,

(8) Udyoga,

(9) Bhishma,

(10) Drona,

(1 1) Kama,

(12) Salya,

(13) Stri,

(14) Aishika,

(15) Santi,

(16) Asvamedha,

(17) Asramavasika,

(18) Mausala.

All this seems to shew that eighteen was a traditional number for the larger divisions of

the Mahabharata^ but that this number was made up in very different ways by diaskeuastes
at the different periods in the long history of the I^ahdbhdrata text.

5® See A. Holtzmann, Das Mahdhhdrata^ III. 18
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The account given of the contents of the single JParvci7is in the A^iuJcra^nani is of consider-

able importance forMahUhMrata criticism. For it is always worth something, if an episode about
the genuineness of which doubts are entertainedj can be proved to have been known to the

compiler of this Anulcramai}^.

It is, therefore, important to see that the Sonth-Indian recension gives a considerably

shorter list of contents than the ^^fi.gari editions. How much importance can be attached to the

omissions in out MS., we shall not be able to decide, until many more MSS. from di£erent

parts of India have been collated.

It is"*, however, interesting to see that the allusion to the Sakuntalfi episode (in vv. 95&

-and 96) is missing in the Grantha MS. For as we shall see below, the same episode is omitted

in a Malayalam MS. of the Samhhava Parvmi of the MalidbMrata,

Another important omission is that of vv. 109-110 alluding to the birth of Dranpadi and

Dhrish^dyumna, and to Vyasa^s meeting with the P^davas, when he tells them to proceed to

Panchala for Di'aupadi^s Svayamva^-a,

But there are numerous omissions, especially irt the summary of the Vdyia Parvan, which

at present can hardly be accounted for, and even the arrangement of the episodes in the

Grantha MS. differs to a very great extent from that in the editions. I will only give a few

examples, in order to shew the great discrepancies between the tWo versions. The asterisks

shew the passages which are omitted in the Grantha MS.

I. 2, 166 s^q.

in the PevUndgctn (Bombay) edition,

1. Story of Karima being deprived of his

ear-rings.

*2. Eulogy of Gaya.

3. Story of Agastya, the Asura V^t^pi, and

Lopamudri.

4. Story of Rishyasfiilga.

5. Story of Rama, the son of Jamadagni,

and death of Kartavirya and the

Haihayas.

*6. Meeting between the Pandavas and

Vdshuis in the Tirtha Prabhasa.

7. Story of Sukanya, Ohyavana, and the

Asvxns.

*8. Story of M^ndh^tri,

9.

Story of Jantu,

10. Story of the hawk and the pigeon.

11. 'Sivi, examined by Indra and Agni and

Dharma.

12. Asht^vakra and his disputation with

Yandin.

13. Defeat of Yandin.

14. Story of Yavakrita and Raibhya.

15. Departure of the Pandavas for Gandha-

madana.

16. Bhlmasena in Gandham^dana, at Drau-

padi’s request.

Corresponding passage
^

in the Grantha MS*

1* Story of Agastya, the Asura Yatapi, and

Lopamudra,

24 Story of the hawk and the pigeon.

3. Sivi, examined by Indra and Agni and

Dharma*

4. Story of Risyasfihga (s£c).

5< Story of Rama, the son of Jamadagni,

and death of Kartaviiya and the

Haihayas.

6. Story of Kar^a being deprived of his

ear-rings*

7. Bhlmasena in Gandham&dana, at Drau-

padi’s request*

8. Bhima’s bath in the tank and destruc-

tion of the flowers.

9. Battle with the Yakshas.

10. Story of Sukanya, Ohyavana, and the

Asvins.

11. Story of Jantu.

12. Ashtavakra and his disputation with

Yandin.

13. Defeat of Yandin.

14. Destruction of the Asura Jaba by Bhima,

15', Battle with the Nivatakavachas.

Etc. '
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L 2, 166 sqq. Corresponding 'passage

in the Devandgari (^Bombay) edition^ in the Grantha MS*

*17, Bhima’s meeting Tvith Han^imat.

18. Bhima's bath in the tank and destruc-

tion of the dowers.

19. Battle with Bakshasas and Yakshas.

20. Destruction of the Agura Jataby Bhima.

^21. Meeting of the Pandavas with Vrishapar-

van,

’^^22, Their going to the hemitage of Arshti.

shena.

*23. Incitement of Bhima by Draupadi.

24, Ascent of Kail^sa,* and battle with the

Yakshas.

Etc.

It seems to me that the state of the text in the Grantha MS. is in many respects less satis-

factory than that o:ffiei*ed by the Devanilgari editions. The text is certainly corrupt in the stanzas

giving the number of Adhydyas and Slohas, The number of Adhydyas for the Adi Parvan is

given as 227 in the Devanagaii editions, and as 218 in the Grantha MS, But our MS. agrees

with the editions in giving 8,884 as the number of 'Slohas* Eor the Sahhd Parvan the number of

Adhydyas is given as 78 hi the editions, as 72 in our MS. The number of Slolcas is said to

be 2,511.* The number 4,511 in the Grantha MS. is certainly a mistake. As regards the

Vayia Parvan^ it is very surprising that the Grantha MS. exactly agrees with the editions in

giving the number of Adhydyas as 269, and the number of '^lohas as 11,664.

It would take up too much space, if I were to give tbe whole of the Anuhravnani ; I hare

therefore to content myself with giving in Ext:(ract D the end of this List which is the end of

the second Adhydya*

On the whole, the text of this important chapter in the South-Indian recension leaves the

impression that the Southern MSS., though they are not lil^ely to contain a more original or a

better text than the editions, are certainly indispepsahle for ^ny futui’c ci’i^ical edition of the

Mahdhhdrdta*
D.

Adiparvan,

2, S70-396.

Sov til--Indian MS,

ricTr \

Deest.

J»

9 •

39

* 39

99

39

99

99

370a

3»

ar^sjnrr; i 377a

^iq'rvBf; iiwn 3776

Bevandgari edition (Bombay)^

3706 Jrrt
I

371a snfif arrf Rrm" i

3716 ?rr»T?3fTf%=srfrr SETR^rr *r?r5»i!T: i

372a srq ?i5«r^r
1

3726 irrp: ^ ?I«ir ^ I

373a s?rr^;T j

3736 ^ri^rr grjrorr
|

374a pr^^r ^qPTPrrM frlq-
1

3746 fTOfrr i

375a 5«fqgp *ErqT5«f I

3755 ipfp}- jrrcET ?r Wr? i

376a 55|' ; %?%: I

'

3766 qlr S3ir%qr i

<r§aqn|»j^ q?r?*Pir
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Soitth-Indian MS.

Deest.

’T^"^KT^5^'sr?r: I

iraAhf^ I

Deest.

y>

sireffJEr ^nTrsjTRc^frff i

^ rf

*r 'fr^^tnrRrt r^rlr^ ^rrfwt; i

Deest*

»*

=w^ ’srrs^nrwrw i

5?gffrr%?5^^?r i

^?T?i^r?T»rrf5’Tr53mT5% 1

'13^21 «

9T?2ir^^rr*T?*r ff^: i

STfetfeRSf JTWr »

f^^TJT’Tf ?r^5rrRf'Tn§2iR*rT^: i

fRssrr^r sErrorRrr^m jpr.-f^^rr: i

3rm »r i

airfnHTTrf^TM «fn?T i

f? : qif?^%<gqr?5<n^% I

Deest.

>»

51

»J

'm^t «

*rr HR# Hr^*rs^ ^tshht# r^sfr^

Deest.

>5

f*

I

=S5Hr#r Hgi% |Ht W SHH n 396

TtyHCr HPT i|

3786

379a

3806

381

382

384

385

386

387

388

389

Devandgari edition (Bombay'),

37Sa #g7R?r^HRt ^PsHTHr: 'RHf^ I

“rjrTRH"

3796 f5raiHRTf5rrr% "h i

380a =H ?niHTcnf# H?fH°Tr i

D

“pTHtr ftsr:

HHT" °#

HwrfTfT®

383a gpl^^c^fHf HH^RStR# HfH I

3835 ^r'THRS’fnf sfw 52tr#HrrH?rfr%Hr i

390a ar^ Hrrszf^ cir^r h RH«fr RrIhr i

3906 ^irifrRH 5g[??«RJr%5rR32r ?Hr^r: i

391a H= SErtTHtRSTHTHT ?r q'H

7?:#r^*RR^ I

3916 3T«lt: Rir^fsa %sJRrHr ^HTSTHTH-

STHIRH H =sr RH^5# I

398a STffT TTr 3TrgPrR5HRS§«^H I

3936 HffHRHHrgHRT ?r«arr g=B?u% Hf^Hr i

394a Hsrr^r irf >PRrr PRr i

3946 R^HtCHHrgqRT ST5«H# |

395a #T HY?f# Rripaf

I

3955 5«T?ir hrhhrtt sj^Hwr ht#

rH5r*rH“

®»nf ’’^rsi

>^r*i?rHR% arr^'i^Rr
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The third. Adliydija in our MS. corresponds to the third Adliyaya of Adiyaroan (Pau-

shjaparvan) in the Nagari editions. The end of the chapter is given below m Extract E.^

Ihe fourth Adhydya in our MS. comprises the 4th and 5th Adhydyas of the Nagari editions.

The omission of Agni’s speech at the end of the Adhydya — see Extract E - can hardly be

due to anything but the scribe’s negligence.

The fifth Adhydya (Agmsdpa) corresponds to the Gtli Adhydya, and the sixth Adhydya

(Agniyrasdda) to the 7th Adhydya in the NAgaid editions. The superfluons line

SET ju i

making a sldka of three lines in the editions (I. 7, 28) is not found in our MS.

The seventh Adhydya in our MS. corresponds to the 8th Adhydya in the Nagari editions.

Tlie end is given in Extract G.

Tlie eighth Adhydya in our MS. coinprisGS Adhydyas 9-1*2 of the Nag-an editions, and

finishes the Paulo7na’~FaTvan* The end of this FaTvati and the first Adhyciua of the Astika''

Farvan ( = I, 13, 1-6^ in B. edition) are given in Extract H.

The second Adhydya of the A.st%ka-Farvan corresponds to I. 13, 65-15, 11 (end of the J5th

Adhydya) in the Niigart editions. The end of this Adhydya is given below in Extract I*

If we compare I. 14, 76 and L 15, 3« and remember that I. 14, 6 is a sloha of lines

in the edition, we can hardly doubt that the Grantha aVIS. which omits I. 14, 66 and 7 gives a

more original text. It is certainly remarkable that we find so frequently $l<dcas of three lines

in the Northern recension, where the South-Indian MS. has only two lines. Yet we find

sometimes slohas of three lines also in the latter, which proves that the authors of the South

Indian recension did not remove the superfiaous lines intentionally.

Adhydyas 3-6 of the Asttha-Farvan correspond to Adhydyas 16-19 in the Nagai*i editions.

The end of the 3rd Adhydya is given in Extract J.

The seventh Adhydya corresponds to Adhydya 20 in the Nagari editions, and (as may b©

seen from Extract K below) diiO^ers considerably from the Northern recension.

The eighth Adhydya corresponds to Adhydya 21 of the Northern recension, concluding with
the last verse of Adhydya 22, while the rest of this Adhydya (which is mainly a repetition of

Adhydya 21) does not exist in our MS. The end of the eighth Adhydya will be found iu

Extract L.

These two Adhydyas (7 and 8) of the Astika-Farvan are of considerable importance. They
relate the story of Kadril and Yinata who wager about the colour of the horse Uchchaihsravas,
a story the roots of which reach down into the depth of ancient mythology, and which has an
important bearing on the relation between the Yedic and the epic literature. That there is

same confusion in the text of this story as found in the Nagari editions, has been pointed oitt

long ago

A brief summary of the contents of chapters 20-22 will shew at once the unsatis-
factory state of the text in the Northern recension.

Adhydya 20: Seeing the horse IJchchaihsravas, Kadru and Vinatfi wager about the colour
of the horse’s tail. Kadru orders her thousand sons, the Snakes, to transfoimx themselves into
black hair and cover the horse’s tail so that it might appear black. The snakes refuse to do
her bidding. She curses them to be buimt at Janamejaya’s saciufice. The * Grandfather

*

(Brahman) heard this cruel curse, but seeing how the snakes had multiplied exceedingly, and
being anxious for the welfare of creatures, he together with all the gods approved of the
curse uttered by Kadru, After some general reflections on the dangerousness of snahest <^nd the

51 See Holtzmaun. Das MahUbhOrata, I. y, 17 S2*
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of the wiche'l, the Creator (devah srisJitiJsnt) calls Kakyapa (Prajdpati) and tells him not to

yrUve about the destrnctioii of the snakes^ his okildren^ and finally bestows upon him {Kakyapa) the

power of destroying snake poison^

Adhydya 21 : Kadru and Vinatti go to view tlie liorse Uchcliaihsrayas, and on their way
see the ocean. Description of the ocean,

Adhydya 22 : The snakes^ after a debate^ decide to comply with Kadrids wisli^ and cause the

horse's tail to appear black* Then follows (pt7* 4-12) lohat amomts to a repetition, or rather a

shorter version, of the preceding AdJaydya*

In the Siiparndkliyctna which, like other Vedic tests {fSat, Br. III. 6, 2, 3 sgg,; Taitt* Samh*

VI. 1, 6, 1 sqq*), relates the story of the Wager of Kadru and Vinatfi, no reference is made to

the part played by the snakes in connection with this wager. Professor Oldenberg, in his most
interesting essay on the Saparndkhjdna^^^ suggests that originally this legend had nothing to

do with the Snake sacrifice (jsarpasattra). This, he thinks, is proved by the awkwardness with

which the story of the Mahdbhdrata tries to overcome the difficulty that though Kadrii wins

the wager with the help of the snakes yet the snakes perish in consequence of their disobe-

dience, cursed by Kadru. This may be so. Partly, however, the awkwardness of the story in

the Mahdbhdrata is due mei^ely to the state of the test in the Devanagari editions. The
South-Indian recension, gives a much more satisfactory test.

Even if we had only the Northern recension, the genuineness of I. 20, 12-165 relating

the conversation between the Creator (Brahman) and Pvajapati-Kasyapa might be doubted.

But seeing' the Southern test, there cannot be the least doubt that the two lines

irw^rf ^ % i

belong together. Observe that in the editions sloha 16 has three lines, and that vv. 11 and 12

are very loosely connected. The context, according to the Southern recension, is as follows

On hearing the cruel curse pronouuced by Kadrd against the Snakes, Brahman the

* Grandfather * approves of it, being aware that the snakes had multiplied exceedingly, and

being anxious for the welfare of creatures. For, to he sure, it was on account of the violent

poisonousness of snakes and for the benefit of creatures, that he bestowed on Kdsijapa the art of

destroying snake poison^

Kasyapa is probably the physician Kasyapa who wanted to cure King Pariki^it from the

snake-bite {Mbhdr, 1. 42 sg,). He is mentioned here very aptly, in order to shew how anxious

Brahman was to protect men from the poisonous snakes. In the Northern recension (or at any

rate, in the test known to us from, the Devanagari editions) Kasyapa was substituted for

Kasyapa, and the insipid conversation between Brahman and Prajapati came to be inserted.

The South-Indian version continues ; ^fter the Snakes had thus been enrsed by Kadru,

Kdrkotaha greatly distressed on account of that curse propitiates his mother by promising to trans-

form himself into black hair a7id make the horse's tail appear hlacJe.

This is, at any rate, more plausible thau the version found in the Devanagari editions.

The latter tell us (I. 22, 1-.3) that all the snakes comply with Kadra’s wish, and yet the snakes

perish at Janamejaya’s sacrifice. While the South-Indian recension makes only one Naga (or

perhaps one party of Nagas) comply with the wishes of Kadru, which agrees well with the fact

that finally some of the snakes are spared from the general destruction at the snake -sacrifice

(1.58).

That Adhydya 22 which is mainly a repetition of the 21st Adhydya is omitted in the South-

Indian recension, also proves that —* at any rate, in this particular episode —^ the South-

Indian recension has preserved a better text than that found in the Devanagari editions.

52 Z&itschrift der Bmtschen Morgenldndischen Gesellschaft, Yol. 37 C1883), pp. 70 83 &‘2.
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Tlie ivinth Adhjdya of the Astikaparvan corresponds to I. 23 of the editions, but is much
shorter, vr. 2, 6, 75, 85, 12-14 being omitted, as "well as the second poition of the hymn to

Garuda. The end of this Adhydya is given in E-Ytract M below. It is, of course, possible

that verses may have been omitted in the South-Indian recension for the sake of shortening the
text, but it seems to me far more probable that given a hymn in praise of Garuda, a reciter or

editor thought it meritorious to add some vei*ses of his own, or from another source, in praise

of the same divine being. Both editors and copyists of the MaMdhdrata seem to have readily

admitted into their text anything they approved of, if only it was found in some MS., on the

principle of bringing all excellent things together ((junupasaMdrimydy’.na). In a critical

edition of the Malidbhdmia, we should probably have to omit or to mark as spurious any
passages occurring only in one of the two recensions, provided that they can be safely omitted
without disturbing the context.

The tenth Alhjdya of the Astikaparvan corresponds to Adhydijaa 24 and 25 of the Northern
recension. But the first two slokas of the 24th Adhydya, and all from 45 to the end of the
Adhydya, as well as the first sloka of Adkydya 25 are omitted. The omission includes the leo-end

of the enmity between Rahu and the Snn, and the appointment of .Arnna as the Sun’s charioteer.

The Adhydya begins

;

sfr Wff: t(

^Tcf! grm’T: >T?rsr?7: 1

qqrf^vrr I

aT?flq 5:w^r5rrqr qm'^qrqwqnqcrr i

The rest of the chapter corresponds to I. 25, 3-1 7. It cannot be a mere accident that tho
story of the Sun’s wrath on aooonnt of the entpity of RTihu, and Arnpa’s appointment as chario-
teer to the Sun is also omitted by Kshemendra in his Bhdratamavjar'i,^*' And if we compare
the three lines 1. 24, 3-4«,

vR: grpurq; q^.grrqqr^ i

stg’q "giRq: qsrqrffc^ ?r fqg^fi? i

qt ?fH: qfrqq: i

with I. 2S, 1.

Hgt qnwT: q^T i

qt qrt qfrf |
•

'tve see clearly how the whole passage from I. 24, 4&-19 was interpolated, and I. 25, 1 had to
be added in order to take i^p the thread which had been interrupted by the interpolation.
Observe also the omission of the lii^e I. 6, 23b (below, extract J) containing an allusion to
runa s charioteersliip. That the legend is omitted in Ksheinendra’s work goes far to prove

that the passage was interpolated after Kshempndra^s time, I e., after A. T). 1050/^ and if the
story could be proved to occur in all MSS. representing the ]!^orthern recension, wo should b©
justified in concluding that the branching o& of the Southorn recension took place after the
time of Kshemendra*

rPK
corresponds to l. 2C of the DevanSgari edition, hut is again shorter.

l

corresponds to I. 27-28. Omitted are I. 27, 2-8n; 7a; 85; 9«; and

j^7 -n 1 /
^ ^ beginning of tho 12thAdhyaya will be found in Extract N.

II ^nahwiha at the beginning of the Sonatstyd^n [MMMrata, V. 43). Compare
Tel&ng in Sacred JBcoJss of the JSastfVoh s^,

^ P

(No. IL of g! BflMrS
“

' History of the MMlUrgia ’

35 See Dr. Biihler in " Contributions,’ p. 3 sg.
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Adliydyas 13-34 of the Astihayarvan in onr MS. correspond to Adhydijas 29-50 in the

Devanagai'i editions ; Adhydya 35 corresponds to I. 51-52
;
Adhydycb 36 to I. 53 ;

Adkydya

37 to I. 54-55 ; Adhydyas 38-39 to L 56-57
;
and Adhydya 40 to I. 58-59.

The end of Adhydya 40, which is the end of the Grrantha MS. Whish 17o. 65, will be found

in Extract; 0 below. In the editions, Adhydya 59 is the beginning of the Adivamavatarana-

2mrva7i, The title of this Farvan does not occur in the South-Indian recension,^6 but the

AsWca-Parvan ends here, and is followed immediately by the Sambliava-Parvan, the first

Adhydya of which corresponds to Adhydya 60 in the Devanagari editions.

^ I now give, in parallel columns, the rest of the extracts from MS, Whish Ho. 65, with
the corresponding passages of the Northern recension,

E.

Adiparvarif

3, 186-188.

Find of the third Adhydya in Grantha MS,

>.* *

^rf^%i%srrw i 186

srf? 1
187

i 188

fRr gTlwrarrTrftTlr^

of the third Adhyctya in B, edition.

5TTS'?5?r

Adtparvan,

5, 30*6, 1.

End of ike 4tth And beginning of the 5th Adhydya
in G^'antha M S,

ci?lr?rf'^'r ^r?rrf%: |=f^r i

Deesfc*

s

99

it

99

ff?r 3Tnt7#r®r

n

End of the 5th and beginning of the 5th Adhy dya

in B.

8TR'5T?tr=^ I

5^ f<Tr 1

31 ^Rnrr^ |?ir 55raT I

fTir swrt?r i

32 ST ^^cwRTwiwraRrr: i

33 srrr »tt
|

%2)-f^52rf*r53Tf^ srrf^f \

34 STlf# ^ at% fTSTtr^SW I

3:?5PTrr«T-

11

3Tr^«I
?rs^: !T^?r^: ffr l

SJ It is, however, remarkable that in the Farva^sathgraha (see above, extract 0, 1. 2, 42) the Adivafnimata*

rana is mentioned in both recensions.

S’? Eead
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Grantha MS.

??T5% S2rs5=ffr Rr'srrftwr t

fTT^rf^ar I

^ ^ r?3r5TgT5ra#^5^?rrfr 1 1

fi% =«ft>iwPTR:% arFftT^*^

??g^W?^TT?rr»T u

Gramiha MS.

mi

Deest.

f^ f g'#>TPs«ir*r 1

aiTssf^ Rrfr*c i

®rrestnRT??ffnsart^ f''f^rar ^if%t i

?r5 »nr^3^r3i^3Tr'^ g^: i

'gr^g gfpsgrg li

fm ^g^rggrrar
‘H’f^grgr ggir# gRTg^^gtgi »

aft <frf5W ggrt U

aft^tggr: i

gcT%^ g«’iT°rr ggi^sFg?^ % i

Deest,

arr^^ r^sr^-: igqgf g?;: i

gfggrgra sargTs^rgRregrggrggrg I

^jareg garr^ g^g# g ag^^i

g Fgf^giQggrs gg i

aTR^Nigrggggi arerg^ grf^t i

ggr: I

gfgrggrggrgftgfr gtgg gNa^ s^; [

gfgg^gVr ^ % gfgr arei

affggrgrt^ sTn^rrfggigftlr

gggf^ggrg; ii

G.

Adiparvan,

8, 25.

DevanAgaH edition (Bombay).

°# g^ggt
“glTf

'g^rg7€i%

ggggg'J^ 3Tggir.s«rrg:

H.

Adipai van,

12, 4-13 6a.

4

6

Bevanugari edition (Bombay).

glf^rg i

g^rr
gffg ggg®

g jfrf qrg g^gr gegsg- ggrggg. |

5 gfgggg g^.g f^ggrg: 5^:57:

1

gggrgragr°

7

8

g'Tg-=iu^tiiq»ii«tr frggr^agrg: ii

’^mni gWrg# 11 a^tg^figrq^l u

#TgT ggrg 11

1

2

3

4

5

f%r%^ awr g^ g^r ggg^ggj 1

“grg

°*^?grgs^:
greg

gg sp^ggg ^

Deest.

^
below,

^ffgggrg l

°ggrgft^ g^ggfi^g

gfggrggrgi

sg^^iraBrggjfgg^grgwarg^
1 1. 13, 6a

No AdJiydya ends here.

»»Bead°g%5^<».
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Grantha MS.
I

*r»r i

Deest.

5^?^ ?i%?rr >5f sr^rs^ >Trr^3^Tr»T i

Deestt

»

S?lL
^ "if ^ 1

ff art vr%ar5arf^?riTf«r! i

tRJT ^rT?ar ^rP5Jr5^ ’mjfrrr’T; i

?rI g^Tfrar sTfr^fr^ t

ar =g ?rr irf^apTr? fti%ct?r «

ar^cif^fr 5rR.j5r«i rrearrsT^ tr?r???!! i

jrqw ^ JTfraiir i

^nreg-lifaT wNv?ar Rra»?r5»TairTf : I

sT^T girrH^ ?: fr^Ti i

37T5r?R »^5r ^ i

^ 5 ^cTWnracRBTsr 1

1

jff^rarniRr grryigrr<Trf^giw w^r; i

qTarhsr qrg??r#^ garr aral^q’srFKrwm, i

^rcarww ?ra?inrr ^rr^rr ?raT i

?rgni 5E?fr^#ajr^'hT^ t

^nsi ?i>=ifsinTr^ ai#*® i

^INt 5r?r^a^<>1 ?ra?f??rr ^ f^wnrfpj i

sTTf^ai g?: »Tit f^r ^jranrs i

5aT!5^ai»reTif \

^ srrear vrs^^rrjTniJ^; i

3rcf!3rn?€5»i??Tr

^^J5aiR»TR5fNr ^Rf5m**Rr

!

sri^ f% ^anrri^i% ii

fRr aTrert%

Grantha MS.
?t ?R= I

s?^ ?3N% Jifni !T5TRr?r»R^ i

Deest.

areffF^ WaRT* I

^r 5rr?T<TN? f^^mr q-ftaat®*!

arffre^sTTR-ft sffsanrst atg; 1

fit ^affqfpmt STTg^
ft^>%sgrar: u

I,

Adiparvan,

14, 6-15, 11.

DevandgaH edition (Bombay)

.

65 JTiaifaf ’mr frir ^'T'aRT I

%a

6o

6

7

8

9

10

11

J.

oar
16*22-25.

22

xRT: srr^nrrafi’^ i

75 5r efr !Tf^»nf r^f^r? aii?RT i

^ STTflT^t arrefraRT^r

’^gt^ri«‘atra: » Vi »

^aTrrat

g?aiT »r^ HfPRTi

fi^ar
^fts

JTft

rrrsrraTRR?^! €°

g^raaiRa’ T5nrR

SRar

24

25

^*r=ii55ir«rarr^ t
sHf^tflPr 3Tre<f?«faTtfir

?r>ft"rr HrgRrruRant ^^ffTr^aanai; ii

Devandpart (Bomhay) edition^

W
23 aTrffaar;i:q^uTret ^grcaaf

f^nPT^SR;

^r^r;svarrar: il

®® Bead
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Grantha MS,

?ittrf°rr sufrnrr ffrrarr^^rw i

5Trffggfr%r’^^° >Tfr^= i

^5rr?^5-'>rflr^rf^ sr^nrng' ^crm^
Deest,

t>

>»

K.

Adijparvan,

20, 10^16.

10

11

Devamgari {Bombay') edition.

°?N

srr^rff i

»TnT^
|

arrft^ ?rsr
I

^fiisgrri^ gimr^ i

^ II

ifer ^r>ifRirt srr^^ ^g’^r^srpr
?Rr»rrfgn!r: ii

Graniha MS,
3tc?^r^Rffrg[r^

i

Deest,

t

w^[5rWmjr^ ^'^^'rrW i

^i^^rsET! I

^ g’^Tnig'.-

1

Beest,

16c

12a ^tK" jtt^ ^?r %'5rr 7^'fr#r'T?rf?'Tr i

I2i aTP^srRrr ?mRt % i

nsrr f"#r I?^ i

13 ^>TrsN f^g "jaai ?rr ?rfr I

arrpr ^ ^=q^5r?5r??i5 1

14 ?ptJ 5rr?iw«rR5r i

wwr ^jrar: i

15 ifOT^qarr srirT h ^§331: 1

16a f?3Tr?pr 5T4f^r5r4 1

16i q^rpsr qsrrqr^ I

°f*ff F^trf ^R-s^arqra

Deest,

srrffqqur srnf^rqrqqrr

rqsifr.s'i-Bira .- 11

L,

Adipanan,

21, 14-22, 12.

Devandgart (Bombay) edition.

14 I gnrff’

15a ^ «i 4 1«iH^lqrqreipmf 1

I'od f^rprri'^rrqr ^ argi^irr qw2r°r 1

r%q
3T3ir^Tqnc16

17a

175

’PTO'wqKq
I

Deest.
21,18

II

ftzrr^^ g^q°iHgr4i&4r«ggr3r! 11

22,12

^
‘

_

°3if f|5rr% qirp’fq

17c 3Tr>]pwr»i*R3i5q g?RRf?r^rf^r^:
»

'

A,,.
,

A
W’TT?:

°#»wrq5T5=w

Here follows I, 22, 1,1 J.

t ^tNk
11^® °mn ^5=5T.ffW^^«T.

^^8'*n?r«iT#«rrf|q#r

grq^lg-^jt^qpT frRf5ir?4Mim! li~ “ Be»a '
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Graniha MS.

I

Deest.

1

'H- 53fr?i-7“ff3 |^i=?rf%»T45rf?r i

'SRTrt f 11

ff<T HffiTfr’TiT^ 3Tre^f% ^?r;CT%5rrq

ti

Grantlia MS.

^mgTtT t

i>eest.

J»

srrTTRTS^'Tf ^^r?r ^rr^rt i

3Tri=?f?r *f^ =^rfT ?WRi?r: ti

Deest.

5LS3U*
Deest.

Deest.

r^'^^rtjTwsqTM^imfsrpTOfgf i

Hsr^^irf5ri5?s^g?rtir 'Tf’Tr^rrT i

M.
Adiparvafti

23i21J.27.

215

22

Devandffari (^Bombay) edition.

srgrar

°«irnmr s^fysTgnrR-

^=t^f

grf^gspf

I

'Slokas 23-26 follow here in the B. edition.

Deest.

STri%q lfir srrg^T^rSr

N.
Adiparvan,

26. 5*27, 4.

5a

65

7a

15

35

4a

45

Bevdn&yari (Bombay) editioM.

55 ?r?t?rrgrre fnrr i

6a ?nT<r^l

75 mrgn?»i3!Tr5f ?^}ei5f f%»r?^^ i

8a ?r^ I

85 ?:r»Tr=frar^Hr*r=Ear?^r^r gr? jsriprrs !

’sfpT’ 57rff° 9Wg?ff srrfw^s^^jnsr: n

I '

la grger >̂ qrmr ^r?mTCrerrrgnfr.i

ff'Tgf’f %
2a, ^ g5R'Mgr« fgf^ I

26 ?rg- % ?5g'>f gre' ?f5^: Ig
tlHUTtlf : I

3a gWgrftgtr: ?rqf : grpTg ^ \

o.

Adiparvan,

59, 9-10.

End of the Grantka M'S- Whisk No. 65.

%f g?»grf^ g??ni?rRg^«i i

^sorVrrgg^msgfrJTmrgrF^gr: i

gFrt.^mFT»%frrf^ \

ggriftf ^ 1

1

r^rr^ tirer^friigiwi

ggtrrf g?if

Bevandgari (Bombay) edition^

3»T^ ^r|gicr^‘T w flt*r i

'’wt?Ti=f'^ JPT?^

arMrggr^'TTtfSr

It ir i»
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A fragmeat of the SamhJiava-Parvan is fouad in MS. Whisli No.

palm-leaf MS, written in Malayalam (Tulu) characters, and containing fragments of a work

(or works) on ritual, and at the end twelve chapters of the Sambhava-Parvan,

This Parvmiy as stated above, begins with the second Adhydya of the Adivamsdvatdrana^

parvan in our editions, just where the AsHha-Parvan ends in MS. Whish No. 65. The first

three Jdhydyas correspond (with numerous various readings) to I. 60-62 of the Mahdhhdrata

in the Devanagari editions. But the fourth Adhydya is not found in the Northern recension.

It contains a genealogy of Puru corresponding to that found in I. 95, 6-87 of our editions. It

begins :

—

[ ii ]

jpfl’Rosr ?35ratr:

aTr3Tr5<?r srs^r:

5rf<Tr i^frr [ ii ]

[ ii ]

=fpfir ^iTr=ft i ]

IW "^^3 <5.^ ^r^'iST [ i ]^ sifrszirf^r:^! etc.

The passage referring to Saknntal^ and the birth of Bharata (I. 95, 27-32) runs as follows

^ in our chapter

5T^t^ [11 ]

^rf35??Tf ^Tfg^r5»T5f i

Tf^?5 |«r5=?iT^'T3g v^rR^ifrJUT

«Tr»T

f^f*rw|f|cr^ ?!r^s?r35T ?nF!rr<re«t wi

»>rar >TE6r” Rrg: [ i ]

[ I ]

«msm [ i ]

?t >?rrrr »T»fw ^rfr^Erafr [ ii ]

sTOTfg Esr^ Efi-rtRftgT^Tr ^rrl^^flr srrfir®® Erwr*r53r w*i!=5: \ etc.

The chapter ends, as follows:—

mfS ?R«IR^^ «RSt5m®® [11 ] gpytSRRH ?!ig

qgCTRtrf^g^^RJTRRT W*fNT [l]

?re«ir»R?T [ I ]

TT'j'^^Rr g{rf%?r! [i ]

;Ert?ir 1 5rg€?Rr 11

51% %*r|%ir56 hr ’hiehJshR! u

« The colophons treat this as a separate Pancm, e. =»%H?rHn^ EJWTHHtRr TOHnaim: II

« gtHRT: MS. M Bead Hf « Read fl%rf 51“ ? *« Bead 51% 5R^5[?r : ? « Bead H?5rr ?
« Read H' it Bead HcHHTf.' »» Read “t^lT 5R=?RR? « Bead 51%,
es Read 5rH’15R': »« Bead h* Read m Read *• Bead ?
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Tlie next following Adhydyas 6-9 correspond to I. 63-67 of tlie Hsgari editions. But the
Sakuntaia episode told. In Adhyayas 68-74 of our editions is not found in our fragment.

Instead of it we find the lOth Adhydya, wMeh contains a genealogy of Bliarata, beginning wixli

Puru, and ending with the brief statement that Duffanfa had two son-s, wr., Janamejaya by

Laksana, and Bharata by Saknntala. I give here the text of this chapter : —
[H]

2# JTarf^T! ST^ ujj- gic [ t ]

[ 1
1 j

f [0
spjf ?r«ir [ ii ]

%5f[U]

nrar [

i

]

vj-j:^pr?trft?frfT [ii ]

[ i ]

ffT: <^5rr'i5Tra[5=^ 5T#T«fiw [ n ]

€'5^irg?J' [i ]

^'^Etrr ^miTT'ffT^rr Tr«rr i:T^Tr5i=^fr: [w '<

^r^'r Bmscra?RrH3?r : [i J

: ['0
^IpTTH [< 3

-srfpsn-fTra- H ]

3^7 ^tT??r^rpT'srr«Rr [ i ]

9^ I ^ ^3wir=si [ 14 ]

[ 1 ]

^?ir^iT?rrHrar“ »T5«fs?iT vrrqRrfF»iR[U ]

^5r«re«i *T?raT?r ??crr'HTr% *Tsr^: [ I ]

!T55r^«=^ ai^^=T! [ 11 ]

?it%2?c«T ^>^2’ frT^3*T [ i ]

HfTSrSft [111

= [' 1

%Wff51ftr: [ II ]

3T?ir>fssir ^R?rr^r : [ 1

1

tT5rr [• n 1

?R3%^r irrawf*! 'g'r!n%4 if«r n ]

§5% ^rf^rnTmwcfsRft CIO

tsrT5r?3%?r#h5:^^3^CO _

aTTw?K

^

f^^rnr % [lO

fflyw®* §3% tsarssTT % [0
#Pt ^c’Ffrrft’it 31^1 ^•- [ i> j

« Head -'^r E-
a-fflr’a'r^ rsnit^E: in the oorrespondin

* Sic. Only the afeara is nct^iuite dear. The editions haxe

passugs I*
^

-n-wrf^a-:^ ^ Bead
S9 Bead . ta • i

•

o . p-irn .3 ' T <5A lOsff of tKe editions ate more plausilDle. It is also posai'

eiBaad
'U would pointto a KSgarl original. InMalaya-

ble to read % in our MS. The mistel^,
fJ?’ colfouuded!

' ’

lam pa and va are hardly distiugmshaWej but pa and ptt are never

«i May be read or %fcS^.
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[ J ]

%q:f ?Tfr^r5r 5^% [ 11 ]

5ssr?^r^^°Tr^r 5 ^i‘% [»

]

[ n 1

Tr^?Tr®° 11

f8% ii

Tile lltli Adhj4ja irMch follows immediately corresponds to 1- 75 of the editions, and

the fragment breaks off in the middle of the 12th Adliydya ( = I« 76, 29 in the editions).

The omission of the Sakuntala episode is very remarkable. It is possible, no doubt, that

the story was co'pied in a separate book by the same scribe who wrote this MvS.r and therefore

omitted by him here. Bat in that case he would have made some remark to that effect. It is

more probable that the Sakuntala episode, if it occibrs at all, will be found in a later Adliydya

oi the Sambhava Parvan in the South-Indian recension. Whether this is the case, might be

easily ascertained, if other and more perfect copies of this Parvan could be procured from India.

It would, of course, be too rash to draw any definite conclusions from this omission in our

fragment. It is, however, worth while pointing out that the name of the King in our ]MS. is not

PusJiymita or Bushmanta, but Ditshsliania,^^ It is true, we find several times the spelling Dusli-

vauta aud Daushvanti, But for sq- is a mistake easily to be accounted for in Malayalam, as

well as in Graiitha. For sq" is but generally written so that the top of the lower

hardly discernible, and comes very near to W’hich is Buslishanta would be the regular

representative of the old, Vedic forms Duhshanta and Dauhshanti, as fo-und in the Aiiareya and

f^atapatka Brdhmanas — a fact which points to a greater antiquity of the South-Indian

recension.

One thing is certain. The Bakuntal^. episode in the form in which we find it in our editions

is of very doubtful antiquity. While the story itself is told with very few details, the begin-

niag— the description of the forest, of the King’s hunting expedition, and of the hermitages

—

is spun out in lengthy Kavya style. We are scai'cely told why Sakuntahi is at first not recognised

by the King, and the account given of her final recognition is very insipid. We hear nothing

of the ring, nor of the Kishi’s curse which causes the catastrophe in KiUidfisa^s drama, as well

as in the SakuntalopPikhy^ua of the Padyna'^Purdna* On the other hand, the speech of Sakuntalil

is made a repository of all sorts of Dhannasdstra maxims relating to the dirties of parents

towards children. Thus it is that although the Sakuntala episode is related in the Mahdbkurata
in live chapters, two of which are of considerable length, yot the story itself seems fragmentary
and incomplete. And it seems to me all but certain that Kalidasa must have know^n another
version of the story on which his famous drama is based. It is quite possible that the two
slolcas frfnT nrg:, etc. (see I. 74, 109 sey,

;
I. 9o, 29 seq,) w^ere all that the old Mahdhhmita

had about the Sakuntala episode, leaving it to the rhapsodist to tell the Akhyana according to

his pleasure. But however that may be, there is certainly much scope for criticism as reganls
the Sakuntala episode, and as it is one of the most important episodes for the history of
Sanskrit literature in the whole of the MaMhlidrata, it would be highly desirable to examine
more MSS. of the Sarnhhava-Parmiu Could not such MSS. be procured from India ?

The Whish collection, unfortunately, contains no more MSS. of the Adiiwmn,

(To he cmiiinuedd)

65 May be read also 64 Koad
66 The form Bushshanta occurs also in the Malayalam MS. of the Sahhn. Parvan (AdhySyaS) where it U con-

hjmed by the reading of a Telngti MS. Kshemendra, too, seems to have preserved the old form Bnbshanta, The
Kavyamalii edition of the BMrataman)ari reads Dubshyanta, hut Prof. Kirste found Duhkanta in his MS., which ho
rightly explains as a mistake for Buhkhanta, £. e., Duhshanta. See ‘Contributions,’ 1. c., p. 41.
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NOTES ON THE SPIRIT BASIS OF BELIEF AND CUSTOM.

BY SIE J. M. CAMPBELL, K.C.I.E., IC.S.

{Continued from p. 112.)

River-banks and Sea-shores. — All classes of Hindus in the Konkan and in the Dakhan

believe that spirits haunt banks of rivers and channels and sea-shores. Compare : Parasurama

ill Keral setup 108 durgas on the sea-shore^^ and in the Khonds’ wedding procession, if they cross

the stream, they have a new set of rites on the further bank.^s When the king of Melinda, in

East Africa (1500), came on the water to meet the Portuguese Captain Cabral, he rode over the

carcase of a disembowelled sheep, uttering certain words of incantations in a loud voice.^® The

negroes of the Gold Coast believe that spirits haunt the banks of rivers

Unclean Places. — It is the general Hindu belief that evil spirits abound in unclean

places — a belief which is doubtlessly based on the experience of the disease-breeding power of

dirt. The Marathi proverb is, where is cleanliness there is neither spirit nor fiend.^^ This

belief explains the puzzling inconsistency of Hindus of all classes, from Brahmans to

Mhars, that the house and the house-door and a little in front is scrupulously clean, while the

yard may be a dung-heap or privy. As long as the house is clean the hJiut cannot come in
;
let him

live in the privy
;
he cannot do much harm there.^^ It seems probable that the origin of the

English saying from the New Testament — cleanliness is next to godliness — was the belief

that the main object both of godliness and cleanness was to scare fiends.

Water or Pot-boles. — In the Konkan, water-spirits live in the round holes found in

river-bed rocks. River beds are favourite spirit-haunts, and so in Poona, every year, when the

rivers swell, all villagers come together, take with them a green sdn or waist-cloth, and ckoU

or bodice cloth, dowers, fruits, frankincense, and betelnuts and leaves and throw them in the

river. In Melanesia, holes in water-rocks are sacred to spirits.^^ In Scotland, pot-holes are

called fairies’ cups.-^^

3. Spirit-possession.

Cases of spirit-possession in India, like fits in England, are occasionally feigned. In most

cases they are not feigned. Laymen, as a rule, have no more power to bring on one of these

nervous seizures than they have to bring on a fit of ague or of madness. Professional mediums

and spirit-scarers can bring on a fit, but have no control over the fit when it comes. Spirit-

seizures may be brought under the two heads of Voluntary and Involuntary Seizures.

Voluntary seizures are of two kinds— the attacks which the professional medium, called zdd

or tree, brings on when he wishes to be inspired by his familiar spirit, and the attacks wdiich.

mourners bring on when they sit playing in a circle till the spirit of the dead enters into one of

them. An account of the measures taken to induce the spirit of the dead to enter the body of

one of the mourners is given under Funeral Rites,” and an account of the means employed

by the exorcist to induce his familiar spirit to enter his body is given below under the head

of Exorcists.” Involuntary possession, or spirit-seizure, happens chiefly to women and

children, but also sometimes to men. These attacks may be either ordinary diseases — fevers

or rheumatism in the severe or paroxysmal stage
; or the possession may be one of the ner^^ous

seizures, swoons, fainting fits, or slight forms of mania to wh^ch women are more liable than men.

Gases are recorded which shew that fits and spirit-seizures are sometimes feigned. At

the same time there appears no reason to doubt that, as a rule, these seiznrers, whether volun-

tary or involuntary, are not feigned. Colonel Dalton says of the Kurs the possession is

in most cases perfectly honest. Every instance appears to prove its reality. This seems to

37 Mackenzie Coll. Second Edition, p. 349. Alaopherson’s Khonds, p. 55.

Eerr’s Voyages, Vol. II. p. 405. Tylor’s Frimitive Culture, Vol. II. p. 80.

41 The Marlitlii runs i Jithin shuchir hhui 'jganQ. dhe, tSthen hliui himoa pishdch ndhi,

43 Information from Mr. Govind. *3 jour, Anthrcp. loist. Vol. X. p. 277.

44 Scott’s Border Minstrelsy, p. 462. Dalton’s Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal, p. 233.
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apply to most cases of possession both in India and in other conntries. In the majority of

cases the nervous seizure is neither controlled, brought on, or desired by the patient.

In most parts of the Bombay Presidency, and especially in the Kofikan, the common

symptoms of spirit-possession are that the patient cries incessantly, weeps, speaks at random,

bites his fingers, sways his body to and fro, lets his hair fall loose, spits blood, refuses food for

several days, and day by day grows paler and leaner. To some extent in the Dekhan and

Gujarat, and to a large extent in theKdhkan, aU people are at all times liable to spirit-

attacks. Cases of spirit-seizures are most common among women, less among children
, and

least among men. All women are liable to spirit-seizures. They are specially liable daring their

monthly sickness, in pregnancy, and in child-bed, and barren women at all times. Infants are

most liable to be attacked by spirits on the fifth and sixth days after birth.
^

The part most

subject to spirit-possession in the Bombay Presidency is the Kohkan. In the hilly parts of the

Thfma District, especially in the Jawhar State, cases of spirit-possession are of every-day

occurrence. In the Konkaii, the belief in the frequency of spirit-attacks is very strong among

the lower classes of Marathas, Vadvals, Kunbis, Mangcllas, Ihakurs, and Kolis. Ihe belief

in spirit-seizures is perhaps strongest among the Thakurs and Kolis
;
nearly ninety per cent,

of a Koli’s ailments are attributed to spirit-attacks. Among middle and higher class Hindus

the belief in spirit-seizure is not so strong, and among the Briiiimans it is still weaker.

Although the percentage of attacks among the Brahmans and other higher classes is smaller

than among the lower classes, when attacks occur the same methods are followed by the liigher

as by the lower classes. The only difierence is, that Brahmans do not make offerings of fowls,

goats, or liquor, or, if they do, it is done secretly through a Kunbi or Maratlifi. Tho Koiikan,

Ding'iiyats profess not to believe in spirit-seizures, and say that so long as they wear tlxo lifnj

and blias^na, or cow-dung ashes, spirits dare not attack them. So also the Gujarat Bharvads

are, as a class, said to be free from the fear of spirit-seizures.

One great reason why spirits are able to enter into human beings is fear. Pear, says

Barton, is the great cause why spectres are seen. A predisposed state of mind occasions

fear, and most cases of spirit-possession appear to he due to this state of mind. Thus iu the

KoiiHii, there is a belief that the spirit of a husband's first wife invariably comes to trouble Ids

second wife, and this belief is so strongly rooted in the minds of Hindu women of tlie middle

and lower classes, that whenever a woman, whose husband's first wdfe is dead, sickens, her

sickness is attributed to spirit-possession. Captain Mackintosh^^ says, if a Mahadev Xoli widow-

bride sickens, or her husband sickens, it is considered the work of her former husband. Among
the Somavansi Kshatris or Ohaukalsis of Alibug thez'e is a strong belief, that >vhen a woinau

'marries another husband, her first husband becomes a ghost and troubles her. This fear is sc

thoroughly rooted in their minds, that whenever a woman of this caste sickens, she attributes

her sickness to the ghost of her former husband, called piimshamra^ and consults an exorcist us

to how she can get rid of him. The exorcist gives her some charmed rice, flowers, and basil

leaves, and tells her to enclose them in a small cojpper-box, and to wear tho box round lier neck.

Sometimes the exorcist gives a charmed cocoanut which he tells her to “worship daily, and in

some cases he tells the woman to make a copper or silver imago of the dead, and “worship it

every day.^®

Of feigned oases no doubt many instances occur in India, and instances are not uncommon in Bugland, Scott
{Demonology and Witchcraffi pp. 33 i and 335) records on© case in 1697 of a girl wbo was proved to have feij^ned

possession, and in 1704 of a vagabond who affected fits. He notices (Demonology and WHchcroftf p. 33SJ that a
son of Lord Torpiohen, when a boy, feigned fits. Ho was sent to sea, and tried fits in the navy, but the diHcipIine

was too severe. In time he became a good sailor and defended his vessel with great bravery agaiuht Angriu and
his pirates in 1730. The Si. James^ Qazeite of the 23rd February 1883 records the case of a man who made
a living in the London streets by feigning fits.

47 Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy

,

p. 167. 4® Trans. By. Geog. Soc. Tol. I. p, 224.
49 Information from Nr. Janardan Grop^l.
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4. Spirit-entries.

Spirits are said to go in and out of tke body like bees in a hiye. But there seem to be the

following chief spirit-entries : —the top of the head, the hair, the mouth, the hands, the feet,

the nose, the eyes, and the ears. That the above parts of the body are believed to be spirit-

entries will be made clear from the following rites performed and the words spoken by the

chief mourner at the time of performing the varsha slirdjidha, or the commemorative rites of the

dead : — “ The chief mourner after taking water in his right hand says : ‘ I do touch the

different parts of my body in order that they may be purified/ and then throws the water on

the ground. Then touching his eyes with water he says :
‘ I how to the sages Gautama and

Bharadvaja; let them protect my eyes touching his ears with water he says : ‘ Let the

sages Visvamitra and Kasyapa protect my ears touching his head he says : ^ Let the sacred

cow gdy,atri and fire protect my head touching his chin he says :
‘ Let the god Brihaspati

protect my chin (mouth) touching his neck he says : ‘ Let the gods Ushnik and Sun protect

my neck touching his navel he says ;
‘ Let the gods Indra and Trishtup protect my

navel touching his knees he says : ‘ Let the god Marnt protect my knees ’
;
touching his

feet he says : ‘ Let the god Yishnn protect my feet ’
;

and, lastly, he says : * Let all the gods

protect my body,’
”

The Head.— Spirits go in and out of the body through the hole in the top of the skull. So

among the Senvi Brahmans of Eanara, when their chief teacher, or Baja* Sanyasi, dies, the new

teacher strikes a cocoannt on the crown of the dead teacher’s head, and makes an opening in

the skull in which a sdUgrdm stone is laid.^o So in Dharwar, when an abbot, or sii-dmi

dies, the crown of his head is broken with a cocoannt, and his body is stuffed with salt and

powdered mustard.®^ Among the Patan© Prabhns of Poona, after setting fire to the pyre, when

the skull bursts, a cocoannt is thrown at the head. Among the Roman Catholics of ThSna

at the time of Baptism, the priest anoints the top of the child’s head with Holy Oil, and thrice

pours water over it.®^ Among the Dharw^* Lihg^abs the priest blesses a child by laying his

right hand on the child’s head.®^ a Lihgayat funeral a Jangam sets his right foot on the

dead person’s head.54 When a Medar, or basket-maker, of Dharwar dies, a Ling%afc priest

comes and places his foot on the corpse’s head.^^ At a Gk>nd wedding an old man knocks the

heads of the bride and bridegroom together.^® When a Whallia, or Mysore Mahar, touches a

man of pure caste, the man has to wash his head.^^ In Malabar, when any one is defiled, it is the

custom to wash the head, not the hands.^ The most meritorious of deaths among the Hindus

s to hold the breath with such force that the soul is driven out through the crown of the head.°®

The soul enters the body through the crack in the crown.®® In his bathing ceremony, the

Brahman repeatedly throws water on the crown of his- head.®^ The top and middle of the head

is the window of life, the passage of the soul. In that place is the flower of one thousand leaves.

This is the residence of the glorious divinity. She wears smelling herbs and flowers.®^ The

Beni-IsnVil priest blesses the bride and bridegroem by laying his hand on their heads.®® The

high priest of the dews, on whose head anointing oil has be,en poured, shall not uncover his

w Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. XY. p. 150. It is believed that saoiyasis, whose spirits pass through the crown of the

head, go straight to heaven. The Hindus believe that a human being, by the practice of self-denial and austerities,

can attain the power of centering his soul in the crown of his head, and of dying at will, when the soul leaves the

body through, a minute opening called Brahma randhra. They further believe that a man who reaches this state

becomes insensible to all bodily sufferings, and, though seemingly dead, is capable of living for a time without food

or drink or without breathing. Bombay Gcszettee^', Yol. XV. p. 150.

Information from Mr. Tirmalr^o.

55 Information from Mr. TirmalrSo.

55 Information from Mr. Tirmalr^o.

57 Buchanan’s Mysore, Yol. I. p. 315.

59 Dubois, Yol. II. p- 278.

61 Op. cit. Yol. I. p. 125.

63 Bombay Gazetteer, Yol. XYIII. p. '522.

52 Bombay Gazetteer, Yol. XIII. p. 210.

5* Information from Mr. Tirmalr^o.

56 Hislop’s Aboriginal Tribes oj the Central Frovinces, Yol. I. p, iiL

58 Op. dt, Yol. II. p. 491.

60 Colebrooke’s Miscellaneous Bssays, Yol. I. p. 50.

62 Dabistan, Yol. I. p. osii.
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head or rend his clothes.®* The Ainos, an early tribe of North Japan, before drinking, throw

liquor on their heads.®® Among the Tahkalis the priest lays his hand on the child whose

father is dead, and blows into him the dead soul. It comes to life in the next child.®® At a

Mexican birth the crown of the child’s head is touched with water.®? When Nnma Pompilius

was made king of Rome (B. C. 714) the augur placed his right hand on the king’s head and

invoked the protection of Jupiter on Rome and on the king.®® The cross was originally worn

by the Christians on the forehead.®® The laying of hands on the heads by the elders is to wish

good, that is, to scare evil. Compare Odin, when he sent people to war, laying his hands on

their heads and blessing them.?® After confession in a Russian church, the penitent prostrates

and the priest lays his hand on the penitent’s head.?? A Russian woman should not leave her

head uncovered. Married women in Russia always wear a cap at dinner.?® Spirits enter

through the head, and so in the scape-goat the priest lays his hands on the head of tlio goat,

and the sins of the people pass into it. So Aaron put both hands on the scape-goat’s head.?®

In England (1620), as a cure for sadness, the devil-disease, it is not amiss to bore the skull

with an instrument to let out the fuluginous vapours.?*

(To be coni hived.')

NOTES AND QUERIES.

PANJABI NICKNAMES. A NOTE ON MUSALMAN TOMBS.

I VENTURE to tLink that a dissertation on, or

sxamplcs of tlie nicknames of tlie Pan^al>

would be extremely interesting. The Panjdbi

is a jocular person, and is therefore ready

at nicknaming. Many European ofBlcials, most

native officials, and nearly all villagers, have

to suffer under the burden of a nickname,

whether they -will or no. Some nicknames are

merely descriptions of physical or mental pecu-

liarities, such as Ram Singh Lambd the long

(tall) Ram Singh
;

Bhdra, the auburn one

;

Mussamat Ganjl, Mrs. Scaldhead; Gdngi, the

dumb one; Gadha Singh or Baola Singh, the

silly one.

Again, a tall man with a large head and a

for preposterously large turbans, received

the nickname of Kwmhh Raran. Any one who at

the Dasahra festival has seen this hero's effigy at

the R^m Lila sacred drama, will appreciate the

wit of this name.

Another case is that of a native who, going ont

to shoot a tiger, and promptly and, I think, very

sensibly running away, received the title of

Sh^rm^r, or the tiger-slayer. Yery many more
instances might, I think, be cited.^

M* Miluett in P. JY. and Q. 1883,

There is no distinction between the tombs
of men and women in the Jlielam District,

Punjab, excepting among the Awan villages of

the Talagang talinU to the west of it.

All the graves there have a V(‘rtical slab at

cither end. A woman’s grave ciai he at once
distinguished by the presence of a third slab in

the centre, smaller than the head and foot stones.

Men's graves have no central vertical shil).

J. Parsons in P. K and Q. 1883.

PICTTJBES ON MXJSALMAN TOMBH.

At the village of KhS-ngah Dugrfih iGOjrunwala
District) are the tombs of certain MiisalmAn
saints. These tombs are ornamented with
pictures of birds and other animals, thoagh
such representations are contrary to the Muluim-
madan religion. The village is composed mainly
of Muhammadans, though there are four Hindu
families. I was told that none of the inhabit-
ants ever slept in beds, but on the gvomid, out
of respect to the memory of the saints wdio

practised similar austerities.

R. W. Trapporb in P. K and Q, 1883.

Leviticus, xxi. 10. ep St, John’s Niponr p. 29.

66 Spencer’s Triuvi^les cf Sociology, p. 256. 67 Bancroft, Vol, HI. p. 372.
68 Jones’ Crowns, p. 334.

,

69 Gibbon's Lediue aud Iall, Tol. V. p. 865.
70 Grimm’s Teutonic Myijiology, Yol. I. p, 133,

71 Mrs. Romanoff’s Rites and CvsUms ofiTie Grceco-Rvssian Church, p. 130,
72 Op. dt. p. 203. 78 Brand’s Tabular Aniir,uiiies, Tol. II. p. 247.
7* Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy, p. 450.

1 [An examination of the Census Tables of 1881 will shew that such names as Perift, lambff, BhOrii, Ganji,
Gtingi, Gadh§, and Ptpl Singh, are by no means necessarily nicknames, though they .undoubtedly aro so in some
cases. Real nicknames in the Panji'b would, however, form a very interesting subject of study* and it is hoped
that more notes pn it wil be forthcoming in these pages.— IStD.]
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CURRENCY AND COINAGE AMONG THE BURMESE.
BT E. 0. TEMPLE.

{Cmitinued from 121.)

8 .

Burmese Standard Weights.

The Burmese Kings, after a very ancient and well-known fashion^^ in Oriental countries,

have long issued standard weights’’ cast by an interesting variety of the ch^e perdue

jprocess.^® The subject is still very obscure and requires far more enquiry than I have been able

to bestow on it, and all I can do now is to present to the student the information available to

me. The accompanying Plate, due to the courtesy of the authorities of the British Museum,
shows all the forms given to the weights that have come my way.

The ordinary forms to be found in the Burma bazars are those of the hin?Ja (Jiansa), and

the standard weights are consequently usually known as the Hin^a Weights (hgs. 3, 4, 6, 10, 11

and 13 of the Plate). But it will be seen that other figures have been used :— Elephant

fig. 2) ;
Bull {nicdd^ figs. 5, 8, and 9) ;

Monkey {myauh^ fig. 7) ;
Lion (mythical, chm^e^ fig. 1) ;

Lion (mythical, to, fig. 12).'^^

The references to the subject in writers on Burma and the Ear East seem to be few and

superficial. Indeed, all that I have found are those that follow: —
1786. — Leurs poids (a Pegu) sont faits de font ou de cuivre et ont la forme d’un animal

quelconque.^’ — Journal par le Sr.Flouest, Liezitenant de fregate atixUiaire depwis le 12 Fevrier

1872 jnsqufau 28 Mars 1786, in Totmg Fao, Yol. II. p. 41,

c,

1795*

— Money scales and weights are all fabricated at the capital, where they are

stamped, and afterwards circulated throughout the Empire
;
the use of any others is prohi-

bited,” — Symes, Ava, p. 326.

1826. — Every shopkeeper has a small box, containing scales to 'weigh bullion given in

payment for commodities: the weights are modelled after the figure of griffins, cows, etc.’’—
Alexander, Travels, p. 21.

1826.— Weights (in Tavai and Mergui). These are the same that are used throughout

the Burmese Empire, which are made at Ava and distributed to the provinces. They change

their shapes on the accession of a new king. The present weights are called To-alle, or Lion

weights, as they represent that animal according to the Burmese conception of it. Those of the

last reign are termed Eansa-alle, being made in the shape of the Hansa or goose. The weight

of both kinds is the same.” — Wilson, Documents of the Burmese War^ Appx., p. Ixi.

1829. — “ The representations of the different Burmese weights are uniform and well

regulated. They consist of masses of brass, of which the handle, or apex, represents the

fabulous bird which is the standard of the empire.” — Orawfurd, Ava^ p. 384.

1835. — “ The other (Burmese) weights are of brass, handsomely cast and polished.” —
Malcom, Travels, Yol. I. p. 276.

1845. — '*The Grovernment of Ava send fi-om the capital, sets of standard weights (aUo) for

the use of the provinces. The present are called being surmounted by the figure of a tol,

the mythical Lion of Boodhism,^® and the present cognisance of Burma. The former were styled

*5 Ridgeway, Origin of Currency, pp. 128 f., 2/0 ff.

The present writer has presented to the Oxford Museum a complete set of articles explaining the entire process

of casting, from the die to the finished weight. The wax cores for the process were made by being run into deeply

sunk iron dies of skilful workmanship. The process is a very old one in the Far East for the manufacture of money.

Terrier de la Couperie, Cat. Chinese Coins, p. xxviii., note.

All presented to the British Museum.
** Phayre, Lit. Num. Or., Yol. III. p. 31, says that the i<5g is ‘'supposed to be a compound of horse and deer,’^
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hinSSii-alSs, from having been sm’moanfced by fehe figure of a tlic famous Miisa or

Brahminee duck, the cognisance of the Kingdom of Pegu.” — Latter, Oraumiar, p. 171.

1882.— “The standard -sveighte are usually formed vrith a figure of a sacred hanthacm

them, or sometimes with the animal representing the royal bii-thday.” — Shway Yoe (Scott),

Tlte Burman, Yol, II. p. 299.

1884. - “ The old native weights, which are still in use here and ihers for small quanti-

ties, are made of brass in the form of the Iwong or sacred goose (Jienga in Burmese) or of an

elephant,”— Bock, Tem^jUa and Elephmts, p. 159. But among a colleciion^of Herr Bock’s

weights seen by the present writer were to be found counterparts of figs. 4, 5, / and lo.

Prom the abovo references it will be seen that stampod. standard weighti, (nila figs, o, 11,

12 and 13) were issued ofidcially and took the form of various animals^ chiofly sacrod or

mythological.

But the statements go further and tell us that the weig'hts wore issued by oach king in

succession, in forms appropriate to each, based apparently on the animal niUng over the royal

birthday. This is, however, es^tremely doubtful. Witness the etateinents theruselvos.. /j.^

Wilson says that the to-ale (fig. 12) was current in 1826, and Latter says tiuit it was still curi*erit

in 1845. But Bajido was King' in 1826 and l>ara.wadi in 1345. So that the / •'idv lasted

through two reigns at any rate. Again, Wilson says that the (iigs. 3-, lU, 11, 13)

was current in the reign previous to- that in 1826, i* e., in B‘odop‘a}':Vs ; and beoit notiec's its

currency in 1882 under J>ibb (Thibaw). It certainly was current in 1885-7 to iny own know-

ledge, and I may say that the set given to the Oxford Museum were ca»i for ino in 1888 at

Mandalay.

My own information by word of mouth was much that abovo recorded. That I was

told that of the weights figured the following were the periods of issue —
hTo. 1, — The Chm%G-aU, temp, B^’odbp^aylj (1781-18.19).

No, 2, — The SHn^^aU, tennp. Alaring2>‘ayii (Alonipra, 1753-60).

Nos. 3, 4, 11, — The temp, Mindon Min (1852-78) and Thibaw (1878-85).

No, 6. — The tem^, Naungdbji (1760-3).

No. 10. — The Hin^cUale, Konglxmng-p'aya or Shwfebo Min (l>aruwadb
1836-46).

No. 13, — The Zmazo-ale,^^ teiivp. Pagan Min (184G-5-2)'.

But on my attempting, with the late Sir A, W. Pranks, to identify the? ccdlection at the

British Museum by means of my information, it became evitlcnt that the aeeiu*ucy of tlu) tnuli-

tional ideas regarding their historical value was open to the gravest doubt. A careful criticLsui

of the statements of the writers about them also forces one to thesaine conehndon. My intpres-

sion is that every now and then the reigning king was advised by those uroimd him to niter the
form of the standard weight and did so.

As to Scott’s story about the form of tho weights depending on tho king’^s birthday,
I have been told the same thing repeatedly myself

;
but I found that the statement would

‘ the old native weights” of Bock were merely fcbat
49 I think we ought to assnm© that

'

had g’ot into the Shiln villapges he visited.

50 I was also told that these weights had originally tho denominations marked on them. It may havu been ao, but
i have never seen any so marked.

Popularly known to Europeans in Upper Burma at the time of the conquest as ” peacock” weight

^

5s The was tooribed to me as a variety of liitiSl

:

but I see that Stevt!u.--on, Bur. Bid., «. r., calls it the
bird’s-ncsts of tho Andamaaa auU tho Malay
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not bear examination. The Burmese liave the usual Oriental notions about the guardians of

each day, which are popularly stated as follows —

'

Sunday, galon (Jcalo?!, gamda),

Monday, chat (kydt^ tiger),

Tuesday, cliin^e (mythical, lion)«

Wednesday, sHn (elephant).

Thursday, (guinea-pig).

Friday, chut (rat).

Saturday, t6% or nagd (mythical, lion or serpent, nCicjd)^^

Bat so far as my notes go King Mindon Min was born on a Tuesday, chin^i ruling,

and Thibaw was born on a Saturday, tol ruling. Kow, as they both aclo
2
>ted the liin^d as

their weight form, it seems obvious that they could not have been guided in their choice bj
the ruling spirits of their respective birthdays.

Another view of the origin of the standard weight forms is stated in the quotations above

given, that they represented the national cognisance, but this again^ though it has the

support of Latter, 0^, cit.^ loc, cit„ Phayre, Coinfi of Arahmiy Int. Num^ Or,, YoL III. p. 31,

and Stevenson, Btir, Diet,, s. v,, is to my mind open to doubt. E, g,,thej all say that the hansa

is the cognisance of the Peguan Kingdom, and one has strong doubts as to any King of

Burma Proper ever having allowed a Peguan national cognisance to become the cognisance of

Burma also. I observe, too, that Latter says in 1845, temp. King I>arawadi, that the Burmese
national cognisance was the tol. It may have been so then, but at Mandalay it was certainly

not so under Kings Mmd6n and Thibaw, 1852-B5. At that period, beyond any doubt, the royal

cognisance was two-fold, the peacock and the hare, to emphasize the mythical claim of the

Alompra Dynasty to both solar and lunar (Indian) descent. All over the j^alace, especially on
either side of the throne itself,®^ — everywhere in fact where it could be intruded, — it

was to he seen
;
and it was on the coins also, as will be perceived later on.^^

9.

Minor Tongues.

It will have become obvious to those who have followed the argument so far, that thp

further one dives into the dialects of the Far Bast and the closer is one’s acquaintance with

The whole question of naming children, ruling animals of the days of the week, etc., is very well explained

in Scott’s 'Hfie Butman, Vol. I., opening Chapter. The custom is distinctly Indian, vidie my Froper Names of the

Fanjahifi, Ch. VH.
^ A man’s birthday guardian animal can be tested by the shape of the candles he offers at the Pagodas. A com-

plete set of these, moulds and all, have been given by the present writer to the Oxford Museum. There is one for

every day of the week in the conventional image of the rnling animal and the custom is to present candles in the form
of one’s birthday guardian. See Scott, The Burman, Vol. I. p. 6,

65 Though both are nowadays generally called “ lions,” the the ordinary guardian of the road to a pagoda

or other sacred place, is, in my belief, the remote descendant of the Assyrian winged lion, and the tua of the Assyrian

winged bull. The Barmans do not seem to know the lion at all, for when a young lion and lioness were purchased

for the Zoological Gardens at Eangoon in 1390 the Burmese visitors declined to believe that they were anything but
European dogs

!

66 Until a mischievous hand destroyed one of the emblems in 1888.

57 xt was adopted by the Upper Burma Volunteer Eifles for their buttons, which caused the ribald to say, most
untruly, however, that they werd as proud as peacocks and as timid as hares. To give an idea of the ordinary

Barman’s view of the symbols, I may say that when a Burman convict was told to carve two door panels for Govern-

ment House, Port Blair, being left to himself for the design, he carved a peacock on one and a hare on the

other, precisely as he would have done in the same circumstances for the King of Burma, That was his idea as to

what was appropriate to the dwelling of the highest personage in the land.
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the modes of speecli and the habits of thought of the many minor peoples inhabiting tliose

regions the clearer becomes the sense of the expressions for currency in use among those who

speak the greater and more civilised tongues. I, therefore, make no excuse for prolonging tlic

present dis'enssion so as to include the main groups of languages spoken in and about Burma,

so far as the limited information at my disposal permits..

It is also not practicable to grasp the notions of currency held by a people witlmnt a know-

ledge of their numerals and modes of reckoning, and the following pages will therefore inelndo

an enquiry into this point to the extent possible to me. Again, as the terms for the nudals

used for currency are always more or less closely connected with those for the currency itself.

I hare collected and recorded these wherever I have been able to do so.

For the present purpose the Minor Tongues spoken in Burma are clivided into five

groups, viz., the Karen^ the Talaingj the Maniphri^ the Kachin-mga, the Chin-Lhshai,

I have placed the Karen Language apart because of its Eastern (beyond Burma) afrmitios,

and have included the Talaiug among the Minor Tongues, because that is its present, though

not its historical, position. As to the remaining tongue-s, my own inclination is to group ihem

together in one great Hill Language, appearing to Europeans in a great variety of dij/ieot.s,

universally made ont, to my ideas, to he much more numerous than they really arc Jiud to

possess much greater divergences than is really the case, owing to au i rath ‘([uato ooui pre-

hension of them and to their presentation to students by imperfectly traimul local observers.

However, in order to comply with the ordinary grouping of them, I have divithsl Hnuii

into Kaohin-Kaga and Chin-Lushai, difficult though it lias been to mahitain the disiiDciion.

Manipuri, an essentially KAga tongue, I have placed apart, because of the ccmu plicated and

interessting attempts of a people new to civilisation to adopt the methods of reckoning and

currency of the better educated peoples they have copied.

As a rule the languages above noted ax*e now preserved in the Roman cliaract(‘r, with siurh

modifications have seemed good to those who have recorded tliem, but tliei’e arc two notahlo

exceptions, the Karon and the Tfilaing.

The Karen language is written nowadays in a modijficd form of the Burmoso cha^

racter invented by the missionaries working among lluit people, but, st> far a.s my informa-

tion goes, no transliteration or transcription thereof into Rorniiu characters exists. Tins lia.s

obliged me to find out for myself bow to read the books in the missionary character, ami to

give a somewhat detailed and lengthy account of it in tlio following The Talking
Language was, centuries ago, reduced to writing by the Talaings tlHuuscIves in the same
form of Alphabet as that adopted by the Burmese, and of the difiicult script m cvoIvcjI no
adequate transcription even now exists. I have had therefore to explain my niclhod of

transcrij>tion at some length in this case also.

With these preliminary explanp.tions I will proceed at once to a discussion of tliC Karens'
language and their notions regarding pecuniary and poiiderary matters.

A. — Karen.

The authorities at my disposal for the study of Karen are : —
(1) Karen Vernacular Grammar, Wade, 1897,

(2) Anglo-Karen Eandhooh, Carpenter, 1875,

(3) Anglo-Karen Vocabulary-, Bennett, 1875.

(4) Sgau-Karen Dictionary, Wade, Ed, hy Cross, 1896,

(5) Anylo-Karen Dictionary, Wade and Mrs. Binny, 1883.

(6) Kotes on the Languages and Dialects sjpohen in British Burma, official pamphlet,
1884,
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(7) British Burma GazetteeVi^^ Spearman, Yol. L 1880,

(8) Census Report^ Burma^ Bales, 1891.

(9) A Sgau Karen, born at Gjobingank, Tbarrawaddy District, able to read and

write bis own language freely and having a good knowledge of Bui'mese.

To use the ordinary transcriptions of the names, there are two clearly defined dialects

of Karen, Sgau and Pwo, to wliicli may be added BgbaL Another way of stating

this fact is to say that the Karen Languages may be defined as those of tlie Burmese Karens,

tlie Talaing Karens, and tbe Bed Karens. The marked difference seems to be, however,

between Sgau and Pwo, and even that appears to be giving way before the predominant

Sgau.°®

My direct teacher has come to such signal grief in life that I will not mention his per-

sonality beyond saying that his dialect must be Sgau, because, though he does not recognise the

terms Sgau and Pwo, while he knows all about Bghai, he calls himself a Burmese Karen, as dis-

tinguished from a Talaing Karen, whose language he says he cannot speak. When asked to

which of the Bghai Karen Tribes enumerated at p. 1, 111, of Wade’s Dictionary of Sgau Karen

he belonged, he remarked that he was a Pghakanyo which means, however, in Sgau, a Karen

generally : see Sgau Diet, pp. 8, 1015.

Dr. Bennett explains (Notes, p, 13 f.) how, about 1834 and later, the Karen Alphabet’’

came into existence as the result of the efforts of missionaries to write in a practical manner

the hitherto unwritten and much differing dialects of Sgau and Pwo, and how they finally

adopted the Burmese Alphabet with variations and additions to suit each. What was done

as regards Pwo I do not know,®® and all the information in the authorities available to me
is clearly Sgau.

Now the reason I have had to go so carefully into the question of the Karen Language

for my present purpose is, that so far as I know, the sounds attached to the missionary-

invented characters are nowhere laid down in such a way as to enable the enquirer to arrive

at authoritative transcriptions or transliterations of the Karen words fox' money, weight, etc.

The neai'est approach to such information I have found is in Dr. Bennett’s statements (p. 19 of

the Notes) ; “The great fact is the Barman charactei’S are used lu writing Karen, but not

Burmese sounds .... There is hardly ever the sound in Kai-en the same as in Burmese.®^

It is essentially a Burmese character but with Karen sounds. , . . The real sounds cannot be

written with English letters.'*

Among those consulted by the Government for the Notes was Mr. P . H. Martyr, whose

general authority on such subjects all who know will acknowledge, and he wrote (p. 17) m
2332 : “The Karen Alphabet is, thei’efore, the Burmese Alphabet with valuations and addi-

tions. Marks and strokes to denote sounds not found in the Burmese language have been

added. The Burmese letters have not been changed in any way, but some of the sounds of the

letters have been changed .... The two principal dialects Pwo and Sgaw have been reduced

to' writing, and strange to say that, although they are both formed with Burmese characters,

distinct additional marks and strokes have been introduced to denote the same sounds.”

Thus far my authorities, which are not very encouraging ; and so I have in the end been

Information in this volume procured chiefly from Dr. Mason.

59 Census Eeport, p. 165. Dr. Bennett, in 1882, said {Notes on Dialects, p. 14) :
— “ A Sgau Karen has been known

to read Pwo after a few hours’ study, and the Pwo can easily read the Sgau, notwithstanding there is a great

difference in the definition of many words.’*

60 Mason, Nat. Prod. Bunna, 1850, gives a gi’eat number of Pwo Karen words, but there is nowhere any tran-

scription described, and the character is a very strange one.

61 See also p. 13.
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compelled to trust to my unhappy Karen teacher. Erom him I gather that tlie consonants

adopted from the Burmese characters are as follows -.62 —
Gutturals ... h gh ng

Palatals ... s s‘ sh^^ ny

Dentals ... t®^ t' d n

Labials ... p p* b m
Lingnals ... y 1 ^
Sibilants ... b®®

Aspirates ... h a®^

The ligatures are special and are taken partly from the Talaing Alpliabet
; e. g,, ly and

2, y ; and partly from the Burmese Alphabet; e. g,, Qj r, TJ 1, 6 J
C^' ky,®^’ (2 kr, CT:y kl, ^2 kw, ^ bgh, ^ by.^o

As in all Alphabets of Indian origin, short a is inherent in all consonants, and both

Burmese and improYised symbols are adapted to express modifications of this inherent vowel,

but, so far as the Burmese symbols are concerned, witli uses so differing from the original that

they must be given here.

Thus ^ ha is modified to suit the Sgau Karen gamut of sounds in the following

erf^ cm (V^
o

CT> CO
Karen : ka ki kb kii ku kl“ ko ko

Burmese

:

ka kan • •• ku kfi ka/i ki; ki k!

The special vowel sounds above are ho^ something like German o, nearest French niiy not

far from ctir” in English. Kii near French but not it. Kh as in Burmese, near English

** faiV^ or French “mer,” Kh as in English

In additio-n to these direct vowels the missionary alphabet-makers have attempted to

reproduce the tones of Karen by four symbols ^ S P the staccato ae<‘ent by

the symbol S , borrowing the Burmese heavy accent (w'hich by the way is the Talking staccato

accent) for the purpose, because the Burmese staccato accent o liad already hccii borrowed to

represent the direct vowel Kai’ens, o-f coui'se, hear the tones and foreigners usually cannot,

and hence Mr. MartyFs remark about several characters being introduced to r('prcscnt the

same sounds. In transenptions for foreigners into Roman characters I shonUl not propose to

notice the characters for tones, though I transcribe the staccato CY)gby/;d; bat I distinctly

think that the missionaries were right in introducing them, when eom-octing a chumeter in

which Karens were to read their own language. Any one who has fionndered m (d’ten ami an

long as the present writer over the Shan Didionary^ in which, of coar;se, Dr, Chsliing had to

follow the methods of a character long ago concocted by the literary iShaifs to express their own
language, would understand the importance to a native Karen of beingablo to denote Ids tones

by characters.

62 IhaTe aldopted ‘ to distinguish aspirated consonants ; and letters, where not expluiuetbare prunciouH’d
usual, or as nearly as may be for practical purposes.

63 G-h= Arabic ^ » often sounded as a surd after an aspirated consonant : k :5s ^ .

^ The symbol for sh is adopted from the Burmese Hgature
,
?ir == sh in pronunciation.

66 With English appreciation of dentals.

66 English surd th Arabic^ : symbol taken from the Burmese s= in pronunciation.

67 The speritus lewis of all Orientaltongues; V 9 «to. : its position in this Alphabet is adopted from
Shan, as also is that of ]?•

66 Written S , bon'owed from Talaing ; a special letter for a very softly breathed h. Hounded like w before C
and 0 ,

69 As in Burmese, hSj oh in pronunciation.
70 The use of these ligatures is usually quite different from that iu Burmosa ur Talaing,

The symbol o is the stopped or staccato accent in Burmese.
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Having thus explained how I came by the transcription of Karen herein adopted,

I will proceed at once to the main subject in hand.

The Karen ponderary scale* can be made out thus from the Sgau Diotionary : —

Page. Karen Terms. Burmese Equivalents.

704 W'l ... ••• ywcji (4 gTS,)^2

667; 1, 111 2 bghe

585 2 s'glio?® mu
1286 2 ... ... ... .. mat

651 2 (half tickal)^

664 2 ba75 kyrifc (tickal)

600; 1, 180 10 rwe (10 rupees, tickals)

655 ... ... 10 p6 (100 rupees) ,.p^kha (viss)

670 10 mo... (1,000 rupees, ten viss)"®

The is clearly then the Adenanthera seed or csndai’een. The word for the Ahnos plant

in Sgau Karen is given by Mason, Natural Froductions of Burma, 1850, p. 196, as ]>aleghd and

for the Adenanthera tree as Valegliojg^ado (jj^ado = great). In the Sgau Dictionary ha Zey7/d is

defined as a “ tree of the genus Adenanthera^^ (p. 1270). The Kai'en scale is most interesting

in its use of pd for the half tickal, thus making the Troy weights each the half of the next

higher denomination
;
and in its ingenious decimal division of the Avoirdupois scale, grow-

ing out of the Troy scale-

I have given the words for weights above in their unattached forms. They do not however

appear to be so used, but always in conjunction with a numeml
;

e, g,, they are to be found in

the Dictionary as taw% tabghe, and so on; all s,v, ia^ the i^refixfor “ one.’* To is a weight in a

scale (p* 768), and so is a scale, balance (p. 514) : but the word for balance does not appear to

be used also for the standard weight, as is usual in the East
;

^. e., for the weight which turns

the scale. Unless one may take the synonyms (p. 1180) tarwe, shnce, sh'po (pa, num. coefi:. for

viss, p- 1007) to indicate the standard Avoirdupois weight {n/je, fa) that turns the scale (sb)f^

That the Karens have a clear comprehension of a standard weight for turning the scale is to be

seen from the term Voiaijo on p. 1*218 {Vo to descend, p. 1215, and tayo, the force or impetus of

gravity, p. G77), which means “ to be of a definite weight/’ clearly by turning the balance.

My informant’s statement of the Karen terms for British money shows the usual

mixture of the ideas of bullion weights with cash denominations, but in simple form. Oddly

enough he did not know any word for “pie,” nor did he recognise a pie when shown one, but

we get the word from the Sgau Dictionary (p. 212) where it is led

;

and also from a sentence

in the Anglo-Karen Dictionary, s.v, pice, which is of value here ;
—

t>6 ka m8 to ta-bS

three pie are copper one-piece

J. e,, three pie make one pice.

Tz^^Teaclier gave me is seed in Karen, and ywe is Burmese. I should say that he picked up

the name from his Burmese neighbours.

'Pronounced skd»

71 Page 767 gives synonyms ioUi, t§M, obviously for iaM, tickal.

'»5 seems also to be used as a numeral co-effioient ; e. gr., s^hd, Anglo-Karen Vocab^s, u., “ silver coin, rupee.”

76 Curiously described in the Diet, as “ ten bikeiha

:

” *'hikeiha'’ being an attempt at the Burmese word

like"^ as in the well known slang word for bicycle.

77 The Karen decimal numeration series is, like that of most Tar Eastern nations, remarkable : Thus s% ten,

and then kaytl, 10 x 10, hundred ; kaVd, 100 x 10, thousand : kaU, 1,000 x 10, ten thousand : kalb, 10,000 X 10,

hundred-thousand : kakwe, 100,000 x 10, million : kahO, 1,000,000 x 10, ten million^: kawCi, 10,000,000 x 10, hundred-

million. Each of these words is a unit, preceded by the prefix ta, one : e, g,, ias% takayd, and so on. Diet,, p. 608.

78 See also Diet,, p. 516, s.v., sb^d.
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This shows that the Karens have adopted whole.sa]e the Britisli sp.sttni of eniiinerariiig

copper coinage. That thej- scinaJiy do fo I gather fioin my infoimaut, who, on hoiiig a.'^keil to

write down how he ennmerated pice, proceeded stmiglic on end from one to thirty j)iee, tlin.s

to + number -|- 14 ! That is, he wrote :

—

one pice .. totab^ ... ... (fa
, one)

two pice ... ... .. tok'ibo ... ... three)

three pice ... tohdbe (be, three)

and so on.

This shows that 14 is really a nnnieral coefficient for “copper coin,” as one also gntliet.s to

be the case from the Anglo^rKaren DicHonanj, which gives totabi for “ one coiiper coin.
’”''

For silver, i. e„ the rupee and its parts, ho gave the following' table :

—

English. Karen. SouhO of the Term^.

one anna tabg-hh 1 hn-hi*

two annas tas'gho., ... 1 .s'glio

three bobghe 3 hdie

four „ ... ... tabi 1 hi

„ ycbglie 5 bglic

u kiibghc ... ... ... 6 hgliu

seven „ .,. ... ... nwibgh& ... ... 7 bphe
eight „ tapo .. J pi)

» k‘wibgl.b 9 l.phc':

’> bghctas‘i ... bghe ii ten
eleven „ ... .,. ... s'itahgbe 11 l,gK,

twelve „ s'ik'ibghl- 12 Irgh?!

thirteen ,, slbcibgLo 13
fourteen,, s'ilwibghe u bgliu

slycbglic 15 1 ,^1,^

tabh 1 ]},

The Sgau Dictionary discloses a confusion, of mind among the Karons as to metals
not altogether surprising in tribe.s situated as they have been. Tims, wo Jiave, p. 4&f.
money of gold or silver, but clearly usually of silver r^o p. 700, tC>, brass and copper, al.^o'.siKu r
and^superior brass: p. IQU, p’ghdhSsok 6. tin, lead.32 pewter, and spelter gono.-.llv : p. 1-J4,
Za-etaio -‘precious kind of copper,” “ preciou s kind of iron ; » hero bb is a pmdons
Btone, fa 13 ;ron (p. 793), awd Ld is yellow (p. 1105).

I may mention that my teacher only recognised hdta as iron and /4l>d ns brass.^^
Distinctions between brass, copper and spelter spem to be as above, vollow fd, ami fM.
fcr speUer^^'

(p. 395) for cojpper : hW, white- (p. ln'24)

I have po means of locating the qualities of Karen (terms for) silver to anv scale, hat that
there are qualities vaguely under,sood there can be little- doubt. Wiine.ss “the words
(p. 4.9), touchstone; sep o, silver refiner, and pgMk'bsdM, silver .mayor (p. 1015);

II
Focoh. has Myyhd for “ copper ODin,” jisMboui.’- “tin”

~~ '

»» ->»

81 PVhrt and p’phdiod (u-d, white) in A^igU-Karm VotOt. See also Awjlo-Karen Did., ». v.

II “I® it : the Did. p. 1014, flh'r, at k.„d or tin.So also Anglo-Karen I ocah. p. 23, and Amjlo-Kmm DM., s. c. ai So aho Angio. Ear. n md., i. r.
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(Burmese however) silver assayer, appraiser (p. 1050). Besides these, I have unearthed the

following terms :
—

For silver —
Page 4%,-~SSasb^^ (so, clean, p. 509) : seasoat^% (t% water, p, 797 seato (to, true,

pe 765): seatoalo : sembsd^^ (mb, hammered, p. 1149).

Page 299. — Klopoaeicd (money ; white-pure-silver-wdiite : pp, 299, 1001, 405, 1225).

For allosred silver :
—

Page 298. — KJ6, lit., white.

Page 298. — Klohoseho, silver money.

Page 495 f,— F'ese, ^^ehlophe,. silver paid in advance (pe, payment in advance, p. 998).

For money i —

Page 495. — Seh6i*iiho (se, silver, i‘i{, gold).

Page 496. — SehamgM, seliamglii-sehanigM, selcamgM-sehamglio, silver chips, small

silver change.

Page 496. — Sejiyd, Burmese lump silver (nydi texture, substance, p. 595).

Page 496. — Sedbp^lo, Siamese stamped silver, “plano-convex pieces of specidc

value/’ as the ‘Dictionary quaintly puts it (do, measured, p. 887, p^lo, round).

Page 496. — Seyup^o, Siamese small silver (yu, bits, p. 1162,p*o, small parts, p. 1063).

As regards gold the Dictionary las most curious information : — Thus, t^u is gold

(p. 812) : red. gold is called male gold (t*up% p. 1051) and pale yellow gold is called female

gold (t^iimo, p. 1145), Bed gold is considered the purer. This, of course, is, within limits,

a mistake, tliouglu it is shared by the Burmese and others ; the redness o£ gold being caused by
the less valuable copper, and not by the more valuable silver alloy of pale Oriental gold.

There are given on p. 813 a series of terms for “pure’^ (u e., I gather, good quality,

acceptable^’) gold : thus :
—

iU^nsbi^i (^$0^ pure, p. 509, t% water, p. 797).

T'lisht^hbno (no, water, p. 927).

T^uti perfect, p. 731).

T^itH (t% water, p. 927).

(?)*

Other words for gold given Zoc. eiU have, as I understand, the meanings attached below :

—

Lump gold tout'd (fd, convex, p. 839).

,, ,, ... ... Piit^’bleto (le, burnt, p, 1204),

Alloyed gold ... fumed (?n4u, fire, p. 1138).

Impure gold, bullion, f&ahghe (bahgTie, scum, froth, p. 1263).

Gold-di)LSt ... ... f'dk(t77iu, fukarAu-fukasb (hamd, dust, p. 99).

,, fuki (Id, bits, p. 235).

®s Stil. good, passable, marketable, 8® 8^ means money, but fundamentally barter.

87 0/. ShSn naw, water, *=* also fineness of metals. 88 xiqq native silver bullion,

SB The will-o’-tlie-whisp, ignis faivus, is, according to the Karens, an animal of gold tinsel, which lays golden

eggs ; see fu ajid p, 812 f.
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B.—Talaing.

It is a pity tliat a language with such a past literature and so inany ancient (locinnents in

stone as the Talaing, also commonly known as the Mon and Pegnan, must be treated as n

minor and practically unwritten language, bat I liaTe no alternative. The Burmese conquest

of the Talaing Country in the middle of the last Centnry and many other causes linve 0]>erau'd

to thrust back this once important and highly civilised tongue, until it can now only survive

in rude dialectic forms among remote villages. These causes have also no doubt bronbht

about the fact that the missionaries among the Talaings have almost as little to tell ns as those

among the Karens have much. The works and information at my disposal are :

—

(1) Haswell,^® Qvammatlcal Notes and Vocabulary of the Fcyiuva Languoye, 1S74.

(2) Stevens, Nrtfflish-Ferjuan Vocahulary^ IfeDO, based on Haswcll.

(3) British Burma Gazetteer, Spearman, Yol. 1., 1880.

(
4) Cow2:)arative Grammar of the Languages of Further Lulia,^- Foihcs, 3881 .

(5) Notes on the Transliteraiion of the Burmese Al'phabdf, Appx. on Llie vocal and conso-

nantal sounds of the Peguan or Talaing Language, 11. C. I’eniple, 1S7C, i.u wliicU

I followed Haswell, official ]3ublication.

(6) Burma Cens'Lis Eejport, Eales, 1891,

(7) Various illiterate or slightly literate Talaing peasants.

The Talaings long ago converted the same form of Alphabet as tliat athqncd In’ tli«.

Bui meso and Shuns to their own use; a form which is very little suited to the rei juireiacnt.-

of their language. This Alphabet, being rich in consonantal and poor in vocal re{»r(\sentai ion ,

has been made to do duty by modifications to exprc.ss a langinige ot* e.^actly the o])positv

kind, — very rich in vocal and poor in consonantal sounds, and the result has been tf) bring
into existence two difficult and puzzling series of modifications : one of the uses c»r the letters

themselves, and the other of the additions to them. It is no doubt not an easy ihittg to learn
to read Talaing.

So far as the books and information available to me permit, I would dcscribo the Talaing
language and writing as follows : —

Gutturals ... k k‘

Palatals ... ch ch‘ s ts^4 iiy

Dentals ... t t‘ n
Labials ... p b95 m
Linguals y r p8 w
Sibilants ... s

Asi)irates ... h a

Sonants corresponding to the surds are not heard in pronunciation, Irat are full v reorc'-
sensed m the written character. The nse of the sonanfe ia to e.pres,. modification; nftl.o
sounds of the to lowmg Towel symbols: e.

ff., the inherent rowel in snrds is d, in ^onant.s it
IS e. That IS, the symbols h and Jc‘ represent M and /rid; bat the symbols g and rf represent
Ice and h e. So * + d as ha, hntg + d is kSa. This habit divides the Alphabet into surds and
sonants, and for this purpose e, h. aaad special symbols^^ Z, h, and y are snrds, and y, r, I, and
special symbol b‘ are sonants,

j . > •'

Mon Lajuje?’ ^ miuimd thr

Infomation chiefly from Dr. Mason. *

This oontams. p. 99 ff., a neat comjaiison of Mon with the Cambodian and Annamesc lanjfUUtto.

2
I use to express aspn-ation. The symbol for ng = gn when initial.M Same symbols used for eh, sj old, ts. 95 Wl+T, „ • x- . , x ,

89 Special symbols for surd 1.
® appreciation of deafuU,

8
' m {‘D is also used to represent surd I, and Jnv (Ho) is pronounced /le, surd.
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In this way there are two inherent vowels, a and e, and two sets of open vowel modifica-

tions thereof. Thus :
—

Surd Modidoations of Open Vowels.^s

ka kii ki ki ku kn kS koa kda kau kaii ko®® kii kai k6e k6e kiT^u

Sonant Modihcations of Open Vowels,

ke kea ki kia ku kou ke koa kou kean kom kaa

But, as in Burmese and all the cognate tongues, final consonants also modify precedin

vowels, and we thus get a double set of modifications, which renclers the reading of Talain

very diffi-cult.

On considering the efect of the final consonants there will be found to be an ordinary

and a special modification of both surds and sonants with each vowel. Thus :

—

Ordinary Modifications with Einal Consonants.

With initial snrds. With initial sonants.

open ka k6 kau ko^®® ke kea kau kcJ®®

closed kbt kat k6t kat kot kat kot kut

Special Modifications with Einal Consonants.

A. — Surds "being initial.

{a) With final k.

open ... ka ka ki ke koio®

closed by k ... kak kaik kik kak, kik kaik

(b) With final ng.

open ... ka kil ki ka kfiioo

closed by ng ... kang kaiug king kilng, king kaing

(c) With final w.

open ... ka ka kaa kfiioo

closed by w ... ko ka k6 ka

id) With final a (deep guttural sound)

open ... ka kau

closed by a ... ko ka

B. — Sonants being initial.

(a) With final k.

open ... k a ka ki ka koioo

closed by k . • , kaak kaik kik kuk, kik kuk

(6) With final ng.

open ... ka ka kl kS koico

closed by ng ... kaang kaing king kang, king king

Besides all this, there are irregularities,^ recognised and dialectic, and the use of open

vowels following sonants to express, in dissylahles and compound words, short inherent a, or a

slightly sounded inherent vowel, thus : —
written "kata

:

pronounced Tcatd ;

„ gata : „ or hata.

This inherent or slightly sounded inherent vowel, is also expressed by ten sets of

ligatures

!

38 The mark is used to show that vowels are long, aud the mal-k that they ate proUouneed s^o* The English

reader will comprehend the difference at onco by considering to himself the di^erence between pctrjf and guard, fnii^

and frude, neat and need, soah and rogue, aught undf'^^aud, make and made, and so on.

93 This 0 as in or has a sharp staccato sound.

190 This is written with the Burmese 0, but never as an open vowel, though it is sounded as an open C,

1 See Has well, p. xii.
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I think that any one who has followed me through this description of the Talaing’s mode

of writing his language will admit that it must be difficult to read.“

Now, I very much regret to say that I have been unable to use the infoiination thus put

together for any other purpose than an attempt to adequately represent in transcription the

contents of the Yooahularies at my disposal. The information verbally given mo for the pre-

sent purpose is so dialectic, that I have thought it best to give the Taking metrological terms

as I heard them, without adopting the scheme of sounds laid doun even by so experienced

a scholar as Mr. Haswell.

The parts of the rupee are parts of the former tickal, and the peasantry do not seem to

distinguish by language between the coins and the bullion weights that the coins represent.

The parts of the tickal follow the Burmese terms, thus : —

Burmese. Talaing.

pc a*. • • • poa, boa, pua, buo

mu ••• moil, mau
mat ... ,,, ••• moh
kyat « .« •*. t’ki, t’ko

pekha. (viss) ... ... w'sa, p’sH*^

The tickal is the weight that turns the scale ; e.
f/.,

Hd-hlcl is a balance .v/ is

the weight of a tickal; lit., apparently of the balance.^

The silver money scale, *

1 . <?., for the rupee and its parts, iny general inforiuatioa .states

to be as follows :
—

English.

Talaing. St‘n>’c».

Dialect, Pegu. Dialect, l\Iaulmain. Pv'KU.

1

!

f

1 anna mopoa mopoa^ . .

.

1 boa ... 1 JlOil

2 annas • • * momou ... mOmaa ... 1 mou ...; 1 man
3 ?>

poipoa paipda 3 boa 3 poa
4 9> momeh ... mumeh ... V * 1 nieh ... 1 nwh
5 p’sSnboa ... p sonmna... 5 boa ...; 5 poa
6 >9 p6im5u® ... * • • k'rfinpoa ... • • 3 mou 0 pua
7 99 h’pohboa... ft* h’pohpoa ... 9 « • 7 boa ...! 7 pda
8 99 baanieh® ... • *« paanieh ... 2 nieh ..i

'2 Jiieli

9 99 h^chitbua^® #* • h^sitpda ... 9 boa ... 9 pda
10 99 chauhboa sohpoa 10 boa ...1 10 pda
11 99 chauhmuaboa sohmuapoa # ^ » 11 boa ...! 11 ])0a
12 99 chauhbaaboa solipaapoa 9 * * 32 boa ...! 1-2 pda
13 99 chauhpoiboa sohpfiipoa 9 9* 13 boa ...i 13 pda
14

|)» chauh^pbnboa sohponpoa • 9 • 14 boa ...1 14 pda
15 99 chauh’s6nb6a sohsonpoa *9 15 bda ...j 15 pda
1 rupee mfih’ki ... mob’ki ... 1 h^kx ...1 1 irki

2 See Steyens, pp. 91, 113,
s This h is a deep guttural, given as h by Haswell, and spelt t or d,
* This word is dearly the Indiau visa, or vissa. ^ See Stevens, pp, 7, 12, s, w, halmice and i^caU$,‘
6 I may mention that a^Talaing Karen, i, e., a Pwo Karen, furnished the following wordn to me ; — *U-akh

tickal : mdn-ctrof, brass ; iron : son, silver. These are purely Talaing, Cj\ Haswell, p, siii.

A Talaing from KOkayek, District, prefixed sotif silver, "vyhero the reckoning represented a silver
coin I e, Ue. 1, ^fi~w>oh kz . Saunas, ^on-pAc/msh ,* 4 anna8

,i. t 2 annas,
8 Also kardilUa == 6 I6a, ‘ s WmnhCa ^ 8 hOa.
10 For these numbers, which agree fairly with HaswelFs list, one man gave me 8 5 hVd, 9 ; fimh, 10

and teens. One is wfla, but mSii; composition, as wdpfia, mmnCu, TiiCmeh, mCWH, mCp^sd fo yke, but synonym
Pci, three, is also pdi (pee or pi in Haswell, p. 21). Bd, two, is also Ua and p4a.
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My informants recognised tlie Burmese word ywe, Ahrdsov Adeaa)itliera SQQdi, but called

it s6(])oaand mdlhva^ u e., zinc hCa (j'ot, zinc
;
Stevens, p. I2S, lias srof), or seed boa (ine^ seed),

meaning thereby (?) zinc money or seed money.

The word for a copper coin is or and the numeral ccefHcient is Idtcdk'^'^ the pice

!>eiag enumerated precisely as in Burmese and the neighbouring idioms, as copper -piiumbcr-p

coefficient, p., one pice is 'lol-vtim-lt taih — copper-one-piece.

My informants v;ere also net likely to know much about the metals, and what has been

gathered is very little,

G-old; — good qualities are

—

t'ttnuda\ Haswell, p. 74: Stevens, p. 84 : Podcltauh :

i^bJdcMt: dopliit, red gold. Bad qualities are — niojo^ Burmese, billon : i^opetrop^ HaswelL

p. 74 : t‘cq}arvp»

Silver i — srbn^ Haswell, pp. 126, 133 : son,

Bxb.ss : — mendrut, Haswell, p. 81 : Haswell, p. 95 : irrot : p^nit. Inferior

brass — Idrut^pS'bli
(
? white brass). Bad brass — 'laihP Haswell, p. 11 G.

Copper ^ — Hal, Haswell, p. IIG
: p^ nztAikit^ and li rad-Jz k't

^
i, e., reel brassd^

Tin, iron and lead are much mixed up : tlius Iron : pasba, Haswell, p. 88 : 2ds6a : soajd.

Tin:

—

padoathih, Haswell, p. 88 , white iron: p socL'ldtaing, whiio, iron: p^aliaulp/diavna^

Haswell p. 94, white lead: p'h'lh-h' taing, white lead. Lead: — i/ukavJip^nyaingi Hasw^ell,

p. 94 : luciLiL-dyaingfi or^siinply h'h'ih,

{To he continuedd)

HOTES ON THE SPIRIT BASIS OP BELIEF AND CUSTOM.

BY SIB JA3IB3 CAMPBELL, K.O.I.E., LO.S.

{Confiniied from p. 140.)

The Hair. — The hair seems to have been oousidered an inlet for spirits, because it leads

to the opening in tlie skull. Hair is also curiously affiected by fear, and stands on end when

u vision or ghost is seen. In a dry climate it crackles and becomes full of electricity. These

may have been among the reasons why the hair plays so noticeable a part in early beliefs

and rites. Because spirits enter through the hair, in the Koiikan the medium lets his hair fall

loose, in erder that liis familiar spirit may enter into his body. It is believed by the Hindus

that, if the medium forgets to untie the knot of his head hair, lie will not be able to become

posse3sed.75 the Dakhan, when a knowing man is called, he seizes the patient by the hair,

A pregnant Chitpavan woman should not let her hair hang loose, or she may be attacked by

spirits.7^ The Liugdyats of Dharwar say that they cut the hair of girls under five, as, if their

hair is long, it might touch a woman in her monthly sickness, which they believe would give

the child certain diseases.^^ The Srivaisnava Brahmans shave the moustache, because they hold

that, if water touches the moustache in passing into the mouth, it becomes the same as liquor.^®

At their sadi hatri som, or the hair-cutting ceremony among the Liugayats, the priest holds two

betel-leaves in the form of a pair of scissors, and with them touches the longest hair on the

child’s head.7® Among the Bijilpur Bedars, when a woman, who has been out-casted for eating

or comiuittiug adultery with a man of low caste, is let back into caste, her head is shaved, and

her tongue burned with a burning rui When a Bijfipur Bedar man is guilty of adultery

with a kinswoman of the same gotra, or family-stock, his head and face are shaved, and he is

11 5-pelt geiaUc, in Stevens, p. 77.

13 B‘mt is lead according to one informant

!

Information from Mr. P. B. JosM.

T7 DhiWvjCvr Qa^eiteer, p. 111.

Or, lit, p. 111.

13 Tin according to one informant

!

K. IlaglinnS.tli‘s Pdtdne Brahhus,

« Op. cit p. 99.

80 Bombay Gazeiteert Yol, XXIII. p. 94*
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made to drink liquor.®^ Mourners among all high-caste Hindus shave the head except

the top knot. So among the Eanara Senvis, when a death happens, the cliief mourner

shaves his face and head, except the top-knot.®^ The Belganm MavAlhas shave the face after a

death, and wrapping a piece of gold with the shaven hair born it in the funei'al pjrc.''^^ Among
higher class Hindus, after shaving', a man or a woman is considered nuclcan, and will not

eat or touch anything. This is, perhaps, because they are sj'^eeially liable to be attacked by

spirits as the hair is about, and a spirit may settle in it, and so in the person. So it was iin))ort-

ant to take care of the palings of nails and liair-clippiag*s. Originally the idea seems lo have

been that spirits would pass through them into the owner
,
afforwards it was thought that the

magician would work with them. So the ancient Persians drew a circle round parings of nails

and hair-clipping, aud poured earth on thom.®^ Among the Kois of Busiur the white or harm-

less wizards let their hair grow, aud become insjnred by perforuiiiig a qnic*k dancc^.'^-'* In South

India, LihgAyats someLimes carry a lihg in the liair,®^ and a man who has becni troubled by

an evil spirit lets his hair and nails grow for a year, and then oliei^s them to a gothlcss.®" The

Kol women, like the old Greek women, when they wish to become possessed, walk up a liill

with their hair loose.^® The dying Beni-IsrAil is shaved, except the face;^'’ S[)irits cuter through

the hair. So the PArsi corpse-bearers have to wash their liair in human urine Tint Parsis

believe that spirits gather wherever hair and nails are left.^^ They believe tiiat tliere is ;i great

danger, unless the hair and nails are buried with prayers, that evil spirits will feast on

them and work sorcery with them. Young men offered their hair at the fem[>le of Syria.^'

The Burmans wash their head only once a month, because the Burinatis, aud especially the

people of Pegu, believe that frequent washing destroys aud irritates the genius vrho dwells in

the head and protects rnen.^*'' The young Barmans, on eiitcriiig into a monastery, gel their

locks cut off.®5 JajDanese children have little patches of hair loft tied with striue^s of ribbou.^’^

Some Papuans of New Guinea turn their black wool or frizzle light red by rubbing it with

burnt coral or wood ashes.®^ The hair-dress of early tribes is perlri-ps spiritual. The ^Yagogo.s

of East Africa twist their wool into countless strings, which they braid with libre, and
at the end tie little brass balls and coloured beads. The j^Candiiigos of Africa (uit the cluhTs

hair and spit into its face Zulu women leave a small tuft on the crown of ilu' head.itJ^J

Among the North American Indians many tribes cut their hair after a deathd The luentiou that

the Dakotas after catting the hair rub the head with white earth, suggests that the t)bjefjt was
to keep ofi: spirits.^ On the other hand, in some ca.ses, the cutting off the hair wtts a sarrilico

;

so in North America, the Nebraska Indians bound locks of wminenbs liair with the hody,’^

Other North American tribes wore their hair matted and dishevelled.’^ Among the North
American Indians several tribes also keep a lock of hair as the ghost of the deaiL"^ In
this case the hair is kept as a memorial. In the Sandwich Islands, in 1701), lo stop tt V(»h*ano,

the king cut liis holy hair and threw it into a river. The Peruvians puihnl a hair
out of the eye-brows in worshipping. The Greek bride oferod a loc-k to Aphrotlhe.^ Till

B. C, 300 the Romans never cut the hair.7 Among the Romans there wus (A. D. 100) a

*1 Oj?>. cii. Vol. XXril. p. 94.

dt. Vol. xxr. p. 127.

85 Jour, B. A. Soc, Vol, XIII. p. 416,
67 Ojp, dt. Vol. II. p. 3^6.

69 Bombay Oazeiieer, Vol. XVIII. p, 532.

61 BleeVs Avesta VencUddd, j). 124.
6^ Shway Yoo’s The JBurman, Vol. H. p. 92.
99 St. Jolin’s Mpouj p. 194,

98 Cameron’s Across Africa, Vol. I. p. 97 .

190 Gardiner’s Zulu Country, p. 100.
1 Among the tribes who cut their hair short are

and the Pinas (p. 99). — First Rep. Mhno. Com, Amer
2 First Report of Ethnology, Washington, p. 164.
* Op, ci-fi. pp. 96, 185.

6 Spencer’s Principles of Sociology, Vol, I. p. 291.

82 Op, cii, Vol. XV. p. 105.

8^ Eahislhi, Vol. I. p. ,317.

85 Dubois, Vol. I. p. ir^T.

88 Tylor’s FrimiUve Culture, Vol. II. p. 261.
90 Bleek’s VewJiddil, p. 70.

Op. cit. p. 124 M Inman, Vol. IL p. 701.
Op. cii. Vol. I. p. 87.

97 Earl’s Papuans, p, 5.

99 Tylor’s Primitive Culiure, Vol. 11, p. 431,

the Datotas (p. 101), lanuits (p. 137), Californians (p. 151),
1880.

8 Op, dt, p, 159.

5 Op, cU, pp. 108, 160.

^ Pliny’s Kaiural History, Book vil, Chap. 50,
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belief that an unborn child gives its mother much trouble and pain when its hair begins

to bud forth,® The hair of Russian priests is cut cross-wise in four places when he is

ordained.® In Scotland, when horses are taken out of the stable bj witches, and ridden

at night, next morning their manes and tails are dishevelled and tangled. In ISTorth

England, there was a belief that, when a child is sniffering from whooping cough, its head

should be shaved, and the birds take the hair and the cough. So mix your hair with an ass's

or dog’s food, and you will pass him yonr scarlet fever.^^ Sir W, Scott, in his Laijs of the

Last Minstrel, Vol. li. p. 17, says: —

Yet somevdiat was he chilled with dread,

And his hair did bristle upon his liead.''

Spirits enter into the body through the hair, and bring on sickness. So in England, there was a

belief or saying : — ‘‘You can be cured of ague by winding some hair round a pin and driving

it into an aspen stera/’'^^ 'j'jje king (of England ?) after anointing should have his hair combed
with an ivory or gold comb if the hair is not smooth.^® In England, a nurse sometimes cuts

some hair of a child’s head who is sick with measles and whooping cough. She puts the hair

between bread and butter, and leaves it for a dog to eat. The dog eats it, and gets the measles.

In Ireland, the hair is cut off a 23erson’s head who is sick of scarlet fever, and is 2)iit down an

ass’s moath.^2 It is considered fatal in England if human hair is taken and worked by a bird

into its nest.^® Two girls sit up silent, each takes as man;y hairs out of her head as she is years

old, and having put them in a cloth with the herb called true-love, she burns each hair separately,

and says : — I offer this my sacrifice to him most pi’ecious in my eyes. I charge thee now
come forth to me that I this minute may thee see.” The shape a

2
)
2>ears, and walks round the

room.^^

Tlie Mouth. — On three occasions there is a special risk that spirits will pass into the body

through the month — in eating, in sneezing, and in yawning. Perhaps because spirits enter

through the mouth while eating, the higher class Hindus before beginning to eat make a circle

of water round their dish, and sip a little water, repeating some verses.^® So orthodox

Lihgiiyats do nob like to take their meals in an open place, lest they may be aiffected by the Evil

Eye.^® Sometimes ]pions Hiudn women during the four months of the dahshindyan, — that

is, from mid-J une to the middle of September when the doors of heaven are closed and the

influence of spirits is great, — make a vow of observing silence at meals.^® In Kanara, at a

Roman Catholic Baptism, the priest breathes three times into the child’s mouth to drive awa;/

evil spirits, and to make room for the Holy Ghost.^^ In South India, (some) Brahmans eat in

silence.23 Burton (1621 k, D.)23 notices two cases — one of a nun, who ate a lettuce without

saying grace or making the sign of the cross, and was instantly possessed, and the other of a

wench who was possessed by eating an unhallowed pomegranate. The Greek and Roman offerings

of meat and drink before or after meat, and the English leaving part of a dish for Lady Manners,

were due, pei^haps, to the belief that spirits enter at food-time through the month
; and so the

Roman Catholic practice of making the sign of the cross before eating and the Protestant rule

of grace before meat, may be attributed to the same belief.

Sneezing. — The convulsion of sneezing is generally thought to be caused by a spirit.

According to one belief it is caused by a sj)irit going out, and according to another belief by a

spirit coming in. Among Kotikan Hindus, when a man sneezes, it is customary to say sliatam

s Qp. cU, Bookvii., Chap. 6.

® Mrs. Bomanoff’s Rites and Customs of the Grceco^Russian Church, p. 53.

10 Scott’s Border 3Iinstrelsy, p. 462.

12 Ojp. cit p. 151.

11 Dyer's Follt-Lore, p. 168.

16 Op. cii, p. 276.

18 Information from Mr. P. B. Joshi.

20 Information from Mr. P. B, Ioshi.
?2 Dubois, Yol. I. p. 249,

ii Henderson’s Folk-Lore, p. 143.

IS Jones’ Crowns, p. 291.

15 Op. cit. p. 170.

17 Op. cit. p. 186.

19 Information from Mr. P. B. Joshi.

31- Bombay Gazetteer, Yol. XY. p. 388.

23 Buyrbon'3 Anatomy ofMelancholy

,

p. 130,
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while he is standing' on the threshold

yif. or lire long ora Wredyoars> If a man sneezes .Mile ne
-

^

it is considered very dangerous, and water is poured on his head. .»

once .Men B is beginning some .vork, B stops for a time, -nU t.Lon uo,, ,

twice together. B goes Lirh hint

Mat one of the judges o£ heU keeps a register .vhereiu the duration ot men s lives is .s-ntten.

and that when lie opens this register, and looks upon any particular aM,
ii',':

names happen to be entered in snob leaf never fail to sneeze imnicdiatii

^

v

of Mesopotamia sneezes, acclamations are made in all parts ol Im doniniioiis.- A , 1 aliou.cj

if the king sneezes, all courtiers tarn the back, and slap tlio thigh, and all v,oi<seii ot t ic coiiit

touch the ground with their forehoad.ss In Madagascar, if a cldld snoezes,^ llic »..dnor says : —
“ God bless yon.” In Florida (1542), if the chief sneezed, the people .said :

— • Alay ihe sun

guard yon ; may tlio sun be with yon ;
may the snn shine on you.”'^^

^

An.-ilotlo has a l'‘’'>Wi-‘m

why sneezing from noon to midnight .vas good, hut from midiiigiit to noon unlucky

St. Austen says that the ancients ivere wont to go to bed again it they siiee/ed while I u>y

their shoe.33 Among the Romans and other Europeans, when a niansuee/Aal, ll-ero^ wits a eitsrom

of saying “God bless you,” or otherwise to wish him To thf* iuciniry iiy i)en])k^ say

“ God bless yon” when any one sneezes, the Britu'Ii Apullo, Yol. IL No. lU (lul., Lonuoii, l/i'Dj,

answ'ers :
— ‘‘ Violent sneezing was once an epidemical and mortal di^tcni[)er Irom wh(‘nee tlie

custom specified took its rise.” In Langley’sabridginent of Pohjdore I injd, Fob l-iO, it is Siiid

there was a terrible plague whereb^mnany as they sueezeil died suddenly, w’heroul it grew into

a custom that they that w’erc pmeseut when any man sneezed slu>nhl say (huMe'lp a itu.

The early Christian Church deuomiced omens from sneezingv''^ Ju Cernuiuy, il a proAr-isur

sneezes, the students cry good bealtli.^^

Yawning, — The general belief about yawning is that a spirit jumps down tin* yuwner’s

throat. So Avhon a Hindu yawns, be snaps his linger and thumb, appareiiiiy the i*enuianl uf

the elaborate old Parsi plan of driving out a spirit, and repeats Gnti’s name. In South India,

when a Brahman yawms, to drive aw’ay demons and giunt«j, lie crac.'ks hhs fing’fU's to die light

and leffc.3^ The Persians applied yawning to spirit-possession, and the -\fusalmauH thouglit

Satan leapt into the 02Den mouth

The Hand. — Spirits were believed toenter the body by the hands. The Parsis hriirvo 1 ifjit

nnelean spirits enter through the nails.^^ They think the drv/ths Gafins') or spirit of I'orruprioiu

passes from the corpse into the nails, and so Parsi bearers always draw bags or liug'erltMsglove.s

OA'Cr their harids.'^^ The Hindus attach much importance to the hand Juid forearjii. The hand and

forearm are in Gujarat and the Bombay Dakhan carved on saii stories — tliui is, stones raised in

memory of a widoAv who has been sacrificed, — and tlio forearm of a woman who has dlrd in

child-bed is a most precious possession both to Hindu aiul to Mexican .sorcerers.'* ^ In the

Honkan, sometimes the medium takes hold of the little finger to see wheUier it in a or

some other hhut that has taken possession of a man, and nmong the Daldian RarnoMs when an
exorcist is called, he squeezes the patient’s finger. The hand hs a sign of hh^shtc'. ( Vunparo t he
Sati’s hand and the hand on the w’cddcdMiisalmAn’.sback, The Pouua CrhluHor poi'k**!

24 Information from Mr, P. B. Jdshi,
2c DMrivar Gaiieiteer, p, 50.

Oi>. cit Yol. Ill, p. 124.

20 Sibree’s Madagascar^ p. 285.
32 Ojt), cit. p. 119.

34 Tylor’s Primitive Culture, Yol. I. p. 101.
3C 0^. cit, Yol. I. p. 125,

3® Dubois, Yol. I. p. 465.

41 Bleek's Avesta Vendiddd, p. 22,
*s Bancroft, Yol. III. p. 364.

In forsnation fro»4i P. B. *lo*hi»

2* Bmn<Vri 7'wimkr VoL III. |., P2k
22 Burton’s Hstk in Pultciitrtj, VuL J, p,
31 irondoraon’s Pf(?A*-Xorc, p. KJ.
S3 Lvaud'B PoxnduT Aaiiquliiei.\Voh IX L p. 119,
S5 Oj), cit. Yol. I. p. 125.

37 Henderson’s PolhLore, p. % Op. cit, p, 137
40 Tylor’s Primiilve Vvlhirdi Vol J. p. 192.
42 Op, cit pp. 22 and ^13.
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strew sand on the spot where the dead breathed his last. They cover the spot with a basket,

and next morning lift the basket. They trust to find the mark of a palm. The palm shows the

dead is pleased, and from the palm virtue goes out over the whole family.*^ The Poona Thakurs,

a wild tribe, on the fifth day after the birth of a child, dip a hand in red powder and water, and
mark it on the wall in the lying-in room, and worship the mark.^® When the Beigaum Bhoi

or fisher agrees to break his family ties, to renounce the pleasures of the world, to obey the

teacher or and to follow him wherever he goes, the guru lays his hand on the Bhoi’s

head and says:— “ Rise
;
from this day yon are my disciple.”^® The Bijapur Liiigayats at the

festival called Najid'i-hodu along with the Nandi’s Korn carfjr a hand which they call Vijasantol,

or the hand of Yysis the Puraii 'vvriter.^^ All Brahmans, while performing their sandhya or

prayer, pass the thumb over the other fingers, and repeat a verse.^® In his evening prayer a

Brahman, after praying the goddess Gayatri to enter him, cracks his fingers ten times, and

shuts all the openings into the body, so that Gayatri cannot get out.^^ The origin of the special

respect which is paid to the hand may be that the wrist contains the pulse, an important sign

of life, or, according to the early view, one of the chief spiiits which lodge in the body of man.

Hindus generally feel the pulse and draw blood from the forearm. Among- the Jews the right

hand was an emblem of fellowship, Abraham says:— ‘‘ I have lifted my right hand. In

Egypt, hands and fingers were dedicated to the gods who healed the sick.^i Among the Ainos

of Japan, when one who has beenaw^ay comes back, his friends take his hands and rub them.®2

Among the Niam-Niam of Africa there is a fashion of grasping right hands in such a way
that the two middle fingers crackle,^^ The Romans usually joined right hands in sign of a

bargain®^
;
so did the Parthians and Persians.®® The hand of justice w’as a part of the regalia

of the Holy Roman Empire.®^ Among the Roman Catholics, in the service of the Mass, after

the priest has elevated the Host, he never disjoins his fingers and thumbs, except when he is

to take the Host, till after w^ashing his fingei's.®^ The laying on of hands at a Roman
Catholic Baptism implies possession by God,®^ and in an adult Baptism the laying on of hands

drives out the devil.®^ In the solemn plighting of troth in the Roman Catholic marriage the

bride and bridegroom join their right hands.®® In Middle-Age Europe, the thum’b was held

sacred and worshipped as thumbhim polluix,^^ Licking or biting thumbs was a sign of challenge,

promise, or agreement among the English and Scotch.®^ In a fit of convulsion or shortness of

breath hold your left thumb with your right hand.®^ It may he suggested that the idea that spirits

enter by the liands explains the old English practice of giving presents of gloves at marriages

and at funerals. So Mr. Cornelius Bee was buried on the 4th of January, 1G71, without

sermon, wdthont wnne
;
only gloves and rosemary.®^ The custom of giving gloves at weddings

v/as prevalent in England.®® Hutchinson, in his History of Northumberland

,

says :

—

“ Children to avoid danger are taught to double the thumb within the hand. This was

much practised whilst the terrors of witchcraft remained.^’ It was also the custom to fold

the thumbs of dead persons within the hands to prevent the power of evil spirits over the

deceased.®® In some parts of England, it is believed that the clergyman’s touch, cures rheuma-

tism, ®7 and in North-West England, a child’s right hand is not washed that it may gather

riclies.®®

Oi). cii. Vol. SVIIL p. 473.

46 Op, c.ib. Yol. XXL p. 156.

48 Information from. Mr, P. B. Joshi.

50 Mackay’s Freemasonry, p. 291.

52 St. John's Mpon, p. 29,

54 Mackay’s Freemasonry, p. 292.

57 O-oliien Mamircli p, 261.

59 Op. cii. p. 793.

61 G-rimm’s Teutonic Mythology, Yol. I. p. 160.

6S St. Austin in Brand’s Poxndar A7itiiuiU6s, Yol. II. p. 343.

65 Op. cit Yol. II. p. 123.

67 Henderson’s Folh-Lore, p, 161.

^5 Op. cit. Yol. XYIII. p. 426.

Op. cit, Yol. XXIII. p. 229.

*9 Dubois, Yol. I. p. 372.

51 Jones’ Croxins, p. 345.

55 Schweinfurth’s Heart of Africa, Yol. 11. p. 27,
55 Op, cit. Do, 56 Jones’ Crowns, p. 345.
53 Op, cit, p. 670.

66 Op. cit. p. 699.

62 Chambers’s Boolf of Bays, p. 359.

64 Brand’s Popular AntiquitieSi Yol, II. p, 244,

66 Op. cit. Yol. III. p. ISO.

63 Op. cit p. 16.
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Tlie Foot. — Tlie foot is a great spirit-entry. So in the Mahahhdrata, in the tale of

Nala and Damayanti, it is stated that one day Nala washed his hands and lips with

purifying water, but forgot to wash his feet, and so the evil spirit Kali entered his body,

^.mono' the higher class Hindns of Bombay, when the bridegroom comes to the bride's lonse,

the father-in-law washes his feet.^o No Hindu will take his meals without washing his hands

and feet
;
and among the higher class Hindus, when a man goes to a house of mourning, or

>Yhere a death has taken place, on his return home he does not enter his house until he has

w^ashed his hands and feet. If he enters the house without washing his feet it is considered

unlucky, and he is blamed by the elderly members of his house for coming in with hliarala

or (spirk) laden feet.^^ In DliArwar, rheumatism is cured by a person who was born feet first,

bv rubbing the place that pains with his feet. ^2 Among the Lingayats in the Bombay Karnatak,

and among the Saivas and Vaisnavas in Bombay Kanara, the religious teacher or washes

his feet in water, and the disciples drink the water, and are purified,— that is, are freed from

evil spirits. Among the Dharwar Lingayats, when a child is born, a Lingayat priest is called,

his feet are washed in water, and the water is called dhulpModah, or feet«dust w^ater. The water

is rubbed over the bodies of those present, and a few drops of it are sprinkled on the walls to

purify the house*^^ When a Dharwar Lingayat dies, the chief priest lays his right foot on the

head of the body, and the mathapati, or Lingayat beadle, lays flowers and red powder on tlie

priest’s feet W-hen the dead is buried, the priest stands on the grave, a cocoanut is broken

at: his feet, flowers and red powder are laid on them, and the party return home.^® Among the

Jadars of Belgaum the Lingayat priest lays his foot on the head of the deceased, In Kanara,

the S^nvi giLTU gives his followers water to drink in which his feet have been washed. Before

the body of a Medar, or KA.nara bamboo-worker, is carried to the burial ground, a Lingayat

priest sets his right foot on the head of the corpse. The priest’s foot is worshipped by the relations

of the dead, and washed, and the water is poured into the corpse’s mouth.^® The Havig

Brahmans of Kanara drink the water in which their guide has washed his feet.^® The Kfinara

Musalmans tie the great toes of the dead tightly together .so In Kathiawar, men take an oath by

putting the hand on Siva’s foot,®i 'phe Jogis of Kathiawar brand the right front toe before

buria].®3 Spirits enter by the foot-route, and so in Kathiawar, in their pregnancy ceremony,

Bajpnt women walk on cloth.®^ It is apparently to keep out spirits that, among the Mundas and

Oraons of South-West Bengal, the bridegroom treads on the bride’s toe during the marriage

ceremony,®^ the Gond. bridegroom sets his foot on the bride’s foot,®^ and a chicken is killed, and

the body laid under the girl’s foot.®® The Kur fathers-in-law wash the feet of the young

couple,®^ The Bhuyas of Bengal place the toes of a new king on their ears and head.®® In

worshipping a Brahman woman in Bengal, women paint the edges of her feet.®® Sudras in

Bengal carry a cup filled with water, and ask Brahmans to put their toes in, and

they drink the water.®® In magic the sorcerer orders the spirit in the name of the

teacher’s feet.®^ With the Hindus one of the first duties of hospitality is to give the

guest pddya or water to wash his feet.®2 In the Fadma the great king of Lilipa falls

on his face before an ascetic, washes his feet, drinks some of the water, and puts more on

his head.®® The Pars! rule, that one should never walk barefoot,®^ is, perhaps, due to the
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supposition that tlie foot is a spirit-entry. The great toe of Pyrrhus, the Persian king', cured

spleen, and was kept in a temple.^® Among the Beiii-Isra’ils the feet of the bride and

bridegroom are washed by the girl’s sister at her liouse,®^ Burmese women are careful

to cover the feet while praying,®^ The Burmese king never walks when he is out of doors.

The emperor of Japan never touches ground with his feet out of doors.^^ Before the

revolution of 1868 the einpei’or of Japan used never to leave his palace or be seen. If he walked,

as he rarely did, mats were laid to keep him from touching the eartlij<^^ The Samoan bride

and her party walk on path-way of cloth. ^ The knees and ankle-joints of Motu children are

often tied round with a piece of string or bark.^ In*the Kongo country, when the chief

drinks, his big toes are pulled.^ The big toe is worshipped in Egba, in Afiica.^ In East

Africa, the Wataitas believe that strangers j^assing through their fields with shoes on bring

witchery on the crop.s.^ It seems to be a wide-spread belief that the stains of battle or any

blood-stains give the spirit of the dead an inlet through wiiich he can enter and haunt the

body of the person who killed them. Among the Basutos of ^Soutli Africa warriors retuimiug

from battle must wash to cleanse the blood-stains, or the shades of their victims will disturb

their sleep.® They wash in a stream and have holy water sprinkled over them from a cow’s

tailj So Hector cannot pray till he lias washed off the blood, and JSneas may not touch the

household gods till he has bathed in the running stream.^ According to PHny^ a maiden’s toe

cures a man in falling sickness. To cure fever rub the soles with blood. In an old-fashioned

Russian adoption ceremony the adopting father puts his foot on his adopted son’s neck.^^

The Celts in West Europe (B. C. *2l)0 to A. D. 600) used for coi’onatioiis stones with feet carved

on them.^2 a, Roman Catholic Baptism the priest goes outside of the Church to meet the

person, because he is still the slave of sin, and cannot be allowed into the House of God,^^

that is, because with him evil spirits would come in. At the coronation feast of Elizabeth,

wife of Henry YII., two lords sat at her feet nnder the table,^^

The Ear. — The ear is a spirit-entry, and so perhaps the Hindus pierce the ears of

their children, and pnt in gold or pearl ornaments to keep off spirits. It is deemed

unlucky not to bore the ear of an infant, and orthodox Brahmans consider it wrong and

polluting to touch a child whose ears are not bored after they have bathed and before they have

taken their morning meals.^® Among several classes of Gosuvis in Belgaum, ear-boring is one

of the chief ceremonies.^® The Davris, a Marathi-speaking class of drumming beggars in

Belgaum, bore their children’s ears at twelve, and the teacher or guru puts in the holes a pair of

light silver rings.^^ Among the Belgaum Mudliars even the poorest must wear an ornament in

the eai'.^® Among the half Marathii Rajputs of Belgaum women bore ten holes in each ear in

which they wear gold rings stuck with pearls.^^ Among the Roman Catholics of Kanara, at

Baptism, the priest touches a child’s nostrils and ears with spittle.^® Among the Dhruva

Prabhus of Poona, when the boy reaches the bride’s house, her brother comes out and pinches

his ears, and in return is given a turban,3i and among the Koiikni Kolis of Poona, when the

bridegroom reaches the bride’s marriage porch he is met by her brother, who pinches the bride-
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groom^s ear.23 ears of a dead Tailang BrAhman ia Poona are stuffed with tulasi (sweet

basil) leaves ,The initiation ceremony in many Hindu classes is called ear-cleansing or

Van fliunkane. The priest breathes some words into the child’s ear, and the ear is clean,— that

is, the evil spirits are driven out of it. So among the Dakhan Mhars, when a child is to be

initiated, the guru takes it on his knee, breathes into both its ears, and mutters some mystic

words into the right ear.^^ When performing religions ceremonies, if a Brahman sneezes, or

spits, he must touch his right ear. According to the rule of 'Sdsfras after sneezing, spitting,

blowing the nose, sleeping, dressing and crying, a man should touch his right ear before he

sips water*25 This was probably to keep spirits from getting in by the ear. The Erfibrnans

state the object was to remove impurity (that is, to scare evil spirits), the reason they assign

being that water or the Ganges, the Vedas, the sun, the moon and the air live in a Brahman’s

right ear.26 When a Beni-Isra’il child is brought in after taking it out of doors for the first

time it is laid on a sheet with seven or nine pinches of gram round it and two pieces of

cocoa-kerneL Several children come up, take the babe by the ear, and say :
— “ Come and eat

rice-cakes,” and pick up some of the boiled gram, and as they run out, they are struck on the

hack by a knotted handkerchief Among the Beni-Isra^ils, when the bridegroom after the wed-

ding enters the girl’s house her brother squeezes his right ear ,28 Aaron’s right ear was marked
with blood

3 so was his right thumb and his right great toe.29 Ear-boring is an important

ceremony in a Burman girl’s life.^o They put jewels, amber and glass ornaments in the ear.^i

The Polynesians bore the lobe of the ear to wear ornaments.^2 Papuans of iN'orth Guinea
pierce the ear, and insert ornaments of tobacco rolled in a Pandan leaf. 83 The men of the Arm
Islands in the west of Hew Guinea drill four or fiive holes in their ears, and fill them with
pieces of brass wire, and the women make many holes and draw through them copper or tin wire,

aud sometimes a sea plant which is also used as an armlet»84i Boring large holes in the ear is a
great point of honour with the Philippine Islanders*^® The Nubian men wear one ear-ring of

silver or copper in the right ear.88 The Wagogos of East Africa enlarge ear lobes to a
monstrous extent, and put in rings*8^' In England, a pig used to be cured of lameness by
making a hole in its eai\88

The Hose. — Spirits enter through the nose, and so when a medium in the Konkan wishes
to get his familiar spirit to enter his body he invariably smelLs a flower.®® Most Hindu women
bore their left nostrils, and put gold and pearl rings in them. Sometimes, when a male
infant dies soon after birth, or suffers from sickness, Hindu women make a vow to a goddess,
that if their son live.s, or does not suffer from sickness, they will bore his nose and put in
a nose-ring.’io The MAdhava BrAhman women of Dharway bore their nostrils and wear one or
other of the following ornaments, viz,, muhhrai, a gem^stxidded gold nose-ring: bulah a gem-
studded crescent worn in the central cartilage of the nose

j invglidthi, a thick pin worn in the
left, nostril; and arcVaiidra, a gem-studded gold crescent worn in the right nostril, DhArwar
Bajput women wear a nose-ring about six inches in diameter, part of the ring passes
through" a hole in the left nostril, and part is lifted up and tied by a string to the hair above
the forehead.^2 At a Baptism among the Kanara Roman Catholics the priest touches the child’s
nostrils and ears with spittle, and then he orders the evil spirit to leave the child, and rubs a
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little oil at tlie middle of the collar bone and at the end of the spme*^^ ^\i Bmhmans in their

sandhya or daily prayer press their nose with their fingers and hold the breath. So in his daily

prayer an ascetic holds his nostril with one hand, and puts the other on his head.'^'^ The Hindus
require that if a person kills insects he must repeat a verse and squeeze his nose.^® A man, who
can draw breath from the lower part of the body and raise it to the head, can never sicken, is

free from hunger and death, and is above the gods.^^ Among the Australians the nose is

almost always bored, and a long bone thrust through it>7 Boring their nose is quite a ceremony
with the aborigines of Central Australia, and once a year hundreds of them gather together in

ox'der to bore the noses of the younger men.^s Papuans of New Guinea pierce the central

cartilage of the nose and put in a piece of stick, bone, or hog’s tusk.^®

5. Spirit Seasons.

The months of the dahshindyan or southing sun, that is, the declining sun, are con-

sidered unlucky by the Hindus, and during these months no thread-girding or marriage

ceremonies are performed. The gates of heaven are closed, and Vishnu, the guardian deity,

is believed to sleep for four months; consequently the infiuence of spirits is greater during

thQ southing than during tne northing sun. Fitribpahsha, or the departed ancestor’s

fortnight, when the spirits of all the dead come on earth, also falls in the dahshindyan or

southing months. All Tuesdays, Saturdays, Sundays, new-moon and full-moon days, and

the nine days of the month of Aslivin (October-November), called the Navardtra or nine nights

are times on which spirits are specially numerous and aggressive. Other occasions on which

spirits are likely to attack, are on great social events, as birth, thread-girding, marriage,

coming of age, pregnancy and death
; also during eating, meeting and bargaining, and in all

times of prosperity.

Eating. — Dinner is a spirit-time, and so all Bi^ahmans before taking their meals sprinkle

a circle of water round their dishes, put five pinches of food to the right of their dish, and sip

water. The several rites observed before a Brahman caste feast is begun, seem to find their

explanation in the belief that at the time of eating there is special risk of spirit attacks.

Round each dish lines of quai’tz or red powder are drawn, and incense sticks, fixed in small

pieces of plantain, are kept burning. The host goes round to each guest, pours a spoonful

of the holy water into his right hand, rubs his brow with sandal or saffron paste, and lays a

basil leaf or a flower in his hand. Then, while the family priest repeats verses, the

host sprinkles water on the guests and dishes, and taking a little water and sandal-paste in

a ladle throws it on the ground. The family priest calls aloud the name of the family

god, and the host and guests join in the shout Rar^ Mdhddev, Victory to

Mahadev.” At the end of the dinner betelnuts and leaves, and copper or silver coins, are

handed to the guests, scented oils and powders are rnbbed on their arms, and garlands of

flowers and nosegays ai*e placed in their hands. As the priest-guests leave, they throw

grains of rice over the host’s head. In Bombay, when a horse takes his food on a new-moon

night, the horse-keeper lays a cloth over his withers. The Telugu Brfihmans of Poona repeat

the name of Govind before they begin dinner.^® The Poona Senvis at the beginning

of dinner shout out Rar, Rar, Mdhddevy’ and when half finished chant verses. Dakhan

Mhars never eat without first saying the word hrislinarpany or dedicated to the god Krishna.

Among the Karnatak Kunbis one of the giirib's or teacher’s chief rules is that the disciples

should not eat while a dead neighbour is unburied, or go on eating after the light is put out,®^

The Kulachari Hatgars, a class of Brahmanio hand-loom weavers in Belgaum, dine in silk or

freshly washed cotton, offer some of the food to the gods, lay out some pinches, and make a circle
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of water round the plate.^^ Karniitak Vaisyas take three sips of holy water, and make fresh

sect marks before eating’.^® In Bengal, no Brahman will eat unless he weals his sacred thread,

and no Yaisya without putting on o^tidast necklace.^i The Jenu Kurubars of Coorg pronounce

Kfili’s name over their food.^s The Paleyas, a wild Coorg class, call on their gods Galiga,

Kborti, and Kalwiti when eating.^® In Mecca, after dinner, rosewater is sprinkled on the beards

of guests, and aloewood is burnt before them.®^ The Persians say a prayer before eating, and

observe inviolable silence during the repast.®® In China, besides pouring out wine, the feast is

begun by a drink
;

so also among the Persians.®^ Dr. Livingstone says the Balondas of

South Africa returned to a thicket when porridge was cooked, and all stood up and clapped

their hands.®® The Musalmdns of Morocco begin their meals in God’s name, and end witli

a wash and thanks to God.®^ The New Caledonian women never drink facing a medicine man

(wizard), but always turn their back towards him.®^ That the Romans shared the experience

that dinner was a spirit-time, is shewn by their crowning their heads with chajDlets of bay and

laurel, and fastening a rose over the table.®® Burton®^ (1621 A. D.) notices two cases — one of

a nun who ate a lettuce without saying grace or making the sign of the cross, and was instantly

possessed ;
and another by eating an unhallowed pomegranate. The Greek and Roman offer-

ings of meat and drink before or after meat, and the English leaving part of a dish for Lady
Manners w’ei‘e due perhaps to the belief that spirits enter at food-time. So also the Roman
Catholic practice of making the sign of the cross before eating, and the Pz'otestant rule of

grace before meat may be attributed to the same belief.®®

Times of Meeting and Bargain. — Spirits are likely to attack at the time of bargaining.

So the Bombay Banifis, at the time of making a bargain, conceal their hands under a cloth,

and the DakliauChitpavan at a wedding closes the bargain with the musicians by giving each a
betel-nut.®® Among the Chitpavans, when the betrothal ceremony is over, the fathers of the
bride and bridegroom tie to the hems of each other’s garments five betel-nuts and five pieces of

turmeric, and at a Chitpavan wedding, 'when the girl is formally given, the father of the o*irl

pours over the hand of the boy a ladleful of water.®7 Among the Karnafak Madhava Brahmans
when the bride’s father finally agrees to give his daughter to the bridegroom, he ties turmeric
roots, betel-nuts and rice into a corner of the bridegroom’s shoulder cloth,®® The Afghans
swear to a contract over a stone.®^ In making a covenant the Jews cut a beast in two, and
make the parties pass between the parts.^® In Lancashire, when you buy cattle, you should
always get back a little coin for luck.^i The Hindus repeat the names of their gods when they
meet one another. Thus, the GujartU Hindus say: “ Jai GujpaZ, or victory to GopM;” and
the Dakhan Hindus say :

‘‘ Edm, or victory to Ram,” The original object .of this may,
perhaps, be to scare spirits. The Aborigines of the Andamans salute by' lifting up their Jec^
and slapping the thigh .^2

Auspicious Events. — On all occasions of joy and mirth, as birth, marriage, coniine of
age, and pregnancy, the influence of spirits is great, — that is, men are more likely to be
attacked on such occasions than at other times. The fifth and sixth nights after a birth are
held in dread by all Hindus.^^® Spirits are likely to attack at the time of a wedding : so amone
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the BatnAgiri Marathas at tlieir wedding, when the lackj moment comes, the priest shouts
“ take care,” the guests clap hands, and when the people outside hear the clapping they fire
guns. The reason why they fire guns is to keep ofi Kal. If they did not frfghteu lOU
he would seize the bride and bridegroom, or their fathers and mothers. Whoever Kal seizes
falls senseless or in a Bt.7i The Mangellas, Phudgis and Yadvals of ThanA have a strong
belief that at the lucky moment the bride and bridegroom or their parents are likel}^ to be
attacked by spirits, and especially among the Mangellas freqaent cases occur in which the
bridegroom or his father or mother get possessed, or fall in a fit just when the lucky moment
comes To this day the Swedish bridegroom has a great fear of the trolls and spikts which
inliabit Sweden. As an antidote he sews into his clothes strong smelling herbs, such as o*ar]ic

cloves, and rosemary, and the young women carry boughs of these, and deck themselves with
loads of jewellery, gold bells and grelots as large as applesJe Coming of age and pregnancy
are also times at which spirits attack men. At her coming of age the Chitpavan girl is treated
\vith special care. She is seated in a wooden frame with lamps on either side, is

decorated with flowers and oimaments, and is feasted with rich dishes. A Chitpavan girl who
is pregnant is not allowed to let her hair fall loose, or to go out of doors, or to sikunder a
tree, or to ride on a horse or an elephant.77 The Hottentots make their boys men at a feast
where oxen and sheep are slaughtered.^s Among the New Caledonians a girl’s first inonthly
sickness is much feared

;
when the first periodical sickness comes on, the girls are fed by their

mothers or nearest female relations, and on no account will they touch their food with their
own hands. They are at this time also careful not to touch their heads, and keep a small
^tick to scratch their heads with. They remain outside the lodge all the time they are in this

state, in a hut made for the purpose. Daring all this period they wear a skull-cap made of

skin
;
this is never taken off until their first monthly sickness ceases

; they also wear a strip of
black paint, about one inch wfide, across their eyes, and hang a fringe of shells and bones.

Their reason for hanging fringes before their eyes is to hinder any bad medicine man harming
them during this critical period.'^ In building or entering a new house or church there is a
danger of spirits attacking the enterer : so the Hindus perform a ceremony, called

sMnii or quieting of the spirit Vastu, before coming to live in a newly built house. The first

person who enters a new church in Germany becomes the property of the devil. So they send
ill a pig or a dog.®®

Among Hindus, at the beginning of any work, Ganpati, the lord of the (/a?ias or troops is

invoked, and some propitiatory rites are performed. All beginnings are special spirit-times.

So Hindus take care to wear new clothes on a lucky day, and when the^'' wear a new clotli

they apply a’ little red powder to its edges, and sometimes offer a few threads from the clothes

to their family god.®^ In Belgaum, whee a Chitpavan gets a new waist cloth before he puts it

on he rubs turmeric and red powder on the comers. He then folds it, and lays it before the

house gods, praying them to give him a better one next year. He finally lays it across a
horse’s back before he puts it on.^s Dharwar Madhva Brahmans, especially the women, will

not take a new robe as a present unless the giver marks it with red pow^der.®® In Scotland,

when a child wears new clothes for the first time, other children or the elders of the house pinch
him, giving him what is called a tailor’s nip. A nip for new, a bite for blue” is a Durham
rhyme for wearing new clothes.®^ Originally, at the time of wearing a new coat, a glass of

liquor was given, and if the wearer refused, a button was cut ofl. On the Scottish borders

people never put on a new coat without putting money in the right pocket. ®5
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Information from Mr. TirmalrAo.

Op. cit. p. 119,
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New-moon and Full-moon days. — Spirits are believed to be more numerous aud

dangerous on new-moon and full-moon days than at other times. This belief is general among

Hindu physicians from their experience that men suffering from special diseases have a great

fear that their sickness will increase on the days of new and full moon.^e On all new-moon

days Brahmans offer water and sesamum seed to their ancestors
;
and those who are very pious,

eailed uf/nlhotris or hre-sacrificers, kindle a sacred fire on all new-moon and full-moon days.®7

Dllar^Yar Radders on all, except the December new-moon, offer fried cakes to the goddess

Lakfehamava, and throw cakes to the four quarters of lieaven.^s In Southern India, on all

new-moon daj’s, Brahmans offer sesamum seed and water to their dead father, grandfather, and

great -s:randfather.®^ On those new-moon and fnll-moon days on which an eclipse takes place

the influence of spirits is said to he exceedingly high
;
on these days Hindus dip their house-

hold gods in water that they may not be defiled, and lay sacred grass blades or basil leaves on

their own clothes and food. When the eclipse is over, all bathe, and change their sacred

thread, and any cooked food that may be in the house is thrown away. On eclipse-days many
exorcists and wizards stand in water and repeat or study the mantras or incantations which

give them power over spirits, and all new candidates for the study of exorcism, sorcery or

witchcraft are initiated on eclipse days.®® The washermen of Mysore on the new-moon

a bliapeless stone, and occasionally feast in honour of deceased ancestors.®^ Among the

Musalmuns, on the new-moon which comes after the new year, the blood of a goat is

sprinkled on the sides of their doors.®2 Fryer (p. 94) says (in 1673) on a new-moon night the

Musalman widows of Sni’at used to go to the grave to repeat a doleful dirge, and bestowed a

sacramental wafer, and asked their prayers for the dead . No young Musalman girl will go*

out either on a new-moon or on a Thursday evening,®^

The Musalmans of the MAldive Islands rejoice when they see the new' moon, and offer

him incense, and fire guns.®^ At the sight of the new moon the Hottentots crowed together,

make merry all night, dance, jump, and sing,®® According to Pliny,®® monkeys aud marmosets

are sad and heavy in the wane of the moon, but adore and joy at the new’ moon, testifying

their delight by hopping and dancing. The Peruvians had a yearly water-sprinkling on the

first day of the September moon.®^

Besides new-moon and full-moon days the other Hindu special spirit-days are TuesdayvS^

Saturdays and Sundays, the day on which the sun enters the sign of Capricorn, nine days in

the month of Asvin (Octoher-November), and the ^itripahsha or ancestor’s fortnight in the
month of BhMrapada or September. Hindu children are not allowed to go out at noon or

in the evening on a Tuesday, lest they may be attacked by sjpirits who go on circuit at that

time. New year’s day and the days at the end of the year are also days on which spirits

are numerous. So all Hindus in the Koukun, on new year’s day, rub their bodies with oil

and sesamum, bathe, and then eat sugar and leaves.®® Among fehp Halvakki Vakkals
of Kiinara, on the (April) new year’s day or yugade, commemorative rites for all the spirits of
the dead are performed.^®® On the five exti^a days of the Persian year spirit* come back to

earth J Among the Egyptians there were three unlucky or black days w^hich were dangerous
to man.2 Among the Chinese the beginning and end of the year together form a great spirit

season. On the last day of the year, which is the day of the (dead) head of the house, the
Chinese burn incense before their family tablets, and before dawm go to a temple, burn incense,

Information from Mr. P. B. Joahi.

Bombay Gazetteer, Yol. XXII. p. 141.

3® Information from Mr. P. B. JosM.
n Fryer, 1673, Stirat, p. 108,

Francis Pyrard, p. 99.

sc Pliny’s JUifaiural History, Book viii., Chap. 53.

Melia azadirachia.

Bombay Gazetteer, Yol, XY, p. 206.

- Jones’ Crou'us, p. 304.

Information from Mr. P. B. Joshi.

Dubois, Yol. n. p. 22.

Buchanan’s Mysore, Yol. 1. p. 338.

Information from Mr. Fazal Latfullah.
Hahn’s Tsuni Goam, p. 37.

97 Mackay’s Freemasonry, p. 16.

99 Information from Mr. P. B. Joshi.
1 Dahistm, Yol. I. p, 827,
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and then visit friends and drink rice liquor. In the temple they make oft'eririgs of flesh, fowls

and fruit, and make a troublesome noise with Chinese drams and fire-works. Illuminations

begin on the first of the year, and on the thirteenth is a great feast of lanterns.^ On
new-year’s day the Chinese remain awake to keep spirits from coming.'^ In Scotland, the

month of May is unlucky
; so it was in Rome.® In Northumberland, the first man who came

ill after the old year was dead brought a shovel of coal or whisky,^ In England, in 1450, the

twenty-eighth of every month was held unlucky .7 In Saxon England, the last Monday of

April, the beginning of August, and the first Monda-y of December were unlucky.^ It is

unlucky to marry on Friday according to Christian tradition because Christ was crucified on

Friday.® The time of death is a great spirit-time. In Coorg it is believed that demon-spirits,

called Kuli, carry o^ ancestral spirits at the hour of death. If people think that a demon has

carried off an ancestor, they go to a medium who has power over the demon, and beg him to

force the demon-spirit to let the ancestral ghost free. The people of the house sit round

the medium, who throws a handful of rice on them, and the ancestral spirit lights on the back

of one of them, who falls into a swoon and is carried into the house. When the possessed

person recovers, the spirit is supposed to have gained its right place in one of the family. If

mourners come from a distance to redeem the soul of the dead, they do not fall in a swoon, buu

the moment the spirit gets on the back of one of them all hurry home without looking back

till the spirit and his carrier are safe in the family The belief' that death makes the bouse

unclean by turning it into an abode of bodiless spirits remains in England slightly Christianised.

In Northumberland, the wrath of God rests on the death-visited house till the clergyman has

come. Formerly the clergyman blessed a house after a death. Times of prosperity or

triumph are special spirit-times. The Hindu on any accession of fortune must perform mind-

rites or srdcldkas to his ancestors.^2 Among the Hottentots the triumphing warrior is met by

girls who sing, the priest cuts marks on his chest, and he is given a new name.^® Among the

Romans the triumphing hero was crowned with laurels, and close behind him Conscience in

the form of a slave whispered ‘‘ thou too art mortal,”^*^

(To de continued,)

FOLKLORE IN SOUTHERN INDIA.

BY PANDIT S. M. NATBSA SASTRI, B.A., M.P.L.S.

No, 45.— The Story of Kesava,

( A Variant of the Inexhaustible Bag ,

)

In the declining days of the DvAparayuga there lived, in a certain village near the

Kdllimajai Mountains, a poor Brahman family, consisting of a h asband and wife and half a

dozen children. Most of the inhabitants of the village were more or less poor, and the poorest

of all were the family just mentioned. Almost every day the father would go out begging and

return with enough rice for a thin gruel. The hungry chiidreu had their portions first, and

whatever reaiained was shared between the parents. None of these children was able to help

the family in any way, as the eldest was a boy of only thirteen years of age. For what after

all could a Brahman boy of thirteen do in the way of helping his family ? For the caste rules

at the end of the Dvaparayuga were very strict. He could not dig nor bear a burden nor do

any labour which could bring one or two fanams as wages. The only assistance he could

3 Ca,reri w OhurcMll. Yob IV. pp. 387.389. * Gray’s China, YoL I. p. 252.

3 Henderson’s Folk-Lore, p. 3-i.
® cp. p. 73.

^ Jones’ Crowns, p. 308. * Qp. cit. p. 304i.

• Henderson’s Folk-Lore, p. 83 ; Dyer’s Folk-Lore, p, 241. Bice’s Mysore, Vol. IH. p. 261.

n Henderson’s Folk-Lore, p. 63. Colebrooke’s Miscellaneous Fssays, Yob I. p. 204.

Hahn’s Tsuni Ooam, p. 23. Prom MS notes.
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render was to accompany his father with a hegg’ing bowl, and this he sometimes did. Thus the

family had very hard days to struggle with, and at last the pangs of hunger had become so

great" that the mistress of the family took her lord apart one day and spoke to him thus

with her eyes swimming in tears :
—

0 K^sava, how long are we to endure this misery ? Day after day and month after

month, I hare been most anxiously looking forward for a mitigation of our sirlerings. But

the great God has not yet been pleased. Surely we must hare been tlie greatest of sinners

in our previous births, and ^ye must now try our best to alleviate our liai’dsliips by some

penance. I will try my best to collect whatever may come in the shape of alms and maintain

the children while my lord should go to some unfrequented spot in a remote jungle in

the Kollimalai mountains and there propitiate the deity in such a way that our poverfcy

wili be removed from ns in this birth. We must live above want for at least a few days

before we die.”

‘^Agreed,” said Kesava, and on that very day he started for the KolHmalai mountains.

He chose an nnfrequented spot. Tigers and bears were howling round about him, but he did

not consider them more dangerous than hunger. He sat down, motionless as the stump of

a tree, with closed eyes. Birds warbled sweet notes round about him and beasts of prey

howled, but he heeded nothing. His whole attention was in the contemplation of God. For

months he remained in the same posture. His eyes once closed vsrere never opened. He
became absorbed in contemplation, and whether he suffered from hunger or thirst he never

knew. Creepers sprouted up round about him, and encircled his neck, and birds built

their nests on his hair. Thus passed ten months.

On the first day of the eleventh month a certain person in the garb of a mendicant stood

before Kesava and asked him to open his eyes. K^sava obeyed and saw a most holy person

standing in the shape of a sany^sia before him. He felt himself to be in the same state of

health as when he had sat down for penance, but he knew not how long ago. The inenclicant

ordered Kesava to relate his story. “My lord,” said Kesava, “lam a pauper with half

a dozen children. They are all dying of hunger. Give me enough to feed them on and to

live above want. That is all my prayer.”

“ Undoubtedly, your request will be granted,” said the great God, for it was no other

than the Almighty himself who had come down in the shape of a mnydsin. Having thus

spoken, he placed on K^sava’s head a bag of rice and ordered him to go home. He then
disappeared. Kesava was greatly pleased at the dawn of divine favour on him, and, though
weak, he had strength enough for the jouimey. He was very intelligent, and understood at

once that the danyasm before him was the great God himself.

So Kisava returned home with joy and reached his house at evening. He called aloud
to his wife by name, and asked her to help him in taking the bag down from his head. She
did so, but when he lifted up his head there was another rice-bag on it ! That too was soon
brought down. And as soon as it was taken down, there appeared a third bag. A fourth, fifth,

sixth, bag appeared in succession, and were taken down, and then the matter grow hopeless.
Bags began to appear ad nifinitum^ and poor Kesava had no time to be relieved of his burden
or to go in to refresh himself. He was thoroughly exhausted, and asked his wdfe to go in and
give him something to eat, while he remained outside with his burden.

Of course, there was no rice at home, but his wife took a small quantity from one of the
bags, and ground it into hour in a hand-mill. She collected the flour, but, though the whole
quantity was collected into a small heap, more still kept lying round the mill 1 Slie now
divined the secret and cooked what she had already collected into a cake in all haste, and
returned to her lord with it and a little water to drink.

Kesava ivas standing with both his bands uplifted holding up the hag. So his wife broke
a portion of the cake and thrust the bit into his mouth. She also gave him a spoonful of
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water to help him to chew it. With all the difidculty of a heavy burden on his head Kesava

managed to chew the bit of cake and thus swallowed his first nourishment for ten months. As

soon as the first mouthful was gulped down, what was his wonder to feel a similar bit of cake

still in his mouth. He showed it to his wife and she at once became alarmed. She gave him,

however, another spoonful of water. Soon the second bit also was chewed and swallowed

down- But again a similar bit appeared. His suspicions wei'e now conSrmed. Without end

bit after bit of the same size as the first appeared in his mouth. He became exhausted after

s'wallow’ing a dozen and fell down dead on the ground with the bag still sticking to his head,

like a tree cut at the I'oot.

The sorrow of the poor wife can be better imagined than described. The hundred bags of

rice already lowered down from Kesava’s head were lying in piles. She had given him only a

bit of a single cake, and that had multiplied itself into a dozen and killed her lord. There he

was lying— a corpse with the horrible bag still sticking to his head.

The villagers had of course assembled and seen everything that had transpired. To a

certain extent they understood it and looked upon the death of Kesava as a great calamity.

But the dead body bad to be cremated. So they made arrangements and prepared a bier of

sreen leaves, and set on it the body which had the bag still sticking to its head. Pour stout

men bore it to the cremation ground. The funeral pile was ready and the burden was set down.

But there was at once a similar burden on their shoulders. They threw it down and again a

similar burden appeared. They were bewildered and soon there were one hundred dead bodies

of Kesava lying on the ground, and still there appeared to be no hope at all of the matter

coming to an end. They cursed themselves for having thus got themselves involved in

Kesava's aSairs. The whole village was horror-struck.

It was at this moment that a sanS-ysin suddenly made his appearance on the cremation

ground* He approached the astonished villagers, and enquired of them the cause of their

misery, and they related the whole story.

Very well, my friends ! Can you point out the original body of Kesava which you

brought here from his house ? ’’ said the mendicant.

The villao’ers tried their best, but could not succeed, for one body was so like the other.

They pleaded their inability. The mendicant then poured a pot full of water on all the dead

bodies, when they all disappeared, and the original KSsava rose up with the bag still on his

head. The astonished villagers now regarded the mendicant as a God sent to help them, if not

the very God himself, and followed him with Kesava and his bag to KSsava’s
,

house. There

they found Osava’s wife just recovering from her swoon, and on hearing the story of her

iord^s return, she fell down on the feet of the mendicant and begged of him to grant her her

lord without the hag on his head.

I shall do more than tliat for you, madam 1” said the saoidysi'H, He threw a handful of

water on KSsava’s head, and the bag dropped down.

The mendicant noxfc demanded the original bag that was brought from tne K611iina]ai

mountains to bo pointed out to him. Here, too, there was the same inability and failure. So

the mendicant poured a vessel full of wafcer on all the bags, and they all disappeared, leaving

only one behind, which was the original bag.

“Let this single bag be emptied in your granary, and tlie contents of your granary will

never decrease. The quantity that you take out will at once be replenished then and there,

and thus you will live above want.”

Saying thus the sanydsin vanished, and the whole village understood that it was all the

work of God. They praised Kesava for his devotion and good luck, and ever after Kesava lived

a happy man with his wife and children, and beyond want.
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notes and QUEBIES.

BtJKNING IN EFFIGY.

Lately tlii*ee convicts in Port Blair from

Northern India had a dispute with a fourth, and

were caught trying to wreak vengeance on him as

India. The aneasureinents are probably reserved
for an anthropological journal, but he gives a
good many interesting facts about the uncivilised
hill peoples.

follows :

—

They made a figure of straw, to which they

gave his name, and abused and beat it with

shoes. Finally, they took it to a latrine where

they made water on it, and were about to burn it>

when the authorities came upon the scene and
necessarily intei*£ered.

B. 0. Temple.

A NOTION AS TO THE PLAGUE IN BOMBAY.

This is what I recently heard from the mouth
of an old woman from Bgindra, a village some ten

miles from Bombay.

“It is believed that disease says it will go in

advance, but so also say the wind and the rain.

And thus a constant struggle between the three

has always gone on. At length it happened that

disease got the better of the other two, and it

(to v/it : the plague) came in advance, and played
sad havoc throughout the Bombay Presidency.
This dire disease had been hardly got rid of, when
another followed, namely, cholera, which also

carried away people by hundreds. The conflict

now only remained between the wind and the
rain, both of which wanted to be in advance of
the other. The monsoons began early, but as
quickly as clouds gathered and it was about to rain,
the -mind oame howling and pressed the elouda
onwards, so that the falling of the rain was
cheeked: at least it did not fall in snoh qnanti-
ties as it otherwise wotdd have fallen. At iimpa
the rain prevailed over the wind, in which case
there was a good downpour, with good restdts toman and beast.”

vrtuij. JD,

COBRtrPTION OF CHSISTIAlf NAMES.
Thebe is a Christian prisoner at Port B]

reim-ned
^

“ Venkatasawmy alias Ohowtean,

:

of Satnnel.’* CWtoan stands for SSwatiaA
Sebastian. The ch in Ohowtean arises from iweU known difficulty that Dravidians have
distinguishing between eh and s.

0. Temple
notes on SOUTHEEN INDIAThe purpose of Eerr Schmidt-B visit to •

mdi-as Presidency seems to have been to obtanthropo ogical measurements of the wilder ]tnbes stiU fou^d there, and, genei-ally speakito study the characteristics of the different raand classes of people that inhabit the South

In some instances he could note a gradual ame-
lioration of condition and a slight rise in the scale
of civilisation compared with a. century or so ao-o-

For instance, the Kamkars of the Tinneveily
District no longer abandon a whole village when

I

a death takes place and form a new settlement at
a distance from the old one ; nor do they build
their straw huts in trees to be out of the reach of
tigers and wild elephants, as they did ut a very
recent date. Like many other degraded races,
their muscular system is weak, and, curiously
enough, for a jungle people, they seem to be very
poor shots with a bow and arrow Almost their
only industry is basket making, at which they
are proficient. Other necessaries, sncli as knives,
arrow-heads, pottery, and woven stulfs are obtain-
ed from Muhammadan pedlars.

At Cochin on the west coast, the Black Jews
are so despised by their wdiitc co-religionists that
regular marriages never take place between them.
Yet concubinage between white males and black
Jewesses is far from uncommon, with the result
that every gradation of colour from lightest to
the darkest is to be found among the'* Hebrew
population.

The Ntalsers of the Anamala Hills— a short,
slight- built, brown, forest people— are not, as we
might imagine, hunters, but live on roots, chance
carcases, and fish, which they catch in their
hands, as they have no nets. They alwiivs
maiTy within the village. About a hundred years
ago they used to burn their dead, but now this is
only done with old people, and the young are
bpried with the head to the south.

^

When a Badaga of the Eastern Eilgiri Hills
is on the point of death, a small piece of money
IS placed in the dying man’s mouth. He ought
to swaUow it if possible

; but if too weak to do so.
It IS wrapped up in a piece of cloth and tied to
IS aim.^. When dead his body is laid on a pile of

wood with his oi-naments and imp-lements. Next
morning a dance, lasting till midday, is perform-
e by men in front of the pile

; the sins of the
deceased are then transferred to a calf and the
pyre is ignited. On the following day the ashes
are thrown into a stream, and the larger bones
are covered with large stones.

« . <3eo. E. D’Penha.

[This is a characteristic also of all the Andamaneeo
Tribes. — Bn.]
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CURRENCY AND COINAGE AMONG THE BURMESE.
BY B. a TEMPLE.

{Coniimied from p. 153.)

C.—^Manipuri.

The connection between Manipur and Bnrma is of old standing, and many groups of

Maiiipuri families are to be found establislied all ovei* Upper Burma. It is on this accouuo

that I have made such enquiries as I could into the interesting, if complicated, pondemry,

pecuniary and accompt notions of the inhabitants of the Maalpur State
;
an enquiry which is

also otherwise of interest, as the conditions therein described are rapidly passing away and will

probably have disappeared by the time the present youthful mediatised ruler of the Slate

reaches his majority and is emancipated from the leading-strings of his British superintenclenis.

And if, as I think, the Manipur money system explains the divisions of Akbar’s jctldlas}^ the

enquiry becomes of genei'al importance.

My sources of original information as to this language are more limited than one would

wish, and consist of :
—

(1)

Maiii'puri Graniniar, Vooahulary and Plirase-hooJc, Primrose, ofi&cial publicatioii®

1888.

(2)

Statistical Account of the Native State of 2Iampicr, Brown, otficial publication^

1873.

(3)

An educated Manipiiri.

(4)

Various Ponnus and Kahes of Mandalay.^®

The Maniphri Language can, however, hardly be said to have been more than superh-

daily studied by any writer whose work I have seen, and so I have felt myself to be at liberty

to represent the words thereof in the forms that they appeared to assume to me, irrespective o£

the statements of others,

** As described in the Atn Akhart and explained in the previous Section of this Chapter,

The Censits Report
,
Bunna, Vol. I. p. 150, calls the Ponnas Manipur! Brahmans, following the usual notion or.

the subject in Burma, and the Kapes captives deported by Shinbyuyiu in 1764 A. D. : the Ponnas being immigrant'-^

of an earlier date. However this may be, it so happened that I saw a good deal of both Pounds (Skr., not ancient,

pui'iya, Pali, pw/iricf, pure) and Kapes while in Mandalay in 1887-89, and to a certain extent won their confidence,

visiting their temples, and being admitted to their ceremonies, which are so much to them and were then, at any

rate, so carefully hidden from the outer world. I should say, from what I then saw and heard, that the Manipur!'?

in Burma are divided into Ponnas, or higher caste Manipfirts, and KaJ?cs, or lower caste or
** no caste’^ JV" anlpur!''

I know that the Ponnds are not by any means all Briihmans, nor do they at all claim to be of that caste. The majo-

rity are among themselves called Satr!s (Chhatris, i. e., Kshatriyas), and there are other caste distinctions among

"them. In Manipur itself the usual caste distinctions ai*e recogmised. The Kal?c weavers, much Bnrmanised, o?

Eastern Mrudalay, also recognised differences in caste status amongst themselves, and, beyond their common origin

of habitation, had but little conneotion with the proud and exclusive P.mnas. Mr. Eales remarks in the Censwi’

Report that the reported difference in dialect between Ponnu and* is more fanciful than real, and is due to th*'

greater Burmanisation of the one class over the other. In this I think he is right. I have MS. accounts of the

Manipuri ceremonies given me by the people, written in the Bengali character, and they are practically the same for

both classes. But Mr. Bales seems to think that the Burmanisation has been greatest among the PonnAs. My expo-

rience was just the other way. The PonnA, I found, stuck to his race and language : was proud and exclusive and

kept his blood pure. The Ka]?e, on the other hand, was free in his marriage relations and anxious to be absorbed

into the prevailing ^Burmese population: many, to my knowledge, professing Buddhism, as opposed to their own

ancestral modified Hinduism, with that object.

The Burmese word Ponna is generally translated BrAhman, and is perhaps usually understood in that sense

vaguely by the Burman population. In Stevenson's Burmese Dictionarij we have PdnnAina, PonnA and PonnemA,

translated quaintly “ a Brabminess.” But I do not think that outside of Burma the counterparts of the word have

over signified a BrAhman. It has meant “ pure, holy, righteous, a performer of the enjoined ceremonies,’’ and was

no doubt applied in Burma of old to the soothsayers and performers of ceremonies, who were real or supposititioas

BrAhmans,— probably the latter.

The very interesting term ITaJ^e, Oassay in many old books, requires an essay to itself for elucidation.
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As to tlie peculiarities appearing in nijpages : the palatals olhj, sh, s, ts, z, seem to be not

clearly distinguished by Native speakers* B. g,y the same man will say Saurjit, Ohanrjit

and Chaurzit; indiscriminately. So also will he say sel, shel and sa\, the s being distinctly

palatal; sencUhd and shstidtbd; tsop and j<rp. Similarly the liquids r, I, and n are

not easily distinguishable : e. g., lupci and equal rupee.'' L and n are mixed up in

pronunciation in the manner not at all uncommon in India and Further India. I have not

noticed that any one has remarked the existence of sandhi in Manipuri, but that it does exist in

an irregular form I have little doubt. B, g,^ semMbd = sel 4^ tcibd: senmarl == set + mart. So

^dmd = sd -j- but on the othor hand we have sani and sahihn = sd + ani and sd 4- ahum.

And many of the puzzling and unexplained inflectional forms given in the long list of sentences

in Primrose’s Grammar seem to me to be only explicable on the assumption that sandhi exists

in the language.^®

With these preliminary remarks I will plunge into the very troubled waters of Maniptiri

account-keeping.

In Manipur itself there is only one recognised indigenous coin or form of currency,

known as to Europeans and as makMi to the Natives, wliicli is a very small rudedisk

of bell-metal, i, e., a mixture of brass and tin,i^ usually roughly stamped with the word srL

It will, in the explanations following, be called by its established European name.

I have already shown (ayite, Vol. XXYI, p. 290) how the method of calculating the s§I

is based on the assumption that 400 sel = 5,000 cowries = 1 rupee, about 5,000 cowries

to the rupee being of old the ratio of account exchange in these parts. The interesting point

for the pi’esent purpose is to trace out how it came about that 400 sel were made to equal a
rupee and to represent 5,000 cowries.

The standard scale for reckoning cowries is as follows (Prinsep, Ihscgn/ Tables,

p. 2) :
—

4 cowries (kauris) are 1 gaiula

20 gaudils „ 1 pan

5 pau
,, 1 ana (anna)

400 cowries to the anna

It will have already been seen that Akbar adopted 400 dtos as the final division of his
upper standard money of account, the gold jaiaia, which corresponded in weight to his
upper standard Troy weight, the tola. It will also have been seen, that tho Nepalese

bawllih ,seems to be heard and seen sometimos in the lai’ger nu morals, e.

20

30

40

60

70

80

90

is hilly a score : then

is — Iciil + t ird = a score and ten,

is niphu, i. e., 2 score ;

is humph w, i. e., 3 score : then
is hdinphudri (spelt MmphutarS,), i. e., 3 score and ten :

is mariphu, i. e., 4 score : then
is mariphiitardy i, 4 score and ten.

Tho philology of Manipflcl is no doubt interestine. g., there is a clear conueetion with many surronndiu.'Kaga words aud with Burmese. It has, for instance, the Burmese accent S , and nyO?, hsh, is spelt in prooisoly th"same way in both tongues. I also found archaisms in it, now lost iu Burmese ; e g., the Bur.ncso. pin/? a Jonkthe poonyy (hard g) aud po«iy, ponjee, of the Anglo-Indian, is spelt h-anSiriS, and is iu ManipM pronouncedpmjTi I knew one offimal, who. seeing the word spjlt phaujgj officially, always oilled it funn • m as iu hni
^

w'so wr-tf b
Myit-ngS Bridge, a large work, always oaUed it Mingy ; Ij din sing.

' ' ’

So ntten, but the pronunciation is much nearer sal (s palatal)
^

The real meaning of the term s« is bell-metal. Primrose. Grammar, p. 49, gives a phrase
Jcori-ga Iconngau.ga y^nna-raga sel oLU
brass-out-of tin-out-of made-aboufc-to-be bell-metal mi.-ced-i3 .Bell-metal ($sl) xa compoaed of brass and tin.
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have adopted tlie scale of 400 dams to their ripper standard money of account, the takha^

which is the rupee and which weighs a tola,

Now it can he shown that there is no doubt about the origin of the Maniptiri scale

of 400 sel to the rupee of account being directly due to the system of reckoning
400 cowries to the anna, and the s§l of Maniphr being the dto of Akbar’s time and
of modern Nepal.

In the first j)lace the s§l are reckoned for account purposes by fours, that is^ by
the equivalents of gandds}^ in precisely the same way as are cowries. The only diference is

that one s§l = 12^ cowries, and therefore

4 sai are 50 cowries

8 )9 39 100 33

12 >5 33 150 33

80 39 33 1,000 33

400 35 33 5,000 33

Now four sel are known by the name of fifty,” and multiples of four up to 400 sel arc

known by name as multiples of 50; thus, the name for 8 seZis simply “one hundred:” for

12 sel *‘one hundred and fifty;” for 80s^Z“oue thousand.’^ A rupee, i, e., 400 50 Z, is in

reckoning known as ‘‘five thousand. This system of naming is not used for the intermediate

denominations
;
t. e., 2 sil are not called “ twenty-five nor are 3 sel called “ 37| nor are 6 sSl

called “ 75.” Such denominations have a system of terminology resting* on altog*ether a

different basis. It is therefore clear that the sel are counted by fours, each four being in

accounts equal to 50 cowries and called by that name.

The actual nomenclature is as follows ;
—

Serial Nos. of

quartettes.
No. of sel. Name. Sense of name.

1 4 yangkhai-® and yangkhai-ama^^ 50

2 8 suma^^ 100

3 12 sama j^ngkhai 150

4 16 200

5 20 sani yfiugkhai ... 250

6 24 sahfim 300

7 28 sahum yangkhai 350

8 32 samari ... 400

9 86 samari yangkhai ... ••• 450

To reckon by gfan-cl 5 is to reckon by fours. Beames’ Ed. of Elliot’s Glossavy, Vol. II, p. 315: Orierson,

Bihar Peasant Life, p. 430 ; Thomas, Pathan Kings, p. 220.

80 In the vernacular enumeration given by Primrose, Graiyifnar, p. 30, all these terms are preceded by the word

sH : e. g., sil %jdnghhai, sel ch&md : but I did not gather that this is really the custom, except when it is necessary

to prevent obvious ambiguity,
21 Lit,, one ydtigkhai, Sa, sd, cha, chd is the prefix for 100 : c/, Malay sa»

23 Called by Primrose chani in Roman characters, but chali in Bengali characters ; p, 30,
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Serial Kos, of

quartettes.
No. of s^’l. Name. Sense of name.

10 40 samanga.,. «ao • oa 0 . 500

11 44 samanga yaiigkhai ...

1

550

12 48 Sciiaruk ... 600

13 52 sataruk yangkhai ... 650

14 56 sataret ... 700

15 60 sataret yangkhai 750

16 64 sfinipan^^ 800

17
1

68 sanipan yang‘kliai 850

18
j

72 samapan... ... 9 ® 1 900

19 76 samapan yangkhai • •• 950

20 80 lishing^s lishixig-ama • •a ... 1,000

40 160 lishing-ani ... 2,000

60 240 h'shing-ahum ... ... ... 3,000

80 320 lishing-mari ... ... ... 4,000

100 400 lishing-m an gA^® . ,

.

... 5,000

The following comparison can now be made to clinch the argument as to liow tlio scale of

stH took its particular form : —

Heckoning hy cowries. Heckoning by sel.

4 kauris are 1 gancl?! 4 sel are 1 yfaigldiai

20 ganda ,, 1 pan 20 yangkhai ,, 1 lishing

5 pan „ 1 ana 5 lishing
,, 1 lupa^?

As I have already pointed out (^ante, VoL XXVI, p, 290), w'hen the rcvexine of Silhet was
paid in cowries,, about 5,000 cowries were reckoned to the rupee. The actual reckoning in

accounts was 6,120 cowries to the rupee. This came about by the use of another popular
scale. In the Lildvati, as lias been explained in the previous Section,

20 cowries are 1 k«kiui

4 kakini ,, 1 pana

16 pa^a „ 1 dramma

1,280

2* Chdni^dl in the Bengali characters: Primrose, p. 30,

25 Spelt lid^g and so transcribed by Primrose, p. 30. 26 These terms mean really 1 , 2, 8, 4 and 5 Uthiijg,
22 Written rilpA. This is the recognised term for a rupee in Manipur: vide Primrose, Grammar,

It mn&t not be understood that a Manipilri would so express his scale if questioned.
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Tlai^ scale is preserved in modern times thus —
4 cowries

20 ganda

16 pan

are 1 -gan^a

„ 1 pan

5 ,
1 kabawa^a

1,280

Now botli tlie Icalnman and the -dramma of fclie L^lavaU are quarter tdlas^i i, e., they are tlie

eqsjiivalenfcs in cowries to the quarter rupee, and therefore by this scale the rupee would be

equal to 1,280 X 4 == 5,120 cowries.

BotA Elliot and Beames^® have lung ago explained that thepardd of account and tlie^a??^^

of pi’actice have never coincided ;
nor, as .a matter of fact have any otlier account and bullion

denominations nominally the equivalents of each other. It is so with the sSL SSI, in practice

as coins, have had no fixed exchange witli rupees, but the exclvange has varied with the

quantities of silver coin in the market from time to time. Thus in 1873 Dr. Brown, Ma/nipur^

p. 89, tells eis that sel ran 42S to the rupee, the usual variation lying between 420 and 450 t©

•the rujTce, The nomenclaturis of the intermediate denominations of the quartettes of

also show^s that at one time, — it is not so now, as will be explained later on, — there must

have been the same divergence between practice and account as I'egards sel as there is as

5*egards jjctvdcis of cowries. That is, the sel of account was one half the coined sel, a fact wliick

aifecis the mode of enumeration tbioughout, thus^ — In account'"'^ one sel'' is called muhlidie

e., “a half’': two seV are called sSUmd, L e., sel one'’: three sel" ai^ -called

eelamd meddidi, i. e., sel one and a half," and so on through all the minor denominations of

each quartette. The full scale of enumeration is a •combination of the names of the quartettes

of fifties and of the just explained habit of counting the s61 ofaccount as half the coined

sdl, thus; —
Method of Enumerating

EngiLii^, ManipdrJ. 'Sense of the Manipuri.

1 s€l mnlvhili-aina^ 1 half

2 sBlama^^ and pliaig^ik-am,a^ 1 sSl .and 1 phaigak

selama makhai 1 s61 and a half

4 ••• yftugkhai ••• fifty

s '
yaiigkhai makhai fifty -and a haM

6 ,, ... sdahmn .«« •«« ,

8 sSl

? s^lahum makhai ... 3 s’ll and a half

28 Beames’ Ed. of Elliot’s Glossary, Voi. H. -p. 015. Ojp. ot. Vol. II. p. 316.

•^0 That is. the British rnpee. Brown says that Biarmese (peacoefc) rup&ss 'v^reals.o current, b,ut I was assured

that it was considered a swindle topass Burmese rupees in ManipCir,

Malthai according to .Primrose, p. 30 n., but this expression wpuld be, I gather, incorrect,

32 Also simply Tnakhdi, If it be necessary to preBx sel to malcMi for the sake of clearness, the term become^

senmalMi, ^ x ^

83 The words selamd^ and senwwiSrS, {scl d- mcMiyu) are treated as one word, i, e., as separarfce terms m
the language,

i!T^ Also simply :pliaigaK Kak is a term for the quarter ga^vo. of India, =

possibly sghaigalc. JBeames* Ed. of Elliot, Glossary, Yol. 2X p. 316.

: one in the scale of quartettes, whenu®
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English. ITa^ipnrfi of the Manipuri.

8 sa ••v r. samil • fir*
joa

9- jr &am^‘ inalihai' ... 100 and a half

10 JS* • CV ... senni-anga- 5 sM

51 • e* . . senma-nga makimr 5 sel and a half

12 )3 • .o'- sA ina y An gkhai* ... • » « 15^

13 iT •• sAms-yAngkhai msukhai ... 150 and a half

34 O’
... sani sendAba ... 200 less a s^l

15 *•* sam iGuakhAi-tabA.,. ... 2.00 less a half

16 >»
sans . ... 200

17 if ... , sani imkliAi! • 0'« 200 and a half

18 n •*. .•.i saiii- pbaigak ... «»# 200 and a phaigak

19 9} • »• ...
’ sani-phaigak makhai* ... 200 and a ph^iigrak and; a teif

20 a sani yAngkhai • 00
1

250

21 if • i' .. sani-yanghhai makbM ...
[

250 and a hall

22 ti • .. : sahum sendaba- ... 500 less a s6i

23 a 1
sahum makhai-taba ... SOO less* a half

24 99
... i eabhm ... ... 3©0

25 if • •» ... sahuna makhai ...

1

... SOO and a half

26 f r ... .[ saMm phaigak ... ... 500 and a phaigak

And so on up to 3-2,
40> 48, 56y 64, 72

-,
and 80 self each ocbav'e, or double quarfcefcfeOy following

the S3’stem of nomenclature eeeii in the octave lG-24.

Accoi'diiig to this method of reckoning, the coined parts of tho British rupee in silver

'would show in accounts as follows c —
The Rupee in Ma^ipflri Accounts,

English^ Talxne in sel. JVEanipisri. S'ciiri-e.

Rupee ... ...
1

1

400 s^l lishing manga 6,000

8-anna piece 2C0 sSl lishing ani ©AmangA 2,500

4“anna piece ... ... 100 sSl lishing ama sani yangkhai

.

1,250

2-anna piece ... ... 50 sM sAtaruk^phaigak^. *. 6C'0 and a pliai-

gak3»

Also sdtantih sHamd.
sc The ^haigak being 25 cowries, the expression = 625 . Its form arises out of the scale just given, by wHcb

SO = 12 quartettes^ i. e., 48 *f 2 (phai^al) sH,
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And in fact these coins do so sho^Y in accounts.

It will be readily understood that sucli a system of reckoning and such a complicated
nomenclature could survive into everyday use in practical life among an essentially uneducated
people, only if the real meaning of the terms used be not present in the minds of those
who use them. Tins is the actual fact, and the above enquiry is therefore only useful for
the purpose of grasping the meaning and origin of the phenomena of the system.

To tli0 Maniptiri, when reckoning money and setting down acconnts the terms for Ms
coinage present themselves to his mind merely as abstract words for enumerating it in
the quaternary scale: thus : —

1 sll is simply a makhai
2 sel are simply a phaigak or s^Iama

4 sel are simply a yangkhai

This can be shown to he the case by the use of the terms

niakhai-ama for 1 s61, 1 makhai
phaigak-ama for 2 s^l, lit., 1 phaigak

yangkhai-ama for 4 sel, lit,, 1 yangkliai

In this way the Manipuri reckons thus : —
2 makhai are 1 phaigak^^ or half-quartette

2 phaigak are 1 yangkliai or quartette

In the same mental attitude the Mauipiiri continues his reckoning up to 20 quartettes,
which make a lishing, thus :

—
2 yangkliai are sama

4 ,, ,, sani

6 „ „ salnlm

8 „ ,, samari

And so on by the terms for hundreds.'' In precisely the same way five lishing make a
h1'pd^ or rupee.

This abstract way of looking at the words used is also visible in the terms for the inter-

mediate denominations for the odd parts of the quartettes, thus :
—

3

sll are phaigak makhai, i. e,, a phaigak^^ and a makhai, or a half quartette and
a sSl.

5 s6l are j^angkhai makhai, L e., a ydngkhai and a makhai, or a quartette and a sil»

The above terminology applies to the sH as a money of account,

For reckoning the sdl as a coin the terminology is much simpler and more straight-

forward. Thus, the term for the coined sel being mahJidi, s4l in the form of coin are simply

counted as any other article would be, and in this way the terms for the Britisli-Indian silver

coins are simplified down to the following : —
British-Indian silver coins in terms of coined S^l,

English.
II

ManipCirt. Sense.

Rupee Samari 400

8-anna piece sani ... *•* ... 200

^ 4-anna piece ••• samu •«. 100

2^anna piece yangkhai ... 50

It being understood that sHamd phaigak are purely synonyms ; merely convertible terms.
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Ifc will be observed that the meaning of aU the terms used is thus duplicated, but in

practical speech confusion would hardlj ever arise. In case it should the full terms used are

mahhcii sdmari, maUdi mni, malclidi sdmd, mahlidi ydncjMcii, respectively, meaning 400, 200,

100, and 50 sU (coined).

We now arrive at a point that is so puzzling to those who converse with Manipdris on

money matters. The British-Indian silver pieces have long been current throughout the

State and have names of their own irrespective of those given them in reference to their

place in accounts and to the number of coined sel each contains
;
thus :

—
Names for the British-Indian silver pieces.

English,
j

Manipur!, Sense.

Rupee lupamu 1 rupee

8-anna piece makhiii^® half

4-anua piece ••• ... quarter

2'anna piece iinuli aiina^®

It is for the above reasons that there are in common use three names for each denomina-

tion of British-Indian silver money, thus ;
—

Concurrent Mai^ipuii Terms for British-Indian Silver Coins.

English.

Manipfiri Equivalents,

for the coins. in cash. in accounts.

Rupee lupa, lupama samari and makh^i-

sAmari.

lishing manga

S-annas makhiiiand lupa-makhaij sani and makhai-sani ... lishing-ani samanga

4-annas siki and Idpa-sild sama and makluii-Silma.. lishing-ama saiii-yangklmi

2-annas ann^ ...

j

yankhai and makbai-

yankhai.

sataruk phaigak

Copper money, British-Indian or other, has never, until quite lately been in use in

Mampur, and Brown, Manipur, p. 89, relates that an attempt to introduce pice in 1866 abso-
lutely failed, as the hdzdr women^^ refused to have anything to say to it. The consequence
has been that it does not clearly appear in the Manipiiri language until British-Indian copper
coins (except the pie) were generally introduced after the mediatisation of the State iu

In full half rupee,
-9 In full inpa,si7ci, quarter rupee. Iu conformity to the liking of all Orientals for fractional expressions, si7d-

manga or five siM, is used for a rupee and a quarter,”
40 This is due to there being no copper coin in the country. The people had no idea of the British-Indian anna

and adopted the tex^m to express the lowest demoniination of silver coin. Since the troubles of 1891 the British-Indian
copper money has been known generally and the term dnnd has come to mean one anna, as well as two annas, by a
still further complication explained below.

41 Women are the hucksters of the country to even a greater extent than in Burma,
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consequence of the troubles of 1891, Now, however, though the people were, when I enquired^

still confused about the matter, the terms are :
—

British-Indian Copper Money.

English. Manipfiri.

pice, quarter-anna piece paisha, paishama

half-anna piece ... ... paisha-ani

one anna, four pice paisha-mari

pie ... *.» ... .•* tamri^s

It is known that the anna, i, four pice, equals 25 sSl (coined), and that therefore the

half-anna, pice and pie are, as the people express it, a a little more** respectively than the

12, 6, and 2 seL It is for this reason that in their accompt nomenclature only a term for

^‘anna’^ appears, that being saTium-mahhdiJ*^

Since 1891 annas have been enumerated seriatim, as is customary in British-India,

thus :

—

one anna ann^ma

two annas ... anna-anl

three annas.., ^nnd-ahhm

four annas annd-mari

And so on. But it will be observed that some confusion is thus caused by the use of the same

term for the British-Indiau anna and for the British-Indian two-anna piece, as above

explained. This will no doubt soon disappear, the latter sense of the word dnnd becoming of

necessity forgotten before long.

That the enumeration of the annas on the British-Indian plan was adopted by the

Manipuris when dealing with Europeans befere 1891 is proved by a sentence in Primrose’s

Grammar, p. 85, 1887, which runs thus :
—

Aingon- da rupa-ama-dagi anna ani tama-pii^^

Us (me)-to rupee-one-from annas two back-gave

Gave me back a rupee less two annas, L e,, fourteen annas.

The Ma^iptoiS" cannot make Tbell-metal and resort to old pots and pans, broken

pieces of images and utensils, procured from British-India, Assam (the. Dukhan of the

Manipuris), and Burma; to old pieces dug up in their own country, and even to old sSl of

former coinages. They consider the best metal to be that from old Assamese implements and

utensils. The minting of s§l is well described by Brown, Mam;pur, p. 89 : — The metal is

first cast in little pellets
;
these are' softened hj fire and placed on an anvih; one blow of the

hammer flattens the pellet into an irregularly round figure
;
a punch with the word M cut on

it (in Bengali characters) is then driven on it by another blow, which completes the operation,’’

The mixiting of sil goes back to at least the middle of the last Century, perhaps to the days

of Raja Pamhaiba,^^ 1714-54 A. D., when they were much larger than the present ones, —
described as four or five times as large, the old sil being square in form.^^ Those of Raja

A2 J)amri is still the popular Indian word for the British-Indian fpie),

^8 The half anna could in no case appear in the account scale, as the term available would be that for s%

which is already appropriated by the term for IS : mde scale, ante, p. 17k

** The Gharib Nawdz of History. « In imitation of the neighbouring Assamese and Arakanese coinages.
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Harta (the Jai Singh of the Chronicles, 1764-98 A. D.) were twice the size of the present coin.

They did not always haye the word srt on them. JE, those of Raja Karta were marked

yith in and also with mo, u e., the Bengali form of the letter JT, for ‘‘Manipur as also were

those of his sons Saurjit, Marjit and Gambhir Singh, of whom so much is to be found in

WilsoiVs Documents of the Burmese War, 1827. Raja Noro (ISTar Singh, 1834-50) marked his

sel with ro, i. e., the Bengali form of the letter Since then the mark has been m.

It is as well to note that Manipllri s^l have more than once been largely forged by

Kachari and Bengali traders.

Although it is clear from the Manipuri system of account keeping that cowries (likliol)

must once, and that not long ago, have been the currency of the country, there seems to be no

tradition even of the fact nowadays, and I could hear of no tradition as to when sel were

introduced. iSTot even the Naga Tribes in the State use cowries — indeed the Nagas, like the

Kachins and some Shans about Burma, only recognise silver as currency, the dnnd, or two-

anna piece, being the lowest denomination. I note, however, that Brown, p. 40, states that

the price of a wife (among the Tongkhul or Luhupa^s ISfagas) to those well oi^ is one mSthnd

(a buffaloe) ;
others pay in cowries or Manipuri sel about the value of ten rupees.^'

Brown relates, p. 89, a tradition that Saurjit ‘‘ about 1815 coined silver of a square

form of the same value and weight as the British rupee.’' It may be so, but I have never

found confirmation for the statement, It is not a likely one, because the brothers Saurjit, Marjifc

and Gambhir Singh spent between 30 and 40 years in establishing and disestablishing each other

on the throne, and none of them seem, about 1815, to have had anything approaching so firm a

seat on it as to have time to trouble about the coinage#

The Maniphris have no indigenous avoirdupois scale, using nowadays the British-

Indian scale when necessary. The reason is that, until of late, the custom was to buy
uiiwrought iron, brass and metals by measurement and not by weight, and wrought metal

articles by the bargain. Like all the Further Eastern nationalities they have scales of capa-

city, buying and selling grain by basket measurement,^^®

For their Troy weights the Manipuris have borrowed the modern Indian scale of

96 rails to the tola, explained in the last Section of this Chapter
;
thus :

•—

Mahiphrl Troy Scale.

2 ts6p®® (barleycorn) are 1

12 sangning „ 1

2 senmakhaim^ „ 1

2 sSlama „ 1

2 sSlani „ 1

sangning (abrus seed)

senmakhfiim^®^

sSlama

sSlani or mohar-makhai t61a)

senmari^i or mohar (tola)®®

96 seeds to the t61a#— (To he continued,^

^6 For tke Hstory given in tlie text c/. Brown, p. 58
Traditions die out very fast in such places. Even the educated in Mapipdr regard the Burmese War of

1825-6 as having occurred in the dim past, — much more than a hundred years ago ! The days of PamhaibA (1734.51)
are spoken of as a veny long time ago.

*8 Luhup, Ma^ipdri, a cap : Primrose, p. 18 ; Brown, p. 87. *9 For these scales see Primrose, p. 24 f,

Ts6:P is also jop = Bengali yob (jal), Hindi yaw, Skr. yam. Qf, Skr. ywvar&ja^ Manipdrt jubrdj and jobrdjj the
heir apparent, a title of which so mnoh was heard during the troubles in 1891. The P^It form of this last word, «pa-
o'djd, gave rise to an amusing “ Hobson-Tobson,” in the “ Upper Roger*’ of Pegu, once an important personage to
ship-masters and travellers, noticed indeed in Yule, but not so fully as it might have been.

Spelt sH-makhdimd and sil-mari,

52 It must be understood that a Manip(irS would not thus describe his table, because mmalcMimd means one half
: sHamd means one s^l : sHani means two .* senmari means four
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ESSAYS ON KASMIEl GRAMMAR.
BY THE LATE KAEL EEIEDEICH BUEKHAED.

Translated and edited, with notes and additions,

by Q. A. Grierson, Ph.D-, O.LH,, J.C.S.

(Continuedfrom. Vol, XXVJ.;p. 192.)

lEREGUIiAR VERBS.

179. Here follow the Irregnlar verbs, according to Mp. It shonid be noted that several

of them are quite regular. Some of them do not agree with Elmslie’s Vocabulary, or with IIp.,

in their vocalization. [In the original, the various forms are given in the Persian character,

without transliteration. As this does not show the pronunciation, I have endeavoured to

remedy the defect by transliterating. Many of the forms given by Mp. are incorrect. In cases

in which the forms are clearly wrong, I have corrected them. It is no use repeating erroneous

forms. I am responsible for all footnotes to this list.— Gr. A. Q-,]

Irregular verbs (according to Mp,).

Infinitive. Meaning.
Imperative
2nd sg.

Pres. (Flit.)

3rd sg.
Part. Perf. Pass. Aorist Srd sg.

odqrun

f dsuTh

to knead,
mix flour

to be

odqr

as

odqri

dsi

odqrmut

osmui

odqi'un

Ss

dzmdvm to try, to

tempt
to enter

dsmd^ dzmdvi dzmdvmut ' dzmdvun

1n
4**D1

—

1

ats aist tsdmut tsdv'}

1 asun
to laugh as asi osmui osun {os)

1 aUm to tremble al
;

all
j
alyomut aly6v

jf/

aniin to bring an
;

ani
1

onmut onun {on)

1 to roast, J
buz

1

buzi
[

huzmut huzvM

/
fer

\ buz buzi buzmut hiizitn

>
hehm to set beh belli hyutlimut hyutk

j /

jpratshun to ask pratsh pratslii profshnut protshun (praish)

^iradun to drip prad pradi pradydmut pradyov

-»/ /

jpTaialun to shine prazal prazali prazdlytmut prazalyov

/
to recognize parzan parzani

j

parzonmut parzonun
{parzon)

/
to be born pros prasi pydmut ;pydv\

Oj-J yarim to read par
1

pari pormut poTun

cU'^vJ ;pioshqrun to entrust pusliqr pushliqri pusliqrmiit pusJiqrun
{pusliqr)

>
to fall pek peyP-^ pyaumut pyanv

'
tachhnn to pare tachh tachhi tochhmut tochhun {tochli)

1 sg* pemq.
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Infinitive, Meaning.
ImpemtiTe
2nd sg.

pres. (Put.)

3rd sg.
Perf. Part. Pass. Aorist 3rd sg.

J
trdvun io leave trdv trdvi trovmnt trovun (tr6v)

hdmi
jf ^

to bear tul tuU tulmut, £, tuj-

mats
ttilun (tul)

tukm fco lift up iul tuli tulmid tulun

ti;^ thdvim [ to possess thdv tJidvi tlwvniut thdvwi

jf

cheun to drink cheh cheyi^^ ohyaumut^ cJiyauyv^

jt

o cMrun

^ /

to squeeze

out

cMr chhd cliyurmut eliydQ'un

chliahun to scatter chliah 1 clihaM cJihohimd chhohun

^ /

cJilialun to wash chhal chhali chliolmut clikolun

» /
ui^ tsapnn :

to gnaw tsdp tsdpi is6jgmut ts6pu7i

a
i^drun to pick up tsar isdri

1

tsorynut tsonm

hatwi to cut fsat tsaii tsopnut tsoian

tsombun to bore tsomh tsomhi tsomhnmb tsombun
^ /

4:^ tsalun to flee "tscd tsaii tsolmni tsol

^ /

isahun to taste tsah tsahi tsohmut^ . tsolhun^^

h
tsiiun to orusin tsH tsiti isy-dimut tsyuiun

dazuT^ to burn daz dazi dodmut dod

diun to give dih diyi^^ dyutmut dyuiun

duvun to sweep dm dmi duvmnt duvu7i
^ /

faclihun to protect raehh raehhi roclihmnt roclihmi

^ /

{ipj ranun to coek ran
, i

ram ronmtit ronun

Q)j}j rSzun to remain roz i rozi rudynnt rud

oj^3 ^dnun to know zdn zdni zonmni zonun

ii)ij zeun^^ to be born zeh zeyi^^ zdmut zdo

uj'*** suvun to sew mv suvi stmnut sumin

sTiongun to sleep shong sJiongi shongiyiMi slmig
<*

«

firun

ipMrun)

to wander fSr fSri fyimnui

1

fyur

! ; ..’SS” &««««<.. Th .ri*d 3«
1 sg, zema.
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InfinitiYe, Meaning, Imperative
2nd sg.

1 Pres. (Pat.)
3rd sg.

Perf, Part. Pass. Aorist 3rd sg.

fliatun to split; pliat pliati pliohnnt phot

(^pliaUin')

fliuhin to break 2>lntt pliuti pliutmut phut

fholhm to bloom plioll pliolli pholUmU pholl

(pliolluii)

*
fhidnun ^7 to strain,

filter

pliidn pliidni pliioamut phionun

(pMdmm)

IcjLclmi
to drag out kad kadi hodinut kodiin

^ /

harim to make kar kari honnut korun

j f

haslmn to itck hash kasld hoslimut koshun

^ /
to dig hkan kliani klwnmut kll07lUll

Wmtn to eat JcJieh kheyi^^ khjaumut-^ khyaim^^

gcduhun to go gaish gatslii gomut gauv

gahm to melt gal gali gohnut gol

ganzqrun to count gmizqr ganzqri gamqrmut ganzqi^mi

gindun to siDort gind gindi gyandmut gyandun

gandun to bind gand gandi govdmut go7iditn

•* L
galmn^^ to grind gall galti golimnt gohxm

c;iil Idyun to strike lay Idyi Ibymut loyun

labun to take lal lahi lohnmt lobun

to live las Iasi Msfmut^^ lust^'^

lihhun to write lihh liklii lyukhmut lyukJnm

lamnn to pull lam lami lommut lommi

lexoun to lick lev leici lyuvrmct^^ lyuwun^^

lonnu to reap Ion I6ni Idnmut lunun

ut-y layun to be worth lay layi loymut loy

mdrun to slay mar mdri mormut mbriin

tjijt/o oYidnun to esteem man mdni mdnmut mbnun ^

< /

matun to be foolish mat mail matyomut matyov

so Elmslie, guhun.

1 sg, hhema,
^ Elmslie, los^

29 Wade, hhedmut, khedw.

82 Elmslie, Vyo\
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Infinitive, Meaning.
Imperative
2nd ag.

Pres. (Fut.)
3rd ag.

Perf. Part Pass. Aorist 3rd sg.

Y 1

qnathun to rub math mathi mothmiit 7nothun

^ r ^

mntsaruii to open mutsar onutsari m^itsormiU^^ mutsorxm^^

maruii to die mar mari xnddmid or mud
/ m'ainut

milanavun to mix niilandv milandvi mila'}i6vmnt onilanovnoi

r

onangun to ask xnang mangi xnongmut 'mongun

natun to tremble nai nati napjdofnvt ndlynv

-»/

^;4.J namun to bow nam nami ^lamTihmid uomyoo

nemn to go out
1

ner 716ri drdmut dra 0

to take nih nyihi

watliarun to spread ivathar wathari wathormdii vathoru7i

(^4^^ woiliun to stand up woth luothi ivothmnt woth

fa _

^4*'j «?ef
#•

to be fat veih veihi velhijDmiii vethjdo

vetsun to be con- •oefs vetsi vyiifs^nut
1

vx/xtis

tained

wadun to weep %vad wadi wodmtht
;

wodun

\a
^

j wuditn to % wud wudi wudyomtit wudyov
^ f

wasun to descend was wasi wotlwmt 30 ivoth^^

»*/

wanxm to speak wan ward xjfjwim'ut xvomm

to plant, tvov wovi xvovimit wowun
sow

^ W(}71W» to weave w6n lotni wUnmut wunun

harun to let fall liar liuri Iwrmnt horun

e;j hdwim to show lidv Jidwi hovQnut howun

hechliun to teach heclih hechhi Jiyxichlimui hxjuehliim

liekun to be able heh held hy^ih^nut hjuJcun

holchun to be dry holih hdkhi hohlimut liohh

liunun to swell limi hmii himyomut hunyov

7z€««.

j /

to take heh h&yiP'^ hyofmut Jiyotm%

yitshun to wish yitsh yitsM yntshmut yutshwi

to come yih yiy^^ dmut dv\

Elmslie, myiaw<>. » 1 sg. *» Wade, ntitmut. « Elmslie, mtiV. m 1 ag. t. hema, »

1

sg. yim^
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APPENDIX I.

ISO. Examples of Aorists and Pluperfects^^ :

—

(1) atsurii to enter
;

aor. 3 pi. f, tsdye.

(2) ^ anim, to bring
;

aor. 3 sg. m, on, by me
;

T tse onut, by

thee ;
3 sg. m. tji I iohi onva, by you

;
timav on, by them

;
<^T

onuh, by them
;
3 sg. f. ^3 tam^ etn, by him; ase &>n, by us

;

3 pi. m (j i ^*3 timav an^, by them; 1 q7iik, by them.

(3) qdqrdvii7i, ho wef; (causal from j 6 » rtcZar, wet)
; aor. 3 sg. m.

qdqrdvun, by him.

j» >

(4) hogqrdmm (causal of hdgqrun, to divide)
;

aor. 3 pi. m.

hogqrooik, by them,

(5) hachun, to be saved
; .3 pi. m., hachyig*

*
I

(6) hqcJiqrdvun (csLTiSBii of ’No, 5), to save, to help; aor. 3 pi. m.

bqchqrovin, by him.

j r

(7) hakhsliun, to give ; aor. 3 sg. m., ^ me halehshuy, by me to

thee ; bahhshunasy by him to him ;
timan hakhsJi^, by

/ - /

him to them (in which tqm^ precedes, but is separated by a and)

;

/ /

3 sg. f. tqm^ balchsh, by him.

^// //

(8) hadalun, to alter oneself ; plup. 3 sg. f. hadalyeya^
I

(9) ladun, to become great, to increase
;
plup, 3 sg. m. hadytv \ 3 pi. m.

oadyey,

- ^ ^ t ' /

(10) Ljfj "balun, to become well : plup. 3 sg. m. haly6v r 3 sg* f.

balyeyq ; 3 pi. m. halyey,

(11) hqlqrdvun (causal of the preceding), to make well, to heal; aor.

3 pi. m. tqm^ bqlqrovi'^hjlaim^ hqlqrovin, hj ’hima
XT ^ ^

(12) hanim, to be, happen; aor. 3 pi. m. hanyiy.

(13) •Seft.Mjt, to sit ;
aor. 3 sg. m. hyUfh : 3 pi. m; ^.'UthK

89 All collected by the author in the course i>i reading.
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(14) Whandvun (causal of the preceding), to put down; aor. 3 sg. m.

^ ->/

hihanoviih, by them.

(15) iajjH b6sun, to hear ;
aor. 3 sg. m. buzun, by him

;
(neut.) Jjj ^

tam^ buz, by him; jji timav buz, by them; '^ijjibuzuh, by them;

/ ^ ^ ^ J
tolii bimwci, by you : 3 sg. fern, jyi tqmi bh, by him ; 3 pi. fern.

j5j^j ^3 taiW^ hozciy by him ;
iSjJ-J timav hozq, by them.

(16) ipraUlmn, to ask (the person asked is put in the dative. It is hence con-
* ^

^ » i ,

strued impersonally) ;
aor. 3 sg. neut. protsli. tqow^ timati.

(it was asked) by him to them, he asked them
;

^-#3 H^nav fas, by them

to him, they asked him; tqmt jprotslhu\ by him to them, he asked

{

^

.. jj>/
them

;
protsk^nas, by him to him, he asked him

; ^3

/j -»

tqmi proisJws, by him to him, he asked him
;

prot$li’^na\ by him to

them, he asked them,

(17) (causal of the preceding), to make to ask (the person

asked in the dative); aor. 3 sg. neut. protslian6vnas, by him to

him, he made him ask.

(18) parun^ to read; aor. 3 sg. nent. »ji^ told porwq (it was read by you),

you have read; negatively and interrogatively, iolii por^vq-nd.

ff / ^ /

(19) prazalurii to shine
;
plup. 3 sg. m. prazahjov,

(20) parzandimn (^Q^yxBhX ot parzamm, to recognize), to test; aor.
j

3 sg. mas. timav parzanov,

(21) pahm, to go, to wander (with ^ patq, to follow
; with ^ 6Sntli, to pass

by; with brihun pa7ian,^° to wander further); aor. 3 sg. m.

pohi*, iSz ipoks 3 sg. fern. ^ pqeh; 1 p]. m. ^ pqki 2 .Ip m.

,

- / /

pqUwq I 3 pi. m. pq¥; 3 pi. fem. paehe.

(22) peu7i^ tp fall
; aor. 3 sg. m. ^ pyU pi'D (pronounce peo) [the correct

. form is pymv'\
; 3 Sg, f. peyq; 3 pi. m. iji pyey.

„ P®_Elmslie, 6ry6rpakun, to wander.]
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i' '

t
^

(23) pJiUtun, to burst, to be rent; aor. 3 sg. m. johui,

(24) plmiqrdviin (causal of jfhtUqrun, to breakj^ tr.)
; 3 pi. f.

j,
j - f„

phutqrdveni by him.

(25) pMrun jplierun)^ to turn oneself
;
to turn back; to wander; with

J5

hm (governing dative), to turn towards someone ;
with^f^J buth, to turn

away from someone (dat.)
;
with put, to return

;
(ct>^^A slmhrat, to he

spread abroad (dat.) ) ;
aor. 3 sg. f.

(26) tarun, to go across, to cross; withj^? apor yap^^)i to go across, to

pass over ;
Icyat, in a ship).

(27) to leave, discard
;
send forth; let go; makeover; with 5o/2-,

to let down; with nehar, to thrust out
;
with djj riid^io cause to rain,

to send rain
;
with wat, to make room

;
aor. 1 sg. m. ^

Ue trovthas ho, by thee ;
3 sg. m. /*3 tqm> trov, by him ^ i a$i tr6v,

^ ^ it

by us; <y by him; trdvuh, by them; tjjy tr$vwft, by

you ; 3 sg. f. tyj trovqn, by her
; 3 pi. m. ^2)j irovile, by them.

(28)

(ylJ to lift up, bear
;
with<>«-> tliod, to raise (the eyes); aor. 3 sg. m.

J3 A/o me tul, by me : 8 sg. f
. p tuj, by him

;
tujqje, by them

:

3 pi. masc. tul^wq, by you
;

tulilc, by them : 3 pi. f. |*3 tqmi tuje,

^
^ if -

? .

by him
;

tujewq, by you ;
iujek, by them.

j L

(29) thavun, to set, to put, to place; to possess, to have; with ndd
> ,J

(voice), to call, name (dative of person)
;
with ^Jiol duhrit (diibrun,

to hide), to conceal under something aor. 3 sg. m. thavun,

^ / - / y
thovun, by him; tiovulc, by them; 3 sg. f. fj^^^Jkqvqm, by me;
/ <. - i i , if

if/irtyaw, by her or him;j«-»(^'» by him: 3 pi. m.

/ •

iqmi thqv^, by him
; 3 pi, f, tliavet, by thee.

(30) tlidrun, to be terrified [hurried] ;"plup. II., 3 sg. m. thdnjov^

f
fe,

“
' -

(81) thaliarun, to bo standing, to abate (of wind); plup. II., 3 sg, m.
j /t h ' ffy

thaharyov r o sg^ L thaliaryiyq*

•* C < {
[From we should expect aorist masc. to be always i/iov, and never iJiav, The singular-

masculine form with a instead of o is certainly wrong.]
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(32) cMvun (causal of ^heun, to drink), to give to drink ; 1 sg. m.

toki chovus lo, by you : 2 sg. m. asij>Mvuk tsq,

by US : 3 sg. m, ehovun, by bim«

(33) cJihctlun, to wash 5
aor. 3 pi. m. chhalin, by him.

(34) chlialcHTi, to scatter; aor. 1 sg. (impersonal) cMolemn, by me;

cliliokut^ by thee.

(35) tsdruTii to collect ;
aor. 3 pi. f. tsdrelc, by them.

(36) tsdhun, to taste ;
aor. 3 sg. m. tqm^ by him [should be tsoh].

(37) u't tsaiun^ to cut; to pluck, gather; aor. 3 sg. m. tsotun, by him.

.»/

(38) taalim, to flee (datiye of person from) ; aor. 3 sg. m. «J9- tsol

:

3 pi. m.

(Jl^ ; witb suffix s, cT^ tsqlia.

(39) tshmun, to throw ; with J ndli, on the neck, to dress, to put round some-

body’s (dative) neck; with trovit (wjiH trdvun, toabandon), to throw

lb
^ ^

away, to pour out, to let go; with oi>i' Tcadit kadun, to drag), to

driye out, to expel, to tear out, to persecute ; with d ^ 9idd, voice, to call,

ia
* i ^

to name; with tsaiH tsafu?i, to cut), to cut off
;
with oj U

Wiar^^w, to kill), to kill
;
with *^4^ "kliet IcJiyun^ to eat), to eat

up; aor, 3 sg. masc, toM tslinunwam^hj jon to mo i
^ ...

timav isJiunMs^hy tloiom to Mm] 3 sg. f. ^-#1 it??2av is/iliun, by them:

3 pi. m. timav tshhun^^ by them ; tshhunik, by them

;

^ <*' ^
“

tdlihunin, by him.

Jf ^-9 Jfj9

(40) ^dohurdvwfi (causal of dobur^m^ to bury), to get buried
;
aor.

3 Sg. f. <5 dohurovak, by them.

(41) ^ da^m, to say, speak (dative of person addressed) ; aor. 3 sg, (impersonal)
99

^ 9 ^99 99 /

tqw> doy'^ (y «> dop), by him
; dopw^i, by bim

; tiynav

^
^ •*'*

dopus^ by them to him, o^v dopnast by him to him ;^ «a dopuJc^ to them ;

/ / 9 99 i
dopJiaSf by them to him; dopJiahfhj them to them;

iqmi dopuk, by him to them.

*2 [So Elmslie. We should expect
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(42)

(jid diun, to give; to permit, allow (with infinitive) ; with nddy voice, to
->

.
^

call (dat. of person) ; with hliunU^, to vex (dat. of person) ; with
/ / / / / ,

/

Icliabar, news, to notify; with badalq, to requite; with san

burglary, to break into a house (place broken into in the dative)
;
with y

to give an account; with ta^Um, to instruct; with^A hishir^

to compare (with 5tt<)
; aor. 3 sg. masc. o dyutiis, by him

;

^ C -V ^ •o'*

^ fqmi dyuty by him ;
A me dy^dum, by me ; ^ dyutwq, by

you ; tchi dyniwanty by you to me; dyutuh^ by them;

i , ,^ dyutuy tse^ by him to thee ; diutm, by him

to him; dituh,^^ hy him to them; dyuti^)hasyhj them

/

to him
; 3 pL m. ^ a by them ; 3 sg. f . k A ditsy by him

;

dUsqUy by him
; 3 pi. £. t^'mav dUsq, by them; ditsariy by

him; ditsahy by them; 3 sg. plup. II. (impersonal) diti

^ “

(^^ tirnan), it had been given to them : causal

(43)

(i?-' j Tatm%y to grasp, seize, lay hold of ;
metaphorically, to grasp, understand

;
with

/ ^
ttHy to choke under (something) [Matt. xiii. 22] ;

with mdZ, a root,

to take root [Matt. xiii. 6] ; aor. 3 sg. m. «yj roiwqy by you ; cn>-'

^

h
rotwasy I by you

;
roturiyhj him; ro/, by him, by them;

ro/ifck, by them; 3 pi, m. rqtik, by them; 3 pi. f. rachey by them.

//

(44) ralandvun (causal of the preceding), to cause to seize ; aor. 8 sg. m.

.& -fc

raianboumy by me; ratanovy by him; ratanovuhy

by them.

(45) eijj; r6zuny to remain, to stop oneself, to be remaining anywhere, to dwell;

,
/j»

. I.

with wodaniy to stand still
;
with immtaziry to wait for some

*

- T ^ o A • 0

one ; with haqi, to remain, to be established ; with Tchdtv^jam%

fj
to be of good courage; with hhabarddry to be on one’s guard,

aor. 3 sg. m. rdd^ (Ayj rud) : 3 sg. f. riiz: 3 pi. m. .

(46) ^3 zdnun, to perceive, to knowr to understand
;
to observe, suppose ;

with

haqiry to consider mean, to despise ; with U j^dnas^ to consider one-

•f .»//

iDyuHk in paradigm, wbicL is correct.]
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self to be such and such
;
with na-Jcenh, to consider" as nothing, to

despise j aor. S sg. (impersonal) timav sSn^ by them
;
^**^3 zdnuh^

jj >

by them ;
zonut^ by thee.

(47) zUhqrdvun (from ^yuih^ long), to extend j aor. 3 sg. m.

zliTiqy'ov*

(48) ^ (;H3 to be born, arise ;
aor. 3 sg. m. ^ 3 ^«y.

(49) iJ^O to win ; aor. 3 pL fern, zem, by him.

(50) sapani^n, to be, happen ;
with Jj^ qa^iU, to be accepted ; with v

Midrabj to be ruined
;
with jj<5 Mr, to go to a distance; with to

assemble together; with rauodnq^ to set out; with ddkJul^ to

^ / // / /

enter aor. 3 sg. m. $ajpon : 3 sg. f. sapqn^ ( sapafi) ;

/ /

3 pi. m. sapqnK
^ s-

(51) samun’i to meet, assemble; aor. 3 sg. ra. -j- suff. 7^, samuh (to

/ /

them);^5 plup. II., 3 pi. m. samyiy

;

3 pi. f. samyiyq.
•*1

I ^

(52) samhdlun, to repair, add on; aor, 3 pi, f. sambdjek, by them.

r:. ^ Jf > J»

(53) e;3>« sSzun, to send, send away, dismiss ; aor. 3 sg. m. 3>«» suz : 3 sg. f.

suz; 3 pi. m. by him; tqm^y timav suziy by him, by

^ them ; by them; 3 pi. f, by them,

‘ (54) sliongun, to sleep; aor. 3 ph m, sJi07iy'^; 3 pi, f. shonje*

(55) formMu7ij to order; to say (applied respectfullyr of a great person

speaking)
; ,aor. 3 sg. (impersonal) ^ tqm^ fo7*mud^ by him

; u;

/ ^ f
formudmi^ by him

,; formiidwq, by him, yon. -

(56) iij
fzS hadun, to drag out, tear out, cast out (with tshumifi)^ send fortii ;

with mulq^ to root out {funditus everiere) ;
aor. 3 sg, m. trrmi

" 1*' ^ '

,, ,by him; by them : 3 pi. m. ^ osi Icqd^^ by ns.

“(57) to sell) aor. 3 sg. m. lyi^ i'onMw, Tby him.

« Sapanm is used for forming intransitiye and reflerive compound rerhs, just as Urm ii used for transitives.

somuh would be tie correct form if it existed ; but the verb is a non-Iisted intransitive one, and the

form used is samyCv.]
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(58) harun, to make (compounded with many Arabic and Persian nouns; e, g,,

I
qaid, to imprison); aor. 3 sg. masc. by him

;
^ Iconit, by

thee ; horutUy by me
; Jeoruii, by him ;

korwa, by y'ou
;

horiik, by them ;
kor'^nak^ by him to them

;
korus, by him to

him
;

kor tas, by her to him ; toM korioan, by you he
; o***^-^^

Jtor'^yiaSi by him to him ;
korunawq^ by him to you

;
aor. 3 pi. m.

/ /

timav kcpdiQ they by them ; kqrik, they by them
;

kqrit^ by thee

;

/ / /
'

-

eij-S" harm, by them ; ijr^j^ kqrihas^ by them to him.

(59) karandtmi (cslusslI of the foregoing), to cause to make; aor. 3 sg. m.

e> karanouut, b^" thee ; 3 sg. f. karamvqk,

^ -» /

(60) klidmn (causal of khastm. No. 61), to cause to ascend, to lift up,

to draw up, to fetch
;
aor. 3 sg. m. ^j^4^ klioruk, by them.

(61) khasiin, to ascend, mount
;
to rise (of the sun) ;

to survive anything

(e, g., a disease); aor. 3 sg, m. *^4^ kJwt^ (*^4^ kJiot) : 3 pi. m.

/ ^ 1
kliqt^ [3 sg. f. plup. IL, 3 sg. m. 7<;/id^soy]. (Double

causal khdmndvun.)

(62) Iclidtsun, to fear; aor. 1 sg. m. cy't‘-^4^ bo khutsiis ; 3 sg. m.

kliiits^ ( khiHs) ; 3 m. g;^4^ khuta'^*

(63) /t7ie?m, to eat ; with khuni'^f', to he vexed; with gdsq, grass,

to graze; aor. 3 sg. m. ^^4^ kliyav,^"^ by him or them; khyoh,

/

by them : 3 sg. f. kJieyan, by himi

wf

(64) a»j^4^ kltyavnUf to cBMse to eat; with *^-^^4^ kliuui^, to vex any one
;
aor.

2 sg. masc. kliyovuh, thou by us.

^
/ ,

V-
~ ^/ /

(65) gandiin, to bind; aor. 3 sg. f. gaiidan, by him.

j,

*
~ //

(66) Ugwh to plough, to thrust against, to put against; with ^4'D athq, a hand,

to apply the hand, handle, touch
;
with noli, the bosom and neck, to put

on, wear (clothes) ; with » jnazuri, tolabonr, to hire, employ on hire; aor.

3 sg. m. «jy (^**5) ^3 tqrrd (Jimav) them;

'ijJ logun, by him to her; J loguy, by him to thee : i pL m.

qs^ log^, we were hired.

[The original ha? ^ kor throughout the pL which is an eirideut slip.]

*7 [The KaUntrit-salMniriia ^iyQs khy^v {h\yauv),y
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(67) Idyurii to strike (with dative); with peiJi, to lean upon; with 4^

tlidjparf to give a blow ; aor. S sg. m. loyun^ by him
;

loijuij^ by
f^ <* ^ ^

him to thee
,

Uy^has^ by them to him
;

I6yul\ by them ;

3 p3. m. loyiJias, by them to him,

(68) ladun, to take, receive; to find ; aor. 3 sg. m. ‘-s-J by thee ;

/ ^ / /

^ami' loh, by him; lobwa by you; 3 sg. f. labqh, by them.

(69) ladun, to build; to load; to fill up ; with to put in prison; with
. ^

i!

salioi, to crucify; aor. 3 sg. m, tqmi lod, by him; lodm^:,

by him,

•» /

(70) lagun, to be, become; to appear, arise; to begin (with iriBnitive feminine)

;

to befit; to be bound (dat.) ; with qaid, to be imprisoned
; with

hocUi, hunger, to be hungry (dative of subject) ; with Xi/ji" khinitu, to he

vexed j aor. 3 sg. m. vlT logu
^

laj

:

o^?-' Iqjqg, to him
; 3 pi. m. <JJ Iqgi

; 3 pi. f. #*•' Iffje.

(/I) mdrun, to slay (causal of manm, to die)
; aor. 3 sg. m. *•-

su mtnm-n, he, by you ; moruh, by them ; 3 pi. m. mwih, by them.

(72) m&rmdvun (double-causal of the preceding), to get slain ; aor. 3 pi. m.

ii)j^j^^mdranovm,hjh.my,

(73) tyiU miJwun, to accept,- approve, esteem; to consider, hold
; to comply with

;

with fCShukum^, to obey; believe in; to hearken to anyone
; aor. 3 pL

(impersonal) momis, to him.

(74) cyf-" to open ; to unloose, loosen; aor. 3 so-, f rcausal! J
mtiisqrov, by him.

(70) ci^yo manm, to die ; aor. 3 sg. m. i_yc mud’^ ( mud)
; 3 sg. fem. moye ;

3 pi, m. o^-« mudK

^

[^ade gives, aor. 3 sg. mud (should be ij^mdd); plup. II., 3sg. m,

j^-'m«ryanJshouIdbe,^^moydn).- perfect part. pass. mcdv.ut
. (should be niUdmut^J]

(76) ^ii^'mohalun, to be or become free
; plup. IL, 3 sg. m. /Ji!. mohahjom

(77) ^j^mohaUmm (causal of the preceding), to set free, help, rescue ; tohnish, conclude (with ^part. absol.); with cAi to secure (against any-

one)
;
aor. 3 pi. f, ^3 iq^yfi inokaldwe.
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(78) mangiin, to ask (acc. of tbing, dat. of pers.)
;
aor. 3 sg. m. mongnUi

/ /

by him
; 3 sg. f. mmjqn^ tqm^ mqnj^ by him.

«• ^ ^

(79) milavun, to add, to mix; to meet; to become one with anyone sflf,

//

with) ; aor. 3 sg* f. milqvqn, by him.

> /

(80) melun, to meet, obtain
;
to go to meet (dat.)

;
with nq, to have lost,

to loose ; with sut^ to meet
;

to compare oneself
;

to reconcile ;

^JJJ ynilit rozun^ to add to anything
; aor. [3 sg, m.

3 sg. f. mij ; 3 pi. m. 7nUK
^ **•

j / f

(81) nat$u% to dance; aor. 3 sg. (impersonal) nots

;

2 pi. m* 55 7iqt$iioq.

(82) ijj l-fc’ nyavu 7i (causal of num), to cause to take; aor, 1 sg, m. (^-i)

told ^-iyov^as (^o), I—by you.

(83) ^leruUi to go out, to come out (also used with^^j 'nehary; with inf. fern,

of purpose
;

aor, 2 sg. m. drah ; 3 sg* m. j drdv ; 3 sg* f.

drdye

;

3 pi. m. droy^

;

3 pl.f. drdye

;

with suif. $; u**J;0

di'ds (where we should expect drdye-s),

<» ^ ^ jf ^ /

(84) tyiJ 7n'im^ ’to take, bring, carry; with cl6r, to run; harun

niun dhin, to traffic
;
with pa7iU7i mii'ds^ to inherit

; with 55ji^ tsddi

1
^ ^ /

to steal: with *-'y lufa^ torch; with tidit, to carry offi; with o
/

yakfqraf, to take to oneself, to take to one side
;
with Jpdnas si%

i
to take with oneself

;
aor. 2 sg. m. 7iyflJc,^^ by us

;
3 sg* m, ^ ^ tqnd

niv Ijiyuv'], by him; Qiyidc, by them; 3 sg. f. niyq^ by him (her,

/

thorn)
; 3 pi. m. (*j tami nin, by him,

(85) lyJ Ij lodtim, to arrive, enter (with cA* nisli, into), to reach (a place), to attain

/4
to one’s object ; to completely finish

;
with 55^^ gciray to come home

;
with

I to carry across ; aor. 3 sg. m. mt

;

3 pi. m. ci> i j wotK

(86) j wdyim, to blow, play (a musical instrument), to make to go
;
with

f

shamsMr, to draw a sword
;
with nayi, to play the flute

;
aor. 3 sg.

•* ^

(impersonal) (sh ^ wdy’^,^^ by us.

*® [Wade has niuhy etc. For niv the Kaimira’-inhdamTiicL gives nyuv.'l

[Blmslie has, as we should expect, Wdy^^ is certainly wrong.]
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"(87) wothun, to rise np, stand np ;
to ascend ;

to disappear (of an illness), also

tliod; aor. 3 sg. m. «*>j woth'^ woth)
;
3 sg. f. uotsh ;

3 pi. 111 . ; 3 pi. f. wuisliti,

^ //

(88) 2vatJi ardv'iin (c&txsslI of to spread ont; aor. S sg. f»

( / / ^

J watliarov, b}" them : 3 pi. f. watharikek, bj them.

(
89) %cvcJiliv 7u io see

I
if\ith to expect, for (seme one) ;

-wiih

few??, to look towards (some bodj) j aor. 2 sg. masc, uuchJivh, by

as; 3 sg. m, 'wuclih'), ii'mem, asi^hy

him, by ibem, bj ns ; (^4^^ wuchhuyif by him
;
3 sg. f. 4-^:^ unicJih ; 3 pi. m.

.» / ^ j

4^j w^icliJi^
'

(^^ tqm^, by him); {:)4^j wnchlLin.'by himj u'uchhik,

jt / ^

by them; 3 pi. f, timav wuclilie, by them.

(90) lij'ij wadun, to ^Yeep

;

aor, 3 sg. imperson. tyoj zroc?2/w, by him.

.* / j»

(91) wuzanuvun, to awaken (causal e»)j wn%un, to be a\Yake)
; aor, 3 sg, m.

> A t ^
iZJjjJJj wu^anSvnk, by him,

'/

(92) cjJj wahm, to w’rap up, cover, to WTap oneself up in something (acc.)
; nor.

/

3 sg. f. w;Vm, by him,

.* / ^ /
(93) (^*^j ivmiun, to speak, say

;
to name

;
aor. 3 sg, unpers., tqm^ wo 7i, by

him, (her), them, wonniiy by him
; tqm^ u'Ohnh, by him to them

;

v:onuh, by them; ivon'^naSy by him to him
;

wonna,

by him to him ; timau iconus, by them to him, ivonumaivity by

me to you; won’^hialcy hj him to them; 3 sg. f. tqm't loqti

;

8 pi, f, Aij
1

*^ tqm^ wane, by him,

(94) tyjj ivawvn, to so-w ; aor. 3 sg, ni.
f*j

tqmi wow ; impersonal fjj viowum,

/ /

by me, woxmi, by thee; 3 sg. f. %o<twqn, by him.

(95) 7/utt‘wr?, to show ;
Yviih (jgjjc> f?r%, to swear

;
aor. 3 pi, m, cJj hovin,

by him, |*5 tq^rk hov'^, by him
; 3 pi. f. «j f asi have, by ns.

(96) heMindvun (causal of c>-s^ heelihm, to learn), to ieacli ; aor. 3 sg.

(impers.) timav }iech}nndv,^o by tbem
; 3 pi. m. »j_,t4=A

heehhinovivq, by him, to yon
; heckhinovin, by him.

“ [Should be ftecJihMv.]
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(97) lieJnm'iohe able (conipleiiieiit in participle absoluie)
;
aor. 3 sg. f,

liech^ bj him,

(98) liokliun, to become clrj; aor. 3 sg. m. /ioli/i,

•*
. . . I . -^Js

(99) lieun, to t&ke
\

(with inf.) to begin, with ci/o moU, to bnj

;

with

nnjutli^, to kiss
;

hlni dsun, to be guilty
;
with sut, to take

/ /

w^ith one; with hisuh, to settle accounts with anjone
;
with A.

IsJiahar^ to obtain news about a thing, to inform oneself
;
aor. 3 sg. impers,

tqmi timav hjut, by him (her), them
;

hjntun by him (her) ;

liyidiilc, by them
;

liyuP-hias^ by him to him ; 3 sg. f
,

g"®

x /

tqm^ lilts, by him
;

Jietsqn^ by him
;

Iietsqli’, by them
; lietswam,

by you to me ; lietsay, by us to thee; 3 pi. m. lietin, by him.

f
^

^ j j ^

(100) yatslmn, to wish (complement in infin.) ; aor. 3 m, tq?n^ yotsh'^,

by him (her); yotshun, by him (her) ;
timau yotsJi, by them

;

/ ^ ’ jf

yotsh'^ivq, by you.

(To be continued,)

AIISCELLANEA.

MR. SHANKAR BALKRISHNA DIKSHIT.

Many readers of this Journal will hear with

great regret of the recent death, prematurely,

from fever, of Mr. Shankar Balkrishna Lik-
Bhit, of the Bombay Educational Department,

who was for some years a contributor to this

Journal and also did other valuable work.

Mr. Dikshit’s speciality was mathematics and

astromony; and he came to the front at just the

time when his knowledge could prove most useful.

I was fortunate enough to make his acquaintance

at the end of 1886, when I was engaged in the

I)reparation of my volume of Gu^ta Inscriptions,

He saw one or other of my preliminary notes, and

introduced himself to me because he was interest-

ed in. the subject and found himself able to

settle exactly and finally the vexed question of

certain dates in the Gupta era. And, at my

request, ho proceeded to wi’ite two articles, which

wei*e first published in this Journal and were also

given as Appendices II. and III. to my volume.

The first of them {Ind, Ant. Vol. XYI., 1887,

p. 1 13) explained the process by which, with Prof.

Kero Lakshman Ohhatre’s Tables, we may calcu-

late correctly the week-day and the full Christian

date for any given Hindd tithi or lunar day.

The second of them {Ind, Ant, Yol. XVII., 1888,

pp 1, 312) dealt with the elucidation of the system

of the twelve-year cycle of Jupiter. In connec-

tion with the latter subject, he further made all

the calculations — (some of them, I believe,

extremely intricate and laborious) — for detei*-

mining the years of the cycle that are cited in some

of the Early Gupta records. And by his invalu-

able assistance he thus made complete the work

that I then had in hand. Without his help, I

must have left the long- disputed question of the

ee JE7. g., Jtcp hyut wuchhxm, by the blind man was it begun to see ;
i. e., he straightway saw;

//
.

/ /

Tccd^ Jiitsci "kalhq Zcctrane, by the dumb man it was begun to speak
;

i, e., he straightway spoke.

[The translator has made some corrections above. The Past Part. masc. of this verb is usually transliterated hyxit,

but hyot more nearly represents the sound.]
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epoch of the Gupta era still open, within the

limits of one year before and alter the true dafce,

to doubt and argument. With it, I was^ able to

present my case in a complete and satisfactory-

form, and to prove for the first time what had

often been maintained but had never been pj’oved

before, vk. that the Early Gupta kings rose to

power, not in the first or second centxuy A. E.,

but in the fourth century, and that, the given

unqualified years being applied as current years,

the exact epoch of the era u&ed by them was

A. D. 319-20 and the first carrent year of the

era was A. D* 320-21.

As regards the matter dealt with in the first of

III' Dikshit’s papers, — it was not altogether a

nexv one. To mention the most well-known

names, — Warren {mol Prinsep (1831), Hero

Laksliman Chliatre (18fi0), Oowasjee Patell(1866),

and Ouiiningham (18S3), had worked at it.^ But

the processes adopted by Prinsep, Cowasjee

Patell, and Cunningham, gave results which were

only approximate, •— which might he correct or

might not, — and were therefore of no real

use for historical purposes requiring absolute

and unquestionable accuracy. Warren’s Tables

could be made to yield accurate results : but the

process was cumbrous ;
and the book was not

free from mistakes which might easily vitiate

any particular calculation. And Kero Lakshman

Chhatre’s Tables, which give the required accu-

rate results hy an easy process, are in the

Marathi language, and had not attracted Europ-

ean attention. It is curious that the last-men-

tioned work should have remained unknown to,

or at any rate unused by, Cowasjee Patell, who
had, in it, the means at hand for producing, in at

least one particular branch of his subject, much
better work than his predecessors had accom-

13lished and than he himself turned out. But so

it was. And it is to Mr. Eikshit that we are in-

debted for bringing it to notice, and for practi-

cally placing in our hands, for the first time, the

means of dealing properly with the question that

arises most frequently in the verification of the

dates of ancient Hindfi records. Mr. Dikshit,

indeed, was not absolutely the first in the field

;

for, Dr. Schram, of Yienna, published Lis HiZ/s-

iafelnfuT Chronologic in 1863, and dealt, among
other details, with that particular one. Also,
Prof. Jacobi, of Kiel and Bonn, who began to

publish soon after Mr. Dikshit, had evidently
taken the matter up at an appx’eoiably earlier

time, and had begun to work at it before an

1 Prinsep {Useful Tables, 1858, p. 183) speaks of
Tables by Jervis and Bentley, wliioh would give more
accurate results than his own Tables

; but I have not

impetus to that line of inquiry was given by Mr.

Dikshit. But to Mr. Dikshit belongs the credit

of first bringing the matter to the notice of

English readers, and of making the rcEil start in

a most interesting and important line of study,

absolutely necessary to all who wisli to deal

lU’operly with the ancient records of India. And
the value of the subject, and of the impetus to the

inquiry into it that wais given by Mr. Dikshit, may

be estimated fiom the lime and trouble that lia\e

been devoted to the elucidation of it by writers

who have followed him in order of publication.

Since the time v/hen he began to write, we have

become indebted to Dr. Jacobi for “Methods

and Tables for verifying Hindu Dates, Titliis,

Eclipses, Nakshatras, etc.” [Lud, Ant. Vol. XYIL,
1888, p, 145 ) ;

to Prof Kiclhorn, for “the Ehxtj-

Year Cycle of Ji.y^ucr” {2nd. Ant. Yol XYUL,
188fi, pp. 103, 3F0), as vrell as for special articles

on some of the various Hindil eras
; to Dr.

Schram for “ Tables for the Apjiroxiiuate

Conversion of Hiiulil Dates” {Ind. Ant. Vol.

XYIIL, 1889, p. 290), in which ho has placed

before English readers those of his Tables which

treat of the liiudd luui-solar year; to Dr. Jacobi,

again, for “ the Computation of 1 1 ind il Dates iii

Inscriptions, etc.” Jnd. Tol 1 , 1892, p. 402),

and for “ Tables for calculating Hindu Dates in

True Local Time” Iml. Yol. II, 1894,

p. -187) ;
and to Prof Kielhoni, again, for a paper

illustrating, wdth certain improvements, tbe xise

of “AVarren’s Pules for findii’.g Jupiter’s Place”

{Ind. Ant. Yol. XXV., 1890, p 2331.

As well as the two papers idiv ady nTerred to,

Mr. Dikshit contributed to tins Journal “ a Tabic

for cbo Abdapa, Titlu Buddlii, and Tithi-Kondra”

(Yol. XVII., 1888, 2>. 208), wdiicli pre.senled in a

more convenient form, with some improvena nts

by himself, the primary quantities that have to be

taken in wozlcing with Kero Laksliman Ghhatre’s

Tables; articles on “ l}u‘ Original Sfirya^Sid-

dhanta” (Vol. XTX., IbO!', p. 45), and on “the
Romaka Siddhantas” [ihiil. p. 1513), and some
notes in connection with “ the Parudxasiddhan-

tika” {ibid. -p. 4*391
; an “ Examination of some

Errors in Warren's Kalasankalira” (Yol. XX.,
1891, p. 35) ; a note on “the Date of Sundara-

Pandya-JaUvarman” (Yol. XXII., 1893, p. 219);

and a note on “ the Ago of the Satapaiba-Brah-

mana” (Yol. XXIY., 1895, p. 245). These
writings represent great ajiplication and hard

work, as well as much loaniing. And still more
clearly have those qualities been displayed by

been able to see them. There are, also, L^Art de

Virifier U Dates (a work of very old staudiug), and some
book by 3V1. Largtttau

; thebe, again, I have not seen.
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Mr. Diksliifc’s sliare in a work produced jointly by
himself and Mr. Sewell, viz. the ** Indian Calen-

dar,” with an Appendix by Dr. Sohram on Eclipses

of the Sun in India, published in 1896, which
provides the materials for verifying the most
customary details of all Hindd and Muhammadan
dates from A. D. 300 onwards. The comple*

tion of this book realised an ambition which

Ml* Dikshit had entertained before the time when
lie began to co-operate with Mr. Sewell. The book

is open, of course, to criticism and improvement

in resjpect of various details, and has been criti-

cised in respect of some of them. But it is a

most useful and up-to-date work It has been

everywhere very favourably received. And there

is only one serious fault in it, fortunately easily

capable of correction in a second edition, by

omission; namely, that, in addition to puwiding

for correct and unquestionable results, it also

includes, and by placing them before the exact

method even gives prominence to, some special

means of making those approximate calculations

of HindCi dates which, if accepted as yielding

results, are so untrustworthy and useless,— with

the dangerous advice that, if a result obtained

by an aiDiDroximate process is not in exact accord-

ance with the given details of the date, and if

those details include the week-day, then the

result may be altered to suit the given details.

These special means of making a];>proximate

calculations are two-fold: one is a system that

was introduced into a previous work by Mr. W*
S. Krishnasvami Naidu; the other is a method

invented by Mr, T. Lakshmiah Naidu. Now, we

are told in the very first words of the Px*eface

that “this Yolumeis designed for the use, not

only of those engaged in the decypherment of

Indian inscriptions and the compilation of Indian

history, but also of Judicial Courts and Govern-

ment Offices ill India.” Approximate calculations

must often be made, as a preliminary step, by

the historian wlio is trying for exact results, —
especially in cases in which there is a doubt as to

the exact year in which the correct result is to

be looked for. But it will very soon be found that

the approximate calculations in such cases can

be made, — either by using other methods, or by

writing down from the Indian Calendar” the

first few quantities that ai'e to be used for exact

calculations, or even more readily still by a brief

mental process, — much more easily and quickly

than by either of the specialmeans which Messrs.

Sewell and Dikshit have put forward for them

;

and, after even the shortest practice, no one who

has an exact result in view will ever take the

trouble to use, for his prelimmary approximate

calculations, the means thus specially provided.

For any such work, therefore, those means are

not needed at ail. And, in the other direction,

it is areally dangerous matter that Indian Judges
and Civil Officers should have the temptation
to use such processes and accept such untrust-

worthy results. Ifc will not be often that parties

before a Court can engage Counsel competent to

lay such questions properly before the Court.

And it may happen, at any time, that, by means
of these ajpproximate processes, the agency of a

Court of Justice may be used to send an
innocent man to rigorous imprisonment for a

forgery or to bang him for a murder of which he

is guiltless, or to enable some miscreant to secure,

by a forged will or other document, property to

which he has no just claim I find it difficult to

understand how Mr. Dikshit, with his habits of

careful and painstaking accuracy, came to lend

the authority of his name for such a use of pro-

cesses of this nature.

In addition to tlie work that he did on his own
account for publication under Ms own name, Mr.

Dikshit was always ready, and was ever willing

to find time, to examine a difficult date for any-

one else, to elucidate any matter of doubt in his

I

special line of work, and to render any other assist-

ance that lay in his power. And great and varied

was the help that I myself received from him,

before the time when I became able to use the

Tables freely and make calculations for myself.

It was a retil pleasure to invoke his aid
;
because

he alvrays had in view, not the finding of fault

with work done by others from a desire to write

for the exaltation of himself, but a genuine wush to

i*emove difficulties and impart knowledge During

the last few years of my service in India, and since

then, I was not so much in communication with

Mm as previously
;
partly because higher official

position and increased w^ork and responsibilities

prevented me from engaging muoli in antiquarian

researches beyond completing a contribution that

I had promised for the “ Bombay Gazetteer, ” and

partly because, since my return to England, I have

not until lately been engaged in matters in which

he could help. But certain questions have accu-

mulated from time to time in connection with

topics dealt with in the “ Indian Calendar ” and

with other matters, m respect of which I had the

intention of consulting him eventually. And it

was, therefore, with more than ordinary sorrow

that I received the unexpected news of his death.

The loss of him will be greatly felt. It is a real

misfortune that he should have passed away with-

out revising his work in the ‘^Indian Calendar.”

And it will, I fear, b^e very difficult to find any-

one to take his place, to complete his published

work in those details in which it is capable of
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expansion or improvement, and to give from tlie

Native point of view the practical assistance that

even the best European scholar must need more

or less in the special subjects with which he was

so well acquainted.

J. F. Fleet,

London, 6th July, 1898.

SOME EBMABKS ON THE SYASTIKA.

The svastika is called by the Jains s^this,

who give it the first place among the eight chief

auspicious marks of their faith. It would be

well to repeat here, in view of what follows, the

Jain^ version of this symbol as given by Pandit

Bhagwanlal Indraji, who was told by a learned

yati that the Jains believe it to be the figure

of ' Siddha \ They believe that, according to a

man’s harma, he is subject to one of the following

four conditions in the next life,— he either be-

comes a god or diva, or goes to hell (tiat ka),

or is born again as a man, or is born as a lower

animal. But a Siddha in his next life attains to

nirvdna and is therefore beyond the pale of these

four conditions. ‘‘The svastika represents such a

Siddha in the following way. The point or hindw

in the centre from which the four paths branch

out is jiva or life, and the four paths symbolise

the four conditions of life. But as a Siddha is

free from all these, the end of each line is turned

to show that the four states are closed for him.”

The Buddhist doctrines mostly resemble those

of the Jains, and it is just possible that the former
might have held the svastika in the same light as

the latter. In the Nasik inscription No. 10 of
IIshavadS.fca, the symbol is placed immediately
after the word *sidd7iam,' a juxtaposition which
corroborates the above Jain interpretation. We
find the svastika either at the the beginning or

end or at both ends of an inscription and it might
mean svasti or siddham.

The Hindus revere this mark as auspicious and
draw it on many religious occasions. At the Nava-
ratra {i, e., the first ten days of the month of Asvin)
it is drawn on the wall behind the family gods.
It is also drawn on walls witli numerous figures by
women at the Gauri festivals, when the image of
Gauri is placed on a pedestal and decorated
with flowers

,
pictures and paintings . At marriages

and thread placing ceremonies it is drawn on
clothes, pots and fruit. It is also marked out on
the wall where the marriage or upandyana time
is written and measured with water by means of
a pot called ghatkapatra. It appears again on
the feet of the bride and bridegroom. Afc
the first tonsure or chdul of boys it is drawn
with kunkam on their shaven heads. It is drawn
on the head of a boy at his thread placin'-**

{upandyana) ceremony. It is drawn on the right
thigh of a bridegroom in one of the marriage
ceremonies. During the chdtiw mdsya, L e., four
months of a year, some women vow to draw
thirteen svastikas daily, and at the end of the term
give dakshind (alms) to Brdhmans. The svastika is

also drawn on horoscopes, purses, accoxmt books
and treasury boxes by the Hindus and Jains alike.
It is tatooed by women on th e arms. In the morn-
ing svastikas are drawn in great many varieties
by women in the open yard opposite a door,
after the ground is sprinkled with cow-dung and
water. On the Sumukurta, i, e., the day fixed for
a marriage ceremony, the people of Gujarat and
Kaohh describe on the floor a rod circle with a
svastika in it, which is called ghaunrtsvastika.
This symbol is also drawn on ground, smeared
with ^cow-dung, on which the family god
Kuldevata is placed.

T* S. Yatikah.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
BAO.

Hehe is an additional quotation regarding this
curious word, noted ante, Yol. XXII. p. 165.

1782. — “ Par une coutume barbare, lorsqu’on
batit une Pagode, les premieres personnes qui
passent sont jefctees dans les fondemens. Cette
horrible c^remonie est cependant assez ordinaire,
parce que ces peoples consaorent presque toutes
ieurs richesses a la construction de pareils edifices,

ce qui est parmi eux une oeuvre tr^s-meritoire, de
m6me que fonder des Baos, ou de contribuer aux

funerailles de leurs Talapoins, qu’ils brides avec
pompe.’"’ — Sonnerat, Voyage, Yol. II. p, 47.

In a footnote to the same page Sonnerat says,
by way of explaining hao, that it is “ espece de
convent.”

I may add that the earlier pai't of the para-
graph above quoted is, as far as I know, a libel,
though a very old idea.

B, C. Temple.

i The HAthigumpa Inscriptions, TJdayagiri Caves, p. 7.
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CURRENCY AND COINAGE AMONG THE BURMESE.
BY K. C. TEMPLE.

(Conttnued from 2>. 17SJ

D.— Kaehin-Naga Group.

"\ T Y sources of information for the KaeMn Language are :
—

(1) Graynmar of the Kacliin Laiygwage, Hanson, 1896,

(2) Handhooh of the Kacliin or Chingpaw Language^ Hertz, 1895, official publication.

(3) Kachin Vocab alary
y
Symington, 1892.

(4) Burma Census Report, Eales,53 1891.

(5) Outliyie Grammar of the Bingpho Langimga, Heedham, 1889 : official publica-
tion, Assam.

(6) A Kachin peasant from the hills o£ the Myitkyina District.

Kachin®^ is the Burmese appellation for a number of more or less closely connected
tribes, inhabiting the hills within and without the Chinese (Yunnan) and Assamese borders of

Upper Burma, and speaking a difficult, unwritten language in a bewildering variety of dialects.

The Assamese appellation is Singpho, based on their own name for themselves, which is also

variously represented as Chingpaw, Chinghpaw, Jinghpaw, and Singpaw^s (Chiugp‘6), and
meaning roughly a Highlander.

By common assent the language of the Kachin Tribes is connected generally with
that of the NSga Tribes, and is now usually known as belonging to the Kachin-K^ga Group.

The books available to me on Kachin itself are slight, but they are all written in a

S3’stematic, capable manner. It seems, moreover, that a definite system of representing the

language on paper has been officially arrived at, but as it would only cause confusion to use it

in these pages, I have felt myself to be at liberty to represent the language on the lines I have

followed in representing the Far-Eastern Languages generally, instead of adopting bodily the

system of the Burma Government.

In this way I would specially treat only the following points in writing Kachin, ignoring

the tones for the present purpose. The frequently used, but scarcely heard, inherent vowel, —
like that represented in Talaing by the use of sonant syllables —, will be written ’

: e.

Vhbug, two

;

m'suyn, three. The sound nearly approaching that of a in German, or cur

in English, will he written o. There is a distinct initial pf, as in German, which will be so

written, and hh will represent the harsh surd guttural heard in the Arabic K, t, p, when

initial are sounded as gh, dt, bp, but this habit need not be represented on paper, as it merely

means that the Kachins have an explosive way of talking, just as some slight*’ stammerers

have in speaking the European languages.

In devising words to represent the only coined currency they know, the Kachins have

followed the plan so systematically adopted by the minor peoples inhabiting Burma and so

often explained in these pages. Up till quite lately they were aware only of British rupees

and their silver parts. Pice and copper money they seem hardly to have grasped as yet, and

the odd annas in the rupee still seem to be a great puzzle to them. All these points are brought

out clearly in the Kachin money table, so far as I have been able to make head or tail of it.

The Myitkyina Kachin, though quite positive as to his words, differs so much from the writers

of the books, who by the way fairly agree together, that I will give the book words and his

words separately.

Appx, A contains an excellent monograph by Mr. E. C. S. G-eorge on the Kachins of the Bhamo District,

Kakhyin and Kakhyeng in many books of a generation back,

w Mr. Hanson, Kachin Grammar, p. 6, remarks on the uncertainty of pronunciation in the dialects.
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Book Money Table of the Kaohins (Silver).

Book.5® English. Kachin. Sense of the Kachin.

Han. 95 1 anna ... pe-mi 1

Han, 95, S. 21 2 annas ... ... mu-mi ... 1 mu'^^

31 97 .. 4 39 ••• ... t‘i-mi, ti-mi... 1 t‘i, 1 ti59

S, 21 • • • 6 33
mii-m’sum, ti-mu 3 mu, ti and niii

,, ... .8 39 ••• ... ti-l’kong 2 ti

93 ••• ... 10 33 ••• ti-l’koDg-mu 2 ti and niii

••• 12 33 *** ti-m’sum 3 ti

S. 21, Han. 95, Her. 42 1 rupee •*. lap-mi ... 1 piece’*^®

Han, 95 ... >) 39 ••• gyap-mi 1 piece®®

Her. 42 .. 3» 39
Hinged coin (tanka)

S. 14, 16 ... 39 J>
••• ... kumpro silver piece

S. 21 2| rupees heing-mi 1 hbng02

Han. 95 •* >3 93
rbug-mi ... ... 1 rong

33 ••• ... 10 39 ••• k^an-mi
1

1 k‘an0’

39 ••• 50 j, ••• gak‘aii ... ak‘an of halves (gay^

33 ••• •• 75 ... pan-mi ,,, ... 1 panes

Han. 95,8.95, Her. 42,

47
jioo 93 ••• joi-roi, soi-mi .«•

'

1 vissoe

Book Money Table of the Kaohins (Copper).

Book. English. Kachin. i Sonso of the Kachin.

Han. 95 1 pie ka-nai 1 ka®7

}j ... ... 1 pice p‘aisiiu ... ...1 pice

S.21 4 „ p‘aisau-lap-m’li pice pieces 4®®

se Han. = Hanson : S. Symington : Her. = Hertz. 57 Bm^mese and Shan.
5® Sh^n ; ante, p. 11, and Shan Diet., p, 2/0. 59 Shdn luj^, Xxik; ante, p, 9, and S/icin Did,, p. 477.

SliSn. Symington, p. 89, has = 1 tickal. Burmese.
SMn, haung I ante, p. 15, andShi^w Diet,, p. 252. 6® Sh6,n; mie, p. 15, and Bhm Diet,, p. 71.
Practically, half a visa.

Explained as “ a ga¥dn, and 10 rbngsj* It is the Sh^ln p«n for Es. 80 : a^de, p. 15, and Shan Diet,, p. 308.
Sh^n, soi.

®7 Means Ahrus seed ; see below in the MyitkyxniSi KacMn’s terms.
®® Hote that the Kaohins place their numeral coefdcients like the Chinese, and not like the Burmans atid Shtm^ ;

5., before and not after the numeral.
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Tile Myitkyin^ Rachin^s Mpney Table.

English. Kachin. Sense of the Kachin.

1 anna ... ... ... ni-sap69 2 pieces^® (? half-anuas)

2 annas .. * •« musi^o a mu

3 ,j ... kyi-sum-kyap copper 3 pieces^^

4 ,, tisi^2 a ti

5 „ .«• ... ngolum 5 lum^3

6 5, ... tAn’ mi-pu-n’m^nga^^ . .

.

1 ti and ? 5

8 ,) ••• ti-l’kong-mu 2 ti and mu^®

10 - ti-l’kong-mo 2 ti and mu

12 ,, ... I ti-m’sum 3 ti

14 f ,
•* .

ti-m’sum-mu 3 ti and mu

1 rupee ... kyap-mi 1 piece

ng(iacham^7 silver ?

76
if

lap-mi-ti-rkhng 1 rupee and 2 ti

If 76
»> ... lap-mi-ti-m’sum 1 rupee and 8 ti

From tlie above tables and information the following points become clear. The Kachins

really divide their rupee by the silver pieces (2 and 4 annas), which they find current, on the

principle of the surrounding system of Troy weight, being still hazy and uncertain as to the

use of the newly introduced copper money, and practically unable to express or comprehend

the intermediate British divisions of the rupee into annas, which last denomination is a money

of account. Thus :
—

2 pe are 1 mu

2 mu >> 1 ti

4 ti }9 1 kyap or lap

2| lap ff 1 hong or rong

4 rong >> 1 k^an

5 k*an ff 1 gak'au

2 gak^au 9} 1 joi

As regards Kachin bullion weights, my information is chiefly gathered fi*oni Mr. Hanson

(p. 95) and Mr. Symington fp. 20).

C9 For Thus, chyd^, chiip, sdp == jap, gxjdp = hydp. Burmese mUzt : s‘t = zt, a seed.

71 JCyt = Bur., copper ; sum, Kachin, three ; hydp, Sh^, piece. Burmese sH, Z't,

"3 Lum ; see Kachin Troy Table, either for lem on dum.

It will be seen that this man is consistently confused as to the odd annas” in a rupee, and he collapsed

alto}?ether when asked to go beyond “ six atinas.”

This is clearly a wrong form ; tUVhhng being sufficient.

He gave these words on being shown five, six and seven four-anna pieces. 77 Sh^n, silver.
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Kacbin Troy Weights.

M’lem = Ahrns seed. Lem-mt = 1 lem.

2 lem are 1 dum

2 dum ,, 1 pS

2 ,, 1 mu

Kachin Avoirdupois Weights.

gak^an = half a viss

= 1 viss

The viss, joi, is the weight that turns the scale, as can be seen in the phrase, clieng

it balances, it weighs:’’ cheng, Sh weight, being borrowed from Burmese-Shdn, while is

used for the scales as well as for the standard weight, a viss.

The Myitkyina Kachin recognised the Ahrus seed as kacheng, i. e., 7/a-weight, which

seems to indicate that the true meaning of the term Tfd-m% given by Mr. Hanson for ‘‘one pie,”

is “one Ahrus seed.” But he had, nevertheless, no true idea of Troy weiglit, though he seemed

to show some glimmering of it in his term for pice, hji’cJieng-chydp (or copper-weight-

piece.

I have already remarked that the Kachin books available are slight, and tliei-e is not much

to be obtained from them as to the metals, while the Myitkyina Kachin differed greatly from

them in his terminology.

Thus: — silver is in the books Jcuinp^rh^ Jsumprb, gwnp*rb»^^ According to tlie Myitkyina

Kacbin it is haii/p^rong. Gold is in tbe books jd, ajd, and gold-dust is jctmxm, Jdi/tm, Brass

and copper are in the books m’gr^i but the Myitkyina Kachin gives them as ht/ nni and hijineh

respectively. Iron in the books is pVi but the Myitkyina Kachin called it sami'kbvg^ a

term which he also used for tin, while in the books tin i, e., white iron. In the

books lead is cli% achu, m^ju, chuiy and zinc is p^ri-p^rb, but according to the Myitkyina

Kachin this last is samtot^m-,

I will now proceed to compare the Singphd terms for currency and the metals, so

far as I am able, with those of the Kachins, though there is some diflQculiy as to this, as

Mr. Needham in his works does not pay much attention to money or barter, and what informa-

tion he gives has to be extracted piecemeal from his Oranmars,

The ordinary Sii]gph6 word for money is as usual that for silver, liump^wng^ which will

he at once recognised
; but at p. 13 is to be found dald^^ aimdy one rupee. Here wc have

apparently reference to a numeral coefficient ddr for money in Kuki-Lushai, seen again

seemingly in Chin (Lai) ddr, brass, KacluM (Boro) darhi, gold, and in Ao-Naga tdrihi, silver.

The Miri numeral coefficient for rupee is hdr.

’8 Also choi, Hertz, p, 47. ^9 Symington, pp. 9S, 80.

80 pvo means white and TmdoTibtedly Vo means “ white him Jcum being, I take it, a root for “ mctnl ” or

for “the metal par esscellence,^’ For there is in the “Nilga” Languages a persistent set of roots, rdn^,

with the sense of “ the metal,*’ meaning sometimes gold, sometimes silver, sometimes iron, and sometimes several

metals indifferently. JB. g.t ICaehin, ifcuwpVo, ]camp*r3ng

;

Siugpho, himpWmg } Miri, mMiCng^ Kngd ; silver :

Kachin, samVMng (also ironj; Manipffrl, h^'ingau ; tin: —
Lhota, rCing, 6rdng, rCmpidh^ Hill Tipper^ (Lushai), rdsip ; Empeo, rdwpMnp, gdnig, kdng

}

Angami, rakCi

;

silver : — Kffki-Lfishai, rdngmdjdkj Hill Tipper^, rdngchdw s gold; — Ao, rdngin

;

lead: *— Ao, merdng (also

in) iron i

—

Ao, yongmen ; brass : — Ao, yongmenin ; copper : — Lhota, yongcMh ; brass, copper, tin, iron.
81 L’lct was also given me by one man, and may be dialectic. *2 I^ecdham, pp. 18, 78, 103 , 111 .

88 See also Needham, p. 107,
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The words for the metalsS^ generally in Kachin and Singpho seem to be identical,

thus

—

Silver. Gold. Brass. Iron.

Kachin

i

kumph’b, kamp‘rong... P m'gri

i

phi

Singpho kump'rong ja magi
1

m*p‘ri

I notice also that the word for weight in Singph6 is clien (p. 117), and that the Kachin

word {g^t) half, has its counterpart in the Singpho 7i^kctu or kau-md (one-half).®^ But it

is in the numerals that the identity of Kachin and Singphd comes out, so far as the present

enquiry is concerned.

Comparative Table of Kachin and Singph6 Numerals.

English. Kachin. Singpho.

1 ... ... ... Tngai, ngai • • ... ai

suffixed ... ... mi, m^ • •• ... ma

2 ... ... rkong, I’kwang ..

.

... n’k‘6ng

suffixed ... ... ni ... ...

3 ... ... m’sum, m’s6m ... • • • ... mas&m

4 ... ... m’lt ... ... malt

5 ... ... m’uga ... manga

•6 ... ... kru, krup, kruk ... k‘ru

7 ... ... s’nit ... sinit

8 ... ... ... m’tsat, m’sat ... ... masafc

9 ... ... ... j’k'u, s'k‘u, ch!kn, ch’kon ... chaku

10 ... ... ... shi,87 si ... ... si, tsl, shi

11 ... ... shirngai, serngai ... ... si*ai

20 ... ... k*un ... .c b k‘un

21 ... ... ... k^unTngai ... ... k*un-ai

30 ... ... sumshi, somsi ... ... dumsi

See Needham, pp. 87, 97, 100.
, t ^ i, i;i 4.

The great difference, so far as I can judge, between the Singph6 and Kachin dialects, which would tend t

make them mutually unintelligible, is that the accent in Kachin is on the last syllable, whereas in Sin^ho it is on

the first : e. in Kachin would, in practice, have a very different sound to 'mA'gt in Singph6, and they would

not he to the ear at all identical words,

Needham, pp. 72, 98.
. , ,

According to the Myitkyinu Kachin, the teens” run thus : — se-Z ngai, ?34 kong^ S3-Z m sum, «3-Z m L,

and so on to se-Vj’hUf 19,
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English. Kachin. Singpho.

40 m’lishi, m’lisi malisi

100 rtsa, I’sa®® ... ••• ••• lach/i, latsa

200 nitsa, nisa ••• n’k‘dugchri

1,00089 chiugmi, singmi hing

10,000 munmi ... hingtst

100,000 seumi

1,000,000 wanmi ...

10,000,000 rimi ...

i

Ordinarily, therefore, I gather that a Singphd would count his rupees thus : — daU-md,

clald-7iVc^brtgt dald-masum. But that the Singph6s use the generic term Isump'rong also, may be

seen from the expressions hum^^rong laclid, 100 rupees ; hump^rong Ic'miy 20 rupees, in Needham’s

Grammar, pp. 76, 78. Similarly a Kachin would ordinarily count his rupees by the coeffi-

cient term Idp (gydp), thus: -Idp-mi, Ihp-m, lap-m'^sum. Or he might count them by borrowing

the Burmese word dihgd^ a coin (Hertz, p. 38, Symington, p. 66), thus : — dihgd-mi, dihgd-ni,

dingd-m^sum. But he might also count them by using the generic term Tctimp^rb, vide

Symington’s expressions JcumpWd-Vsd, Rs. ICO
; Jcump^rb-Vsd-m’ngd^shi, Rs. 150 (pp. 14, 16). It

is therefore clear that a Kachin would at once understand a Singpho in a bargain, though it

must not be assumed that a Singpho, with his surroundings, would have any idea of the

Kachin’s method of dividing’ his rupees, that style of calculation belonging to the Burmese-

Shan side of the ranges dividing Burma from India,®® and being utterly foreign to any Indian

people.

It may help to explain the numerals of these tribes to note here how the Myitkyina
Kachin was induced to deliver up his terms, for an attempt to extract them out of him
direct failed altogether, A number of pebbles were collected and he was told to count them
one by one,®^ He accordingly took up the pebbles one by one and enumerated them on his

fingers, turning one finger down at each enumeration, and when he had reached five he pushed
the pebbles aside. He then proceeded to count five more in the same way and pushed them
aside, and then said, pointing to the two little heaps ; — Vhbtig m^ngd “ two fives (are) ten.”

** The Myitkyina Kachin collapsed at 100, being unable to understand numerals beyond this point.
1,000 seems to be the end of the Singpho numeral denominations, but the Kachin denominations follow that of

the Burma Tribes generally : — thus,

tsfi 100

1 0 ching 1,000

10 mun 10,000

10 sen ... 100,000

10 wAn 1,000,000

10 ri ... 10,000,oco
Symington, p. 61, is a little confused (probably his teachers were), and gives mv?i and as the e<ini-
valents for a IdAli, 100,000,

The Kachins have a word for cowry, sMwun (Symington, p. 38), but the Singphfis probably have not.
I have found this plan by far the most effective with such semi-savages. The heavy, puzzled look

disappears at once from their faces, intelligence takes its place, and then slowly and painfully the numbers come out
one by one. But I warn the enquirer that much patience and a trained ear are necessEry to a successful result*
The educated, literary Manipuri official, quoted in the section on MaripUrt Weights, enumerated on his fingers,
er idently from sheer habit.
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He proceeded onwards in precisely the same way up to twenty and then said, pointing to the

four heaps : — in h in nga hourly “ four fives (aie) twenty.’’ So on to h^nilc vi^ngd somsij “six fives

(are) thirty,” Then by coaxing he went on to h^un m^iigu Vsd “(a) score (of) fives (are a)

hundred,” After this he subsided, having reached his tether as legards enumeration, and
was apparently unable to recognise the book words given for a thousand and onwards.

My sources of information on the N^ga Xianguages most nearly connected geographically

with the Singpho are :

—

(1) Outline Grammar of the Lliota Naga Language, Witter, 1888, oflScial publica-

tion, Assam.

(2) Outline Grammar of the Ao Naga Language, Mrs. Clark, 1893, ofiicial publica-

tion, Assam.

(3) The Ao Naga Language of Southern Aseam, Avery, American Journal of Philo-

logy, Vol. YII., No. B, c. 1886.92

(4) Outline Grammar of the Angami Naga Language, McCabe, 1887, official publica-

tion, Assam.

(5) Outline Grammar of the Shaiyang-Miri Language, Needham, 1886, official publica-

tion, Assam.

(6) A Naga from Sibsagar and two Nagas from Manipur.

To take the Lhota-NS-ga Language first, I find the money table to run as below, but it

has an unstable appearance. In fact, instability seems to be a main, though distracting,

feature of the Language. N, g., Mr. Witter remarks, p. 8 f., on the instability of both the

vowel and consonantal sounds, and the instability of the words themselves can be ascertained by

trying to make out the sentences given with the Grammar and by noting the variety of form

given in the various parts of Mr. Witter’s book for the words of currency and moneys The

probability is that the dialect differs on every hill side on which it is spoken, and that the

speakers use it very much as the speakers of highly developed written languages use slang,

i, e., they are quite indifferent as to form, provided their meaning is understood, trusting

rather to inference than to convention for the correct conveyance of their meanings

Lbota-N^ga Silver-money Table.

English, Lhota-N3ga. Sense of Vernacular,

1 amia92 poisa mezu, r^ngmyo meztt ... 4 pice, 4 red coins

2 annas moiyS. matsanga ... ... 1 moiyfi

rangteru ^hm ... coin small white

4 annas moiy^ enni 2 moiya

6 ,,
moiya et'ain ... ... 3 moiysl

8 „ ••• rampialv poko ... half rupee

rangmyd®^ tiza... 8 red coins

9* Areprinbsent me by the late Prof. Avery, based on notes supplied in 1884 bjMr, Clark, the husband of the

authoress of th'e Ao N^ga (grammar above (quoted.

Witter, pp. 88, 89.

94 This looks as if the word rdngmyC were used indisoriminately.for pice and anna, which is as likely as not.
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English. Lhota-N%a. Sense of Vernacular,

adhdli®®... ... (adheld, half rupee)

10 annas mdiyti mungo ... 5 moiyd

2 „ moiya tirolc C moiyd

14 „ moiyd thng 7 moiyd

1 rupee 6raug matsanga ... 1 rupee

rainpiak matsanga 1 „

piakd, ophnks® rupee

1 | rupee^^ piaka sii poko ... rupee plus half

What the expressions for the odd annas are I am not sure, but, from the general indica-

tions given, they are probably expressed either by ra m?/

o

+ numeral (e. rd^igniyd et^ain,

3 annas, rdngmyo mungo, 5 annas), or by the use of sii pdkoy plus a half (&. g., moiyd su poho,

mdiyd and a half = 3 annas ; onSiyd en?i« sit poho, 2 moiyd and a half = 5 annas).

Lhota-Naga Copper-money Table.

English.

J

Lhota-Ndga. Sense of Vernacular.

1 pie ... ...

1 .
rangmy6 teruw6 smaller than red coin

1 pice ... (1.4 rangmyo matsanga ... , 4 , 1 red coin

poisa matsanga ... 1

2 pice p6isd,^® enni 2 red coins

3 ,, ,•• . < poisa et‘am ^ >>

4 „ (anna) poisa mezii 4

The metals are badly expressed by the Lhota Nagas, owing, no doubt, to their small

acquaintance with them. Thus, the word for silver is given as 6rdng, but no word is given
for gold at all, and one word, yongclidh, does duty for brass, copper, tin and iron, t. c.,

really for any metal not silver or money, while p^yontsii is used for lead.

The words given for weight and the scales have an apparent connection with that for

cowry, which is odd and unusual. HI, g., weight is efu (p, 158) ; balance is (p. 90) ;

cowry is fufo (p. 143). There are words to express the actual balancing of articles weighed
against each other in ek^aing and h'Ui^'p, 168), the first having a most suspiciously borrowed
appearance.

Three words are translated “counterfeit money” by Mr. Witter, rdyigtdp, 6rdng-n'tap6,
rangyimo; a fact which it rather surprises one to find in the language of such a tribe, but they

^ Witter, p. 70. It is clearly the Indian odMU

;

see Beames’ ed. of Elliot, Glossary, Vol. II. p . 2.
Witter, p. 81. Also at p, 128 there is given 6ts^eh, which also means wages.
Witter, p, 81, ss R6^ig<rn,y0 jg throughout a synonym for poM^,
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can be compared with the humprb e of the Kacliin Vocabulary of Mr. Symington, p, 65,

translated “to mint, coin.^’

The Lhota N^ga numerals (p.26 ff.) present no particular difficulties, but there are some
peculiarities valuable for comparison with other NIga tongues and for counting out money.

1 ... ek*ii^® 11 ... tar6 su^

2 ... enni, 6iii^oo 20 ... mekwi, mekwtt, mekii^

3 ... et*am 30 ... t‘amdr62

4 mezii 40 ... ziiro^

5 ... mungo 60 ... tiingyS

6 ... tirok 60 ... rokro®

7 ... tiing, ts*ang 70 ... ek‘a ts'ang, ek‘^ tiing

8 ... tiz^ 80 ... ek‘^ tiza

9 ... tokfii 90 ... ek‘A toku

10 ... tar6,^ taro, tero, tato® 100 ... ek‘a taro’, 2 n’zo, n’zu, n’zoa®

1,000 ... t'anga^

The usual way of expressing the intermediate numbers is that shown above in the case

of 11 : u tarosil (or 5^) mezu is ten plus four or fourteen, meJcwu sis viezii is twenty plus four

or twenty-four : but 16 to 19, 26 to 29, etc., are alternatively expressed thus:

16 ... meziiud mekwii m’pen ... by-four 20 short

17 ... efe*amna mekwii m’pam ... by-three 20 short

18 ... enuina mekw-u m’peu ... by-two 20 short

19 ... ek‘ana mekwii in’pam ... by-one 20 short

The tendency in reckoning is to carry the mind on to the next coming ten and to subtract

from it.

Passing on to Ao N^ga, one finds that Mrs. Clark has not paid much attention to recording

currency, and except incidentally there is no mention of money matters in her book. It must

be remembered also, in reading what follows, that instability of form is as characteristic of

Ao N«ga words as of those of any other Naga tongue.

The word sen is used for money (pp. 61, 66, 69, 75, 140) borrowed -one fancies

from the sel {serf) of the neighbouring Manipuri' State, especially as it turns up in the

expression for ‘‘ small money,” td.nalo sen^ (pp. 57,
106).io A rupee is ordinarily Ultsah

^ This is only used in enumerating. When used with other words, one*' is represented by the suffixed

numeral coefficients moAsmg^i nHsaoig^i, for things, and vCchyCi^^ for mankind. Tundamentally the term

e/c*d would seem to signify “ a ten” in decimal notation ; c/. the terms for 70, SO, 90, 100,

Joo Witter, p. 154.

1 Also e/c‘dnd tdto w’pdm = by-one ton short ; ==^one less ten.

2 The terms tar 5, t'amdro, %(iTo, r5krOf evidently mean 1, 3, 4, 6 tens.

s Witter, p. 27. Ox st,

e Witter, p. 154. ® Witter, pp. 119, 182.

"
’ Also rCzo n'zo totaro (= 10 p. 151. Of, Bur.

9 Mrs. Olark does not distingTiisli between long and short vowels, and these have to be guessed at, but her a is

always broad, and I have given it, therefore, as d,

10 It is also seen in the expressions for debt,” p. 109 : — sen4sd, sen-dtso, sen-a^u, in which and

mean ^‘borrow” ( pp. 54, 98) and sen means ** money.”
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aud also tejpUk (pp. 54, 57. 64. 66,
156).ii For plos the Indian form poisd is found in a

plirase on p. 65 :
—
hechi p6is& Ungn M ltzh.li rizuftgh hyur

boy-the what pice gets that all keeps

The boj keeps all the pice he gets#

In the Vocabulary, however, is to be found the (?) Assamese form sorotih, made to do duty

for -pice” on p. 147 and for “ anna” (4 pice) on p. 90. It is qaite likely that these Nilgas use

the same term for both#

The word for cowry is given as sahd (p. 107).

Money is counted apparently in a straightforward way- Thus we find :

pp. 57, 64 ... tatsak ka ... one rupee

p, 54 ... Utsak ana ... two rupees

p. 66 ... tatsak asam ... three rupees

The words for the metals partake of the regular Mga forms, iron being the metal

par excellences as the same word, in^ does duty for both iron and metal (pp. 132, 139).

Gold is lion (Assamese), p. 124. Silver is icLribi (pp. 70, 160). Iron is lUs and nierdng

(p. 132), and with iron lead seems in some measure to be confounded, as one guesses from the

term rdngin (^. e., ri^jiy-metal), but there is a synonym (p. 135) tBoin given for lead. Brass,

yongmen (p. 99), is undoubtedly mixed up with copper, rjongmenin, i. e., yongmen-meioX (p. 106).

The Ao Kaga numerals have a puzzling, and curiously, but not uniquely, developed

method of carrying the mind, after the first ten, on to the coming ten for numbers beyond five

as shown below : otherwise these numerals are much those of the Naga aud the allied tongues

generally. Thus ;
—

Ao-Naga Numerals.

1

2

ka ...

^nk ...

a

4

5

11

12

asam.««

pe2o^2

pungu

terika

teriSinSt

.#* ...

...

6

7

8

9

10

tr6ki3

tenet

ti

tako

ter

ten and one

ten and two

13

14

15

16

17

teriksam

teripezo ...

teripungfi

mets6^^-maben-tr6k

metso-miben-tenet

ten and three

ten and four

ten and five

twenty-not"brought-six

... twenty-not-brought-sevea

n nM. X gather, means " wage-meaeure ;» see ie arcmmar, s. measure and wages.
*2 I gather that Mrs. Clark's final short a, which she writes Y is *•

--l ^

Should be. take it, properly written terSk. u should apparently be properly written metsar.
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18 ft i metso-maben-ti ... t •• ft ft ft .4 . • »* twenty-not-brought-^eigbt

19 « # • metso -maben-takfi • k . e «. ... ft ft • twenty^not-brouglit-nine

20 ... metso ... .4. k4k • ft (? a score)

21 •• metsarika ... ... • *. •• twenty and one

22 ... raetsariana ... .k. «• ft ... twenty and two

23 ... metsariasam ft ft ft ... twenty and three

24 ... metsaripezo ... ft ft ft •• twenty and four

25 ... metsaripungu ... ... twenty and five

2(> ... semari^-inaben-tr6k ... ... ftftft 80-not“brougbt-6

27 ** semar-maben-tenet ... ... ... ft ft 30-not-brougbt- 7

28 ... semar-maben-ti . .

,

ftftft ... ... • ft » 3O-not-brongbt-8

29 ... semar-mabeTi-tak6 ... ... ... ft ft * 30-not-broTight-9

30 ... semar ft ft ft • «. a «. ... • *

31 •• semarika ... ... ... ftftft ... 30 and 1

36 « • • Iir^5^maben-tr6k ... ... ... •ft ft
40-not-brouglit-6

40 • • Ill* ... ... ... •«« ... «•« ft ft C

41 ... lirikS. ... ... .. 40 and 1

46 ten6m-inaben-tr5k ... 5O-not-brougb t -6

50 « « • tonciii .•* ... ...

51 « • • tenemik^ ... • • ... 50 and 1

66 • ft « rokar^^-maben-trok ... ... .»« • ft- 60-not“brougbt-6

60 « « • rokar ... ... ... ...

61 • ft • rokarika ... ... 60 and 1

66 « ft » tenSmsermetso-m^ben-trok • •• 50-and-20 not-broTigbt-6

70 ... tenemsermetso . ,

.

... ft 0 ft ... •• 50-and*20

71 ten^msermetsarikk ft ft* ... ... •• 50“and-20 and 1

76 ... liranaso-m^ben-tr6k ... •• twice^40 nob-broagbt*=6

80 • ft • liranaso ... twice-40

81 ft# < liranasarik^ ... ft •• ftftft . mm ... twice-40 and 1

86 «ft« telangtakfi-m^ben-trok • • « ... ... ft** 9-(before)-100 not-brouglit-6

90 ft ft * telangtak6 ... • •• ... ftft« 9-(before)-10a 100-9)i<J

91 ft ft ft telangtak6serka ... *«• ... •• 9-(be£ore)-100 and 1

15 The final *• in semar, Ur, rdkar, is evidently the ro of Lhota, and sig-nifies a ten.’* Probably the final d in

metso signifies the same thing,

I take this curious expression to mean the 9 before 100.’*
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96... ... telang-mabeu-trok ...

100 ... telang, noklang ... .*• •••

1,000 ..Jmejirizang, meirzang^^ ... ...

100-not-brouglit-G

The Ao NAgas do not weigh the metals, so far as I can make oui, probably measuring

them ;
bat they have a neat set of measures of capacity, on which they have based a sort of

avoirdupois weight for their great requirement, fermented rice for making yi (rice-beer) _

Ao-Naga Measures of Capacity.

Name, Meaning. Use.
Api:)roximate
actual weight.

aentzo molok ...i egg basket... • •• value of an egg iu paddy ... s^rs

2 yi molok beer basket • • • value ,in paddy of standard

measure of rice made ready

for brewing yi (rice-bcer).

2J sirs

2 pua Indian quarter sir,,. 5 sirs

4 (and 2) imzi

1

village rar village standard 20 (and 10) sirs

The real standard, L e., the weight that does not vary, is, however, the pua, for the

Bengali magnified from the quarter which it really is, to the five-ser -weight (pasSn)^

probably because five sirs of paddy are equivalent in value to one quarter of some article

that these people still commonly buy, or have in the past habitually bought, with paddy
(unhusked rice).

Another common measure, evolved as above, is the naM mololc^ wage basket, to the

and hence equal to about two s^rs which represents a day’s wages in paddy.

Ao-Naga Avoirdupois Weights.^^^

2 tsam5i-s‘ong are 1 s'ongti = 1|; s8rs

1 s^ongti ... = sers

Some villages have a -weight called pnahapla (? short intermediate between the

s*ongt% and the tsam&s^ong (p, 49),

The word for scales is s^07igt% and the term tsamit-s^ong seems to mean half-a-5*wfjr, or half

the -weight that turns the scale. The word s&i*et is also given (p. 357) as a synonym for scales,

and the ei^pression sercUlung (IH,, scale-stone) is given for “scale--w'eight8,” But I gather from

a sentence on p. 71 that seret is really borrowed from the Indian word sir and means that

weight or its equivalent, thus :
—

sJiuang seret-h(l mhhensh

potatoes ser-one insufficient

(translated) the potatoes are a seer short weight.'^

37 Mrs. Clark very properly remarks (p. 45) that the above mode of reokouiug piizzlcfc children and makes them
carry forward the Wrong figures in addition. So much is this the case, that in the schools an effort is being made
io discard the above irregularities and count regularly thus: UridroTt, sixteen ; meUaH iruh, twenty-six ; and so o».”
One does not wonder at it. In computing money the system must be a very difficult one to work.

3 8 Clark, p. 49. Compare this with the Manipfiri double scale j
— one for rice and the other for paddy )

Trimrof^e,
Grammar, p. 2K is Clark, p. 49.
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One has to search the sentences given in McCabe’s Angami Grammar for the views of the

AngAmis as to currency. From these can be gathered the following table

p. 36 •••

pp. 26, 40

p. 40

p. 37 fi:.

pice ...

2 annas

8 annas

rupee ..

paisa

moja

duli

rak^

If yre may accept that duK = adhdU (Lhota-N5ga) = adhSld (Indian), and that rahd = a

form of the general Mga word rang, then the above table agrees with what may be called the

normal Naga forms. “ Small money” is Tcepetse (p. 54).

The word for metal (p. 73) is given as t'ejo, but I gather, or rather guess,that is metal

and that the t‘e = iron. Then for gold we have no word at all, but silver is raM-jo (p. 85) ;

lead is misitsd-jd {misi, Manipuri
:
p. 71) ;

copper is presa-jo (p‘ri, Eachin-Singph&, iron
: p. 66);

while iron is (p. 70) and tin rizhil and gMd, where die, xM probably equal jo'. Brass

is (p. 52) merSni or meseni, but I perceive that merdni (p. 60) also = “ear-ring,” and perhaps

the metal tabes its name from the ornament.

At p. 26 we have moyd and moyd po (one moyd) for “ two annas,” and on p. 40 moyd si

(three inoyd) for “ six annas.” Rupees turn up at several points in the book; e. g.,

one rupee

three rupees

five rupees

eight rupees

At » 40 we haye Mi. eiglit a»nai mi at p. SO di dM. r«pe« two mi « dM.

fee ^ tsl Oa tbia evideac, I ebeald eaj that tb. AagJml mga. mml Hj,» mon.j ,».t.

.iSJerwavdly « e.peee. two«aa pie..., a.d half e.peeA Iba. ...U weald be . -

4 moy4 are 1 duli

2 duli „ 1 rakS

The Angilmt Filgas reckon on the same principles as do the Ao NSgas. Thus

Angftmi N^ga Numerals.

p. 26

p. 39

p. 37

p. 38

... raka po ...

• • • • • * raka sS ••• •••

raka pangu ... ... *•

raka t‘et‘a ••• ••• •••

1

3

5

7

9

11

12

13

14

po

pangu

t^enfi

tekwd

ker-o-pokro

ker-o-kenn^

ker-o-s^

ker-o-da

80 0/. ‘Kachia and Singpho, gold,

88 The r in Ur and no donht means a ten.

2

4

6

8

10

kenni

da

suru

ker22

ten and one more

ten and two more

ten and three more

ten and four more

81 French j.

Cf, Ao numerals.
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15 ... ker-o-pangu ••• • 9# ten and five more

16 ker-o-suru • •• ten and six more

17 mekwu pemo t'eua ••• 2 0 -short-of-seven^s

18 • •• mekwci pemo fc®et‘a ... • •• • • • 20-short-of-eiglit

19 • • * mekwii pemo tekwii • • * 20-short-of-nine

20 • •• mekwii ...

21 mekwti-pokro ••• 20 one more

27 |»«* ser pemo t'ena « •• 30-short-of-seven

SO • • • ser23a • ••

31 ser-o-pokro • • • 30 one more

37 lida pemo t‘en^ • • * ... 40-short-of-seven

40 ••• lida^^ ... ...

41 lida pokro • •• ... 40 one more

50 ... lipangu^^ • •• 60 lisuru^^

70 ... lit‘eiia34 ... 80 lit‘et*a2^

90 ... litekwii^^ 100 krii

101 kra di po, kra mu po • • • • •• hundred and one

1,000 nig po ... one nii (thousand)

In tlieir measures, wMcb. are only of capacity, the Angami N%as actaally do what one

may suspect the Ao N%as to do from Mrs. Clark's statements, viz,^ base them on a day’s

wages in rice. Thus ;
—

Aagami Measures of Capacity,

2har*& about 1 ser

12 utsd
9i

2 r'azho

2 U 9}

15 chii
99

12 sens

24 s^rs

48 sirs = about maunds

(15 to) 20 maunds

The zhdr^d is the measure of a day's wages {zM, zd).

Mr, Needham^s Miri Grammar^ though referring directly to the vShaiyaug Clan, is practl-
cally a Grammar of the whole Miri-Abor^s tongue, spoken by a large section of the Nagas.

As has ^ready been remarked, Mr. Needham hardly ever mentions money matters, and his
V ocabulary is for the present purpose unfortunately only too deficient.

I take that the Miris roaUy calculate money thus :— Large pieces silver, mtUcong
rupees, with a numeral coefficient bdrt smaU pieces silver, i. e., two-anna bits, numeral

« I. e., the seven before twenty. as« See footnote 22 above.

M M
® respectively 4, 5, 6. 7, 8, 9, Ji .< ?£ being » a ten” evidently.

Mr. Needham s Focotularj, shows that the difference between Miri and Abor is inappreciable.
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coefficient pir ; pice, borrowing the Assamese or Indian word, ^oisd or with numeral
coefficient added. Money is generically spoken of as murMng or murho (pp. 27,

44, 103, 136).

The words for the metals, except iron, are absent from the Vooxhularij^ save as materials

for bracelets. Thus, iron is yokdin (pp. 107, 132 : c/. Manipuri yoty Primrose, p. 17).

The words for bracelets are — of brass, hapung (p. 117) ; of silver, honge (p. 117 : c/. the

rupee, murkong) ,• and of a metal called lead, but (?) really bell-metal, pagrang^ in which the

N%a word for metal, rangy comes out again.

The Miri numerals are extremely simple, and this tribe^s ideas of counting are distinctly

Indo-Chinese :
—

Miri-Abor Numerals.

1 ... at^rkb^^ ... ,,, suffixed forms : ako, ko

2 ... anyikb ... ... ... 3 ... aumko

4 ... apiko % ... ... 5 ... angako

6 ... ak^ngko, akikb ,. ... 7 ... kinitko

8 ... plnyiko, puinyikb27 9 ... konangko

10 ... eiiigko ... ... ... ... ... ••••**».«

11 .. eingko l^ng StSrkb ... ... ... ten and one

20 ... 4ing-£inyik6 two tens

21 ... ^ing-anyikb l^ng 4tlrkd ... ... ... two teas and one

30 ... 6ing4umk6 ... three tens

90 ... 6ing-konangko nine tens

100 ... lingko^s

Numeral coefficients are widely used and precede the numerals, as in Chinese and Naga

generally : e. hdry num. coefiE. for rupee; pv\ num. coeff. for small silver (2 and 4-anna pieces)

and pice then :

—

Re. 1 ...( bar-ko, a-b^r-ko

bar-nyiko, bar-nyi, a-bar-njiko

bar-hmkb, bar-um, a-bar-umkb

pir-ko (? 4-pir-k6)

pir-nyiko, p5r-nyi (? S.-pir-nyik6)

pir-umko, pir-fim (? a-pir-umko)

Ko is evidently a suffix meaning one,” and the idea of the numerals is “ a one,” ” a two, * a three, and

soon. The moveable prefix d of the first six numerals seems to imply a fixed quantity, “only” (p. 20) j so that

the expressions signify really “only a one,” “ only a two-” Ko turns up again on p. 27 of Mr.

Needham’s interesting pamphlet, Afew J)tg^r6 (T&roon), Jfijil and Tiheiian Words, 1886,Government Publica-

tion, Assam, in the “ teens” of the Mtjfis ; thus 11, 'kajo-md-hom^leo, i. e., 10 and 1, and so on to 19.

Twice four.

28 But at p. 103 lilngb rfkdrU is translated ” 500 rupees :
” here b in lilngb means “ only,” and so, perhaps,

ling or liing means any large number — 100 and beyond.
vr-' i

28 I gather that there is a word only for the two-anna piece, as in the case of the other Naga tongues.
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But there is an odd exception to the rule in omitting the numeral coefficients with ?,

8 and 9 : thus, pui^ nuni. coeff. for round things : then :

apui puiko

apui painji

apui puikeng

apui pui4ing

But apui kinit

apui pinji

apui konang

So far as the instances given are concerned, the Miris count their money chiefly by means

of the coefficients. Thus :
—

pp. 36, 58 .. Re. 1 .»» ••• ••• a-bar-ko

p. 93 Bs. 4 bar-pikb

p. 92 „ 10 bar-6ingk6

But on p. 20 the full expressions are to be found—
murkong bar-piko

murk6ng bar-ng3.ko

I have now taken those who have been good enough to follow me through all the unfor-

tunately, but unavoidably, incomplete evidence available to me as to the Kachin-Naga Group of

tongues, and it will be seen that the numerals and the words for the metals compare as shown

below. I have added Manipiiri to the comparison, as being a link between the Kachin-Naga

and the Chin-Lushai Groups, though 1 do not wish it to be thereby inferred that the two

groups of tongues should not really be described as members of a larger general group of

languages, embracing all the modes of speech adopted by the populations occupying the hills

between India and Burma and the hills of the North and North-East frontiers of India and of

the North frontier of Burma.^®

Rs. 4 ...

,, 5 ...

1 egg

2 eggs

6 eggs

10 eggs

7 eggs

8 eggs

9 eggs
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Kachin. Singpho. Lhota, Ao. AngSmt. Miri-Abor. Manipurl.

7 s’nit sinit tiing37 ... tenet t^ena Idnitko tar6t

8 m’fcsat^s ... masat ... tiza ti t^eUii ... pinyiko nipan

r,
i’k‘u39 .. chakii fcoku tako tekwii ... koiiangko mapan

op-t shi, si si, shi'*‘0 ... taro, tero . ter ker 5ingko tara

20 k^un ... k^un mekwi^i.. mets6‘^2 mekwii ... Singanyiko ... kul

30 sumshi dumsi ... t‘amdr6 ... semar ser ... Singaumko .. kunt^ra

40 m’lishi ... malisi ... ziiro lir ... ... im eingapiko niphu

50 m’ngashi.

,

mangasi... tiingya ... tenSm lipangu .. eingangako ... yangk^ai

GO krushi ... k'rusi rokro rokar lisuru eingfikiko hump*u

70 s’nitshi ... sinitsi ... ek‘ats‘ang"-3 tenemser-

metso
lit'end ., ^ingkiiiitko ... hump^utara

80 m’tsatshi... masatsi ... ekSUizii ... liranaso lit‘et^a ... Singpinyiko marip'iL

00 j’kushi ... chakusi .. ek‘at6ku.,. telangtako... litekwu ... eingkonangko. mariphutara

100 , rtsa^*^ lacha‘-° ... ek^ataro^®

.

telang^^ kra ... liiigko chiima^-®

1000
I

chingmi^^.. king t^anga ... mcyirzang ... ni6po (?) Icing lising

It is not my purpose here to prove the connection of the above words, bub I have no hesita-

tion in saying that they afford most interesting mutual evidence of a common origin.

Comparative Table of the Kachin-Naga Terms for the Metals.

Metal.
I

Kachin,80 Singphd. Lhota. Ao. Angdmi, Miri-Abor.

j

Manipiiri.

gold , ja hon... Sana

silver ... kump‘r6^^ k‘umprong.,. orang taribi rakajo ? konge. rupa®^

copper ... m’gri yongcliak . yongmenin . presajo kori

brass .. in'gri magi yongchak . yongmen ... merSni®-^ ... Pkapiing pit‘nu

tin p‘rip‘ro ... yongchak .
rizhii, zhiisi .

kongau

spelter... • • •
pagrang. sel

iron p*ri, pri ... m'pri yongchak . in, merang . t‘ezhe yokdin... yot

lead chu, m’ju ... p‘y6ntsa... rangin®^ ., misitsajo ... misi

zinc p‘rip‘ro mm • *. .#•

37 Also ts'ang, Also m’sai. 89 Also s'h%

AO Also t$t» A7 Also mehvii, rneTcu, ** ? should be weisctr.

A3 Also e¥d tiing, a4 Also Vsd. as Also kfsd,

A6 Also n*z6a>, *7 Also n61dang, a® Also sdmd,

*9 Also $ing-mi*

30 See ante, p. 200, The Myitkyini Kachin gave quite a different series of words.

31 Also Izamip’rtng. Also Z%)d.

38 Also mesem.
" “ Also tsdin.
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Of course, in such a matter as the nomenclature of the metals, savage tribes will borrow

largely from those around them, and such a table as the above is valuable chiefly for tracing

such inflluences,

I have had two opportunities of personally examining N^gas as to their vocabulary. One

man came from the Naga Hills District, and called himself a Sibs^gar mga, obviously for

the benefit of the Englishman, but I could not get a better description of himself out of him.

His vocabulary showed him to belong to what are called the Mifchan and Tabluiig Nagas in

Dalton’s Ethnology of Bengal^ p. 71, and I here give the information gleaned from this man for

what it may be worth.

He named the metals as follows : — gold, saktot ; silver, sJiaksomva • brass, k^pand.

;

lead,

ndkuwh} tin, sauoph ; iron, yan. His money was named thus : — rupee, taka (Indian, tahiiy

8-anna-piece, h'toVL (Indian, adheld) : 4-anna-piece, yehi (cf. Shan, ante, p. 12) : 2-anna-piece,

asdb : pice, palsd, p6Lyd, e, g,, one anna, yoiyct^aU, i, e,, pice four. For rupee (the coin) he had
a synonymous term, ngiinkau, which has a distinct Far-Eastern look, and he recognised the

Abriis seed at once as getahci.

He clearly calculated money, like the other Nagas, by the silver coins, and his table

ran thus :
—

2 asat are 1 yeki

2 yeki „ 1 h’toli

2 h’toli ,, 1 taka

But his chief method of dividing the rupee was by the yeM or foiir-auna-piece. Thus,

he at once named the following fractions, on the coins being put down for him to name :

Re. IJ ... yeki aga ... five yeki

Re. 1| ... yeki ag6k ... six yeki

Re. If ... yeki amit ... seven yeki

His numeration was interesting, thus ;
—

ar6u

agok

aku

bOn-cnni

panit

pamit

pagu

Two otter men, whom I examined I can only describe as Magiptiri ITftgas, for they
certainly came from tbe hills of Manipflr, and belonged to the same tribe and villa<re, thoiK^h
wbat their precise tribe was called I could not disco7er.56

“

These men also dmded the rupee by its silver coined parts, but with a curious nomen-
clature, thus : —

2-anna hit ...mfilS (ww weight, Burmese)
4-anna bit ...siki (Indian)

8-anna bit .•.s’^k-p6h (half rupee,

rupee., , ...s’nS. (= also silver)

S ‘ tl. .. Mb. 0.

1 ...1 chang 2 ... enni 3 ...

4 ... all ... 5 ... aga 6 ...

7 ... amit 8 ... asat,,, ,, 9 ...

10 ... b5n 11 ... bdn-ba-chang 12 ...

20 ... ha 80 ... hahan 40 ...

50 ... papun 60 ... parSm 70 ...

80 ... pasat 90 ... paku 100 ...

200 .. enni-paga 1,000 ... paha
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For the intermediate annas they used the Burmese form 'p^aisdn of the Indian 'paisdi

calling the anna p^aisdh mUai, four pice, and reckoning thus : —
1 anna p*aisah m’tai 4 pice

2 annas mul^ a mti weight

3 ft mulS-ali p'aisan-m’tai 1 mu 4 pice

4 ,, ... siki ••• <

5
1

siM-ali p‘aisah-m’tai , ,

.

1 siM 4 pice

6 j> ••• mul^ aseh B mu

And so on, multiplying out the mule and sthi for the even annas, adding p^aisdh mHai for

the odd annas, and using s^ndpoh for eight annas. This method shows a little more systematic

thought than is usual with the wild tribes.

One rupee was called s’nd 7cal% and, on being shown the coins, they at once called Re. 1^
s*nd-hali s'nd-poh^ i, e., one rupee (and) one half, and Re. s^MrtVLnguy i, e., five which
is correct and again shows active reasoning powers.

For the metals they gave an interesting series of terms : — gold and copper, ; silver,

s'7id (properly sond, Indian for gold, vide Lushai terms to be given later on) ; brass, hungli

:

iron, liu : lead, lingsing.

Their numerals were as follows :

—

1 all 2 ... an’hai 3 ... dseh

4 m'tai 6 ... m’ngu 6 ... churu

7 fin^h 8 ... achet 9 ... ^kau

10 kirau®® 11 ... kiree.aii 12 ... kir-ahai

13 kir-asch 14 ... kiru®^-m’tai 15 ... kirfi-m’ngu

16 kiinl-chnru ... 17 ... kirii4n8h 18 ... kiru-achet

19 Idru-akau ... 20 ... m’kai.,, 21 m’kai-ali

SO shiru®® 40 ... rM®7-m’tai ... 50 ...
1

rai-m’ngu

60

90

rai-chiru

rdi-akiih

70 ...

100 ...

rm-anSh

kihai

80 ... rai-acheh

(To he continued,')

ESSAYS ON KASMIBI GBAMMAE.

BY THE LATE KARL FRIEDRICH BURKHARDT.

TvcinslcLfed and edited^ with notes o/nd additions^

hy Oeo, A, Grierson^ Ph.B,, O^LTI,^ I,G»8,

iContinued from p, 193.)

PART II.

THE HOHH.

181. It is a matter for regret that the noun is nob nearly so fully treated as the verb in

the manuscript ^-ammar quoted by me as Mp. All that it says about nouns and their declen-

sion can be summed up in a few lines, and consists merely of a statement of the changes

.6 We may fairly take the n »•<*m these words as ‘a ten’ : Ur,Mrau, MrH meaning ‘oneteV and MrH
< « . , Mi is clearly ' a ten ’ in all these words.
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^hioh certain vowels undergo in Declension and Conjugation, with a few examples. The

following pages, therefore, do not owe much to this MS.182.

The other authorities, in the Roman character, mentioned by me in §§ 1 and ff., are

extremely incomplete as regards nouns, and treat them very superficially.^2

It thus happens that the solution of many difficulties can only be arrived at by the study

of existing texts, and these, it must be confessed, do not always sufficiently assist us, in ascer-

taining satisfactorily the correct forms of words. Tor example, in Np. the vowel p^ts are

often omitted, or written without adherence to any fixed rule. Thus, -L. a and ' i are

/ .
^

not unoften interchanged : e. g., hand!', beside hind! ; and again j d is sometimes

ivritten for d ( o), thus or moj, a mother, and so many others.^s

So also in the tests written in the DSv'an^ari character there is a similar want of system

in writing words and forms. JE!» g., TO^^and mf, but which are good examples

of the difficulty of fixing the pronunciation.

I regret, therefore, that the following pages cannot be affirmed to rest in every point on

a secure basis
;
but they may serve to assist further studies in Kasmiri.®^

I. — Gender.

183. The gender of substantives and adjectives is either masculine or feminine. In the

case of pronouns, it may also be neuter. When masculine nouns are changed to feminines we

find the same changes of final consonants, which we observed in the case of verbs (see §
158).^<J

184, [We thus get the following changes.^7 They only occur either in the formation of

feminines from masculines, or in the declension of feminine non ns.

Final ff becomes J

J 1 3

»>
3 4 5J j (only in declension)®®

5S i J> cli (only in declension)®®

JJ ih clih (only in declension)®®

9> 1 »> cli

a Ich dill

e> t 5J ts

*2 The MS. marked I by me must be excepted. Even in this, however, the Personal Pronouns are not given,

and the numerals only as far as 48. [Another exception must be made in Mr. Wade’s excellent little grammar,
which was not known to the author.]

[The fact is that in Kf-lmiri the vowel scale is hy no means fixed. In different parts of the country, and by
different people, and hy the same person at different times, words are pronounced in different ways. There is as yet
no standard. This is exemplified by the difficulties experienced in representing many of the sounds in the Persian
and in the D&vanflgari alphabet. — Teaks.]

^ [The translator has endeavoured to illustrate what he believes to be the most usual pronunciation in each
case, by the system of transliteration adopted by him : see §§ 5 and ff.]

55 [Mr, Wade’s grammar and t^vara-kaula’s Kaim^tra-^aMCmrita fa native grammar edited by the translator
for the A. S. B.) have enabled the translator to control Br. Burkhard’s results, and, in a few cases, to silently

correct slips of the pen, or statements resting on incorrect authorities.]

We, thus, find in Luke, xxi. 24, from ^ trodden under foot, pi. f. UUi^manje,

57 [The reader is referred to §§ 158 and ff. The corrections there made are also made here. The anther was
under the impression that the rules for nouns differed from those for verbs, but this is not the case, and corrections
have been made in the text accordingly.]

58 In these eases, the change is not observed in the nominative feminine.
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Final til becomes tsh

99 LT s 99 tsh

9) d 99 J ss

99 il) n 99 il) n

99
A h 9> sli

185. The radical vowel is also often changed, in the passage from the masculine to the

feminine. Thus

—

Radical.

J— a

Becomes.

^1-

f 0

^ q, '-zr- t,

u

*
i i'lii yu

remain unchanged

“7^
q

unchanged

unchanged

-A-, or <56

ji vw, y& C5

A final % q becomes (j
~ i.

Some words form the feminine, by adding a dual ».]

Examples of these changes are given below.

A. — Sabstantives,

1. Gender.

186. Eew general rules can be given for distinguishing the genders of] nouns. Tt can

sometimes be ascertained from the meaning, derivation, or termination of the word.^^ In

many cases, however, authorities contradict each other.

Thus, cMz, a thing, and ^ god, commencement, are, according to EL, feminine, hut

are mascalineinNp. gad, a. fish, is, on the other hand, masculine in EL, and feminine

in Np. and elsewhere.®®

59 B. mv, mother; shuhrai (Arahio fern.), report; ly^J^ziiidagi {Persian fern.), life;

nahiyyah (Arahiol, prophetess. A large portion of the vocabulary consists of substantives borrowed from

Arabic or Persian. „ ^ ,

«« [Elmslie transliterates gad, Wade gives goci and makes it fern.]
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187. Feminine substantives are formed from masculine ones, in the following ways

(,1) Through the abovementioned changes of vowels and consonants.

'Examples

(a) Vowel Changes.®^

Prom To

Examples.

Masculine. Feminine.

C-^ a q
/

Jchar, an ass

/

Ichqr]

[! ^ d r 5 See below.]

01* ~:r- u or — a
it

gagur, a rat

/ /

gugqr]

is a koliur,^^ a cock koliqr

»S a liotur, a pigeon y hoiqr

q jj nor, a deaf man f
JJ

f» 9?

1 -»

pofi a plank a, small

plank

j ^ 3 f 5
^ //

lyaisa-loVf a fox
^ / /

j U palsaAov

9?

!

i ^
dy6}\ a rich man dyor

?» hror, a tom cat Irorl

[i yw z See adjectives.]

[y. iUf yu, etc. See adjectives,]

}+'inal — q
^ i

toiq, a parrot
_

^

iyy ioti

'zr- i gur, a horse
giir'^^^

a jyt tZdiZ(7-5fi?r, a milk-seller

1

jy dodq-gw^

*1 Seroral additional e.vamploB, given by translator.

/ -#

huko, riu. 34, ioifir [so also Wade, § 10],

[Pronounoi d yu*V. In D6van;'gari ffur«. So also dOda-nuri U pronouncod ddda-yi'dr (Devaaiigarl
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(h) Consonantal Changes,

(See also below.)

Fwnn To

Examples,

Masculine. Eeminine,

& d J « ndvid, a barber navis

O t c# put, a chicken gjj pits

ij n hftji, a dog

(c) Changes of both Consonants and Vowels.

Vowel Cliauge. 1 Consonant Change.

I

1

1

Masculine. Feminine,

From To
!

[
From

-

To

[ a — « ^ 9 si /ct«{7, a pear

//

JL. d f a j i si [Jl^ 7i?ral, a potter g'f’y k/'oj]

» 55
Jlw a jackal -

1) »>
n a pimp (ii

^

-i- xt, A or [J J si U5t^ ivdt'idi a man of low

caste

/

i

«
!

f» 53 55 J^l:x >tsdwul,‘^ goat tsdwaj

1

1

?> 1

i

j» 15 35 J*j pa7i2i7, a shepherd
/

paliqj

!

i

”
i

j?
[cT h

S
hatuh, a drake

/J
haiqclil

1

)

j»
1

iSf if oj Ia fidput, a bear
/

1^ Jidpqts

--
" i

a
S i lo7ig, a cripple

^
f

Iqnj

!

a ii* sond, sign of genitive
/

sans

3^ 0 f (5 J J s i J ^5^7, a gaoler tsroj

> >y 53 55

>

[J^'® m6lj a father a mother]

?» j* 33 55 Jjj zovlj a ring wdj, a " small

ring]

>» 71 ID n
-

Jeon, one-eyed Icon

[Consonantal clianges not e-Templified above, will be found under the head of adjectives.]
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By the addition of the syllable e» ail [e; / iwj or ty ~ eil,* e.

;ua/;?, a mother’s brother ^ mdman

/

haia, a Bi4hman
'J

... hqtan

a boatman
/

... lidnzan

/

Ichar, an ass
/ /

...
[^A hhqi' or] eJ>/A lihqrin

7i05/, an elephant ... • o •

/

... liasiui

'^unihj a camel ... wuntin

hdv, a crow ... • « • ... Jcdi'in

/

>jf ana, a gander %««

/ ./

jjm sor, a boar ... ... * • • • «. 41)J ^ 50>7«

{*)jj won, a shop-keeper • •• ... lodnen

jpdiDyiir, a Tvater-carrier • ••

->

... pdnyurch

woww, a weaver ... • •• ••• letwar 01 ] Ujjjj wowaren

and so on»

/

(3) In tlie case of animals, often merely by tbe addition of wddq • e.

Mar rnddq^ a sli e-ass ;

(4) In more or less irregular ways, e, g.^

^ n
•iT.a'hamjuVy a man ,,,

brother

*3[j rdzq^ king ,, ••

/ /

jUjaxi j«ac?a?i?/«r, a lover, friend

*
*« swA, a tiger

f
' .» /

sarw/ [or sarvi'p\ a snahe

/ I
jawdn or ^-sJI anhuJior, a lad...

/ /

ajj f^A/o malirdzq^ a bridegroom

ddnd, d,-n Qsi ...

-'J..

/ /
a woman

sister

l^J^b or] j row, queen

U“J H-es, a female fiieiul, confidante

simch

sarafe^ or sarajxm

J ' '
I anliarqsh, a vii'gin

. /

mahdren

hdnivTj a sparrow

gliuldm^ a servant

gdv

/

isar^ a hen-sparrow

* .
/

tsunz or Icaniz (El. m. !)
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A man’s wife is generally denoted by the addition of ld% or is frequently formed

according to rule 2 [the latter is less respectful]. Thus,

—

a carpenter ... 0 a carpenter's

Tvife

/

a baker ... ... ... Mndqr-hdt \qv

hhar^ a blacksmith

J Jcrdl^ a potter

//

manqr, a lapidary ...

hdndqren}

hlidra-hii

... Icrdla'-hai

// / /

... manqr-bdt [or manqren]

‘pddslidhy a king...
... pddshdk-bdi (

=

grost, a cultiyator

ndvid, a barber

*j wazq^ a cook ...

mdUkq)y the king’s wife, the qneen

••• grist- ddt

... ndvid^ddi

... wdza-hd% a she-cook, or a

cook’s wife

I also find (Lnke, i., 36) :

—

a6'72.w<^4 the cousin

(To be continued*)

dshndvrhdi

NOTES ON THE SPIRIT BASIS OP BELIEF AND CUSTOM.

]BY SIB J. M. CAMPBELL, K.C.I.E., LC.S.

{floniirmedfrorn^f, 165.)

6. Effects of Spirit*>posses8ion,

The general effects of spirit-possession are sickness or disease, barrenness, loss of

favour or affection, loss in business, and general misfortune. When a person is seized

by a spirit, the usual symptoms are that he cries incessantly, weeps, speaks at random, bites

his fingers, sways his body to and fro, lets his hair fall loose, spits blood, refuses food for days,

and day by day grows paler and leaner. In some cases of spirit-possession, where the result

is barrenness or other form of ill-luck, no bodily signs are visible.^® In the Konkan as well as

in. the Dakhan, the following diseases have been generally attributed to spirit-possession,

Monomania, Melancholia, Hypochondriasis, Mania, Dementia, Catalepsy, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Con-

vulsions, Delirium, Malaria, Painting, Long^^continned disease, Cholera and other epidemics, and

Sudden Illness.^® Spirit-possession brings sickness and misfortune. So the Kotegars, low class

Dharwar beggars, if sick or unlucky, go to a Lingayat priest, who gives them an enchanted lemon

and some ashes. They eat the lemon, rub on the ashes, and are well.^^ The Pingla Joshis of Bija-

The effects and symptoms mentioned above are in the case of involuntary spirit-possession.

Information from Mr. T. B. Q-hollay, Assistant Surgeon, Poona. Information from Mr. Tirmalr^o.
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pur, if they are troubled with sickness, think it is caused by an angry ancestral spirit entering

the body, and to please the ghost they set his image among the house gods, and worship it

Gujarat Musaimans believe that when a young grown-up girl gets an attack of hysteria it is

because she has a jhm, or spirit-lover, who has possessed her.^® Spirit-possession causes sulki-

ness. Among Gujarat Musaimans, if a woman is sulky or in a fit, the husband says : “ Don’t

speak; the devil is on her.”^^ In Mysore, epilepsy is believed to be the effect of spirit-seizure:

Buchanan^o says — one night hearing a great noise, next morning I made enquiries, and found

that one of the cattle-drivers had been possessed by a devil or pisdch, and had been senseless

and foaming at the mouth. The whole people, Musaimans and Hindus, met, and in the hope of

frightening the devil made all the noise they could. But they could not get him to leave, till a

Brahman threw ashes on the man and said prayers. In fact, it was epilepsy brought on by

intoxication. Among the Shanars of Tinnevelly, if a man feels the beginning of an ague fit, or

the dizziness of a bilious headache, he thinks himself possessed .21 The Kirghiz of Central

Asia hold that a woman in child-bed suffering from an involuntary muscular contraction,

is the effect of possession.22 An Arab 'in delirium is possessed: so the Samoans, Tongons,

Sumatrans, all think that madness is possession. In Syria, madness is thought to be inspiration.

Among the Jews madness was originally thought to be ghosfc-possessioii.23 The Chinese believe

that diseases are caused by the unfriendly spirits of dead ancestors, who, having no posterity

to offer sacrifices, and yet having the same need of food, possess or prey on the living.24

The Hottentots believe that all disease comes from Gauna, their dcvil-gnardiaii, and liis

servant.23 Barrenness is caused by spirit-possession, and so Hottentot girls who have just

come of age run naked in fhe first thunderstorm that they may be fruitful 20 In

Africa, the effects, or rather symptoms, of spirit-possession are hysteria, lethargy, insensibility

to pain, and madness ; these symptoms are believed to be the work of Buders or wizards 27

In the Kongo, in West Africa, epilepsy is possession, and the possessor is the ancestral spirit.^®

The Abyssinians hold that women are oftener^possessed than men.29 TheUanpes think death can

hardly occur naturally. The Coast negroes think neither death nor disease is natural. American
Indians think that death is caused by witchcraft.®^ The belief in spirit-possession and in the

spirit theory of disease is still common in rural England. Fits, the falling sickness, ague, cramp
and warts are all believed to be caused by a spirit entering the patient’s body. These diseases

are cured, that is, the spirit who causes the disease is scared, by a charm. In the charm the

disease is adSress'ed "as a spirit or being. In ague the charm runs: “Ague, farewell till we
meet in hell.” Cramp is addressed : “ Cramp, be thou faultless, as our Lady was sinless

when she bore Jesus. In Lancashire, the people think casting out the ague is the same as

casting out the devil, for it is the devil in the sick man that makes him shiver and shake.®2

'VYarts are cured by rubbing them with a green elder stick and burying the stick till it rots.®®

In certain jDarts of England fits and hiccough are still believed to be possessions, and are cured
by charms.®^ Unmarried country girls in England, when they have no lover, perform many
curious- rites. The object of the rites is apparently to get rid of a fairy lover who the
girl thinks has possessed her, and, to keep her for himself, has thrown over her some spell

which makes her unlovely in men’s eyes. For this reason she performs various rites to
geb rid of the fairy lover. In Yorkshire, on St. Agnes’ Eve, girls keep a fast, and cat a small
cake, flour, salt and water, without speaking.®®

Informol-ion from Mr. Fazal Latfullah.
20 Bnclianan^s Mysore, Vol. II. p. 45.
22 Spencer's FrtmipUs of Sociology, Vol, I. p. 245.
2* Jour, Eilino, Soc, Vol. II. p. 21.
2C Op. cit. p. 87.

28 Spencer’s PnjzcipW of Sociology, Vol. I. p, 243.
Op. c%i. Vol. I. p. 250.

-2 Op. dt, p. 163.
'

®^^Op. cit pps 115-149.

^2 Information from Mr. Fazal Latfullah.

2^ Caldwell in Balfour’s Encyclo%iosdia,

28 Op. cit Vol. I. p. 24S.

26 Hahn’s Tsitni Goam>, p, 37.

27 Tylor’s Primitive Culture, Vol. I. p. 311,

29 Op. cit, Vol. I. p. 244/
81 Dyer’s Folk-Lore, pp. 158, 164,
ss Op. cit. p. 165,

86 Henderson’s FoU-Lore, p. 91*
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7, How Spirits are kept off.

In many parts 0! the Bonibaj Presidency it is believed that persons who die on an
unlucky day, ]people who die a violent or unnatural death, and people who die with a wdsh

unfulfilled, as an unmarried person, or a wmman in child-bed, or who die leaving their chief

interest behind them, as a woman who leaves a babe, or a miser who leaves his hoard, do not

rest, but come back to trouble the living. To prevent ghosts of this kind from coming back

and troubling the family, special funeral rites are performed. Figures of men of dough or of

sacred grass are laid on the body and burned, and, in the case of a woman, all or some of her

ornaments or clothes are given to a Brahman woman. Among the RatnAgiri Marathas and
Kunbis a woman who dies in child-birth has sometimes the tendons of her heels cut. Among:
the Soniavansi Kshatris of Alibag there is a strong belief that when a woman marries a second

time, her first husband’s ghost comes and troubles her. To prevent him troubling her, she

'wears round her neck a charmed silver or copper amulet, or a silver or copper image of the

dead husband. In Grujarat, men and women wear round the neck a round or oblong silver plate

with the face of the deceased member of the family who has been haunting them roughly

embossed on it.^^ In the Bakhan, to prevent the ghost of a woman who has died in child-birth

coming back, water and raid grains are strewn along the path when the corpse is carried

to the burning or burying ground. As soon as the body has passed out nails or a horse-shoe

are beaten into the threshold of the house, and in some cases a small nail or a needle is driven

into the crown of the head of the deceased.

To drive spirits from the bodies of persons whom they have seized, several home cures

are resorted to. In the Konkan, when a person is believed to be possessed by a spirit,

a fire is kindled, and on the fire some hair, marhyd lobati or dung-resin, and a little hog-dung or

horse hair are dropped, and the h6ad of the sufferer is held over the fumes for a few minutes.

Guts with a light cane are given across the sonlders, and pieces of garlic are sometimes squeezed

into the ears and nostrils of the possessed. When all home cures fail to drive oat the spirit,

prayers for help are offered to guardian spirits or to lionse and village gods. Yows are made

to the house gods, and the patient is taken bo the temple of Marnti, or some other village god
;

there he is made to fall prostrate before the idol, ashes from the incense pot kept burning

before the god and a* little red lead and oil taken from the feet of the god are applied to the

forehead of the sufferer, and he is brought home. When the guardians fail to drive out the

spirit, in some oases even before consulting the guardians, an exorcist, or bkagat, is called in,

(To be continued,)

MISCELLANEA.

KOBANG, THE MALAY COIN AND WEIGHT.
'

The commercial term kobang is liable to lead

to confusion in the minds of students, because of

its application to two very different objects, viz ,

the Japanese gold coin or piece of money
kno-wn as kobang or ko-ban, weighing

222 grs. of gold, and the Malay money of low

denomination, 10 cents, known as kupong
.and also loosely as kobang. Both the Japa-

nese and theindigenous kobang have been current

^ide by side in the Straits Settlements for cen-

turies. Yule incidentally mentions the Malay

kobang in Hobson-Jobson, but he gives no explana-

tion of it, nor has he devoted an article to

it. The following quotations are a contribution

to its history. The word itself seems to mean

a piece or slice, and to have been originally a

numeral coefficient, as are so many modern

expressions for money, coin, weights and measures

in languages using numeral coefficients . See Max-

well, Malay Mtinnal, p 71, who, as a numeral

coeSicient, calls the 'word koping.

1413. — In their trading transactions (Java)

the Chinese copper cash of different Dynasties

are current .... Their weights are as follows :

a cati (hin) has twenty taels (Hang), a tael sixteen

cVien and a cTiHen four kobangs ;
a kobang is

I equal to 2’1875 fen?- the Chinese official weight,

86 MS. Bote, 18S8.

2 1, <3., the candareen.
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tlie chHen is 8*75 fen, their tael is 1*4 Chinese taels#

and their cati has t^weniy-eight Chinese taels#

all in official weight of China.” — The Ting-yai

^eng-lan, quoted in Groeneveldt# Motes o.n tho

Malay Archipelago and Malacca, in Jndo-Chinay

Slid Series# Vol. I. p. 177 ffi

1554 ,— The weight with which ihej weigh (at

Malacca) gold, musk, seed-pearl, coi*al, calamhuco,

.... consists of . . . . one paual 4 mazes,

one maz 4 cupoes, cme enpao 5 eumdxfryns ”

—

A. Nunes, p. 39, in Ynle, Hohson-Jobson, s,

mace. Under eandareen, Tnle quotes the same

passage in a different rendering, calling cupSes,

cupdo by the Anglicised form cupong.

1569.— Fourhundred cashes make a cowpan.

Foiire oowpans are one mas.’'— Capfc. T. Davis

in Pui’chas# Yol. I. p. 123, in Ynle, Hobson^Jobson,

s. V. tael.

1711.— *“ A Quarter of a Mace is called a Pollam

or Copong, Imaginai-y.” — Lockyer, Trade in

India, p. 42-

177S.— “4 Copang Acheen aye 1 Mace, an ima-

ginary Coin.” — Stevens, Quide to Mast Indian

Trade, p. 87,

1805. — ‘‘The Memorandum of 1805 by Liente-

nant-Governor Farqnhar Ind. Arch Yol, Y.

p. 418) ^eaks of ‘doijhlekies or cupamgs,' the dou-

blehy being the Dutch co^n of 2 stii^yveys# oy 10

doits.” — Chalmers, Colonial Ctirrency,p. 382 n.

1811.— And (at Apbin) kepping or copper

cash, of which 40Qgo to the dollar,’’ — Marsdeiy,

f^ist. of Sumatra, p. 171,

1812.— Keping, a copper coin, of whjeh 400

are equal to a Spanish dollar.”— Marsden, Malay
Diet, s, z,

1813.—“ 4 copangs =‘1 mace.’’ — Milbxjra# Qri^

ental Commerce, iiy Yule, Hobson-^obeon, s, v,

mace.

1814. — This tax is either paid in a small

Chinese coin, called k^peng, or in kind.”— HaffleS;^

Java, YoL II., Appx., p. exU,

1825. — “ Accounts are kept ( in Penang) ia

Spanish dollars, copangs, and pice, 10 pice

making a eopang, and 10 copangs one Spanish

dollar.” — Kelly, Cambist, in Chalmers, Colonial

Currency, p. 382.

c. 1833.— “ Aeheen in Sumatra. Tale of Ig
mace or 64 copangs.'* — Prinsep, Useful Tables,

Ed. Thomas, 1858, p. 135.

1835.— “This gold coin (Japan copang) is not
to be confused with the copper coins of 1 and 2

eapangs coined for Malacca in 1835 by the East
India Company.”— Chalmers, Colonial Currency,

j). 383 n.

1836.— “At Malacca 10 Saga besar or 4
Kupangs are equal fco one maiam.” — Newbold^s

account of Johole, in Moor, Indian Arch, Appx.,

p. 70 n,

1852. — “ Kupong (Dutch enpon).® A copper

money, estimated at 10 doits, or the decimal

of a Spanish dollar,’' — Orawfurd, Malay
Diet, s, V,

1881.— “10 duit (cent) = 1 kflpang, (30 cents),

in Penang and Province Wellesley.” — Swetten-

ham, Malay Yocabulary, Yol. I., Appx. on
Currency, etc.

1882. — “ Local terms are also used to denote
’

fractions of the dollar, as in Penang, kupaug (?=s

cents).” — Maxwell, Malay Manual, p. 142 f.

1893. — “These are Malay words. The wang
was the Netherlands Indian stijver, == 4 duits,

and the wang bhara was the. European stijver, =
5 dpits. Twenty-two years ago, when I was

magistrate at Malacca, I often heard the express

sion wang bhara used to signify 2| cents of a

dollar, though there was no corresponding

coin. This is similar to the use of the Kapang
in Penang.” — Chalmers, Colonial Currency,

p. 38? n., in a letter from Sir W. Maxwell.

Jl. C. Tjempm.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

MYSALMAJ? TITLES FOR HINBPS.
The uso of Mwsalm^rL titles by HindOs is not

pncomipQH in all parts of India whicb have been
subject to Musalm^n rplers. In Bengal a well-

known family of Byllhmans bears the title of

Khdh. RSjd Mahendrd Lai Kh^h, of Midndpdr,
is one of them. Sp also the titles pf Majmu’dar
(now coiTyipted into Majoomd^r), Sirkar, Musr
taufi, are borpe by the descendants of persons

who held those offices under the Mughal sove-

reigns. The reverse practice of Muhammadans^
bearing Hindu names is also common in Northern

Bengal, where we meet such names as Shekh

Gobind Das, Sh^kh Goplil, MU Mih SUkh
These are descendants of converts to IsMm from

Hinduism, whp yetaiu the Hi^idn names of their

ancestors.

JoHw Beames in P. M and Q, 1883.

3 This pan hardly infer that the Dptch introduced the word into Malay, because we hear it presumably in use
iaI4X6 and certainly 1554, the first Dutch voyage tp India bping dated 1595-7.
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SOYTHO-BAOTRIAlSr COINS IN THE BRITISH COLLECTION OF
CENTRAL ASIAN ANTIQUITIES,

BY A. EUDOLF HOEEKLB, C.I.E., Ph.D. (TUBINGEN).

T
he Britisk Collection of Central Asian Antiquities, which has gradually been forming with-

in the last five years, and a Report on which I am now prepai'ing for the Government of

India, includes a not inconsiderable number of very interesting coins. Some of these

belong to the Scytho-Bactrian, others to the Indo-Chinese classes. In this paper I propose to

describe the coins of the former class. With two exceptions they were all procured, in October

1897, through Captain Stuart H. Godfrey, Assistant Resident in Kashmir, by purchase from a

merchant named Miyan Ghulam Rasfil. They are said to havecomefrom Samarkand, Tashkend

and other places in Western Turkestan. The two exceptions are from Eastern (or Chinese)

Turkestan, and were procured by Mr. George Macartney, who resides in Kashghar as Special

Assistant for Chinese Affairs to the Resident in Kashmir. They were obtained from one of the

sand-buried sites to the North of Khotan.

The substance of this paper will form part of my forthcoming Report^ which will be

accompanied with photographic plates showing the coins here described.

The total of the Scytho-Bactrian coins is thirty -six. Among them there are Imitations of

Bactrian coins, twenty-six coins of Hyrkodes, one coin of Azes, and tw^o of uncertain ascription.

(«) Imitations of Bactrian Coins.

There are seven of these
;
all silver Tetradrachms. They imitate the coins of Euthydemus

and Helioeles. The former reigned in Bactria about 210-190 B, C.; the latter, who appears

to have belonged to a rival family, about 160-120 B. C. During the reign of the former, Saka

tribes occupied the Northern provinces of the Bactrian empire between the Oxus and Yaxartes.

During the reign of the latter, the Sakas, being driven out by Kushan (or Yue-cbi) tribes,

occupied Bactria south of the Oxus."^ Their chieftains imitated the coins of their contemporary

Bactrian rulers. These coins can be easily recognized by their degradation, both in point of

design and of weight.

The best of the seven coins ai’e two in imitation of Helioeles, of his well-known type

:

Bust of King on obverse, and Standing Zeus on reverse, as in the British Museum Catalogue^

plate vii, fig. 2. One, which weighs 231 grains (full weight 264), measures 1*25", and is

fairly good in design (with ringlet’ for omikron), though much worn, may possibly be a genuine

coin of Helioeles, It has the monogram of BriU Mus, Cai,^ No. 4 (p. 21), The other weighs

only 219 grains (size 1*25'0
j
and, as the semi-barbarous reverse shows, is clearly a Saka

imitation : but the curiosity of it is, that while it has an imitated Helioeles reverse, it has

retained an apparently genuine obverse of Bukratides (c. 190-160 B, C,), who was the predecessor,

and perhaps father, of Helioeles. The imitated Helioeles reverse is very fairly done, it has the

full Greek legend, but with a dot for omikron, and a rather rude figure of Zeus. Its monogram

is vv . Both this and the first-mentioned coin must be early imitations, and may be

referred to about 150 B. C.

The remaining five coins are imitations of Euthydemus, of his well-known type with Head
of King on obverse, and Sitting Heracles on reverse, with club resting on his knee. One of

them, which is the heaviest, weighing 170 grains and measuring V\ has the king’^s portrait

as shown in Brit, Mus. Cat,^ pi. ii, figs. 1-4. It had also an entirely Greek legend, which,

however, is almost totally obliterated. The other four coins, which only weigh from 155 to

144 grains, show the king’s face as portrayed in Brit, Mus» Oat,, pi. i, fig. 11 (also Ariana

^ See the outlines of Bactrian history in the Introduction to the BrUish Musenmi Catalogue, pp, xvxii. ff.
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Afitiqua, pl.i, figs. 2-4, and Bapson’s Goins, ph i, fig. 18, in the Ivdo^Aryan Encydopedia).

Both types of face, however, are very fairly imitated. One of the four coins, which weighs 144

grains (size I"), had an entirely Greek legend, now badly effaced
;
but sufficient traces remain to

show that it had the name of Heliokies struck over that of Euthydemus. The two names

were not struck accurately in the same line, consequently M (of Eubhydornus) is still seen slightly

projecting over the line of Heliokies, of which latter name K is fully, and AI partially

recognizable; as shown in the woodcut The other three coins are bilingual,

having the king’s name in native Bactrian letters, while the title in Greek characters is seen

in its usual place to the right, or behind the back, of the Sitting Heracles. Of the Greek

title BASIAEQS only the three letter's SI!> or 2lv («. with inverted A) together with traces

of A before and E after them are clearly legible. Goins of this description, that is, with the

title to the right and the name in Bactrian letters to the left of Heracles, appear to have been

found previously. Two such coins, from the collection of General Fox (if I understand the

account correctly), are described by Mr. Thomas in his edition of Priusep’s Indian Antiquities,

Vol. I, p. 32. But, so far as I know, none of them has ever been figured. Similar coins, but

with the Greek and Bactrian legends transposed, that is, the title in Bactrian and the name

(Euthydemus) in Greek, have been published. One, in rather good preservation, has been

figured by Sir A. Cunningham in the Numismatic Chronicle, Vol. IX (1880), ph xiii, (also

B.apson’s Indian Goins, pi. i, 19), Another series of similar coins has the whole legend in

Bactrian characters, see Numismatic Chronicle, Yol. IX, pi. xiii, 6 ;
also Ariana Antiqua,

pi. i, 9, 10 ;
Indian Antiquities, pi. ii, 6. It is probable that, as Sir A. Cunningham says (Num.

Chron., Yol. IX, p, 307), the oldest imitations are those with Greek legends only, next come

those with mixed legends of rude Greek and Bactiuan letters, the latest ai^e those with Bactrian

chai’aoters only. In the second class, I suppose, those coins which preserve the Greek fashion

of arranging the legends, and show the title on the right in Greek, and the name on the left in

Bactrian, may be considered to be older than those which show the mixed legends in the

opposite position, ?. e., the name in Greek on the left, and a Bactrian legend on the right,

the latter legend also being a name. Accordingly the bilingual coins of tbe present series

may be referred to about 130 B. 0. It would also seem, if Dr. Gardner’s theory of the

change of standard is correct (see Brit, Mus, Cat,, Introd.,pp, Ixvii, Ixviii), that these coins are

didrachms of the Persian standard (full weight 160-170 grains), such as began to be minted

in Heliooles’ reign.

Seeing that the Bactrian legend on our coins takes the j>lace of the Greek name, it seems

reasonable to assume ihatj like the latter, it runs parallel to the Greek title and must be read

from the outside of i[:c eoir, assumption is certainly suppoz'ted by the general appear-

ance of the character :,he Semitic fashion, must be read from the right to the

left. They are shown in the woodcut.

* Weight 155 grs.

Weight 148 grs.

iCH Weight 145 grs.

The third, fourth and fifth letters of Ho. 1 legend have a distinct resemblance to the

EZharosthi letters /a, a and ha

;

and at first I was disposed to take the second letter as a crude

Kharosfehi and to read the whole as a mutilation of (ati)Taja Aha(ihtihleyasa), But the

remaining signs do not suggest Kharosthi letters. The fifth letter of Nos. 2 and 3 suggests the

Kharosfchi e : but on tbe whole the three legends suggest themselves as identical ; for the first

three letters in all are clearly the same
;
so are most probably the sixth and seventh ; and the

No, 1 .

No. 2.

No, 3.
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fifth letter of Nos. 2 and 3 may he only a badly drawn form of the corresponding letter in No. 1.

The only apparent difference between the three legends is the absence of the fourth letter of

No. 1 from Nos. 2 and 3. I am not able to decipher the legend
;
but considering the juxtaposi-

tion with the other coins of Eutliydemus and Eukratides which bear the name of Heliocles, I

would like to suggest that the Bactrian legend might also contain that name. The Alphabet

current in Bactria must have been one of the very early modifications of the Aramaean,

similar to the ancient Pahlavi and Kharosthi. The first and fifth letters are very like the

Pahlavi h and the Kharosthi k respectively. The second letter resembles the Kharosthi I,

The third and fourth letters resemble the Pahlavi aleph and vau respectively, and together

might have been used to express the vowel o. In Nos. 2 and 3 the fourth character is omitted
;

and the third might also be taken to represent the Aramaean ‘ ayin and to express the vowel o,

Anyhow, the initial four or five* characters may be easily interpreted to represent A4-0-Z;, the

initial portion of the name HeliokQes). It is more difficult to fit in the remainder, unless we
may assume that the name was pronounced with r instead of Z, as in its Indian form Helialcreya.

In that case the sixth letter is r, in its form closely resembling the corresponding Pahlavi and

Kharosthi character. The seventh letter appears to be mutilated, and there may have been an

eighth
;
but I do not know what the genitive inflection of the local Bactrian or Scythian dialect

may have been in those days. Thus the characters may represent the letters h-’ho-Tc^r, which

would well enough make up the name of Heliokles.

(5) Coins of Hyrkodes,

There are twenty-six coins of Hyrkodes, about 110 B. C., silver obols; mostly of the two

well-known types, with Head of King on obv., and either a standing figure (17 specimens), or

Head of Horse (7 spec.) on reverse, as shown in JBrit, Mtis» Cat,, pi. xxiv, 10 (10 spec.) ;
ibidem,

pl. xxiv, 11 (7 spec.); and ibid,, pi. xxiv, 12 (7 spec.). But there are two obols, one being a

new variety of the well-known type, the other an entirely new type. The new variety shows

the reverse standing figure holding a spear in his left hand, while the usual variety shows the

spear in his right hand. Weight 13 grs- ; size 0*5". The new type shows the usual Head of

King on the obverse, but the reverse has a standing figure to the right, apparently Nike

standing on a scroll (cloud ?) with traces of a Greek legend. The King’s head is distinctive

for this coin. Size 0*5625'^, Weight 17 grs.

(c) Coin of Azes.

There is one coin of Azes, c. 30 B. G , silver
;

nearly the entire legends of both sides

clipped away ; of the well-known type with mounted King on obverse, and Zeus holding Nike

on reverse; apparently in every respect (inc^. of ^lo^ograms) the same as Brit. Mm, Cat.^

No. 32, p. 75. Weight 36 grs., size 0*5625".

(d) Uncertain Coins.

There are two copper coins, from the neighbourhood of Khotan; apparently Indo-Bactrian,

but too much worn to permit of identification. One is a small round coin, measuring | inch,

weighing 18*5 grs., showing on one side traces of a bull’s head facing (?), within an irregular

square, enclosed within a marginal circle of dots, without any legend : the other side is entirely

indistinguishable. The only, hitherto known, Bactrian coins with a bull’s head facing, so far

as I know, are two square copper coins of Menander, in Bi'iU Mus, Cat,, No. 66, p. 49, and

No. 4, p. 169 (pi. xii, 5, and xxxi, 10). The other is a small, apparently square coin, measuring

I inch, weighing 11 grs., showing on one side traces of a conventional stupa (?) surrounded by

an illegible legend : the other side is quite indistinguishable. The only, hitherto known, coin

with a stupa, I believe, is a square copper one of Agathocles, in Brit, Mus, Oat», No, 16,

p. 12 (pi, iv, 10).
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ESSAYS ON KASMIRI GRAMMAE.

BT THE LA.TE KABL FBEDEEICK BtTEKHA.EDT.

Translated and edited, mth notes and additions,

ty Geo. A, Grierson, Ph.I)., I.C.S.

{Coniinuedfrom p. 221.)

IL—DECLENSIOlSr.

The Oblique Base.

188. The declension of a nonn depends on what is called its oblique base ; that is to

say, the form of the nonn to which the case-terminations ( s, W », j * h) are added.

The oblique form ends either in -A a or — i. In some cases it ends in -^r- i in the
/ /. / /

singular, and in _A a in the plaral. Thus, natdaj-a is the oblique base oi naulcar,

/ / / ^ "*

the servant (dat. sg. naukaru^'S) • 0^^ kuli is the oblique base of US kid, the tree

(dat. sg. TcuU-s) ;
Icon is. the oblique base of hh, the girl (dat. sg. Hri-h) ;

4^ leathi (singular) and Icatha (plural) are the oblique bases of 4^^ hatlii the word (dat. sg.

^4^*^ kaihuh; dafc. pi. katha-n).

189. There are thus three main forms of declension, an a declension, an i declension,

and a mixed a and i declension. As, however, the declension of feminines of the % declensions

differs somewhat from that of masculines of the same declension, we may adopt the hitherto

customary division of nouns into four declensions

—

[Viz,, Declension I. an a declension

n. „ % (masculine)

j, III* ,, i „ (feminine)

„ IV. a mixed i and a declension.]

All nouns following the first two declensions are masculine, and those following the third and
fourth are feminine.

[Number.

190. Kasmiri has two numbers, a singular and a plural. As in other Indo-Aryan
Vernaculars, there is no dual.

Case.

191. There are eight cases, vig., Nominative, Yocative, Accusative, Instrumental, Dative,
Ablative, Genitive, Locative." The first three may he called direct cases, and the remainder
obhque cases. [The last three are made with the aid of post-positions, and are not true cases.]

192.

' Nominative.—This is the form in which nouns are quoted.

183. Vocative.—In the 1st, 3rd, and 4th declensions this case is fomed by lengthening
the -A a or -r- t of the oblique base. In the 2nd declension, the -v » of the oblique base

is changed toy, and 1 -^ « is added. Thus: (I.)>;i na^ilcar, obi. Use'JJ navlcara, voc.

the order ourtomary amongst Inafen
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I naukard

;

(II*) ^ hul, obi. base IcuU, yog. kulyd.^^ (III.) hur, obi. base

Icori, voc. tsjy^ hori] (IV.) gdd, a fish, obi. base ffddi\ yoc. gddL

J

In the plural, the termination j -A. wu. is added, before which the -A. a of the oblique

form is omitted, and the -
7- i becomes y; thus, jl;0^ 7iauJcarau, Imlyau, Mryau,

/
ig,

gddau<

f

The Vocative is usually preceded by the interjection I dy^ 0

194.

Accusative. — This is the same as the N'ominative in all four declensions.

195.

Instrumental. — In the singular of the first declension, the termination is

added to the oblique base : in that of the 3rd and 4th declensions, % h is added ; and in that of

the second declension, the form is that of the oblique base [but the i is shortened to ^ ]. The

plural ends in ^ au. E. nauhara-'fi; 0^^ htiU ; hori ; ^laukarcm •

hulyau; Icoryau'j yddau. This case is principally used as the case of the agent

with transitive verbs in the past tense, see § 88.

196,

Dative. — In the singular, this case takes s in the 1st and 2nd declensions, and

8 li in the 3rd and ’4th. [In the plural it takes a; n in all declensions.} This case often

stands as a direct object instead of the Accusative, and does so regularly instead of the

ho halardva-h iim (I will heal them), or Ajpersonal suffixes; e. v®Jj Ijh

ho timan balardvq ( timaii being the dat. of the pronoun of the 3rd pers. pi.)
;

//•> i f t ^ ^ H ^ mu

cAi ^ 0^ NABITAN chJi7ih qafl

hardn tq Tiu yim ise nish dy sozanq sangsdr cTilmTiahkardn, ^hovL’kille^ithe p^opliets^ and stonest

.,.» // /jf

them that are sent unto thee (Luke xiii, 34). Very instructive is Luke,xv. 8,

,
A/ /

^3 iifUlj Jeosq banana ts6to cTihend zdldn tq gaeas chhend duvd^i,

what woman doth not light A candle, and sweep the house, in which the suffix of the dative

even stands after the interrogative verb. -We also, however, .find the dative instead of

the accusative with a verbal suffix following, when it precedes a relative sentence
; e. g.

(Luke, xix, 27), jji ») 4*- mtane^j

DUSHMANAir, yimau nq yotsTi zi ho Icarq timan jpeth ^ddshdhat, yur^ anyu-k, those mine enemies

which would not that I should reign over them, bring hither.

®® InNp. we always find ^ ^ a instead of ^ d, and - and ^ ^ i instead of (S

naulcara, Mri, hili (so also in adjectives, e. gf., Luke, xii. 32,
^-^4^ ai lokati kheli, O little.... A’ ^ '

fiock!) [The real fact is that there are numerous forms of the Vocative case, all differing slightly in meaning.

They are all given in the Kasmira-sabd^mtitu.']
^

-

>66 In Np. the Vocative is sometimes (principally in the case of foreign words) the same as the Nominative

;

«. ?•. &y IchvMwand, <5 1 iy ust&A,0 master; fcif* &y aurat, 0 woman;

shahhs, 0 man. .
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197 AblatiTe.«7 — This case is usually the same as the Instrumental, but in the case of

singular nouns, of the first and second declensions, meaning animate bemgs, it is the same as

the Dative. In the plural it is always the same as the Instrumental. In the 3rd and 4th

Declensions it is the same as the Instrumental. Thus (3rd Declension) Dat. and Abl. y?

(4th Declension) Dat. and Abl. g-ad», pi. jolf gUdau. In the 1st

and 2nd Declensions the Dat. sing, ends in u« «• Thus, in the case of animate beings in the

singular number, we Lave (1st Declension) Dat. and Abl. ts&ras, and (2nd Declension)

Lf‘J^ guris. The Instrumental case singular in the first declension singular ends in (ji -J— an,

and the Ablative singular of inanimate objects is formed by dropping the final n. Thus,

tj gam, a house, Instr. sing., garan, Abl. sing, garq. The Instrumental singular of

the 2nd Declension ends in— In the Ablative, the t is fully pronounced ; and a pleonastic

8 L is added as in the first declension. Thus, Ml, a tree ; Instr. sing. ^ Iculi; Abl. sing.

knlil or MIL The 8 h added is merely a graphic device and is not pronounced.

The Instrumental plural of both declensions ends in ^ ««, and the Ablative plural of

all nouns is the same as the Instrumental plural, thus, tsiirau, garau, gui-yau,

^ kuhjau. The Ablative appears chiefly in composition with prepositions which

// / / /

denote sepai'ation or distance; e. g,, andarq, from the garden;

dJ masliriqq tq maghribq tqjanubq tq sliamdlq j?e///a,from the east and

from the west and from the north and from the south,

198. Genitive. — This is properly speaking the Dative,®® compounded with the declinable

words sond, M hond,,^ sqm, meaning ‘ belonging/ all of which govern

the dative case. Regarding the use of these expressions see §§ 206 and below. In the 1st

and 2nd declensions the termination u" ^ of the dative is elided before oi.** sotid^ so that we

get nauharq sond (the « h is merely graphic),^! gur^ sond ; in the 3rd and

4th declensions we have ^ hSri hond^ gddi hond?^

^ [Tie translator has altered this portion- o£ the original to bring it into accord with the actnal facts of the

language. The author makes it out to be invariably derived from the Dative. As a matter of fact it is usually the

same as the Instrumental.]

Hence every attribute of a genitive, including every genitive dependent on a genitive, and every noun in

apposition to a genitive, must be in the dative, see below, § 20d.

^ [The author throughout writes.^^ hinz, and there has hitherto been great uncertainty as to which was

/
the oorrecfc form. It is now agreed that htjwi is the correct form, and the translator has accordingly corrected

it so throughout.]

W Probably the Skr- sant, being. „

/

’'J- Instead of ® <!f, I now and then find iS flf., iS^ diU, for ^ ^ diltf,

[It must be carefully noted that this Genitive in sond and hond^ cannot be , used with inanimate masculine

I j»

nouns in the singular. We cannot say hil* sond, of a tree. We must say huVguk, see below.

The author does not seem to have been aware of this. Corrections have been made throughout accordingly.]
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The geuitire can also be expressed in the following manners : —

-

( 1 ) The substantive is turned into an adjective, by the addition of the following

syllables :

—

(a) (fern. -A. an; pi. ^ qniy fern, -A ane\ to proper

names: e. 5^., Mirza Shdli-un, of Mirza Shah,

Vriydhqh qoW, Uriah’s wife ;

Filibiis-ani dshani S^rodydsi-handi sahaha^ on account of

tfi j
Philip’s wife Herodias

; 1* ^ ^ Harod-ants maranas tdm^
*

until the death of Herod.

(5) v») -i, uh (fern, g — qcli; pi, fern. -L^ ache), to [mascu-

line] substantives [expressing inanimate things in the singular], including

nouns of action, and infinitives used substantively
;

e. g,,

dsmdn-uhf heavenly, 1. e., of heaven ; oiatsan-qch tq

gewati-qcJi dwdz (fern.), the noise of dancing and singing ;

j? hohar-uk hang dim honth, before the cock’s crow, ^.e., before the cock

crows [This example breaks the rule of inanimate objects]
;

t.2iiAU^0

fddshdhat^ule sir zdnanr^uk vmqdf, the power of know-

ing the mysteries of the kingdom (Luke, viii. 10) [Here pddsMhat is

^ // /

treated as a masculine noun] ; 04^ kaydt-i ahadiy-uh wans

heir of everlasting life ;
henqch ujnmed, the hope of taking,

[If the masculine ends in yult, then the feminine ends in ich, the masc.

plur. in and the fern. plur. in {che,]

/

When there are several adjectives — uk, united together by tq

and, the syllable ^ — uk is usually affixed only to the last
;
e. g,,

dsmdn iq zamin-uk khuddwand, the lord of the heaven and

the earth (c/, however, natsan-qch, etc., above).

(c) j ^ (fern, j)
-A qv (or, if the masculine ends in yuv, iv); pi. j -A

qvi {iv^% fern, tj -A ave {ive) ), only mentioned in Mp. [Wade also

describes it. The suffix means ‘ made of.’ Examples,— hachyuv
^ f

^ T 'it

garq^ a house of wood ;
liacMv lur^ a stick of wood;

f

hacMvi krov^, sandals of wood ;
hachive dare, windows of wood.

Examples all taken from Wade.]

Original has, incorrectly, J— avw.
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/ /

(2) By means of the Persian — i (imfat) ; e. g., farzand-i insan, son

of man (cf, I. &).199.

Locative. This case, •which occurs only in composition •\iith prepositions (or

rather post-positions), is the same as the dative ;
a. g., bd^, a garden, dat. sg,

hdgha-s; loc. U^as andar (or warn), in a garden
;
Dat. pi. bdglan, loc.

(^.o) jAjt Idgbaji andar [mane), in gardens.

200.

Besides the cases described ahove, Kasmiri has, like Pej'sian, the so-calltd Case of

Unity, which is formed by the addition of i -d- ah. The noan also is usually preceded,

and sometimes followed by the word lil I al, ‘one’; e. g., tjSji iS I a/i; rtaulcar-ah, a slave,

/ > /

if I ok lior-ah, a girl.
/

a certain slave ;
J ah hulahi a tree ;

I also find this » ^ all used with henh, any, and yns, who; e, g.,

, fJ

Jcenli chUhf anything, anything; (j>*i yus shakhsaJi, (he) who
;
so also in the case of

/

minaerals with ah ; e* g., I ah hat terah, one hundred sheep.

201,

Arabic words, which are already in their Arabic plural forms, can also form a

Kasmiri plnral ; thus a prophet; plnr. gen. nahiyan-honcl

,

or

anliyah-an liond^ from the Arabic Plural I anhiyd (compare Luke, svi. 29 with xvi. 31),

So also from Arabic adjectives new Kasmhi adjectives can be formed by means of the
^ // /

above-mentioned termination ^ uk (c/. above, haydUi-aladiy-uh),

(To be contwued,)

THE SIEGE OP AHMADNAGAR AND HEROIC DEFENCE OP THE PORT BY
CHAND BXBI — A NARRATIVE OP AN EYE-WITNESS.

BY MAJOK J. S. KING,

Indian iStaff Corps {retire!)^

Prefatory Remarks.

The great siege of A^maduagar by the Mughals and the heroic defence of the fort by the

famous Chftnd Blbi forms one of the most interesting and romantic, chapters in Indian history, but

hitherto— as Ear as I am aware— no account by an eye-witness of the siege has ever been published.

Dp to the present Firishtah has been almost our only informant, for those who succeeded him,

recognising him as the greatest authority of the day on Dakhan history, have simply copied him,

"But Firishtah, with most of the other foreigners who escaped the massacre in the reign of Isma‘il

Niz^m-Sh^, was compelled to leave Ahmadnagar, and he then went to reside hi Bijapur. This was
six or seven years before the siege, and he does not appear ever to have re-visited Ahmadnagar.

The BurMn-i Ma^dsir, from which I have translated the present account, is a very rare Persian

MS. by ‘All B. ‘Aziz-Ull0.li JabatabA I have only been able to hear of three copies of the work,

mg,, one in the India Office Library, No,127— from which this translation is made—one in the library

of King’s College, Cambridge, No, 65, and one in the British Museum . Library, Add. 9996-9998, and
the latter seems to me to be a mofern copy made directly from the Cambridge MS. before it found its

way to the College library. The first part deals with the history of the Bahmani dynasty, and the

’Sa [In D^vandgarSthese words are,,spelt with a long d. Thus, nauhar^rih, Jcuhdh, &c.]
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remainder is a history of the ITizam- Shahi dynasty of Ahmadnagar. The last section of the

work, which begins with afresh Bismillah^ is an account of the invasion of the Dakhan and siege of

Ahmadnagar by the Mughals in 1595-6 and concludes with the departure of the Mughal army on
the 18th March, 1596, and the submission of Ik^las Khan and other Abyssinian to Chand
Bibi, The author tells us in the beginning of the account that he was an eye-witness of most of the

events which he records.

Chand Bibi (or Chand Sulttoah as she was afterwards called), the heroine of this narrative, was
daughter of Husain Nizam-Shah, third king of Ahmadnagar, who died in 1565. She was married to
*Ali *Adil-Shah I., fifth king of Blj^pur, at the same time that his sister, Bibi Hadiyab, was
married to Chand Bibi’s brother, Prince Murtaza Husain. Chand Bibi’s husband was assassinated by
a slave under discreditable circumstances on Monday, the 24th of the month Safar, A. E. 988, at the

eighth hour of the night, corresponding to 2 a. m. on the 11th April, 1580, ^ and as she is said to have

been about twenty-five years of age at the time of her husband’s death, she must have been about

forty at the time of the siege.

The narrative opens at the period when Ibrahim Nizam-Shah— eighth king of the dynasty—
after a reign of only four months, having been slain in action against Ibrahim 'Adil-Shah II. of

Bijapur, was succeeded by his son, Prince Bahadur, but the latter being then only three years old,

his grand-aunt, Chand Bibt, assumed the Regency.

Advance of the Mughal army into the kingdom of the Bakhan, and

their return without attaining their object.

To the wise critics who are possessed of penetration and vision and the offspring of the labora-

tory of creation it is manifest and clear that when the Lord of the glorious and exalted dominion

opens the door of prosperity in the face of felicity, He firmly plants the hand of protection on the

solid mountain of confidence. In whatever direction the face of hope turns, a two-horsed object

comes to meet it. A clear proof of this saying is the coming of the Mughal army into the Dakhan,

and after the siege of Ahmadnagar and slaughter and €xei*tions without limit or measure, their not

seeing the face of victory and triumph— owing to the assistance of the Most High God and the sincerity

of the intentions of Her Highness CMnd Bibi Sultanah, daughter of Shah BEusain Nizam
Shah. (May God the Most High extend their glorious shadows till the separation of the two worlds !)

The sweetly-speaking parrot^ of the relation of the orators of the assembly of speech, who with

the polo-stick of the pen has carried off the ball of eloquence from his compeers, and with his own

eyes has witnessed most of the strange events [here recorded], thus displays these precious pearls in

the sight of the eloquent observers.

After the martyrdom of Prince Ibrahim Nizto Shah, Miyan Maujfi withdrew his footsteps from

the road of obedience and devotion, and nominated for the sovereignty of the kingdom of the Dakhan

an infant named Ahmad ShMi, and sent Prince Bahadur Shah bin Niz/im-Shah to the fort of

CMvandb,® which is celebrated above all the forts of Dakhan for its strength and inaccessibility. Not

content even with this, he posted a number of doorkeepers round the royal ka7'am of Her Highness

the Bilkis of the age [Ohand Bibi] in order to prevent the servants of the court going to and fro, and

not to allow anyone to go near her : moreover he contemplated putting her to death. And when

the Habshi amirs having refused to obey Miyan Manju, laid siege to the fortress of Ahmadnagar,

and the besieged were reduced to extremities, Miyan Manju through helplessness and necessity sent

a letter to Prince SMb Murftd — who had always entertained the idea of conquering the Dakhan, and

had thought of marching in that direction— and incited His Highness to conquer these paradise-like

dominions. Previous to that a letter from King Akbar, also concerning the conquest of the Dakhan,

had reached the Prince and all the amirs of the frontier. At this time, when from the letter of

^ Tassfcarat-ul-Muliik, I. 0. MS. No. 3540, p. 161. ® Of course the author here alludes to himself.

» Lat. 19’ 49' N„ long. 73’ 49' E.
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Mijau Manju lie obtained information of the dissension among the Nizam-Shahi amtrs, considering

it a good opportunity, he marched towards the Dakhan with the army of Gujarat and Malwa.

When B§ja ‘Ali Eian, hakim of Burhanptir, heard of the approach of that great army —
being altogether hopeless of assistance from the army of the Dakhan ~ according to orders which had

reached him from His Majesty King Akbar on the subject of alliance and co-operation with the Prince

and the leaders of the army, he proceeded to join that army, and visited the ^an Khanan, on whose

promise he placed most reliance
;
and with him waited on the Prince, and with the desire of collect-

ing forces, returned to the Dakhan dominions by way of Sultanpur.

As Sa'adat Kbto [alone ?] of all the servants of Bnrhan Kizam-Shah, after the terrible death

of His Majesty Ibrahim Shah, outwardly used to show affability towards the malevolent traitor, Miydn

Manju, the latter sent that T^an towards the districts of Kohlba and Kasik, which were under the

Nizam-Shahi government. How that the numerous Mi^al force was passing in that direction,

Sa‘adat Khan, seeing the paucity of allies and the great numbers of the enemies, deemed it nnadvis-

able to attempt opposition
;
so turning away from the route of that numerous and desolating army

he went into the Dakhan without opposing the advance of the Mughal army.

MiyAn Manju, who had been freed from the siege of the Habshis, repented having asked for the

Mughal army
;
consequently he resolved to flee from them. Concerning this he took counsel with the

nobi^ of the State
;
and as he very much doubted and feared the adherents of Chiind Bibi, he

showed them much affability, in order by fraud and deceit to prevent their attaching themselves to Her

Highness. On pretence of opposing the Mughal army he marched out of the fortress of Ahmadnagar,

but delayed three days within sight of the fortress, awaiting the assembly of tlio Dakhan army and

the arrival at the head of it of Mlyto Sasan, who with a number of aiUws, had boon sent to

suppress the sedition of I^l^s TThAn and the other Habshi amirs. The news of the approach of

the Mughal army being circulated, Miyan Manjd took counsel with the amh's and leaders of the

army regarding some agreement and plan of campaign. Most of the am'rs pers'sicntly urged fJiglit,

except the ambassadors of the kings of the Dakhan, and in like manner Mujtoid-ud-Dln Shamshir
Habshi, who through the infinite royal favours of His Majesiy Mnrtaza NizAm-Shah had

become learned, and after being advanced by slow degrees from tlie obstacle of servitrido to the rank

of mn^r, had withdrawn himself from the affairs of governorship and tlic military ]>rofcssion, and in

retirement and solitude had employed himself in the acquisition of religions kno-wledge. How, when

MiyAn Manju was reduced to extremities, he summoned this learned man to arrange a council with

Ikhlas Khan and the other Habshis, and requested their advice regarding \var witli the Mnglial

army. Mujahid-ud-Diii Shamshir Khan Habshi opposed Miyun ManjiVs intention of flight, and

said :— “ To fly from the enemy’s army without contemplating battle and using sword and spear,

and leaving the plain of the dominions and all the subjects to bo trampled on by the enemy's army,

does not commend itself to men possessed of sincerity and faith.”

MiyAn Manjii replied :— The enemy’s force is double that of the Dakhan
; and in battle it is

]n'obable that a thousand kinds of troubles aud afflictions — perhaps a fatal misfortune — may
happen, and all the elephants and artillery and the foundations of sovereignty and power, may fall

into the enemy’s hands
;
for the sages have said:— ‘He is a wise man who avoids fighting one

stronger than himself,' and the obligations of vigilance and caution ai’e, as far as possible, not to

resort to war."

Attack not a force greater than your own,

Por one cannot strike one’s finger on a lancet.

It is absurd for a few drops of rain to claim an equality with the infinite ocean, or for the insig-

nificant motes to imagine themselves equal to the sun-beams I Tbe best plan is to take refuge with
His Majesty Ibrahim ‘Adil-ShAh, and fly to his court

;
and from the servants of that court and from

His Majesty ;Ku11 ICutUb-SMli to seek assistance, and with this strength to oppose the enemy’s
army.”
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Mujahid-ud-Eiii Shamshir ^aii replied “If you will look on, wait in this same place
;
hand

over the command of this force to me, and leave me to fight the enemy : by the aid of the Lord of
earth and heaven I will make a night attack on the enemy's army, and gain a victory which will
throw into oblivion the story of the seven-fold slaughter. If, with the divine assistance victory be. on
the side of the nobles of this State, well and good ! Otherwise we can scatter our forces, and like

devoted servants, continually attacking the flanks of the enemy^s army, we shall throw on the dust
of destruction each one whom we find. We can block up their lines of communication, till we reduce
that crowd to distress. Want of water and forage, like a pair of compasses, will describe a circle

ouLside which none of the enemy’s army will be able to set foot. Perhaps by this stratagem the

enemy, being reduced to straits, may return without acquiring a name and reputation.”

Since Miyan Manju did not feel secure from ShamshSr Ebto ;
on the pretence that the army

would not unanimously consent to obey the latter, he rejected his advice
;
but in order to curry favour

with Shamshir Khan he promoted him to the rank of Amir-ul-Umara and commander of d^he

forces in the province of Ahmadnagar
;

he appointed him to keep the districts in subjection and

protect the subjects till the dispersed army from the various quarters of the dominions should assemble

under the shadow of his victorious standard, and obey his commands and prohibitions. He wrote a

farman concerning this, and adorned the person of that Ifhdn with the robe of honour of Amir-ul-

Umara and administrator of the country. The of6.ce of Kotwal of the fortress of Ahamadnagar he

conferred on Ansar E^an, who was one of his friends and coadjutors, and charged him to repel some

of the nobles and inhabitants of the country.

Then Al^mad Shah, on Friday, the 20th Rabi‘ II., A. H. 1004 [13th December, A. D. 1595],
with all the cash and odd valuables which were at hand in the treasury, and about three hundred

unrivalled elephants, all the artillery, all the paraphernalia of sovereignty and pomp, and about 8,000

cavalry who had elected to join him, proceeded towards the district of Bhid.^

A number of uobles, such as Afzal (who was distinguished above all his compeers in the

service of the kings of the Dakhan, and whose sincerity and good will had commended him to Her

Highness Chand Bibi, and who had enrolled himself among her followers)
;

Maulaiia Shams-ud-Din

Muhammad Lliri, ambassador of His Majesty Ibrahim ‘Adil-Shah
;
Mauhlna Hrxji Isfahan!, ambas-

sador of His Majesty Muhammad Kuli Kutb-Shah
;
Habib Khan, who at that period was promoted

to the office of waz%r ; Mubirr-uz-Zamaii Razwi Mashadi, and a number of other foreigners, amongst

whom was the writer of this history, drew the foot of safety into the skirt of retirement from office, and

being unwilling to join Miyiin Manju, considered the service of the court preferable to the companion-

ship of that synopsis of the lords of deviation.

Miy^n Manju being apprehensive at their remaining behind, sent a person to Safdar Khan,

governor of the city and Burhaiidbrid in order that he should seize and bring to his camp the whole of

the foreigners, whether they would or not, and the artillery and rocket apparatus belonging to the

government
;

consequently he caused Safdar Khan, Habib Ofm, Asad ^an and several of the

foreigners to march nolens volens and brought them to the army of Miyau Manju
;
and a number of

the grandees sitting in their houses shut the doors in the faces of the people and joined the army of

Miyaii Manju.

When Her Highness Chuiid Bibi obtained information of the flight of the mischief-makers of the

country and inverters of the State, she used her utmost endeavours in arranging the afiairs of religion

and the State, and devoted her attention to putting in order the bases of sovereignty and discovering

a remedy for the state of disorder which had found its way to the feet of the royal throne.

Mirza RafS‘-ud-I)in says that Manjfi carried off Ahmad Shah to Bijapur, where the latter was

well treated; being given a fine house to live in and the revenue of ten villages assigned for his support 5 but in

the month of Muharram, A. H. 1018 (March^April, A. D. 1609)^having attempted to raise a rebellion, he was

sent with his wife and family as a prisoner to the fort of Murtaza’abad,
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rMuhammad Kh .a]3 from the first showed rectitude and judgment, aad always walked on the

Straight road of obedieace and submission to the royal mandates and prohibitions ; he used to oppose

Miyan Maiiiu in the days of his predominance and despotism, and in conjunction with Afzal

used to make prudent arrangements for repelling the enemies of the State. Now when Miyiln Manju

vacated the capital and took to flight, Her Highness Chand Bibi sent a person to Ai^al and

Muhammad Khan, and persuaded these two Mans to put down Ansar Khan. When most of the

nobles and grandees of the country had remained behind from the army of Miyan Manju, Ansar Khan,

Icotwdi of the fortress of Ahmadnagar, being apprehensive of this circumstance, he,^ according

to the injunctions of Miyan Manju, endeavoured to drive away that body
;
and as he feared more

than all Muhammad who was the head and chief of all the Hakhanis, he considered it most

important to get rid of this nobleman
;

so on Monday the 23rd Babl‘ II. he, with a number of his

own brothers and coadjutors, arranged the preliminaries of the assassination of Muhammad Khan,

and sent a person to summon than khan of high degree, saying that his presence was urgently

required for the arrangement of some of the important affairs of the country and State.

The following is what the writer of this history heard from Muhammad Placing his

reliance on the goodness of the Orcator of mankind, Muhammad Hiaa with a few of his sons and

relatives proceeded to the fortress and his interview with the unfortunate Ansar Khan. When he

visited that wanderer in the desert of error, Ansar Khan, on pretence that he wished to consult him in

private, first took the T^an into his own bouse, whereas he had previously brought into that house

a great number of soldiers, and had arranged with them that when Mu\iamiuacl Khan should

enter the house and he (Ansar Khan) should give the signal, they should hasten to kill him. The

Mdn, with two of his sons and one of his relatives, thoughtless of the stratagem of their enemies,

entered the house of the malevolent Ansar Khan, But Multan Khan, Saiyid Hasan, Ahmad Shah

and Shir Khan — although they were allies of Ansar Khan— had secretly entered into an agreement

with the attendants of Ohaiid Bibi to kill Ans^r Khan. Being aware of the design of Ausilr Khrai,

they seized the door of the house, and did not allow any of Ansar Khm^^s people to go inside. Ansar

Khan, prepared for the attainment of his object, in the midst of the conversation s'gned to his

brother to make haste to kill Mu’iammad j^aii
;

his brother drawing liis sword sought to overcome

him, but the sons of Muhammad Kh\n becoming aware of the stratagem of tlieir enemies, drew their

swords and engaged the brothers and helpers of Ansar At this lime Ansar himself tried to

kill Muhammad Khilii. Aba-l-Kasim made Ansar Khan his shield, and the sword of the brother

reached the breast of the unjust Ansar Khan and penetrated his back. Muhammad Khan also

stretching out his hand, with the strength of his manly arm snatched the sword from the hand of

Ansar Khan’s brother, and struck him such a blow on the breast that the point of the sword went

out through the nape of his neck. So with the one sword those two malt‘Vulent and depraved men

were overthrown, and the time of their excuses and deception camt* to an end. I'lie glorious

sons of that man of good disposition [Muhammad Khan], although they liad reiiinvod woiituls, yet

by the aid of the favour of God, they vanquished the brothers and <*<»aljniors of Ansar Khfin, and

so removed the wicked ones of the country from over the heads of the wcdl-wislicrs, ami freoil the

kingdom from the impurity of the existence of those sinners agains^ religion and State; ami made

manifest to mankind the mystery of ‘‘ Whoso diggeth a pit shall fall ihcrilii.”

When Muhammad Khan and his sons were free from the designs of A,n.^:a* Khan and Iiis assist-

ants, the soldiers of An^r Khan, who from outside the house hud eiuli*uVourr*d to* rush in, but owing
to the opposition of MuMn Khan, Ahmad Shah, Saiyid Hasan ami Sliir Klphu were unable to

effect an entrance, when the head of their leader was cut oil they withdrew from hostility and placed

their feet in the circle of obedience and submission.

Muhammad ^An, after the killing of AnsAr mu, hastened to wait on Her Highness ChSud
Bibi, and gave her an account of the occurrence. She gave orders that the heads of tlic>se evil-doers,—
which had been pigeon-houses of vicious thoughts, and in the upper story of whose brains the owl

® Omission in text, q. v*
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of negligence bad built the nest of pride — as an example to other corrupters of the State, should be

placed on the point of spears and taken round the bazars^ and that the joyful news of this victory

should be noised abroad through all parts of the kingdom, far and near. The servants of Her High-

ness did as she ordered
;
and for the sake of the peace of mind of great and little, she herself in her

most pure person ascended sun-like to the summit of one of the towers of the fortress.

*

(To he continued.)

NOTES ON THE SPIRIT BASIS OP BELIEF AND CUSTOM.

BY SIR L M. CAMPBELIi, K.C.I.E., I C.S.

{Continued from p, 223.}

E:Sorcists. — Exorcists, or spirit-scarers, are known in the Dakhan and Konkan by

various names as hhagats or devotees, dSvrusU or divine sages, jantris or conjurers, njantris or

enchanters, and panchdksharis or men of (five) letters. They belong to all classes of Hindus

and Musalmans, but they are generally recruited from the lower classes. They have two

divisions — professional and non-professional. Non-professsional exorcists are generally

persons who become possessed by a guardian spirit, or dSv : a few of them learn the ai’t of

exorcism from a guru or teacher, Most professional exorcists have had a regular training

from a gii7'U or teacher. The first study is begun on a lunar or on a solar eclipse day.

On such a day the teacher after bathing and without wiping his body or his head-

hair, puts on dry clothes and goes to the village temple to Mdrufei. The candidate having

done likewise also goes to the temple. The candidate then spreads a white cloth before

the god, and on one side of the cloth makes a heap of rice and on another a heap of

udidy^^ sprinkles red lead on the heaps, and breaks a cocoanut in front of the idol.

87 In the Dekhan as well as in the Konkin, there are many persons who are said to be naturally endowed with a

power over spirits. The pensioned mlimlatd^r of Igatpuri, in NAsik, is at present (1888) believed to have a power over

spirits. In NAsik, pn the high bank at the top of Ojha’s steps, is a njqnastery of BaghunAthbAva, who about seventy-

^ve years ago was famous for his power of curing diseases and controlling spirits and elements. One of the Adil

Shahi kings of BijApur was supposed to have a power over spirits and diseases. At Bijfpur he built a hpnse with

strong walls and a round stone roof. The house had no win4ows and no doors. He left a little hole, and by his

power over them he drove in all diseases — cholera, smalhpox, a,nd fever — and shut the hole. After this the

people wore free from disease. When th® English took BijApur,an officer saw this building without a window or a

door. He asked the people what was the use of this strong house with neither a door nor a window. The people

said, cholera and smallrpox and fever are shut in the house, and no one should open it. The English officer

thought that this showed there was mpney in the house, and that the king had told the people this story, so that no

man might touch his treasure. Xh® officer broke down the walls, and the house inside was empty^ Terrible cholera

and small-pox spread over the land, and, especially iir DhArwAy, many soldiers and many offi-cers died (Information

from Abdul Butler). „ . , , ,

In the village of MAngaon, in SAvanivAdi, lives a Konkanasth BrAhman whose son wandered to all the holy

places in India. At BanAras, Dattatraya appeared to the young BrahmAn in a dream, and said he would come into

him at any village in which he chose to live. The young BrAhman got an imap of the god, went back to MAngaon,

built a temple, and set up the image. This happened in 1883, On his return it was found that the young BrAhman,

or the god DattAti’aya who lived in him, had great power to aoare evil spirits, When a person suffering from an

evil spirit is brought to the temple, the patient generally goes in a distracted way, wandering round the temple and

coming before the yo^ng BrAhman, who is about 25 yea^rs of age, tells who hp (that is, the spiritm him) is— a JaUn,

a ICais, or a Chcdci. I'he BrAhman,* who sits at his ease and shows no sign of being possessed by DattAtraya, asks the

spirit if he will go. The spirit says :
“ I will if I get liquor or flesh.” The BrAhman says :

‘‘ No j
take this plamtaiu

and Kof* The spirit says :
“ I will i^ot go ; I haye hosts of spirits besides myself. What is a plantain to us all?

’

The BrAhman grinds down a lump of spgar and gives him it. The possessed runs som® distance from t e temple,

falls in a swoon, cpmes bapk to th® BrAhman, and bathes. Wiien a spirit is very bad, and wiU not say who he is, the

-BrAhman says ;
“ Go into thaf pillar ” - a big pillar in his temple. The BrAhman gets up, and P^tshis a^ round

the pillar, and the spirit in the sick man says :
“ Oh I DattAtraya, I am wrong ;

let me go, let me go. The BrAhma$

eats almost nothing, and asks for nothing. Great numbers of women and sick go to him to be cured.

88 Phaaeolus radidus.
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The teacher teaches him the mantras or incantations, which he commits to memoiy. An ochre-

coloured fiag is tied to a stafB in front of the temple, and the teacher and the candidate

return to their homes. After this, on the first new moon which falls on a Saturday, the

teacher and the candidate go together out of the village to a place previously marked out by

them on the boundary of the village. A servant accompanies them, who takes in a bag of

vMd, or Fhaseolus radiakis, oil, seven earthen lamps, lemons, cocoaimts, and red powder.

After coming to the spot the teacher and the candidate bathe, and then the teacher goes

to the temple of Maruti, and sits praying to the god for the safety of the candidate. The

candidate, who has been instructed what is to be done, starts for the boundary of the

next village accompanied by the servant. On reaching the village boundaiy lie picks up

seven pebbles, sets them in a line on the road, and after lighting a lamp near fcliem he worships

them with flowers, red powder, and PliasBolas Tailuttics» Incense is burnt, and a cocoanut

is broken near the pebbles, which represent Y^tal and his lieutenants, and a second cocoanut

is broken for the village Maruti. When this is over, the candidate goes to a river, well, or

other watering place, bathes, and without wiping his body or putting on dry clothes proceeds

to the boundary or vesa of the next village. There he repeats the same process as befoi'e, and

then goes to the boundary of a third village. In this manner he goes to seven villages, in each

performing the same ceremonies# All this while he keeps on repeating incantations. After

finishing his worship at the seventh village the candidate returns to liis village, and going to

the temple of Maruti sees his teacher, and tells him what he has done. In this manner having

w'orshipped and propitiated the V^tfds of seven villages lie becomes a devrusi or exorcist.

After he has gained the power of exorcism he has to observe certain rules. On every eclipse

day he must go to a sea-shore or a river-bank, bathe in cold water, and while standing

in the water repeat incantations a number of times. After his daily bath he must neither

wring his head-hair nor wipe his body dry. While he is taking his meals ho should leave

off eating if he hears a woman in her monthly sickness speak, or if a lamp is extinguished.

The Mobamedan methods of studying exorcism are different from those of the Hindus.

One of them is as follows : — The candidate begins his study under the guidance of his teacher

or ustdd on the last day of the lunar month, provided it falls on a Tuesday or Sunday, The
initiation takes place in a room the walls and flooi's of which have been plastered with mud,
and here and there daubed with sandal paste. On the floor a white sheet is spread, and the

candidate, after washing his hands and feet and putting on a new waist cdoth or pair of trousers,

sits on the sheet. He lights one or two incense sticks, and makes offerings of a white cloth and

meat to one of the principal Musalman spirits asBarhena, Hatila, Mehebut, and Suleman. This

process is repeated for from fourteen to forty days.

As the course of magical study which a Hindu exoi'cist is required to follow differs in

many points from the Musalman training, so the plans and procedure adopted by Hindu
exorcists to scare spirits differ much from those adopted by Musalm§,ns. The commoner
forms of exorcism practised by Hindus are : —<1) Lemons are held over the fumes of incense,

and charmed by repeating incantations over them. They are then kept under the pillow of the

possessed person. (2) A small circular copper or silver box is made, and in it are put some
chai'med ashes, a medical herb, and a paper on which the names of Hindu gods and the name
and the mother’s name of the possessed and some mystic words are written, and its mouth is

closed. The box, called taita, is then tied round the neck if the patient be a female, and round
the arm if the patient he a male. (3) The exoi'cist charms some ashes, and rubs them on the
forehead of the person possessed. (4) A fowl or chicken of such coloux' as the exorcist may
require, and of the variety which has its feathers turned upwards, is waved round the possessed
person, and is thrown away. In some cases a goat or sheep is waved round the face of the
patient, taken to a spot mentioned by the exorcist, and there slaughtered. The flesh of the
animal is copied, a portion of it with some cooked rice is left on the spot as an offering to the
spirit, and the rest is eaten by the exoi'cist* (5) Cooked rice and flesh, curds, eggs, cocoanuts,
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flowers and red powder are put in a bamboo basket, waved round tbe suflerer, and the basket is

carried to a place where four roads meet. (6) The exorcist takes a few grains of

charms them by repeating incantations, and throwing them on the body of the suflerer makes
the spirit that has seized the patient depart. (7) When the spirit that has seized a person is

an angelic spirit, as an Asrdr, SathvSi, or Navlai, a cotton thread, dyed red and yellow,

called a niidd])udiy is charmed, fumigated with incense, and tied round the arm of the suflerer.

(8) Some exorcists by the power of their charms cause the spirit to come out of the body of the

possessed, and to enter a bottle which, when the spirit has entered it, they close with a cork;

the bottle is then buried cork down in a lonely place, (9) Some exorcists draw a figure,

and write a mysterious formula on a leaf of the hhurj^ or Indian birch tree. The leaf is then

dissolved in water, and the water is given to the possessed to drink, (10) In vsome cases

the exorcist takes the possessed person to a large tree
; there he pronounces some mystic spells,

and thereby forces the devil into the tree, and by driving a nail into the tree fixes the devil therein.

(11) When a person is seized by a Brahman’s spirit, some Brahmans are fed and presented with

money, and wdien a person is seized by the archfiend V§t€il, the exorcist tells the patient to

%vorship Vdt§,Ps stone, and to make him o:lfferings of boiled rice, curds, lime, a cane, betel-nuts

and leaves, cocoanuts, a garland of flowers and camphor and incense. Among the prac-

tices followed by Musalm^u exorcists are :— (1) The exorcist takes a small circular copper or

silver box, and after writing the names of the sufferer and of his mother and the name of Allah

or some mysterious figures on a piece of paper he encloses tbe paper in the box, and ties the

box round the neck or arm of the sufferer. (2) The exorcist writes some lines from the

Kurdn or some mysterious figures, or names of great saints or potent good genii on a paper,

which is then made into a circular wick and burned, and the head of the sufferer is held over

the fumes of the biuming paper. (3) A cotton thread, dyed yellow or red, called ndddpudi^

is charmed, fumigated over burning incense, and tied round the arm or neck of the sufferer.

(4) Some passages are read from the Kurdn ^ when the reading is over, the reader blows his breath

on the possessed person, and the devil flees. (5) The name of Allah or figures which are

known to possess certain virtues are written on a paper, or on tree bark or on a brass or

porcelain plate, or on tbe blade of a knife
;
the article on which the name is written is then

washed in rose-water, and the water is given to the possessed person to drink.

The Hindu methods of exorcising spirits are believed to be specially fitted for scaring the

spirits of deceased Hindus, and the Musalman methods for scaring the spirits of deceased

Musalmans, At the same time as a Hindu exorcist can drive away a Musalman ghosj

and as a Musalm^-n exorcist can drive away a Hindu ghost, both methods are practi-

cally considered equally effective. The following details show the procedure adopted

by Hindu exorcists in the Konkan, that is, on the mainland near the city of Bombay.

Gang^, the wife of Rama, a Kunhi of Bassein, in Than^, on the way home from the fields

in the evening, is attacked by a spirit. On reaching home she be^ns to cry, lets her hair fall

loose, bites her fingers, spits, and wanders in her speech. Her husband and relations guess

that she is possessed. They put iulsi or sweet basil juice into her nostrils, burn hair, frank-

incense, and sulphur under her nose, and break pieces of garlic root near her ears. Still the spirit

does not leave her. On the contrary, Ganga grows more and more excited. Next day Rama

calls in G&vind, an amateur spirit-scarer, by caste a VMval and a gardener by calling. Govind,

accompanied by two of his sdtMs, or comrades, comes at about six in the evening, when the

power of spirits is at its highest. On entering Rama’s hut he washes his face, hands and feet, and

sits on a low wooden stool set in the verandah in a square made by lines of red powder. He

is given a pot filled with water, a oocoanut, plantains, rice, betel-nuts and leaves, incense,

camphor, ashes, flowers, and a garland of blooms, which he lays in a row before him.

He then sets upon the rice a betel-nut and betel-leaves, or, if he has brought with him the

3® Fhaseolus rcidiaiu8» Caloiro^is gigantea. Calotro^is gigantea.
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ima<^e of the god or gooddess whose devotee he is, he sets on the rice the image of his patron god,

and'presents the image or the betel-mit with dowers, red powder, a cocoannt and frank-mcense, and

boTVS before it. He next tucks behind him the middle part of his waist cloth or dh6tar, pnts

the garland of rm flowers round his neck, and, with his hands folded, either kneels or stands in

thought for a few minutes. His comrades, standing behind, beat drums, clash cymbals, and

sing the praises of Vetal, or of somebther spirit-god. While they play, the body of the spirit-

scaL begins to sway to and fro, and inspired by V^tal be suddenly rises, takes a long thin

cane whfch he generally brings with him, in his right hand, and gives himself several cuts

with the cane across the back to shew the people that V^tai has entered his body, as the cane

does him no harm. All the while he keeps uttering a sound like hu hu. He then kneels, and

swaying his body backwards and forwards sets the pot of burning frank-incense before him, and

kindling a piece of camphor holds it on the palm of his hand, and shews it to the spectators,

who pass their hands through the fumes and touch their eyes with their hands. Gang^ is

brought and made to sit before the spirit-scarer. He strikes her three or four times with the

cane, and calls on the spirit to say who he or she is, what is his or her name, why he or she

has attacked Ganga, and how he or she will leave her. Then Ganga, speaking in tlie spirit’s

name, says “ My name is HMali ; I entered Ganga when she went to drink at the river, and

I will leave her if a cock is killed, and a yellov I'obo and bodice are laid for me under the big

p%3 aZ-tree in HamA’s garden.*’ GAyind, the spirit-scarer, then calls on HSdali to leave

GangA., and gives Ganga some cuts with the cane. Then H^dali agrees to go, and in some cases,

as a sign that she has left, she tells the people to set a pot full of water on the door-step.

If the pot is upset, it is believed that the spirit has left. The spirit-scarer then takes one,

four, or eight lemons, sticks pins in them, and buries them in front of the house to keep the spirit

from coming back, Next day or on tbe same night RAmA lays a yellow robe and bodice, or

kills a fowl or a goat under the big For a day or two Ganga appears to be doing

well, but on tbe third day she is seized with the same fit as before. Ramil calls in another

spirit-scarer, JAnu, a Koli by caste, who is a professional exorcist. Ho is given a pot filled

with water, and some rice or 'udid^^ Gangfl is brought and made to sit before him. He waves

a handful of rice three times round her face, and puts the rice in the pot. He takes a few

grains from the pot, and laying them on the palm of his hand examines them closely, and lays

them on a low wooden stool, A second time he takes a handful of rice, waves it round

Ganga’s face, and again examines the grain. He does this some six or seven times, and then

says: — ‘‘ Ganga is attacked by two spirits, and not by one, as tbe former bha^fai stated. Thcf

two spirits are H6dali and P^pd§v. You propitiated H^dali by giving her a robe aiid bodice;

what have you doue to please Bapd^v? On Tuesday evening lay near the IMaliAr’s well

some cooked rice, purds and red powder, and the blood of a goat. If you do this, Bfi»pd§v w’iil

leave.” Rama adopts Jflnu’s advice, and Ganga is cured.

The procedure followe^l. in the Bombay Ilakhan does not differ from that followed in the

Konkan.

In the town of XTm§tM, ’on the river Mahi, in Bombay Gujarat, Jdd^ B&wal% an
exorcist with a grepl local name, held a performfince pn the evening of the 16th

December, 1888. The details are : — An open space, about twelve feet square, is enclosed

both above and at the sides with cloth. In the north-west corner is a step or altar about

four inches high and three feet long by two feet broad covered with red cloth. On this

altar or platform in a gr^ss platter are two white china bowls, a white egg cup, a red

turban, a black pipt bottle, a glass tumbler, and two or three lemons. In front is a knife

stuck point down in the ground, abo:^with a garland of yellow 'karmi fiowars and a row
of small earthen oil cups each with a little lighted wipk. Close beside the altar sits the
chief performer, Joda, and about two yards on his right are the musicians, two drummers and
a cymbal dasher, WAghris by caste, and close to the musicians, Bagbu, the village paiil* The

*2 Pkaseolus radiaius*
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rest of tlie space is filled with spectators, men, women and girls, looking in through the cloth

screens which are hung all round. The musicians begin drumming and clashing, the leading

drummer singing a plaintive air. After a time J6d4 grows uneasy. He begins to shake. He

is sitting with his arms stretched out along his knees. “Ho ! Ho! ” J6d& pants, “ Kodi&r

Mata,” meaning “ I Kodiar Mata,” that is. Mother Itch, “ have come into Jdda." “ It is

well, Balai,” says the drummer, and starts a fresh air in Kodiar’s praise, while J6da shakes

and tosses his head, smelling the fumes of a small incense pot placed between his knees.

*< j£o ! Ho!” pants J6da, rubbing his eye against his hand, while the music stops. “On the

UmStha Hill, ” he gasps in a weak voice, “ no hindrance is to be caused to man or cattle.”

“ Very good, lady !” chimes in the patSl and the chief drummer. The music strikes a fresh air

J6da shouts “ May it be well,” adding with a husky gasp or whisper, “ KMkft Mata.” “ All

will be well,” says the paiil. J6di keeps on shaking with his elbows planted on his raised knees.

“ Ho ! Ho ! Ho !
” he pants, “ may it be well.” He adds in a low voice i— “ Mahlari Mata,”

the MaM River. “ May all be well,” answers the patSl with deep respect. The drums roar

and cymbals clash in praise of the Mahi while Joda goes on shaking. He rests for a time, the

music keeping moderate strength. “Ho ! Ho!” he says, as the spirit bi’eeze strikes him afresh.

“May it be well. Ha! Ha! Shikdtar,” he whispers, as the drums cease. The music opens

a fresh plaintive wail in honour of Shikdtar, the Small-pox Mother. Joda goes on shaking.

A fiercer fit strikes him. The musicians beat and clash their noisiest, “ Ho ! Ho !
’ sighs

J6da as the music drops, “ Lftlbfti and PhtUbfli.” The music starts afresh, Jdda shaking,

“ Ho ! Ho ! M6rali,” he shouts aloud, the music freshens and the drummers sing in

honour of Merali or Muck Mother. Jodk moves his hand, and the singing ceases. He

pants:— “ If any man is troubled with Sb bJiut ov evil spirit, I will drive the hhut away. Yon

should not call me M^ralJ. The drummer breaks into a fresh song. “ Ho ! Ho !” Jodfi shivers,

“ may it be well.” The music drops, and the whisper comes “Harka Bai, Lady Madness.”

The music starts again. At a motion of Jfida’s hand it ceases. Joda pants and shakes, whis-

pering :— “ If ever a dog is mad and the man bitten remembers me he will get no harm. ’

The music starts afresh, the drummer singing in honor of Harka BSi. J6da goes on shaking

-and rubbing his eyes. By degrees the shaking grows less violent, and he sits quiet for a little.

The music keeps on. Presently a fresh spasm strikes J6da. He shivers once more, and the

music strikes up fiercer than ever. “ Ho ! Ho! ” he gasps as the music stops. “May it be

well, Bhatyl Khatri,” he adds in the usual stage whisper.
' “ May it be well,” chimes the

patSl, Jfida drops fresh incense in the pan, and again starts shivering with special fierceness.

“Ah' Eh' Ho!” he pants, “may it be welL lam Mata's guard, KSl Bhairava is my

name.” “Eight, Tour Highness,” says the “may itbewell.” JodS shakes sharply.

He motions to a boy to pour water into a tumbler and drop m sugar. This sugared water is

poured into an egg cup and J6da drinks. He again trembles violently. “Ho! Ho!” he

shouts. “ may it be well. Lady Eodi^r,” he adds with the usual shudder. He moves his hand

and the music is quiet. “ See that any one who is in trouble or in fever let me know. I will

put him right.’’ Joda goes on shaking and the drummer sings Kodiar’s praise. One of the

licrhts which was set on a flat maize cake goes out, J6da stops shaking and takes the cake and

divides it among the musicians. J6d^ sits quietly and puts on his cap. He says

“

Let any one

who is in trouble and wants help come.” He sits quietly, and the drumming and cymballing

going on. J6da fans the incense pan.

A boy, a Eftwalift Sidhrdl, who has been ill for about three months, comes, and

J6da sets the hoy in front of himself. He takes a lighted wick and passes it round the boy’s

body and sets it on the boy’s head. He bends over the lighted wick, grasps it m his lips,

and puts it out in his month. The hoy sits quietly. The drummers and cymhal-clashers pour

forth a torrent of noise. The boy remains quiet and J6da sits looking at him. Joda shouts to i^e

disease spirit :- “Come into ihishoy’shcdy or I will kill you.” The hoy begins to shake. TOe

drums and cymbals grow louder. J6d& keeps hie eye fixed on t e oy. e
® ^

violently. “ Who are you ? ” asks the drummer. “ pftkan,” that is, a witch, shivers the hoy.
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Tlie music again grows louder, Joda brings ont a beayy iron chain. “ I will beat you with this

chain’' he says. ‘'Where have you come from? ” ‘‘From a well/' gasps the boy. “What well

This well here/' “ When didyou catch the boy S
" “I seized him as he was going out in the

ing/' The music starts again with a fresh chant. The boy is racked by the pakan, tossing his

head and jerking his shoulders with curious yiolence. Joda is quiet, looking hard at the boy. The

chief drummer says to the hoy “Will you eat?" “I won't eat,” says the Dakan. “Why won't

yon eat ?" asks the drummer. The singing begins afresh, and the boy is struck by another spirit.

^It is the Musalman woman who. was drowned in the well," says J6da, The boy keeps tossing and

jerking, Joda moves about, Looking after the lights. A tile is Brought and two sweet balls are

laid in it, J6da rises, picks up a lighted wick and passes it round the boy’s back and waist and

sets it on his head. Jod^ leans down, closes his lips round the wick and puts out the light in his*

mouth. He repeats this three times. He then picks up a lemon, lays it on the boy's head, and

gashes the lemon with a knife. He sets a lighted' wick in the cleft of the lemon, bends down and
takes the flame in his mouth, squeezing the lemon with his teeth. He pours sliarhat into a bowl,

passes the bowl round the boy’s head, and drinks the sliarhaU “How do you feel"? he asks the

boy. The boy is silent. J&da pours fresh sharbat into the bowl, waves the bowl round the boy’s

hands, andi dlrinks the sharbat. Joda draws the chain up to the boy’s spine. He lifts first his left

and then his right leg over the boy’s head and makes the boy place his hands on his own spine.

He gives the tile with the sweet balls to be taken away, and goess about, putting the oil saucers

to. right, A woman brings in a child about three years old and gives it to Joda. This is

J6da's own child and is not sick. Joda takes off his cap and sets it on the child's head, and

plays with the child, dressing him in a small red coat. The music plays a moderate accompani-

ment. All this time the sick Eawali^ boy is sitting quietly. J6d^ gives him sugar in a bowl,,

and the hoy eats the sugar.

Jod^ tells the drummer to sing the praise of Mother MaM Stin. After the chant to

Mahi is begun, a big man, Vishnu, a dhdhi or washerman, who lias been seated near J6da,

begins to shake. His neighbour takes off the shaker's turban. Vishnu sets his elbows on
his knees and is fiercely racked. ^‘Ho ! Ho !" he gasps, and, as the music stops, adds r~
“ Mahi' Mother. May all be well." The music begins again and Vishnu has a fresh seizure,

«Ho! Ho!” he gasps. May it be well.” The music starts the praise of NTarsihgh,.

and Yishnu is stricken with a fresh air, “ Ho ! Ho 1" He pants, ‘‘Harakhai Jh&mpadl,” that

io Mother Mania of the Gate.” Vishnu goes on shaking,, the music and singing keep on at a

moderate strength. All this time J6dk has been resting^playing with his child, Vishnu is

again seized. “Ho I Ho 1 Mabtoi Shikdtar," that is, Shikdtar of the tombs. The drummer
starts a plaintive air in Shik6tar's honour. Yishpu goes on shaking and jerking, but with
less violence and quickness than Joda. Vishnu holds his hands to his face, and leans against

the wall tired. Gne of his neighbours replaces Vishnu's turban on his head.

The singing goes on, Joda keeping quiet. The spirit next falls on Nama, a Iand*owner, a
EabM or camel-breeder by caste. He takes off his turban and tosses his head heavily. “ It is

weU,." he shouts, “Kodiar M^ta.” He tosses his head,, catching the tips of his hair in his
fingers. “ So long as I stay in TJm^thV’ he gasps and jerks, “no man, no animal will take
any harm/' A boy, R^walia, comes in and sits in front of JodL Nama has a fresh seizure,

rolling his head heavily. he gasps. The Rawalia boy is quiet, sitting with his
knees drawn up and his elbows on his knees. He shakes slightly, Nflm^ has a fresh fit, and
the drumming and clashing wax louder. He rolls his head heavily. “Ho I Ho !" he pants.
« Mftta Etiptoi/' Mother Silver. The drummer takes it up. Rup^ni Mata has come,, and ho
sings her praise. A woman of the K61i or Dhar^la caste brings in a boy about seven or
eight, reduced almost to a skeleton, with a white shoulder cloth drawn over his shoulder, and
a cloth tied round his upper right arm. He is her only child. He has been sick for ten days.
Jdda hands back his own child to its mother, is quiet and sits with his face wrapped
in a cloth»
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The Rawali^ boy is seized and shakes violently, holding out his arms, ” Ho ! Ho !
''

he gasps, “ Shikotar,” He lays his arms along his knees and shakes with great force.

The drummers raise Shik5tar’s wailing chant. “ Ho ! Ho ! gasps the Rawalia boy,
holding up his hands. “Who are you?'^ asks J6da. "Oharan the Bard Mother,
shivers the boy, and the musicians break into Charan’s praise. The boy leans his head

on his hands and goes on shaking. He is again stricken
;

the dramming and clashing

grow louder. “ Ho ! Ho ! Narsihgh,’* sobs the boy, “ Narsihgh,’* repeats the drummer,
and breaks into Narsihgh’s praise. The Rawalia boy is quiet for a time, and once more
is racked, “ Ho ! Ho !

” he gasps, “ Merali,” and the drummer raises M^raR’s hymn.
This boy is not sick. He has come to take a vow for his mother who is dangerously ill.

Jod^ gets up, takes a lighted wick and passes it up and down the thin Dhar^l^ boy's spine and
waves the light round him. “ I will give you food,” he says to the spirit in the boy, “ Don’t

harm the child. Come.” J6da sits down and looks hard at the boy. He comes nearer, sits

down, raises his knees, and crosses his arms over his knees, and leans his chin on his^arms, staring

fiercely at the boy. He pulls off the white sheet that wrapped the boy. The hoy sits quiet, his

hands folded in front of him. J6da, seated about a yard off, looks hard at the hoy, Jodli rises

and trims the lamps, and again sitting close to the boy looks hard in his face. “Come,” he says

to the spirit, “in the boy; I will give yon food. If you douH come you wona^t get any food,” The

boy is still quiet. J6da sets a lighted wick on the boy's head, leans down, gulps at it and quenches

the wick in his mouth. This he does three times. JodS takes a lemon, sets it on the boy's head,

gashes the lemon with a knife and sticks a burning wick in the cleft. He leans down, catches

the wick in his lips, and puts the light out in his mouth, J6da asks the boy if he has any pain.

The boy points to his right side. Joda lays him down, cuts a lemon in two, presses the half lemon

on the boy's side over his liver, and himself sucks thelemon. J6da lifts the boy up, who has a severe

fit of coughing. J6dii passes his hand up and down the hoy's spine, and then raises his leg over

the boy’s head. J6dSi lays his right hand on the boy’s head, and holding a cup of sliarbat in

his left hand, passes it round the boy’s head and drinks the »harbat» J 6dS, bends his head

close to the boy’s and passes his hand back and forwards between the two heads. The mother

of the boy gives JddE a pice which he lays on the altar. The boy is set on one side.

J6da looks after the lamps, and the drummingand clashing go on steadily. Joda sits down, takee

off his cap, and beginsshaking. “Ho I Ho I” he gasps, and the music stops. “ It will be well,” he

pants. “ May it be well,” says the drummer. “Who is your honour ?” “ Kodi&r Mata,” whispers

J6d^, “ May it he well,” answers the drummer, and raises Kodiar’s hymn, a melancholy wailing

measure. J6d4 is again stricken. “Hoi Ho! Ho! Ah, brothers I” he gasps. “Has any one come

to ask me about the fire in the Brlihma^’s house?” “No one has come,” says the drummer. “A fire

happened once before in that house,” gasps J6da. “If the owner comes I will show him how

the fire happens. In this honse is a ChUiJfil or female spirit and a Jinn or Musalm^n spirit.

It was the same in his house before.” He raises his baud to his face and rubs his eyes. He

goes on in a jerky husky voice:—“ A G6rji went to the house to drive out the spirits. The

G6rji did no good, I will bring this Badwa or medium of mine (that is Jdd^). He will set it

all right,” The music strikes up a strong chant. A fresh shiver passes through J6dil. He

raises his palms to his face and rubs them over his eyes. He stretches out Ms hands. “ Ho

!

Ho ! Ho 1” he gasps, “Brothers, a son of aKoth^rl Bania was going to a village and a spirit

seized him.” “Hoi Ho !” he shouts, and shakes fiercely. “ I take wbat is due to me if I have a

mind to take it. If not I do not take it. Ho I Ho 1
” he gasps, “ Shikdtar.” Almost at once a

fresh fit seizes him, “ Ho ! Ho ! MSralt’ ’ “ May it be well,” say the drummers, and raise M^rali’s

hymn. gives some grains of wheat to one of the drummers who sprinkles them on the

ground. J6da is fiercely shaken, “ Ho ! Ho ! May it be well.” The music stops and again

begins. Jfidll grows quiet, but is soon once more driven. “ Ho I Ho ! L^lba! PhuMi.” The

music strikes up once more, but J6d^ gradually calms and sits stilL The mother of the thin

Dharala boy comes in, and Joda says to her you have fulfilled your vow, lady, and cuts off the

cloth that was bound round the sick boy’s upper arm.
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Among Gujarat Musalm^ns when a house mother finds any of her family sick or troubled

by bad dreams, she orders a chicken, preferably a black chicken, and passes it seven or eleven

times over the body of the sufferer. The person who waves the chicken over the patient

carries it away without looking back, and gives it to b, fakir or religious beggar. If no one is

willing to take the chicken it is carried out of the town and let loose.^^

(To he continued,)

DISCURSIVE REMARKS ON THE AUGUSTAN AGE OE TELUGU LITERATURE.
BY G. E. SUBEAMIAH PANTULU.

Mr. Campbell, in his Telugu Grammar, thus describes the Telugu Language and the area

over which it is spoken ;

—

The language is commonly, but improperly, termed by Europeans the Gentoo, It is the

Andhra of Sanskrit authors, and, in the country where it is spoken, is known by the name of

TrUinga, Teliuga, Telugu or Tenugu.

“This language is the vernacular dialect of the Hindus, inhabiting that part of the Indian

Peninsula, which, extending from the Dutch Settlement of Pulicat on the coast of Coromandel,

inland to the vicinity of Bangalore, stretches northwards, along the coast as far as Chicacole,

and in the interior to the source of the Tapti; bounded on the east by the Bay of Bengal, and

on the west hy an irregular line, passing through the western districts belonging to the Suba-

dar of the Deccan, and cutting ofi the most eastern provinces of the new State of Mysore
; a

tract including the five Northern Circars of Ganjam, Vizagapatam, Rajahmundry, Masulipa-

tarn and Guntur
;

the greater portion of the Nizam’s extensive territories, districts of Cud-

dapah and Bellary ceded by him to the British; the eastern provinces of Mysore; and the

northern portion of the Carnatic : nor is this language unknown in the southern parts of

India, for the descendants of those Telugu families which were deputed by the kings of

Yidyanagara to control their southern conquests, or which occasionally emigrated from Telih-

g4na to avoid famine or oppression, are scattered all over the Dravida and Oarnataka pro-

vinces, and ever retaining the language of their fore-fathers, have diffused a knowledge of it

throughout the Peninsula.

“ The Telugu language, as has already been shewn, is not a mere derivative from Sanskrit,

but has an independent origin and is of independent pnltivation. The radicals, according to

Mr. Ellis (Dmn. p. 19), are the same as in the cognate dialects of Tamil, Kanarese, etc., and it

differs from them only in the affixes used in the formation of the words from the roots.

Although, however, it is not the offspring of Sanskrit, it is very extensively blended with that

language in the states known as Tatsama or Tadbhava, the words in the former being the very

same, taking only the Telugu inflexions, and those of the latter being mediately or immediately

derived from Sanskrit. The rest of the language, exclusive of other foreign terms, is the pure

native language of the land, and is capable of expressing every mental and bodily operation,

every possible relation and existing thing, and with the exception of sopie religious and tech*?

nioal terms, no word of Sanskrit qrigii^ is necpssary to the Telugu,”

Mr. Lingam Lakshmaji Pundit, in his lecture on The Disillusion, p. 7, says as Theorem I. :—

•

“If any o! the few fundamentals or elements of a language, namely, the numerals, the pro-

nouns, the casa endings, and j:he verb endings are demonstrated to be derived from another

language, it follows that that langnagp is derived from the other language, and that the people

speaking the parent and derived languages were originally one and the same.” A similar idea is

maintained by Prof. Whitney in his Language and Study of Languages, p. 195. But Mr. Lakshmaji
essays to controvert the opinion of Mr. Ellis by saying p. 26 pf the same lecture

“ Although the Telugu language is widespread and the people speaking it, if weinclode
the Telugu population of the- Nizam’s dominions, outnumber the Tamilians, its original area is

more circumscribed, as we learn from the following Telugu distich from AndhrahhhhdhhU

Information from Mr. Pazlullah Faridl,
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hkushanam “The Andra country lies within the three Liiigatemples, Sriparvata, E^iasyara,
and DrAksharama, which make the three lihgas. The word Trilihga having become a Tadbhava,
the country has come to be known as Teluga Desam, which, afterwards, others called
Telugndesam, and the language thereof consists of five elements.’*

Nannaya Bhatta, in his Andhrahhdshacldntdmani, has taught us
“ Adyaprakritih prakritischady^

fisha tayor bhavSd vikrith I

K^valatayanusurpatyubhe ch6yam
Tatha tatha bhasha |(

The primitive language (meaning the Primitive Aryan speech) and the therefrom derived
Prakrita language are primitive, this (the Teluga) language is their variation; this language
entirely follows the other two languages in every respect.”

Abhinavadandi, the author of the more ancient Telugu BlidsMbliuslianamy has, as one of the
opening stanzas :

—

Talli Sarhskritamb^ella bhashalakunu

Dani valana gonta ganabadiyS
|

Gonta daua galigin=antayun=Skamai

Tenugu bhAshananga vinutikekke tl

Sanskrit is the parent of languages, some, t. e,, the Prakrit languages have come from it;

something has come from the Prakrit languages
;
all joined together has come to be known as

the Telugu language.”

Thus we see that the belief among the Indian literati has always been that Sanskrit

is the parent of all languages, nor is there anything, in their opinion, which can be
adduced to shake this belief, as every linguistic analysis will only serve to strengthen rather

than weaken it.

The works of highest repute inTelugu are translations from Sanskrit, and the oldest works

extant are not of higher antiquity than the end of the twelfth century, whilst its Augustan
era, the reign of Kirishuad^var^ya of Vijayanagara, dates from the beginning of the six-

teenth. The first attempts to reduce the uses of the language to rule, apj^ear to have been made

late in the thirteenth century when ITannaya BhatJa, a Brahman of considerable learning, and the

translator of the first two books of the MaMhhdrata, compiled a Telugu grammar in Sanskrit.

Mr. Campbell, in the preface to his Grammar, states that the most ancient grammarian of

whom mention is made in the native books is the sage Kanva, who appears to have been to

the people of Andhra or Telingana, what Agastya was to those farther south, their initiator into

the mysteries of Hinduism. His works, and those of other writers of antiquity, are not now

to be found, and all the treatises on Telugu grammar at present extant consist of Sanskidt

commentaries on the series of Apothegms of Nannaya Bhatta* The age of this last, although

conjectured by Mr. Campbell to be remote, can be ascertained by documents of which he was

not in possession, w*, inscriptions recording grants made by his patron, Yishuuvardhana of

RajamahSadri, to be, as above stated, the close of the thirteenth century.'^ Mr. Campbell admits

1 [According to tradition the Teluga translation of the Mahahhdraia was made byNannayabhatta during the time

of the Ohalukya King Rtljanarendra, An inscription at ^hkftrmam near Ohicaoole refers to the Telugu translation

of the MahihhrXrJ^ti during the reign of the Eastern Ohalukya King RAjarAja I. (A. D. 1022 to 1083), the son of

Vimaladitya (see Dr. Hultzsch’s Annual Beiport for 1895-93, p. 6, paragraph 21). According to tradition Nannaya-

bhatta received help in his translation of the MaMhUrata from a certain NarAyana. In the Nandamaphndi grant of

the Eastern Ohalukya King B.^jarAiaI., dated in his 32ad year (A. D. 1053), a certain Nai%ana figures as the donee,

while the Sanskrit verses of the inscription were composed by Nanniyabhatta. Of the former it is said that

on account of his skill in composing poetry in the Samskrita KarnAta, Pai^achika and Andhra languages, he

was renowned as Kaviraja^C-khara and that because, by his clever verses, he put to shame would-be poets, he was

rightly called KavibhavAjrAnku^a OUpigrapUa Indica, Tol. IV. p. 302). As it is unlikely that, during the time of the

Eastern Ohalukya King EAjaraja I., there was more than one pair of poets hearing the names N^rdyana and Nanni-

yabhatta, we may, at least proviaionaUy, identify the Telugu translation of the MaMhUrata and his coadjutor in the

work with the composer and the donee, respectively, of the Nandamaphndi grant. Thus we get the middle of the

eleventh Century A. D. for the time of Nanneyabhatta, the Telugu translator of the MamUrata,— V. Ybnkayta.]
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that the Brahrnans were the first who cultivated the Telugu language, and brought it under

fixed rules, and consequently recognises the prior introduction of Brahmanical literature.

The greater part of Telugu literature consists of translations, and we^have the Mahdhhdrata,

the VisUu, Vardha, and other besides Puranic stories in the Mdhdimyas, and a number

of poems and tales, rendered from* Sanskrit into Telugu. At the same thne, translations or

appropriations from Sanskrit form a smaller portion of Telugu than of Tamil literature, 2 and we

have in the former a number of sectarian legends, chiefly of modern origin, as the Acts of the

Aiwars and JaiJgams, or the Vaishnava and Saiva saints of peculiar schisms, originating as late

as the twelfth century with Ramanuja and Basava. As in Tamil, there are many local charitras,

historical and biographical compositions, containing, amidst much exaggeration and fiction,

materials for history; of which an important peculiarity is the insertion of the biographical or

genealogical account of the patron of the author in the commencement of most of the works,

sometimes in great minuteness of detail. Telugu literature comprises also a large collection of

poems and tales, some of which are original, but it is a curious circumstance that no ndtakas or

di'amatic compositions of an ancient date appear to exist in Telugu.

Telugu, like Tamil, includes a high and a low dialect, the former of which is used in

•writing, the latter in conversation and official business. The language of composition is so

different, observes Mr, Campbell, from the colloquial dialect, that even to the learned the use

of the commentaries is indispensible for the correct understanding of many of the best Telugu

works. The Telugu poets are divided, according to the age in which they flourished, into poets

of the olden times, poets of the Middle Ages, and poets of modern days.

There is not a book in the whole of Telugu literature wdiich equals the Telugu recension

of the Mahabharata in elegance of diction, although some of the later poets havefollow^ed the

style. Nachana, Sdmana, Pillalamarri, Pinavirabhadrana, and others, though they have not

followed the footsteps of the triple writers of the Mahdbhdraia (Nannaya Bhatta, Tikkana, and

EirApraggada) in point of style, drew their thoughts, their figures of rhetoxuc, etc., to a large

extent, from them.

The Telugu writings have alw^ays been greatly indebted to Sanskrit, but it should not be

understood that the old poets flooded their compositions wdth a large influx of Sanskrit w’ords,

because there is very little trace of the Telugu language, properly so called, in the writings of the

poets of a later date, A good xnany of the poets, also, have sacrificed nobility of thought to

elegance of language, so that some have come to be read merely for their ornate style.

Bammera Bdtanna combined both, and was blindly followed by some of the

poets of the Middle Ages, in whom originality is sadly wanting. They followed
very closely the lines chalked out by their immediate pioneer, Peddanna, w^ho by the
way deserves careful study and praise, merely polishing his descriptions and finely

retouching the desezdptions of the older poets. Even Peddanna has drawn bis descriptions
from other sources. One is able to state the plot of any of the Prubandhas at random, without
going through it. Take, for instance, the Vasucharitra of Rilmarajahbhushana. One could tell the
whole story of it in a single sentence, but the whole book is flooded \vith beautiful descriptions,
ihe description of the moon occupies thirty stanzas, that of the sun takes up forty more, w^hile
that of love trotting hard ” takes np full two dsvdsas. The plot is very meagre, and surfeit of
desciiption bi*ings on boredom. Natural descriptions are always g*ood, but there is a limit to
allegory^ and hyperbole, which weary the I’eader, if carried too far. Take, for instance, the
desciiptions in Maliabhdrata and compare them, side by side, with those in the
works of the poets of the Middle Ages. A poet may easily be pardoned for i*easoning ill, but he
cannot be pardoned for observing ill,—for creating portraits that bear no resemblance to the
oiuginals, for exhibiting as copies monstrous combinations of things which never were and

fioubtful if Dravidian scholars, who have studied both Tamil and Telugu literature, will endorse
the view of the writer of this article. Y. V.j
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never could be found together. WLat would be thought of a painter ^^ho mixed August and
January in one landscape, or introduced a frozen river into a harvest scene ? jSTatural
description is, I think, wanting in these poets. With them

Beauty is Nature’s coin, must not be hoarded,

But must be current
;
and the good thereof

Consists in mutual and partaken bliss,

Unsavoury in the enjoyment of itself.”

Such false beauty cannot take the place of real beauty, and even if it appears to be genuine it

cannot last long.

It has been said that the Augustan era of Telugu literature belongs to the time of Kyishna-
d^varaya. The question, then, that naturally suggests itself to us is, who was Kpishnaddva-
ra.ya ? When and where did he flourish ?

The State over which he wielded sway was Vijayanagara, the foundation of which is

very generally admitted to have arisen out of the subversion of the Hindu governments of

the Kiikatiya and Velala llajas by the incursions of the Muhammadans at the beginning
of the fourteenth century, and traditions are tolerably well agreed, says Wilson in his Catalogue

of the Machensie Collections^ p. 83, as to the individuals to whom it is ascribed, Harihara
and Bukkar^ya, and the celebrated scholar Madhava, entitled Vidy^ra^iya, the forest of

learning. Accounts, however, vary considerably as to the circumstances which connected these

persons with the event, or the share they bore in it.

One tradition ascribes the origin of Vijayanagara to Madhava, who, having by bis devotion

obtained the favor of Bhnvan^svari, was directed by her to the discovery of a treasure with
which he built the city of Yidyanagara or Vijayanagara, and reigned over it himself; leaving

it to the Kurva or Kuruba Family. Another statement describes him as founding the city, and
establishing the principality for Bukka, a shepherd who had waited on him and supported

him in his devotions. A third account states that Harihara and Bukka, two fugitives from

Worangal, after it was taken by the Muhamadans, encountered the sage in the woods,

and were elevated by him to the sovereignty over a city which be built for them. A fourth

statement, whilst it confirms the latter part of the story, makes the two brothers officers of

the Muhammadan conqueror of Worangal, who were sent by their mastei% after the capture of

the city, against the Velala Raja. They were defeated and their army dispersed, and they fled

into the woods, where they found VidyilraDya, His treasures enabled them to collect another

army with which they obtained a victory over the Velala Raja, but instead of rendering him
the servant of their superior, they set up for themselves, by the advice and with the help of the

anchorite. There is good reason to believe that none of these traditions is entirely correct,

although they preserve, perhaps, some of the events that actually occurred. Vidyaranya or

Madhava was a learned and laborious writer, and in various works particularises himself as

minister of Sangama, the son of Kampa, a prince whose power extended to the southern,

eastern and western seas. He also terms Bukka and Harihara the sons of Sangama, and the

same relationship is confirmed by an inscription published in the Asiatic Researches, Vol. IX.,

and by other inscriptions also. The political importance of Sangama is, no doubt, exag-

gerated, but it is clear that Bukka and Harihara were not the mere adventurers they are

traditionally said to have been. They were descended from a series of petty princes or land-

holders, possibly feudatories of the Velala Rajas, or even of Pratapa Rudra, who took advan-

tage of a period of public commotion to lay the foundation of a new State. Besides, experience

and talent, Madhava may have brought pecuniary aid to the undertaking. His title, Vidya-

ranya, and the scope of his writings shew that he was a disciple of SamkarAchS-rya, and in all

probability he was connected with the Syihgdri Establishment, the members of which, alarmed
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by the increasing numbers of the Jangams and Jains, and the approach of the Muhammadans,

may haye contributed their wealth and influence to the aggrandisement of the sons of Sariigama.

However this may be, beyond question the city of Vijayanagara was founded by Bukka

and Harihara, on the southern bank of the Tungabhadra, about the middle of the fourteenth

century. Sewell mentions that Bergusson gives the year 1118 A. D. as the date of the

foundation of an earlier city by Yijayarayalu, as a dependency of the Mysore E^ja. But

Fergusson gives this only as a tradition, and adduces no proof in support of it. There are no

complete buildings extant of a date earlier than the fourteenth century, although, fragments

do exist, which Mr. Alexander Rea believes to belong to the twelfth or thirteenth century.

The fragments, which are in some of the existing temples, may have belonged to this supposed

earlier city, or, they may have been removed from some of the ancient temples existing in other

parts of the district, and placed where we now find them. Traditionally Bukka is given as the

first prince and Harihara as the second (KelsalTs JBeliary Manual, p. 109).

The date most commonly given for the foundation of Vijayanagara is 'Salca-samvat 1258 or

A. D, 1336 ;
hut this is, perhaps, a few years too soon, says Wilson in his Cat, of Mac, Coll p. 84*

The same date, however, is given in a copper-plate grant as the first year of Harihara’s reign

(SewelTs Lists, Vol. II p. 11, No. 79). If this is accepted and he was preceded by Bukka I.,

the date must he placed earlier, instead of later, than is usually stated. Harihara is usually

placed as the first reigning sovereign, succeeded by Bukka
;
but then who is the first Bukka, asks

Mr. Rea, placed on the lists ? It is true that no grants are recognized as having been made by

him, and, if he founded the city, it is improbable that during his short reigu he would have risen

to sufficient power to make any, or at least any important ones
;
this may account for their absence.

That the Vijayanagara Dynasty was inexistence before 1336 A. D. is supported by a reference to

the following statement of Sewell (Lists, YoL IL p. 161) ;— In 1327, the Mussulman viceroy

of the Dekkan rebelled, and the emperor sent an expedition against him. He fled to Kampti,

close to Yijianagar, whence the king’s troops were compelled to retreat, the Vijayanagar king

being too strong for them.” If this account be correct and the date can be depended upon, it

would shew that the Vijayanagara State had at that time reached a considerable degree of

power ;
and so far would support the traditional date.

The MMha^a, alias YidyStrawya, above mentioned was a man of great parts. Of all those

who succeeded to the matka of Saihkai'achurya, either before or aftex* Madliava, there is not one

to compare with him in learning. He was born iu a village called Pampu on the banks of the

Tungabhadra. He was the family guru of Bukkaraya and a Tclugu Bialmiana of the

BhCiradvaja Gotra. His father was Mayaixa, and his brother, Silyana, and soxixe of the works he

has written go by their names. He composed excellent and exhau.stive commentaries on all

the four Vedas, but for which the Vedas would have been a sealed book to all Sanskrit scholars.

Here I must observe that I am not unaware of the fact that the Sanskritists of Europe are

inclined to ignore the immensity of their obligations to Yidyaranya, and even to go to the length

of asserting that his commentaries on the Vedas can only give expression to one-sided views,

seeing that he was a Hindu, and that he was nurtured in Oriental prejudices. To me it rather

seems that if anybody can come forward as the expositor of the Vedas, he can only bo a
Brahma^ of tbe type of Yidyaranya, who was versed in Sanskrit lore, deeply learned in the

Viddngas, well acquainted with the nature, origin, and signiflcauce of the archaic forms in

wffiich the Vedas so greatly abound, who attained a mastery over the subtleties of accent known
as svaTa:prakriyd, who was amply gifted with a capacity for the perception of the subtle and the

indefinite, which is the peonliar property of the Hindus, and who was tboioughly convei''8aiit

with the Hindu mode of thought and writing. In my bumble opinion no Sanskritist of Europe
can elucidate the Vedas more clearly and rightly than Yidyaranya, for the simple reason that
though the former may devote bis whole lifetime to the study of the Sanskrit language and
literature, he may not^ acquire that encyclopsedic learning which alone will enable him to
comprehend the Tedas in their true light. Such being the case, any endeavour on the part of
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the Sanskrit scholar of Europe to give to the Vedas a more lucid or a more liberal interpretation

than was given to them by Vidyfiranja would be regarded by the Hindus as a mere attempt

to draw the oceanic water in a sieve.

Besides the commentaries on the Vedas, Vidyaranya has written a commentary on ten of

the principal JJpanishads DasopanishadvriUi

;

an admirable treatise on grammar
known as Mddhavavritti, equal in length to a work of 40,000 lines in the Anustubh metre

; a

hdvija entitled ^amharavijaya, being a biography of "Samkaracharya, the famous expounder of

VSclanta philosophy
;

treatises on the Yedanta philosophy known as J'lvanmuktivivel'a,

f anohadasipralcarana and Anubhutiprahds'iM

;

an epitome of several religious philosophies

known as Sarvadarsanasamgraha, brought to the notice of Western scholars, though but

meagerly, by Mr. Cowell; FanUaramMliav'ya, a commentary on Vardsaras'mriti ; Kdlamd-

dhav^ya, a treatise on the divisions of time; Purmmhndnisd and Uttanimundmsd in metre,

explaining the Pitrvainhndmsd of Jaiminiand the ljttaram%mdmsd of Yyasa, known resiDectively

as Jauuinhjanyiiyamdldvistara and Vaiydsiha'iiydyamdldcistara

;

a commentary on Yaska

Idiriilita entitled Pliruktahhdshya ; commentaries on srautasiitras of Apastamba and Bodhayana
;

a treatise on medicine entitled Mddhavainddna ; Vaidi/casahdaprahdsihd, a work containing

short notes on difficult Yedic words ; srautaJcdrikd, a metrical treatise of 20,000 lines explaining

the application of particular mantras to particular rites as laid down in the srautasiitras of

Apastamba and Bodhayana; a commentary on srantasamJntd

;

and many others not known.

Of these the Kdlajndna foretold the fate of the Yijayanagara kings, which Madhava was

able to perceive clairvoyantly. Some people, who move in Western grooves of thought, are of

opinion that this book must have been written after the decline of the kingdom of Yijayanagara,

and for the sake of courtesy must have been ascinbed to Yidyarauya. But those who believe

in Yidyarauya and in the wonderful work he did would never be led to suspect, much less to

disbelieve, the authorship of Kdlamddhav\ja, My own belief is that the controversy about the

real and apparent authorship of ancient woi*ks is of later origin.

It must be noted, however, in this connection that some of the above works bear the

author's own name, Madhava, while the rest bear the name of his brother S^yana. This is,

however, explained by the fact that, as they were written by Yidyarauya after he became a

sannydsin, he did not like the idea of their bearing his own name, and he therefore ascribed

them to his brother. The work entitled Vaiydsikanydyamdldvistara, though generally known

as the work of his gioru, YjLdyatlrtlianiali§&vara, was really the production of Yidyarauya,

who wrote it in honor of his guvu^

It is said that Madhavacharya alias Yidyarauya breathed his last at the ripe age of ninety-

years. From a copper-plate inscription we learn that he was the wazir of BukkarSya in

1363 A, D. In some of his works he thus describes his descent;—

Yasya Bbdhayanam sutram Siikha yasya cha Yajushl |

Bh^radvfijakulam yasya sarvajhassa hi Madhavah i|

Srimati yasya janani sukirtir-Mayanah pita I

SayanS Bhoganathascha manobuddM sahodaran 11

The Muhammadan historians of Southern India speak of the princes of Yijayanagara

(Auegondi) as possessed of power long anterior to the Muhammadan invasions of Southern India,

and Farishta asserts that the government of the country had been exercised by the ancestors of

ILrish^ar^a for seven centuries. For all historical purposes, however, the origin of this

State, as a substantial principality, may be admitted to have occurred at the period above

specified, although by no means in the manner ascribed in the tradition.

(To he continued^)
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MISCELLANEA.

kingsinghanaop devauibi.

The following legend^ was told of Singliana of

Devagiri (1210-1247 A. the conqueror of Pan-

hala, Kolhapur, Malva and Gujarat by an old

man of the Dcspande family of Mayani in the

Satara Collectoratc.

The temple of Siva (Sangameswar), situated

at the junction of the two brooks at Mayani, was

built by King Singana (Singliana). He also

built the fort of BhUshangad, and his capital was

near the hill Singanakadi. The traces of that

capital are still visible. He fought with Bhoja of

Panhalgacl, and defeated him in battle. He

annexed the pro\dnces of Panliaia. to his kingdom.

He also built the temple of Sambliu (Mahadeva)

in Talhka Man, and peopled there at the foot of a

hill a toivn called Singanapur. He -went daily to

the temple of Sagareswar { feiva ) at Deva-

rashte in TMdkaKhanapur (District Satara). One

day, while there, he bathed in the holy water, and

thereby the sjiots of w'hite leprosy disaiipeared

from his skin. He held the idace in sacred

adoration ever afterwards, and assigned to the

temple five adjacent villages— Dudhfiri, Dahyari,

etc. It ia said that this king used to build one

hundred temples of Siva daily.’’

On comparing the above account wdth the life

of Siiighana, as given in the Early History of the

Deccayi by Dr. Bhandarkar, it appears to be con-

firmed that Singliana fought wuth Blioja of Pan-

hala, and that after defeating him he annexed

Panhala to his own kingdom.

The territory of PanhS-lA appears then to

have consisted of the provinces of Panhala^

Miraj, Hukeri and Raibag. The sanad of the

Desijandeship of the whole territory dating from

that time, is vested in a family, which claims

that the grant was made to them by Raja Bhoja

of Panliula.

The legend further states that the caiiital of

Singhana was near the foot of the hill known as

'^Singhai.akadi. This is hardly likely, as Devagiri

was then the dynastic capital and had been so for

the three preceding kings. Bub it does seem pro-

bable that Singhana may have s&M Biehaina, his

general, together with his army, to subdue

Panhala, while he remained behind encamped
near the foot of the Singhan rkadi hill, the very

name of which bears testimony to the fact of

Singhana having had his camp here, Panhala is

forty miles distant, and the hill appears to have

1 From tlio Tividha-I^ynan-Vistar, August, 1833.

been then the borders of the Panhala and De-

vagiri territories. There are still to be found

distinct traces of an encampment near this hill.

Besides the subjugation of Bliuja, Bichana

humbled the Rattas o<f the Southern Maratlia

country, the Xadambas of Goa, the Guttas

(^Guptas), and Hoysalas.

From the dates given in history, it appears,

that the work of subjugation was carried on

simultaneously in the Dakhan as ^vell as in

Gujarat. Klioleswar and his son, Bam, were

the generals who fought for their master in

Gujarat, while Bichana canned on the warfare

in the south. The campaign of Gujarat termi-

nated in the year A. D. 1238, the year which

saw the termination of that in the south, and

as Singhana ascended the throne in A. D. 1210,

it is possible that the campaigns lasted for

about 25 years. Prom this it can be argued that

the camp at Singbanakadi existed for at least

two decades, and was finally turned into a town.

Instances of this kind are not rare. The town

of Sbahapur (in the SatdiA Oollectorate) was at

first a mere camp of Azimshah, son of Aurangzeb,

while he was in the south. Some of the military

camps of the English near Native capitals

have been turned into towns, and are still in

existence, though they have long ceased to be

such camps.

The fort of Bhfisliangad is situated near Sih-

ghanakadi, and the legend assigns its erection

to Singhana. This fort lies between the rivers

Nanni and Terala, and it is quite possible that

the army of Singhana received its supply of

water from these rivers. Singhana may very

well have remained with his family in this fore,

while bis generals and men were engaged in the

conquest of the Dakhan. The place is one of

peculiar safety. It is also said that &vaji had

built Bhilshangad. This story is not inconsistent

with the view that it was originally built by Siu-

ghana and merely repaired by Sivaji some 500

years later.

The village of Sifigandpur is situated at the

foot of a hill in Taldka Man in the Satara District,

and some people thereof say that it was founded

by King Singhana, whereas others say that it

was founded by King Hingana. But Hingana is

mei*ely coiu-upt form of Singhana,

In this village there is an old temple to Siva,

the structure of which, as well as the pictures

engraved on its walls, resemble those of the tem-

ple of Sangameswar at Mayani. At this tem^fie
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a laa*ge fair is held in Ohaitra, and the Hindus
and Lingayats of the adjoining provinces go in
large numbers to make obeisance there. Raja-
rto, son of Sivaji, made some grants to the temple
in the name of some of the very numerous Lih-
gayats living there. There is a large tank here,

covering an area of about 49 acres. It is said
to have been built by Maloji, the grandfather of
Sivaji.

Sihghana, though styled a Yishnuvamsodbhava
(born in the Vishnu family), was a great devotee

of Siva. The temple of Sangameswar at M^ani,
and that of Sambliu (Mahadev) in Tdldka Man,
were built by him. Some peculiar stones have
been found near MS.yani, Siiiganapilr and Pan.
hala, on which a Saiva Lihga with a man on either

side of it is engraved on the upper part, and on
the lower is shown a row of cavalry and infantry

either marching or fighting with each othex*.

A number of these stones are to be seen placed

near the wails of the greater temples ; and their

presence seems to have given rise to the legend
of the 100 temples built by Sihghana evexy day.

Besides the larger temples there are many small
ones to Siva built on the banks of the idver Tex*ala,

which ax-e of peculiar structure, with or without
pinnacles. Sihghana, like many othei*s, may have
made a vow to prepare one or a hundred or a

thousand 6aiva-Lihgas daily. They make them

of mud and sink tliem in wells or rivei's, after
worshipping and ofeing them prayers. Ahilyd
Bai Holkar, the wx'iter hears, gave some grants to
Brahmans of sacred places on condition of their
making a certain number of Saiva-Lihgas daily.

Devarasbte is a village at a distance of about
six or seven miles fi*om Sihghanakadi, where
King Sihghapa is said to have gone for bathing
and worshiijping S^areswar. The people of this
village, however, know nothing about him, and
mex*ely say that a king who was afSicted with
some skin disease was cured by the favour of
Sagareswar. His grant of the villages Dudhaxd,
Dahyai’i, Tnpari, etc. (for milk, cui’d, ghi^ etc.)

for the provision of materials of worship at this
shi’ine of course proves this part of the legend.
These villages are still in existence, and bear the
names given them by the donor.

The legend on the whole has much truth in it,

and will pro ve, I believe, a valuable addition to

the pai'ticulai’S of the life of Siiighana, the most
warlike and renewed prince who ever occupied

the throne of D^vagiri. If further seai'ches be
made into the legends of that part of the

Satara District, I have no doubt that some moi*e

partioulai'S, which will throw a flood af light on
its ancient history, will be forthcoming.

T. S. Tavikar.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
PABDA.O.

The following quotations on this old Earopeo-

Indian word, which his puzzled and misled so

many writers, are of value for two reasons.

First, they support all that Yule, Eohson-Jobsont

Supplt., s. V. pardao, says on this point. Second,

the old book, from wbioh they are quoted, is the

only one I have yet come across that directly

i-ecognizestheold pawfcsr or spelter coinages of

India as being of pewter. The other contempoi’ary

authoi’ities, so far as I know them, mix up

lead, spelter, pewter and tin under such names

as tufcenague, ganza and calin, and allied

fox'ms. The book from which I am quoting is

entitled: — A Oollecbion of Voyages
j
Under-

taken bythe
I
Dutch East-India Company

|
for the

Improvement of
|
Ti-ade and Navigation.

[
. . . j

Tx'anslated into English
|

. . . , London,

1703. The quotations, pp. 247 :E., ax*e from the

diary of the First Voyage of the Dutch to the

East-Indies in 1595-7. To the quotations I may
add, by way of forwarding Yule’s efforts to ti’ace

the steady fall of the pardao in value, that Ste-

vens, Net© aYhd Complete Guide to the East India

Trade, 1775, says, p. 129: — ‘‘A X0raphim=
240 Rez == is. 4-l/5d.” R. C. Temple.

Quotations.

As to theii’ Money in the Indies, at Goa, and
upon the Coast of Malabai-, they count by
Pardao’s Xerafifins a silver Coyn, but of bad
Allay : It is coined at Goa, and hath St. Sebas-

tian on one side, and a bunch of Arrows on the

other ; it is worth 8 Testons, or 300 Reys of
Portugueze Money.

They also tell Money by Tangas, which ai'e

not propei-ly Money in Specie, but like Dutch
Giiildei-s, as a Pardao XerafBln for example, is

worth 4 Tangas good Money, and five of bad
Allay, for they tell Money by good and bad Allay.

They also tell Money by Vintins, four Vintins
of good Allay, and five Vintins of bad Allay
makes one Tangas. The Basarueo’s are

the worst Allay, being made of the worst Pewter

:

15 good Basaruco’s or 18 bad ones, make one
Vintin, and 3 Vintins ax*c worth two Portugal

Reys, and 375 Basaruco’s make a Pardao Xcraf-

fin.

They counterfeit vei*y often those Pardaos
Xei'afiins, though they ax^e most current Coyn in

the Indies. To prevent your being impos’d upon,

you find in every corner of the Streets certain
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Indian Oliristians, wlio stand there purposely, and
Tisit your Money for little or nothing they are

so nimble at it, that in telling and handling the

Money, they hnow the value of it ; and without

rubbing it with the Touch-stone, they will distin-

guish a false piece amongst a thousand. The
Dutch with all their skill could not do it, for they

knew them by the sound only.

The Counterfeit pieces are coined in the Con-

tinent by the Heathen Indians, so that no body
receives Money, not so much as a half Pardao,
without shewing it to a Xara-ffie, which is the

name of those who view the Money ; who for a

small Sailary are obliged to make all good that

they pass ; they also change Money, and furnish

you Aviih what Species you want, and live very

handsomly upon that Trade.

There is also in the Indies, a sort of Money call-

ed Panos, twenty of which make a Pardao.
and another sort called Larrins, which comes
from Persia, where it is coined in the City of Lar.

It is long like thick double Silver Wire, of pure
and fine Silver without Allay: a Laitin is worth
lOSior 105 Basaruco’s according as the Change
goes.

Besides that, there is another sort of Coin call-

ed Pagodes; there are two or three sorts of
these, which are always worth about eight
Tanga’s : It is coined in Narsinga, Bisnagai*, and
other places by the Heathen Indians, who stamp
on one side of it the figure of an Idol, like that of

the Devil sitting on a Seat, and on the other side,

a King in a Triumphal Chariot drawn by a Ele-
phant.

The Sichini or Ducats of Venice, which are
transported into the Indies by Ormus, and the
other Ducats coined in Turkey, are commonly
woi*th two Pardao’s Xerafiins.

The St. Thomas’s, a piece of Money so called,

because St. Thomas is engraved on one side of it,

and a long Cross on the other side, are always
worth above seven Tatigas, and sometimes eight.

Of all theMoney that is coyned in Spain, only
the Beals of eight are only current in India;
commonly when the Ships arrive, they are worth
436 Portugueze Beys ; then they rise when they
transport them to China, but they ai*e never
lower.

When you bny or sell anything in India, you
must always agree before-hand, in what Specie*
and Coin you will be pay’d, whether in Pardaos
Xeraffins, or Pardaos de Beals, or Pardaos of
Gold; as in some places in Italy, there is a dif-
ference between Scudo d’Ore, and Soudo di
Moneta.

But if you buy or sell Peaids, precious Stones,

Gold, Silver, and Horses, it is enough to name the

number of Pardao’s you have agreed upon ; for

every body knows there are Pardao’s worth six

Tangas : but for all other Merchandise, if you
specific nothing, and speak in general of so many
Pardao’s, they are understood to be Pardao’s

worth five Tangas.

The Merckants pay sometimes in Pardao’s of

Laiu’ins, and then five Larrins are worth hut

one Pardao.

SEBDNDY.
The following valuable quotation settles two

points, ante, Yol. XXY. p. 257. Sebundies were
known in Oudh in the last Century and were
employed in collecting revenue.

1782.— “ The Sebundy is a separate establish-

ment from the two above mentioned (cavalry and
infantry forces), being a charge of generally
about 4 per cent, upon the collections of the
different Anmils, for a duty executed by a set of
peons, not military disciplined men, who are
stationed upon the crops and fields all over the
country for their protection. These from the
nature and present state of this Government
appear to me absolutely and indispensably neces-
sary for the collections, and can neither be
embodied nor formed into any regular fixed

establishment, l^ut the new year will afford an
opportunity of reducing their numbers, and of
bringing this part of the plan into greater per-
fection.” —Nathaniel Middleton, letter to Warren
Hastings, 25th March, 1782, from Lucknow, in

Forrest’s Indian State Tampers, Yol. IJI. p. 968.

B. 0. Templb.

PlDAMtTLA PlDAMtLlXA.
Guided by the context, I have translated the

Sanskrit word pddamula, which occurs in line 20
of the P&nduk^svar plate of Lalita^Ora {anU,
Yol. XXY. p. 180) and in line 61 of the Khalim-
pur plate of Dharmapala Ind, Yol. lY.
p. 250), by ‘ an attendant ’ or ‘attendants.’ I now
find that in Pali the derivative pddamuUka
freqqently occurs in exactly the same sense.
Thus we have pddarnMilca, by itself, in the Jdtaka,
Yol. I. p. 438, 1. 11 ; Yol. II. p. 328, 1. 13 ; Yol. III.

p. 417, 1. 3; Yol. YI. p. 401,' 1. 10; pddamuUka.
purisd, Yol, I. p. 122,1.4; dovdriha^pdda^
mnlik^ddayoy ibid. Yol. I. p. 439, 1. 3; nijapdda-^
mMikd, ibid. Yol, 11. p. 87, 1. 17, and Yol, Y.
p. 128, 1. 18, etc.

F. Kielhobn.
Gottingen^
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CURRENCY AND COINAGE AMONG THE BURMESE.
BY E. C. TEMPLE.

{Continuedfrom jp, 215.)

E. — Chin-IiUshai Grroup.

Tl /f"Y sources of information for tlie Chin L/anguage are :

iV± (1) Practical Handbook of ike Language of the Lais (Banngshfe Dialect), Ne-wland,
1-897*

'i

(2) Handbooh of the Haha or Haungshs Dialect of the Chin Danguagef Mac-
ISIabb, 1891.

(3) Essay on the Language of the Southern Chins, Honghton, 1892*

(4) The Khyeng People of the 8a‘ndoway District, Frjer, 1875,®®

{6) ]^(tung Tet Pyo^s Custoniary Law of the Chin Tribe, Jardine, 1884.

(6) Statistical and Historical Account of the Tkayetmyo District, Browne, 1873*

(7) Burma Census Report, Bales, 1891.

(8) An intelligent Siyin Chin.

Chin^o is the generic appellation used by the Burmese for the Tribes inhabiting
the hill-country between Burma and the Provinces of Assam and Bengal, and the.

general language of the tribes so named is closely connected with that of the Lushais on
the Western slopes of the same hills, and therefore more or less so with the general i^’aga

Language, already described* Chin-Lushai being now the usual definition of the group,

I have adopted the term in these pages.

As is the case with the Kachin and IN’aga Languages generally, instability of form is

characteristic of the Chin Language also. “ The language varies somewhat from place to

place, particularly in the matter of the vowels, which are seldom clearly pronounced. Indeed,

distinct articulation is not by any means affected by the Chins. This fact should always be

present in the mind when perusing the following pages. It should also be remembered that

y and e are interchaugeahle in the mouths of Chins from different villages.

By far the fullest and most laborious, and in many respects the most valuable, work on the

Ohin Language is that of Surgeon-Major Newland on the Language of the Lais, Lai being the

native term for the large and important tribe better known by its Burmese appellation of

Baungshb, or by its alternative territorial title of Hak&. Unfortunately Dr. Newland is not a

practised grammarian or philologist, and his presentation of the language is, therefore, a

considerable trouble to the student, who has indeed to work out his own idea thei'eof from the

various statements given him in the hook. Captain MacKabb tieats of the same dialect in his

Handbooh, and unluckily with the same defect. But with a little patience and study of pecu-

liarities one can make out the tables given below for the numerals.®^ To these I have added the

numerals given me by the Siyin Chin above noted, as, so far as I can ascertain, the dialect of

the Siyin Tribe is quite nearly related to that of their neighbours, the Hakas.

Beprint from J. A, S. B., Pfe. I,, 1875,

Page 162 if. contains a long and interesting note by Mr. Bernard Houghton on the Chin Language.

Khyeng ia most books of the generation now passing away.

Mr. Houghton in the Burma G&nsus Report, 1891, p. 162. See also Newland, p. 1, and MacNabb, introduction.

Prom Newland’ s various remarks smidhi or nigcri clearly exists extensively in Chin, a fact which will no doubt

puzzle the ordinary learners of that language until it is explained to them. The explosive, hesitating nature of

many Chins’ speech can also be gathered from Capt. MaoNabb’s book,

I do liot wish in the above remarks to underrate the labours of these two officials. Men are not sent to the

Prontier because they are philologists, but to perform far different, and for the time at any rate, far more valu-

able work than that of the philologist. The student cannot, in fact, be too grateful for the jottings of hard-worked

and sorely tried frontier officials, who must always make them under all sorts of difficulties and in the midst of

engrossing and pressing duties. Bveu if the official happens to be a ** scientific” enthusiast, the drudgery and

worry of taking notes on top of the anxieties and in the midst of the difficulties inseparable from the position are

sufficiently deterrent to many men, and it is really ** very good” of any man so placed to take the rouble at all,

Experto credo.
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Colonel Fryer drops a remark on p. 14, wkicih. goes far towards explaining the varying

words used for a ten’’ in the Nftga and connected tongues in enumerating 30, 40, etc.,

to 90. He says signifies “ a clap of the hands,” and so means three claps

‘‘four claps,’’ and so on. One can see how this comes about: — the numerals are

counted on the fingers up to ten and then the hands are clapped, “ one ten*” This explanation

also accounts for the term for fifty being an insolated one in nearly all the dialects
; because

when the enumerator comes to “ five claps,” t. e., to a handful of tens, he would naturally mark
the fact in Lis mind by a special term and proceed again with what is to him the laborious and

important process of counting on to a hundred.

Only one of the books available to me, Dr. Newland’s, gives any direct statement as to th^

Chins^ notions of coin and currency, but he also gives the reason why the other books are

practically silent on the point, for he says (introd., p. 4) that the Chins use the Burmese
words for money, having none of their own for the purpose.

His table for the Lais runs as follows : — ‘

1 rupee®^ tanka pokat ... ...[ pp. 31, 42, 66, 82, etc.

1 half-rupee ngamu pokat pp. 31, 42, 519

I 4-anna bit mahkkt * pp. 82, 42, 614

1 2-anna bit ... muchi chlkat pp. 32, 42, 502

1 pice ... paisa pokat ... pp. 31, 42, 635, 657

This is all Burmese pronounced and used Chin fashion, the Burmese words being respec-

tively dingd (spelt dangd), ngdmu^ tawdt, mu%%, paisdh (Indian). Pd, wah, chi in the above

expressions are all numeral coefficients, and Mt means one. In the Burmese tamdt the

ia = one, and the Chin expression shows that the Lais have borrowed the Burmese word for
** one bodily without understanding its full import, which is interesting.

TahM, which is an Indian word, and its derivatives in the Far East, as I have already

shown at length, mean “ coin” pure and simple,, and the word is so used by the Chins. Thus
we have®2 shwS-tankd (Bur. shwedihgd'), gold coin = the British sovereign : ngun-taiikd, silver

coin = the British rupee : Ipaung-sd^tahTcd, copper coin = the British-Indian pice : sufpo-tankd,

bad coin == counterfeit money (p. 650). Tahhd is also used for “ money.”®®

The Lai word for silver, ngdn, which by the way is good Shan, is, as usual, employed for a
rupee,, singly on p, 258 and also with tahJed (ngun-’tartkd) on p. 651. On pp. 161, 225 ngun is

used generally for money, while on pp. 225, 673 we have a curious expression azolc-ok, lit,,
** the

purchaser,” for “money.”

Captain MacNabb supports the above statements by giving taiikd for rupee on pp, 5, 48,

and for money on pp. 14, 45; while he has tankd-pakdt (pp. 11, 34) for “one rupee,” and
tahhd-fdnhal (p. 21) for Rs. 20, fdn being a numeral coefficient (= pd, pa, pan, piln, pun).

The Siyin Chin, who declined to have anything to say to copper money, recognising only
the rupee and its parts as coined currency, gave as his list the following terms ; —

Rupee, fahkd

Re. 1, tankh pyht (Bur, hydt)

half rupee, hdmiJ^

4-anna bit, mdtO, (Bur. niht)

2-aiina bit, imkdt ( = 1 mw : Bur. mu)

Thus showing that the Siyin Chins use practically the same terminoldgy as the Lais for
their currency.

80 Burmese, achet, spelt ah'yak, a blow, stroke. TanW ngaingai, genuine rupee j p. 684..
82 Pages 33, 42, 599, 681. * 8S Pages 47, 107, 225, 503,
8* Ea, Sh&n, = Bur. ngd, and so Mmd = ngdmd (Bur.), half rupee.
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TnrniEg to tiie Southern Chins, Col. Fryer nowhere mentions money, and Mr. Honghtoh
only does so incidentally, nsing the word for silver, hen, for rupee (p. 44) and also for money
(p, 46). From his pages the method of counting rupees can be gathered thus : —

—

page 46 hen lo-h6'‘
’

•** Ee. I

„ 47 hbn 16-‘ng6 ... Es. 5

48 .. hen Ib-nga ... 10

44 f. .. hen 16-haukkyit ... „ 50

Here Id (Zo)' is the numeral coefficient for coin, pp. 20,- 44.

It may be assumed, therefore, that the Chins'count their money in a straightforward way
by the British coins they use. But that they also use the numeral coefficients for the purpose
can be seen from a sentence in Newland, p, 96 :

—

adiluk-ka p6~ruk®® kan pSk-Iai

the-whole-for six- I pay-will

Translated : I will pay Rs. 6 for the whole lot.

The words for the metals compare as follow in my authorities

Chin Terms for the Metals,

' ifewland. MacNahb.' Songhto'n. Fryer. The Siyih.

gold ... shwg8« (B)M , shw^, shwi (B) . ia,s8 u k‘am (B)

silvefr iigun86(S) - nwS (B) ... hen h4am ... ngnn (S)

copper baungsa (S) . kl6sen ... haksan

brass,.. , dar dar ... k‘atya8» (B) 1 hakyeng

tin* ... sanpyu®® (B),

ngen
sanpyu®0 (B) daunglok' dal

iron tihr tihr n't‘i t*i,- n't^^i
...j

t*6

lead' kwen kwen ... ,fc‘e92 (B) hak

zinc • • • •»

1

chitkong

The Chins, or at' least some of them, must have some-notions of Troy weight, as may be"

seen from statements in Newland. Thus at p. 557 n. he says; after explaining that the Chins

measure and do not weigh their goods, “ silk yam is sold by weight, one rupee's weight being,-

akyi'-iphat (?- ahyh'pkcit, “ one rupee-weight), each kyip consisting of so many smaller skeins

or ]>ikk*kd.ts,^^ .... Beeswax is sold in pieces, each about a viss in weight ; these pieces

being called chwi- or shwe-kctt,’’ lit., one hundred. Here we seem to have distinct r-udimentS’

of Troy weight, copied from the Burmese and Shans, thus :
—

akyap-kafe weight of one rupee (tickal or told)

chw^-(= shw^“)kat weight of once hundred rupees

Po, num. coeffv, for rupees.

8hwi ngci4,ngaij ng4n ngaivigai, pure gold, pure" silver, €f, n. Sl-above, ngaingai, g&JimxxQ rupee,

B stands for BuriAese, and B for ShSn. 88 Maungl>dha, gold kept hereditarily :
p’. 75.

Bur; ¥aty6(.y junchheck:
: pp, 67, 104:. Also any white metal which is not silver.

T% Northern Chin.
8* From the expression ''(p" 67) for bullet, Ic'e-mHilng (Tc^lung, pp. 69, 116, a lump, hard thing).

»3- (y^e “cannot help thinking, however, that the Word is really the fccit'heing added for " one,'*
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To gather how the Iifishais reckon the money they come across one has to search

hrr. Soppitt^s pages. The word for rupee, or money, is that for silver, sliuM or shorn and ddr^

a word'with strong ISTaga afiSnities, is the numeral coefBcient for rupees
5
and it would seem

that in reckoning they either use (d) the term plus coefficient plus numeral, or (5) the coef-

ficient alone with the numeral, or (c) when there is no ambiguity simply the numeral. Thus,-

we find :

—

(«)

(5)

p. 6r Bs • ^ shorn dar-ringah

p. 60 Es. 2 dar-ni-

p. 60 Es. 4 daT-mtli

p, 67
'

Es. 5 dar-ringah

p. 35 Es. 20 d^r-sh6mni

p. 67 Es. 25 shomeuni dar-ring^h^^

p. 35 Es. 35 -
i dar-shomtum-l^-ringah

p. 66 Es. 40’ dar-shom-mili

pp. 66, 68 Es. 20 shdmenni

p. 68 Es. 20 shomni

p, 60 ... Es. 35' shomtum-ringah

Mr, Soppitt also gives s^M for the foUr-anna bit, borrowed from Bengali;

My own notes, however, tell a very different tale from the simple one above quoted, and one

more in accord with the painfully elaborate methods of calculating, which one knows to be

customary with 'the savage or semi-oivilized peoples of-the Far East. Whether right or wrong,

my notes are the result of an infinity of patience.

The first point to observe is the nomenclature of the coined divisions of the rujie’e

given me by tbe men, above-mentioned as'^peaking different dialects', whom I may now call

for the present purpose the Eastern and Western Lftshais ;
meaning by the Eastern

Lushai' the* man- (P-Maring) whose speech was nearest Chin and by the Western Lushais

the men whose speech was nearest tO'that of Mr, Soppitt^s Kuki-Lushais. These men named
the silver coins' thus ;

—

English,. Eastern IiUshai. Western EUshai,

2-anua piece parS ana^2 duana-13

4-aima piece silapj sipl^p sikp^

half rupee t’ngasi' * Mdaliii

rupee •«. tanga tanga

one rnpee^^ ... p^lapi® — ' — tanga-kH

Ij rupees^® p’lilp t’ng^sii^
, ... tanga-ll-sikii®

1| rupees^® p’lap-enk6i^^ tanga-le-hadali

1| rupees^^ p’lS.p-s5msi tanga-l^-hadali-sikJ

Pages 53, 57, 73, 75 for skilm ; pp. 66, 68 for sJidm= money,
: p5 77 for sMm silver.

n This is the usual Far Eastern way of employing the numeral-coefficient : the next instance is unusual. “

is-I. e,, two annas. Indian, doa7mi, a 2-anna bit.*’

1* Both Indian. Hddali= adJiili, a half rupee. The coins being placed before them to name, -

: la yVemay perhaps take ldp,(= IdJe) ~ one, and p’ C— 2>o, pa, etc.) as the numeral coefficient for rupee^ but

the expression has an interesting Eaohin look about it, vide ante, p. 198.

IT There is*confusion here, as both words mean Ee. 1| : = a half ^ Chin Mi in-Koughton, p, 112. '

l«'Z^ = with;. , ,
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Then comes the crux, — the nomenclature of the intermediate divisions of the
rupee, the uncoined odd annas of account, — where so much depends on the individual

intelligence of the examinee. Here the Eastern Lushai counted straight ahead, — 2, 3, 5, 6
annas and so on (jjare^ som, tatiga, tarClc — dna)^ varying his nomenclature only when he came
to four annas and eight annas, which he called by the names for the coins, sipldj and fngdsi.

He used, however, ^a-cifid for “one anna,” just as he used for “one rupee,” and a

notable term a^wat-dnd for “ 10 annas,” where one would have expected hd-and*

But one of the Western Lhshais gave a list, which was very puzzling, — probably he was
puzzled himself, — and I give it here with the explanation, just as it was given me.

Divisions of tlie Rupee.

The Western LushaPs Terms.

English. Lushai. Sense of the Ldahai.

1 anna... dartahga pali ... ••• copper-coins four^^

‘2 annas duund ... • • • • • • 2-anna piece (jdoann% Indian)

^ >» soni-lS'panl • •• 12 (pice)

4 sikl ... quarter (of a rupee)

5 » s6m-l^-pak’nga ... • •• 15 (pioe)20

6 „ s6mni ... 20 (pioe)2i

7 somni-pali ... 24 (piee)22

8 hadali ... ... .»• half rupee

8 » hadali-l^-pali ... half with 4 (pice)

10 „ hadali-l^-paryat half with 8 (pice)

11 « hadalW^-paryat-pali ... half with 8 and 4 (pice)

12 „ • B s6m-l^-pani « «• 12 (annas)

13 « • » s6m-16-patum ... • •• 13 (annas)

14 „ som-l^-pali ... 14 (annas)

16 „ s6m-le"pak’nga ... • •• 15 (annas)

rupee ... • •• taiigd ••• ...

The working of this, in reality intelligent, savage’s mind comes out clearly in the above

table. His anna was to him a concrete thing, w., a (Quartette of (coined) pice^ and he

painfully tried to multiply out his quartettes, making mistakes in the effort before long, until

he came to the half rupee, or hddali. Here he gained breathing time, until again the multi-

plication became too much for him, which caused him to boldly enumerate the annas direct at

12 annas and onward. He thus used the same expression for “ 12 annas” as he had already

I. e., four pice.

Should he 24t pice, s6mnt-$alir

20 Should he 16 pice, sSm-l^-^CLroh,

22 Should he 2S pice, sdmfd-^G/eydt^
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used for (12 pice) “ 3 annas,’* in a Eoanner with which xny readers wdll be now familiar. The

probabilities are that the more practised traders ot this communtiy enumerate thus :

5 annas ... siki-le-pali

9 annas ... hadali-l^-pali

13 annas ... hAdali-siki-le-pali

and so on.

I may mention that the Eastern Lnshai called pice hrt^aisd^ Icrt being used by him for

both brass and copper, according to a w^ell-known Ear-Eastern root. Also both men recognised

the Ah'us seed as minimi (East) and senUt (West).

The Lushai terms for the metals compai'e as follows ;—

*

English. LJr. Soppiit. Eastern Ijushai. Western LOslxai.

gold rangmAjak^s (p, 74) ko ... ••• ... raugmajak^^

silver shum (p. 97) ... tai sum

brass, copper ., ki‘i ••• ... dar, liAr

tin datsa ... rdngwA

iron tir (p. 75) ... IdhwA. (Indian) ... tir

lead kSma^s

i

sw^n

The fourth L'ushai, whom I had an opportunity of examining, was a Z6 (or Dzo, as the

hooks have it) ,2® the tribe most closely related of all to the Chins, and I have kept his

numerals to the last, so as to serve as an argument for clinching the inter-relationship of Chin

and Lushai*

Z6 Lftshai Numerals.

1 ..J p’kat '

2 ... p’nit 3 p’tum

4 p’li 5 ... p’ng^ 6 p’ruk

7 p’sari ... 8 .. p’rik : 9 p’kwa

10 ..J t’schom27 ... 11 .oJ t^schom-16”p’kal23 .,. t*schom-p*nit2®

100 ..J

1

1,000 ... t’chang

His terms for the metals were also extremely interesting. Gold, s^nd for the Indian

which has become the term for silver among the Manipia'i Nagas, ante, p. 214 : silver;, tankd,

i, e., the term for the rupee has become that for the metal it is made of : iron, t& r lead, har,

used for brass among the Lushais, as we have just seen.

Capt. Le win’s list in Anderson’s Hill Ti'p^&rOi, gold is shona (Bengali) : silver is lanMhon -* iron is

^ Also (Bengali). - 2ff is Burmese,

2® See Newland^ P» 1 ; Hougliton, p, 4,

The t, s and ch all distincfcly sounded, with a hesitation between the i and s.

28 So on to 19. . 29 So on to 90,

s»a Revoraing the Indian process of thought, where the coin," rupee,’ ^ is named a/fer the inetal it is made^f.
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From Mr. Soppitt’s account of IReKachcM N^gas of North KaoMr one seems to find in

ibeir tongue a tjpicfillv unstable language linking with both the Chin-Lhshai and the

HS.ga Groups. Witness liis numerals^®:

—

Kacheha Naga Numerals.

1 ... kut .«• ,,, as. 2 gaiia 3 giijum

4 .. madai 5 mingeo, mingao^^,,. 6 surfik

7 sena 8 dasat, dcsat32 9 sugili, shugui^^

10 ... gai&o 11 gareo-kat ... 20 enkai, enkai^*^

21 ... eiikai-kat^s 30 shimiSo ' 40 mdai, r’dai^®

50 ... ringjeo, ringao^^ 60 riag-sKruk^s 70 riag-sena

80 ... riag dasat ... ... 90 riag-sugui ... 100 hai

1,000 ... shslng
!

Mr. Soppitfc gives (pp. 38, 42, 44) the Kachcha N%a word for both silver and money

as rdng'tjdng, rdncj-hung^ but I gather that the word is really rang, gdug (hang) being its numeral

coefficient. Gold he calls (p. 43) gdchahi and iron (p, 44) hege.

Taking rang = silver, monej^ rupee, and gmig, Icdng^^ as its numeral coefficient, we find

that these N^lgas reckon money much as do their neighbours, JS.

(a) by rupee plus coefficient;—

p,31 ••• Es. 2 vkiig gang-gana

00 Rs. 25 rdng gang-eakaz-mingao

00 00 Rs, 40 ••• rang gAng-r’dai

(6) by numeral coefficient only ;

—

P* 9 ,,, a*. Re. 1 gang-kAt

p. 32 Rs. 4 or 5 ... ka ng-madai-mingao

p. 9 Rs. 61 riag-suruk gang-kat

It is also clear that they must have the same method as their neighbours for- reekor.ing

the parts of the rupee, as on p. 10 we find—
haori = 4 annas

bipi = 8 annas

hugi-gujum = 12 annas, lit,, “4-anna-bits three”

Mr. Soppitt gives no words for the weights, which is unfortunate as the Kachehd Nagas

must have definite ideas on the subject, as may be seen from a remai'k on p. 10, that, in relation

Ifco weights, haddiig == a quarter, gcijet == a half, iKidiing'-gnjiini = three qaarters,

Mr. Anderson’s Hill Tippera Notes are very slight, my own attempts with a Tippera.

one Narsi Ram, from Hill Tipperti, being more productive of words for the present purpose.

so See p. 8. , .
si pa,ges 28, 32, 47.

Page 42. ^ Fage 47.

s* Page 38.

so Eiikal^s&i hdt-h^o is the full expression and means ** ttventy- full-(and)‘One-single.”

36 Page 33. 1‘age 47.

86 ?vidg is clearly '*a ten,” and the numerals equal 6, 7, 8, and 9 tons. Shimr^^o, 30, seems to bo formed in tijs

same way., r *o being ten. ^So also radai, 40, seems to equal 4 tens, and rtngao^ 60, to equal 5 tens,

36 Kdng is the numeral coefficient for flat things in KachSrii Endle^ p. 13^ .
' • -
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From the information to hand, bou ever, we here, as in the Kaehari (B6d6) Language,

aeein, without leaving the class, to he getting away from immediate relationship with th©

1/hin-Lushai Group proper. Thus the Hill Tippera numerals lun as follows

Hill Tippera Njimerals.

Mr. Anderson, p. 13. Narsl R^m. Mr. Endle,
Kacharl Grarnmctr^ p. ii.

1 kiticha ••• .. k ay ^ **, ... .. kaich^a

su£E. sa, ha, a ... ...

2 • • * remoi *.* k‘au6i ... ... kunui

suff. noi ... ...

3 • •• kat^am ... k‘atan » » • kaFam

su:ffi. Fan ... ... • • t

4 buroi ... baroi ... burui

5 .. bd *• ba ... ... ba

6 • • <
dan, dok • • • dan dok

7 .. sini ... • •• san6 ... t*. ... ch^ni

8 oha, charii • « sa ch^at

9 *• chuk{i ... sakd ... * • chiku

10 ««« ciiS ; se . * • chi

11 sesa^® ...

20 k al •*• «•# kd ...

30 kd-pe-si^^ •••

40 kurundi ... ...*

50 kurun’chi
' ^

60 kuruta ..

70 kuratas! ...

80 kurubaroi ...

90 kurubaroichi «« * 0

100 razaha

1,000 saya ... ...

All bis teens’^ were regular, except 15, which was sard,

** Probably for ** twenty with ton. The remaining numerals seem to be formed by scores (kuru; Chin, kdr ;

Naga, kul, &*al j all no doubt through the Assamese, kUtri, a score) s thus, kuru^nOi, 2 scores= 40 j kunif^$i}-chit
2 score and 10= 50 j kuru^id^ 3 score= CO ;

kurutd^st, 3 score and 10= 70 ; kuru^haroi, 4 score- 80 j ibwii-
haroi’Chi, 4 score and 10 =a 00. Cf, the Manipdri custom as given above, p. 170, n. 10*
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Mr, Anderson makes no mention of money in kis Yocahulctryy but I squeezed a certain?

amount of information out of Narsi Ram on the subject. Thus :

—

Rupee, rang ^2 ,,, one rupee

half rupee

quarter rupee

.^43k’wa-a^

masa, m*sa

sag:!

Shown the coins, he enumerated the fractional parts of the rupee thus:

—

Re. H
Re.

Re. If

k’wa-a ana baroi

kVa4 m’sa ...

kVa sag! le-t‘an

He enumerated his annas, however, in a complete and straightforward manner from

1 to 15, using the suffixed forms for 1, 2 and 3, thus :

—

rupee one annas 4

rupee one (and) half

rupee (and) quarter by three^^

one anna . ... ana ha ... ... two annas ...

three annas ^na t^an ... four annas ••• ...

ana noi

ana baroi

and so on, even using and sd, eight annas, as a synonym for m'sd for the half rupee.

The words given for the metals compare as under :

—

Mr. Anderson. Narsi EAm.

gold rangch^o r^ngz^

silver ... ... rang riapai

copper poicha

brass petoh

tin ... ... sokopd*®

iron j... ... ... shor, char so

lead ... ••• sis^

Of the above words in Narsi Ram’s list, rdpai, petolh sisd are directly Indian, and so is the

interesting word poicha for copper, L e., metal. Lastly, Narsi Ram at once recognised the

Abrus seed, which he named hyewd.

For KacMrl there is Mr. Endle’s excellent and only too brief Outline Grammar^ showing

the connections and the widespread of this tongue under its best known title of B6d6 (Boro).**

** Silver, according to Mr. Anderson. K'wd is probably a. numeral coefficient.

** Equal to three quarters. With this sa^fA c/. Kachcha N%a 4 annas, and liCigi-gHjUtn (three hdgu)^

12 annas.

White iron ; white, Anderson, p. 13.

*« It may be as well to note here the various names, more or less well-known and familiar, nnder which KachMs

of sorts appear in books :
—

(1) B6r5, Boro, Bodo, BaraL, Bodo.

(2) Mech, M£-s.

(3) Hojai, H&jong, LMang.

(4) DbJmisA, Bhimffi.

(5) GAro, TipperA, Mikir (?).

18ee Eadle, Preface, p. v. ff.
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Its connection "witli the g;eiieral language of the North-East Frontier Hills comes out in the

words noted in these pages for numerals and enrrenej, proving it to be highly instructive for

the present purpose, despite the essentially Indian character of its surroundings.

The Kachari indigenous numerals only run as far as ten, thus, as given by Mr,

Endle :
—

Kaehari Indigenous Numerals.

Lowland.*" Highland. aaro.*8

1 ... sh, SOI, s6 sli6, si.*. ... « * « sa, sha

2 .. ne, noi, gne gini, gni • » gni

8 « • • t’am, g't^am gat'an, t'iin gifc^dm

4 • • t bre, broi biri ... ... bri

5 • •• ba ... a*. *- bonga banga

6 ««c ro, do ... ... ..
;

da ... • • • • « « dak

7 ••• « * sni, sini ... .. sini e • » sni

8 • • • zat, jat 3^i • • • chet

& sk‘6, sik^o shugu ... • • • sk^u

10 • »« • 0 zi, z6, ji • •• chi, chik^ung

20 ... k‘url, ^Vuri^^

When counting directly beyond ten, the Indian numerals are used, as may be seen from a

sentence on p. 66 :
—

dau-fM-au pandra ba ek^url t‘^k^a mangan

month-each-in fifteen or one-score rupee get

(translated) get fifteen or twenty rupees a month.

But the Kaehlris have borrowed the Indian scale of quartettes (ga^das), so popular

for reckoning cowries,^^ and this enables them to count as far as 43 in their own numerals.

Here we have that link in Kacharl with the Western tongues and habits, which explains

so much that is puzzling in the curious Manipuri method of reckoning sel and already discussed
;

while we have also in Kacharl an all-important link with the Eastern tongues and habits

in the full use of numeral coefficients, employed Chinese and N%a (not Burmese and Sh^n)

fashion.

Borrowing the Assamese word (= gandd)^ which they have turned into zah'ai

on p. 42), the Kacharis express 15 by za¥ai-i^dm‘(coeE,)4^dm, t. e., three quartettes and
three. Forty-two they express by «afc‘«f-0()-(coeff.)-n0, L e,, ten quartettes and two. The

(S and n in KacTi^rt and Gi.ro often eq.tial cTi, ch*, in the surrounding tongues.
*8 The GSro is essentially a mere dialect of Kachfir! or Bodo.

Page 60, Indian a score. "We can now trace the wanderings in the Hills of this well-known term from
hdri, through Assamese h*uri, to

(1) Tipper^, huru ; Chin, Tarut,

(2) Chin, Manipdri, Eachin-Singphd, Jfc'wn.

(3) Chin,M ; Tipper^, fc*aZ.

(4) Chin, Tipper^, Tco, go, gti^

(5) Lh6ta and AngAmi N^ga, (me)7ca, hwt; Chin, Icwh Kachoha Ndga,
so ante, p. 171. « P.ige 12,
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numeral coefficient for rupee is t^ai, a round thing,53 and so Rs. 15 ‘would be in this enumera-
tion &a¥ai-t^din-fai‘t^dm^ and Rs. 42 would be ea¥m-zb-t*ai-ne.

The Hachrins also leclron, like their Indian neighbours, in I’upees, annas, and pice, i, i?., in

their vernacular, in PalcUt {tahlm\ fa^sa Q'^oisd) and chid. For tdlid the numeral coefficient is

and for fciisd it is while there is no coefficient for dud This much can be gathered
from the following statements scattered about Mr. Endle’s book : —

pp. 36, 43 f. Rupee t‘aukA, t^akii

p. 60 ... • •• ... Re. 1 t'aka t'aisa

p. 58 ... Hs. 2 ... „ t^aindi

p. 42 ... ...
>> ^ „ t‘aifc‘nm.

p. 13 ... ,, 5,,« ,,, ,, „ t^aiba

pp. 39, 40 • « « ,, 10,.* ... ,, ,, t‘aizd

p. 66 ... -•* 2 pice p'oisa gatne

p. 42 ... 5 „ .«• •• faisa gatba

p. vi. ... « « • ... C annas ana-ro, ana-do

p. 60 ... ... 10 ,, ik.i
1

ana-z6

The only word that Mr, Endle gives for the metals is that for gold, which is darb% a

word of distinctly Eastern (Naga) affinities. He gives nothing indigenous for the weights,

but several obvious corruptions of such familiar Indian terms as wan, etc., are to be found

scattered up and down his pages.

Mr. Endle did not go beyond ten in the Garo numerals given by him, apparently because

of the limit of his indigenous Kachari numerals, but the Garo I examined carried his on to

100 and 1,000, thus :
—

G-aro ISTumerals.

1 mang'sa • V* 2 ... mang’g’ni V 3 ... mang’g'tam

4 mang’bri •• 5 ... mang’bang^ ... 6 ... mang’dfik

7 mang’s’ni 8 ... niang’chit®^ ... 9 ... mang’chiku

10 • • •
mang’chikfing®^

mang’chi®®

and 11 ... mang’oliik's^

mang'chisa57

and
'

20 ... kdrg'rak^^

30 kolachi^s 4 •« 40 ... sotbrp® ... 50 ... sotbang^

60 sotdok 70 ... sots’ni 80 ... sotchit

90 sotchiku »•« 100 ... arSch’sa 1 1,000... sotsik'ing®®

The prefixed to the numerals of the first ten appears in two lists in Dalton's

Ethnology of Bengal (p. 93) of the numerals of -the Bodos (Kachans) and the MIchs as ma7i

The Kaohch^ NUgas use gdng = ,
in Kachari, numeral coefficient for fiat things.

®s Also duplicated, chiichet.
. ^ it. -vt* -

^ K%ng may be compared with the terminal syllable ho, hong, h^ung already noticed among the JSag*-

Xie>nguages.

M Eviaeatly “ one score.” “ duplicated, chiohile’Uig.

So on to 19, using chi + numeral or chile + numeral at will.

«« Evidently a score and ten.
® olearly “ a ten.”

“ Should be 100, being literally ‘‘ ten tens” s its use for 1,000 is notable,
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and 7nim^ both prefixed. As will have been already seen, the M^chs and the Bodos are essen-

tially the same people. Though not mentioned by Mr. Endle, 7narig% man, iriin is clearly a

coefficient, as it will be seen to disappear in the coanting of money. Thus, the Garo I

examined called an anna gondCi, i, gandd, or a quartette (of pice), a fact of great interest in

th.e present connection, and proceeded to redson liis annas entirely as gond^s of pice.

Thus;—

1 anna... .J gondfi-sa 2 annas gonda-g’ni

3 annas «•«
1

gonda-g’tam ... 4 annas gonda-bri

and so on to 15 annas.

His numeral coefficient for rupee was kajg, and he counted his rupees Icapsa, Jcapg^m,

'kdpg'tdn?, and so on. Similarly he counted his pice, using the Indian word straight-

forwardly, 'poisd p*ra]c, poisd-‘g*ni^ poisct^g^tchm* Dike the Zo Lushais, he mixed up his silver

with his rupees, calling both tanhd, Eor brass he used the Indian word for lead, sc.v£i,

(To be continued^

THE SIEGE OE AHMADNAGAR AND HEROIC DEFENCE OF THE FORT BY

OHAND BIBI — A NARRATIVE OF AN EYE-WITNESS.

BY MAJOB J. S. KING.

Indian SfMff Corps {retired).

{Continued from p. 237.)

Muja-Md-ud-Din ShamsMrXMn, who, having undertaken the defence of the city and country,

was engaged in collecting a force andmaldng preparations to repel the vindictive enemy (some explanation

of which we have already given)
;
and when he heard of the death of Ansar Khan, and of Her Highness

Ohand Bibi having ascended the tower of the fortress, he hastened to attend at court with all his

glorious sons ;
and in like manner Af?al Khan and Mir Muhammad Zanjan, more ihan all, were

distinguished by the happiness of attendance at the foot of the throne of sovereignty. After that, all

the inhabitants and great men of the city, small and great, going to the foot of the throne, assembled

under the shadow of Her Highness’ favour.

At this juncture a body of troops from the north side of the city came into view, and arrived in

the vicinity of the namdts-gdh, A number of them rushed to the summit of the narndz-^gdli, and some

proceeded to the city. Since no one imagined the near arrival of the Mughal army, some people

thought this was Sa*adat Khiln’s force, and some imagined it was the army of the Habshis.

Shamshir Klian, in order to ascertain the circumstances of that force, sent a person among them, and

he brought back the news that this was the force of the Khaii-KhanAii and the advanced guard of the

Mughal army. The garrison of the fortress and the nobles when they became aware of the arrival

of the Mughal army, fired some guns towards them and dispersed those who had come on the plain

of the chahutra. Then with all their might they engaged themselves in strengthening and protecting

the fortress and getting ready the warlike apparatus. When the day had come to an end, the Khan-
KhanAn’s force did not remain in the vicinity of the fortress, but hastened back to the KhAn-EHianan,

who had encamped near the garden of the old ; and that night till the appearance of the true

dawn they remained cautious and wakeful. - - -

Her Highness Chand Bibi cast the rays of attention and favour bn the state of the well-wishers

and nobles of the country
;
especially Muhammad Khan, whom she treated with much affability and

kindness
;
and as a reward for his virtuous efforts and honourable services, she conferred on him the'

rank of toalcU and amir^ul^mard and the office of nd^'h ; and the reins of the control of all

« One of the subterraneous water-leads, of which there were fifteen in all — vide Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. XVII.
p. 670.
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mankind and the defence and strengthening of the fortress she placed in the powerful grasp of that
faithful IMn ; ordering him to exercise due vigilance and caution. To Mujahid-ud-Din Shamshir
Khan she entrusted the protection of the helpless people and vassals outside the fortress, and the
iighting the enemies of the State, A number of brave men and welhwishers of the State, such as

Mir Muhammad Zaman, and all the warlike ones she ordered to co-operate with him.

The next day was Tuesday, the 24th Rabi‘ II. (17th December, 1595). The Khan-Khanau
with a number of the officers of his army set about the protection of the city and Burhan^bM,^ and
conciliating and looking after the affairs of the inhabitants and vassals, who are a sacred trust from the

Creator of mankind
;
and issued a proclamation of security of property and life. A number of the

helpless and poor, who through want of ability to migrate, had remained in their dwellings, trusting

in the good news of the promise of security, took refuge in the neighbourhood of the fortress and all

the fortified villages.

On this day Mir Muhammad Zaman being appointed to summon Jalal-ud-Din Haidar, brought

to the foot of the throne that sayyid of high origin, with his glorious sons
;
in like manner Bukn-us-

Sultaiiat Af?al l^an being appointed to summon the ambassadors of the kings of the Dakhan, and

they brought these two pillars of religion and the State to the foot of the throne.

On this same day a battle took place between the forces of Mujahid-ud-Diii Shamshir Kh^n and

a body of the Mughals, who with the foot of daring were traversing the open space of the Kala Chau-

tarah plain. Mir Muhammad Zaman, showing valour and manliness worthy of a sayyid, charged the

warriors of the Mughal army and broke their ranks. Since in the beginning of the fight the flag of

victory of the nobles was exalted, the people of the fortress undoubtedly gained strength and became

hopeful of victory. At first they had been terrified, but afterwards they fought heroically.

At the close of the same day [17th December] the army of Sh0 Murad, with the great amirs

and Mam, such as Mirz^ Shah Rukh, W4li of Badakhshaa
;

ShahbAz Khan
;

Sadilj: Muljammad

Khan
;

Sayyid Murta?A and all the amirs and leaders of the army, with an immense and formidable

force, arrived in the neighbourhood of the city.® The dust of their force blackened the mirror of the

heavens, and the clang of their drums and trumpets made an earthquake in the earth and a tumult

ill the sky. They encamped in the vicinity of the old Jcdria, which is called the B%h-i-Bihisht

[Garden of Paradise] ,9 From the thronging of the many forces the area of that spacious ground

appeared narrower than a seal-ring or the eye of a needle.

Account of the pillaging and plundering of the city and country, which

caused disgust in the minds of high and low, and was one of

the causes of the failure to take the fortress.

This was one of the causes of the failure to conquer this paradise-like coimtry
;
and until the

news of this injustice and iniquity reached Prince Shah Murad and the Khan-Khanan, and they pro-

ceeded to put a stop to this tyranny and oppression, and punished a nmnber as a warning to the others,

no one in the city and its environs had any goods or houses left. Moreover, the foundations of buildings

had been destroyed, so that no one could distinguish his own house from that,of a stranger. But since

it appeared as if the divine intention was to prohibit the conquest and the plans of the amirs of Akbar

Shah’s army, that which occurred tended to undermine their power and dignity and supremacy, while

it tended to increase the greenness and freshness of the young plant of the hopes of the fathers of the

State. In truth, this was the first rupture which reached the foundations of the enemies’ good fortune.

7 A town about three miles north-east of Ahmadnagar fort, founded by Burh^n Nigam-SMb II.

« Another writer — Mlrz^Bafi'-ud-DinShkazl gives the names of the principal amirs accompanying Prince

Murad as follow *‘Kh&.n-KhAnan, ShahhAz Kambd, MJrzAEustam- grand-son ofBahrAm MirzA, the brother of ShA

Tahmasp, Muliammad SAdik MlrzA 'Ali Akbar PAdshAM and Shir^wAjah, with two hundred other great

amirsj’^ ... t> x

9 Or BAgh-i Hasht Bihisht, about four miles to the north-west of the fort. For description, see Mmiay

Gageiieer, Yol. XYII. p, 704.
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By the disaster of that sacking and plundering not a sign of cultivation or prosperity remained. The

roads oi communication with the various quarters of the country became closed, so that for the space

of three months not a haman being from the enemy’s country could bring any news to them
;

till

famine and scarcity in their army reached such a pitch, that duiing that space of time, no one among

either nobles or plebeians saw the face of ghee, rice and most of the necessaries of life. In the end, this

same scarcity and plundering became the cause of the return of that hostile army
, as will shortly, with

God’s assistance, be i-elated.

(To he continued^')

NOTES ON THE SPIRIT BASIS OF BELIEF AND CUSTOM.

BY SIR J. M. CAMPBELL, K.OJ.E., LO.S.

{Coniinued from j). 244.)

The following details shew the methods adopted by exorcists to drive out spirits in

North K^nara : — Lakshml, the wife of Anandrav Yardi, a SSnvi Brahman of Supa in Kanara,

while working in her house at noon (in 1881), was attacked by a family spirit. She began to

cry incessantly, let her hair fall loose, and tore her clothes. From these signs her husband and

other relations guessed that she was possessed. They put sulphur and hair on the fire under

her nostrils, but she did not speak. They then put a cloth over her face, and pouring water

on it called upon the spirit to speak, and say who he or she was. On this Lakshmt speaking in

the name of the spirit said :
— “ My name is Alvautin, I am Anandrav^s first wife, and I seized

this woman because she wears my ornaments and elotbes, and sleeps in niy room.” After this

statement, Lakshmi became more and more excited. So Anandrav sent for Parsu GhMS, a

spirit-scarer by profession and by caste a Kunbl. Parsu came about six in the evening. On
coming in he sat on the ground in the verandah. A low wooden stool and a handful of rice

•were given to him. Repeating some incantations he emptied the rice on the stool, and taking

one-fourth part he arranged it in three heaps before him. Turning his finger round the heaps»

and repeating incantations, he took one grain from the heap and broke it on the edge of the

stool. This he repeated three times, and then said that Lakshmi was attacked by the ghost of

her husband’s first wife, and that Anandrav should make a vow to his family gods to scare the

spirit. Anandrav did as he was advised. Still the spirit did not leave Lakshmi. So on the next

day Anandrav sent for Mang^sabhatta, another spirit-scarer. Mang^sabhat^ accompanied

by a man of the kind called jpdydlu, or born-feet-first, came at eight at night, and sat on a low

wooden stool. Mang^sabhatfca took out a glass, applied black powder to it, and gave the glass

and a lamp to the pctydlu to look into the glass. He then threw a cloth over the }')dydl%, and
taking a handful of rice and repeating incantations began to throw grains of rice on the fdydlu^
After a few minutes the faydlu told Mang^sabhatta that he saw in the glass a jungle where a
man came, prepared, and lighted lamps. He also saw the village gods, the family god and
goddess, and the spirit Alvantin, On hearing this the exorcist told Anandrav that his wife was
attacked by the spirit Alvantin, The exorcist then made a promise to Anandrav’s family god,

that after two months Anandrav would go to visit the god Mang^sa at Mangesi in Goa, and
prayed that during the two months the god should prevent the spirit troubling Lakshmi. After
the lapse of two months Anandrav with his wife went to MangSsi in Goa. There he poured
water over the ling of the god Mang^^a daily for sevei’al hours, and his wife walked a thousand
times round the temple every day. In this way they lived at Mangesi for about two yeara.

One night Anandrav was told by the god Mang^sa in a dream that his wife was well. So
Anandrav feasted some Brahmans in the name of the god, and returned home with his wife,

who was culled.

In Bengal, among the Xurs and Muasis, if any one is sick, or if an epidemic has come on
the cattle, or if some family has been haunted by a spirit, the people meet together, and go to
the house of their medium, called baiga or bhagatj with music and dancing. The people dance
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and play, and call on the spirit, until one or more of them begins to roll their eyes and twitch
their muscles. Then one or two others, generally old women, are seized. The attack comes
on libe a fit of ague. It lasts for a quainter of an hour, during which the patient writhes and
trembles and leaps from the ground as if shot. He is then unconscious. After a few minutes

spasms set in the hands and knees, the hair falls loose, the body is convulsed, the head

violently shaken, and there is a gurgling noise in the throat. Then the patient hops about

with a stick, the head jerking sharply. Noone in his senses could stand so much exertion fora

minute. The haigd is asked to cast out the spirit. If the spirit is the great G-anjam, it is asked

politely to withdraw; if not, it is driven out with threats and promises. When all is over, the

patient is rubbed with butter.^^ On the north-east frontier of Bengal Buddhist priests exorcise

in cases of sickness, or of devil or witch-possession,*® When the Santhals are troubled by a

spirit, or hkut^ they go to the medium. The medium fasts for a time. Then a drum is beaten

before him, and his head presently shakes, and his body writhes in hair-tossing spasms. The
spirit that was troubling them has passed into the medium. He shouts out some phrases, seizes

some victims that are placed ready, cuts their heads off, and pours out the blood.*®

In the Central Provinces, the Pardhans and Gonds get possessed Among the Naikad

Gonds the gods Wagh6ba and Morari, who are ancestral gods, enter into the ministrant, and

say whether they are pleased.*® The Karens have a priest or who goes into convulsions, and

gives an oracle.*®

The Panens of MalaMr make their living hy exorcism and charms. They speak

with spirits, who enter them, and make them do awful things. When any leading man is ill they

are generally called in numbers. They paint their bodies, put on crowns of paper and cloth, light

lamps, and beat drums, and blow trumpets and horns. They dance sword in band, jump on each

other’’ s backs, make bonfires, stick one another with knives, and push one another bare-foot in

the fire. The women shout and sing. This goes on for two or three days. They make rings

of earth and lines of red ochre and white clay, strew them with rice and flowers, and put lights

round them until the devil enters into one of them, and tells what the patient is suffering from,

and what must be done to cure him. They tell the patient, and he gives them presents, and gets

well.®® The Bnntars, a high class of South Kanara cultivators, have exorcists called Nacarus

like the Kunians of Malabar,®^ Buchanan®® mentions a class of men called Kanis or Walliars,

— that is, low-caste men who drove out spirits. Some of them did so from the knowledge of the

stars, and others rattled an iron instrument, and sang till their voice went, and they seemed drunk,

and were eonsidei’ed inspired. They could tell whether the spirit belonged to the family, and,

could be driven out. A family spirit, they said, was most difficult to dislodge
;
a strange spirit

could be easily driven out. All held this belief, except Brahmans and Musalmans,®® In Coorg,

the great sorcerers are Tantri BiAhmans from Malabar whose goddess is BhagavatL Every jeaT

certain candidates present themselves for the service of the goddess, and the (chief) Brahman

chooses one who is likely to make a good medium, and he becomes possessed by the goddess.

When he sees a suitable man the Brahman says a text, sprinkles holy ashes on his face, and

immediately the person begins to shake and dance as one possessed.®* In Coorg, exorcists relieve

ancestral spirits from the clutches of a demon-spirit. When an ancestral spirit is released, the

man, whose ancestor’s spirit it is, rushes home from the exorcist’s lodging without looking back,

or else the house spirit which rides on his back is scared.®® In Coorg, the Kaniyas are consulted

when a man or a bullock sickens. They examine their books and shells, which they use as dice,

and find out who sent the sickness.®® The Kois of Bastar slay fowls and smear the sick man’s

Dalton’s Descriptive 'Ethnology of Be^igal^ p. 233. Qp. cit. p. 114, Qp. cit. p. 214.

Hislop’s Aboriginal Tribes of the Central Provinces, App. II. and YU*
Hislop’s Aboriginal Tribes of the Central Provinces, p. 25.

^ Dalton’s Descriptive MihnALogy of Bengal, p. 117 ;
Tylor’s Primitive Culture, Yol. H. p. 131.

Stanley’s Barbosa, p. 142L Budianan’s Mysore, Yol. IH. p. 17,

Jsa Op, di, Yal. II. p. 152. Op. di, Yol. II. p. 152, Rice’s Mysore, Yol. HE. p. 251.

®5 Op, cit Yol. III. p. 261. Op. dt Yol. IH p. 212.
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face with the blood. They have black and white wiza rds. The white wizards foreteli.^7 Among

Parsis, if a spirit comes into a man, the priest drives him down right through the body out by

the left foot.s®

When the Shamanite magician of Siberia performs his superstitions rites, he puts on

a garment trimmed with bits of iron, rattles and bells ;
he cries horribly, beats a sort of drum,

agitates himself, and shakes the metallic appendages of his robe, and at the same time the

bystanders increase the din by striking with their fists upon iron kettles. When the exorcist

by his horrible contortions and yells, by cutting himself with knives, whirling, and swooning

has succeeded in assuming the appearance of something preternatural, the assembled multitude

believe that the demon they worship has taken possession of the priest. When he is enchanted

he makes a sign that the spirit has left him, and then imparts to the people the intimation that

he has received.®^

In the outlying parts of Burma, when the sick cannot he cured, a witch-doctor

is called, a rope is tied round the sick man’s neck, and jerked, and the spirit is asked why

it has entered the man. If an answer is given, and the spirit agrees to pass into some

article the object named is placed on the road. If the spirit does not go out, the man is

beaten with a bamboo ; the louder he shrieks the better. If this fails, a woman of the house

becomes the spirit’s wife, is dressed fantastically, goes into a shed, music is played, and she

dances into an ecstasy. She has the spirit in her, and says where the offerings should be put,^®

In Burma there are many experts who control evil spirits* * A woman who dances at feasts,

nat mecJimima, is consulted as to where the dead are.®^

In Ceylon, if a person is possessed, a bower of plantain trees is made near the house. In the

evening, the patient is seated on an upturned mortar facing south. Close to his feet are placed

chickens, cocoanuts, rice and limes. The verderale, that is, vaiclya or doctor, comes helped by
petty conjurers, who beat drums, leap and dance.®^ At Qaladcep-p'ii dewale a village eleven miles

from Kandy on the way to Colombo is the temple of Wahaladev. This is the great place for

exorcising evil spirits from possessed women. Women are known to be possessed when they
dance, sing and shout without cause, tremble and shake and have long fainting fits. Sometimes
they run away from their house, use foul language, and bite their flesh and tear their hair. The
ordinary demon priest or hattadiya gives relief. In cases where he fails he says the patient

should go to Gela-kep-pu. Within two or three miles of the temple the influence or demon
in a possessed woman becomes active and she moves on in a hurried desperate manner. No
one can stop her. At the temple she falls in a corner speechless or in a swoon. In the
temple a space is curtained off where the god is. The priest tells the god the woman’s story,

the woman all the time shaking and shouting. The priest says :
— “ Demon, will you leave the

w^oman ? ” Generally, the demon answers : — I will not.” Then the priest heats the woman
with a cane. The demon says : — I will leave her.” The woman grows quiet and returns
home. Of thirty or forty women so cured none have ever again become possessed.®^

Among the Chinese the chief Taoist priest, who belongs to a family who have been popes
one thousand years, is a great exorcist, and has conti’ol over spirits that enter and disease

women.®^ When a man is possessed by a spirit in China, a Taoist priest is called in. He fires

crackers, clashes gongs, and blows a conch. Kich pork, eel, and other food is offered to the
spirit. The exorcist then sprinkles tea in a circle, and burns red candles on a table covered
with yellow silk,®^ Exorcists are common in China. When an exorcist is called to see a case
of possession he makes an altar in the house, sets out offerings of pork, fowl and rice, and calls

Jour. B. A. Soc. Yol. XIII. p. 416. « Tylor’s Primitive Culture, Tol. I. p. 302.
Dr. Caldwell’s Pravidim Grammar, App., p. 582. co Shway Toe’s The Turman, Yol. II. p. 135.

61 Op. cit. Yol. I. p. 288. 62 Marshall’s Diseases of Ceylon, p. 54.
?» Journal, Ceylon Epyal Asiatic Society, 1865-66, pp. 41*43.
6i Cobbold’s Chinese, p. 73. 66 Oj>. cit p. 71,
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upon the spirit that has entered the sick person’s body, to leave the body and eat the
offerings. If the spirit does not leave the sufferer, the priest threatens that he will

ask the gods to banish the spirit to hell.es In China, if a man is sick with devils, the exorcist

makes a paper image of a man called Tai Sun. In front of the paper image an altar is made,
and on the altar are laid eggs, pork, fruits, cakes, and paper-money. Candles and incense sticks

are lighted. The spirit goes into the Tai Sun, who is carried into the street, and burned or put
in a boat to drift to sea.®^ When a house is haunted, the Chinese call a Taoist priest. The
priest wears a red robe, blue stockings, and a black cap, and holds in his hand a sword made of

the wood of peach or date tree which has been struck with lightning, A strap of red cloth is

twisted round the hilt, and on the blade is a mystic scroll written in ink. He lays the sword
over the altar with burning tapers and incense sticks. He prepares a mystic scroll, burns it,

and gathers the ashes in a cup of water. He holds the sword in his right, and the cup in his

left hand. Then he walks several paces, and calls on the gods to give him power to turn ont

evil spirits. He shouts :— Leave this house like lightning.” He takes a branch of willow,

dips it in the cup, and sprinkles the four corners of the house. He takes up the sword and the

cup, fills the cup with water, and splashes the water on the east walls. He calls aloud ;— Kill

the green spirits, or let them be driven away,” He does this at each of the four corners and

in the middle. The attendants beat gongs and drums with an appalling din, and the priest

shouts :— ** Evil spirit, retire, vanish.” Then he goes to the door, and makes cuts with his

sword through the air.^^

In a ease recorded by the late Sir William Maxwell from Perak in the Malay
Peninsula, the patient wasagiid in child-bed, who after the birth of her child became delirious*

A Malay exorcist, Ohe Johan, was called in and seated near the patient on a tiger’s skin. He
was naked to the waist, had a couple of cords bound across his back and breast, had strings tied

round his waist, and held bunches of leaves in his hands. Close to Che Johan sat a woman

who beat a one-end drum and chanted shrilly to the tiger-spirit or liunier bhdn, to which class

Che Johan’s familiar belonged. As the woman chanted, Che Johan sat rigid, then smelling the

bunches of leaves he began to nod, struck the bunches together, and fell forward burying his

face in the leaves, sniffing like a wild animal on all fours, growling, roaring, worrying. He

again sat up and struck his chest and shoulders with the leaves. He was now possessed by

the tiger-spirit. He spoke in a feigned voice and was addressed as Bujang G-elap or Dragon

spirit. He scattered rice round him, growled, muttered and danced, went to the patient’s bed-

side and hissed, “ Heijin, 0 spirit.” He sprinkled the girl and her couch with rice and a fluid.

He was again convulsed and crept under his mat and lay c[uiet for fifteen minntes. He then sat

-up and yawned, and still speaking in a feigned voice said :— A dunt laTigsuyctT, a white woman

is in the girl.” He again sprinkled grain, put some in the girl’s mouth, danced, and heat him-

self with leaves. At last he was tired, and gave up. Then an old man, whose familiar was a

water-spirit, tried, and did no good, A revolving mosc^ue was made, and as the demons would

not yield to force, the attempt was made to tempt them ont of the girl. Ofierings of the fat,

the sweet, the sour, and the pungent were made. 'A hen was put in the mosque, and the two

exorcists, with wavings, music and chants, joined in moving the spirits from the child to the

mosque. Each exorcist with a handful of leaves dipped in the liquor called tepong tawar

guided the spirits to the mosque. The mosque escorted by the exorcists was carried to the river

and started down the stream with charms and chants. This was done again next night, and a

day later the girl

The Papuans believe in evil spirits and ghosts. Evil spirits in a coast man are driven

out by an inland man into a hole in the earth. In Madagascar, when a person is sick,

the people call a diviner. Pieces of white wood, painted black and red, are laid on the roof of

Gra/s China, Vol. I. p. 101. Op. cii. Tol. 11. p. 20. 68 Op. cU, Yol. 11. p. 20.

Maxwellm Straits Jcwnal, December 1883, p. 232. Ingrk’s AifMralian Cousins, p. 32.
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the house, and a forked branch of a tree is set near the door. Twice a day they dance.

House charms and a dollar are placed on a wooden rice-mortar. A cloth is spread on the

mortar, and the sick, dressed in a foolscap with leaves and flowers and a tassel, is seated

on the cloth. Drums and bamboos are beaten, and the village men make a circle, and go

round clapping hands, while women sing. When a woman of rank dances, a person behind

the sick beats an old spade with a hatchet Exorcism is generally common among the

Wasnahilis of East Africa, The exorcist, or Mganga, drums, sings, and dances, and in

the animal excitement the patient is cured,^2 Mediums are common in South Central Africa.

Cameron mentions an old chief’s wife who was a medium, and held communion "with her

dead husband.^^ East African diviners cui*e fevers and boils. Most of the diviners or

white magicians are women.^^ Exorcism is practised among the Bongos of the White Nile.

The exorcist gives answers by ventriloquism.^^ In West Africa, the Pangos dance round the

sick, beating the tambourine. They deck the body with red and white bands. The sorcerer

mounts guard over the sick man’s hut with a drawn sword in his hand. The disease-spirit

passes into a hen, and the hen is chased away. If any one catches her he catches the disease.^®

The Californian Indians spend their time in getting sorceresses to break the spells of evil spirits.

In Europe and Western Asia, spirit-possession played a very prominent part in the

early days of Christianity. People who were liable to possession had a separate place

in the churches.^® The spirits were cast out by reading the Bible and praying.^^ The

North-men had male and female diviners with familiar spirits.®® The Skandinavians had

hoary-headed prophetesses in long white linen robes, who cured wounds.®^ The early

Christian Church claimed the power of exorcising demons. This was the only one of

the early miracles to which Protestants laid claim .®2 The Bulgarian exorcist still puts

a vampire in a bottle.®® Roman Catholic priests still exorcise spirits, but few Protestants

now claim to have this power. The English Dissenters claimed it in the seventeenth century.®^

Sorcerers were called tamans in Ireland, and had the power of restoring stolen goods. Vallancey,

in his Collectanea de Bsbus Hibernicis, No. XIII. p. 10, says :— ‘^A farmer’s wife in the county of

Waterford lost a parcel of linen. She travelled three days’ journey to a taman in the county of

Tipperary. The taman consulted his book, and assured her she would recover the goods. The
robbery was proclaimed at the chapel, a reward offered, and the linen recovered. It was
not the money, hut the taman that recovered it.”®® In Scotland, in 1700, spirits were sent by
exorcists to theRed Sea.®® Inthe eighteenth century, in Scotland, Popish priests had power over

devils, and could cure madness. The Presbyterian clergy had no such power. It was formerly

thought in England that a spirit could be laid in solid oak, in the pomel of a sword, in a barrel

of beer, or in a cask of wine.®® In Tork, till 1819, sorcerers or wise men were common.®® Some
of the cases which were tried as witchcraftiin Scotland, in the seventeenth centni’y, seem to find

an explanation in spirit-scarers’ practices in Western India. The accused sorcerer was
said to have made a hole in the house wall

; to have passed a cock three times through
the hole

;
to have laid the cock under the sick woman’s arm

;
and then to have burned

the cock in a fire. Indian practices explain these rites. The sorcerer’s object in passing the
cock through the hole in the house wall was to free it from any existing impurity or spirit. He
laid the cockunder the woman’s arm that the disease might pass from the woman into the cook,
and he threw the cook into the fire that the disease spirit might be driven away.®® The magic
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and sorcery which, caused so great a scare in Europe between the fourteenth and eighteenth

centuries was partly white magic, — that is, magic practised with the view of caring diseases

;

and partly black magic,— that is magic practised with the view of causing harm. The basis of

both was partly old rites and spirit-worship belonging to pre-Christian times, and partly a

knowledge of healing or poisonous herbs and drugs. Many of the cures were caused by simple

means without any power from spirits. According to Burton (1620) many an old wife does

more good with a few known and common garden herbs than our bombast physicians with their

prodigious, far-fetched, conjectural medicines.^^ So also in Pliny the quaint cures which he

ascribes to magicians differ little from the cures he cites as worked by the common people. As

a rule, Pliny professes to believe in neither, though he occasionally admits there must be some

reason why every one should believe in the cures.®^ He also abases doctors for being too fond of

new drugs, and praises the diligence and curiosity of the men of old, who searched the secret

of things.®^ As Pliny scoffed at spirits, he did not attempt to explain the grounds of the differ-

ent cures. Many of the cures he cites are difficult to explain. ' The bulk of them seem to take

their rise in the state of mind which believes all disease to be the work of spirits, and which

knows that certain strong-smelling or pungent drugs recover people from swoon and other

typical spirit-seizures.

It is interesting to note how far the priests of the different religions have claimed the

power of casting out spirits. Brahmans seem not to claim the power, or, at least, except the

lower class Brahmans, do not practise the art. So also the pure Lihgfiyats of the Bombay

Karnatak do not believe in exorcism. On the other hand exorcism was one of the most

important functions of the old Buddhist priest, and it is still the chief employment of the

Jain Gorji. In Europe, the early Christian Church had a special staff of exorcists. In the

Middle Ages, the Eoman Catholic priests practised exorcism. The power was at first claimed

by the Beformed Churches. The clergy of the Established Church of England after the sixteenth

century seldom exercised it,®® although Dissenting ministers continued to exorcise till the

eighteenth century. In England, Boman Catbolio priests are the only clergy who still

claim the power, and nervous seizures and similar diseases are now almost always treated by

physicians as bodily maladies.

(To be continued,')

DISCURSIVE BEMABKS ON THE AUGUSTAN* AGE OE TELUGU LITERATURE
BY a. E. SBBEAMIAH PANTULU.

{Continued from •p, 249.)

BuKKiVEAJA afterwards begot Hariharanatha byKfim^kshidSvi,^ who reigned from 1379 to

1401 A. D. His son by MalladSvi, Vira PraudharAya by name, reigned till 1412, and his son

VijayabhUpati till 1418, and his son D^varAya from 1422 to 1447. These facts we are able to

gather from inscriptions, but we are at a loss to know when exactly they were born, when they

ascended the throne, and when they breathed their last. They were constantly at war with the

Muhammadans from the time of Bukka, who gained a victory over the Muhammadans for the

first time in 1364 A. D. His son Harihara utterly I'outed them in 1380, and drove them off from

Goa. This Harihara gave enormous tracts of land to various Hindu temples. In the latter

part of his reign, Saluva Gunda was his minister, and he was the father of SAluva Hyisimha-

raja the person to whom the Jaimini-Bhdrata was dedicated. This Gnndaraja, who combined in

himself both the offices of minister and commander, gained an extensive tract of country. His

son Saluva Hrisimharaja occupied the whole of the Carnatic, as D^varaya died heirless,^ or for

SI Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy

^

p. 430. pUny’s Natural Eistorih Book xxyuL, Chap. 19.

as Op. dt. Book xxix., Cliap. 1. ^ Op. cit. Book xxviii., Chap, 20.

S3 Scott’s Nemonology and Witchcraft^ p. 247.

s [The mother of Harihara (II.) was Gaur^mbikd and Kto^kshid^vi was his paternal grandmother— Eptgmphia

Indica, Yol, III. pp. 36 and 228. —V. V.]

^ [The Tijayanagara king Bevaraya II. did not, as a matter of fact, die heirless. He had two sons,

Mallik^rjuna and Virdp^ksha I., and two grandsons, R^jas^khara and Virup^ksha II,; Npigmphia Jndica,

Yol. III. p. 36. —Y. Y.]
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some oilier reason. This Nrisiihha had an elder brother Timmaraja by name who was, I think^

the father of isvararaja, and the same as S^luva Timma, the writer of the Faramaydgivildsa.

Sa^uYa Nrisimha has made a good many grants of land. He made a grant of land to the temple

at Yaliam, ten miles to the west of Wandewash, rendered famous in the early annals of the

French in South India, in S. 5. 1391, i, e., 1469 A. D. It was during his reign that a grant of

land was made by another to the 'Baiva temple of Yavur in North-Arcot District in Saka 1893,

2 . e., 1471 A. D. From the preface to the Vardliayurdna we learn that Ifevarar^ya, son of

Timmaraja, was his captain-general of the forces, and succeeded to the throne after the demise

of Nrisiihharaja. We learn from inscriptions that he reigned from 1487 to 1509 A. D.

Some are of opinion that he reigned till 1505, when the reins of government were transferred

to his son, Viranyisiniha. This version may he true. As the father and the son bore the

same name, it is highly probable that those who deciphered the inscriptions^^have unconsciously

made a mistake, and have identified the son with the father.

From 1509 dates the reign of Krisli^ad^var^ya. It is plain from some of the works

dedicated to him that his brother guided the helm of the state previous to his assuming the

reins of government. There is no question that Nrisimha was of a diferent family from the

preceding Rajas of Yijayanagara, and became irregularly possessed of the throne. He is

admitted to have been a Telinga, and the son of tsvararaya, the petty sovereign of Karnul

and Arviri, a tract of country on the Tuugabhadra to the east of it, near its junction with the

Flnsbua. He is described by Farishta as a powerful chief of Telingana, who had possessed

himself of the greater part of the territory of Yijayanagar. His illegitimate son, Krishna-

raya, was the most distinguished of Yijayanagara princes, and although his name is not

mentioned by Farishta, it is admitted that in his reign the Muhammadans sustained a severe

defeat from the armies of Yijayanagara, and that subsequently a good understanding prevailed

between that court and the Bijapur monarchy for a considerable period,

Nrisimha had two sons, Yiranrisiriiha and Krishnaraya, the former by one of his

queens Tippamba, and the latter by a slave or a concubine, Nagamamba. A story is related of

the exposui'e of Krishnai4ya, when a child, by the order of the queen, who was jealous of the
favour he enjoyed with his father, and who therefore prevailed upon the king to put him to

death. He was secretly brouglit up by the minister, Timmarasu alias Appaji, and restored to

Nrisimha when on his deathbed, who bequeathed to him the succession, for the warlike

manner in which he removed the signet ring from the hand of his dying father, by cutting off

the finger, on which the ring was worn, by the sword. Some accounts slate, as has already

been pointed out, that he acted as minister and general of his brother whilst he lived, and
became Raja on the death of that prince. These receive countenance from works like the

Manucharitra, dedicated to KrislinadSvaraya. Othe;'* accounts assert that the latter was
deposed, and one narrative adds that he died of vexation in consequence. It is clear that the
regal power was usux’ped by Krishnaraya, at first perhaps in a subordinate character, hut
finally as king.

The existence of an independent principality on the east so near as Earnlil, the presence of

Muhammadan sovereignties on the north, and the continued series of Paj^^ya and Ch6]a princes
to the south, shew that the Raja of Yijayanagara could not boast, says Wilson in his Catalogi</e

of MaclceTtsie Collectionst p. 86, of a spacious dominion on Krishnar^ya's accession. From the
i^ange, however, of the grants of former princes, particularly of Harihara, it cannot be questioned
ihat their sway had at one time extended much further east, and it must therefore have been
considerably reduced before the Kurnha dynasty was exterminated. Kpshuar^ya not only
restored the kingdom to its former limits, hut extended them in every direction. He defeated
the ‘Adil Shahi princes on the north, and maintained possession of the country to the southern
bank of the Krishna, on the east he captured Kondavidu and’ Worangal, and ascended to
Cuttack, where he married the daughter of the Bi.ja as the bond of peace. In the south his

officers governed Seringapatam, and founded a new dynasty of princes at Madura and Trichz-
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Eopoly. The western coast had been held apparently through some extent by his predecessors
but he added to the Tijayanagara territory in that quarter also, and his besieging and takino-’
llaehol or Salsette is recorded by Portuguese writers, whilst the imperfect traditions of Malabar
preserve the fact of part of that province at least having been governed by the officers of
Krishnaraya, although they refer the oircumstauce to an erroneous era. At no period pro-
bably in the history of South India, writes Wilson, did any of its political divisions equal in
extent and power that of Vijayanagara in the reign of Ki-ishnariiya. Opinions vary as to the
date of tiiis monarch.

The known lists of the kings of this dynasty are most unsatisfactory, and hardly agree on
any one point, differing in regard to the dates, minihers, and order in which each king succeeded
another. A reference to Kelsall’s Bellarij Maniial, p. 109, and Wilson’s MacK Coll p. 264, will
confirm this. The tiaditional tables give a complete statement

i but these, obviously, cannot be
implicitly trusted on all points. Any attempt to make records so evidently contradictory agree
with each other, must, unless fresh evidence is forthcoming, only end in failure, and much
labour and research must be incurred before th6 tangled web can be unwoven. The only
course left is to examine the inscriptions, for even when they can be proved to be forgeries,

they perhaps state truly that a certain king made a grant to a certain temple. Genuine
Vijayanagara grants are extremely numerous, and fresh ones are continually turning up. But
the forgeries are probably nearly as plentiful as the genuine grants, for, on the disruption of

the kingdom, forgery was widely practised to retain possession of lands, etc.
;
and to shew that

the lands had been in possession of the forgers or their abettors, from time immemorial,
forged grants usually purport to have been those of the popularly accepted first sovereign

Bukka, whose reign is usually antedated by periods varying from 100 to 200 years.

Any attempt at present to give a genealogy of the kings is futile, as a great deal of what is

sometimes accepted as fact is in reality only surmise.® Thus for a list, differing in many points

from either of those quoted, let the reader refer to Burnell’s South-Indian Palmgraphtj,

pp. 54, 55. This list read in the light of inscriptions more I'ecently discovered, and published

in Sewell’s Lists, Vol. IL, will prove instructive.

We cannot exactly say the day or the year in which Krishnai4ya was horn.® Some are of

opinion that he was born in 1465, while others fix the date at 1487, and there is hardly any
material for arriving at the truth. In the biographies of Dekkan poets, published by Kavali
Venkata Ramaswami, at Calcutta, in 1829, the date of Krishnaraya’s death has been fixed at

S. S, 1446, L e., 1524 A. D. From this we learn that he must have been born in 1484 A. D., for

it is said in the same work that he was forty years old when he died. An impromptu poem of

Allas^ni Peddana, current in the Telugu country, pretty nearly confirms this view. Till more
accurate information is obtained on the point, we may for all practical purposes put down
the date of Krishnar^ya’s birth as 1484 A. D. From the poem just referred to, we learn

that his death must have taken place in S. S. 1447, i. e,, 1524 A. D, But from the multitudes

of inscriptions of grants of land, available, modern ai’chseologists are at one in fixing the

date of his demise at 1530 A. D. There ai’e some grants of one Achyutad^var^ya in 1526-1529,

and it is highly probable that these might have been made during the lifetime of Krishnar%a.

We learn that this Achyiita was the son of jSTrisimha, by another wife Obdmba, from the

following inscription of a grant of land made by Achyuta in 'S. S. 1459, i, e., 1537 A. D., to a

Brahmana of N^r^anapura in Horth-Arcot District, in which it is said :
—

Tippaji-H^gala-dSvyfih Kausalya-sri-Sumitrayoh \

Jatan vira-Nrisimhendra-Krishnaraya-maMpati \|

Asmad-0bAmbikadevyto-Achyut6ndr6pi bhupatih \

® [A genealogy of the dynasty, which may be regarded as reliable is, however, to be found on p. 3 of

Epigraphia Inddca, Tol. IV, — V. V,]

[Whatever might have been the dates of his birth and of his death, his inscriptions range from A, D. 1510 to

1529 ;
Iiidica, Yol, rV. p. 3. — V. V.J ^

’
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We learn from tLe Pdrijatapaharamf that Krisiihha, the father of Krishnad6var%a,

brought Madura and Seringapatam under his sway. We learn from the same work and from

the Krislinardyacliaritra, that in 1613 Krishnaraya began his campaign for the reduction

of South-India, reduced Mysore and the country along the Kaveri to his authority — defeated

the Muhammadan armies of Bijapur and Golconda — captured the forts of TJdayagiri,

Kondavidu, and Kondapalli, and invaded Orissa, the Gajapati prince of which country

w'as compelled to do him homage. In the very same year he invaded the hill fortress of

Udayagiri in the district of Kellore, and utterly routed Praharesvarapatra, and brought the

fort under his sway. Sometime afterwards, his minister Timmarasii (Appaji) invaded Kanigiri

in the same district, and sent word to Vira-Endragajapati, the king of the place and the last

of the line of Prataparudra of Worangal, requesting him to offer the hand of his daughter

to Krishnaraya, as an emblem for peace, Now as Krishnar^a was the son of a concubine,

he was not a married man at the time cf his accession to the throne, because nobody would

offer him the hand of his daughter on account of his low birth. Even in such a case as

this, when the offer was made by Timmarasu, the Gajapati of Kanigiri was most unwilling

to accede to the proposal, but being fully aware of the consequences of a point-blank refusal,

apparently consented to the proposal, and invited both KrishnarAya and his minister to his

palace, intending to put an end to the life of the former. But the minister, Timmarasu, scenting

treachery, put on the imperial robes and dressed up Krishnaraya as a servant. Unfortunately,

the members of the seraglio inferred that this servant was the real king, from the signet ring

that he w^ore in his hand. The brave Timmarasu, however, did not lose his presence of mind,

and got the king out of the palace somehow. As soon as they found that they were beyond

danger, they invaded Kanigiri, carried off the Gajapati’s daughter, (TiinnAdevi, as a captive of

war, and drove him and his family to the Vindhya mountains. Their wailings and lamenta-

tions there found a poetic expression in Peddana’s Manucharitra,

Attempts were soon made on Krighnai'Aya’s life by his new spouse at the instigation of

the few_ female friends, who had accompanied her to the royal household. On the very day

appointed for his nuptials, the bride was covered -with knives by her attendants who induced

her to try and murder the king at once, and thus save the honor of her father's family^ She

felt compelled, though most reluctantly, to 3ue]d to the advice of her friends, and went into the

bridal chamber -with the knives concealed on her person. Krishnaraya was startled at the

sight she presented and called out to his friend and minister, Appaji. Timmarasu, w^Lo w'as

at a considerable distance from the chamber on his own business, somehow heard the call,

and sent the bride and her friends back to her father. However, in remorse for what she

had done the bride led the life of an anchorite in a forest now in the Cuddapah District,

wTiere her husband provided for her decently.7 She constructed a beautiful tank there of about

twelve miles square and her image is to be seen on the inscriptions adjacent. In its bed,

numerous small islands, called Lankas, are formed, with plenty of cultivable land and a numbet
of villages.

And about this tank there is a legend. Though she spent a large amount of money to

close its two ghats, she could.never complete them. She w^as pondering over the affair one

day with sorrow at her heart, when an pld shepherdess, who used to supply her with milk

every day, asked her the cause of her sadness. She narrated to her the whole story, when the

shepherdess solved the riddle by saying that p^ch gJidi was in need of a human sacrifice, and
offered her two sons for the purpose, turning a deaf ear to all entreaties. The old woman
went home, called her sons, and told them of what had transpired between her and the exiled

[That thia story is not very prcbahle and that the king treated his queen, ChinnAji-amma, as he did his other
queen,TirTimala-amma,-arG shown by the inscription froip SiibhUchalain quoted below and by the fact that severa
valuable gifts were made at Tirupati, Tiruvann^jnalai and other sacred places by both of these queens. A labelled

stone image of each-of these two queens exists in the Tirupati temple on either side of an image pf JCrish^araya
j

jg^adfas Qliristian College Magazinet Vol. X. p. 674. « V. Y.]
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queen, and said that the time had now arrived for them to become famous in the world,
so long as the world would last. Thereupon the two sons girded up their loins, and, intent upon
acting up to the dictates of their mother, came as cheerfully as a person going to his own
marriage, to Yaradarajamma, for that was the name by which the exiled queen was familiarly
known to them, and said ;

—^^0 mother, bless us that our names may last as long as the world
lasts !” Tlie queen was delighted at the brave words uttered, and told them of her incompe-
tence and inability to do anything for them in return, Eut she offered them some money
w’^hich they might devote to a charitable purpose. On this they said that if she was really in

earnest about it, she might build two cities in their honour and in their names. Yaradarajamma
gladly acceded to the proposal, and then the two brother’s went fearlessly like two brave

warriors going to battle, and with hands upraised offered their prayers to PammSsvara, and
entered the gf/ia/s as if to gain a victory over the lord of the waters. The diggers of the tank

thereupon threw a few baskets of mnd over their heads. Everything afterwards, it is said,

went on smoothly. Yaradarajamma, as promised, built two villages in honour of them. The
brothers went by the names of Peda Kambadu and China Kambadu, and the villages bear the

names of Peda Kambam and China Kambam, Their fame was afterwards amalgamated

nnder the name of Kambam, familiar to all the presidency of Madras.

So far about the story of Krishnaraya’s first marriage. Let ns now turn our attention

to some of the conquests he made. We have seen that in ISlo A. D. he star-ted on a plan

of campaign for subjugating the southern country, and brought under his sway .Kondavidu,

Bellamkonda, Yinukonda, Bezwada, Kondapalli, Rajamahendri, etc. In 1516, he raised a stone

pillar at Potnur, about ten miles distant from Bhimiiipatam in the Yizagapatam district,

describing the conquests he had made. He then extended his conquests to Yaddathi in

the Yiravalli Taluk of the same distrct, w^ent on to Cuttack in Orissa and set fire to it, when

Pratfi-parudra, king of Kalinga, who was reigning over Orissa, effected a reconciliation with

him by offeiung him the hand of his daughter in marriage. Kpshparaya, therefore, gave

back the whole of the Kalinga country, as far as Rajamahendri, to Prataparudra, and

entered KiiSchipura, the modern Conjeeveram, in the Chingleput District, towards the end of

1516 A. D. His marriage with the daughter of the Raja of Orissa and his return to

Yijayanagai’a form the concluding portions of Krishnai'dyacliaritra, a work by Dhiirjati, son of

Arugandi Kasipati, composed by the order of the ruler of Arvidi in the Ceded Districts.

(To he continued.)

MISCELLANEA.

KALAMPAT—A POEM OP EXORCISM.

The IKalampAt is a ceremony performed in

certain parts of Malabar by Nairs, Tiyyas and

other MalayAli Hindus:—-in the case of a

married Malayali Hindu girl of seventeen or

eighteen years of age, with the view either^ of

bringing about maternity ; and with the view

of insuring easy delivery in the case of a

woman who is enceinte.

The evils of barrenness and miscaiTiage are

ascribed to malignant genii who have special

power and influence over women. These spirits

ai*e Vini&na Badakal (Spirit of the SkiesJ,

VimAna Sundaran (Siren of the Skies),

Yecchen, Brahma-BAkshasan, XJddal Varatti

(Drier of Body), Pillay.Tliini (Eater of Infants),

and Bekta-Beswari (Goddess of the Blood).

The propitiation of these malevolent imps is the

object of the ceremony, which is got up by the

relatives of the young wife, but her husband has

to meet the incidental expenses.

If the object is to guard against the mis-

fortune of baiTenness, an auspicious day is

chosen for the function, hut if the end in view

is an easy delivery, some day in the seventh

month of pregnancy is fixed upon, Ajpandal,

standing on four pillars, decorated entii-ely with

fmit and flowersi and ceiled and screened at one

end with cloths, is put up for the occasion.

Bui-ning lamps are suspended near each of the

pillars, and the sanctuary thus made is adorned

with a representation of KAmen, the Cupid of

the Hindu Pantheon, wrought into a carpet made

of field and meadow blossoms and pigments of

various colours. A pot of gurusi (consecrated

-water) is placed near the spot.
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Tlie ceremonial is performed after nightfall.

The young woman in whose favour ib is perfox*med,

bearing a pot containing rice, betel, a cocoanut

and three little bundles, enters the pandal

and walks round the sanctuary thrice and then

stands facing the East. Meanwhile, a band of

Tcctnisans or astrologers have already turned

up and taken their seats near the pandal, whence

they chant a stotliram (anthem). The young

woman sets the vessel down. Some rice and

cocoanut dowers on a plate are handed over to

her. She takes the plate and sits down The
astrologers resume their music, singing hymns of

invocation to G-anapati, Sarasvati and Krishna.
The afflatus at this stage descends upon the young

woman who rises and dances about wildly.

Should this mood prove to be unusually exciting,

rice and ashes are prayed upon and are then

applied to her head.

Time has slipt by almostimperceptibly while all

these mystic functions have been going forward
and while the stillness of the night has been
constantly broken by the montonous and almost
painfully weird chant of the indefatigable choris-

ters. It is now noticed that the earliest streaks

of the new dawn are beginning to appear faintly

and gradually in the low Easteim sky. So the

chief of the choristers rises from his seat and
produces a plantain-tree stalk, which he cuts

down to a convenient size and drives into it

three broom sticks, at the higher ends of which
are attached some Httle ornamental designs made
of the tender leaves of the cocoanut palm. The
top of the plantain stalk is lighted by means of

three wicks, also attached to broom sticks. The
chorister holds the illumined stalk in his right

hand, and a bell in his left. He approaches the
young woman and squats down in front of her.

He moves both his arms about, and the musical
tinkling of his little bell harmonises with the
hymn or stothram which he starts singing before
the gild. After a litte while he ceases chanting.

sets down the bell, takes up the holy water, which,

it will be remembered, had been placed there ear-

lier, and going offl to a corner of the yard throws

down the plantain stalk and empties the holy

water over it, thus removing all the malignant

influences from the woman. He returns to the

^andal and sacrifices a fowl and when the bird

is quite dead, he thi*ows it to some distance,

going afterwards to see to which side the head
inclines, in order to make certain predictions as

to the results that may be expected from the

ceremony. These results may be either good or

evil.

The husband of the young woman recompenses

the astrologers with new cloths. A lialampdt

may be conducted by from four or five to as

many as thirty or forty of these hired astrologers,

according as the means and the station in life

of the family permit. The head astrologer of

the village has to take the responsibility of

bringing the other functionaries. In addition

to the cloth, with which he in common with the

others is presented, he is the recipient of certain

other gifts, such as rice, cocoanuts, betel and
money.

It may be remarked that considerable import*

ance is attached to the lighting of the super-

structure, wherein the described ceremony is

held. No religious function of the Hindus or of

the demonolators of Malabar is complete without

its burning lamps. The Malabar dur-^mantravdcU

sets the greatest value on his various little buiuiing

wicks. In the shrine of his snake- god, the pious

Malaydli nightly burns a little lamp, and at the

family altar in a corner of the yard a little lamp
sheds its fitful gleam on certain prescribed nights.

This importance of light as a religious symbol is,

of course, not peculiar to Malabar. Life and
light have always been associated together, both

by savages and civilised people. Fire, as the

great Zoroaster said, is the soul of everything,’^

‘‘Casual.”

NOTES AND QUERIES.
BAG.

I HAVE lately come across yet another form of

this curious word
:

p. 196, and Yol. 5XII
p. 165. . .

'

e. 1700.— “ They (Peguers) have Images in all

then* Temples or Baws, of inferior Gods, such as
Somma Cuddom (Samana Gotama) . , . .

They never repair an old Baw, nor is there any
Occasion for that Piety or Bxpence

; far in every
September there is an old Custom for Gentlemen
of Fortune, to make Sky Rockets, and set them

a flying in the Air, .... but the ha]3py
Man, whose Rocket makes him in the God’s

Favour, never fails of building a new Baw, and
dedicates it to the God he adores, .... I

mustnotomit giving the Clergy their due Praises

in another particular Practice of their Charity,

. . . and when the unfortunate Strangers

come to their Baws, they find a great Deal of

Hospitality, — Alexander Hamilton, Bast Indies

,

Yol. n. pp. 55 f.. 62.

R. C. Temple. -
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THE SIEGE OP AHMADNAGATl AND HEROIC DEPENCB OP THE PORT BY
CHAND BIBI—a narrative op an EYE-WITNESS.

BY MAJOE J. S. KIN a.

The Indian Staff Corps {relired\

{Continued front p. 270.)

33'ight attack made by Mubtoz-ud-Bin Abbang on the army
of the Mughals

;
and explanation of some of the

fatalities which occurred in that interval.

I
T lias been already related that when the 5:abshi amirs, owing to quarrels among themselves, became

dispersed, each of them became scattered through the Vxarious quarters of the dominions. Of

these, I^ilas Khan, ‘Aziz-ul-Mulk, Bulail Khan and others hastened to Baulatabad
;
and the garrison

of that fort having espoused their cause, they raised to the sovereignty one named Mot}, and called him

*‘Moti Shah,’’ and hoisted the standard ol: opposition and independence. And in like manner Mubariz-

ud-Biii Abhang hi order to get one of the sons of the kings and heirs of the country, hastened

towards Bijapur, where he procured His Highness Mirto Shah ‘Ali, [son of ?] the late Burhan Kizam

Sliah^ who was living under the protection of Ibrahim ‘Adil Shiih, with the sagacious son of that sove-

reign, who was twenty years of age. With a number of followers he then entered the district of Bhid,

where he engaged himself in arranging the affairs of State and the conquest of the kingdom
;
and

collected a large crowd of dispersed troops in that district, who had been scattered throughout all parts

of the country.

When Mlyfm Manju, through fear of the Mu^al army, went with Ahmad Shah towards the

district of Bhid, Her Highness Chaud Bibl— who constantly look part in lie affairs of Slate and >le

arrangement of the business of the kingdom— sent to Mub^riz-ud-I)in Abhang Khan, a confidential

messenger with her private seal, and forbade that nobleman to engage in war with Manju or to pursue

him
;
but ordered him to proceed io Daulatabfid, and in conjunction with all the Habshi amirs and

other confederates, to expel the Mu^al army- In accordance with this order, Mubariz-ud-Bin

Abhang ]aau with His Highness Miran Shah ‘Ali and about 5,000 veteran cavalry, proceeded

towards BaulatAbiid.

When the news of the approach of Miran Shah ‘All and Abhang Khan reached Ikhlas Khan

and the other Habshis, owing to a quarrel which had previously taken place beLween them, they were

not desirous of* an alliance with Miran Shah ‘Ali so, taking counsel with one another, they said,

** We have appointed a person to the sovereignty, and raised the regal umbrella over his head, and

have given him the control of all the affairs of State. To depose him now without cause, and to

choose the service of ShAh ‘Ali, who is a protdge of Abhang Khan's, and to place ourselves under the

orders of our enemy, can have no result but repentance.” Consequently, not being willing to

form an alliance with Abhang Khan or submit themselves to His Highness Miran Shah ‘All, they

refused to meet them or speak with them ;
but about 500 celebraled cavalry— well armed and brave

of their army, separated themselves from I^lfis Khun and joined the camp of Shah *A11 and

Abhang Khriu.

Wheii His HighnessMMa ShSh ‘Alt and Abhang mn gave up all hopes of an alliance with, or

the submission of, IlAlas KMn and the other Habshi awirs, they sent to Her Highoess Chand Btbl

a representation of the state of afiairs. saying “If Yonr Highness so order it, with the force which

we have with us we shall gird up our loins in the service of the State, and nse our best endeavours iu

the defence of the fortress and fighting against these lords of arrogance.”

Ohfind Bibl issued orders summoning them to the capital, and accordingly they turned towards

the city When they arrived near it, they sent to the neighbourhood of the city a spy, to venfy the

roads aud places intervening between them and the fortress, which might be free from_ obstruction by

the Mnghal army. The spy, after reconnoitring, brought informatiou that the east side of the foir
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tress, which was the general highway for all, was clear of Mnghals
;
consequently Miran Shah ‘All

arid Abhang Khan, with a force of their warriors always eager ior battle, at the close of Saturday, the

28th Rabi‘ II, [21st December, 1595] started towards the fortress by the road which the spy

pointed out.

It was a wonderful coincidence that on the morning of this same day Trince SMh MurAd started

to examine the surroundings of the fortress, and to inspect and distribute among the of his

army the various batteries and trenches
;
he went about like a travelling star in the revolving heavens,

and with the eye of confidence and attention observed the surroundings of the fortress. The east

side, which was the general highway and the road of the avenging army, he entrusted to the charge of

the Khan-RMuAn. At the close of the same day the Khan-Khanan marched from the neighbourhood

of the namdz-'gdk, and alighted in the garden of the ^ahudat-Mdnali [house of worship], which is situated

directly on the road of the force of His Highness Miran ‘Ali Shah and Abhang Khan. The whole

of the Khan-Khaiiaii^s army pitched their camp round that garden
;
and as they were not

aware of the arrival of the hostile army, on this dark night both great and little of the

Khan-KMnAll’s army slept the sleep of carelessness, and observed no vigilance or caution.

After two watches of the night had passed, His Highness Miran Shah ‘Ali and Abhang Khan, with

their formidable force like a powerful torrent and raging river, reached the army of their opponents

and became aware of the encampment of the Mughal army
;
and as it was an exceedingly dark night,

and the opposing force W’as wrapped -in the sleep of negligence, they threw themseh es on those

incautious ones and attacked them
;
and falling on them like distracted lions in the mddst of sleeping

wild asses, they put those negligent sleepers to the sword. When the Khan-Khanan’s troops opened

their eyes from sleep, they saw standing round them a foimidable crowd like a sudden calamity
;
they

found the road of escape blocked on every side, and the gates of death open in the face of their

desires
;
consequently they saw no remedy but fighting, so they hastened to the field of battle and the

acquisition of a name and reputation. Some at the doors of their tents and sleeping places travelled

on the road of obliteration and oblivion, and a few, abandoning their property, went to the Khan-
Khanitn’s pavilion.

When the rank-breaking army of the Dakhan found the tents freed from the existence of their

enemies, abandoning all caution, they hastened to plunder the property of their enemies. Abhang
Khan, with a body of his troops like savage lions, took up a strong position like the mountain of

Damawand near the Khan-Kbandn’s tent, and for nearly two hours fought with that aimy. The
KhAn-Khandn with a body of expert archers, who on a pitch dark night could have sewn up the eye

of a snake or an ant [with their arrows], got into the house by the roof of a very lofty building, and
made Abhang ]^an and his followers the target of their arrows. From the fire of the stone-splitting

arrows they set fire with it to the plain of battle, and dried up with it the bodies of the brave men,
till time after time as the Khan-Khanan’s force increased in numbers, the Dakhani force, through lust

of plunder, diminished. Since Abhang saw that the enemy having become strong, the affair

had gone beyond the bounds ol rashness, he, with the body of troops which he had with him, carried

off the son of Miran Shah ‘Ali and gallantly made for the fortress, whilst Shah ‘Ali with some of his

men returned by the way they had come. Daulat Khan Ludi, one of the am^rs of the Khan-Khanan’s
army, followed Shah ‘Ali, took about two hundred prisoners, and killed a great number. But Abhang
KhAn with the sons of Miran ShAh ‘Ali and a great number of men, on that dark night reached-tke

gate of the fortress, and made up the strength of the garrison to 1,000. The chamberlains of the
court, by order of Her Highness ChAnd Bibl, admitted Abhang Khan with the sons of Miran Shah
‘All to the fortress, and brought them before her. Her Highness was much pleased at the account of

the excellences and good qualities of the great andry and suitably acknowledged his virtuous efforts in

the cause of the State, and confirmed the signs of his intrepidity and boldness. By her gratitude and
c(^ndescension as well as by general rewards and countless royal kindnesses she showed her appreciation

of his services.

Since Abhang &An had shown such superiority over the Mu^al army, and displayed such
valour, extreme terror of the rank-breaking army of the Dakhan obtained ascendancy in the minds
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of the enemy s army, and the Vain-glory which they had hitherto felt, owing to the absence of opposition

on the part of the Oakhanis, became changed into iear, From this great night attack a great terror

reached the enemy’s force, and they became excessively afraid of fighting against the people of the

Dakhan, Abandoning their natural disposition of carelessness which they had shown on that night,

after this they observed the greatest caution, and used their utmost endeavours to take the fortress.

The surroundings of the fortress were divided among the celebrated amh'S and seasoned troops.

The Prince chose the east side of the fortress, which is opposite the place of the battle, as the position

of his own special division and the army of Gujarat
;

the south side, which is opposite the village of

Shaitaiipur and towards the Farah-ba]^sh Garden, he gave in charge to the force of the Khan-

Khanaii
;
and the west side of the fortess, which is towards the city of Ahmadnagar, and is the

principal gate of the fortress, was entrusted to Shahbaz Khan and Mirza Shah BulA. The north

side, which is towards Eurhaiiabad and the Namaz-Gah, was entrusted to Baja ‘Alt Khan, the wdU
of Burhanpur. From all four faces the Mughal army, with the intention of battle, advanced the

batteries and entrenchments and completely surrounded the fortress. Day and night they carried on

the work of the siege, and strove their utmost to take the fortress.

The brave Mujahid-ud-Din ShamsMr Kh&iij who with his sons and a body of his troops outside

the fortress, up to the last showed eagerness in defending himself and fighting, came into

the fortress
;
and then the doors of entrance and exit were barricaded, and the defenders, of all ranks,

giving up their minds to war, were assiduous in the work of battle. For a long time from inside the

fire of slaughter and fighting blazed up, and night and day they employed themselves in the arrange-

ment of bloodshed.

* # # *

Although the enemy used to strive their utmost to take that fortress, all their endeavours were

of no avail, and the face of victory did not show itself in the mirror of their desires. The Prince,

from the great energy and diligence which he used in the conquest of that fortress, used often himself

to go into the batteries, and strive to fill in the ditch and erect the sar-hiib

;

so that in a few days it

reared its head to a level with the walls of the fortress, and they also filled in the ditch with earth and

rubbish.

Her Highness Chand Bibi also took an active part in the defence of the fortress and observing

the affairs of the troops ;
and used her queenly endeavours in arranging the affairs of religion and the

State. By day, like the world-illumining sun, she rested not from bestowing benefits and instructing

those under her
;
and at night by the aid of her own rare good fortune, she slept not, but with weep-

ing and wailing before the throne of God, prayed for tranquillity
;

consequently the arrow of the

enemy’s arrangements did not hit the target of their designs, and none of their attempts to take the

fortress gave birth to their desires. Although the Mughal troops used the utmost diligence in erect-

ing the sar-Mh, the people of the fortress raised one of their towers to a level with it, or erected

a building higher than it, and so rendered abortive the plans of their opponents.

In the midst of these affairs, Vanktlji who before this had been a staunch ally of Ahmad

Sb^ and Miyan Manjfi, with their concurrence now returned to the neighbourhood of the Mughal

army. Several times he threw himself on the outposts of the Mughal army, who were charged with

the protection of the forage place, and seizing many of their horses, elephants, camels and cattle, killed

a countless number of their men. In like manner Sa‘Mat Khan, who some time before this had gone

to the iNt\sik district, having collected a numerous army, came directly on the road of the opposing

army, and blocked the enemy’s communications, so that no created being could possibly pass from the

limit of Sultaiipur and ISTandurbar in this direction.

Sayyid — who was one of the amirs of Akbar’s army, and was distinguished for his

bravery— by the Prince’s orders, went to drive back Vankuji
;
and from his excessive haughtiness and

pride, giving no attention to the organization of his force, with a limited number who came to him?

proceeded to repel Yankujf. When he reached the enemy ;
in advance of his supports, helpless as a

This must be Venkat&dri of Penkouda — vids Oa^etieefi Vol, XVII, p. S80.
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moth, he suddenly threw himself on the fire of battle
;
and the army of Vankuji, like a halo, surrounded

Sayyid Baju and his allies. Since divine predestination had decreed that the sigh of calamity should

come forth from the illustrious house of Sayyid Raju, and become the smoke of destruction of his family

and his army, by the fortune of war, his troops who were brave as lions, being rendered helpless by

the attacks, wherever they looked they saw the road of escape blocked by the blades of keen-edged,

blood-shedding swords
;

consequently, washing their hands of their lives, they placed the foot of

bravery on the plain of fool-hardiness, and drew the sword of valour. After much strife and slaughter,

that sayyid of high degree, with a number of his own people and his allies and assistants, was killed

on the field of battle. Some unfortunate ones, whose appointed time was delayed, with a thousand

troubles, from that Bed Sea of destruction, reached the shore of escape, and spread the news of the

death of Sayyid Baju. From this event immeasurable weekness owing to loss of prestige reached the

proud army of the enemy
;
and the nobles of the conquering dynasty became much elated at the victory.

Simultaneously with this circumstance, news reached the Mughal army that a body of the Gujarat

troops accompanying Sayyid *Alam — who was one of the am%rs of that kingdom — bringing with

them immense treasure and goods innumerable, was approaching the army. Sa‘adat who was

marching through the district of Nasik and those parts, laid an ambush for them, and killed Sayyid

‘Alam together with a great number of his men, and took possession of the whole of the goods,

elephants and baggage of that force.

On hearing this news, all at once the hearts of both great and little in Akbar’s army were

disturbed
;
and in order to discover a remedy and repair this great weekness, Sadi^ Muhammad Khaii

Atalik, with a large force, was appointed to repel Sa‘adat Khan in order that he might remove the

obstruction of that body from before the opposing forces. Sadi^ Muhammad Khan, with Miraii Khan,

Sayyid Murtaz^ and a body of chosen warriors and one of selected young men and about 2,000 cavalry,

marched with the utmost speed to take vengeance on B^ja Jagan^th and Sa‘adat ]^an. It was nearly

evening when they arrived near the army of Sa‘adat Khan
;
and as they had marched a long distance,

it would have been extremely difficult for them to engage him on that night
;
so they halted for the

night.

When Sa*adat Khan heard of the arrival of the Mughal army, his force was heavily laden with

the plunder of the Gujarat army, so making careful arrangements for guarding the baggage and

defenceless part of his force, he marched away from Sadi^ Muhammad KhAn^s army without baggage,

with about three hundred skilled Afghan bow-men, and drew up his force on the bank of a river^i

which intervened between him and the enemy. SMik Muhammad l£hAn also on the other side of the

river, with his army, made ready for battle. In a moment the two forces, from opposiie sides of the

river, opened the battle, and with their arrows and bullets made brisk the market of destruction.

Notwithstanding the smallness of Sa‘adat Khan’s force, Sadik Mulhammad Khan, putting out of

his head the claim of equality, stepped into the valley of return, and opened the door of reproach in his

own face. At the time of his return the IMn turned topsy-turvy ^arganuli of Sangampur,^2 seized

all the cattle of the country people of those parts, which had been collected in one place, made prisoners

of a great number of both little and great of the farganah of Sangampur, and hoisted the standard

of return.

There was an old feud between Sadil^ Mubammad ]^an and Shahbaz Khiln ; and the Khan-
]^au4n in all matters used to protect and assist Shahbaz KMn. Finding an opportunity at this time

when Sadik Muhammad Khan was not in the camp, the Khan-Khanan sent a person to the Prince

with a message, saying, “As long as Sadik Muhammad Khan may be on service, the affair of the

conquest of the Dakhan will not advance : the most advisable course is to relieve him from the duties

of wakUi and give him permission to return
;
so that your attentive slaves may accomplish the con-

quest of the Dakhan, and devote all our energies to taking the fortress.” The Prince, according to

the exigency o£ the time, agreed to this suggestion
;
and in order to please them, went to the dwell-

Probably the Oodfivarf.

*2 This must be Sangamuer, about half way between Abmadnagar and 2Vasik.
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ing-place of Uie KMa-^aaSn, which at that time was the Parah-ba^sh Gardea
;
and as the air

of that gai-dea was pleasiug to the Priace, he moTed from the village of Bhmgaria to the building in
that Paradise-hke garden

;
and for ten or fifteen days he employed himself in pleasure and amusement

in that delightful building. At that time SadiV: Muhammad Khiiu - no longer engaged in the
business of adminis orator [loaMV] — used to be in the village of Bhingar

;
but there was secretly a

constant oorrespoaden.ce bet>yeea the Prince and the amirs.

In the midst of these afiairs the sp'es of the Mughal army brought them news that Ikhlas Klhan,
with all the Plabshi annrs who used to be in .Daulatabad, and a person named Moti, whom they had
named Moti fehah, with about five or six thousand cavalry, were advancing towards them. The Khan-
Khanuii on. the surety of Sadik: Muhammad Khan ^who had contemplated repelling Sa‘adat Khan, but

had not advanced the work), appointed Daulat Khan Ludl Afgdian — who was the most warlike of

his army with about 8,000 well-trained mounted archers selected from the army of the Prince

and Shahbaz j^an and his own army, to repel I^las Khiin and the other Habshi amirs. On the

bank of the river Gang [Godavari] a battle took place between the two forces : at the close of the day

they kindled the world-consuming fire of battle.

When IkhdAs Kbto and the Habshi amirs saw the Mughal army, they sent on the advanced

guard of their army towards Dauiatabad, and they themselves drew up their force in battle array in

a central positioii^*^ on the bank of the river Gang [Godavari]
;

but immediately on the arrival

of the Mughal rank-breaking army, their firmness gave way, and without fighting or striving for their

reputation, they took to flight. A few of the Mughal force pursued the flying army for some distance,

and killed several of the stragglers
;

then halted in that same place, and passed the night there.

Kext day they marched from that place, which was near the town of Patan,i5 and moved towards the

above-mentioned town, in which a number of poor merchants and some helpless and poor peasants,

relying upon the promise of security, had remained. Immediately upon arriving in the town of Pai-

than, they threw the fire of rapine and plunder among the houses and inhabitants, and by tyranny and

glaring injustice forcibly removed all the stuffs, money and goods of those people. All the females

and males of the above-mentioned town they stripped of their borrowed raiment, to such au extent that

they did not leave in that town even the veil of a woman— whether plebeian or noble
;
after that they

returned. A crowd of those oppressed persons, without a stich of clothes, limped after them and

reached the Khaii-Khanan's army, and loudly complained in his darhdr of this tyranny. But since

Daulat Khau and the other amirs of the Khan-Khanan had brought the plundered property, the Khan-

Khaiian, who throughout the world had earned a false reputation for generosity and manliness,

through covetousness of those stuffs, sprinkled the dust of inhumanity in the eye of generosity, and

took no pity on the state of those wretched oppressed people. Most of the stuffs of the unhappy mer-

chants he divided among his own troops. A few, with naked heads and feet, who were the owners,

used day and night to weep and bemoan in that court
;
hut out of their stuffs he did not give them

a single article of apparel. Prince Sh^h Murad was much disgusted at this, and moved back from

the Farah-bakhsh Garden to the village of Bhingar
;
on the way two of the intimates of the Khan-

Khanan having arrived near the army of the Prince, the rage of the latter was all at once excited

against the Khan-Khianan,^^ and he reinstated Sadik Muhammad Khan in the office of walcU,

A small town about one mile east of tlie Ahmadnagar fort.

Or on a rugged difficult piece of ground.

This is evidently Paithan or Pratishth^n, IT, Lat. 19“ 29', E, Long, 75® 27', an extremely ancient town on the

left hank of the GodS,vari, celebrated for its silk and fine muslin manufactures.— Bombay Gazetteer^ Vol. XYIT. p. 351.

16 Details of this occurrence are given as follows by MSrz^i Elif!‘-ud-Din Shiraz!:— *‘At this juncture, one day

SultSn MurA.d went out for a ride, and from a distance seeing a number of people who were going along quickly,

he asked who they were, and was told it was one of the KMn»Khjtn^n’s surddrs, who had also the rank of J^shwd.

He said, **Why is it that he neglected to come and salute me? Bring him to me.’’ When they brought him.

Prince Mur^ld ordered him to be beaten with a stick for not saluting him. When news of this reached the Kh^n*

KhUnA^n he sent the following message to Sultfin Murtd, — “ In the same manner as your father and your elder

brother treat me and respect me, you also must treat me
; I cannot submit to such disrespect. Akbar Pid&hfh will

be a judge between me and you,”
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Tlie Khaii-KMii^a waited some days in the Farah-bakhsh Garden, employing himself hi pleasure

and amusement, and did nothing whatever towards the taking of the fortress
j

but the Prince from

morning till evening used to go round the fortress, intent upon arrangements for its reduction. Then

a number of the reformers of the State advised the Khan-Khaiian, and brought him from the Farah-

ba^sh Garden to the houses of the city of Ahmadnagar, when outwardly he was in all things attend-

ing bo the siege of the fortress, and reducing the besieged to extremities
;
he posted a party of his

own troops in the vicinity of the Kala Ohautarah, which is opposite the gate of the fortress.

As there was a firm alliance of long standing between ‘All Rtto, w^li of BurMnpur,
and the people of the fortress, they continually kept up communication with him, and through his agency

their requirements used to be conveyed to the fortress. And when a number of artillerymen from all

the forts and districts came to the assistance of the people of the fortress, they made their way into

the fortress from his side, and caused the strength of the garrison to be doubled. But the Prince

having observed this, caused Raja ‘All Khhi to march away from there and gave his battery in chai’ge

to Baja Jagauath, who was one of the greatest of the Rajput amirs, so the road of coming and

going of the people of the fortress became entirely blocked.

In the days of the siege of the fortress and the fiaring up of the fire of battle, Raja ‘All !|^an, wait

of Burhaiipur, at the instigation of Akbar’s amirs, sent a letter to Chand Bibi to the following

effect :— ‘T, knowingly, and for the sake of the honour of this high dynasty, have come to these fron-

tiers in company with the Mughal army, and I know for certain that in a few days more, the for-

tress will be reduced by this army. Take care in the fighting not to exercise caution but to save your

reputation surrender the fortress io the Prince
;
then any fort and any district which you wish for,

they will let you have in exchange for this. Since, on account of the affinity between us my reputation

is in truth bound up in that of Your Highness, I have determined with myself, regardless of arrows and

musketry fire, to come to the gate of the fortress and convey Your Highness to my own camp.”

When this communication reached the people of the fortress, it became the cause of increased

perturbation and helplessness among them, and they were on the point of agreeing amongst themselves

to surrender the fortress, Af^al KMn strove to assuage their hearts, and wrote as follows in reply

to Raja ‘All Khan :— “It is surprising that with the perfection of Your Highness’ understanding and

phuining you should write such a letter as this, and endeavour to ruin this high dynasty, seeing that

you hastened to go forth to meet the Mughal amirs, and brought them into this country. The kings

of the Dakhan will not forget this. By the aid of God Xlmighty the Mughal amirs will shortly be

made to return, and Y'our Highness will again be subject to the kings of the Dakhan, and must fea^

the vengeance of the ferocious warriors of the Dakhan, and take thought for your reputation and that

of your own kingdom.”

When this answer reached Raja ‘Al{ Khan, he was ashamed of what he had written
;
and the

Mughal amirs also, on the arrival of this letter, became hopeless of taking the fortress. But Miyan

Maiiju, who together with Ahmad Shah, in the beginning of the Mughal invasion, had taken refuge

ill the territory of Ibrahim ‘Adil Shah, had sent to the foot of the throne of that monarch petitions

founded on self-abasement and despondency, representing their w’eakness and imploring assistance.

That king, looking to what was good for the State and the integrity of the kingdom, striving his

utmost to repel the enemies of the country and to reinforce the people of the fortress, farmans

about sending a force to those well-wishers of the State, and made prudent arrangements for repelling

the army ol Akbar Shah. From the ‘Adil-Shahi court, Suliail — who at that court held the

title of Ayin-ul-Mulk — with a number of celebrated amirs and about 3,000 well-trained cavalry, was

appointed to go to the assistance of the Niz4m-Shahi kingdom, that with the world-consuming sword he

At this speech Sultitn Mnr^d made use of very harsh language, and the dispute was the origin of much trouble.

Tempters and tale-beaters used to widen the breach between them. One day Sultan Mur^d was saying to those

near him, “As long as the Kh^n-Kh^n^n and Sh^hhSz Kambd exist they will not let me attain to the

sovereignty of the Dakhan, hut, please Ood, after taking Ahmadnagar They replied, “ Do what you please

after taking Ahmadnagar, if you can take it.’’
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should throw the fire of chastisement into the harvest of the existence of the hostile troops, and with

the sponge of the sharp swords of his warriors, he should make the face of the earth a sea of blood,

and clear the kingdom of the Dakhan from the discord and rebellion of the lords of perverseness and

injustice.

Prom the Kutb-Shahl court also, EuU Sult&n TAlash — who was renowned for his bravery—
with about 10,000 celebrated cavalry and 20,000 brave infantry, was sent to repel the enemy. In

like manner, from the court of ‘Adil-Shah, fayrndns were issued to I^las Khan and all the Habshi

amus, inviting them to put aside their hostility, which was the cause of the ruin of the country and

State, and join the nobles in repelling the enemies of the country. According to His Majesty’s

orders, Ikhlas Khiin and the other Habshi amirs, with about 20,000 cavalry collected from the various

cities, marched in that direction. Through the kindness of ‘Adil-Shah, in a shoifi time about 70,000

well-equipped cavalry, with elephants, cannon and all the implements of war, were assembled on His

Majesty’s frontier. Prom the thronging of them, the plains and hills were pressed for room.

» » * * *

A breach is made In the -wall of the fortress of Ahmadnagar. Fight with the

enemy, in which fight the defenders are victorious. Great exertions of

Her Highness OhAnd Bltal, and the sincerity of her faith.

When the siege of Ahmadnagar — owing to the perfection of its strength and forti-

fication had lasted a long time, and the face of its conquest still remained hidden by the veil of

protraction and delay, it became manifest to the Mughal amirs that by the agency of guns and the

fi.]liug in of the ditch, they would not be able to reduce the fortress
;
so, after praying for success, and

^ ,,1ring council together, they decided on mailing excavations under the foundations of the wall and

towers
;
and in order that the defenders might not obtain information of their plan, they kept it

concealed from both small and great, and used their utmost endeavours to carry it out. Opposite the

Prince’s battery they excavated several places, and hollowed out the pillars of the walls of the fortress.

When they had finished the excavation, on the night of Priday, the first night of the moon in the

month of Bajab [20th Pebruary, 1596], by the Prince’s orders, they filled the hollow of that exca-

vation with gunpowder and tamped it with clay and stones, in order that at the time of dawn — which

is the time of ease and repose of the sentries vigilant during the night, and time of the owl of negli-

gence of the defenders of the fortress — they might fire the mine and throw down the wall of the

fortress, and by that means their troops might complete the conquest of the fortress. But since Pate

had decreed that the fortress was not to be taken, Kh-w&jah Muhammad KhAu — who was one of

the nobles of Ffirs and a wazir of Shiraz, and was distinguished for the integrity of his faith

and the sincerity of his intentions — having become aware of the position of the enemy’s mine,

employed the people of the fortress, both small and great, on that dark night in digging down,

to 4e foundations of the walls of the fortress in the positions where they imagined the enemy’s mines

to be They found one mine, and carrying away the powder which the enemy had put into it, they

filled up its place with stones and earth. The defenders being relieved from the fear of this mine,

commenced digging out another. And SAdl^ Muhammad observing the day of Friday, the first day

of the moon of Bajab, which is the sacred month, postponed the firing of the mines till after noon. In

truth aocordin*- to the saying, “Good in what happens,” the defenders benefitted by this delay
;

for

on thLt night both small and great of the people of the fortress were employed till the appearance of

the true dawu, in excavating the mines
;
and after dawn, all of them, very tired, went to their houses

to rest and repose.

The Prince and SAdik Muhammad ^In, at the first appearance of dawn on Priday ordered their

forces to assemble and get ready all the implements of war, and parade fully armed at the foot of the

fortress When the Mughal army, with swords, shields, spears aud daggers flocked from all quarters

towards the fortress of AVmadnagar, the ground round the fortress, from the thmngmg together

of the forces was like a swelling sea in a state of commotion
^

Prince Shah Murad m his own ^son

took an 'active part in the operations
;
and all the anvirs and Jchans of high rank — except the Khan-
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KMnan and Shalibaz Xban, who did not approve of the conquest of the Dakhan — with their horsemen

and retinue, drums and standards, stepped into the plain of battle.

After the assembly of the Mughal army the engineers being ordered to fire the mines and throw

down the walls, they set fire to those mortar-like mines. At this time the defenders bad found two of the

mines and emptied them of powder, and having fonnd the third mine also, were in the act of digging

it out when suddenly the smoke of destruction came forth from that mortar-hke mine, and the fiame

of misfortune fell in the foundation of that wall. All at once the wall of the fortress tottered, and

from terror of it the earth came forth from its place, and the sound of it came forth from the position

of that foundation, so that you would have thought the trumpet of the resurrection had been blown,

and you beheld the day of resurrection face to face. About fifty cubitsiMength was breached and all

at once demolished and broken, and by the force of the explosion the pillars of the walls of that

impregnable fortress were laid low,

m * m *

A number of the enemy’s force who were standing by the ditch waiting for the destruction of the

wall, threw themselves into the ditch and made for the breach
;
and as they expected the demolition of

the other walls, most of the army were waiting for that in order that they might with ease enter the

fortress and take it. The stones which, bird-like, flew from the wall of the fortress, like the hunting-

falcon of death killed several of the Mughal troops who were near the fortress, waiting for the assault

;

and as many of the defenders were engaged in digging out the mine under the same wall, a number of

them also were buried under the stones and earth. Some who were farther off, when they saw so great

a breach in the pillars of the fortress, fled from the stones.^® Some crept into corners, and some went

to Her Highness Clitod Bitoi. The amtrs and leaders of the army, who, in their own houses heard

of that great occurrence, hastened in a frantic state towards the breach in the wall. Of the amirs and

great nobles, Mujabid-ud-Dtn Shamshir Khfin and ‘Umdah-ud-Daulah Mubariz-ud-HJii Ahhang

Eh^ first arrived at the breach, and with arrows and swords opposed the entrance of the Mughal

troops. After that, Sadr-ul-Umra Muhammad Khan with his sons and relatiyes, and Multrm Khan,

Ahmad Shah, *Ali Shir KhAn and all the amirs and leaders of the army, following one another, went

to the breach and blocked the way of the enemy’s force. And a number of the fore’gn nobles, such as

Afzal Khan, ManlanaMuhammad— ambassador ofIbrahim ‘Adil-Shah— Maulana HAji Muhammad—
ambassador of Muhammad Kuli Kuth-Shah — Mir Muhammad Zaman, Mir Saiyid Ali Astarabadi

and TThwajah Husain Kirmani, who, owing to the great bravery which he displayed on this clay,

received the title of Tir-andAz Khan. Troops of strangers and all the foreigners too, who in their own

houses heard of this occurrence, hastened with all speed to the breach, and with their stone-splitting

arrows blocked the way of coming and going of the enemy’s troops. Most of the foreign nobles,

such as the ambassadors of the Dakhan kings, by the advice of the amirs and nobles of the State, has-

tened to wait on Chtod Sultanah, and in order to strengthen the warriors and further the business of

the fighting, brought the Queen from the palace to the breach and the scene of the combat. When her

sun-like umbrella cast the shadow of protection and favour over the heads of the lords of the State, the

strength and ferocity of the warriors was increased a thousand-fold. The lightning-making guns and

flaming rockets drove the enemy from the neighbourhood of the breach
;
and the engineers and artil-

27 I gag, or cubit = 24 j&nger-breadtlis.

1* lu eouDexiou witb this MJrzl Eafi'-ud-Bin relates an episode which reads like a story from the adventures of

Baron Munchausen, — ‘Tt was an extraordinary occurrence that when a bastion and some of the parapet of the
fortress were blown up, three persons on top of the bastion, sitting on a slab of stone, were playing a ganae of nard
[a kind of backgammon], when suddenly they were blown to the heavens with that stone, and descended near
Ja'far l^a^s well, which is nearly one farsaVk (0,000 yards) from the fort. One of those three escaped uninjured, and
when I was sent on a diplomatic mission to mediate between Kiz^lm-Sb^ and the amirs, between whom dissen-
sions had arisen, that person was shown to me. I asked him how he had felt in going np and coming down. He
replied ‘Snch terror pervaded my heart that I was nnable to open my eyes till the stone reached the ground and
I became separated from it. Thanks he to the Creator, who brings safely out of such a whirlpool of danger anyone
He wishes. By this action the Almighty shows to '^his servants the perfection of His power/ ** — Taxltarai-lu~

M'tiliW, I. 0. MS. p. ?r6. ' ' . ,

'
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leiy also from the tops of the towers, with gans mA huhhah'-bdzdn md puhbdn [rockets] sent the

hames oE destruction to the lives of the enemy, and drove them away from the ditch. The well-wishers’

exertions in the fight .against the enemy were such, that Muhammad Lari, ambassador o£ His Majesty
‘Adil-Shah (although there was no pause in the fire of the rockets and guns), in the hottest pari of

the fight went up on one of the towers of the fortress opposite the breach in the wall and kindled a

IMrkah and firing several guns in that Mirhuk, opened the doors of destruction in the face of the

enemy. As all the defenders were aware of the presence of the Queen herself in the battle, all ranks
young and old — hurried in that direction, and with their own bodies blocked the breach in the wall.

They say that when the Queen arrived in the neighbourhood of the breach, a number of the

elephant-keepers brought forward the elephants that they might interpose them between her person and
the fire of the enemy, but she forbade them, and would not allow the elephants to be placed in front

of her. With the tongue of inspiration she caused the following speech to be interpreted

Although to take one’s own life is forbidden both by the understanding and the divine law, yet I have

brought a cup of poison with me, and if (which Heaven forefend !) the enemy take this fortress, I
shall drink the cup of poison, and free myself from the annoyance of my enemies. Besides, since

one will of a certainty obtain the rank of martyrdom from the wound of the enemies of the faith and

the State, how can I guard myself against the wounds inflicted by the enemy ?”

Consequently God, the most holy and most high, owing to the sincerity of intention and purity of

her faith, bestowed on the Queen that fortress (which in fact had almost fallen into the hands of the

enemy), and defended it against the oppression of that band of tyrants.

# # # #

Of the people of the fortress, a number who were near the wall, engaged in the work of defence,

some were killed by the falling of stones and earth, and some remained firm till the arrival of Mujahid-

ud-Din Shamshir Khln and Mubariz*»ud-I)ia Abhaug Khhi saved the breach. By the will of the

Omnipotent, Sadijjc Muljammad Khan, in order to fire the other mines and breach another part of the

fortress, prevented his men from making an assault on the breach, and so gaining an easy victory.

A number of rash ones who, in advance of the others had gone into the ditch reached the breach in

the fortress, but as no one had the hardiwood to follow them, they stopped
;
and after the enemy’s force,

from the failure of the other mines to explode, abandoned the hope of firing them^c the defenders

repaired the breach, and displaying much boldness and bravery, killed most of those who had gone into

the ditch and scattered themselves about.

In the midst of the fury of battle, au arrow struck Afzal KMn on the breast, but the covering

of an amulet which he wore on his arm saved him from injury, and by the felicity of the sincerity of

his intentions and the purity of his mind, no annoyance whatever was caused to him.

The remainder of the enemy’s force, seeing the state of affairs, and none having the boldness to

enter the ditch, with their own hands they opened the doors of misfortune and adversity in their own

faces
;
but having no other resource, they formed up ou the edge of the ditch and attacked the wall of

the fortress. From both sides the world-consuming fire of slaughter and battle blazed up.

# # * #

Although the enemy fought bravely, yet since it was not so decreed by Fate, the face of victory did

not show itself in the mirror of sword and dagger
;
and they only opened the register of their endea-

vours at the vei'se “ suffering loss ” and “ regret.” A number of celebrated and brave men of the

enemy’s army, by the arrows, stones, guns and matchlocks of the defenders were overthrown and sent

to the house of perdition. Many of the warriors received disabling wounds, and retired witht

repentance, wailing and restlessness,

# # # #

When the sun set and darkness came on, the enemy’s army, wh6 after all their 'exertions had

experienced no result but hurtfuliiess and regret, drew back their footsteps from that fatal 'place, axrd

only half alive, wounded by arrows, matchlocks, cross-bows and stones, went to their habitations.
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circulated iu their camp
;

till the people of the fortress sent many rare presents for the Prince, the

Khrm-Khanan, Shahbaz Khan and Stidik: Muhammad Khun,

Afaal owing to the high reputation which he enjoyed among the grandees of the country

and celebrated men of the State as a diplomatist, was appoinied Niz.am-Shahl ambassador
;
and hav-

ing earned the approbation of Her Highness Chaud Bibi by his praiseworthy services, especially in

the days of the siege, she conferred on him the office of Na,ib and the rank of Pishwa, and exalted

him with the title of Chingtz Khan.

In like manner a legation ftrom the Prince was selected to arrange the terms of peace : it

consisted of the Khan-Khanan, Mir Muhammad Zamun Razwi Mashhadi ( who to the end of time

will be renowned for his faithfulness in the discharge of his duties)
;
and Sh^ Bahram AstarabadJ was

appointed as the deputy of Shahbaz Khan.

# *

On Sunday, the 10th of the month of Rajah [1st March, A. D. 159G], the dawn of which was the

rising of the sun of happiness and reconciliation, and the beginning of the happy and fortunate days,

the ambassadors above mentioned, by order of Her Highness the Bilki& of the age, went out of the

fortress and hastened to their duties. When the news of the arrival of the ambassadors reached the

Prince, he ordered a place to be given to them in the camp of Saiyid Murtaz 1, in order that whenever

he should summon them Saiyid Murtazd might bring them. Then he sent a person to summon the

Khan-Kh?inan, Shahbaz Khan, Raja ^Ali Khan, Sudi^ Muhammad Khan and all the great men and
amirs, A royal assembly was arranged for the reception of the ambassadors. Afzal Khan, Khaii-i

]^awaain Chingiz Khan with Mir Muhammad Zaman and Shah Bahram were taken to the foot of

the Prince’s throne, and kept in the place of servitude. After the ambassadors had performed the

ceremonies of “ hurfush^* and “ taslhrC^— which is the method of salutation of the Chaghta,! kings
the Prince and the Khan-Khanan called them near, and they asked an explanation of the cause of the
war and their object in coming. Concerning the terms of peace they used the above-mentioned words.

Afzal-ul-Khawanin Chingiz K]^an hastened to reply
;
and after the usual complimentary phrases, he

represented his case as follows 2—

^

* ^ Ip ^ ^

The Prince approved of the eloquent words
;
he heatmyed on the delegates of the Queen robes of

honour and Arab horses, and said :
— “ The completion of your affairs I entrust to the care of the

Khan-K3ianan ; represent your case to him in order that it may be settled according to your wishes.”

Next day, the KhAn-Khanan having met in council, summoned the ambassadors of the Queen •

and at first deceiving them asked for a promise and agreement, in order that they might seduce that
well-wishing Man from his allegiance, and by bribes and stratagems obtain possession of the fortress.

They said to Afzal Khan : — “We will make you a coramauder of five thousand, and cede to you by
treaty whatever district of the Hakhan you may desire

;
your opinion shall be made the rule in all

affairs, and we shall nUow no transgression of your wishes. It may be that in some way this fortress
may come into our possession.”

Afzal 111 reply to them, said :—“ The conquest of this fortress by assault is an impossibility •

for though at one time it seemed to be attainable because the provisions of the fort and war-like mate-
rial came to ah end •, yet now that they have the provisions of ten years in corn, gunpowder, arms and
war-like implements

;
and nearly 10,000 brave warriors, all anxious to achieve fame, are in the fortress,

and for the sake of guarding the rights of salt and service of so many years, as long as they have a
breath left in their bodies, they would choose to die rather than yield the fortress.”

When the amirs saw that their fraud and spells had no effect on Afzal Khan, they became hope-
less of taking the fortress, and made the following insolent speech “Since His Majesty the late
Burh^n NizAm-Shah, at the time of going towards the Dakhan, made a present of the kingdom, af
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Varha^ [Eerar] to the Nawab of His Majesty the Hing [Akbar], that province now belongs to
the servants of that court

;
you must therefore withdraw your hand from its possession. And as the

iPrince has honoured this country by a visit — and in fact holds possession of the whole of the king-
dom of the Hakhaii — your advisable course is to consign to the servants of His Highness the pro-
vince of Daulatabad also with its dependencies, in order that the army may withdraw from the siege

of the fortress. We shall then return all the provinces to Prince Bahadur Shah, and afford him
assistance in taking vengeance on his enemies.”

Afzal-ul-Khawanjn Chingiz Khan replied to them :—“ At present there is no king in this State

to whom this matter can be referred. The province of Yarhad [Berar] now belongs to the Sultans of

the Dakhan, and the army of this State also has confirmed them in its possession. The mention of

Daulatabdd is the cause of the increase of matters of sedition and mischief
; because for a long time

past the people of that province have withdrawn the neck of obedience from the halter of subjection,

and having become travellers on the road of rebellion, have set up another king, but according to the

orders of Her Highness Chand Bibi, he will not exercise dominion. Besides, the amirs of the Dakhan
who are in the fortress will not agree to this, and the peace negociations will be altogether abandoned.

What defeat have you inflicted on the army of the Dakhan that the provinces of Varhad [Berar]

and Daulatabad should be given to you ? Your fortune was good, in that hypocrisy having shown
itself among the amirs of the State, each of them became scattered in a different direction, and the

State remained denuded of troops. You, seizing the opportunity, hastened in this direction
;

if there

had been 10,000 cavalry in the limits of the Galna Ghat, you would not have been able to invade the

frontier, How, one lak of man-over-throwing cavalry of the Dakhan with the utmost preparation and

grandeur are advancing towards you, and have arrived within eight You must first fight

with them : after you have answered them, you can then talk of giving and taking.”

Sildilj: Mubiammad Kh^n Atdlilc, who was at the head of affairs in the Dakhan, being much

disturbed, said to Afzal Khan :
—‘‘ What nonsense this is I You keep a woman in the fort in hopes of

=a eunuch coming to your assistance, or that assistance will reach you from him. This is the son of His

Majesty Jalal-ud-Dln Muhammad Akbar Padshah, in whose court so many monarchs have girded up

their loins in his service. Do you imagine that the crows and kites of the Dakhan which have sat

down on some spiders, can oppose the descendants of Timur and celebrated amrs such as the Khan-

Kh^nan and Shahbaz ETian, each of whom is equal to any ten of the Dakhan ? We have thrown

down the walls of this fort of yours, and have undermined the remainder. In two or three days more

we shall level it with the ground. Behold ! up to now the conquest having happened, did you imagine

that the honour of Her Highness would remain, and that men like you, who are of our own race,

would not perish

Afzal Khan hastened to reply :— ** For the space of forty years we have eaten the salt of the

kings of the Dakhan, and on the day we entered this fort, we resigned our lives, propertyand offspring
;

and now we have come to this service of yours. Since all cannot fly from death, we are prepared for death,

and having made up our minds to suffer martyrdom, have waited on you. What can be better than this,

that a person should be killed in the service of his benefactor, and by this means obtain an eternal good

name? We used to hear that Akbar P&dshfth was laying claim to godhead ; now we

see that his amirs also lay claim to the prophetical office. Apparently it has been revealed to you in

a vision that this country shall be conquered by you ; hut the Most High God has no admission to this

laboratory that you can make so positive a statement as ‘ in three days more we shall certainly take

this fort/ It is possible that with the ass*stance of the people of this country, you may be obliged

to return from the foot of this fortress without the attainment of your object
;
and it is apparent to

you that the people of this country live at enmity with foreigners, and will continue to do so. I am a

well-wisher of His Majesty the King, and my advice is that the great amirs of the Prince be sent away

from the neighbourhood of the fortress, lest there happen to them a fatal misfortune, to remedy which

may be beyond the area of possibility. There are great numbers of warriors in this fortress, who if they

ziu About 27 miles.
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be killed, become martyr’s, and if they kill, they will become gJideis [^heroes] : how can yon compel them

to submit to you ? Very shortly the army of the Dakhau will arrive ;
the road of^ going to and fro

will then, become closed on you, and after much ruin and misfortune, trouble and injury, you will return

with the greatest difficulty, and seek assistance and protection in the service of the Eling. And certain-

ly ivhat I am now saying will also be represented to His Majesty the King/'

Mir Mu^iammad Zamdn also in that assembly fearlessly made a well-weighed and manly

speech, and convinced his opponents.

Several days were spent in this controversy, and the pacification was delayed, till news of the

approach of the formidable army of the Dakhan Was circulated in the Mughal army. Spies brought

information that about 70,000 cavalry With many elephants and artillery were advancing march by

march
;

consequently the amirs of the Mughal army, deeming it advisable to abandon contention and

dispute about Daulatabad, forbore to make useless demands, and contenting themselves with the pro-

vince of Varhad [Berar], concluded the treaty of peace. On Tuesday, the 23rd of the month of

Kajab [14th March, A. H, 1596], the lords of peace and reconciliation came and went from both sides,

Since the provisions of the fortress were exhausted, the besieged were in great difficulty. In

these days when Afzal Khan was in the Mughal camp the people of the fortress several times wrote to

him, saying :
—“ By whatever means it is possible, conclude the treaty of peace quickly, for we cannot

hold the fort another day." Moreover most of the people of the fortress, owing lo the scarcity of food

and want of strength, had agreed among themselves and intended throwing themselves down from the

towers and walls and taking refuge with the Mughal army. On this accomit Afzal Khan arranged

with the Mughal amirs that they should send Sayyid Murtaaa and Kazi Hasan to the gate of the

fortress to arrange the terms of peace. The two being appointed for the purpose, hastened to attend

at the court, and were distinguished by royal favours. These nobles, for the sake of peace, and owing

to the exigency of the time, consented to give Varhad [Ber^r], and the foundations of friendship and

agreement were strengthened by a treaty. Muliammad Khan with a number of the great men of the

country and celebrated men of the State, for the purpose of completing the treaty of peace, hastened

from the fortress to the presence of the Prince, and had the honour of kissing his hand, and were

distinguished by royal kindnesses according to their circumstances. Their leader was treated with

the greatest honour, and all the amirs and Mans of the assembly were presented with special robes of

honour and Arab horses.

When from both sides the foimdations of friendship and agreement were laid, the matters of con-

tention and resistance ceased
;
and the causes of alienation being changed to a state of courtesy and

unity, the gardens of good-fellowship flourished
;
the bases of familiarity and friendship received fresh

strength
;
the ties of faith of the agreement of both sides arrived at a stage of firmness

;
and the

affairs of religion and the State, and the affairs of the kingdom and the faith, by the blessing of this

reconciliation were arranged anew. Muhammad Khan, Chingiz Khan and all the great men returned

from the Prince's camp with happy and cheerful hearts, and had the honour of kissing the vestibule of

sovereignty of Her Highness the Bilkis of the age
;
and the endeavours of all in arranging the affairs of

State having met with Her Highness' approbation, they were distinguished by innumerable royal favours.

The Mughal army also withdrew their hands from the siege of the fortress, and their feet from the

plain of war and battle
;
and returned the sword of contention and opposition to the scabbard of agree-

ment.

The people of the fortress of ABmadnagar who from weakness and want of provisions had been

reduced to helplessness, stepped from the narrow pass of the siege into the open plain of the desert,

and opened the doors of purchase and sale with the army. The Mughal troops, who in the days of the

siege had hoarded up much grain, having by the peace obtained tranquillity of mind, and being relieved

from the troubles of the siege and fighting, now made themselves lightly loaded. In two or three

days the people of the fortress collected so much provisiotis, that if there had again been war and a
siege, they would have been free from anxiety. _ '
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When the news of the approach of the relieving force (which was marching from the direction of

the mountainous country and the district of Manikdaund^^) reached the Mughal army, they had arrived

within five gd^o of Ahmadnagar. At first the Prince, with the intention of giving them battle,

marched from the neighbourhood of Ahmadnagar on the night of Wednesday, the 27th of Bajab
[18th March, A. D. 1596], one day’s journey towards [Shahdurg], but the plans of the Mughal army
being again changed, they turned their reins from opposing that force

;
and turning towards the

-Jeur Ghat, they marched from there towards Danlatabad
;
and passing through the neighbourhood

of Danlatabad, started in the direction of Jasapur^a and Yarhad [Berar],

When the news of the march of the Mughal army reached the amin and leaders of the army of

the Dakhan, they came to the neighbourhood of Ahmadnagar, and halted at the village of Paturx

[Pathardi], Ikhlas Khan and most of the Kizam-Shahi amirs sent to the foot of the throne peti-

tions tendering their obedience and submission, and asking for the royal promise of amnesty. According

to the royal commands written promises were issued to the amirs and leaders of the army, and all were

made hopeful of ungrudged royal favours. Consequently IMds with the whole of the Habshi amirs

separated themselves from the army of His Majesty ‘Adil-Shah
;
and coming to the neighbourhood of

the city of Ahmadnagar, encamped in the garden of the ‘Abadat-Khanah, and sent a person to the

foot of the throne of sovereignty, asking for an audience. An order was issued from the palace that

the purchased amirs should he honoured by kissing the threshold of sovereignty. Ikhlas KhAn
with his sons and brothers, and ‘Aziz-ul-Mulk with his brothers, and Mali Khan and Khudawind

Kkdn, and Dilpat B^ya with all the amirs of the sacred places [aAram] attended at the royal court,

and their heads were exalted to the heavens by the honour of kissing the ground
;
and they were

d.istinguished by robes of honour and copious honours.

When His Highness MlrAn SMli ‘All used to be among the Habshi amirs^ all the HabsMs in

the kingdom were willing to serve under him. At this time when the Habshi amirs hastened to present

themselves at the royal court, Shih ‘Ali becoming alarmed, abandoned all the paraphernalia of royalty,

and taking refuge with Shah ‘Adil-ShAh, placed himself under the protection of Suhail KhAn.

A body of troops which bad been erdexed to go in pursuit of him, when they reached him, plundered

his tents and other property and returned.

(To he continued,)

DISCTJRSIYE REMARKS OH THE AUGUSTAH AGE OF TELUGU LITERATURE.
BY a. B. SBBBAMIAH PANTBLIT.

CContinxied from p. 279.)

When the marriage of !KyisIii?.ar&ya with PrAtapa RiKira’s daughter was settled the

matter was reported to the bride, who could not brook the idea of taking a man of low birth as

her partner in life. She, therefore, thought over the affair for a long time, and resolved to

murder the king, and then slay herself. Her resolution was communicated to an intimate

friend of hers, who extolled her for her daring resolve, and assured her of the secrecy of the

affair, but no sooner did the lady reach home than she communicated it to a very intimate

friend of hers, who in turn intimated it to another, till it reached the ears of Timmaiasu.

Meanwhile, Krishnaraya was annointed for the marriage. Timmarasu had pondered over the

affair, and approached Krishparaya, and secretly informed him of what was intended, but

at the same time assured him that he was equal to the occasion, provided the king did as he

told him. On this AppAji (Timmarasu) prepared a likeness of the king and filled it with pure

honey, and substituted it for the king on the bed of soft swan feathers in the mystical chamber,

covered it with a sheet, and informed the women of the palace not to disturb the king as he

was very tired. As the women were in the secret, they left the bride in the chamber, while

Appaji hid himself beneath the cob. Ho sooner did the bride find herself alone in the

room than she struck the imag'e on the bed w’ith a swoi’d, when the honey in it spurted on to

» M&aikdaund is a village about m- miles east is a land-measure of about six miles.

„ ^ Jfot identified.
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her face and mouth. She at once began to regret being unable to live with a man whose blood

was so very sweet ! And on this Timmarasu rose up and gently approached her, and said that

he would bring her back the king if she would promise him to behave very much better in the

future. She remained petrified for some time, and when she grasped that it was the waisir

who was standing before her, became very much abashed, and requested him to intercede on

her behalf, and procure the king’s pardon for her treachery. She further requested him to

bring her back the king immediately. After making her swear fidelity Timmarasu weni

to an adjacent room where the king was lying concealed, narrated to him what had happened,

fetched hiTn thither, and took oaths from both of them that they should not bear any ill-will in

future towards each other, blessed them, and went home. After this they lived happily together.

That the king had two wives is ascertained from the VisTinucMUtya^ a poetical work by the king

himself.

When he set on his first campaign, he visited Sidihd>c}iala, and made various grants of

land to the temple there. This is proved by the inscription on the seventh pillar of the Siihhachala

temple, of which the following translation is culled from the local records, of the District of

Vizagapatam :
—

Blessings and greetings. Mah&rajadhii4ja Param^svara Murn Eayara Ganda Adi Raya
Vijaya Bhashege tappnra Rayava Ganda YavanarAjyasafi^sthapanachSrya Yiraprat^pa Kyi&hija-

d^vamaba.rAyalu, who is reigning at Vijayanagara, having come on his first campaign

and snbdued the fortresses of Udayagiri, Kondavidu, Kondapalli, RajamahSndri, etc., came to

Simhadri and visited the place in H. S. 1438 on the twelfth day of the black fortnight of

the month of Ohaitra of the Dhatn year and for the salvation of his mother Nagadevamma and

his father Narasaraya, gave to God one necklace of 991 pearls, a pair of diamond bangles, a

of and cAa/tfm, one gold plate of 2,000 pagoda weight, and throngh hia wife

Chinnad^vamma, a gold jpadaka of 500 pagoda weight and one of a similar weight through

his other wife Tiruinalad$vamma.

There are a good many stanzas in the Manucharitra and Pdrijdtdpahar&m illustrative of

KrishnadSvaraya^s conquests, which need not be quoted here.

Three years elapsed between Krisbnar%a*s first campaign and his second, which interval
'

was spent by him in conversations and discussions with the chief literati of the day. It was
dnring this time that Nandi Timmana prepared his Fdrijdtdpaharam and Allasftni Feddana
his Svartchisha Manucharitra, and dedicated it to the king between 1516 and 1520. We are led

to infer this, as in neither of the two works mention is anywhere made of his fight with the

Muhammadan sovereigns of Bijapur in 1519 and of his complete victory over ‘Adil Kh^n in

1520, whereas the event finds a poetic expression in KrishnarEya’s Amziktamdlyada or

Yishmchittiya, from which we infer that the latter work must have been composed by the king

after 1520.

His South-Indian empire embraced a vast extent of country, including Golconda and
Worangal, He was by far the best of the South-Indian emperdrs. He had all the elements of

greatness — prudence, activity, and courage — in a great degree. His success in arms had
gained him the highest military reputation, while the good order that prevailed in his kingdom,
notwithstanding his frequent absence from it, proves Ms talents for government. It is said of

him that he never fought a battle that he did not win, nor besiege a town that he did not take.

But though great as a warrior, he was greater as a scholar and a patron of letters^ aind his

fame rests more on the large sums of money he gave to learned men than on the conquests he
made, which marked him out as a liberal supporter of literature and tbe arts. He subjugated
the Gajapatis of Orissa, the Moslem Asvapatis, and the Telugn Narapatis, and received the
title of Mtirurayara Gan<Ja, a Kanarese appelation meaning *Hhe husband of three R%as or

kings.”7 He had many such titles. He built a dam over the Tungabhadra near Vijayanagara;

7 [For a diferent explanation of the title jWru^rdya see ^uth-Indian Inscn^ilons, Vol. T, p. liJ,. note 3.— V. V.]
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He conducted his affairs both in peac^ and war in person, and was very much benefited

by the aid and council of the minister of his father, who had preserved his life, and who
continued to be his minister until his death, three years preceding that of the Raja. This
person known as Timmarasu, Timinaraja, Appaji, and so on, is evidently the same as the

Heomraj of Scott, who makes so great a figure in the Muhammadan annals. The account given

by Earishta of the various princes successively elevated and deposed by Heemraj, originates

probably in the circumstances attending the death of Viranyisiiiiha and the accession of Krishna-
raya, but the particulars are evidently confused and inaccurate. E, y., the inscriptions prove
that Krishnaraya reigned for above twenty year's, although the Muhammadan account would
leave it to he concluded that he came to the throne an infant, and died without reaching
maturity. He belonged to the Tuluva family. Saluva is his house name. He is also known as

belonging to the Sampeta and Selagola families named after the villages in which his ancestors

flourished. We learn the two latter names from the Koi}davHQ Kamda Ckaritra written by
certain Karnams or village accountants.

As regards KpishnarIlya’s literary attainments. He was called Andhra Bh6ja on account
of his occupying the same place in Telugu literature as king Bhoja in the Sanskrit. He was
not only a patron of learning, but was also a man of letters himself, hut none of his Sanskrit

writings are available at present. Whatever may have been his woik in the field of Sanskrit

literature, there can be no gainsaying the fact that he did an incalculable amount of good
for Telugu literature. The Prahandha had its origin under him. Up to this work the local

poets merely translated into Telugu from Sanskrit Itihdsas and Pvrdnas, Among them Katana
and SrinSrtha translated into Telugu metre Tdjnavalhyasmriti and Harsha’s Naishadka respec-

tively. AUasani Peddana, the Laureate of Krishnadlvai4ya’s court, was the pioneer of

original poetical composition in Telugxi. His first w'ork is SvarocJiisha Manuchariira. The plot

of the story was taken from the MdrhandSya Ptml'na. As he was the pioneer in this respect he

was called Andhrakavitapitamaha, the Grandsire of Telugu poete.”

That KrishnarS.ya had an extraordinary command of both Sanskut and Telugu is shewn
by his Amuktamdlyada, Some are of opinion that this work was not his, but was the work
of Allasani Peddana, who out of courtesy published it in his name. The king, it is said,

wanted Allasani Peddana and RdmarajabhUsha^a to prepare and bring him each a Prahandha,

When the works were brought, it is said that the king expressed an opinion that the

ManucharitrUf the work of the former poet, was not as elegant as the Vastiaharitra,the work of

the latter, and therefore it was that Peddana afterwards prepared the story of Vishnuchitta

under the appellation of the Aniuhtamdlyada, We do not know if Ramarajabhushana, the

author of the Vasmliaritra, was alive at the time of Krish^iad^vai^ya or not. Even if he was,

he must have been very young, for he prepared his Yasucharitra not earlier than half a century

after the date of the Amuhtawdlyada, We can also with ceitainty say that the Manucharitra

and the AmiihtamdUjada are not the compositions of a single poet, as there are differences in

style between the two works, and w’bile the one is free from giammatical errors, the other for

a major portion abounds in them. In the latter work are found certain somdliis (?;««., e-Mra-

samdhis^ aAcdra^sarndhis in Tatsama Kvarthaka saihdkis) which are ur grammatical, and

are not found in the former work. Certain of these samdhis are exemplified and discussed by
Chinnayasuri in his Bdla^Vyahar'inaf p. 12, which is more or less a Telugu rendering of

Atharvam-Kdrihahjb, a treatise on Telugu Grammar in Sanskrit, written by Atharva^achfiryaj^

who wy h§ taken to be more or less a contemporary of Nannaya Bbatta. We can infer

therefore that the Amtihtamdlyada, which can be said to be moz'e or less flooded with ungram-

matical sauidhU is not the work of that Grandsire of Telugu Poetry.’’ Moreover, it is not so

soft and flawing as is the work of Peddana.

Others are of opinion that the work should he ascribed to Peddana on account of the

similarity of diction in tho opening stanzas of both poems. In the description of the family of
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tlie king in the opening stanzas of the' Amuhtamdl^ada, he was obliged to speak in eulogistic

terms of his own character and of the coh<j[ue^ts he had made, and out of proper feeling inserted

stanzas for the purpose quoted froin Peddana’s*il^u»M«<r»^m’^ra into the mouth of God VehkatA

sT'ara, and thus incorporated the needful phrases into his work. But as there are a good

many stanzas, more especially ih the 5th' and 6th cantos of the poena, modelled after “the

hard-constructed Peddana’s werses and “the sweet words’" of Nandi Timmaha, it is to be

inferred that he at least received help'from the pOets of his court, more especially from the two

poets above referred to, in the preparation of the poem. We should not, however, attribute

literary plagiarism to the king, merely on the ground that a few stanzas of Peddana’s arO

found in the poem under consideration. It wks but natural that, when a poem was prepared

by the king, he should have brought it and read it before the assembly of learned jpamliU of

bis court, and thrown open the subject lor discussion. And then certain stanzas might have

been altered and certain others remodelled, while certain other fresh ones might have been

introduced by the poets. It ought not to he forgotten that it was a maiden attempt of the king,

so far as Telugu literature was concerned, and considering the respective literacy attainments

of the king and his Laureate, Peddana, he would have been naturally glad to allow his poem

to benefit by the fine touches of Peddaiia*s pen.

That the poem is really the composition of the king is further evidenced not only by the

opening and closing stanzas of the poem in which mention is plainly made of the author,

Erishnaraya, but also by certain stanzas in the body of the poem itself, in which he plainly

talks of the other works in Sanskrit, etc., which he had written. That the king was a poet

of a high type is mentioned by the poets of his court in some of their works written anterior to

the composition of the VishnuMtttya, ^ e. g*, Nandi Timmana, in dsvdsa 4 of his Pdrijdtdpaha-

ranuf speaks of the king as ‘ Kavitapraviiiyaphanisa,’

It is stated in the Vishimchiti^ya that he w^ent to Bezwada for the subjugation of the

Kalinga country, and then pushed on to Chicacole for paying a visit to the Vishnu temple

there, and that Venkat^svara appeared to him in a dream on the night of the Harivasara and

called upon hini to write the wohk. This event * took place,' as we have already seen, in

1515 A. P., hut from certain events' nartated'in the poem, e.'p., his’ victory over ‘Adil Khan,

etc., we are able to infer that the poem was not completed beforie 1520 A. D.

One strong point in favour of Krishnar^ya being the author of the poem under

discussion, is that it is filled with descriptions of Vishnu. It begins with a tinge of

Vaishnavism ;
the plot of the story is Vaishnava ; it treats of Vaishnava dharmas^ of the secrets

of that faith, and is surcharged with Vaishnava stories. We are, therefore, led to believe that

it must have been written by a person of that faitb, to which the king belonged, and not by a

pure advaitin of the type of the writer of the Maimcharitra. Indeed, the king was a Visishtad-

vaitin and an earnest disciple of Tatacharya, a fact which speaks volumes in his favor as the

author of a poem so Vaishnava in its nature.

There are, however, certain resemblances between the poetry of Peddana and that of

Kpshnad€varaya. The same' sort of similes, hyperboles, proverbial sayings, hardness of

styles aboufid ifi both, so that it is Sometimes rather difficult to draw a fixed line of demarcation

between- the compositions of the two poets.

It is said that the Amuhtamdlyada was written by Peddana after his MamichaHtrd:^ But

would a work of a later date abound in more mistakes, grammatical, rhetorical, than one' of ah'

earlier date if written by the same individual? Would not Peddana have lost his reputatioil

by the later work ? Moreover, there is not that elegance of diction in the' AmuUamdlydda
which is discernible in the Manucliaritra, and Krishnaraya, being a king, would surely b'av^

tried to find out a royal road to learning, resulting in a certain inferiority in bis wbrk.

Rebentiy a story has been afloat for the rise of the- Amuktawdlyada, which' sfedms to

siren^hfeii our pbMtion instead of weakening- it. A certain poet prepared* a work -entitled’
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'harnaramyana^ on the model of Peddana’s Manucharitra, and wished to dedicate it to Krishna-

i^ya. He therefore took it to Vijayanagara, shewed it to Peddana, and requested him to she^

it to the king. Peddana having read it carefully, thought that by shewing it to the king he

would lose his position in the king’s court, and therefore devised means for shutting out the new

poet from the presence of the king. Meanwhile, the new poet starved, and at last in despair, as

he did not know what to do under the circumstances, he wrote four stanzas from his poem on

a oadjan^ gave it to his servant, and told him to effect a sale for it at the market-place. The

servant perambulated the city, and coming to the palace, said in a big manly voice that he

offered for sale four stanzas at a thousand rupees each, when the king’s daughter, who was

sauntering in the verandah adjoining her I’oom on the topmost story, heard this, she called on

one of her female attendants to fetch her the stanzas. They were accordingly brought. She

read them, was exceedingly pleased, paid the servant the amount demanded, and got them off

by heart.

Meanwhile, the author of the Ravifmrnarasdyana, still unsuccessful in seeing the king,

finally went to ^rirangam, the island in the Kav^ri, famous for its Yaishnava temple and in

the early annals of the English in South India, dedicated his work to the god Rahganatha,

and became ‘•'double-lived in regions new.”

Afterwards, while at a game of chess with her father, the king’s daughter chanced to make

some remarks on the play, and quoted a line of the poetry she had learnt. This attracted the

king’s attention, and he requested her to quote the whole stanza. She did so, and the king

was exceedingly pleased, and asked her for some details’ of the' author*, when she narrated to

him the circumstances in which she got possession of the stanzas, but said that she’ knew

nothing of the author. The king immediately rose up, went to his court, read the stanza before

the assembly, and asked them whence it was, when one of the assembly informed him that it

was from such and such a work, of the author’s advent hither, how he had remained a long

while in order to see the king, how he was frustrated in his attempt, and how in utter disgust

he left the place. The king was very grieved, and immediately sent word to the poet to come

to see hiin. But by that time the poet had dedicated the work to the god Ranganfitha, and he

eeiit word to the king to that effect. The king thereupon requested^ the poet to allow

him an opportunity to go through the book, which request was complied with. The king

then, it is said, compensated himself by the writing of Vishnuchitthja, though some maintain

that the work of writing the new poem was entrusted to Peddana by the king as a sort of

punishment. But considering the importance of the position Peddana held at the court,

and the amount of respect he commanded, one is bound to say that this was highly itnprobable

in the very nature of the circumstances;

Although a Yaishnava, Krishnaraya shewed no hatred towards the Saiva, and the various

grants of land he made to Baiva temples speak very well of him. At his court were members

of other sects also.

There were Saivas of the type of Nandi Timrhana; extreme Saivas of the type of Dhtir-

jati, Mftdanagari Mallayya, etc. Of the learned men of his conrt, eight are distinguished as

the ashta-diggcjas, or eight elepTiants who uphold the world of letters, m allusion to thd eight

elephants that support the universe at the cardinal and intermediate points of the compasS.

siioaftTii Peddana, Nandi Timmana^ lyalarfijii Ramabhadra, Dhttrjati, SCSdayyag^l

Mallana Pingali Stirana, Bamarajabhtlshaija and TenaJi Bamafepisb^a are their repntM

names. Ve have our o't(rn doubts aS to the three last being contemporaries of E:riSh-]^^y», btkt

we can learn from some of the works of these authors that the first five flourished in his time^.

We have already seen that the first two have dedicated’ their works id fhfe ting. The third mtast

have been very young at the time, bit he began to write, undfer the orders df the king the

KaiMs&rasMgraha, which was afterwards complet^. « is‘ not Mf sd diaste m
^

his- later work tlie MmHUyudaydl DMh^-dtiinlie in'iSiidrcjawyaya stated certakh fattS rfboht
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the conquests of Kyishnaraya over the Masalman princes of Bijapur and Golconda, which, he

says were recorded by Mallana in his RajasShharacharitra, We learn from the History of

Kondavidu that TAllapaka Cliinnana, the writer of the Asliia^naJiisMkahjdna, flourished at the

same period. But though Ramarajabhushaua and others are said to have flourished at this

time, and though stories are current in the Telugu country to that eflect, we learn a contrary

state of things from a study of the inscriptions and from other more reliable sources. A study

of the works themselves will confirm the inscriptions.

There is a story current that Timmarasu alias Appaji was a Niy6gi Brahman. Of all

those, who by their own efi’orts and without usurpation of the rights of others, have raised

themselves to a very high social position, there is no one the close of whose history pi^esents so

great a contrast to its commencement as that of Appaji. Left an orphan at a very early age

lie eked out a livelihood by tending cattle near Tirupati. And the story goes that while

sleeping under the leafy spreading branches of a large banyan tree on a summer afternoon, a

huge snake about the thickness of a walking stick emerged from the tree, approached the boy,

and with ‘its hood upraised prevented the sun’s rays from falling straight on his face. A
wayfarer saw the incident, waited at a distance till the boy rose up from his sleep, informed

him of what had happened, and requested him to remember him when he should attain an

exalted position. The wayfarer was, it is said, Bhattnmurti, a celebrated poet. But it can be

proved, however, that they were not contemporaries

!

We learn from a great many records that Krishnadevaraya left no sons, while from one

of the inscriptions we find that Aehyutar^ya was his son, and from another that Sad^feivar^ya

was his son. But these are matters for further investigation.

The transactions that followed the death of Krishnaraja, says Wilson in his Catalogxie of

Mackenzie ColJectio% p. 87, are very unsatisfactorily related by native w’riters. The prince

had no legitimate male children of his own, and the nearest heir, Achyutaraya, who is variously

termed his brother, cousin, and nephew, being absent, he placed a prince named SadAsiva on the

throne, under the charge of ES-maraja, his own son-in-law. Achjuta 3‘etui*n<‘d and assumed

the government, and on his death Sad&siva succeeded under the care and control of RamarAja

as before. There is in some statements an intimation of a short-lived usurpation by a person

named Salika Timmana, and of the murder of the young prince who succeeded Krishnaraya in

the first instance, and the Muhammadan accounts tend to shew that some such transaction took

place. On the downfall of the usurper, the succession proceeded as above described. The reigns

of Achyuta and Sad^siva and the contemporary existence of Ramaiaja are prowed by numerous
grants. Those of Achyuta extend over a period of twelve years, from 1530 to 1542 A. D.,

aud those of Sadasiva from 1542 to 1570, whilst those of Ramai’Aja occur from l£47 to 1562.

Who SadAsiva was, however, does not very distinctly appear. Some accounts call him
the son of Achyuta, whilst others represent him as descended from the former R^jas of

Vijayanagara
;
at any rate, it is evident that during Ramaraja’s life he was but a puppet

prince. According to Barishta, was the son of H^mraj and son-in-law of a Raja

whom he names Sivaray erroneously for Krishnaray. Eamaray, he adds, succeeded on his

father’s death to his office and power, and on the death of an infant Raja, for whom
he managed, the affairs of the government, he placed another infant of the same family

on the mas^ady and committing the charge of the prince’s person to his maternal uncle,

Qqjt Trimmal, retained-the political administration of the state. Daring his absence on a mili-

tary excursion, the uncle of the Raja and seveial nobles conspired against the minister, and
gained to their party an officer of EamrS.j^ who was one of his slaves left in military charge of

the capital. Finding the insurgents too strong for him Ramaraja submitted to an amicable com-
promise with them, and was allowed to reside on bis own territorial possessions. After a short

interval, the slave, being no longer necessary, was murdered, and Triramal, the uncle, assumed
the whole power. He next killed his nephew, and reigned on his own behalf, conducting him-
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self with great tyranny, so that the chiefs conspired to dethrone him,bnt with the assistance of

Ibrahim ‘Adil Shah he was enabled to maintain his authority. On the retreat of his Musalman
allies, the Hindu nobles with Eamaraja at their head again rebelled, defeated the usurper, and
besieged him in his palace in Vijayanagara

;
when finding his fortune desperate, he destroyed

himself. Rama then became Raja.

Now, comparing this with the Hindu accounts, we should be disposed to identify Hoji
Trimmal with Achyutaraya. Some of the Hindu accounts, as above noticed, concur with the

Muhammadan as to the murder of the young prince, and in Salika Timma we may have the

slave of Ramaraja, although the part assigned to him in both the stories does not exactly coincide.

Ramaraja, both agree, was obliged to resign the authority He held after Krishnar%^a’s death,

and the only irreconcilable point is that Hindu accounts specify the appointment in the first

instance of Sadasiva. But the weight of evidence is unfavourable to their accuracy, and
Sadasiva was probably made Rdja by Ramaraja and his party in opposition to Achyntaraj’-a,

This will account for the uncertainty that prevails as to his connection with Krishnaraya, as

well as for his being taken, as some statements aver, from the family of the former Rdjas. At

the time of the demise of Krishnaraya, the kingdom of the Carnatic had reached its zenith,

and Achyutaraya who succeeded him in 1630 A. D. added to the empire by subjugating

Tinnevelly and other places.

We shall next enquire in detail of the poetical merits of the Acliyuta-diggajas (/), who
formed the beacon-lights of the court of the Andhra-Bh6ja. The foremost of them was, as we
have already seen, AHasani Peddana. He was a Nandavarika Niyogi Brahman, the son of

Ohokkana. He was born in the village of D6ranala, in Dnpad taluk, in the Bellary District.

He was, as we have already seen, the Laureate at the court of Krishnadlvaraya. In his

infancy he studied the Sanskrit and Telugu languages, and in due time obtained a critical

knowledge of both these tongues, and was able to compose verses in either of them. His

abilities pi'ooured him the situation of court poet to Nrisimharaya, on which monarch he

wrote several panegyrics. After his death, his son and successor, Krishnaraya, patronized

him, and appointed him as one of his Ashta-diggajas*

Peddana’s Telugu poems are much esteemed for their harmony. He composed an elaborate

work, entitled Svar6chislia Manucliaritra^ or more shortly Manucharitra, in four cisvdsas* The

poem deals with the following subject. A religious Brahman, Pravarfikbya, an inhabitant of

Mayapuri, felt an ardent desire to visit the summit of the Himalayas, and as it was impossible

to proceed there by human ingenuity, he was anxious to satisfy his desire by some superna-

tural agency, and in consequence stopped every sanvydsin and traveller that he saw journeying

thither, in order that he might obtain from them the secret, by which they were able to

surmount all difficulties, and go to the nionntain-top. He was in the habit of inviting these

people to his bouse, and courteously to entertain them in hopes to obtain from them the secret.

In this way there came a devotee to his abode, and as his manner was more than usually

complaisant, the Brahman strenuously besought him to furnish him with the means of

proceeding to the summit of the Him^rlayas. The devotee acceded to his entreaties, and gave

him the juice of a plant, which he rubbed on his feet, and desired him to soar up into the

ethereal regions, repeating the name of the goddess. Pravarakhya immediately soared up

into the skies, not for a moment thinking how he was to return home, and when the juice on

his feet was dried up, he lost the power of filying, and roamed about the beautiful gardens on

the mountain-summit. While he was thus strolling about, he heard certain soft sweet notes,

and px’oceeding thither, saw a beautiful Gandbarva damsel, w^nt np to her, and besought her to

direct him in the right track. As he was very comely, and the damsel had never before beheld

a human being, she fell in love with him, but was resolved to behave with reserve, so that he

might not discover her real sentiments. She, therefore, reprimanded him for entering her

bower without her permission, and told him to find the road out as weE as he could for himself.

The Brahman, discouraged at the harsh tone in which the damsel spoke, made a pwnpitaie.
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retreat, and mating* his way to a neighbouring grove, performed intense devotion to the god of

fire, who, it is said, appeared to him under the semblance of a Brahman and conveyed him to

his own lodgings. jMeanvhile the Gandharva was inconsolable at his loss, having no idea that

her behaviour to the Brahman would have such a termination. She expressed her grief by

dashing her head on the ground and rolling on the floor, and by various other deeds which

shewed the poignancy of her affliction, A male Gandharva, in the interim, took the form of the

Brahman, came to her, and passing himself off for Pravarakhya, enjoyed with her. She

discovered the trick when too late, hut resolved to be revenged. She became pregnant, and

w'as in due time delivered, and the child waxed great, and became Svarochisha-Manu, the

sovereign of Jambudvfpa,

In the introduction to the poem, Peddana takes an opportnnity of expatiating on the

valour of Krishnaj^a and describing his victories over his enemies, and chiefly over those of

the Muslim faith. The poet must have survived the king pobably by about five years and
breathed his last about 1535 A. D. at his own residence at Doranala. The severe misfortune

he experienced in the loss of his royal patron found a poetic expression in the very pathetic

elegy he wrote on the occasion, in strains the more touching as they were really felt. The
sorrow that he expressed was unfeigned on his part, as the munificence of his royal master, on

many an occasion, created in the poet sentiments of the most fervent gratitude. The heir and
successor of Krishnaraya, Ramaraya, shewed great kindness to the poet, who commanded a

world of reverence and love from the king, and would utter verses only when he willed, and
not at the royal command. His vrorks are disseminated in every province where the Telugu
language is spoken and understood, and there are few poets who gained more popularity during

their lifetime and have been more esteemed by posterity than Allasani Peddana, Tikkana (the

writer of the later fifteen parva^is of the Mahdbhdrata in Telugu) excepted.

One day, when the court was full of poets of all descriptions, Peddana poured forth an
impromptu verse at the request of the sovereign and displayed his equal knowledge of Telugu
and Sanskrit languages and received marks of distinction from the king to the entire satisfac-

tion of the people assembled, poets included. The poets had previously been contented with

translations from the Sanskrit and had never tried their hands at original Telugu compositions.

As Peddana was the pioneer of that movement, he was called ** the grandsire of Telugu Bards.’^

He gathei’ed materials from a scrap of the MdrhandSya Furdna^ and wrote an original poem,
the first of its kind, — the Svdrdchisha Manncharitra^ and from his time to that of Ramaraja-
bhfishaaa, the writer of the Ya&ucharitra^ the poets one and all followed his footsteps.

He was treated more or less as a sort of feudatory prince, and was presented with a good
many agralidras, the chief of which was K6kata. Though by birth'a Sm4rta,he was a latitudi*

narian in religion. This is borne testimony to by the following inscription found in

Col. Mackenzie's Ma7mscript Collections : — “Allasani Peddana, a Brahman, a Nandavarika,
the son of Ohokkariijah. The village of Kokata conferred on him by king Krishna Deva
Roya, was given over by the poet to a certain mimbei' of Vaishnavas. The new appellation

which the village received was Hatagopapura. In S. S. 1440, on the 16th day of the white
fortnight of YaisSkha (». full-moon day) of the year Bahudhanya, the poet raised a stone

inscription in Sarvakill^svara Swami temple of the place, that he gave over land yielding two
putties for purposes of daily oblations. The next year on the twelfth day (dvddast) of the

white fortnight of Karttika, he gave land yielding four ^putties and a half to Channakesava
Swami and raised an inscription to that effect . • . . iSifter the time of Krishna Deva
Roya, L during the time of Sadasiva Roya and Krishna Roya, and Mallu Ananta Roya of

Nandyal, this K6kata Agrah^ra became tbe exclusive property of Brahmans.^’

It is said that Peddana has written a poem entitled 'Bari'katMsdra^ but we know of it

only from fragments that have come down to us of the work in the RangardicJihandas and other
treatises on Rhetoric. He was the first to introduce a large influx of Muhammadan and
other words c£ foreign: into serious composition in Telugu, and more or less thoroughly
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naturalised them. His contemporaries followed his footsteps in this direction also. A critic on
his Manucharitra finds fault with him for having plagiarised from the Naishadha and Mdrlcandeya
Furdna. It is true that he has taken the plot of his poem from the Smrochisha Manusambhava
in the Mdrkan^ya Furdna, and that he has imitated in certain methods of expression Marana,
the Telugu translator of the aforesaid From a study of Peddana’s poem itself also*

numerous instances can be found, shewing that he had the greatest regard for Srln&tha and
his Naishadha, and that he, to a major extent, modelled his expression after the fashion of the
Naishadha. Srinatha was the first to introduce long Sanskrit samdsas into Telugn poetry, and
there can be no gainsaying that Peddana stuled his poem, the fourth dhdsa excepted,* with
long-tailed Sanskrit samdsas, the result of a careful study of the work of Srinatha. We have
no reason, however, on this account, I think, to find fault with Peddana, and charge him with
plagiarism. Indeed, the system of borrowing expressions from the older poets is in vogue
down to the present day. There are certain stories current of Tenkli K^makrishna finding fanit

with Peddana for certain stanzas of his, but such stories are far from being credible, considering
the times in which both of them fionrished, and the reputation the latter enjoyed in and out of

the king’s court and the way in which he put poetical queries to people who visited the place
to receive royal presents.

The poet next in importance was STandi Timmana. He was a Niy&gi Brahmana of the
Apastamba sutra, Kausika gotra, and tbe son of Nandi Singana and TimmambA. He was
a pure Saiva and the disciple of Aghoraguru. He was the nephew of Malayamaruta, the
writer of the Vardha Ficrdna. He was a native of the village called Gannavara. He composed
a work called the Fdnjdtdpakarana, in which is recorded the story of 'Sr{ Krishna procuring
the pdrijdta flower from the garden of Indra through the sage N^rada, for his consort
Rukmini. The poem consists of thi’ee dsmsas written in a smooth, elegant style, and the images
and similes are very bold and striking.

There is a curious story current regarding the circumstances under which the poem was
written. It is said that on a certain night after supper the king held court till midnight, and
then retired to bed. His wife who remained a long while conversing with her female friends,

waiting for her husband, at last retired to bed as it was very late. Her female friends then

covered her with a sheet and went their own ways. Krishnaraya then entered the room, and
reclined on his bed. Not long after his wife’s feet came in contact with his ears. The king
immediately rose, surveyed the room, saw the sleeping posture of his spouse, and, bitter with

rage, stood pondering thus within himself : — ** How hard-hearted are women ? Perhaps she

was angry with me for having delayed so long- It does not matter much if she is angry, but

she has tried to insult me. She will not do so in future, if I punish her now.” Grinding his

teeth, he resolved to punish her very severely, and went and slept in a different room. The
queen heard of what had transpired from her maid-servants, was sore afraid, and remained

disconsolate. Nandi Timmaua, the poet who accompanied her from her father's household,

understood that something was wrong from her face, approached her in secret, and requested

her to inform him of what troubled her. She replied that her very life would be at stake if the

secrets of the seraglio got abroad, that she would have to suffer according to her past harma,

and that he need not trouble himself about her trouble. He assured her that he would keep

her secret, and devise means for an amicable settlement, and that he was of no use to her if he
could not render such trifling help, being an intimate friend of her father. The queen then

informed him of what had happened, sobbing from very heaviness of heart. The poet consoled

her, assured her that within a week everything would go on smoothly, and that her husband

would pardon her. He then went home and thought seriously of the difSculty of his under-

taking, prayed to his deity, and came to a resolve that he would write a poem in which he
would incidentally give full expression as to what he had undertaken to do and thus bring the

king over to his side. He, therefore, took, the story of Parij4t4pahara9a,ikrnd composed a poem
on the subject, and accomplished- has *eb|eat m the very &i^divdsa. He theA ffnished tb#
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poem and informed the king, who, on an auspicicns occasion, ordered Timmana to read his

poem* In the course of the reading, Timmana narrated how N^rada, on a visit to Sri Krishna,

gave him Sb jpdrij&ta flower, which was given over by the latter to Rukmiiii, how Satyabhdma,

another wife of Sri Krishna, became enraged at it, and abused Sri Krishna for his partiality,

how she kicked him on the forehead with her left leg, how the latter tried to console the

former instead of feeling angry with her, and so on. This immediately recalled to the king’s

mind his quarrel with the queen. He became very sorry for his past conduct, and desired to

effect a compromise with his sponse. The poet understanding the accomplishment of his object

from the expression of the king’s face, was right glad, and, at the special request of the king,

continued his poem. After the court was dispersed, the king went and lived happily with his

queen. The matter was communicated very confidentially to the poet by the queen next

moiming, who, when he heard it, was exceedingly glad.

(To he continued.)

EOLKLORB IN SALSETTE.

BY GEO. F. D*PENHA.

No, 21. — The liOuse and the Bat.

A Neio Cumulative Rhyme.

A lousB was once going to seek, as she said,p^/ hharun hhdvd ^ivdld ain dng hharun hayrd^

a bellyful of food and clothes to cover her body. As she was trudging on slowly she was met
by a dog, who said :— Vtc hdi^ Vu ddi, Icahha go zdte f Sister louse, sister louse, where are

you going ?
”

The louse answered “ Zdtaim zavdr mtlSl jpSt hharun hhd'od ^ivdld ant dng hharun haprdf

I am going where I can get a bellyful of food and clothes to cover my body.*’

Upon this the dog said :— Ckal mdrtje sangdti. Come with me.**

But the louse said ; — “ Kon el tuje sangdti ? Tula Iconi mdrlam Jcelam mhanje turn hhu hhu

bhu hhu Icarsil ani palHl; mangam mi Jcavdr zduh ? Who will come with you ? Should any one

beat yon, you will cry ^ bow bow wow wow ’ and run away
;
where shall I go to then ?

So saying the louse resumed her slow walk, and as she walked and walked and walked,

she came across a cat who said to her ; — Tti ld% Fw hd% Tcahha go zdte 't Sister louse, sister

louse, where are you going ?
”

And the louse answered :— ** Zdiaim zavdr milil pot hharun Ichdvdpivdld ani dng hharun

kaprdp I am going where I can get a bellyful of food and clothes to cover my body.'’

Hearing this the cat said :— ** Ckal mdnje sangdti^ Come with me,*'

Whereupon the louse replied :
— “ Kon SI tvje sangdti ? Tuld koni mdrlam Jcelam mhanje

turn mew mew Jcarsil ani palsil ; mangam mi kavdr zduh ? Who will come with you ? Should any

pne beat you, you will cry ‘mew mew ’ and run away, where shall I go to then ?
"

Having thus spoken she went her way, and again she walked and walked and walked. On
her way sbe met many animals who all asked her where she was going, and who, on being

told of her errand, asked her to go with them, but she refused every offer. At last, as

she was still walking and walking, she came upon a rat, who asked her :
— “ Fu hdi^ Vu bdi^

kanka go zdte t Sister louse, sister louse, where are you going V*

The louse answered : — Zdtaim zavdr milSl p6{ hharun hhdvd pii)dld ani dng hharun

kaprdf I am going where I can get a bellyful of food and clothes to cover my body.’*

The rj^t hearing this said : — “ Ckal mdnje sangdti^ Come ^ith me.”

Now the louse knew that a rat must be living comfortably, with plenty of food to eat and

clothes to wear. So she accented the rat’s offer and went into a hole in which the rat dwelt.
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There, as she had anticipated, the louse found plenty of all things — food as well as clothes,

— and lived happily for some time.

One day the louse said she would make atiolathS if the rat would fetch some rice and spices

and jaggree. The rat went about and soon brought what was necessary from shops and else-

where, and handed it to the louse, who set about making the dttolam. As the dttolam was

cooking, the rate smelt a fine savour, which made him restless as to when it would be ready,

so that he might eat it. The louse, who observed the restlessness of the rat, and knew well the

greedy propensities of that animal, warned him not to peep into the pot, as he might possibly

fall inside. Having thus warned the rat, the louse went to fetch water. As the dttolam became

more and more savoury in the course of the cooking, the rat became more and more restless, so

restless that he could restrain himself no longer, and, disregarding the warning of the louse,

got up on the oven to have a look at the dttolmh, but down he fell in the pot and died.

When the louse returned with water she missed the rat, and easily guessed that he had not

heeded to her warning : and right enough, on looking, she found him dead in the pot in

which the dttolaui was being cooked. But what was to be done now ? She threw away the

dttolam, dug a hole near a hedge, and buried the mt. In digging the hole, some of the roots

of the trees that formed the hedge were cut up, and consequently the trees became some-

what shaky,

Now it happened that a bagld (a crane) was in the habit of every day coming and taking

his stand on one of the trees. For many a day the crane had found the tree steady, and was,

therefore, surprised when it shook as he alighted on it, and thought to himself :
— ** Kdl mi

id zhdrdvar baislmh te eni zkdr hdlat ndtani, as haislim te zbdr hdltei, Yesterday when I sat upon

this tree it did not shake, but to-day as I sat down it shook.” So he asked the tree for the

reason of it.

The tree replied:— TJndir mdmd mele te oiolie fatti gdrile, oi reli muldm vin, ani

bagladi relaih jpinsdm vin, Uncle rat died and was buried at the side of the hedge, so the hedge

became rootless, and the crane became featherless.”

Upon hearing this, “ gal gal gal gal ” the crane dropped all his feathers and flew away and

alighted upon a banyan tree. The banyan tree which had often seen the crane before with

liis feathers on, now began to wonder at seeing him featherless, and began to think within

itself ; Kdl em baglam dilani te tidld hotifh, ds dilaim te tidld pinsam nai, Yesterday

when this crane came he had feathers, to-day he has come, but he has no feathers ” — and

the tree asked the crane for the reason of it.

Said the crane: — Vndir 7^mmd meU te oiohefaiji gdrile, oi reli muldm vin, baglath relarh

^ihsam vin, ani v6r reld pdndm vin, Uncle rat died and was buried at the side of the hedge, so

the hedge became rootless, the crane became featherless, and the banyan ti’ee became leafless.

Upon this “ hhal Mai Mial hhal” fell off all the leaves of the banyan tree. Now a horse,

that was in the habit of grazingin that part of the forest, often took protection from the rays of

the sun under that tree, and was quite surprised to see the tree leafless. The horse began to

think over the matter, and thought within itself :
— “ Kdl dilum te id vordld pdnaih hotiih, as

dilum ani hagitaim te jpdnam nai, Yesterday when I came I saw that the tree had leaves, to-day

when I come I see that there are no leaves upon it.” So he asked the tree for the reason of it.

The tree replied : — Undir mdmd mele te oiche fatti gd7ile, oi reli mula^h vin, haglaih relam

^imdth vin, vor rela jgdnd^h vin, ani ghord reld hdndih vin, Uncle rat died and was buried at the

side of the hedge, so the hedge became rootless, the crane became featherless, the banyan tree

became leafless, and the horse became earless.”

1 This is a sort of gruel, prepared out of new rice, with the addition of jaggree and some ingredients such as

cardamoms to sweeten and lend flavour to it, Almost every Bombay East Indian family mahes Mtolath on All

Souls* Bay,
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As soon as the horse heard this, he dropped his ears ! Having done this, the horse went,

as was his wont, to a tank close by to drink water. When the tank saw the horse without his

cars, it began to wonder, and to think thus : — ATaZ o ghord dild te tidld lean hote, dz dildi te

tidld hdn na% Yesterday when this horse came he had ears, to-day he has come but he has no
ears — and the tank asked the horse for the reason of it.

And the horse replied ;
— “ TJndir mama mele te oiche faiii gdrile, oi reli muldih

haglam Q'elam pinsdm vin, vor reld pdndm vin, ghord reld kdndm vioi, ani talani relath jidnid vui,

Uncle rat died and was buried at the side of the hedge, so the hedge became rootless, the crane

became featherless, the banyan tree became leafless, the horse became earless, and the tank

became waterless (dried np).”

Scarcely had the horse finished his tale, when the water in the tank dried up. An
old groom, who drew his daily water-supply from the tank, came to fetch water, and was
surprised to see all the water dried up. Thought he to himself: •— “ Kdl dilum te talam

hharlelani Mtaih^ dz bagitam te suMaim, Yesterday when I came the tank was full, and to-day I

see that it has dried up ” — and the groom asked the tank for the reason of it.

The tank replied :
— “ TJndir mama mele te oiche fatti gdrihi oi reli muldm vin, bagJam

relam pinsdiU vin, v6r reld pdndni vin, ghord reld Tcdndm vin, talam relam pdnid vin, ani gltorewdlld

reld sosd vin^ Uncle rat died and was buried at the side of the hedge, so the hedge became

rootless, the crane became featherless, the banyan tree became leafless, the horse became earless

the tank dried up, and the groom must remain without quenching his thirst,’*

When the old groom heard this story, he was so overcome with grief that he dashed his

head against a stone on the edge of the tank, and then, wonder of wonders I the tank imme-
diately Allied with water, the horse got back his ears, the banyan tree its leaves, the crane his

feathers, and the hedge its roots !

MISCELLANEA.

NOTES ON MAEATHA FOLKLORE.

WlEEN a Marathi gets up in the morning, he

will not allow the first sight to be the face of a

widow. If he so sees one accidently, that day is

supposed to pass not without much friction. To
see the face of a baby or child early in the morn-

ing, is considered to be very lucky. Some people,

as soon as they awake, take the name of God,

and then look at the palms of both hands. The
finger ends are supposed to he the seat of Laksimi

(Goddess of Wealth), the palm that of Sarasvati

(Goddess of Learning), and the wrist is supposed

to be the seat of the Almighty. Some repeat

some ennobling poems for an hour or so. After

washing their mouths in the morning they utter

the twelve names of Arjun — the beloved of

Erish:^. The name of that great hero of the

Pauranic Age is supposed to do away with all

calamities, and to lead to success. Then they

utter the names of the five virtuous, much eulo-

gised, women— Ahilya, Draupati, Sitd, Tdr& and

Mandodari, Their names are supposed to have

the power of expiating all sin.

A man going on an important business will

not allow the first sight to be the face of a widow.

But if he accidently does so, the object looked for
will not be attaiued. On stepping out of the
house, if he first sees a virgin or a woman coming
towards him with a pot full of water, it is con-
sidered to be very auspicious. The simplest rule— as it obtains among the Marathds — is to take
the name of God and then go to work.

Whenever any one writes a letter or any
other important paper he puts on a turban or a
cap on his head. Mourners write such things
hai-eheaded.

Unwelcome or shocking news is not given to a
man while he is takiug his meals. The object of

this is not to disturb the feelings of anybody
while he is taking his meals. Letters are not
read while a meal is being taken.

Men in mourning do not put on their turbans.
They tie a dhSU round the head. Pemales in

mourning do not apply hnnlcnm (a vermilion spot,

the sign of wifehood) to the forehead. They
neither put on their ornaments, nor comb their

hair, as long as the mourning lasts. Toilet is

strictly prohibited in mourning. Sweetmeats are

not taken nor holidays are observed, out of

respect to the memory of the deceased. When a
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man dies, Ms friends and relatives go to Ms house

and console the members of the family. They
allude to the virtues and keen intellect of the

departed, and then say that they were very much
aggrieved when they heard the news. The feel-

ings of the family, especially women, being

touched, they begin to cry. They are then told

that the world is all mdyd or illusion. It is just

like a hdzdr, where we come for business and then
depart. Death is sure to overtake every body
and what happens is through the will of God-

No marriages or other festivities take place in

the house of mourmng for at least six months.

The family is even prohibited from cooking rich

dishes. If the neighbours, especially women, see

tbat they do so, they murmui- and taunt the family

with having no respect to the memory of the

deceased. If a father or mother dies, the eldest

son abstains from going to parties or other enter-
j

tainments at his friends or other relatives. He *

sleeps on a hard bed, and does not put on shoes for

a year. Lamps, drinking pots, dhotis, bedding and

other clothes are given in charity. It'is said that
j

the soul of the dead requires a year to go to heaven.

On the tenth day after the death, of a person,

Ixis relatives go to a river and make small balls of

rice, which, after some ceremonies, are thrown

to crows to eat. If the crows do not come, they

say that some desii-e of the deceased remains un-

fulfilled. Judging from the character and wishes

of the dead, they guess what these maybe. They

then express every likely desire one by one, and

call on the crows to eat the balls. When a crow

touches a ball, the desire named at the time is

considered to be unfulfilled. They guarantee to

fulfil that deshe themselves, and then leave the

place for home. Two days after they give a

sumptuous banquet to their caste-fellows in the

name of the dead.

If the father or mother of a person dies within

'six or eight months of the date of his maniage,

the bride is considered to be unlucky. They say

that the family did not fare well on account of

her coming to their house. But if the family^

gains some pecuniary ends during the said period,

they attribute that incident to her presence-

Among MarafeMs, the husband and wife

never address each other by their names.

Life is supposed to be shortened if they so ad-

dress each other. This supposition, I believe,

has grown out of the modesty peculiar to the

Mardfcha society.^

A Brahman will not drink water or eat any-

thing, when his sacred thread is broken asunder.
|

A married woman will not go out of the house

1 [It is, however, a eustom common to all India.—Eu.]

unless there is hunku (sign of wifehood) on her
forehead. She will not drink water if the mangal
s4tra (small beads of glass with golden beads
in the middle threaded together and tied by the
husband round the neck of Ms wife at the time
of marriage) is broken asunder.

The mother of the bridegroom is very much
respected and honoured by that of the bride.
The latter has, on one occasion in the marriage
ceremony, to wash the feet of the former.

When the bride comes to the house of her
husband, a new name is given her. The bride

is then introduced to the friends and relatives

of her husband. The couple have to go to the

shrines of their family gods. The ^dstras

enjoin that, whenever a man makes a pilgrimage

to any holy place, he should be accompanied by
his wife. If he disregards this injunction, Ms
act is not considered to be meritorious. At
sacred places, — especially at Bandras — they

vow not to eat for the rest of their lives certain

vegetables and fruit.

On the fifth day of the birth of a child the

goddess Sati is supposed to write the future

career of the child on its forehead. The god-

dess is therefore worshipped and invoked to make
the future of the child as brilliant and successful

as possible. On the twelfth day, a name is given

to the child, and sugar distributed amongst friends

and relatives.

A mother, while applying lampblack to the

eyes of her child, applies the same a little to its

cheek. The object of this peculiar act is that the

child should not suffer from the glance of the

Evil Eye. When a child cries too much the

mother attributes it to the effect of the Evil Eye,

She then itakes a little salt and chillies and

removes (by uttering certain charms) the blast

of the Evil Eye.

A widow wears a red, yellow or orange-

coloured s&yi. She is proMbited from wearing

black or semi-black coloured and from put-

ting on ornaments or jewels on her person. The

object of such a prohibition seems to be that she

should not make herself attractive by putting on

ornaments, or rich and fancy clothes. Child-

widows keep their hair, put on omaments, and

wear any sdHs they like. The father or mother

see to this, that being the only kindness which

they can shew to their beloved cMld.

Sdris worn at night are considered unclean,

and are not touched so long as the monmngmeal

is not over.

Women generally worship the tulasi (a sacred

plant) and Bangnn&th (tie idol of JErisi^a).
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In the moiTiing they bathe, change their sdT^s,

and, before eating anything, attend to the wor-

ship. They pray and implore for the longevity

and welfare of their husbands. A virgin prays

for a virtuous and good husband. In the even-

ing, males as well as females go to temples.

In chatur maB'ya (i. e., four months in a year)

J^urdnas are everywhere read, and Kirtanas

(religious lectures accompanied by singing)

celebrated. A woman generally takes up some

vraia, i, e,, she vows to give daily some article

of food in charity ;
to supply some articles of

worship to a temple ;
to abstain from eating

some articles of food during the said period.

She chooses such vmta as the means of her hus-

band will permit or as will be compatible with her

health. Some women make it a rule throughout

life to utter the name of Rdm before eating

anything. When anybody commits sin inadver-

tently, or hears any horrible news, he says:—
« (we bow to the God Tishnu).

The bride and bridegroom tie to the hand of

each other a hankan^ which is a sign of the life-

long bonds of union. They have also to walk

seven steps together and utter some mantras to

the effect that mutual love should be genuine and

that they should contribute to the welfare of

each other.

A pregnant woman is very sumptuously fed,

and all her deshes are attended bo. Clothes of

her liking are also supplied her. Her desires and
likings are supposed to have e:ffect on that of her
child. If any of her desires he thwarted, the child

will subsequently hanker after the desired object.

A woman is called the **Iiakshml of the
house.” If a husband unnecessarily abuses his

wife the Goddess of Wealth (Lakshmi) will not
smile on him. On the contrary he will be cursed

and destined to drag a miserable existence.

Before going to stay in a newly-built house,

a religious ceremony is performed. The object of

this ceremony is two-fold : to pacify the evil spirit

if the house is haunted by one, and to pray that

the new house should be propitious to the family.

If a crow enters a house, it is considered to be
polluted, and a religious ceremony is prescribed

for its purification. It is a great sin, in the eyes

of a Mai4th^, to see a couple of crows sitting

together. If anybody kills a cat, the penance

for his sin is to go on a pilgrimage to Ban^ras.

To heal* the hooting of an owl is considered to

portend evil.

At the time of bathing, a Marathi invokes

the rivers Gahga, Yamuna, Godl.vari, Narbtida and
other Tirthfis to come to his bathing water and to

expiate his sins.

The morning and the evening times are

considered to be sacred, and everybody tries

then to speak truth and to avoid bad language.

T. S. Yavikae.

•NOTES AND QUERIES.

OYPATE AND BAILLABDEEE.
Heee are two extracts from the Journal of

M. Elouest,1782-6, in Burma,whichbytheway is

full of valuable Indo-European expressions, giving

new foi-ms, not to be found in Yule’s Hobson^

Jobson, for two well-known words :
—

Sepoy.

Je re^us (le 7 Janvier, 1785) les ordz-es de ce

general de partir le 12 pour Tetablissement de

Haiukal, d’embarquer le mdt de pavilion, I’artil-

lerie, les vivres et 400 cypayes commandes par

H. HobiBard avec dix ofl&ciers passagers.”—
T'oungFaOf YoL I. p. 204.

Bayadere,

(Bayadere is not a real ludo-Europeanism, but

a Eranco-Portuguese term.)

Lorsque tout est prepare, et decor^ avec
art, ils donnent un festin, font jouer la come-

die, ensuite ils donnent un bal ou figurenfc les

Baillarderes .... Pemmes qui sont appe-

l€es a toutes les ceremonies pour danser.’’

—

T'oung Pao^ Yol.II. p. 15.

B. 0. Temple.

MABATHA MABBIAGES IN HIGH LIFE—
SXJDRA CASTE ~ BEIDEGROOMB

PROCESSION.

On his way to the bride’s house, the bridegroom

stops at the MAruti (temple of HanumAn) to rest

and make his devotion. Every village in Western
India possesses one. The Gayakwars of BarodA
halt at Bfijrajeswar, a well known temple to

Mahadeva in Baroda, containing also a shrine to

MArutx ( HanumAn, the monkey-god). A brother

or some very near relative of the bridegroom

precedes him, carrying in procession to the bride

jewelleiy, a sdri (robe), and ch6U (bodice). On
arrival he is feasted, but retuims in time to meet

the biidegi'oom with people from the MAruti to

invest him with the jpSshah (dress of honor). The
whole cavalcade then proceeds to the bride’s

house, so as to reach it at the appointed hour, the

bridegiroom being mounted on a charger or an

elephant.

The Late B. Y. Shastri in P. N. andQ.1883.
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ESSAYS ON KASMIRI GRAMMAR.
BY THE LATE KAEL FEIBDEIOH BUEKHA.EDT.

Translated and edited, viitJi notes and additions,

ly G. A, Grierson, Ph.J)., O.I.E,, I.G.S.

{Continuedfrom 232.)

PARADiaMS.
202. 1st Declension (Masculine^ a base).

jL^ tsur^ thief, Oblique base tsilra.

Singular. Plural.

ITom. the thief, % ^ i dk isitraht a thief... tsur

Yoc. Uurd or tsurq,0 thief!

/ j
tsurail

Acc. tsuv

^

a thief ... ... ... *•* ... ... tsur

Instr. ^swrfljw,by a thief ... jjj^ tsUrau

Dat. tsuras, to a thief , .

/

tsuran

Abl. aA) [sSj-5] tsuras mVia, from a thief ...

. r ^

tsurau nisha

Gen. tjjf tszlra sond, etc. (see §§ 198 and 206),^^ a

tbSef’s.

tmmn liond^ etcJ^

Loo. jiA/o tsitras mamj in a thief tsuran warn

Example of a noun of aotion. — diun, to give; l^om. acc. dmn ; Dat.

dinas, etc.

203. 2nd Declension (Masculine, i base)*

dS ]eul^ tree, Oblique base hulu

Singular, Plural.

Nom. d^ ^ul, the tree, kulah^ a tree !
cl/ Ttuli

Voc. kulyd or *1^ Jculi^ 0 tree ! ... hulyau

Acc* ^ toZ, a tree ... •*. ••• ••• ••• dS ku¥

Instr. d^ Tcvil^f by a tree... ««• ••• ••• •••

/ .»

hulyau

Dat* Tcud'iSf to a tree ... ... .
*•• ••• ••• Iculen

aAI ^ AjwZt [^wm] nu7ifl, from a tree
.

...

^ i0S ^

hulyau nisha

/ ^

Gen. hdy-uh, etc. (see §§ 198 and 20€), of a tree ...
Cia-a hulen liond

Loc. liulis mam, in a tree
• ^ 1***'

yxjo (j.w hulen manz

cx-r,^
' ”
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204. 3rd Declension (Feminine, i base).

Mr, a daughter, Oblique base hdri.

Singular.
Plural.

Noiii. &i1r, the da.Ligliber, Ai(5ra7i, a daughter...

j

kori

Voc. Zion, 0 daughter! ...

/ ^

horyau

Ago. hur^ a daughter )5j hori

Insfer. ^or/j bj a daughter
/ ^

koryau

Dat. ZsoT-i, to a daughter ... * horen'^^

Abl. ’6jy^ kori i^isha, from a daughter ...

/ -»

y. Mryau nishep^

^ !»

Qay, <3»iA 7c(3 ri liond, etc. (see §§ 198 aud 206), of a ct^ koren liondP etc.

daughter.

cJjy kdren manz^^Log. kori man^, iu a daughter

[This Hindu grammarian isvara-kaula, in his Kasinira-sabddmnta^ makes the oblique base

of the dative, genitive and locative singular, and the nominative and accusative plural, in

this declension, end in e not i* Thus Mrs hond, kore manz, MrSf hove. This does not apply to

the instrumental or ablative singular. This refinement of pronunciation does not seem to

prevail amongst Musalmi-ns.]

206. 4tli Declension (Feminine, i and a base).

1® . h, ^ .

gad, a fish, Oblique bases, gddi (sg,),
i/

gdda (pi.).'-

Siugul£^,^. Plural.

Horn. gad the fish, ^ada/i, afish gdda

k
Yoc. gddi, or gddi, 0 fish 1

gddau

Ace. gdd,&&sh.
j'

gdda

L»

Instr. gddi, by the fish
1

, » S' gadav,

Dat. gddi, to the fish gddan

Abl. yadi from the fish
ft.* ^

, j ^ gddau nisha

Gen. ^ gddi hond, etc. (see §§ 198 and 206), of a fish

.

b.

, (i)
0 ^ gddan liond

^
io

Log. gddi mam, in 2(> 0.^
. . ' u',
y^K (j>c If gddan mcmis

f.
f

On account of the frequent interchange of — a and “ i, we find, side by side in Np., forms like

/ / / //
aehhi-u and achhau, from ^ etchh^ the eye (r/. the 1st Declension). [The correct form is |i

achhyau.l '

' -
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206. The Genitive of the four Declensions.

There are four possible cases in each instance :
—

{a) When the governing noun is in the masculine singular.

(h) When it is in the feminine singular,

(c) When it is in the masculine plural.

(d) When ft is in the feminine plural.

Thus :
—

(a)

(h)

(c)

/. /

(d)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(cZ)

1st D&dlension.

[Animate Noun.]

Singular.

^ ^

53^^ tsurq

...j

Plural.

/ jf

J

sond

sqnz

sqtid^

sanzq

hand

hqnz

hdndi

y of the thief

y of the thieves

{cl) .*0

[An example of the case of an inanimate noun of this declension is mUl-vk, mUlqeh, rnSLacM,

mMaalie, of a root; plural, muUn land, etc.]
'

Beolension,

[Inanimate Noun.]

Singular.

(«)

(i) S
-

(«)
^ — i hul ...

id) ia. I

-J
Plural.

(fl) ^

C&)

^ hilen

(c)

/./

[AnexanSeof'^animinounof this declension is tond, etc. of a horse ;
plural,

gurenJicind^ etc.]

..J

TfuJc

ich

%¥>

ichi (iohe)»

hand

hqn^

Jiqvid^ ...

^
' of the tree •

!

y of the trees

F

•J
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()

( )

(d)

3rd Declension-^

[Animate or Inanimate.]

Singular.

^ Mri

hond

hqnts

hqnd^

t hamq ...

> of the daughter

Plural.

/

(a) AiA

--
-v

hond

(h) ••• 1 ham

.
/

*“
Tcdren y

AxA
^ ^ ^

- ^ hqnd^

/,/

(<?) L han»q
^

y of the daughters

ith Declension,

[Animate or Inanimate.]

Singular.

(a) ^ 1

SoTlci

(V) ...
1-

y gddi \

(c) AiA hqnd^ ...

(<^ ...j
^ ... ^

y of the fish

Plural.

hond

(6) hqm
t

,
/ ^ jfada)^ ^ y

(o) ^ hand*
j

< / ^ 1

(<0 ...J ^ hamq J
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207t Tbe following are examples of the use of the Genitive :
—

(1) Governing noun, and noun in Genitive, both masculine :

1 // / \

y naukarq^.,’^

[ sond ...

1

f

sqnd^

r hond ... I

y hhuddwand^

‘ / J
r naukaran "S

the master of

the servant

the masters of

the servant

the master of

the servants

I
I j

hqnd^,^.\
|

the masters of

L J L J the servants

(2) Governing noun, feminine ; and masculine noun in Genitive

:

-r-

(ir 'AjL 1 r Sana hitdb —
/ / /

// /

nauharq

Sanaa hitdha

ViA
"1 r Jianz hitdb

‘ - I . // /
j

*

> y nauharan

- / /
I

AjUr ...
1 lansahitdh

,..J ^
lianaq hitdha ... the hoc

(8)
Governing nou7i, masculme s^a^id femmine oioun m Genitive :

, the book of the servant

, the books of the servants

, the hook of the servants

the books of the servants

• ••

(

••0
1

f

1

... 1

' , .

1
ha7id'^ ...

J L

1
1

1

> naukar <
1

1 ho7id ...

\

koren
!

/
1

1
hajid^ ...

...
J 1 J\

the servant of

the danghter

the servants of

the daughter

the servant of

the daughters

the servants of

the daughter

(4) Governing noun, a^id noun m Genitive, bothfemmine

:

yjb ,,, f hqna hitdb the book of the daughter

> ... <1

hanzq hitdbq the books of the daughter

y I"
hqns hitdb the book of the daughters

\ ^ ^ j

^ ^ ^
horen -s

»>xA ,,
I

ha7izq hitdbq the books of the daughters

/^ / / // /

The governing noun has often to be understood ; e, g., ^ 45 *

A4J ai hash tsq zdnahah timq hatha 7jimq chdni saldmati hanzq

/^/
c/i/ie (sg. haihq), if thou hadst known the things which belong unto thy peace (Luke,

xix. 42)^

...1

hori

/ /
ijUi* isyiA

h horen
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208. Declension of the words

c aline foinns are declined according to

thh’d declension.

sond, etc., which indicate the genitive. The mas-

the second, and the feminine forms according to the

; Norn,... ...

(«)

... sond»*»

ip)

... /iO?2tZ

Voc. ... ...

/

... sandi.»*
.
/

... Uandi

Acc. ... ... sond,,. « • t ... /mnfZ

Instr,

/

... sand^ »•«

/

... liqnd^

^ Dat. ... . . •

/

sandis • «

•

.
/

handis

Abl. ... 1 .«

/

sandi
^
/

... /zaJZfZi

Gen. ...

/

sandis
.
/

handis

Loc. ...

/

... sandis
/

handis

Nom....

/

... sqm,,.
/

... /imza

Voo.... ...

/

... sanzi

/

Acc.
.
/

... sqm,,. 1

1

.
/

...

Instr. . ..

t

... sanzi
. /

...

^ Dat. M. ...

/

sanzi » • • ... Do.

AM. ... ...

i

... sanzi Do.

Gen. ... ...

,
/

... sanzi ... Do.

Loo. r..

, f

... sanzi « « V ... 1^0

«

Nom. «• t

/
‘>*L» sqnd^ • • *

/

... hqnd^

Voo. ...

jt
,
f

sandyan • • •

^
,
/

handyau

Acc. ... • ••

.
/

sqnd^ « • «

,
/

... hqnd^

Instr, • * •

/ ,
/

... sandyan
/

.
/

... handyan

Dat, ...

. /

... sandmi • ••

.
/

... handen

Abl,'...

f
.
f

sandyan
/

, ,
/

... handyau

Gen.,.,

/

••• sanden
, /

handeti

Loo, ...

. /

... sandm
,

/

... handen
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tt)

PI

PJ

CO

G
G

§

-a

I
>
o

N'onu.

Voc.

Acc.

£nstr.

Dat,

AbL

Gen.

Lo,e^

/ / (a)

sauzq

/

sanzaii^^

*... mnzq

... sanzau^^

/. /

... samaifi^^

/ /

««« sanzau

/. /

... saiizaii

/. /

...

/ / (6 )

... hanzq

^ ,
f

... lianzaii*^

^
.
f

.. . hanzq

... lianzait)^

/
.
/

... hanzaw^

/ ./

... hanzait,

/. /

... lianzaii

... lhanzan

Note ,—Before prepositions (post-x)Ositions) Avbiok are properly substantives (sucb as
f 1 / / /

by the reason, i, e„ on account of; mih^ifata^ by the means of, L e,,

^
I *? » A ^

through
; Ar^® Mbtrq, with the intention (i, e., for), before the word Motq, than, used

with a comparative, and before adjectives in nh, used for the genitive, the genitive
. ^ y . / .

/

always takes the form in « — i; thus, satidi, handi^ sansu lianzu I also

find therein, a vocative ^<3^^ Uandt instead of handy6.

[A genitive in uk is thns declined. Only the principal parts are gtven.

First V-eclensmi*

Singular*

I^om. ... garuh «•# ••• (/a?'«c7^, of a house

Instr. ^... garqh^ ... gamchi

Dat.
. V

... garakis ... ... gamchi

Abl. ... garaki «««

fU
... garachi

Plural.
-

Nom. ... yam/c^ ••• .«• garachi

Instr. ... garakyau •«.

' V
... garachyau

Dat. ... garaken ... ... garachen

76 [In the Si’d declengicto, in the plural, i becomes <t, yan aw, and m an, after z.}
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2nd Declension^

Singular.

MascuKne.. Feminin®.

!Nom. ...

^ >
hulytiTff .... ....

ghr huliclis, of

Instr, ,
i.Ali' hulih^ »r* ••••

.

huliahi
-*•

Dat. ...

j

>

.... JcuUcTh

AbL ... <5^^ huliJd

Plural.

... hulichi

!Nom. ... — ... hid’ie/U

Instr. ...

/

Iculllfyait •mm ••• ^ IculichynM'

Dat. ... Imlilceii ... i:> htlicJien

So al&o Genitives in ztn^

Thus (first Declension).

^ r
!Noni. rcimtin ... ^ rdwqn, of R>Vnia

/
^

/

Instr. ... ramqn^ ... ... ... rdmaihi

and s& on^

Again, Genitives in uv^

Third Declension,,

Fom. ... hachjuv JiacTim

i •/

Instr. ... Jiaclih^ ... ... hacJiivi

and so on.J

On adjectives agreeing with a Genitive jjpn Genitives dependent on a Genitive ; Aptpesiiion^^

209. (1) An adjective agreeing with a genitive, is put in the dative case;^®e.

<xx.«i 15 15ad{s J^uddwandq-sond navlcar, the servant of the great Lord.

/

210. (2) So also a genitive dependent on a genitive, is pti*t in the dative;*?, g,//////
d^van^iandis sardHru-saridi waJacln svt^i\\voT\0.\ the help of ths?

fTiief of the devils (Luke, xl 15).
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j
y . / y / /

ijJjU ^^^xA naUyan-Jianclen mman'calm-liand^ nechw\ the children of the

killers of the prophets (Matth. sxiii, 31).

4 tjAAA ^as^r.(§ 214, 4, hyjianden luhan-lmid^ new, the names
/

of the people of each village ;prat is an indeclinable).

isrdilq-sandis Muddyq-sqnz sitdyisJi, the praise of the

God of Israel (Matth. xv. 31).

j,\A ^aa^ 212, 8, c)-sa7bden necMven-hanz moj^ the mother of

Zebedee’s children (Matth. xx. 20)

.

inscmandLOsiden (katJiaji) cMzan--liqnz jilir, c&ve iov (of)

the needs of men.

/// . / . / . / / -p .
/

<5iaa*o 8«>,aa (Si lulmn-handen gundhan-Jianzi 214,4,5)-

handi sababq, for the sake of the forgiveness of the sins of the people.

211. (3) So also a nonn in apposition to a genitive'^® is put in the dative. It may, however,

also be put in the nominative; thus, *^aU^U^3a.v» ^ ^ soms malis ' ddzidq-sqnz

jf^ddslidliat, the kingdom of David, my (onr) father (Mark, xi, 10).

/ - ^ .
/ / H, / /

fjtA^VxsKjj i mhariydliq-sandis nechms yohamdhas, to John the son

of Zaohariah (Luke, iii. 2).

&l9^ 5S<>.xw 55j.>4j1 sarddri Mhen ahydtarq^sandi waqtq, in the time of Abiathar,

the high priest (Mark, ii. 26).

/ / // /. / / j: /. / //
i5 «>A^ 55 AAJ ^JAj ipananishandq ddMq^sandi garq andarq, from the house

of his servant David (55 handq iov handas) (Luke, i. 69).

bond god, the beginning of the Gospel of Jesus, the Messiah; the Son of God'(Mark, i. 1 ).

alAf a:A.*9^Al5 j^ananis hoyis FUihusam (cf. § 198)

dshani EiMiydsi-liandi sahdbq, on account of Herodias, his brother Philip’s wife (Luke, iii. 19).

[There is no doubt that Dr. Burkhard’s account of adjectives in agreement vvith a genitive

is in the main correct. But my experience is that, as a matter of practice when the genitive is

the genitive of a masculine noun in the singular number, the adjective in agreement is usually

in the oblique case masculine. This is also the teaching of Isvara-kaula in his Kahmva-sahdd-

ynrita, although he gives no example either way. The following are examples of what I mean.

They are all sentences spoken by a Kashmin, and may be depended upon to be correct.

Tami-sandi (not Saudis') Tshatuk Ms torihh clihu-s, what is the date of his letter ?

Tami (not iamis) cMzuk mol, the price of that thing (cMz is masonline).

Eoyimi retaU godanali tonhh wdti tqmUsandi mdWk hast, the dividend on his estate will

be paid on the first date of next month. — G. A. G.]

(To be continued*)

7^ See § 198.
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THE SIEGE OE AHMADNAGAR AND HEROIC DEFENCE OE THE FORT BY

CHAND BIBI ~ A NARRATIVE OP AN EYE-WITNESS.

BY MAJOR J. S. KINO,

" '
' Jjidian Staff Cofj^s (retired),

{Continued from p. 295.)

[Tee i?!«;'A«Vi-J5/a,asir here ends abruptly, witioEt any conclusiou. Probably the author died

ifheii he had written thus far.

As a supplement to the foregong history I shall now quote from the Tazkarat-til-Muliik

of Mirza. Rafi‘-ud-Din Ibrahim B. N-ar-ud-Din Taufik the author^s personal nar-

rative of a diplomatic mission to Ahmadnagar about a year after the conclusion of the great siege. This

account is quoted almost verhatvn in the Basdtm-us-SaldUn, by Muhammad Ibrahim-az-Zubairi.]

‘Alam-PanAh [IbrAhlm ‘Adil-Shah II.] sends the author to Ahmadnagar

to arrange the affairs of Bahadur Shto and the Amirs.

In A, H. 1005 (A. D. 1596) ‘Alam-Pan^ ordered me to hand over my duties to one of (his ?)

sons and go to Ahmadnagar, and by peaceable means to put an end to the dissensions which had arisen

between Bahadur Shah and his amirs^ and which had disoriganized the affairs of the State. ‘Alam-

Panah added :
—*‘Th% have so terrified Suhail Khto, now stationed on the frontier, that he has

become dispiifited. First see him, and re-assure him on our behalf, and consult with him as to the best

means of settling the affairs of the people of Ahmadnagar
;
and while doing the work of your mission

you should avail yourself of the first opportunity to bring the matter to a conclusion.’^ ,

It happened that at this time much impoitant business had been intrusted to me, such as the

governorship of the capital (Bijapur) and the office of Pishwa of the district under the government of

the (king’s) eldest son, Patl;i KMn, the control of the royal mint and superintendence of about 200

elephants, 700 camels and 1,‘500 horses. For the keep of the horses nearly a lah of Mns had been

assigned from the revenue of ten large villages. Many pampers and petitions which the Mrl’uns of the

districts used to send in, as well as the secret papers, used all to be laid before, me, ,and I used to

submit them to His Highness. Having handed over all these to one of the (king’s ? ) sons, I pro-

ceeded on my mission. - :

When I arrived in the neighbourhood of Shahdurg 24 Suhail,KMn met me about farsaM out,

and we asked after one another’s health. When we arrived near' his*^ sleeping-place I found a com-

modious camp pitched. On all sides tents, screens and pavilions were erected, and carpels of the utmost

magnificence were spread out in regal fashion. The great men, chiefs, nobles and amirs like servants

were all standing or sitting each in his own place. He did not abate a jot or tittle in ceremonious

treatment
;
but he was excessively afraid, fox people bad frightened him by saying that his glory and

rank having exceeded that of the other amirS) ‘Alam-Panah had become wanting in courtesy towards

him, and had behaved so because he had no option in the matter. But when I repeated to him the

ipse d'lxit of ‘Alam-Panfih
;
words full of clemency and kindness, all his timidity was driven away.

2s Tiiig -wort is extremely rare. Though I made special search for it in India for several years, I could only
find one copy, and that a very mutilated one, in the MnM FSrfiz Library of Oriental MSS. in Bombay. A descrip-
tion of it is given in Rehatsek’s Catalogue, pp. 73-5. It was so badly worm-eaten that there was great difficulty in
finding anyone willing- or competent to undertake the work of copying it. At last I found a well-educated
Persian gentleman, named MlrzflJawadShSrazi, who copied those portions of the hook relating to the Muham-
madan dynasties of the Dakhan ; but the Bombay Government had to pay him a specially high rate for his labour.
This copy now belongs to the India Office Library. The only other copy I know of is that in the British Museum
Library. On a future occasion I hope to have^more to say about this remarkable book and its author.

Naldurg, Lat. 17*^49' IST., Long, 76® 21' E., situated on. the Bori river, a branch of the BMmS. The name
SMhdurgwas given toit by ‘All Adil-Sh^h I. The BijUpur and Ahmadnagar frontier line passed a little to the
west of it. For description, see A KoUe Queen, by Meadows-Tayjor^ also Impenal Gazetteer ofIndia, Vol. X,
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I uttered several congratulations, and said :
— “At this time Alam-Panah is very well satisfied with

you, for terror of you has impressed itself on the hearts of the Mnghals, and as long as yon maintam
your position on this frontier they will not attack us, but will remain in their own place.” And the
fact of the matter was that as long as Suhail Khan was on that frontier they did not attack at all,

though after his time they did much damage. He brought to notice all those of his adherents who
had evinced loyalty in the service of ‘Alam-Pan^

;
and to put his mind at -ease, the latter sent him

a robe of honour and present s.^s

When we set foot in the Kizam-ShaM territory, we found a ruined country in a ^tate of confusion
;

in short nothing was to be seen but the four walls of houses and a wretched, poverty-stricken populace
at enmity among themselves.

Abhang KMn Habshi, who with the amirs and 20,000 horse had taken up a position outside

the fort and cut off the supplies of their own people and sovereign, paraded the whole of his army and
came out to give us a ceremonious reception. He reviewed his army and each of the amirs paraded

his own regiment. In truth, it was a well-organized force; They had besieged their own sovereign,

and, being at enmity with Ch^nd Bibi, wished to get Bahadur Shah into their hands. The amirs

insisted upon our alighting near them.

Next day Saiyid Ali— known as TgirikM — who was one of the celebrated men of the place,

came with one of the officers (sar-naubat), and took us into the fort, where we had an interview with

Bahkdur Shah. A number of the nobles within the fort in a wretched and distressed state, with one

tongue and a thousand complaints, related the affairs of the hostile faction. I assumed the office of

mediator in the business, and a;ter I had repeatedly and severely admonished and threatened them

on behalf of ‘Alam-Panah, terms of reconciliation were arranged. The whole of the amirs then went

.

to the foot of the bastion and rampart, and had an interview with Bahadur Shah, who was on top of the

bastion, Bobes of honour and presents were bestowed, but night having then come on [the proceedings

were adjourned].

Next day the court of Nigam-Shah was erected in the midst of the camp. A half-throne

(nim-taMif), with the waist-belt and head-dress of Bahadur Sh^ on it, was placed in the midst of the

court. Each of the amirs, members of council and military officers then came forward, saluted (the throne)

and received his customary robe of honour. There was boundless rejoicing at this both on the part

of the people of the army and the garrison. The drums of rejoicing were beaten and prayers for the

safety, long life and prosperity of Alam-Panah were recited, in that he had put an end to the sedi-

tion and disturbance and was the cause of the tranquillity of the people. Some of the garrison of the

fort went outside, and, entering the camp, inquired after their relatives whom they had not seen for a

long time, and thanked God that they had met one another safe at last. The men of the army also

went to and fro to the fort, and presenting their petitions in the court of Babadur ShStb, had their

claims settled. Fresh officials Were appointed, that the business of the State and the army might be

properly arranged.

But this peace did not suit the views of some of the disaffected mischief-breeders, so they began to

excite sedition and again hoisted the standard of opposition, and seized and imprisoned three or four

of the (new) officials. The garrison of the fort also joined in the rebellion
;
the troops, with money,

promises and threats, having gained them over to their side, made an agreement with them that

when the amirs with the army should come to take the fort, the men of the garrison should refrain

from firing the cannons, guns and rockets. On this understanding one day the amirs outside the

25 There is no subsequent mention of Subail Kh^n in the course of this narrative, but we are led to infer tbat^

be with a portion of the frontier force, accompanied the author as escort to the mission ; but certainly not in a

political capacity,"as stated by Mrishtah. The latter makes no mention of our author, although they must have

known one another personally", for they both at the same time held high appointments at the Bij^pur Court,
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fort, with the intention of seizing it, came with 20,000 cavalry, and, surrounding the fort, commenced

the attack. The garrison, true to their compact, refrained from fighting, but some of the amirs and

soldiers resisted to the best of their ability and displayed much valour. When the fight waxed

furious in front of the gate of the fort, the Nawwab BahMur Shah, in spite of his youth, sat on top

of a bastion of the fort encouraging his men to fight. At this juncture the people of the army shot

three or four arrows in the direction of Bahadur Shah
;
one arrow struck the handle of his umbrella,

passing within a span from him
;

another struck the throat of a eunuch who was standing behind

Bahadur Shah, and came out at the back. He fell dead on the spot, and two or three other persons

were wounded
;
but in spite of this, Bahadur Shdh continued encouraging his men. From above some

of the soldiers fired cannons and guns at the enemy, and some of the letter were killed, and others

turning about went to their camp. Again those most contemptible of people advanced, — that shameless

crew who had besieged their own sovereign — cut ofi the supply of water and food and even aimed at

talving his life. With admonitions and threats I stepped forward and reminded them, saying :

—

Sultan Murad with a countless force is stationed near you on your flank, and will take possession of

the whole of your country. Why do you strike an axe at your own feet and overthrow the master of

your own house 1 This disgrace and ingratitude will for years to come be recorded as a blot on the

page of your history.” By these impressive words I smoothed matters and again made peace. But on

this occasion Ohand Bibi was not willing for peace, and would not acquiesce. She said :— “Abhang
Khan, the Habshi slave is the purchased slave of my father, and in the time of my father and brothers,

owing to his vicious disposition, he was thrown into prison, and after the death of my younger brother

(Burhan II.) I took him out of prison and exalted him to this rank, yet, in the face of these kindnesses,

he requites me by wanting to take my life
;
he has no other object. All this fighting and sedition

is aimed at my life, so what confidence can I have in him, and bow can I make peace with him ?

In this blessed month of Ramazan he has laid siege to the fort and cut off our supplies. During this

month we have not even seen meat, and have had nothing with which to break our fast but the bitter

water which is inside the fort and old and rotten grain. After behaviour such as this, how can my
heart reconcile itself to peace with him ? Now I have consented to become a slave of the Mughals
but I will not submit to the lordship of this Abyssinian slave, Abhang Khan.”

One of Ohand Bibi’s people had written to Sultan Murad a detailed account of all that had
occurred. He communicated this by letter to his fatLr, Akbar Pddshah

;
and the latter, after read-

ing the letter, threw it down before SuMn Salim, who is commonly known as Jahangir, and said :

‘‘ Great is my good fortune, which is increased by these results which have occurred. Wherever my
army goes

;
whatever they do, they do of themselves, aud my desires are accomplished without effort.”

After many and strenuous endeavours, with the utmost difficulty I persuaded Ohand Bibi to
agree to a reconciliation, and the peace was announced to the amirs outside. For some days the sedi-
tion and disturbance was quelled. Most of the amirs and soldiers went out of the fort and took up
their abode in the camp, with the object of uniting to oppose the Mughal army, and driving gultdn
Murad out of the Dakhan.

At this juncture one day one of the private servants of Burhan Sh^h, having ascended to the
roof of his house, saw a number of the troops of the fort sitting in a retired place, dividing among
themselves a quantity of money which was spread out before them. He informed Ch^nd Bibi of this
and when the matter was inquired into, it appeared the Abhang Kh^n, having sent some money for
the soldiers, had induced them, when opportunity offered, to open the gate to him and his men and
admit them to the fort, so that they might take possession of it. When the soldiers heard that Chand
Bibi was aware of their compact, and was making arrangements to drive them out, being filled with
fear, they sent word to Abhang Kh^n, saying : « The plot has been discovered, therefore the first
thing for you to do is, at dawn to-morrow morning, mount and come to the neighbourhood of the fort
and we will open the gates

;
thus our lives will be saved.’^

’

Next day, at dawn, Abhang with his army drawn up in battle array, came to the neigh-
bourhood of the fort and awaited events. Since the gate of the fort had been completely built up
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with stone and snn-dried brick, they got through the wicket, and, having opened it, sent some one
running to Abang Khan to tell him to come quickly, as they had opened the wicket.

Meantime Ohand Bibi, having been informed of this occurrence, sent some one to summon the
officers of the garrison, and she urged them to desist from this idea (of rebellion)

;
and in obedience

to her orders, some went from her presence, but others, disobeying her, remained at the gate and pre-
pared for hostilities. Then Abhang ^an came near the gate of the fort and sent forward an A bys-
sinian slave named ‘Ambar Cliap-a,36 who was one of his servants. Chand Bibi had sent some people
to fetch the remainder of the garrison, and they, obeying the order, came to the front ready to hght,
and from both sides arrows and guns were discharged. The (rebel) garrison of the fort, being unabb to
stand against Chand Bibi’s force, took to flight and got out through one of the wickets. ^Ambar
Chapu, who had come in through another wicket, made his way out through a second, for he saw that
the garrison of the fort, having been defeated by Ch^nd Bibfs force, were going out, and the latter were
in pursuit of them.

Standing on top of a tower of the gate of the fort, Malik Sandal Barid!, on whom had been

conferred the title of Masnad-i ‘Ali, with two hundred of his own private retinue, discharged grenades

and guns among the force of Abhang Khan, and sometimes among the fort garrison. ‘Ambar Chapu,
owing to the number of people, could not find a way out, and there was no room to make a stand, and
as there was a heavy fire from above, he was obliged to turn back, Abhang Khan dismounted and
came near the gate of the fort to enter it, but some of his followers were annihilated and dispersed by

a cannon-ball, and he himself, having no standing-place and no way of advancing, retreated and joined

his own force, and ‘Ambar Chapu made his way to him. Some of the garrison of the fort, when they

found an opportunity, went outside and escaped, but some of them were made prisoners.

Four times in the space of fourteen months (that I remained in Ahmadnagar) I made peac^

between the contending factions, and again each time they came into collision, so I became hopeless.

Just then news came from the frontier that some of the amirs of Sultan Murad had laid the fouuda-

tions of plunder in the country, and had [^taken forcible possession of some villages and their depen^

dencies
;
and that a large force -was following to assist them, and would soon reach Ahmadnagar.

I sent to ‘Alam-Panah a written account of all that had occurred
;
and when it reached him, he

sent me an order saying that it was not advisable for me to remain any longer
;
and that immediately

on receipt of the order, I was to return to Bijapur. I showed the order to Chand Bibi, and asked

her permission to depart. She gave it— but reluctantly, saying :— « Whilst you have been here, on the

.three or four occasions when the fire of rebellion has broken out, you by strenuous efforts have thrown

water on the fire of that clique, and succeeded in quenching it
;
now who is to say anything to them to

keep them from carrying out their threats 1 ” At last she gave me leave to depart.

Next day I left the city, and at a distance of two or farsaMis on the way, halted for some

necessary matters. All th.e amirs, both small and great, unceasingly came and handed in written

petitions about their claims. Then we starW from there for Bijapur
;
and next day about 20,000,

jjien some on horseback, some on foot — with women and children
;
high and low, owing to the

revolution and the wretchedne,ss of their affairs and being deprived of their ordinary habitations, —
travelled in company with us, because there was danger on the road farther on. Having arrived safely

in the vicmity of Bidbiipur (Bijapur),' when they had recovered from the fatigue and danger of the

journey, they dispersed and took refuge in various parts of the country.

When I had been exalted by kissing the threshold of ‘Alam-Panah’s court, I was reinstated in

my former appointment
;

that is to say, governor of the capital. ‘ Alam-Panah said so many flatter-

ing things to me, which were a hundred times beyond my deserts, that if I were to relate them,

I should rouse people’s envy : for this reason I have abridged them,

*6 Here for the first time appears on the scene the celebrated Malik Ambar who afterwards baoame^ absolute

rpler of nearly half of the Ahmadnagar dominions.
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DISCURSIYE REMARKS ON THE AUGUSTAN AGE OE TELUGU LITERATURE.

BX G. B, STTBEASSUAH PANTULB.

(fiontinued from 304.)

Another version of the same story relates that the king informed Timmana, when he read

the poem, of the unnatural and improbable nature of the events related in it, and that the poet

made no response. Not long after, however, the king had to experience similar incidents in his

own harem when he, unable to restrain his lust, acted exactly as was narrated in the poem.

Brandi Timmana is more familiarly known as Mukku Timmana, on account of his long

nose, or, according to an obviously apocryphal story, on account of a beautiful stanza on the

nose, which was purchased from him by Ramarajabhilshana, for four thousand pagodas, and

incorporated in his Yasucharitra, It is sufficient to remark as to this improbable tale that they

were not contemporaries, As has been already noted, he was the poet who accompanied the

queen from her father’s household, and numerous instances are on record to shew that his

ancestors were pandits at the court of Vijayanagara, and received presents from the king.

Among them, Nandi Mallaya and Malayamaruta, who flourished at the court of Narasaraja,

the father of Krishiiaraya, jointly wrote the Vardhajpurdija,^ and dedicated it to Narasaraya.

Ayyalarazu B^mabhadra was a Niyogi Brahmana of Wontimitta (Bkasilanagara® in San-

skrit),in the Cuddapah District. This place is famous as being also the birth-place of Bammera
Pdtar&ja, the celebrated writer of the Telngu Blidgavata, Ramabhadra had leanings towards

Yaishnavism, being the disciple of Mnmmadi Yaradacharya. He was the son of Akkaya

and the grandson of Parvatanna. In his early days he composed a saiaka called the Bagliuvira-

aataka on the local Yiraragbavasv^mi temple. He entered Yijayanagara during the last days of

Krishnad^varaya, and was requested by the king to translate into Telugu metre the

SaJcalahathdsdrasaiSirjraha, but as the king breathed his last before the completion of the poem,,

the poet merley entered in the introduction that it was written at the special request of the

deceased king. This poem appears to be in nine cantos, giving a detailed account of the family

history of Sri RSma, Pururavas, etc., and though it vividly brings before ns the poet’s genius

and quick-wittedness, it smacks of youthful days, being in certain portions ungrammatical and

non-rhetorical. He seems to have begun to write about 1530 A. D.

He was very poor, and as he had about a dozen children, he was familiarly known as

Pillala (= children) Bamabhadrayya. As he was in great distress, and sorely puzzled to find

a livelihood, he resolved, while the trouble was weighing on his heart, to flee to the

woods, leaving his wife and children to their own fate. His intimate friends prevailed upon
him to go back to his family, saying that a wise man should be above the joys and sorrows of

this world, and advised him to seek his fortunes elsewhere. The poet acted up to the advice

thus oflered, and left his birth-place for Yijayanagara the same evening, and not long afterwards

reached it, arriving with his family, wet-through, in the midst of a violent thunderstorm and
taking refuge in a temple, where were some students, who had been asked by their master to

compose a verse on the after-deeds of forelorn lovers, and were shirking the task. Our poet

after enquiry promised to extricate them out of their difficulty, if they would relieve him and his

family. The students gladly agreed to the proposal, and warmed the new-comers by the fire

and dressed them in their own clothes. The poet in his gratitude composed a verse and gave
it to them. They then took it and gave it to their master, who proved to be no other than.

B^marajabhushana. He read the verse, was much pleased, and asked them who the author
was. On their informing him that it was the work of one of their own number, he reprimanded
them, and insisted on their speaking the truth. When the truth was told, he desired to be
taken to the poet, which was accordingly done. R^mar^jabhushana approached the strange

8 [From epigraphieal records we know that JJka^iHnagara was the Sanskrit name of Worangal in tke Nizam's
dominions and tlie capital of the K^katJya kings. The well-known rhetorical work PraU^garudv^ya confirms this

statement. — H. K. S.J
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poet, embraced liim, fed bim and bis family sumptuously for three or four days, took him to
tbe king’s presence, and spoke in glo'wing terms of bis abilities, so mueb so that be was
immediately enrolled as a poet of tbe court, Tbe verse, in question, was afterwards
amalgamated by Ramar^jabbusbana in bis Vasuckaritra in honour of tbe new poet, or, as
others say, was purchased and plagiarised. But before tbe SakalahatJidsdrammgraha reached
its completion, tbe demise of Krisb^raya left E^mabbadra once more on tbe world, and be,

therefore, associated himself with Guti Appalaraja and others, and then finally settled himself

at tbe court of Gobbfiri Narasaraja, tbe nephew of tbe son-in-law of Krisbnar^a. It was to

this ITarasaraja that be dedicated bis later poem, tbe Mmdhhyudaya.

Tbe friendship between Ramabbadra and Eamarajabbusbana did not last long, as tbe
etory goes that the latter grew jealous of tbe reputation that tbe former enjoyed at tbe court of

Kirsbnar^ya. Ramabbadra remained indifferent until one day tbe king received

bbusbana into his good graces and seated him on bis throne^ This made biTn lose bis bead
and laugh at Ramabbadra, and so tbe latter in bis rage, wrote averse to this effect :

— ** Of what
avail is tbe elevation of a mean despicable wretch while tbe best poets are kept down ? Do
not lions remain quiet under tbe shadows of trees, while monkeys are skipping from one branch

to another ? ’’ This be tied to tbe throne, and went bis way. Bbusbana read it, was
overcome by shame, and kept silence, but tbe enmity between tbe two' poets waxed
high. Some time afterwards, a literary discussion took place between them, which ended in

their laying a wager as to which of them was tbe better poet. They accordingly entered into

an understanding that one of them should write a poem, and tbe other should point out tbe

blemishes in it, and if tbe mistakes were proved, tbe winner should kick tbe forehead of tbe

loser. Tbe king as arbitrator settled that Ramabbadra was to compose tbe poem in six months.

Tbe poet went home ttnd thought over a subject to write

^

upon, and of tbe rough outlines of it,

but all to no purpose. Tbe time at bis command bad pretty nearly expired, but not a syllable

of tbe poem was written. But when there were but three days left, be went and closeted

himself, and prayed to bis tutelary deity, R^ma, who, it is said, wrote a poem for bim, and

went bis way.® Tbe poem was then taken and read before tbe king, and Ramarajabbiisbana

raised an objection, but it afterwards proved to be irrelevant. The two poets were then called

upon to satisfy tbe terms agreed upon, Ramarajabbushana, therefore, removed bis head-dress

and put it down, and Ramabbadra kicked it instead of tbe rival’s forehead. Thus tbe quarrel

terminated.

Tbe story must, however, be apocryphal, as it does not appear anywhere that B^maraja-

bbusbaiia bad begun to compose verses daring tbe lifetime of Krishnar^a, and so it is highly

improbable that be should have a retinue of students at tbe time. For aught we know, tbe

Vasiicharitra was not composed till about thirty-five years after tbe demise of Krisbnaray^.

~ Dhfirjati was a Niydgi Brdbmana of PdkanMu.^® He belonged to tbe Bbaradv^ja gotra^

Apastamba sutra. He was born and bred np at Kalahasti, in tbe North Arcot district, and was

a good Saiva. As be lived at tbe time of Krisbnaraya, we may fix bis date as probably about

1520-1530 A. D. He has written a work entitled KdlakastimdMimija, a Sthalapurdnay and

dedicated it to tbe local god, Kalahastisvara. His style is elegant and chaste. It is said of

bim that be yielded to tbe weaknesses of tbe flesh and tbe peculiar temptations of lust.

It is a pity that tbe common folk generally pride themselves in attributing such conduct

even to tbe most righteous. The same thing was attributed to TikkanasdmayAii, that

'celebrated writer of tbe later fifteen Parvas of tbe MaMhMrata. Such a thing is highly

9 TMs mode of solving piizzles by blending tbe natural and tbe supernatural bas taken possession of tbe Telugu

mind to sucb an extent, that tbe ordinary Telugu fully believes that there can be no gloomier form of infidelity than

that wbiob questions tbe moral attributes of that Great Being in whose bands are tbe final destinies of us all.

10 [As regards the situation of this ancient division of tbe Telugu country see. ETpigmj[>hia Jndim, Vol. III.

p, 24. — H. K, S.]
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improbable, considering the position they occupied and tbe bigb veneration vdth wbich they

were regarded.

HSidayyagto Mallana, in contradistinction to Praudhakavi Mallana, tbe writer of tbe

MddasimdhdtmTja, a poet wbo bad lived some time previously, was a writer on Rhetoric

of tbe time of Krisbnaraya. He was an inhabitant of Kondiavidu, and tbe son of Madayya. He

was a Br^bmana of tbe Lingayat sect. A very large number of Brabmanas were converted to

this sect by Bijjalaraya, king of Kalylina.^^ They wear a stone linga round their necks and

worship it after their daily ablutions. Mallana received a good education in bis infancy, and

while in bis budding manhood, wrote tbe Bajasihliaracharitra^ or a poetical history of Raja-

s^kbara. He dedicated it to Nandyala Appaja, tbe son-in-law of S^uva Timmai'^ja, tbe prime

minister of K!risbnar%a. This poet received rich rewards from bis patron in lands and other

presents.

Tenali Eamakrisbiia alias Ten^i Rftmalinga, was a Tajnavalkya Brabmana of tbe

Kaundinya gdtra. He was tbe son of Ramayya and Laksbmamma. It is said of him that be

first bore tbe appellation of Ten^li Ramalinga, and under that name wrote tbe Lingapurdna,

still extant, but aferwards embraced tbe Vaisbnava faith to please tbe sovereigns of Chan-

dragiri, and changed bis name to Rdmakyisbijia, Kavali Venkataramasvami, in bis Biographies

of Bekhan Poets, p. 88, speaks of him as being one of tbe ashia-diggajas at tbe court of Krishna^

r^ya. He was born, be says, in tbe village of Tenali in tbe Kistna district in S'. S, 1384,

L e., 1462 A, D., and was of tbe family of Isvarapraggada. His horoscope exhibits him

as born under a very propitious star. In his infancy be studied tbe Telugu dialect, and by the

association of tbe bhatrdjas or bards of Bbattipalli, be became a perfect master of that

language, and a professor of rhetoric. He likewise possessed a tolerable knowledge of Sanskrit,

We have no records to prove tbe truth of these statements, and it is highly pi'obable that the

horoscope of tbe poet was a later invention. Had be been born in 1462 A, D. as is alleged, he

must have been about 50 years old at tbe time of Krisbnar^ya’s accession,

Having beard, it is said, much of tbe patronage afforded by Krisbnaraya, R^makrisbna

went to Vijayanagara in hopes of receiving countenance from tbe king. As be bad no

friends to forward bis case, be was obliged to ingratiate himself into tbe good graces of tbe

inferior servants of tbe household and composed a few verses on one of tbe female attendants of

tbe queen. Tbe fame of Rtoakrisbna thus reached tbe ears of tbe king, wbo appointed him
one of *tbe court poets.

He was of’% humorous character, and loved to play practical jokes. Tbe guru Tatacbarya

was a very orthodox man, and was in tbe habit of visiting a cow -stall every morning as soon as

be rose from bed, being taken to tbe place blind-folded in order to view tbe cows’ excrement as

tbe first object seen during tbe day, thinking it to be a very meritorious act. His habit was to

keep bis eyes shut and laying bold of a cow’s tail to wait till she evacuated, when be opened bis.

eyes to behold tbe excrement. One morning Ramakrisbna got up early, and removing the cow
from the stall, stood in its place stark naked. The guru came as usual, and instead of the cow’s

tail he found a man. His rage knew no bounds, and running up to the king, be laid a complaint

against Ramakrishpa. Tbe king became exceedingly angry and ordered the poet to be forthwutb
executed. Tbe executioners carried him to a plain and buried him in tbe earth as far as th$

neck, leaving only bis bead above grpund, agreeably to the sentence passed on him., They left

him thus, intending to return with a certain number of elephants to trample him to death. Hr
so chanced that a bump-backed washerman was passing by, and asked tbe poet how be came to

^

[The founder of the Lingayat sect was Basava, the prime nciinister of Bijjala. An inscription at Mapagoli
in the Bijapur district, dated in the reign of the KaJachurya king Bjgi&la, mentions this Basaya as one of the five^

hundred maMjanas of that village j see Mp, Ind, Vol. V. p. 10 f.—H, K. S.]
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be in such a predicament. My good friend,” said he, “ I was born a hump-back like yourself,
and having long suffered the scorn of ill-mannered individuals, I applied to a sage who had
great knowledge of the occult sciences, and begged of him to relieve me from my misfortune.
He informed me that if I should consent to be buried up to my neck in this identical spot,

I should be entirely cured of my deformity. In pursuance of his directions, I got some of my
friends to bury me here, and as I really believe that I am cured already, I shall be very
thankful to you if you will verify my statement.” The washerman did as the poet requested,
and to his utter amazement found him a well-made man

;
and as he was a credulous fellow, he

believed in all that the jDoet had said. “ As one good deed deserves another,” said the
washerman to the poet, I now ask you to bury me in this place that I may be cured of my
bodily deformity as you have been.” Ramakrishna with a grave countenance buried the poor
washerman up to the neck, and after the lapse of an hour went to the king to inform him that

by the personal interposition of a god, he had been restored to life. The executioners in the

.
interim had executed the washerman, and were making their report to the king that they had
killed the poet according to the royal commands. The whole court were consequently astonished

to see Ramakrishna, and as the king really believed that the poet had been killed and restored

to life by some god, he promised to forgive him the first hundred crimes that he should

commit in future!

Now, Ana-VSma Reddi had in his possession two beautiful horses of the Kandahar breed,

entirely black, except the ears which were grey. Krishnaraya was eager to obtain one of

them, and sent an embassy to Ana-Y^ma Reddi to ask him for one of them, but the latter

monarch replied, that if the former would send a poet, who could excel any that he had at his

court, he would give him both the horses. All the poets at the court of Krishnaraya refused

to depart save Ramakrishna, who forthwith proceeded to the court of Ana-Y^ma Reddi. When
there, he completed every task set to him, and in his turn wrote a part of a stanza, which he

desired his fellow-poets at the new court to complete. He then took his departure, and in the

course of six months returned, hut the poets had not been able to finish the stanzas. He
therefore wrote the conclusion which so pleased Ana-Y4ma Reddi, that he embraced him and

gave him one of the black horses, and sent him away with innumerable presents. When
Rfimakrishna returned to the court of Krishnarfiya, he was received with great marks of

attention, and enjoyed the king’s favour in a very high degree, but he once more forfeited the

good opinion of his royal master by playing on him the following practical joke. He informed

the king that he had procured for him a beautiful damsel, and asked him when he would wish

to visit her. The king being of a lascivious turn, appointed an early day. The poet then

decorated .a bed fit enough to receive his royal visitor, but instead of the maiden, placed on it a

stone image, which he covered over with a rich brocade quilt. The king came at the appointed

hour, and to his surprise and consequent indignation, found a stone instead of a charming

virgin, and immediately ordered the poet to be executed. Ramakrishna, however, concealed

himself, and when the king’s wrath was abated,«*was taken once more into his good graces.

Sometime after this, the king’s daughter had composed a poem entitled MarhM^arinaya,

or, the marriage of Marichi, and proposed to read the same before the king’s court. But as she

was aware of the satirical character of Ramakrishna, she stipulated with her father, that he

should not be allowed to be present. The king thereupon forbade the poet to come to the court

on the day that his daughter read her poem. The poet, however, disguised himself as a maid-

servant, and stood close to the princess, who began to read her poem publicly. The poem was

really well-written, and abounded in good moral refieotions and beautiful descriptions of the

scenery and dresses of the females and other subjects, amongwhich was the description of a

pregnant woman. Just at this moment Ramakrishna made a gesture which set the whole court

in a roar of laughter, and so abashed and crossed was the princess that she could read no more

and abruptly left the court. The king was very .much vexed at the poet, and sentenced him on

pain of death to leave his dominions* But he was again afterwards admitted into the king’'s
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fayoTir. Snoli are some of the stories current in the Telugu country about the vagaries of

Ramakrishna, more briefly known as Ten^li Etoa.

As to the evidence for fixing the date of the poet apart from all popular tradition,

instances are on record to shew that liEmakrishna was a contemporary of Appayadikshita

and Tat^charya and flourished at the court of Veiikatapatir^ya of Chandragiri. This king

flourished after Tirumalad^va, to whom the Yasucharitra is dedicated, changed the seat of his

government from Vijayanagara to Chandragiri, and ruled from 1585 to 1614 A. D. If,

therefore, Ramakrishna was alive at the time of Krishnaraya, he must have been quite young

at the time, as there was an interval of more than half a century between the demise of Krishna-

r^ya and the accession of Vehkafcapati. This consideration controverts the story of the

horoscope.

To reconcile the facts some have made Appayadikshita to he a contemporary of Kiishna-

raya. As Appayadikshita lived to a ripe old age, he might have been a contemporary of

Krishnaraya in his early days, but he is known to the world as the court poet of Yenkafapati-

r4ya.^^ He was a Tamil Br^hmana, an inhabitant at Adayapala agraJidra, about forty miles

south-east of Conjeeveram, in the Chingleput district.^^ He was the son of hfarayanadikshita/^

It was current among his contemporaries that he was born of the spirit of Siva, on account of

the learning he exhibited in divinity and theology, which they thought to be too great for an

ordinary mortal. At twelve years of age he gained a mastery over the Vidas and several of

the more abstruse and philosphical sciences. He was a Siva blidkta* In early life, he obtained^

the favor of Yenkatapatiraya of Chandragiri, for he confuted all the king’s poets, in open

court, on religion and philosophy, especially in shewing the perfect parity between Siva and

Yishnu. The king granted him a 'tract of land, rent-free, for the maintenance of himself and'

his pupils. He is the author of the 'Sivdrchanachandrikd, the 'Sivatattvaviviha, the Sivamani-

dipihd, the Atmdrpam, etc. The first three of these works "were written after the author

became & sdmai/djin (i. e.,' a performer of sacrifices). It is said that just before be wrote the

Afmdrpana he partook of the seeds of a plant, which is said to possess the marvellous quality of

keeping the brain clear and fitting the mind for divine contemplation. By its use, he became

inspired and dictated to four scribes at once. The poem is very much admired throughout the

Dekhan. In course of time, he visited the sovereigns of Tanjore, Trichinopoly and Madura,

who gave him every encouragement on account of his talents and virtues, so that, being a strict

observer and zealous advocate of ritual, he performed through the bounty of his numerous

patrons, innumerable sacrifices on the banks of the K^veri. He chanted forth verses in praise

of Siva wherever he went, and made a good many converts to his faith from Yaishnavism,

Tfttacli^rya, who had been vanquished and baffled by him at the conrfc of Yenkatapatiraya in

a religious controversy, cherished a mortal hatred against him, and was determined to destroy

him. He consequently engaged ruffians to waylay Appayadikshita and to put an end to him
as he was wending his way through a wood. They acted as they had been directed, but at

the critical moment a man of great strength, it is said, suddenly appeared on the scene and
rescued the poet from danger. On this circumstance reaching the ears of the king, he

made the poet valuable gifts for his firmness of faith in Siva. At the age of sixty, as he was
concerting measures to go to Benares, the Brahmanas of Chidambaram, in the district of South

[12 Tirumala I. transferred for the first time the seat of government to Rennakonda in A. D. 1667, i. e., two
years after the hattle of TMikdta. This town continned to he the residence of the kings of the third Yijayanagara
dynasty even to the -time of Tenkata H., the third in descent from Tirumala I. It is therefore unlikely that
Venkata I., the son of Tirumala I. and the patron of Appayadikshita could have changed the seat of his govemxnent ^

to Chandragiri ; see Up. Ind. Yol. III. p. 238 f. — H. E. S.]
'

" For the exact date of Appayadikshita, see Up. Ihd. Vol. IV. p. 271. — H. K, S.]

[1* Adayapala is a village belonging to the Arni Jftgir in the North Areot district. It is this village that is

known as the hirth-plaee of Appayadikshita. — H. E, S.] , ' - -

[18 App^adikshitawas theson of Srl-Eangaryadikshita ; see extracts from Nos. 1009,. lOlS, and 1066 oi
l>r. Hultzsch's E&ports on Sanskrit Manuscripts No. II, —* H. K, S.]
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Arcot requested him to come there, as according to his confession, their place was more
sanctified than Benares and the tank of Sivagangd more holy than the Ganges. The poet
thereupon went to Chidambaram, where he remained engaged in religious controversies for

the space of thirty years. At his death, he had in his possession five crystal Uhgas, two
of which he presented to the Brahmanas, and one to his nephew, to be established at Madura,
another he gave to one of his relatives, while the fifth he himself established at Chidam-
baram sometime previous to his death. He is said to be the author of eighty-four works on
theology, a good many of which are lost. The Kuvalaydnanda and Frabodhachandrddaya (!)i?

are some of his works handed down to posterity.

AyySidikshita, who wrote the l^UahantJiamjaya to commemorate the religious victories of

his father (!), was the nephew of Appaya, and the of Tirumala Myaka of Madura.^^' This.

Nayaka reigned from 1623 to 1659 A. D. over the whole of the Pandya kingdom. The story,

therefore, that Appaya, the uncle of Ayyddikshita, flourished at the time of Krishnar^ya,

who lived a century earlier is incredible. Ramakrishna, as a contemporary of Appaya, cannot,

therefore, have lived at the time of Krishnad6varaya, an inference which confirms the other

evidence available.

A good many stories are told of R^makrishna’s dealings with T^tach^rya. A brief

survey of Tat^eharya’s life is therefore desirable here. He was a native of Conjeeveram,

and was so celebrated for his virtues and talents, that he was believed to have been horn from

the sph'it of Yishnu as Appaya was from that of Siva. He obtained the surname of Kartyd.-

d&nam, for the numerous marriage ceremonies which were performed at his expense.^® He
wrote a philosophical work entitled SdttvikabrakmaDidydvildsa, He was the family priest

of the Rajas of Chandragiri, and used to visit them from Conjeeveram.^® While absent from his

abode, his chaste and affectionate wife was in the habit of standing at the gate of the dwelling,

awaiting the arrival of her lord. On an unfortunate day, however, some unfeeling scoundrels

informed her that her husband had been accidentally killed. The shock was too much for her,

and she soon afterwards died, Taiacharya arriving soon after this, died of a broken heart..

His loss was much regretted by all classes of people, for despite his erudition, he was the most

affable and benevolent of men, bestowing large sums of money on the impoverished, especially

for marriage ceremonies. He rose into prominence during the last days of E^maraja, and

forced so many to embrace the Yaishnava faith, that it became a current saying that ‘‘though

the shoulder escapes Tat§.ch^rya*s impress, the back will not escape it.’i

As to the internal evidences in his works for fixing the date of Rlimakrishna. The

JPdndurangamdhdtmya is his chief work. It is a legendary account of a shrine of Vishnu as

Pandurahga, the pale-complexioned deity, who sanctified by his presence in this form, the

place where Puiidarika, a muni, performed his devotions. The place is now known as

Pandh^rpur, a town on the left bank of the Bhima, celebrated as the scene of the murder of the

G^ysbkwad's Prime Minister, Gangadhara Sastri, by the ex-P^shw^ Baji Ri.o, about 1813 A. D*

The deity now worshipped there is supposed to have fallen from heaven. He is, th^efore#

denominated Yitfehal Svami, an emblem of Vishnu. The proofs of the efficacy of this shrine

u,re brought out in glowing colours in the poem. One Higamasarma, who during the whole of

his life haunted scenes of dissipation and debauchery, came to the spot during the last

16 [Proibodhachandrddaya is the name of the famous philosophical drama written byKyisnamilra. From Aufrecht’s

Catalogus Coialogoram it appears that a commentary on this drama was written hy AppayadSksbita. It is notknown

on what authority the writer of this article thinks that the original work was written hy AppayadlksMta. T. V.]

'
17 lMlalca7j,thavijaya is a ckampu Mvya of great repute in the South. It was written

^

by NilakanthadiksMta

the grand-nephew of AppayadlksMta; see Dr. Hultzsch’s Reports on Sanskrit Manuscringts, Bo. II., p. viii.,

and also extracts from Bos. 938, 1011 and 1281. The -writer of the article would have done wefi to quote the

authority ou which he says the author of the BSlakanthavijaya was a minister of Tirumala-B^yaka of

Madura.—-T. Y.]
^ v -cn

16 j_The snrname in question is not hanyddO/na/i/nlavit h^Ulcanydddnam, — V. v.J

16 [In inscriptions of the third Tijayanaga Dynasty he is called Tat^rya, Va^'Karndpabh<^hndgAmi^ H, B. S.j
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moments of his life and gave up the ghost in the temple there. A controversy ensued between

the servants of Yama and the servants of Yishnu as to who should be in charge of his ydtand-

iarzm, and the latter gained the day. He gained Yishnutva. No doubt, he repented the sins

of his life at a time which, regarded from a merely human point of view, would be an hour too

late. No doubt also, he had not during his lifetime remembered that moral contagion, like the

infectious power of physical diseases, borrows half its strength from the weakness of the

subject with which it comes in contact. If one were only half as pure as Si*i Krishna, one

might go about with harlots and be none the worse for it. No amount of sensuous excitement

can compensate for the degradation which the moral nature must su&r by associating on

familiar and tolerant terms with the most degraded and abandoned of the human species.

In this mere human view there can be no toleration of vice. We may, and we ought, to weep for

the sinner, but we must not sport with sin. But the divine view is quite different. Heaven

divides the state of man into diverse functions, setting endeavours in continual motion, for which

is fixed as an aim or goal, obedience. The one great difference between the human and the

divine condition is that while the former judges actions by their results, the latter pries into the

secrets of the heart and judges by motives
;
while there is a lack of equality and mercy in the

former, these form the bed-rock, the sine qua non of the latter.

The work is dedicated to Yiruri Y^dadri, who had Kandala AppalAcharya as his gum.

Mention is made of this guru by S^rangUL Timmakavi, in his Yaijayantivildsa, Ramakrishna

must, therefore, have been a contemporary of Timma, who speaks of himself in his Vildsa as the

Karanam of G61conda, which was then ruled by Mahmud Shah. We know that he was

Nawdb of Gdlcocida from 1581 to 1611 A. D. Eamakrishna must, therefore, have flourished,

towards the end of the sixteenth and the first quarter of the seventeenth century. We know,

moreover, that Yiruri V6d^dri,to whomthe Fdndurangamdhdtmya is dedicated, was the premier

of a petty Peda Samgamarllja, whose father, Guravar^ja, is said to have been a

contemporary of Sadasivar^ya, and that in S. S. 1463, «. e., 1543 A. D., he gave four villages for the

consecration to the deity. Mention is made of this in the local records in Col. Mackenzie’s OoZ-

lections, Samgamai^ja, the son of Guravaraja, must have reigned in the last quarter of the

sixteenth century, It is highly probable, therefore, that Bamakrishna must have been a poet

of his court about 1560 to 1570 A. D.

His diction is on the whole excellent, It is alleged that he has written another work
entitled Fdndurahgavijsiya, on the same subject as the JPdndurangamdhdtmya, but this is

,highly improbable, as this would have been a waste of his energies. And, moreover, the verses

that are generally quoted from the Fdndurahgavijaya (still extant), do not savour of the

poetry of Eamakrishna at all.

The next of the Ashtadiggajas was Pingali Sfirana. He was a Niy6gi Br^hmana, of tbe

‘ Apastamba sutra and Gautama gotra. His father was Amarana, and his mother Abbamma'
iHe had two*’ brothers, Amalana and Errana. Pingali was his house-name. This is a pretty

village in the Kistna district, at present called Pin^li. In describing the progenitor of hie

race, Gonka, in his Frahhdvati-Fradyumng,, the poet describes him as being a resident of

Pingali, who had a maid-servant, PSki.by name. The story of P§ki is even now current in

the Telugu country. Once upon a time while Gonka was wandering in the woods, he came
across a beautiful head, which he concealed in his box. On the very same day a maid-servant,

-P^ki by name, took service in his house, and discharged the duties of the household to their

entire satisfaction. Sometime after, the lady of the house became pregnant and the maid-

servant was left in charge of the lying-in room. While on this duty, it is said, that on a

* certain night she trimmed the wick of the lamp^ burning in the room, by stretching out her

'tongue without rising from her bed. This made her mistress quake with fear, and she told her

husband the next day about it. They wanted to get rid of the maid as soon as possible,

and'set her on the most difScult undertakings, all of which she performed with the greatest
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•ease. Baffled in these attempts, they told her to go to Benares and bring the sacred Ganges’
water, and in the interim changed their residence and went to a place afar ofF. P§ki came home,
bringing the sacred water of the Ganges, and not finding any of the family there, went in
search of them, taking with her a huge stone not easily carried by even half a dozen of the
strongest men and gave it over to her master. On his enquiring of her kindly, as to the best
way of getting rid of her, she replied that she would go on his giving over to her the bead he
had obtained in the forest. This was done, and she immediately left the house.

Though his ancestors belonged to the Kistna district, Siirana seems to have travelled

southward, and to have taken up his residence at the courts of Ikavida and Handyffl in the
district of Kurnul, formed after the dissolution of the kingdom of Yijayanagara, It is said

that he was one of the Ashtadiggajas of the court of Kpshnarlya, but we have no records to

shew that he fllourished at the time or at the court of the said monarch. The mistake that
he was one of the eight poets of the court of Knshnardya must have arisen, I think, from
the confusion of the name of that monarch wdth one who bore the same appellation and ruled

long after at Handyffl, and who seems to have maintained Telugu literature to a certain extent,

just as did his more celebrated name sake of Vijayanagara. We are led to believe that the
poet flourished about the middle of the sixteenth century. His Kaldpun^Sf/aya is dedicated to

KrishmiEya of Handyal, who is there the sixth in descent from Arviti Bukkaraya. The
latter monarch had, as his eldest son, Singararaya, who had Harasingaraya, whose son was
N^rapar^ya, whose son was Harasihgar^ya, whose son was Krishi^raya, Bukkardya,

as we have .seen already, ruled from 1473 to 1481 A. D. If we should fix twenty years as the

reigning period of each of the four kings who succeeded Bukka, Krishnaraya must have

flourished about 1560 A. D. It appears, therefore, that he was a contemporary of Sadasiva-

r^ya of Yijayanagara, which fact is rendered manifest by the inscription ia the Ankalamma
temple, at Karimaddala village.^® Achyutaraya, who succeeded Krishi^r^ya in 1530 A. B.,

reigned till 1542 A. D.

We have already seen how Salika Timma assumed the reigns of government during the

minority of Sad^siva, how he tried to confine RamarAja (the son-in-law of Krishrard^vardya)

and his brother Tirumalaraya in prison, how they both fled to Penukonda and mustered

forces, and with the help of the sovereign of Kurnul invaded Yijayanagara, defeated and killed

Salika Timma, and proclaimed yonng SadAsiva king in 1542 A. D. Sadasiva was king only in

name, and EamarAja assumed the actual reins of government and ruled as the real monarch

till 15G5 A. D., when he was overthrown and killed by the Muhammadan armies at the battle

of Taliktfca. The Muhammadan kings entered Yijayanagara and by many atrocious acts

ruined the kingdom, but, on account of internal dissensions, did not completely occupy the

place. Tor the next five years anarchy prevailed in the land, and about 1567 A. D. Sadasiva

died. In the same year TirumaladAva left Yijayanagara for Penukonda, proclaimed

himself king in 1569 A. B., and reigned there for the brief space of three years, when he died

His son, Sriraiigaraya, reigned from 1572 to 1585 A. B. His brother, YenkatapatirAya,

then became king, and removed the seat of his government from Pennkonda to Chandragiri,2i

where he died in 1614 A. D., leaving no issue. How as Krishmraya of Nandyal was .^ contem-

porary of Sadasiva, he must have flourished about 1564 A. B. And Pingali Surana, who

dedicskted his KMpurnddaya to Krishnaraya of Handyal, must have done so at about the

same period. This king is also the same Krishnaraya of Handyal that flourished towards

the beginning of the reign of Yehkatapatiraya, He must, therefore, have reigned for a very

short period after 1585 A. D. Moreover, mentipn is made in the KaUpimMaya that HArapa-

raya, the grandfather of Krishnaraya, utterly routed Kutubufl-Mulk, the progenitor of the

Kutub-ShAhi family of GAlconda, at Kondavidu. This Kutubu’i-Mulk, we know, reigned at

Odloonda from 1512 to 1543 A. D. As this battle came ofl in 1515 A. D., at the time of

iocal Record*, Vol. XVI. of Oriental MS. Library, Madras. 2^ [See above p. 326, note 12. — H. K. S.]
^
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Krishnad^raraya, it cannot be far from the truth to say that the grandson of the person

who fought the battle must have been living thirty or forty years later,

The inference, therefore, is that Pingali Surana must have lived about 1660 A, D, We may
infer the same thing from a study of the Rdgliavapdndaviya. We know that this work is dedi-

cated to Pedda Venkat^dri of Akavidu, about twelve miles to the west of Koilkuntla intheKurnnl
district on the banks of the Tungabhadra. We learn from the poem that Vefikat^dii’s grand-

father, Immar^ya, conquered the country as far as Rajahmnndry in the district of Godaveri, We
learn further that Immaraya and Naraparaya were kings tributary to Krishnad^varaya,

and that they led his forces against the Muhammadans. We have already seen that Krishna-

devaraya conquered Yijayanagara in 1515 A. D. It is highly probable that Immardya may
have been with him at the time. That the Akavidu kings were feudatories of the kings of

Yijayanagara is borne out by the Rdghavapd'ndavhja. From that reference, we are led to

infer that the poem must have been written previous to the dissolution of the kingdom of

Yijayanagara in 1565 A. D.

There is also a story current which confirms the above statements. It is said that this

Surana was the husband of Allasani Peddana's grand-daughter, and in his young days roamed
about like a loafer in tbe streets, and so tbe people not only laughed at him but also at his

wife for having secured a pudding-headed husband. Siirana enraged at this treatment went
away to a foreign place, became a good pandit, returned home, and began to write the Rdgliava-
pdndav^ya. When the matter was reported to Feddana by his grand-daughter, he asked the
poet Surana to read a stanza from it. A certain portion of a stanza was read, when Feddana
said that it was a laboured one, but before the same stanaia was completed, he changed his

opinion, and extolled his grandson. As Surana lived with the Akavi^n kings and wrote the
h.aghavaptiftduvma before his other work, the Kaldpdrn.^dayat was written, he must have
written it about 1550 A. D., when he was in the first flush of manhood. The Gapudaptirdna,
written previous to this date, is lost.

Stoana is by far the best of medieval poets and makes a near approach, to Tik-
kana* lYe learn from the opening stanzas in his Rf'aHidvati-JpT&dyumna that he wrote pre-
viously the Garudapnrdm, the Edghavapdrtdaviya and the KaldpurnUaya. EamaiijahMs-
hana’s HariscJiandra-NalopdMydna was Composed after Surana's Mdghavapd^dav^ya. Sflrana was
the pioneer in the production of those complete poetical works, of which each stanza carries two
meanings and so continuously tells two stories. Such poetical compositions are called dvyariha^
Mvyas in Telugu. In the preface to his Mgkavapdudavnja, Sfirana has well defined the way
in which such hdvyas ought to be written, and bas thus paved the way for the guidance of
future poets treading on the same lines.

We have already pointed out that the Bdghavaj) dndav^ya must have been written by
Surana in the flush of manhood. Taste, the handling of subjects, and style, generally differ
with men with the ^advance of age. This is clearly brought before ns in the case of poets
generally. Take Srinatha for instance, who has w’^ritten voluminously, and cempare the
poetry of his yduth with that of his manhood and old age. and one perceives a world of
difference. There is a world of difference between his VWii ndtaha and his Naishadha
between his Mdrutardteharitra and his Mlivdhanasaptasati, between his Kdsmai}da and his
Pan^itdrdd-yacharitm. The spectacles through which poets^ view tbe world are different
at different stages of their life. When a man begins to write poetry in his yonth his head
is so stuffed with a sui-feit of Sanskrit poetry and dramatic lore that he merely pours forth his
book-learned skill. But when the flush of youth has cooled down, when he is no longer brisk
when he is tossed about in the wider sphere of busy and active life, he no longer sees through
the spectacles of his books, but observes things as they are in the work-a-day world. When
men come to view life through the spectacles of Nature, a wide change comes over them, which
s brought very vividly before us in their style, no longer laboured, no longer that of the
studious recluse, but flowing like running water. ^
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Sanskrit drama seems to have taken so firm a hold of Pingali Siirana, that he could not
help adopting the style of the dramatists in his poetic compositions. He had the greatest regard
for Kalidasa and some for B^na. But still he did not tread the beaten track of poetic routine,
and shews some originality in his poems. He lead a phase of Telngu poetry to a certain extent.
The one great pecnliarity with him is that his descriptions are true to Katnre, and are dramatic.
The descriptions of Ay6dhya and Hastinapura in his Bdgliampdndamya are not hyperbolical as
is generally the case with other Telugn poets, and lam puzzled to observe that he has fallen into

that pit in his descriptions towards the beginning of the ISlaldpuTTiSdciyaf for there is a certain

conventionality which Telugn poets generally adopt in their descriptions of towns and cities,

which Surana did not generally follow. In his FrahhdvaM-Pradyumm he went straight on
with the subject as if it was a drama to be enacted on the stage, and then made Indra and his

charioteer, Matali, view Dv^i-aka from their seat in the heavens and describe the place, so that

the description of the town was not the poet^s but Indra’s and Matali’s.

The KalSrphr^ddaya is the best among Sumna^s yrabmdhas. It was entirely a product

of the poefs brain. The following is its story in brief :

—

I.— In the Trita-Yuga. N^rada, pat to shame by Tnmbnra, prays to Vishnu who confers

on him certain gifts.

II.— In the DvApara-Ynga. In a park at Bvaraka, Kalabhdshini with her female friends

is swinging in a cradle. N^rada informs his disciple, Manikandham, that these women of the

earth are setting the celestials at naught. Eambh^ who is beneath a cloud, sauntering in the

heavens with her lover Nalakubara, overhears the conversation, comes before them with her

lover, and speaks in rather an arrogant fashion, and says that in beauty she has no compeer.

K^rada informs the celestial lovers thatthere shall arise a false Ramhh^ and a false Halakfibara,

to put a barrier between them, and descends to the earth near the park. The two lovers go

their own way. Meanwhile Kalabhashini, who is in the park, sees Nalakfibara and falls in

love with him, IST^rada comes and sees KalabhashM, and informs her that she will one day

become a co-wife with Rambha. She hears the good news gladly, serves Narada as becomes

a hostess and goes home. Karada then retires to Sri Krishna’s court.

III. — Narada goes to Sri Krishjaa’s seraglio with Kalabhashim, leaving Manikandhara out-

side to play on the vHd^ and under the orders of Sri Krishna learns music from Eukmini and

other members of the seraglio. Sri Krishna invites Narada, Kalabhashini and Manikandhara to

his presence, hears their music, and says that they are on a par with each other in the art, and

are unrivalled in the fourteen worlds.

— Niirada has doubts as to whether the praise bestowed on him by Sri Krishna is merely

formal or real, and sends Kalabhashim, with the gift of assuming any feminine form she please.'’^

to learn the true opinions that the members of the seraglio entertained about him, and informs

Manikandhara of the cause of his bifcter enmity with Tumbura. KalabhSshini returns and

informs Narada that the praise bestowed on him was real, which satisfies him very much.

Narada then dismisses her, and sends Manikandhara on a mission to sacred watering places.

y^ Manikandhara goes to Elesvara Upddhy%a of Haradapitha in .K^toir on a mission

which proves fruitless. He thereupon retires to perform tapas,

yi^ Kalabhashini who has centred her mind on Nalakfihara remains in her park, being

very much troubled by her love for him, when Manistambha, a Siddha, comes and creates con-

fidence in her, both by liis words and deeds, tells her that he will take her to Nalakfibara,

and goes up to the heavens with her in his lion-shaped chariot (sintha vdhana}.

YXi. As his chariot does not proceed far, Manistambha informs Kalabhashini that they

have arrived at the temple of a deity who has a lion-shaped chariot, and that unless the deity

is propitiated, they will not be able to proceed further, descends from his chariot, leaves

Kalabhashini near the temple, and goes in search of ftowers.
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Ylll, An old woman, Sninnkliasatti by name, conies and informs Kalabhashint that the

Siddha is a magician, and that he has brought her there to be offered np as a sacrifice to the

deity, and shews her in corroboration thereof an inscription which she reads, and is satisfied

with the veracity of all the old woman has said, and bursts forth into lamentations. Meanwhile,

the Siddha returns, holds Kalahhishjii by her tresses, and is about to slay her, when the old

woman makes a vow on the deity, whereupon the Siddha slays the old woman. The deity soon

after this appears before them, and allows the Siddha to roam the heavens with Kalahhdshiai.

Sumukhiisatfci then becomes a young woman and extols the deity.

IX. — Manistambha and Kalahh^shipi fall on a bed of flowers in a park. When the latter

cries out, Manikandhara who has assumed tbeform of Nalakflbara and has enjoyed Rambh^, at

a distance, hears the cry, and comes and terrifies Manistambha. Meanwhile, Kalabh^shini

looses herself from the hold of the Siddha, assumes the form of Ramhh4, and approaches the

false Nalakubara to live with him. In the interim the real Rambha goes in search of him, and

comes upon the scene, when both the real and the apparent Rambha quarrel with each other as

CO-wives, and the latter is cursed and retires. Soon after the real Nalakflbara appears on the

scene, curses the false one, and retires to heaven with Rambh^. Mamstambha fiies with

his sword,

X.— KalabMshiQi, Manikandhara and Manistambha come one by one to Sumukh^satti at

the temple already mentioned and narrate to each other their respective stories. Maiiikandhara

then offers up Kalabhashini. She is cut to pieces, and the pieces become invisible. Sumukha-

sattt and Maiaistambha go their own way. Manikandhara then retires to Srisaila, to breathe

his last, and a Malaysia Br^hmana, who comes there, takes possession of the necklace of the

deceased and performs ja^a*

Such is the main story of this beautiful poem which contains many shorter stories as well

all happily brought to a close in its fifth canto.

The last of the bards whom we have to deal with is Bfl-mara.jaTbh'Clsba^a, sometimes

styled Battumtorti. No two critics, however, agree as to whether these two names belong to

one and the same poet or are the names of two different poets, I shall endeavour in the

following lines to present the reader with the case on either side and leave him to form

his own judgment.

R^marSrjabhushana was the poet who wrote the Ya$itcJiaritT(X* Some are of opinion

that this name was an honorific title, conferred on him by the fact of his having played

an important part at the court of R^mar^ja, and that his real name was Battumflrti. He
was born at Batbupalli, The village was given to the poet^s ancestors, known as the Praban-
dhahkas, by Krishnad^var^ya, for their poetic excellence. Some identify the village with

one near Pulivendla in the Cuddapah district, and others with one in the district of Bellax'y.

The poet may have been born at the time of KnshiiadSvaraya, hut it is highly improbable

that he was one of the eight poets of his court, He xeally gained the title of RamarSja-
hhdahapr for a few impromptu verses on Etoar^ja, during t^he last days of his life,

R^mar^ja, as we have seen already, was the son-in-law of ipirishnar^ya, and the regent who
guided the helm of the state during the minority of Sad^sivardya from 1542 to 1564
A. D. We may say, therefore, that possibly the poet began to write about 1560 A. D. We
learn that he addressed some commendatory verses to EamarS.ja during his lifetime from the

fact of Tirumalaraya, to whom the Vasmharitra is dedicated, referring to the same fact

in addressing the poet in his Vasuckao'itra. From the Nara2MUwjay(t we learn that Rama*'

raja married Tirumalamh^ the daughter of Kxishnar^ya, and had by her Krishrar^ja and Pedda
TimmaHja.

After the demise of RSmaiija, the kingdom of Vijayanagara, which ought properly to have
fallen to his son Krishnaraja, as being the property of his maternal grandfather, waa usurped

hy Tirumalar^ya and Vefikafeapatir^ya, the brotheys of Ramaraya,
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To retara to the names of R^mar^jabhushana. Some say that Mlurti and Ramaraja*
bbusbana are the names of two different poefcs, and that the former was the author of the

l^arasabhuj^dUijai while the latter wrote the Vasmharitra and Harischanira’-NaU^dkhyctna^

Others maintain that Murti was the real name and that R^mar^jabhushana was an honorific

title given to him for holding the leadership of the court of R^maraja, and that he was the son

of Sffraparaja and the adopted son of Vehkatarajabhusha^a. Those who maintain the latter

view say that the colophons in the Vasucharitra^ l^arasabhupdUya^ and Harischandra-

Nalopdkkyana vary, and that in the colophons of the last two works there is a variation in the

names of the father of the poet. Virlsalingam Pantnln^^^says that though at the first reading

of the works under reference we are led to believe that the writers are different, further

reflection will make ns feel that we must 'receive that opinion with a little caution.

In the beginning of each of these works, there is a sbght difference in the adjuncts used,

but as these are not contradictory, we have no reason to infer that the poets are two different

people. As both the writers are hhahtas of Hanum^n, as their style is not different, as it has

been generally admitted till lately, that Rattumurti was the author of the Vasiickaritra, and

as the commentators of the Vasucharitra^ who flourished very soon after him, say that

he wrote the Nm*asabhupdUya illustrative of the figures of speech used in the former work, we
are forced at least to doubt that these works are due to two different authors.

There can be no gainsaying the fact that Murti was the author of the NarasabliupWiya,
* Battu ’ and other adjuncts must be either family names or honorary titles. In the work

under consideration, there is an adjunct ‘ Subha ’ attached to the word ^ Murti.’ How
came this word to be there, and to whom ought it to be properly applied ? Prom the colo-

phon to the Marikhandra-NaUpdkkydna^ we learn that this adjunct ‘Subha* was conferred by

R^maraja on the poet Ramarajabhfishana. All this tends to shew the identity of the writers

of the Vasucharitra Q,nd. Sarikhandra-Nalopdhhydna^ Were ‘ R^marfijabhfishana ’ a mere title,

there would be no occasion at all to doubt the identity of the writers. But were the word used

to express the name and not the title of a person, then there wonld be no occasion for using

‘ Ramai4jabhushaua’ in one place, ‘ Ramannpabhushana ’ in another, and ‘ Ramabhushana*

in a third. In his preface to the Harischandra-Naldpdhhydna Poondla Ramakrisbniah

says that this is a fact of trivial importance, and that he is at a loss to know how Yir^saiingam

Pantulu drew that inference. For, says he, had the expression ‘ Ramarajabhushana’ been a

mere mark of honour, the poet would not have curtailed it, but assuming it to be the poet’s

own name he was at liberty to deal in whatever way he pleased with it as suited his own

convenience. If, as that writer maintains, ‘ RfimarSjabhushana ^ is a mere title,

what means have we, asks Poondla Ramakrishniah, to learn the genuine name of the poet ?

A book does not go by the mere title of the writer, and what has Virlsalihgam

Pantalu to say for the word * Yehkatarayabhushana’ ? If he explains - ‘Ramarajabhushana*

in the way he does, he must also explain ‘Yehkatarayabhushana’ in just the same way. And

as the latter appellation seems to be an anonymous one, it follows, says Poondla R^ma-

krishniah, that the word ‘Bhushana’ is a common appellation for all the members of the

poet's family. It is said in the last of the works, the Harischandra-NalopdJchydna, that the poet

had written previously the Yasuchai^itra, and other works, and that he had dedicated them

to many of the greatest kings.

We learn two facts from the foregoing statements, that the poet must have written

at least one more work than the Yctsuchuritruy u e., the iVarasabhupdhyOi and that he must have

dedicated these to more than two, at least three, kings, viz*^ Ramaraja, Tirumalaraya

and Narasar^ya. I leave the credibility of this explanation to the reader.

Biographies of ^elugVcPoets, Yol, II. p* 91^
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Some maintain that the poet wanted to please ' his real and foster fathers, and has

therefore entered the name of the one in one of his works and of the other in the other^ while

in the third no mention is made of either, and that in the JffarisGhandra-Nalopctkhydna the

mention of the expression ‘ Smrapatmaja ’ shews that he was the son of Surapardja, while

in the NamsabhdpdUya

f

the mention of Vehkatara7abhushana.supiitrn* shews that he was

the adopted son of Vehkatarayabhushana.

The first of the poet’s works is the Vasuchantra^ which is an exaggerated description of

the loves of king Vasn and the beautiful nymph Girikanyaka. It was dedicated as we have

already seen to Tirumalaraya, The following metrical rendering is taken from the second

book of the poem, and is supposed to be spoken by Manjuv/lni when she was deputed by

her mistress Girikanyaka to Vasuraja :

—

0 ruler of the world, thy presence bright

Fills each expanding heart with true delight

And joy, as when propitious fortune pours

Unmeasured treasures down in golden showers,

Or when the moon in plenitude arrayed

Shoots her bright splendours through the midnight shade*

Friend of the world ! O powerful deity 1

The e^nlgence of thy penetrating eye

Dispels the darkness and the gloom profound.

Whose sable mantle covers us around.

Thy graceful presence this auspicious day,

0 king of kings, sends far each care away I

With every keen desire and wish possessed

Filled to satiety we stand confessed.

0 sovereign of the earth 1 Thy heavenly tread

Approaching doth with potent blessings shed

On mortals immortality and grace,

And makes us wise as is the ethereal race.

Pre-eminent in good thy virtue pours

Like fruitful autumn its prolific stores :

Our homage paying we profi^t by thrift.

The rural goddess sheds her choicest gift

Exuberant on me and on my friends; with joy

In plenty we our happy hours employ.

That can a grateful voice enow upraise,

Receive the boon and give eternal praise ?
”

The Yasudhariira was much admired by the contemporaries of Battumurti, and became
a model for later poets to follow. The poet was highly rewarded by Tirumalaraya for this

and other works that he composed at the command of that monarch. The descriptions of nature

and the diction of the poem are excellent. It was written after 1570 A. D. Tirumala-
raya, to whom the work is dedicated, removed the seat of his government to Penukonda in

1567 A, D., and his battle with the Moslems after that date is recorded in the poem, and a
slight reference is also"made to the king transferring the reins of government to his second son

Srirahgaraya after making him heir-apparent, after the demise of his eldest son Raghunatha-
xaya.

Whoever the writer of the NarasalJhUpdUya may be, it is dedicated to Narasar^ya, the

nephew of Ramaraya and Tirumalaraya. Srirangar^ya, the maternal grandfather of ISfarasa-

raya, had five sons — K6naraja, Timmar^ja, • Ramaraja, Tirumalar^ja, and Yeukatapati-
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raja, and three daughters— Lakkamamb^, Obamamb^ and K6namamb^. Of the ojffspring

of the daughters : to Narasaraya, son of Lakkam^mba, is dedicated the NarasabMpdl^ya^ to

Gobburi Narasar^ja, son of Obamamb^, is dedicated the Edmdbhyudaija, while the Farama-

is dedicated to Timmar^ya, son of KdnamambS. The NarasahJiu^ctUya is a Telugii

rendering of the Sanskrit Pratajjamdriyai of which the portion dealing with the drama (Ndlaha

Fraharam) and the examples illustrative of the rules ‘ are omitted. The examples were

prepared afresh by the author in the name of Narasaraja. It is said that Ramarajabhiishana

had a taste for music.

JBy the time he composed the Hariscliandra-NaU^dhhydnaf Mmar^jabhushana must have

been of a ripe old age, and by that time the dissolution of the kingdom of Yijayanagara had

reached its completion. This work was written after Pihgali Surana wrote his BdgJiava]pdvdaviyai

dedicated to Sri Eama, towards the end of the sixteenth century. W^e may, therefore, safely*

say that Bamardjabhushana wrote his works from 1550 to 1590 A. D.

In his preface to the Harikhandra-NaUjpdMiydm, Poondla Ramakrishniah says that the fact

that the colophons of the Fasucharitra and Harikliandra-Nal6pdhhyd7ia,t)ie^v^i2^TidL. third ofthe

works, agree, and that mention is made of a totally di:ffierent personage in the second of the

works, NarasabhiipdMya^ shews that the writer of the first and third of these works must have

been one and the same person. Had the second work been written by this person there would

have been no possibility of so many inconsistencies in prosody as are to be fonnd in it, for they

are wholly absent in the Vasucliaritra.

In the preface to his commentary on the VasucharitrOy the commentator S6mand)tha (who

also wrote the Chaiurbhugdbhuhdka, Ydvafiacharitra and Ganigdgaurtsamvdda) says that the

Vasucharitra was written by Murti or Battumurti. We know that this commentator flourished

iowards the beginning of the seventeenth century, a few years after Appakavi and Ah5balapati.

What have the modern critics to say to this ?

Telugu poets are in the habit of introducing into their later works certain stanzas from

their earlier ones, with slight rectifications and modifications. Take for instance Tikkana's

F^lrvQhanbttarardmdyana and his MaMblidrata. This habit is also visible in the Vasucliaritra

and NarasaihupdUya. An inexplicable fact unless we admit that the two works are the

compositions of one and the same poet.

The evidence therefore comes to this that the so-called Ashta-diggajas did not all flourish

at the time of Krishi?.ad§varaya, and there can be no gainsaying the fact that the golden

age of Telngu art and literature began sometime previous to Kfishparaya, whose nearer

ancestors had discovered and nursed the genius of the Telngn people, while he, after hu

tary achievements, gave them a home. His wars with the Muhammadans had established his

-supremacy over the vast extent of Telugu country. Yijayanagara bad become an impnal

Htate and the Telugus, bound to her not merely by legal bonds, but by indissoluble ties of

interest and affection, brought to her their civilization. Their arts and philosophy were easily

carried to the new seat of learning, where Krishnaraya was ready to receive them wi ne

honor Not content with patronizing literature, he built many matidapas and temples, nor,

while’hospitable to the authors of the city’s civnization, was he unmindful of her matenal

prosperity, and the trees he planted in the town extended their cool, nmbrageons branches

.over many a weary way-farer. Later on, though her political power waned_ and disappeared

;

though kingdoms rose and fell and the centuries roffed away, they did but bring fresh inump^

to the city of the poet and the sage. Revolution after revolution has since passed over the

iace of India, but time has only half succeeded in its theft. Yijayauagara has been removed

and ruined, but its poorer through its writers to delight .the Telugus is still left.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

OORNAC.

'Hebe is the latest quotation I can find of this

curious Europeo-Indianism, as an addition to

those in Yule’s Hohson-Johson^ s. v. It means

an elephant-driver.

1895. — Si deux elephants sent captures.Tun
reviendra an maitre de la monture : le chasseur et

le comae se partageront le prix de Tautre.”—
Ajmonier, Voyage dans le LaoSj Yol. I, p. 64.

R. 0. Temple.

BAZARTJCCO AND BEZOAE.

Here is a further eontiihution towards the his-

tory of these words, vide Yule, Hobson-Johson,

s, vv,f Budgrook and Bezoar.

1639.— **Here (Borneo) is also Gold and Be-

zoar. This Stone breeds in the Maw of a Sheep or

Goat, about a knot of Grass that stays inthe Maw,
and is often found within the Stone. * The Persians

call these Beasts Bazans, and the Stone Bazar,

which is, a Market, as by excellence proper for a

Market or Fair : and from the same word comes
the Bazarueques, he east money that is sent to

the Market. The Stone is smooth and greenish,

and the more substantial and weighty it is, the

better it is and of the greater vertue. In the

Country of Pan, near Malacca, they find a Stone

in the Gall of a cex'tain Swine, more highly

esteemed than the Bazar. It is of a reddish

colour, as smooth and slippery in the feeling as

Soap, and exceeding hitter
j so that when it is to

he used, they only steep it in cold water, and the
water is a most soveraign Antidote against all

poyson, and an effectual cordial against all infec-

tious Diseases.”—Mandelslo, Voyages and Travels

into the, Mast Indies, E. T., 1669, p, 124.

R. 0. Temple.

A TELPGTJ SUPERSTITION.

When troubled by fleas or mange dogs bring
their hinder parts (or posteriors) in contact with
the ground and move on for some distance in that
repulsive attitude and in this manner some of the
parts of their bodies which are not accessible to
the tail or the teeth are scratched or scrubbed,
and when a TeiugurobserYes ina house this cauine
action for which Nature is responsible, he at once
attaches to it a superstition to the effect that the
house is mined, but as the house is usually not
ruined in consequence it maybe inferred what
truth there is in the superstition I

M.^N. Yjenketswamy.

INDIGO AS A TABUED PLANT.

I HAVE seen it stated that Musalmins object to

red in the Muharram. Is this objection general ?

and what is its foundation?

It would perhaps explain the fact that in the

east of the Panjfih red is distinctly' the Hindd,
and indigo (which good Hindtis will not
grow) the Musalm^n colour.

But why will not Hindds grow indigo ? Thei’e

must surely be some older reason than its adop-

tion by MusalmS^ns as a favourite colour in their

clothes.

Dehzil Ibbetsoh, in P. N. and Q. 1883.

A WANDERING GHOST AT THE NIGOBARS. .

The foUowing extract is from the diary of the

Agent at Mds in Oar Nicobar:

—

May 1896. — The chief Ofi'andi, Friend of

England, and a few other notables of Mus came
and asked my permission to expel from the

Beacon the ghost of the boy who had died the

other day. I told them that the Beacon was
a standard erected in honor of Her Majesty

the Queen Empress, and that no ghost could go
into it. I also told them that, if they defiled the

Beacon, they must not expect the usual presents

from the Queen (?. e., the Indian Government).

They then went into the nearest jxmgle, and

caught the ghost in a thick bush and threw
it into the sea.

R. 0. Temple.

MURDER IN ORDER TO PROCURE A SON.

In December, 1885, alow classMusalm^n woman
35 years of age, from the Jalandhar District,

Panjd,h, an-ived in Port Blair, sentenced to^

transpoitation for life for murder in the following

circumstances. She hadhad several male children

who had died in infancy, and had been told by a

fagir that, if she killed the eldest son or daughter
of some one, and bathed herself over the dead

body, she would have another son, who would live.

Shehad daughters, one of them a little child, with

whom the eldest daughter of a neighbour, aged

three, used to play. With the assistance of her

elder daughter, a grown giil, she took the little

girl into her home and cut her throat. Next day
she and the elder daughter took the body into a
barley field, where the woman bathed herself

over it.

! R, 0. Temple.
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GEORG BUHLER.
IN MEMOEIAM.

BY M. WINTEBNITZ, Ph.D.

ON the 16t]i of April, 1898, the terrible news reached Vienna that Hofrath Dr. J*. G. Biihler,
O. I. E., Professor of Sanskrit and Indian Antiquities in the Univervsitj of Vienna, had

met his death by drowning in Lake Constance. He had left Vienna on the 5th of April to
spend the Easter yacatioii with his wife and son, who were staying with relations at Zurich.
Tempted by the unusually fine weather, he broke his journey at Lindau on Lake Constance,
to enjoy two days’ rowing before proceeding to Zurich. On the 7th of April he hired a small
boat, and returned to the Hotel towards evening. On Good Friday the 8th April he hired the
same boat again — a small rowing boat, ominously called " nut-shelP by the natives — to take
another trip across the lake. He was last seen about seven o’clock in the evening. Those
acquainted with the locality believe that he must have lost an oar and, in attempting to recover
it, over-balanced the boat, and so was drowned. Next day the boat was found floating on the
lake bottom upwards, but no one knew who ^the old gentleman ^ was that had been seen in the

boat the night before. While his servants in Vienna believed him to be in Zurich with
his family, his wife thought that he had been unexpectedly detained in Vienna, though she

was not a little distressed at receiving no reply to her letters. A few days passed before the

proprietor of the Hotel, in which the Professor had been staying, communicated with the 2)olice.

Enquiries were set on foot, and at last, on the 15th of April, it was ascertained that the occu-

pant of the boat was Hofrath Buhler of Vienna. The body has never been recovered.

Readers of this Journal^ in which so many of Dr. Biihler’s discoveries have been published,

need not be told what an ii*rep.arable loss Sanskrit scholarship and Indology have suffered

by the death of the great scholar who seemed to be quite indispensable as a guide and worker
in the field of Indo-Aryan research. Many of the readers of this JonmaJ^ too, were friends and
pupils of the deceased j need they he told of his untiring readiness to help, of the noble unsel-

fishness with which he sacrificed any amount of time to those whom he had enlisted as co-

workers in any branch of the science which was all in all to him, or of his wonderful enthn«

siasm as a teacher ? Yet a short sketch of the life-work of the eminent scholar and master

whom we have lost, may not be unwelcome to readers of this Joimial^ which owes so much to

him.

JohaniL Georg Biililer was born at Borstel near Nienburg in Hanover on the 19th July,

1837. He was a student at the University of Gottingen where he took his doctor’s degree in

1858. His master was the famous linguist and folklorist Theodor Benfey, and Benfey was
always very proud of his pupil, while the latter was attached to him as long as he lived, in the

sense that a Hindu pupil is attached to his Guru, I remember (it was about a year after

Benfey’s death) Buhler saying that he did not agree with Benfey’s theory, according to which the

Buddhist fairy tales were the oldest source from which all Indian fairy tales were derived, but

that he did not care to write anything in opposition to his old teacher.

The first articles published by Btihler were concerned with questions of Comparative Philo-

logy and Vedic Mythology. They were published in Orient und Occident (18C2 and 1864), edited

by Benfey :—an essay on the god Parjanya, an article on the etymology of ©eds, etc. A paper

*On the origin of the Sanskrit Lingnals’ appeared, in 1864, in the Madras Literary Journal,

But before long his enthusiasm turned more and more to the study of Sanskrit as an independent

branch of knowledge, and no longer a mere handmaid to Comparative Philology. It was

this enthusiasm which awakened in him a strong desire to go out to India, and in order to form

connections for achieving this purpose, he went to England in 1859.. Here he continued his

studies in the libraries of Oxford and London, entered into relations with Prof. Max Muller,

and held for a short time the post of Assistant Librarian at the Royal Library in Windsor.

After three years he returned to Gottingen, to take up an appointment at the University Libraiy,
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But lie liad not been there very long when at last an opportunity seemed to offer itself for

the fulfilment of his greatest desire. At that time he was determined to go to India at any cost,

and (as he often told his pupils, when he wished to encourage thena to go out to India) would

have gone out as a merchant’s agent, had no better chance offered itself. Thus, when he was

told that there was an opening in the Education Department in India, he did not stop to

consider the circumstances connected with the appointment in (Question, but staited at once for

India, and when he arrived in Bombay, he found that the post which was promised him was

not vacant \ Happily, however, in those days European scholars were constantly wanted in

the Educational Department. He became acquainted with Sir Alexander Grant, then Principal

of the Elphinstone College in Bombay. Sir Alexander had already done much for education

in India, and was particularly anxious to raise the standard of Sanskrit studies in the College.

It was through his exertions that in December, 1862, Eaghoonath Shastry was sent from

the Poona College to Bombay, to teach Sanskrit, and he soon succeeded in obtaining for

Biihler an appointment as Professor of Oriental Languages at the Elphinstone College.

In his Ee;poTt to the Director of Public Instruction, Bombay, for the year 1862-63,

Sir Alexander Grant refers to Biihler’s appointment and adds :
‘ Dr. Biihler seems in every

way well qualified for the duties of his chair. He reports that as Sanskrit studies have been

only just started in the college, the standard is as yet low. This will be doubtless remedied

by his exertions in the course of time, and we are now in a position to assort that every

student in college will be regularly grounded in either Sanskrit or Latin. I need not point

out to you the importance of this step from an educational point of view/ In his next

Eeport (1863-64) Sir Alexander, after referring to the services of the Professors in general,

adds :
* Dr. Biihler especially seems to me to deserve mention for the cordial way in which

he has thrown himself into the work of the College. Not only as a man of learning, but also

as a practical educationist, he has been a great acquisition to our staff.’ He not only taught

Sanskrit, but also Comparative Philology and Latin, occasionally also Ancient History, He
paid great attention to the College Library, to which many standard Sanskrit works were

afterwards added through his exertions. In every way he worked hard to make the Natives

acquainted with European methods of research and with the results of Oriental studies in

Europe, but at the same time he was aware of the great value, which the traditional learning

of Native Pandits may have for the progress of Sanskrit studies, both in Europe and in India.

In one of his first Eeports on his college work he recommends to Government the appointment

of one of the thorough-bred Shastris of the old school,’' both as a help to the advanced

students and as an assistance to the Professor. ‘ The Shdstris,’ he says, ‘ are the representatives

of the traditional knowledge of Sanskrit, and in the present state of Sanskrit studies their

services are by no means to be underrated.’ It was his constant effort to combine the

advantages of classical European education with those of the traditional Hindu methods

of teaching. That India has produced such scholars as Bhandarkar, Shankar Pandit, Telang,

Apte, and others, and that these men, who have acquired and made so excellent a use of

European methods of criticism, have been educated in the Bombay Presidency, is to a very

great extent due to the beneficial infiuence of Biihler and it must be said later on also of Kielliorn.

In the Eejjort of the Director of Public Instruction, Bombay, for the year 1865-66,

reference is made for the first time to the plan of publishing ‘A Collection of Sanskrit Classics

for the Use of Indian High Sehools and Colleges ’ under the title Bombay Sanski^it Series, to

be edited under the superintendence of Profs. Buhler and Kielhorn. Although, in the first

instance, intended for the use of schools in India, the excellent editions of standard Sanskrit

works published in the Bombay Sanshrii Series have become of the greatest importance for the

progress of Sanskrit studies in Europe. We need only compare the beautiful editions

of Sanskrit texts, published in this Series, "with the carelessly printed and (excepting a few
laudable exceptions) utterly uncritical editions published in the Calcutta Bibliotheca Indica,

to see how beneficial the influence of men like Buhler and Kielhorn has proved also in this
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respect. Btihler himself toot his share as aa editor in this Series by publishing excellent

editions of some books of the Pmohatantra, of the first part of Dandin’s Basahumdraoharita, and
Other important tests.

From 1870 B'dhler acted as Education Inspector in the hTorthern Division of the

Bombay Presidency. If we read his Annual Reports on his work in this capacity, as they are

printed in the Reports of the Department of Fublic Instruoiion in the Bombay Presidency

(1870-1880), we can get an idea of the zeal and enthusiasm with which he devoted himself to his

official duties, ever anxious to raise the standard of education in the district entrusted to his

administration. Biihler’s services were fully appreciated by the Education Department, and

when, in 1880, he retired from the service, the Director of Public Instruction in the Bombay
Presidency, in his Report for the year 1879-80*, referred to Biihler’s work in India in the

following words :
‘ His Excellency in Council will take this opportunity of expressing his great

regret at the loss which the Department has sustained by the retirement from the service of

Dr. Biihler, whose zealous labours have done so much to lay the foundation of a sound popular

education in Gujarat, while he has no less distinguished himself by his successful exertions in

the collection of some thousands of manuscripts in Central India, Rajputana, the Panjauh,

Kashmir, etc., as well as in this Presidency
;
in the preparation of standard works on Hindu

Law and literature, and in adding to the stock of philological and archasological lore. By his

influence as a Teacher in Government Colleges and Examiner in the University of Bombay,

he has not only kept alive an interest in Sanskrit, but has extended the study of that language,

and raised the standard of Oriental Scholarship throughout the west of India.*
^

Biihler ’s great and important travels for the Search for Sanskrit Manuscriptsbegan in 186d,

and the Report of the Department of Public Instruction of the Bombay Presidency for the year

1866-67 contains an highly valuable report by Biihler on discoveries made on his tour to the

Southern Maratha Country in search of Sanskrit Manuscripts. The Director of Public

Instruction, referring to Biihler’s labours during this tour, says :
‘ By conversing fluently

in the Sanskrit Language with Brahman Shastris at the various places which he visited, he

succeeded to a great extent in inspiring confidence and in allaying the prejudices of persons

who were at first unwilliug to show their sacred volumes to an European.^

This search fo-r Sanskrit MSS., for which, thanks- to the efforts of Mr. Whitley Stokes

Government had made an annual grant of 25,000 Rupees, now occupied B'dhler for many years

With untiring zeal and energy he searched the libraries in many parts of India, and discovered

most valuable and unexpected treasures. And his investigations, carried on with no less enthu-

siasm than knowledge of his subject, led to discoveries in all branches of Indian literature.

Indeed, some entire branches of literature were brought to light by him for the first time*

Thus, befbre the days of Biihler, our knowledge of the highly important literature of the

tTalnas was very scanty indeed, although the members of this sect had for centuries displayed an

extraordinary literary activity, and the most valuable collections of Sanskrit and Prakrit MSS.

were hidden away in the old and rich libraries of the Jaina monasteries, Biihler was the first

to start a systematic investigation of these ^treasuries of Sarasvati ^ as the Jainas call their

libraries. The Library of J'esalmer, seai'ched by Biihler in 1874, was the first Jaina library,

which a European was allowed to search. It was no easy matter to be admitted to these

jealously guarded treasures. The monks and ministers in Jesalmer tried, by every possible

means, to prevent the inspection of' their library, audit rec[uired not a little patience and

tact and diplomacy on Biihler’s part to enable him- to examine all the MSS. in it. But

his labour was. amply rewarded. For not only was this library rich in valuable MSS. both of

the religious literature of the Jainas and of profane Brahmanical literature, but these MSS.

also proved to be of high antiquity. Before the year 187a no MSS. were known in India to be

older than the 15th century. In 1873- Biihler had discovered MSS. dated as early as A. D. 1258,

and here in Jesalmer he was delighted to find MSS. of a still earlier date, some going back to
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A. D. 1100. It is of coarse -well known now that since then mnch older Sanski-it MSS. have

been discovered in Nepal, Japan, and Kashgar.

Thronghont his travels in search for Sanskrit MSS. Bdhler paid special attention to the

Jaina MSS., and it is through his exertions that nnmerons specimens have become accessible to

European scholars in the libraries of London and Berlin, as well as in Indian libraries. Thus it

is, that we are now comparatively well informed about the history and the religions system of a

sect, of which hardly anything was known thirty years ago, is chiefly due to Biihler’s efforts.

For his discoveries and collections of MSS. led to the excellent works of Profs. Albrecht

Weber, Hermann Jacobi, and Ernst Leumann, in the department of Jaina religion and

literature. It is no small comfort to know that Biihler’s labour will not be lost, and that in

this branch of Hindu literature these scholars will continue the work, which he had inaugurated

with so great success.

The general results of Biihler’s indefatigable labours inthe search for MSS. are found in

numerous Government Ee^orisand Catalogues g,^ in his Oatalog^ie of Sanslmt MSS, contained

in the Frivate Libraries of Gujarat, Kdthidvdd, Kachclih, Sind and Elidndes^ published 1871-73,

in the annual reports for the years 1870-80 of the Koyal Asiatic Society on the progress of

Oriental learning (generally reprinted in the Indian Antiquary), in many of the volumes of

the Journal of the German Oriental Society, and in the easter volumes of Weber’s Tndische

Studien, we constantly come across references to new discoveries made by Biihler, — discoveries

of works pertaining to all branches of Indian Literature, which were either altogether unknown

before, or of the re-discovery of which scholars had long given up all hope. These labours

reached their climax in the famous Fetailed Bejport of a Tour in Search of Sanslmt Manuscripts

in Kasmir, Bdjputdna and Central India (Bombay, 1877), a very mine of information about

almost every point of Sanskrit Literature. Details were given here about numerous works

which had hitherto been entirely unknown, and about authors whose very names had never loeem

heard before.

To mention only one instance, it is in this Fetailed Report that we first hear of Kshe-

mendra, the Kasmir poet and polyhistor whose numerous works, though of small value as

works of art, are of the greatest importance for the history of the contemporaneous literature

and especially also for the history of the Hindu epic literature. It is impossible to write a

history of Indian literature now-a-days, without constantly referring to Biihler^s FataiUd

Report, which contains not only names and titles, and brief notices of numerous works and

authors, but also most valuable discussions on the literary and historical importance of the

discovered MSS.

Bor Biihler was not only a successful discoverer and zealous collector of MSS., but he

was also most eager to use his discoveries for literary and historical investigations. Though he

never grudged the treasures, which he had discovered, to other scholars, and though he was
ever ready to place any MSS. he had found at the disposal of scholars in Europe or India, who
were anxious to edit texts or to avail themselves of the new MSS. for literary pnrposes, — he
also took his share in the laborious task of editing texts, and above all he never lost sight of

the one great aim he had in view, to bring light into the dark ages of the ancient history of

India, and to disentangle the chaos of tho history of ancient Hindu Literature.

How often have we heard complaints about the unsatisfactory state of history in India

!

We are told that, as regards the history of ancient India, we have nothing but fables and
legends, no real historical facts at all

;
that, with an enormous mass of literary compositions, we

have no chronology in these works that could be depended on. Well known are the
words of the great American scholar, W. D. Whitney, that ‘respecting the chronology of this

development, or the date of any class of writings, still more of any individual work, the less

that is said the better,* — that ‘ all dates given in Indian literary history are pins set up to be
bowled down again.’ All these complaints, which twenty years ago were still fully justified, are
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mow-a-days greatly exaggerated. That this is the case, that Sanskrit Literature is no longer
the chaos it was, that one or two * ’ at any rate, stand so firmly rooted that they cannot be
^bowled down’ again, that the hope at least is justified that, instead ol the chaos of Indian
history and literature, we shall some day have a cosmos, — is in no small measure due to the
efforts of Buhler himself and of a considerable number of pupils and fellow-workers who had
gathered around him,

Biihler never felt satisfied with, what is called ‘inner chronology,’ which, is based on a
comparison of the contents of the different literary compositions and in this way tries to estab-

lish_ a kind of ^chronological sequence of the works,— a pioceeding in which too much scope ig

left to individual opinion. One safe historical date which could be depended on was worth more
to Biibler than a volume full of more or less convincing arguments as to might-bes. But how
were such firmly established historical dates to be obtained ? If not from works <7f literature

yet from monuments of stone and metal. Buhler was fully aware of this, and with his charac-

teristic enthusiasm he devoted himself to the task of searching for, deciphering, and
interpreting inscriptions, and no one was more eager than he was in turning these inscriptions to

account for historical, geographical, and literary purposes. The results of these investigations

are recorded in numerous papers in the Indian Antiquary^ the JEJpigrajiMa Indica, and

otlier Oriental Jmirnals, and we owe to them many important chronological data, not only

about the political history of India, but also concerning many Hindu authoi’s and works of

literature, and light is thrown by them on the history of entii^ branches of literature, as well as

on the history of certain religious systems. In a most important paper on Indian inscrip-

tions and the age of the El^yya Iiiterature (D«c indisohen Inschriffen tmd das Alter der indischen

Kunsipoesiey Sitzungsberichte der Kais, Akadcmie der Wissenschaffcen in Wien, 1B90) Buhler

has shown, in one pai-ticular instance, how much valuable information concerning the history

of .the classical Sanskrit literature maybe gathered from the inscriptions. The fact thar

from the literary works themselves the so-calied Kavya Literature cannot be traced back

further than the 6tli century A. D., led to Prof, Mas Mtiller’s famous theory of a ‘ literary

interregnum’ in India, and a * Renaissance of Sanskrit literature,’ beginning about 400 A. D.

and reaching its highest development in the 6th century, but Buhler showed in this

paper that the irrefutable testimony of inscriptions proves a much higher antiquity of the Kavya

Literature, that it was developed not after but before the beginning of our era, and that a

‘ literary interregnum ’ probably never existed in India. In the new edition of his work

India, xvliat can it teach m T (published in 1892), Pi*of. Max Muller readily acknowledged

that, in view of the arguments of his friend Buhler, the theory of the ‘ Renaissance

promulgated by him could not be upheld any longer without considerable modification.

But it is not only with regard to the history of classical Sanskrit literature that Biihler’s

epigraphic discoveries and researches have led to new and important results, they have also

thrown a flood of light on many dark points in the history of religions movements in India

The sect of the Jainas, whose literature (as already mentioned) has only become properly known

by Buhler’s discoveries, has, also by the investigations of the same scholar, received its due

position in the history of religious systems in India. Not so very long ago, eTainism used to be

looked upon as a mere offshoot of Buddhism, but Bilhler succeeded in proving, by the indisputa-

ble testimony of inscriptions, that the Jainas were in early times (as they are now) an import-

ant sect, independent of and contemporaneous with that of the Buddhists ;
that both Jainism

and Buddhism arose about the same time in the same part of India— a fact which is of the

greatest importance, not only for the history of Buddhism, but also for the history of religious

movements in the east of India during the 6th and 6th centuries B. C. The results of

Buhler’s investigations, which are laid down in a series of articles on the authenticity of the

Jaina todition (in the Vienna Oriental Journal, 1887-90) have been fully borne out by

further researches of Profs. Jacobi and Leumann. Btihler himself has given a clear and popular

account of the Jaina religion and of the historical importance of the Jaina sect, in a paper
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read before tbe Imperial Academy of Sciences in Vienna^ entitled ‘Deber die indisclie Sekte

der Jaina’ (ISS?).

It is well known that tbe writings of tbe Jainas, apart from tlieir intrinsic Take as religions

writing's and tlieir bearing on tbe bistory of relig’ion^ are of tbe g’reatest importance for tbe

bistory of Indian literature and civilisation in general. For tbe Jaina monks, much

like tbe monks of tbe Middle Ages in Europe,, did not content themselves with the study of

their own sacred literature, but devoted themselves as eagerly to tbe study of various branches

of learning, and wo owe to tliem many excellent works on grammar and astronomy, besides

both original compositions and commentaries on works of poetry. In bis important paper,

‘ Ueber das Leben des Jaina-Moncbs Hemacbandi'a (Benhscliriften der Kais, Akademie der

Wissemchafteyi zu WieUi 1889), Btililer has given us an account of tbe life and works of a

famous Jaina monk, who distinguished himself in tbe profane sciences,, es.pecially as a

grammarian and lexicographer.

By bis labours in connection with Jaina literature, Bnbler was led to tbe study of

Prakrit and we owe to him many valuable contributions to Pr^-krit grammar and
lexicography.

But all this pioneer work, to which Biibler was led by bis epigrapbic researches, and which

would have been enough to make tbe reputation of any scholar,, was with him only a small part

of bis work. His chief aim, which be never lost sight of, was always tbe elucidation of the

political history of ancient India. I need only refer to his epigrapbic and historical

investigations reported in numerous articles and papers found in tbe Indian Antiquary^ in

tbe Epigrajphia Indiea, in tbe Vienna Oriental Journalf in tbe Zeiischrift der deutschen

morgenlmdisclien Oesellsoliaft, in tbe iPraoeedings of the Imperial Aeademy, of Sciences at

Vienna, and in some volumes of tbe Arclmological Survey of loidia* Especially to tbe

famous Edicts of King Afeoka be devoted no end of time and patient labour, and bow much
lie has done for tbe decipherment and correct interpretation of these important inscriptions is

well known to all who take an interest in tbe history of ancient India,

But no less important than tbe inscriptions seemed to him tbe few, but all tbe more valu-

able, historical works of the Hindus — the historical romances and chronicles — as well as

tbe accounts of Chinese and Arabian travellers on India. In 1874, when searching tbe

library of Jesalmir, he discovered an old palm-leaf MS. which (to his great delight) contained

tbe Vi'h'amunkadevacharita, a chronicle composed by tbe Jaina Bilhana. He started at once
to copy tbe whole MS. He bad not much time to spare, but together with bis friend

Prof. Jacobi (who was bis companion during this tour) tbe whole work was copied within seven
days. An edition of this work, with a valuable historical introduction, was published by
BiiMer soon after in the Bowhay SansJcrit Series. Another historical work, tbe Rdjatarahgird
or the Chronicles of the Kings of Kasmir, also attracted bis special attention. In bis famous
Detailed RepoH be devoted to this work a long discussion, in which he dwelt on its import-
ance for tbe history of India, and pointed out tbe oldest MSS, which, later on, formed the basis
for Dr, Stein's excellent edition of this work. Professor Sachau's edition and translation of

AUermi's famous account of India excited Biihler’s liveliest interest, and when tbe translation
,was published, be devoted to it a review of 30 pages in tbe Indian Antiquary (1890), point-
ing out tbe eminent importance of this work for tbe History of India.

All this was only intended as a kind of preliminary work for tbe great scheme which he
bad in bis mind for years — to write a connected history of ancient India, That this scheme
was not to be carried out,' is probably tbe most deplorable loss, which Indian studies have suffer-

ed by tbe untimely death of the eminent scholar, who — with his wonderful historical instinct,
his critical tact, his accuracy, and his ever unbiased judgment — was the very man to write a
history of India. And it is a fact only too well known that a history of ancient India, based on
secure epigraphic and literary dates, is one of the greatest desiderata of Indology.
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His intimate acquaintance with manuscripts and inscriptions naturally made Biihler a first

rate authority on all questions of palseograpliy. When Prof. Max Miiller published the famous
specimens of ancient Indian writing found in Japan, he requested Bubler to discuss the palseo-

graphical importance of the new finds, and his palasographical remarks form a most yaluable

appendix to the texts edited by Prof. Max Muller (^Aneodota O^wnmisiat Aryan Series, 1, 3)»

Only three years ago Biihler published a most valuable contribution to the history of Indian

writing in his essay ‘ On the Origin of the Indian Brahma Alphabet * {Indian Smdiese

i^o. III., Bitzmfjsherklite der Kais. Akademie der Wissenschaften zn Wien, 1895), — a

second revised edition of which, together with two Appendices on the Origin of the

Kharoshthi Alphabet and of the so-called Letter-Humerals of the Brahini (with three plates),

appeared almost simultaneously with the distressing news of the author’s death. And two

years ago he published, as part of his Uncyelopedia of Indo-Aryan Besearchy a most exhaustive

treatise on Indian palaeography ( Indische Palc&ographie^ with seventeen tables and map) of

which an English translation, happily still written by Biihler himself, is now in the press and

will be published before long.

But there is hardly any branch of Indian Philology and Archseology, in which Babler

has not done pioneer work, on which his extensive knowledge has not thrown new and nnex.

pected light. It is true that his writings are more concerned with classical Sanskrit literature

than with the Yeda, yet we owe to him most important discoveries of MSS. belonging to the

Atharva-veda and to the Ytijur-ueda, and he took the greatest interest in all questions of Vedic

philology. He sympathised with those Vedic scholars who (like Prof. Ludwig or Prof. Pischel)

see in the Veda, first of all, a product of the Indian mind which can only be rightly

understood in connection with the rest of the Indian literature. But above all he was

interested (and here we see again the historian ) in the history of the Vedic schools, and he

never ceased to hope that with the help of inscriptions it would be possible to gain information

about the development of the different Vedic schools, their spread over various parts of India,

and their age, — and in time also about the vexed question as to the age of the Veda itself,

i, e., of individual Vedic works.

These questions as to the age and geographical distribution of the Vedic schools^ were

discussed by Biihler on several occasions in connection with his investigations into tlie history

of th0 Indian Law-hooks,— a branch of Sanskrit literature in which, again, we owe to Biihler

real pioneer work. Beyond the law books of Manu and Yajuavalkya and some modern Oommen

taries and Digests, little was known, before Biihler, about the oldest legal literature in India,

To Buhler (whose labours in this direction have been most successfully continued by Prof. Jolly)

we owe our acquaintance with the most ancient Hindu law books, the Dharmasutras

.

As

early as 1867 he wrote his important introduction. Sources of the Hindu Law, to Sir Raymond

West’s Bigesb of the Hindu Law of Inheritance, Partition, a7id Adoption, of which a Jiird edition

appeared in 1884. In this introduction he gave, for the first time, a concise but complete

survey oi* the Hindu law literature. In 1868 and 1871 he published an edition of one of the

JSra a^o° (1892-94) in *the Bombay Sanshrit Series. For Prof. Max MMler’s Sacred Boohs

o/aoi^/hetranLed the oldest and most important Hindu law hooks m two volumes

ihe Sacred Lam of the Aryas (Vols. II. and XIV. of the series
;
a second edition of Vol II

Zea^dlastyearl These translations were chiefly made from MSS discovered hy Buhler

himself Editions of the texts have since been published by various scholars. The introdue

HoTs to these two volumes coutaiu highly importaut investigations concerning age of the

1 4-ranslated and their relation to one another. In 1886 Buhler translated the law hook of

yIi XXV of the Sacred Boohs of the East). This volume contains not only an excellent

lanslationof the work, but also extensive exteacts from the numerous commentaries, and
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Appendices illastrating tlie relation of fclie Manusmriti to other Hindu lawbooks. And it also

contains a most valuable introduction of 1H3 pages, in which he not only continues his inves-

tigations into the history of the Hindu law books, but also enters into discussions on some of the

most important chronological and historical questions touching almost every department of

ancient Hindu literature.

Amongst other things he discusses in this introduction the relation of Mann’s law hook

to the Bpie literature of the Hindus, and for the first time grapples with w^hat is perhaps the

most difficult problem in the history of the Indian literature, — the chronological and literary

problem of the gigantic Hindu epic, the MahdbMrata. lu dealing with this question he

again evinces his eminently historical instinct. Here, too, lie was utterly dissatisfied with the

* inner ’ criticism and the vague hypotheses defended by Prof. Holtzmann and other scholars.

Eagerly he sougdit for epigraphic and literary documents from which any secure dates as to the

history of the Hindu epic could be obtained. In his Gontribwtions to the History of the Makd-

IJiurata (published together with Prof. Kirste’s paper on Ksliemendra’s Blutratamahjari

in ihe Sitzuvigsherichte der Kais, Ahademieder Wisse7iscliaften zu Wien, 1892) he’lias shown how, by

the patient study of inscriptions aud by a comparison of other branches of literature, the dates of

which are more or less approximately known, it is possible to- bring light even into this darkest

of all problems in the history of ancient Hindu literature. He was most anxious to interest

his pupils in this much neglected branch of Sanskrit literature. It was on his suggestion

that my articles on the South-Indian recension of the Mahdbhdrata were printed in the

Indian Antiquary, and the last letters of the deceased which I received from him during the last

months preceding his death, are an eloquent and melancholy proof to me of the great and lively

interest he took in all questions of Mahdbhdrata criticism. In this department of Indology liis

loss will he felt by no one more painfully and more acutely than by the pi’esent writer, whose

first thought in all his Indological studies has hitherto always been, ‘what will Bilhler say ?
’

We are often told that to make discoveries is merely a matter of luck, and some people

might think it was just Buhler’s good luck which enabled him to make so many important

discoveries, which in their turn led to his fruitful labours in all departments of Indian research^

Now it may be called ‘ luck ’ that at the time when he was in India there were still so many
unknown treasures hidden in Indian libraries. But surely no one was better qualified that

Buhler to unearth these treasures.

Pirst of all, he was stimulated by an enthusiasm for his particular line of research, of

which only he can have some idea who has ever seen him, standing with sparkling eyes and

almost childlike delight before some impression of a difficult inscription from which he had

succeeded, after patient and often renewed attempts, in reading the correct Sanskrit words

This enthusiasm was the main spring of the zeal and energy with which he pursued his

researches. Moreover, he had acquired a thorough knowledge of the languages, in which he

could freely converse with native scholars, on'whose assistance he had greatly to depend in his

travels of research. But above all it was Ms hearty sympathy and tact which won him the

love and affection of the Natives and, whenever wanted, their ready help and co-operation.

He counted among his friends members of all classes of the native population, among
learned Brahmans, as well as among the Jaina monks. He tells ns (in a German paper
read at the Yienna Oriental Museum in 1883, ^ describing his ‘ Journey through the Indian
desert’) how much of his success in searching Jaina libraries he owed to his intimate

friendship with the Sriphj Jinarnnktis-uri, the head of a portion of the Kharatara-Gachchha.
He was never tired of mentioning, in words of grateful recognition, any services rendered to

him by Pan(Jits. I need only refer to the kind and hearty words of friendship which, in the very
first pages of .his Detailed Bej)ort, he devotes to PaijcJit BadMkishn, who had brought him
the first MSS. of his Kasmir collection, and how carefully he mentions every one of the Native
scholars, whose assistance had been of any use to him during his search for MSS. in Kasmir.

Printed in the Oesterreichiseke Rundschau, 1888, pp, 517-535!
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Readers of this Journal will remember the beautiful obituary which {Indian Antiquaru^
VoL XYII,, 1888) he devoted to his lamented friend Pandit Bhagvanial Indr&jS, a scholar
whose excellent contributions to Indian epigraphy and archaeology would probably have been
lost to the European world of learning, if it had not been for Biihler, who translated into
English the papers written in Gujarati by his friend. With a kindly and sympathetic interest,
and at the same time with that strict accuracy and conscientiousness which characterizes
everything written by Biihler, he gives in this obituary a full account of all that Pandit
Bhagvanlal has done for Indian history, epigraphy, and archaeology. In stirring words he
refers to the noble character of this scholar, and then proceeds to describe his own relations to
him, — how they sat together for hours, working and conversing about problems of Indian
history and archaeology, but frequently also about the social, political, and religious conditions
of modern India. "His amiable, frank character,’ (he concludes) "his keen intelligence, and
his extensive learning, made him very dear to me. I shall never forget the pleasant days,
when I used eagerly to look forward to the announcement that the Panditji had come

; and I
sadly acknowledge now, as I have done already on special occasions, that I have learnt a great
deal from him.’

Never have I heard from Biihler any of those slighting and disparaging remarks about
the character of the Natives, which one hears so frequently from people who have spent a few
months, or may be years, in India without ever making the least attempt to become really

acquainted with any class of Natives. When he spoke of the people among whom he spent so

many years of his life, it was always with words of just appreciation of the good he had
found in the Native character^ and words of kindly and grateful remembrance of the services

they had rendered him in his scientific pursuits. An incident, which occurred during his staynear

Jesalmir, and which he relates in the above-mentioned paper on his Journey through the Indian

Desert, may show how he surmounted even serious difficulties by the tact and shrewd common-
sense, with which he respected and even adopted the religious prejudices of the Natives, One
day it happened that a cow was found in the neighbourhood of his camp, ransacking the

fodder stores of the camels, and one of the camel-dx'ivers thew a stone to frighten the cow

away. Unfortunately he hit her leg. Now, since cows are sacred in Rajput^na, this offience

created a great stir. The owner of the cow appeared greatly excited, and stoutly refused

to accept any recompense offered him for the damage done. The cows, he said, he loved

like his family, and nothing short of corporal punishment inflicted on the offender would

satisfy him. The minister of the Rawal, who had hurried to the spot, also insisted on

the same demand. The camel-driver was to receive a hundred strokes. Biihler refused

to endorse such a sentence, and a whole day passed in futile negotiations with the local

officials. At last Biihler hit on a new plan. When the minister of the Rawal came again,

Biihler offered to inflict on the camel-driver a heavy fine, and to use the sum for a pious work.

To this the people agreed. If a certain amount of fodder were bought, and spread out on

the spot of the accident to give the cows of Jesalmer a solemn feast, the atonement would be

considered sufficient. Biihler at once promised to do this, and imposed on the offender a fine of

twenty rupees, with which be bought five camel loads of hay. These were spread out outside

the camp, and for three days all the cows of Jesalmer assembled ^for a solemn pasture. The

wounded cow soon recovered, and the incident, which otherwise might have led to serious

disturbances, had no further consequences. It even proved useful, inasmuch as it raised

Biihler’s authority in the eyes of the people, who were impressed with his sense of justice^

since he had offered such a suitable jordyaschitta for the horrible offence committed. The

Srlpuj, too, heartily approved of Biihler’s action saying, ^ You have acted rightly, now the

people know that you respect their prejudices.’

Personal contact and frequent exchange of ideas with native Pandits, were considered by

Biihler as indispensable for the progress of research. It was on this account that most of his

contributions to Indology were written in English, that he wished his pupils to do the same,
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that he insisted on articles relating to India being written in English for the Vienna Oriental

Journal, and that he persuaded even the Imperial Academy of Sciences at Vienna to print in its

Frooeedings papers in the English language, — as be once said to one of his English friends, ‘not

to save you trouble, but for the good of those in India.’ His friendly relations with the

Natives of India enabled him to find many things which no other European could have

found ;
they also enabled him to gain an insight into the inner life and thought of the Indian

people, such as only few Europeans, though they may have spent years in India, have been able

to obtain. And it was this intimate acquaintance with Hindu modes of thought and with the

inner life of the Hindus, which made intercourse with Buhler, and above all his academical

teaching, so very inspiring and so extremely instructive.

In fact, what was said of Benfey, that ‘ his inspirations were more wonderful than his

science,^ applies even in a greater measure to Buhler, Benfey’s great pupil. It was impossible

for any one, whatever special department of Indian research he might be interested in, to

converse with Biihler even for half an hour only, without gaining from him new points of view

and many new inspirations. How much more must this apply to those who (like the present

writer) have actually had the good fortune of sitting as pupils at Biihler’s feet ? When in 1880

the Indian climate affected his health and he had to leave India, he was speedily appointed to

the chair of Sanskyit and Indology in the University of Vienna, and with unabated energy

he devoted himself to the duties of his chair. Even when teaching the elements of Sanskrit, he

was inspired by the same enthusiasm as that with which he pursued his important archseolo-

gical and epigraphic researches and worked out the most difficult problems of Indian

history. It was a real pleasure to attend his ‘ Elementary Course of Sanskrit.’ The same

practical method of teaching the elements of Sanskrit, which he and Prof. Bhandarkar had,

with such great success, used in Indian Colleges, was introduced by him in the University of

Vienna. For this purpose he published, in 1883, a practical handbook for the study of

Sanskrit,— his Leitfadenfur den Elementarhursus des SansJent, When I began the study of

Sanskrit in 1881, he was just printing this Leitfaden for use at his own lectures
; and how

we rejoiced at every new sheet that came from the press ! An English translation of

this Handhooli, under the title Sanskrit Frimer, was published in America by Prof. Perry

(Boston, 1886). His ‘Elementary Course of Sanskrit ’ was followed by the reading of easy texts,

and never shall I forget the happy honrs when I read with Buhler the immortal Nalopdkhydna,.

When we had surmounted the initial difficulties of the study of Sanskrit, he began to initiate

us into the different branches of Sanskrit literature by reading with us specimens of the ornate

style of classical Sanskrit poetry and poetical prose, e, g., Sana’s Kddamhar^

;

we were intro-

duced to Panini by the reading of the Siddhdntahaumudi, to the Alankdrasdstra, by Viimana’s

treatise, to Hindu philosophy by the Veddntasdra and the Tarkasoni^raha, to the drama by

Kalidasa’s Mdldvikdym^nitra to the Veda by reading a selection of hymns with Sslyana’s

commentary, to the D/iarmasdstra by the interpretation of the Mitakshard, and at the same time

he lectured to us on Sanskrit Syntax, on Indian History, on Epigraphy, on the history of the

Hindulaw hooks, etc.
;
and both within and without the lecture room he took the greatest

personal interest in every one of his pupils : like a true Indian Qur% he was as a father to his

disciples, who will cherish his memory with unceasing gratitude.

As Professor in the University Biihler was also anxious to make Vienna a centre of

Oriental studies. With this end in view he became one of the Editors of a literary and criti-

cal supplement to the Monatssclirift fiir den Orient, edited by the Vienna Oriental Museum, in

which he published several important reviews (1884-86). Shortly before the Congress of Ori-

entalists held at Vienna in 1886, he founded, together with the other Professors of Oriental

languages at the University and with the assistance of Baron von Gautsch who was then
Minister of Public Instruction, the Oriental Institute of Vienna University. I still remem-
ber the the proud satisfaction and delight, with which he walked through the two rooms of

the University dtToted to this Institute, and how pleased he was to see his pupils working in it*
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It was in the same Oriental Institute, where soon after the newly founded Vienna Oriental
Journal was edited, in which (from 1887) he published many valuable contributions to

Indian history, epigraphy, archaeology, lexicography and other branches of Indology.

As a Member of the Imperial Academy of Sciences at Vienna he not only added many
valuable papers to the Froce^dings of the Academy, hut he also took every opportunity

of urging the Academy to support Sanskrit studies by grants of money for scientific

purposes : — e, g., only a few years ago, for the edition of a series of highly important

texts, the Sources of Sanshrit Lexicograj^hy,

Nevertheless, friendly relations to India and England suffered no interruption. We
meet his name in every volume of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society^ and he often

sent communications to Mr. Cotton’s Academy

^

and to the Athenceum^ And readers of this

Jourtial know only too well what his loss means to the Tiidian Antiquary.

As a representative of Vienna University, he regularly attended the International Con-

gresses of Orientalists, and in the meetings of the Indian Section he always took a prominent

part, in fact the part of a leader, — a part in which he will be sadly missed at the next

Congress to be held at Rome. It is in no small degree owing to his initiative and his

great influence that the various resolutions proceeding from the Indian Section of tlie

Congresses, and addressed to the Governments of India, have led to substantial results, and

helped on the progress of archaeological and epigraphic research in India. At these Congreses

it became clear that Biihler held the position of a recognised leader among the Sanskrit

scholars of Europe, a position which he did not assume from any ambition on his part* but

which was tacitly granted him as a matter of course. That this was the case is due as

much to his personality as to his great scholarship. For it is characteristic of Buhler that

while he won the love and respect of the Natives to so great an extent, he enjoyed at the

same time the friendship and regard of Englishmen in India, both of scholars and of high

officials. lu Europe, too, he had, by his tact and shrewd knowledge of the world, made many

friends and won influence, not only in the learned world, but also in high and influential circles.

In this respect also Buhler’ s loss to Indian studies is irreparable. For he never used his

influence but in the interest of Science.

And it lies in the nature of our studies, that for their advancement the (^[uiet labour of the

student alone is not sufficient. We want, not only pioneers willing to work in the field of

archaeological and epigraphic research, but also large sums of money to enable them to

undertake long journeys, to make excavations,and so on, and to make their discoveries generally

accessible by costly publications
;
we want not only patient scholars willing to edit voluminous

texts, but also large sums of money, again, to make the publication of such texts possible. All

this can only he done with the help of Governments, Academies, and learned Societies. Buhler

was the very man to work in this direction in the interest of Science. He had connections in

influential circles both in India and in England, in Austria and Germany, and he knew^ how to

interest persons in his cause, who are otherwise difficult to approach in anything relating to a

branch of knowledge, which is still anything but popular. But by his energy and his wonderful

knowledge of men he succeeded in carrying his point, where many another would have failed.

Though he was a German scholar in the true sense of the word~ industrious, patient, and

accurate, — there was yet something of the practical Englishman in him. He was a true

scholar, yet his world was never limited to his study. He was a man of the world m the

interest and for the benefit of Science.

And while he possessed those qualities which enabled him to exercise influence, he was

ever ready to help and to advise. Fo one, — whether he was afriend or pnpil of his, whether a

well known savani, or a young Sanskrit scholar just writing his ‘ doctor s dissertation, applied

to him in vain for help and advice ;
and I know many who call themselves pupils of Buhler,

who have never attended a single lecture of his. He who wanted to edit a tex app le o
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Biihler for MSS. He who wanted to do archaeological or epigraphic work, turned to Euhler for

inscriptions and, it may he, for ways and means to go out to India. He who wanted informa-

tion about any difficult point in Indian research, turned (it seemed the most natural thing)

to Bdhler for advice. Thus he will he missed by every Sanskrit scholar and Indologist
; but

his nearer friends and pupils feel without him as if cast adrift.

Biihler’s leadership among Indologists, though it had long been an understood fact, was

to find its outward expression in the great work, which occupied him duringthe last years of his

life, and which was to be the crown of his life-long labours in the field of Indian research, — in

his Encyclopedia of Indo-Aryan Besearch. Upwards of thirty scholars of various nationa-

lities from Austria, England, Germany, India, the Netherlands, and the United States— had

joined Biihler, in order to give, according to an elaborate scheme which he himself had worked

ont, systematic treatises on all the different branches of Indology, and thus for the first time to

render a complete account of the present state of our knowledge of India in a concise survey of

Indian philology, literature, history, totiquities, religion, sciences, and art. Biihler had not

only planned the whole work, enlisted his collaborators, and undertaken the general editorsliip,

but he had also reserved for himself the treatment of some of the most difficult subjects. He had

the satisfaction of seeing the great undertaking started by the publication of several excellent

contributions.^ Bnt only one of his own contributions was he allowed to see completed, — that

on Indian palaeography which has already been mentioned. He had also promised to

treat, together with Prof. Jolly and Sir Raymond West, on sociology, clans, castes, etc.,

and on economics, tenures, commerce, etc.
;
and how he would have brought his extensive

knowledge of modern Indian life to bear on these subjects I Together with Dr. Stein, he had

intended to treat the subject of geography, with which he was so familiar, both by his journeys

extending over so many parts of India and by his epigraphic researches. But above all, his

plan, which He had carried about for so many years, of writing a Connected History of India,

was to he accomplished in this work. He had promised to treat on the literary and epigraphic

Sources of Indian History, and on the ‘ Political History from the earliest times to the

Mahommedan Conquest, with a chapter on Chronology.’ That he has not been spared to

accomplish this task, is undoubtedly the greatest misfortune that could have befallen Indian

studies. It is one comfort to know that the Encyclopedia which Las been started so auspi-

ciously is to he continued. Prof. Kielhorn having undertaken the editorship of the work in

succession to Buhler. And there can he no doubt that men like Prof. Kielhorn, Dr, Hultzsch,

and Dr. Fleet will he able to take up the work on Indian history, which Biihler left

undone, that Prof. Jolly, Sir Raymond West and Dr. Stein will be able to accomplish the

task in which Biihler was to assist them, and that they w^U do so in the spirit of their departed

friend ; but sorely these scholars, and in fact all those who are still epgaged in any work in

connection with the Encyclopedia^ will feel the loss of Biihler most deeply, and miss him
most frequently and most p?tinfnlly.

What enabled Biihler to so eminently become the leading spirit of such an undertaking as

the Encyclopedia, was the fact that he was one of the few universal Indologists (a term
recently applied by Buhler to the veteran Sanskrit scholar Prof. Weber) who are still living.

With the advance of Indian studies it has become well nigh impossible for any one scholar to

6 .
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' The following Parts have been published up to the present date, i. e,, under Buhler’s editorship
Yol. I., 3, h. The Indian Systems of Lexicography (Koshas) by Th. Zacharise (in German).

,, I., 6. Vedic and Sanskrit Syntax by J. S, Speyer (in German),
Indian Palseography (with 17 plates) by Biihler (in German).
Coins (with plates) by E. J. Rapson (in English).
Law and Custom by J, Jolly (in German).
Vedic Mythology by A. Maodonell (in English).
Ritual Literature, Vedic Sacrifices and Charms by A. Hillebrandt (in German).
S^mkhya and Yoga by R. Garbe (in German).
Bud4hism by H. Kern (in English),
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imaster all tlie different branches of Indology, and the period of specialisation (which by a sad
necessity must come in every branch of knowledge) has set in. Biihler fully recognised the
necessity of specialising, but he also saw the danger of carrying specialisation too far, and he
often warned his pupils against limiting themselves too much to one special branch of research.

He himself never forgot and often took occasion to point out, how the various branches of

Indology, and the different periods m the history of Indian civilization are most intimately

connected.

Nor did he ever lose sight of the relations existing between the various nations of the

East and the different branches of Oriental studies in g*eneral. Although he limited himself,

in his writings, as much as possible to those departments of knowledge which were his

particular domain, yet his view reached far beyond the limits of India, and the history

of Indian civilisation was to him but an act in the great draa&a of the History of Mankind.

Buhler’s clear-sightedness in questions of detail, his far-sightedness in dealing with great

historical problems will be missed for years to come. We shall miss again and again his noble

character, his great and influential personality, his inspiration, his advice and his help. And all

that he might still have produced, is lost,— irretrievably lost ! He who has been a leader of

men, a trusty guide, has been taken from us ! He is gone, and it merely remains for us to

cherish his memory by continuing the work which he had so much at heart, to the best of our

power and by building on the solid foundations which he has laid
;
for, though he is no longer

with us, his life-work will remain for ever, — na hi Jcarma hsMyate,

GEORG BtfHLER, 1837-98.

BY THE EIGHT HON. E. MAX MULLEE.i

It is not often that the death of a scholar startles and grieves his fellow -workers as the

death of my old friend, Dr, Biihler, has startled and grieved us all, whether in Germany
England, France, or India. Sanskrit scholarship has indeed been unfortunate : we have often

lost young and most promising scholars in the very midst of their career
;
and though.

Dr. BUlilcr was sixty -one years of age when he died, he was still so young and vigorous in body

and mind that he made us forget his age, holding his place valliantly among the irpofiaxoi

of the small army of genuine Indian students, and confidently looking forward to many

victories and conquests that were still in store for him. By many of us he was considered

almost indispensable for the successful progress of Sanskrit scholarship — but who is

indispensable in this world ? — and great hopes were centred on him as likely to spread new

light on some of the darkest corners in the history of Sanskrit literature.

On the 8tli of April last, while enjoying alone in a small boat a beautiful evening on the

Lake of Constance, he seems to have lost an oar, and in trying to recover it, to have over-

balanced himself. As we think of the cold waves closing over our dear friend, we feel stunned

and speechless before so great and cruel a calamity. It seems to disturb the regular and har-

monious working of the world in which we live, and which each man arranges for himself and

intei'prots in his own way. It makes us feel the littleness and uncertainty of all our earthly

plans, however important and safe they may seem in our own eyes. He who for so many years

was the very life of Sanskrit scholarship, who helped us, guided us, corrected us, in our

different researches, is gone ;
and yet we must go on as well as we can, and try to honour his

memory in the best way in which it may be honoured — not by idle tears, but by honest work.

No'/i hoc ahMCOTum munus est^ 'prosequi defunctmn ignavo guestu^ sed guaB voluerit

meminissef guae metndaverit exsegui.

1 Eeprinted from J, U, A, 1898.
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A scholar’s life is best written in bis own books ;
and tbongb I have promised to write

a biographical notice for the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, in which he took so warm

and active an interest, I have to confess that of the personal circumstances of my old friend,

Dr. Btihler, I have but little to say. What I know of him are his books and pamphlets as they

came out in rapid succession, and were always sent to me by their author. Our long and never

interrupted friendship was chiefly literary, and for many years had to be carried on by corre-

spondence only. He was a man who, when once one knew him, was always the same. He had

his heart in the right place, and there was no mistaking his words. He never spoke diflerently

to different people, for, like a brave and honest man, he had the courage of his opinions. He

thought what he said, he never thought what he ought to say. He belonged to no diqtie^ he

did not even try to found what is called a school. He had many pupils, followers, and

admirers, but they knew but too well that though he praised them and helped them on when-

ever he could, he detested nothing more than to be praised by his pupils in return. It was

another charming feature of his character that he never forgot any kindness, however small,

which one had rendered him. He was hritajna, memor facti, in the real sense of the word. I

had been able, at the very beginning of his career, to render him a small service by obtaining for

him an appointment in India, He never forgot it, and whenever there was an opportunity he

proved his sincere attachment to me by ever so many small, but not therefore less valuable, acts

of kindness. We always exchanged our books and our views on every subject that occupied our

interest in Sanskrit scholarship, and though we sometimes differed, we always kept in touch.

We agreed thoroughly on one point— that it did not matter laho was right, but only what was

right. Most of the work that had to be done by Sanskrit scholars in the past, and will have

to be done for some time to come, is necessarily pioneer work, and pioneers must hold together

even though they are separated at times while reconnoitring in different directions. Btihler

could hold his own with great pertinacity; but he never forgot that in the progress of know-

ledge the left foot is as essential as the right. No one, however, was more willing to confess a

mistake than he was when he saw that he had been in the wrong. He was, in fact, one of the

few scholars with whom it was a real pleasure to differ, because he was always straightforward,

and because there was nothing astute, mean or selfish in him, whether he defended the Purva-

paksha, the Uttara-paksha, or the Siddhanta.

Of the circumstances of his life, all I know is that he was the son of a clergyman, that

he was born at Borstel, 19th July, 1837, near Nienburg, in the then kingdom of Hanover, that

he frequented the public school at Hanover, and at 1855 went to the University of Gottingen,

The professors who chiefly taught and influenced him there were Sauppe, E. Curtius, Ewald,

and Benfey. For the last he felt a well-deserved and almost enthusiastic admiration. He was

no doubt Benfey’s greatest pupil, and we can best understand his own work if we remember
in what school he was brought up. After taking his degree in 1858 he went to Paris, London,

and Oxford, in order to copy and collate Sanskrit and chiefly Tedic MSS, It was in London
and Oxford that our acquaintance, and very soon our friendship, began. I quickly recognized

in him the worthy pupil of Benfey, He had leaimt how to distinguish between what was truly

important in Sanskrit literature and what was not, and from an early time had fixed his

attention chiefly on its historical aspects. It was- the fashion for a time to imagine that if one

had learnt Sanskrit grammar, and was able to construe a few texts that had been published

and translated before, one was a Sanskrit scholar, Btihler looked upon this kind of scholarship

as good enough for the milgus ^rofanum, but no one was a real scholar in his eyes who could not

stand on his Own feet, and fight his own .way through new texts and commentaries, who could

not publish what had not been published before, who could not translate what had not been
translated before. Mistakes were, of course, unavoidable in this kind of pioneering work, or

what is called original research, but such mistakes are no disgrace to a scholar, but rather an
honour. Where should we be but for the mistakes of Bopp and Burnouf, of Champojlion and
Talbot ?
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Tliougli Btihler liad learnt from Benfey the importance of Vedic studies as the trae founda-

tion of Sanskrit scholarship, and had devoted much time to this branch of learning, he did

not publish much of the results of his own Yedic researches* His paper on Parjanya,

however, published in 1362 in Benfey’s Orient und Occident^ Yol. I, p. 214, showed that he

could not only decipher the old Yedic texts, but that he had thoroughly mastered the principles

of CJomparative Mythology, a new science which owed its very existence to the discovery of

the Yedic Hymns, and was not very popular at the time with those who disliked the trouble of

studying a new language. He wished to prove what Grimm had suspected, that Parjanya, Lit.

Perkunas, Celt. Perkons, Slav. Perun, was one of the deities worshipped by the ancestors of

the whole Aryan race, and in spite of the usual frays and bickerings, the main point of his

argument has never been shaken. I saw much of him at that time, we often worked together

and the Index to my History of Ancient Sahshrit Literature was chiefly his work. The

important lesson which he had learnt from Benfey showed itself in the quickness with which

he always seized on whatever was really important in the history of the literature of India.

He did not write simply in order to show what he could do, but always in order to forward our

knowledge of ancient India. This explains why, like Benfey's books, Biihler’s own publica-

tions, even his smallest essays, are as useful to-day as they were when first published.

Benfey’s edition of the Indian fables of the Panohatanira produced a real revolution at the time

of its publication. It opened onr eyes to a fact hardly suspected before, how important a part

in Sanskrit literature had been acted by Buddhist writers. We learnt in fact that the

distinction between the works of Brahmanic and Buddhist authors had been far too sharply

drawn, and that in their literary pursuits their relation had been for a long time that

of friendly rivalry rather than of hostile opposition. Benfey showed that these Sanskrit fables

of India had come to us through Buddhist hands, and had travelled from India step by step,

station by station, through Pehlevi, Persian, Arabic, Hebrew, Latin, and the modern languages

of Europe, till they supplied even Lafontaine, with some of his most charming Fabliaux.

Benfey was in many respects the true successor of Lassen in calling the attention of Sanskrit

scholars to what are called in German the Realia of Sanskrit scholarship. He was bold enough

to publish the text and translation of the Sdmaveda, and the glossary appended to this edition

marked the first determined advance into the dark regions of Vedic thought. Though some

of his interpretations may now be antiquated he did as much as was possible at the time, and

nothing is more painful than to see scholars of a later generation speak slightingly of a man who

was a giant before they were horn. Benfey’ s various Sanskrit grammars, founded as they are

on the great classical grammar of Panini, hold their own to the present day, and are indispen-

sable to every careful student of Panini, while his History of Sahshrit Philology is a real

masterpiece, and remains still the only work in which that important chapter of modern

scholarship can be safely studied.

Biihler was imbaed with tie same spirit that bad guided Beufey, and eyery one of his

eai-ly contributions to Benfey’s Orient und Occident touched upon some really important

question, even though he may not always have settled it. In his article^ on 6(os, for mstance

(0. M. 0., Vol. I. p. 508), which was evidently written under the influence of Curtins

recent warning that ee6s could not he equated with deus and Skt. without admitting a

phonetic anomaly, he suggested that £e6s as well as the Old Norse dwr, ^ds, mig t a

derived from a root dhi, ‘to think, to be wise.’ Often as we discussed that etymology

together - and it was more than a mere etymology, because on it depended the question

whether the oldest Aryan name of the gods in general was derived from the bright °

Nature or from the moi® ahstmct idea of divine wisdom - he could never persuade me that

these two branches of the Aryan mce, the Greek and the
f

the general name for their gods from a root different from that which the other hranche

tdZl kdi., ‘to he brmianV and from which th^ had formed the -st im^nt

cluster of mythological names, such as Zeus, Jovis, Diespiter, Dia, Diana, etc. I preferred
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admit a phonetic rather than a mythological anomaly. If I could not persuade him he could

not persuade me, et adhuc sub judice Us est /

Several more etymologies from his pen followed in the same journal, all connected with

some points of general interest, all ingenious, even if not always convincing. In all these

discussions, he showed himself free from all prejudices, and much as he admired his teacher,

Professor Beufey, he freely expressed his divergence from him when necessary, though always

in that respectful tone which a Sishya would have observed in ancient India when differing

from his Guru.

While he was in Oxford, he frequently expressed to me his gi’eat wish to get an appoint-

ment in India. I wrote at his desire to the late Mr, Howard, who was then Director of Public

Instruction in Bombay, and to my great joy got the promise of an appointment for Biihler.

But, unfortunately, when he arrived at Bombay, there was no vacancy, Mr. Howard was

absent, and for a time Btihler’s position was extremely painful. But he was not to be dishear-

tened, He soon made the acquaintance of another friend of mine at Bombay, Sir Alexander

Grant, and obtained through him the very position for which he had been longing. In 186£ he

began his lectures at the Elphinstone College, and proved himself most successful as a lecturer

and a teacher. His po’wer of work was great, even in the enervating climate of India, and

there always is work to do in India for people who are willing to do work. He soon made

the acquaintance of influential men, and he was chosen by Mr. (now Sir) Raymond West to

co-operate with him in producing their famous Digest of Hindu Law, He supplied the

Sanskrit, Sir Raymond West the legal materials, and the work, first published in 1867, is still

considered the highest authority on the subjects of the Hindu Laws of Inheritance and Parti-

tion. But Biihler’s interest went deeper. He agreed with me that the metrical Law-books
of Ancient India were preceded by legal Sutras belonging to what I called the Sfitra period.

These Sutras may really be ascribed to the end of the Vedic period, and in their earliest form

may have been anterior to the Indo-Scythian conquest of the countiy, though the fixing of

real dates at that period is well-nigh ’an impossibility. When at a much later time I conferred

with him on the plan of publishing a series of translations of the Sacred Books of the East,

he was ready and prepared to undertake the translation of these Sutras, so far as they had
been preserved in MSS. Some of these MSS., the importance of which I had pointed out as

early as 1859 in my History of Ancient Sahshrit Literature^ I handed over to him
;

others

he had collected himself while in India. The two volumes in which his translation of the

legal Sutras of Apastamba, Gautama, Yasishtha, and Baudhayana are contained, have been

amongst the most popular of the series, and I hope I shall soon be able to publish a new edition

of them with notes prepared by him for that pui'pose. In 1886 followed his traiislation of the

Laws of Manuj which, if he had followed the example of others, he miglit well have called his

own, hut which he gave as founded on that of Sir William Jones, carefully revised and cor-

rected with the help of seven native commentaries. These were substantial works, sufficient

-to establish the reputation of any scholar, but with him they were by-'vVork only, undertaken

in order to oblige a friend and fellow-worker. These translations kept us in frequent corre-

spondence, in which more than one important question came to be discussed. One of themi

was the question of what caused the gap between the Yedic period, of which these Siitras

may be considered as the latest outcome, and the period of that ornate metrical literature

which, in my Lectures on India delivered at Cambridge in 1884, 1 had ventured to treat as the

period of the Renaissance of Sanskrit literature, subsequent to the invasion and occupation of

India by Indo-Scythian or Turanian tiubes.

It was absolutely necessary to prove this once for all, for there were scholars who went on
claiming for the author of the Laws of Manu, nay, for Kalidasa and his contemporaries, a date

before the beginning of our era. What I wanted to prove was, that nothing of what we actually

possessed of that ornate (^alaihhara) metrical literature, nor anything written in the continu-

ous sloha, oould possibly be assigned to a time previous to the Indo-Scythian invasion. The
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chronological limits which I suggested for this interregnum were from 100 B. C. to 300 A T)
These limits may seem too narrow on either side to some scholars, but I believe I am not
overstating my case if I say that at present it is generally admitted that what we call the
Jjaws of Manu are subsequent to the Samaydclidriha or JDharma-sutras^ and that KMidasa's
poetical activity belongs to the sixth, nay, if Professor Kielhorn is right, even to the end of the
fifth century p. Oh., and that all other Sanskrit poems which we possess are still later, Biihler’s
brilliant discovery consisted in proving, not that any of the literary works which we possess
could be referred to a pre-Gupta date, but that specimens of ornate poetry occurred again and
again in pre-Gupta inscriptions, and, what is even more important, that the peculiar character
of those monumental poems presupposed on the part of their anthors, provincial or otherwise
an acquaintance, if not with the Almuhdra Sutras which we possess, at all events with some of

their prominent rules. In this way the absence or non-preservation of all greater literary com-
positions that could be claimed for the period from 100 B. C, to 300 A. D. became even more
strongly accentuated by Bixhler’s discoveries. It might be said, of course, that India is a large

country, and that literature might have been absent in one part of the Indian Peninsula and
yet flourishing in another

;
just as even in the small peninsula of Greece, literary culture had

its heyday at Athens while it was withering away in Lacedaemon. But these are mere
possibilities, and outside the sphere of historical science. There may have been ever so many.

Kalidasas between 100 B. C. to 300 A, D., but illacrimdbile premuntum node. The question

is, why were literary works preserved, after the rise of the national Gupta dynasty, in the only

ways in which at that time they could be preserved in India, either by memory or by the

multiplication of copies, chiefly in Royal Libraries under the patronage of Rajahs, whether of

Indian or alien origin — and why is there at present, as far as manuscripts are concerned, an

almost complete literary blank from the end of the Vedic literature to the beginning of the

fourth century A. D.p

The important fact which is admitted by Biihler, and was urged by myself, is this — that

whatever literary compositions may have existed before 300 A. D., in poetry or even in prose,

nothing remains of them at present, and that there must surely he a reason for it. Here it was

Biihler who, in the Transactions of the Vienna Academy, 1890, came to my help, drawing my
attention to the important fact that among certain recently published ancient inscriptions,

eighteen of which are dateable, two only can with any probability be proved to be anterior

of what I called the four blank centuries between 100 B. C. to 300 A. D, (See India,

p. 353). There occar verses which prove quite clearly that the ornate style of Sanskrit poetry

was by no means unknown in earlier times. The as yet undeveloped germs of that ornate

poetry may even go back much further, and may he traced in portions of the Brahmanas and

in some Buddhistic writings ;
but their full development at the time of these Sanskrit inscrip-

tions was clearly established for the first time by Bdhleris valuable remarks. So far we were

quite agreed, nor do I know of any arguments that have been advanced against Biihler’s

historical views. There may be difference of opinion as to the exact dates of the Sanskrit

Girnar inscription of Rudradaman and the Prakrit Nasik inscription of Pnlumayi, but they

contain at all events sufficient indications that an ornate, though perhaps less elaborate style of

poetry, not far removed from the epic style, prevailed in India during the second century A, D,

All the evidence accessible on that point has been carefully collected by my friend, and reflects

the greatest credit on his familiarity with Sanskrit AlamMra poetry. But the fact remains all

the same that nothing was preserved of that poetry before 300 A. D. ;
and that of what we

actually possess of Sanskrit Kavya literature, nothing can for the present be traced back much

beyond 600 A. D. We must hope that the time may soon come when the original component

parts of the ancient epic poetry, nay, even the philosophical Darsanas, may be traced back with

certainty to times before the Indo-Scythian Invasion. It is well known that the MaMhhdrata

and the Purdms are mentioned by name daring the Sutra period, and we cannot be far wrong

in supposing that something like what we possess now of these works must have existed then.
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Bcihler was fall of hope that it might be possible to fix some of the dates of those popular

works at a much earlier time than is assigned to them by most scholars. I was delighted to

see him boldly claim for the Veda also a greater antiquity than I had as yet ventured to sug-

gest for it, and it seemed to me that our two theories could stand so well side by side that it

was my hope that I should be able to bring out, with his co-operation, a new and much

improved edition of my chapter on the Renaissance of Sanskrit Literature. I doubt whether

I shall be able to do this now without his help. The solution of many of the historical and

chronological questions also, which remain still unanswered, will no doubt be delayed by the

sudden death of the scholar who took them most to heart, hut it is not likely to be forgotten

again among the problems which our younger Sanskrit scholars have to deal with, if they wish

truly to honour the memory and follow in the footsteps of one of the greatest and most useful

Sanskrit scholars of our days.

These chronological qLuestionS were, of course, intimately connected with the question of

the date of the Sanskrit alphabets and the introduction of writing into India, which produced

a written in place of the ancient mnemonic literature of the country. There, too, we had a

common interest, and I gladly handed over to him, and for his own purpose, a MS. sent to me

from Japan that turned out to be the oldest Sanskrit MS. then known to exist, that of the

Prajhdpdraiiiitd hridaycb~»iltrci. It had been preserved on two palm-leaves in the Monastery of

Horiuzi, in Japan, since 609 A. D., and, of course, went back to a much earlier time, as the

leaves seem to have travelled from India through China, before they reached Japan, Biihler

sent me a long paper of palaeographical remarks on this Horiuzi palm -leaf MS., which forms a

most valuable Appendix to my edition of it.^ Thus we remained always united by our work,

and I had the great satisfaction of being able to send him the copy of Asvaghosha^s Buddha'^

cTiarita, which” ray Japanese pupils had made for me at Paris, and which, whether

Asvaghosha^s date is referred to the first or the fifth century A, D., when it was first translated

into Chinese, represents as yet the only complete specimen of that ornate scholastic style

which, as he had proved from numerous inscriptions, must have existed previous to the

Renaissance.^ Thus oar common work went on, if not always on the same plan, at all events

on the same ground. We never lost touch with each otlier, and were never brought nearer

together than when for a time we differed on certain moot points,

-I have here dwelt on the most important works only which are characteristic of the man
and which will for ever mark the place of Biililer in the history of Sanskrit scholarship. Bu
there are many other important services which he rendered to us while in India. Not only

was he always ready to help us in getting MSS. from India, but our knowledge of a large

number of Sanskrit works, as yet unknown, was due to his Beporis on expeditions undertaken

by him for the Indian Government in searcli for MSS, This idea of cataloguing the

literary treasures of India, first started by Mr. Whitley Stokes, has proved a great success, and
no one was more successful in these researches than Buhler. And while he looked out every-

where for important MSS. his eyes were always open for ancient inscriptions also. Many of

them he published and translated for the first time, and our oldest inscriptions, those of Ak>ka,

in the third century B. 0., owe to him and M. Senart their first scholarlike treatment. This

is not meant to detract in any way from the credit due to the first brilliant decipherers of these

texts, such as Prinsep, Lassen, Buniouf, and others. Bahler was most anxious to trace the
alphabets used in these inscriptions back to a higher antiquity than is generally assigned to

them, but for the present, at least, we cannot well go beyond the fact that no dateable inscrip-

tion has been found in India before the time of Asoka. It is quite true that such an innova-
tion as the introduction of alphabetic writing does not take place on a sudden, and tentative

3 Anecdota Oxoniensia, 1884.

® Th text of 1 10 Buddhachariia was published hy Cowell in the Anecdoia Oxoniensla, the translation in mj
Bacr&l Books of the Bast,
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specimens of it from an earlier time may well be discovered yet, if these researches are carried
on as he wished them to be carried on, in a truly systematic manner. In this held of research
Biihler will be most missed, for though absent from India he had many friends there, particu-
larly in the Government, who would gladly have listened to his suggestions. One may regret his
departure from' a country where his services were so valuable and so much appreciated. I have
not dwelt at all in this place on the valuable services which he rendered as inspector of schools
and examiner, but I may state that I received several times the thanks of the Governor of the
Bombay Presidency, the late Sir Bartle Frere, for having sent out such excellent scholars as

Biihler and others. Unfortunately his health made it imperative for him to return to his own
country, but he was soon so much restored under a German sky that he seemed to begin a new
life as Professor at Vienna, If he could not discover new MSS, there, he could digest the
materials which he had collected, and he did so with unflagging industry. Nay, in addition to

all his own work,, .he undertook to superintend and edit an Encyelopcedia of ludo-Aryan
Philology which was to be a resume up to date of all that was known of the languages, dialects,

grammars, dictionaries, and the ancient alphabets of India ; which was to give an account of

Indian literature, history, g'eography, ethnography, jurisprudence
;
and finally, to present a

picture of Indian religion, mythology,.philosophy, astromomy, mathematics, and music, so far

as they are known at present. No one knows what an amount of clerical work and what a loss

of time such a superintendence involves for a scholar who has his hands full of his own work,

how much reading of manuscripts, how much letter-writing, how much pi’otracted and often

disagreeable discussion it entails. But Btihler, with rare self-denial, did hot shrink from this

di'udgery, and his work will certainly prove extremely useful to all future Indo-Aryan students

One thing only one may regret— that the limits of each contribution are so narrow, and that

several of the contributors had no time to give us much more of their own original work. But

this is a defect inherent in all encyclopaedias or manuals, unless they are to grow into a forest of

volumes like the Allgemeine Enoycloiicedie der Wissensohaften %nd Kiinste by Ersch, begun in

1831 and as yet far from being finished. Under BUhler’s guidance we might have expected

the completion of his Bncyclo^o&dia within a reasonable time, and I am glad to hear that his

arrangements were so far advanced that other hands will now be easily able to finish it, and that

it may remain, like Lassen’s JUerthumshundej 1847-1861, a lasting monument of the lifelong

labours of one of the most learned, the most high-minded and large-hearted among the Oriental

scholars whom it has been my good fortune to know in the course of my long life.

ON PROFESSOR BUHLER.

BY 0. H. TAWNEY, O.LE.i

The death of Professor J, G, Biihler, came as a terrible shock to his numerous friends in

England, It appears that he left Vienna on the 5th of April, 1898, to pay a visit to his wife

and son, aged sixteen years, who were staying with relations at Zurich. He broke his

journey at Lindau on the lake of Constance. Being an expert oarsman, he was tempted by the

fine weather on Good Friday, the 8th April, to take a trip alone in a small rowing boat down

the lake. He was last seen about 7 p. m. on that day. It is surmised that be lost an oar and

in attempting to recover it, overbalanced the boat, which was apparently very crank, and so was

drowned. The boat was found floating bottom upwards, but no one had any idea who had been

in it. As Professor Bithler had evidently intended to surprise his family in Zurich with his

visit, and had therefore given no hint of his movements, they continued to correspond with him

at his address in Vienna and were much distressed at receiving no answer. Meanwhile the

proprietor of the Hotel in which he was staying, finding that he did not return, communicated

with the police, and enquiries were at once set on foot. It was not ascertained that the

occupant of the boat was Professor Btihler of Vienna, until the 15th April, when the

Cmelancholy tidings reached his wife in Zilrich. The body has never been recovered.

^ Kepriuted from Luzao’s Orl&utal List*
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Professor BUhler was born at Berstel near Nienburg in Hannover. He was educated at

the University o£ Gottingen and studied Sanskrit under Professor Benfey, for whose scholarship

he always retained an enthusiastic admiration, and took his Doctor’s degree in the year 1858.

He passed many years in the Bombay educational service (1863-1880), and thus came to acquire

great familiarity with Gujarati and Marathi and also the power of speaking Sanskrit fluently, an

accomplishment which impressed considerably the j^andits of lower Bengal. The famous

Sanskrit scholar Mahamahopadhyaya Mahesa Chandra NyS-yaratna carried on an animated

conversation with him in Sanskrit in the hearing of the writer of the present notice.

Professor Biihler possessed a sympathy with Indian thought and feeling, and a knowledge

of native customs and the obvious everyday facts of native life, which removed him from the

list of dryasdust Sanskrit Scholars, and entitled him to be styled rather an Indianist of a very

wide range of acquirements. While in Bombay, he paid great attention to the stndy of Indian

Law. Of this the book, which he brought out in connection with Sir Raymond West in 1867 and

1869 on the Hindu Law of Inheritance and Partition, is an abiding monument. He subsequently

returned to this study and produced the Sacred Law of the Aryas as taught in the schools of

Apastamba, Gautama, Yasishtha, and Baudhayana, in the Sacred Books of the East Series

(Oxford, 1879, 1882). In 1886 he translated the Laws of Manu for the same series.

Professor Btihler was well read in Sanskrit Philosophy, though we cannot call to mind any

work that he wrote in connection with the orthodox systems. In Belles Lettres (Kdvya) he was

thoroughly at home. It was a pleasure to hear him unravel the intricacies of a difficult stanza,

constructed, as too many Sanskrit stanzas are, for the express purpose of displaying the

recondite learning of the author. In this field he edited four books of the Panchatantra in the

Bombay Sanskrit Series, which was originally brought out under the superintendence of

himself and Professor Kielhorn, Of these books many editions have appeared. He edited for

the same series the first part of the Bakahumdracharita of Dandin. The second part was edited

by Professor Peterson. Professor Bdhler considered the style of this author in the admittedly

genuine portions, as the highest flight of Sanskrit prose.

In 1875 he edited the Vihramanhadevacharita of Bilhana, a historical work written iu

ornate Sanskrit, from a single MS. copied by himself and Professor Jacobi in seven days. This

brings us to the distinguishing feature of Professor BUhler’g Sanskrit scholarship. No one

has done more for the elucidation of the Hindu period of Indian History. By means of his

papers on Indian inscriptions in the Bidian Antiquary and elswhere he has established the

history and chronology of that period on a secure basis. Of the knowledge thus acquired he

made a memorable use in his article on the “ Indische Knnstpoesie which appeared iu 1890.

In this paper he shews from an examination of dated inscriptions and other sources, that

the ornate style of classical Sai^skrit poetry and poetical prose was in full bloom in the second

century of the Christian era. The wide-reaching consequences of this demonstration are at

once apparent. In fact this short paper revolutionised the views of Sanskrit scholars with
regard to the date of important branches of Indian literature. Other historical writings of

Professor Biihler are his pamphlets on the SudmtasantMrtana of Arisiihha, on the Jaina

monk Hemachandra and the Navasdliasdnlcacharita^ the latter brought out in co-operation with
Professor Zachariae.

His knowledge of Jaina liter$,turQ and of living Jaina teachers was extensive. It may be
assured that his love of history gave him a particular sympathy with Jainas, as some of

the best mediaeval chronicles of India appear to have belonged to that Darsana.” His short

treatise Ueber die Indische Secte der Jaina,” which appeared in 1887, is perhaps the best

account of that somewhat neglected sect. It is naach to be regretted that it has never been
translated into English.

The ripest fruit of his epigraphic studies is to be found in his English pamphlet on the
prigin pf the Indian Brahma Alphabet, in which hp derived tkose characters from the most
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ancient North Semitic letters^ and his contribution on Indian Palseography (with nine tables)
to the Indo’^Arym Ency>Glopcedia^ The latter treatise is so complete that it is difiicult to
imagine that it can be ever superseded or supplemented. His loss as editor of this Encydop(^dia
will be widely felt. He was most active as a decipherer of Indian inseriptions to the
last, and took a lively interest in the archaeologicai investigation® of Doctors Hultzsch,
Fiihrer, Waddell and others.

Professor Biihler was a most painstaking teacher. He taught the Sanskrit language in
Vienna even from the Alphabet, the letters of which he drew on a black board for his less

advanced class. He was always ready to help any serious student, and averse sometimes to
having his assistance acknowledged. In fact, his distinguishing moral quality was nuselfish-

ness. He was perhaps hardly conscious himself to what an extent he carried this virtue.

His manners were genial and unassuming. He was always in his element in the society of

cultivated Englishmen. Before devoting himself to the classical language of India, he had
been thoroughly disciplined in Greek and Latin. He was well acquainted with the modern
languages of Europe and particularly with English. He could read with ease the most
difficult English .authors, and composed fluently in that language. It was these qualities

that enabled him to give such a powerful impulse to Sanskrit scholarship both in India and
Europe, Nor was his influence confined to the old world. He certainly counted among his

pupils one native, at least, of the United States. His work will long survive not only in the

books that he has written, hut in the interests and capacities that he has created and trained.

PROEBSSOR BUHLER.
BY OEOIL BENBALL.!

Evert practical student of Indian learning must have heard with consternation of the

death, by a boating accident in the Lake of Constance shortly before Easter, of Hofrath

Johann Georg Buliler, Professor of Sanskrit at Vienna, and for many years a prominent

member of the Bombay Educational Service.

Born in 1837 at Berstel in Hanover, he studied Sanskrit under the leading Sahskritist

of the last generation, Theodor Benfey. Buhler was Benfey’s joy and pride, I remember

Biihler once describing to me his embarrassment because old Benfey insisted on kissing him

on a public occasion. Biihler made early acquaintance with England, visiting this country

for the study of Indian MSS., working for a time in the library of Windsor Castle, and also

assisting Prof, Max Muller in the index to his Anoient Sakskrit Literature, In 1863, mainly

through the intuence of the last-named scholar, he joined the Bombay Educational Service,

holding successively the Professorship of Sanskrit at Elphinstone College, Bombay, and an

Inspectorship of Schools in Gujarat. He did excellent work in both capacities.

It is due to the critical scholarship and personal influence of men like Buhler and Kielhorn

that the best native scholaiship of the Bombay side” is at least half a century ahead of the

rest of India. And yet the rulers of India have decreed that native instruction in Sanskrit is

strong enough to run alone, and the race of such European teachers is to l^ome extinct 1

One wishes there were a few men on Indian Councils capable of feeling the force of remarks like

those of Bohtlingk (the greatest living lexicographer) on the last Sanskrit dictionary by Bengali

scholars. But to return to Buhler. In his educational tours he collected and published

statistics of private libraries of MSS. These researches culminated in his great tour in

Kasmir in 1875, where he made discoveries of unprecedented importance in the literary

history of India. Returning to Europe in 1880, he was at once appointed to the Chair of

Sanskrit at Vienna, which he occupied till his death.

1 Fronci the AihQWBWWt, No. 3678, April 23. 1898.
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His chief works were the Digest of Hindu Law (1867-76), written in con]*nnction with Sir

Raymond West
;
Manu, translated with a masterly introduction (Oxford, 1886) j

and texts and

translations of Apastamba and other minor jurists. He also edited several important texts in

lexicography and historical romance, besides usefulworks for educational purposes. Of his

contributions to periodicals a few only can be mentioned. The chief are to be found in the

Vienna Oriental Journal (mainly founded, and largely edited, by him) and in the Indian Anti-

guary% He freq^uently wrote in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, of which he was and

honorary member and also an active supporter. Amongst his other articles I may note :

Die Asoka- Inschriften ‘ Ueber das Leben des Hemachandra ’ (1889) ;
‘ Ueber die Secte der

Jaina' (IS87)

;

‘Die indische Inschriften und das Alter der Kunstpoesie’ (1890); and his

‘Indian Studies,’ written in English, though published in Austria, “ not to save you trouble,’’

as he once told me, but for the good of those in India. The crowning work of his life was to

have been the Hncyclopcedia of Indo-Aryan Research, designed and edited by him, of which

some account has already been given in the Athenceum, No. 3593. Of his great published contri-

bution to this, ‘ Indische Palaographic,’ it is impossible for me to speak without gratefully

I’ecording the generous acknowldegment (as charming as it was characteristic) of the work

done by others who had preceded or aided him in any line of research. During his visit

to London in 1897, and also up to his death, I believe, he was mainly engaged on the

ancient geography of India. I fear however, from what he told me, that he had made hut

little progress with what might have been his greatest work, the pre-Mnhammadan

history of India. He wonld have gathered together in this his numerous and brilliant contri-

butions to the JE^pigrajphia Indica,

Biihler had the true nature of a scholar — accurate, incisive, critical in his own work .

helpful, kindly, stimulating to others. His tact and savoir-faire made him a natural leader of

men on occasions like congresses of Orientalists, where, indeed, his familiar figure will be very

greatly missed. His genial, hearty manner made him equally popular and influential with

scholars and with men of the world. In all senses he made the best of both worlds.

GEORG BUHLER.
IN MEMORIAL.

BY A. A MACDONELL, M.A., Ph.D.

I FEEL that the various able and full obituary notices of Prof. Biihler which have
appeared, leave hardly anything for me to say. But I am glad to have an opportunity of

saying that little as a small tribute to the memory of one whose abilities and achievements I
have admired ever since I began the study of Sanskrit, now nearly twenty-four years ago,

under his old teacher, Theodor Benfey. Never since then has the death of any scholar produced
on me the impression of an irreparable calamity, till the papers last Easter announced the news
that Biihler, a solitary sculler on a Swiss lake, had mysteriously disappeared beneath the

waves in the evening twilight of Good Friday. All the eminent Sanskritists, Benfey,
Stenzler, Whitney, Roth, who have died within this period, were all old men, ranging in age
from about seventy to eighty years, and had accomplished their life’s work, Biihler, on the
other hand, was only sixty and, though he had already achieved so much, was really but
entering upon what would have been the most important epoch of his career. Quite a short
time before his death he expressed the opinion that he would require ten years to finish his

chief work, for which his past life had only been a preparation. It was at least fortunate that
he lived long enough not only to plan, but to see carried out to a considerable extent, the
greatest enterprise yet undertaken in the field of Sanskrit scholarship, his Emyclo^cedia of
Indo-Aryan Research.^ His organising ability, his practical talent, his intimate knowledge of
modern India, and his keen interest in all departments of Sanskrit learning, singled him out
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as the man best fitted for tbe accomplishment of this task. Having had the good fortune to
spend seventeen of the best years of his life in India, he owed much to native learning

; but
he richly repaid the debt by doing more than any other scholar to reveal to the Indians of
to-day the history of their past.

Years before I made his personal acquaintance I had heard much about Biihler from Benfey,
who often spoke with pride of the achievements of his distinguished pupil. I can still remem-
ber some of the very words Benfey used in describing the circumstances of Biihler’s appoint-
ment at Bombay. It was not till 1883, some three years after his return to Europe, that I
first met him. Since then I had every two or three years opportunities of frequent personal
intercourse with him at successive Oriental Congresses, especially at Stockholm, London, and
Geneva, as well as on the occasion of his visits to England. In August 1887 I came across

him by accident in the street at Lucerne. It was then I learnt that, as his wife was a Swiss

lady, he was in the habit of spending a considerable part of his vacations in Switzerland, and
of taking hard rowing exercise on the Swiss lakes after his exhausting labours at Vienna.

His fondness for this form of exercise, which he indulged in for the sake of his health, was
destined to bring about his untimely death. Since 1893, when he asked me to contribute to

his Encyclopcedia the part on ‘ Vedic Mythology,* I also had occasion to correspond with him
a good deal in connexion with that work. These opportunities furnished sufficient data, I

think, for forming a fairly correct estimate of his character. He struck me as having a

peculiarly scientific cast of mind. But with this was combined an intellectual enthusiasm

which caused him to be perpetually on the watch for whatever was calculated to promote

Indian studies in every direction. Though of a thoroughly matter-of-fact temperament, he

was not altogether lacking in sentiment. This betrayed itself in the emotion with which he

used to speak of what he owed to the teaching and inspiration of Benfey. The special interest

he seemed to take in the pupils of his old guru doubtless sprang from the same source. His

high-mindedness always deterred him from doing or saying anything against those to whom he

felt he owed a debt of gratitude. Nor did he stoop to personal controversy. But had he

ever been unjustifiably attacked, his aggressor would probably have had cause to repent

his temerity, Eor Biihler, as he told me himself, kept a record of the blunders which

he found in the work of other scholars, and which he might have felt compelled to refer

to in self-defence.

One quality which especially distinguished Biihler was that power of concenti*ation which

enables a man to devote weeks or even months of intense application to the decipherment of

an inscription without the certainty of any tangible result. Such labour, though sometimes

apparently fruitless, serves to sharpen and strengthen the mental powers, and it is only those

who are capable of it who can hope to become really great scholars. This quality was possessed

in an eminent degree by Benfey, and was undoubtedly fostered by Biihler, in his turn

among pupils such as Dr. M. A. Stein, who has done such valuable archaeological work in

Kashmir. The parampard of teachers becomes really fruitful by the cultivation of such

qualities and the propagation of scientific method and accuracy, rather than by the formation

of schools, which by their very nature must suffer from one-sidedness. Thus Biihler’s death is

to be deplored not only as a direct loss to learning, but also because of the indirect disadvan-

tage resulting from the premature removal of a great trainer of scholars. Altogether Biihler

came near to the ideal of what a Sahskritist of the present day should be. Like Colebrooke,

the great founder of Sanskrit scholarship, he combined with universal learning and untiring

industry, distinguished practical ability. This enabled him to acquire a vast knowledge of

the concrete data of modern Indian life, a knowledge particularly valuable to scholarship in a

country which has experienced for three thousand years a continuity in literature and civiliza-

tion which is unparalleled in any other branch of the Aryan race. Biihler thus became capable

of understanding and illuminating the intellectual and social history of India as a whole to an

extent which will hardly eyer be equalled.
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PROFESSOR J. GEORQ BtfHLER.

BY FEOFESSOE A. KAEai, ZUEICH.^

Ai^ii the newspapers have reported the tragic end of the famous Indologist Hofrath Dr. J. Georg

Biihler, Professor in the University of Vienna. No one can help feeling the deepest sympathy with

his relatives, whose sad bereavement has been rendered all the more painful by the melancholy

circumstances attending his death. But not only the relatives and numerous friends of the departed,

but also Sanskrit scholarship itself has suffered the heaviest and most unexpected loss — a loss that

is simply irreparable. For Georg Biihler was more than ‘ an eminent Sanskrit scholar '
;
he held

and has held for years the undisputed position of a leader of Indian philology ;
he was the scholar

who at the present time was the leading spirit of all researches relating to ancient India. May I

then, as a grateful admirer of the wonderful man, be permitted to devote a few lines to his memory ?

Buhler was born in the parsonage of Borstel near Nienburg on the Weser, and educated at the

grammar school of Hannover, where H, L. Ahrens and Raphael Kiihner were amongst his teachers.

At Easter, 1855, he proceeded to the University of Gottingen to study Classical and Oriental antiqui-

ties, and found there such eminent teachers as Hermann Sanppe, Ernst Curtins, Theodor Benfey, and

Heinrich Ewald. After having taken his doctor’s degree he went, in the autumn of 1858, to France

and England, where he devoted three years to the thorough study of Vedic MSS. in the great

libraries of Paris, London, and Oxford. In England he became acquainted with Professors Max
Muller and Theodor Goldstiicker who assisted him in many ways, and for a time he held the post of

assistant librarian in Her Majesty’s library at Windsor Castle.

In October, 1862, he returned to Gottingen with the intention of qualifying himself as a

University lecturer. But in November he was offered a professorship at the Sanskrit College in

Benares, the principal seat for the study of Brahmanical philosophy, and while the negotiations about

this appointment were being carried on, he was invited to take the newly created chair of Oriental

languages at the Elphinstoiie College in Bombay, Bdhler gladly accepted the offer, and began his work

at Bombay in the spring of 1863. His very first lectures on Sanskrit, Prakrit and Comparative

Philology, and still more the zeal and energy with which he threw himself into the educational work at

the college, making new practical arrangements for instruction in the philological department and

procuring a library of books and manuscripts to be used by students and teachers, could not fail

to attract the attention of the authorities, who very soon began to employ the young scholar in the

Educational Department in other ways also-

As early as 1864 Buhler, together with Sir Raymond West, then judge at the Bombay High
Court, was appointed by the Governor of Bombay Presidency, to compile a Digest of Hindu Law,
which was to take the place of the Sastris (native scholars versed in the customary law), who until

then had acted as legal advisers at the lower courts.

During the summer of 1866 he was employed at Poona as superintendent of Sanskrit studies, and

in the winter of 1866-67 he travelled, by order of the Government, through the Mardtha and Kanara
countries, in order to search the Brahmanic libraries for important manuscripts. As the result

of this very first journey Buhler brought home more than 200 old manuscripts, among them many
rare and until then quite unknown works, and he lost no opportunity in pointing out to the

authorities the necessity of a systematic investigation of the old libraries.

Two years more of quiet teaching and study followed, till, early in 1869, Buhler was ap-

pointed Acting Educational Inspector for- the Northern Division of the Bombay Presidency (Gujarat and
neighbourhood), being thereby charged with the administration and superintendence of all elementary

and secondary schools of a territory extending over about 56,000 square miles, with five millions of

inhabitants. Fox many years afterwards the administration of the lower and secondary Anglo-
Indian sckools in that province was Biihler’s principal task, which he undertook at once with that

1 Translated from an article published in the Net^$ Zurcher Zeitung^
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incomparable energy eo characteristic of him to the very end. First of all, he \Yas anxious to develop
and improve the colleges for a higher and more general education of native teachers, and then new school-
books were procured and new regulations introduced

; wherever possible, new schools where founded,
the existing schools carefully classified, systematic annual inspections of all colleges and schools were
arranged, and finally, through Eiihler’s initiative, the salaries of teachers at secondary schools were
eonsiderably raised, and the masters at the lower schools were given opportunities of earning an annual
increase of their salaries by especially good work. We may form an idea of Biihler’s extensive activity

in this administrative work from the fact that when he entered on his ofidce in 1869 there were in the

province 730 schools with 47,800 scholars, while at the end of his term of office in 1880 the number
of schools had risen to 1,763 with 101,970 scholars.

However, while his time and energy were to such an extent placed at the service of the

Administration, Biihler yet found it possible to render his official work, especially his inspections of

schools and colleges (of which occasionally he used to give most interesting and vivid descriptions), at

the same time fruitful in the highest degree for scholarly purposes. When he entered on his office as

Educational Inspector he obtained from the Government, which had already become aware of the

important results of his first journey in search ef MSS., the order and authority to search all libraries

within reach in the province for MSS. and to acquire for the Government any works of importance.

Consequently, during his tours of inspection he communicated, in all the larger towns, with the

learned Pandits, and enlisted agents who had to hunt up the libraries, carry on negotiations with the

owners, and to compile lists of MSS. He soon found out that the number of books and, libraries was

enormous, and that more especially the Jainas possessed exceedingly rich treasm-es of MSS. As these

efforts of Btihler were crowned by such unexpected results— during his very first year of inspecting

he had succeeded, in purchasing upwards of 200 important old MSS. and in acquiring catalogues

containing something like 14,000 titles of works of the Bxahmanical literature alone — he was

commissioned to undertake several tours to different parts of India as far as Kashmir and Kepal, and

from all these tours he returned with valuable treasures of MSS, and inscriptions (on stone, copper-

plates, coins, etc.). Especially famous became his tour to Kashmir, when he discovered and acquired

not only a great number of hitherto unknown Brahmanical works, but also an almost complete

collection of the sacred books of the Digambara Jainas. Besides the purchases for the Indian

Government Buhler also bought, wilh the permission thereof, large and systematic collections of

MSS. for European libraries. Upwards of 5,000 MSS. have since those years become generally

accessible to scholars, apart from nunierous corrected copies of Sanskrit worlcs, which he privately

procured for scholars of all countries.

That Buhler in spite of his extensive practical work should have found it passible still to devote

himself to literary pursuits in such an eminent degree, has always been a matter of surprise. His very

first greater work, the Digest ofHindu Dawr, published by order of the Governor of Bombay (1867

and 1869) became a standard. From numerous law-books, which at that time mostly existed in JVIS,

only and had to be collated for the first time, and from information gathered from the mouths

of Shastris versed in the customary law, West and Bdhkr compiled a codex of the law of inheritance,

partition, and adoption, which has since been repeatedly edited, translated into the vernaculars, and

onjoys great authority throughout the whole of India.

Next Buhler, whose school-books for Indian colleges have aheady been mentioned, founded, together

with Kielhorn (then Proiessorof Sanskrit in Poona, and now in Gottingen) the Bombay Sanskrit

Series — an undertaking which was inienckd to give young native scholars an opportunity of

learning European methods of criticism in editing texts, and to procure cheap and good editions of

Sanskrit standard worlcs for use in Indian schools and colleges, Buhler himself published in this

collection the Panchatantra, Dandin’s Dasahmndracharitay the historical romance Ti'kramdhlmdeva-

<ihanta of the 11th century which he himself had discovered, the ancient law-book of^ Apastamba, and

others. His catalogues of MSS. and his well-known Eej^orts are of great scientific value, and his

epigraphio researches in connection with thef amous edicts of King Piyadasi-Asoka and other Indian

inscriptions have marked a new epoch and led to new results of the highest importance.
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His literary activity became still more extensive and fruitful, when, in 1881, after leaving the

Indian Civil Service, he took the chair of Sanskrit in the University of Vienna. Partly through his

instruction, by which he trained a number of younger scholars, still more by his numerous publications

anl his extensive connections both in the East and in the West he became more and more the centre*

and the chief promoter of Indological studies in Europe— a fact which came out clearly enough

av the Congress of Orientalists held in Vienna in 1886. With untiring and never failing courtesy

and wiih an unselfishness that was truly surprising, he placed the vast stores of his experiences and

studies, as well as the rich treasures of his MSS. at the disposal of his fellow students, and by his

numerous connections with the leading authorities in India he was able to procure for European and

American scholars anything they might want for their work, if it could at all he had from Ir4ia.

To mention even only the most important of Buhler’s larger works or of his numerous articles

in different journals both of Europe and India, would of course be impossible here. Of his books,,

I will only mention that he translated for Max MiillePs Sacred IIooJcs of the East five of the most

important law-books, amongst them that of Manu — this alone a volume of 760 pages, including

mportaiii. introduction and notes. Of his smaller essays also I will mention only one. In his book

hidia, what can it teach us ? (London, 1883) Max Muller had expressed the startling view that the

whole of the Indian literature, as far as it is not Vedic or Buddhistic, \Yas written in the time after

the Turanian (Indo-Scythian) invasion of India, i, e., after the second century of the Christian era.

The A^eda, he declared, was evidently a wreck saved from a general shipwreck
;
everything else that has

come down to ns — epic literature, law-books, works on grammar, poetry — was merely a late

reflorescence of a new life sprung up under more favourable circumstances : it was * renaissance

literature,^ This hypothesis, of course, created a great sensation and called forth lively discussions-.

Most scholars opposed or doubled this theory without however (considering the great uncertainties

prevailing in all questions of Indian chronology) being able to refute it entirely, others were led away

by Max Muller’s fascinating argumentation, until Biibler took up the discussion with his splendid

and methodical essay on the Indian inscriptions and the age of the Indian Kavya literature

iSit%ungshericlite dev Wiener Alcademie^ 1890, Vol. 122). Starting from some recently discovered

inscriptions, eighteen of which bear perfectly certain dates which are fully discussed by Biihler, he

refutes in this essay Max Muller’s- arguments one by one, and establishes besides a number of

secure dates.

Again in the discussion which has- lately been revived and has’excited such great interest, as to

the age of the A^eda, Biihler has taken the most sober and moderate view of the question.

About six years ago Biihler conceived the plan of editing an Encyclopedia of Indo-Aryan
Researcli on a grand scale — a work which was, as it were, to crown his life-long efforts for the*

general development of Indology, AYithin a very short time he succeeded in securing the co-operation

of about thirty scholars from different parts of the world — from America, India, England and the

continent of Europe. AVith youthful zeal he set to work himself, and twice the Austrian Government
granted him a year’s leave of absence for the purpose of devoting himself entnely to his work in

connection with the Encyclopedia, Besides the Palceography, published in 1896, he intended to

treat of the Antiquities, Geography and History. Es|)ecially in the last mentioned part he hoped to*

be able to bring out new and unexpected results. Only a short time ago he explained to me with his

cheerful enthusiasm, how he wasjgoing once for all to refute the general talk about the Hiadtis lacking

the historical sens©— a^d now all at once this terrible blow, this sudden and cruel destruction of all

liojjes and schemes 1 And vkat might we not have expected from a man so full of vigour and energy !

His capacity, his love of work and his power of work seemed simply unlimited and now ! It is

true, we may hope that at least the Encyclopedia (to say nothing of his other schemes) is so firmly

esjahashed that it can safely be carried out to the end. But the parts which he was to work out
himself will never be accomplished by any one, as he would have done it. “ If there ever was a man,’^

writes the Hestor of German Sanskritists, Professor Albrecht Weber in Berlin, “ whose loss cm be.

called irreparable, it is Georg Biihler. Of him it may be truly said : He has- lived for all ages-”f
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P.6f. — While I was writing the above, a newspaper came to my hands, in which a Vienna
correspondent reported rumours circulating in Vienna as to a voluntary or violent death of Hofrath
Biihler. Ihe correspondent added that indeed no tangible proofs of either the one ox the other
hypothesis are forthcoming, and that Biihler’s nearest Vienna friends “ deny most positively the verv
possibility of a suicide committed by Biihler from ethical or philosophical motives — and surely
they are right. Whoever has known Btihler ever so slightly, must certainly arrive at the same
conclusion. I knew him for nearly twenty years, since August 1878, and from that time to the very

last I have had frequent intercourse with him both personal and by letters, and I venture to assert most
emphatically that with him “ a tendency to the negation of the pleasures of existence or any kind
of Buddhist mysticism is entirely out of the question, and the hypothesis of a suicide is absolutely

groundless. ITor is there any foundation for the hypothesis of a violent death, of a crime, it being

entirely uncalled for in view of the facts which have come to light. Boating was Buhler’s favourite

sport, and he often liked to practise it, particularly after hard work. Already on the 7th of April he

had made an excursion from Lindau, and after his return in the evening was seen engaged in cheerful

conversation with other visitors at the Hotel. On Good Friday the 8th he was induced by the beautiful

spring weather to stay one day longer, “ in order to make a longer excursion,” as he was heard

saying. After having drawn up a telegram to his wife, ‘ Come to-morrow, ’ which was afterwards

found in the Hotel, he started in the afternoon in one of those long and narrow boats, the

oars of which lie so lightly on the outriggers, that they are lifted even at a great distance by the

wash of a steamer, if they are not held tightly as soon as the waves approach. Now Biihler

was seen from the banks rowing forward and backward for some time on one and the same spot

after 7 o’clock in the evening. I7ext day the empty boat was found floating on the lake with 07ie

oar, while the other oar was found at some distance from it. In the opinion of experienced people

living near the lake it is highly probable that he lost one oar, which he tried to secure again, and in

trying to catch it he, being a stout man, fell overboard. By this natural and simple hypothesis

the terrible accident becomes perfectly plain and intelligible,

A CONTRIBUTION ON BUHLER.

BY PROF. P. KNAUER (KIEW).

liJ the case of Biihler I hardly know which to admire most : the greatness of his learning and

mental power, or the greatness of his mind and character. I do not think I can honour his memory

better than by quoting a few extracts from his letters addressed to me, and by adding an account of

au incident which shows the great scholar also as a man of rare human qualities.

On January 2nd, 1891, he writes:—“I think, we shall before long become acquainted even

with older temples of the Brahmans. The excavations of Mathura, Ahicchatra and Sravasti will

no doubt considerably modify our views about the religions of India.”

On March 3rd, 1893 “ The [London] Congress was one of the finest and most successful.

A great deal of useful work was done : some of the papers were very important
;
CowelTs speeches the

most important of all.”

On Jime Gth, 1893 “ The work ( Mdnavagrihyasutra )
is one of the most interesting of its

kind.” And with reference to new discoveries “ The brutal facts are now demolishing the finest

theories concerning the age of Sanskrit literature, which a so-called criticism has derived from inner

reasons. But what we have learnt until now is only the beginning, we may look forward to far more

startling discoveries, and I am afraid, of all that has been considered as the correct thing during the

last forty years not much will stand the test of time. Our salvation is in the pick-axe and the shovel

and in paying more attention to Hindu tradition.”

On June 22nd, 1893 “ The worthy Bhafctjis never cared much for the state of their Mantras ;

they always felt like that famous priest who baptised nomine ^atrisfilim et spiriti sanoti, and it did

not matter in the least. The Samskara has its efiect with a nonsensical Mantra just the same as with
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a correct one.” — “ In support of your quite correct view that the g rihjdni karmani are older than the

srautard, I should also lilre to point out that the tariffs for the latter were much too high to be ever

carried out completely.”

In Yol, I. of the Vienna Oriental Journal, 1887, BuUer had published an article on the elliptic

use of iii and oha, which was to a certain extent directed against myself, inasmuch as I had, in iriy

edition and translation of the GohJiilagriliyasHtra, tahen a difierent view from that of the Hindu

commentators which Biihler defends in his paper. I considered it my duty to oppose Biihler in

a special article. With some misgivings — for I was an admirer of Biihler and could ill spare his

help and advice — I wrote to him pointing out my objections. And what was his reply ? “ As to

iti and clia it does not matter. I shall return to the subject on some other occasion. All I ask for, if

anybody wishes to enter upon a controversy with me, is that the tone should always be that of polite

society.” A few days later he writes “ The fuller the discussion the better.” I do not know what

impression my article published soon after in the Fesigruss an Oiio von Fohtltrigk had made upon

him
;
but when I announced to him my intention to come to Yieima in the summer of that year 1888,

he invited me to stay with him. Of course, I did not like to trouble him. But when 1 came to

Vienna, he frequently invited me to his house, and we met every day in the Oriental Institute. With

the heartiest kindness he placed everything that could be of any use to me at my disposal, and assisted

me with his advice and help with an unselfishness shrinking from no sacrifice that was truly touching.

What could it be that induced the wonderful man to be so exceedingly kind to me 7 His personal

acquaintance I had only made in 1886 at the Vienna Congress of Orientalists and, of course, then only

very superficially, as he could not pay much attention to a beginner in those eventful days which taxed

all his energies. I had not been his pupil, and was already a professor. Neither personally nor in

literary matters could I be of any service to him
;
besides I had attacked him in public. Were these

not reasons enough for him to receive me, in 1888, with cool reserve and to grant me only such favours

as he could not deny me for decency’s sake 7 Far from that, he fully opened to me the rich stores of

his learning and allowed me a deep Jnsight into his world of ideas, which proved a lasting gain to

myself. It was clear that Biihler considered no one as too unimportant whom he thought capable of

contributing in any way to the progress of learning, and that he tried to help and assist any such

person to the utmost of his power. At the same time he had a charming manner of placing himself

on a level, as it were, with those below him, so that even the humblest became inspired with courage.

On the 10th of July, 1896, he wrote to me on some other occasion: — This I should like now to

substitute in the place of former conjectures, and you may print and criticise it as much as you like.”

'And in his last letter to me he writes to thank me ‘ heartily ’ for the ‘ splendid ’ work (my edition of

the Mdnavagrihy’asutra), although in this work I had repeatedly made critical remarks directed against

him. Biihler was free of all touchiness in questions of scholarship, and granted to everybody

the full liberty of his owm opinion, nay, he seemed to experience a certain pleasure in meeting with views

differing from his own, if only they were expressed judiciously. One might think that such a feature

should be a matter of course in any scholar, particularly in one who has everything at his command and
can afford to be superior to little weaknesses. However, experience teaches that this is not so and
that even men of the greatness of a Biihler are not always proof against * gnatbites ’ received in literary

warfare, in consequence of which they become disagreeable (though it may be only for a short time).

Biihler, however, was a lion without fear. He was a truly great scholar, an extraordinary character, an
exceedingly keen observer of human nature, and a wise educator in matters of learning. Honour to
the memory of a master I

AN APPEECIATION OF BUHLER.
BY JBMCILE SENART, MEMBEE BE LINSTITUT.

Whbx I agreed to add a few words to the notice that Dr. Winternitz was writing on the
life and works of BiiUer, I only considered, with my old sympathy for the Indian Antiquary,
my affectionate admiration for the eminent scholar whose loss has left ns an irreparable void.
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Since I liave read this touching memoir however, I feel the rashness of my promise. With
the accuracy of a thoroughly well informed witness, and the pious fervour of heart-felt

devotion, the writer reviews the entire life and work of the master, bringing into prominent

relief the originality and importance of his role. Nothing further would therefore remain

for me to say, were I not eager to accept the opportunity that is offered to me to add to

such numberless expressions of homage and sincere regret the tribute of the high and

respectful esteem that is felt by his French fellow-workers for this indefatigable pioneer of

Indianism,

In spite of the fact, that, but for a friendly exchange of correspondence, I only made the

personal acquaintance of Biihler a few years before his death, I cannot forget that having

followed the same course of studies under the same Guru,” there existed, if I may be allowed

the expression, a bond of common origin between ns. When I began the study of Sanskrit,

nnder the direction of Benfey, I remember what high expectations that clear-sighted judge

had already foimed of the distinguished destiny that awaited the man, still so young,

whom h^ loved to proclaim his most remarkable pupil, Biihler himself never failed to

acknowledge on his part, with fervent gratitnde and faithful sympathy, the value of his

instruction and the encouragement of such flattering predictions. Benfey was not only

singularly suggestive in his teaching, and his conversation; he was not only an admirable

grammarian and linguist. One of the first, be bad fully perceived, beyond the mere linguistic

interest that liad first excited the attention of the West to the study of Sanskrit, the attraction

which was ofEcred to the highest curiosity of the mind by the insight into the past history of

India and the development of its life, I’eligious, political and social. He was the first who

ventured to sketch a general view of it in his famous article, which appeared in Ersch and

Gimber’s Enctjclopoedia ; and so he was certainly most influential in the course which his pupiFs

ideas early adopted. Biihler wanted to study India in itself, and for itself, and to trace,

before all else, chronological, and pcsitive data as given by its literature, and monuments

With this object, be decided to seek, in the familiar intercourse of the country itself, in its

scholastic traditions, in a methodical research for manuscripts and documents, the information

that this great work required.

It was to himself alone, however, to his own perseverance and ardour, to his enormous

capacity for work that he was indebted for the success that so largely crowned his plan.

Always distrusting specious deductions and brilliant generalisations, he showed in his whole

aspect that harmonious fusion ot qualities peculiar both to the German and the English mind

to which Dr. Wiiiterniiz has so happily alluded. Varied and profound science, decided

imecision, unflinching tenacity, a practical knowledge of both .men and affairs, nothing was

wanting to make him, not exactly the leader of a certain school, but what was even better, a

diligent loader of workers, or, as I may express it, a chef cV atelier, endowed to a striking

dc<n*cc, with authority and power. Such he showed himself in India, where he succeeded in

making enthusiastic fellow-workers of several Natives, as well as of those of his own country-

men whom he attracted and embued with his enterprising spirit, and still more so in Europe

when he returned to Vienna and there founded a course of teaching which proved so fruitful.

By the current use of Sanskrit, by certain ways of teaching — and even by certain habits,

of mind, he used sonic coquetry to maintain the stamp of his long and affectionate familiarity

with the Hindu world.

Thanks to the high position ho enjoyed both with the Administration of the British

Government, as well as with the Indianists of the East and W cst, he became under all circum-

stances, the natural intermediary between India and Euroxie, and he never refused his aid,

whenever it was required, either by men or by useful enterprises- Of this I had a striking

proof during the latter part of his life, the memory of which is all the more agreeable to me,
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as it recalls a circumstance which gave me the opportunity of offering him a few days^

hospitality and of enjoying his society more intimately. The Eleventh Congress of Orientalists

haying brought Biihler to HariSj w'here a number of other celebrated Indianists were also

assembled, I thought it a duty to take advantage of the occasion for the realisation of a desire

I had for some time entertained. The project in view was the organisation of an International

Association, the object of which would be to further, by all means, archaeological investigations

in India. That Biihie r should take a warm interest in the project at once, will not seem sur-

prising. His enthusiasm, however, was not displayed only in promises. This was proved by the

zeal by which he obtained the patronage of important personages, whose aid and assistance

was essential to the success of the plan. He also, in a most precise and practical spirit,

drew a sketch for the future working of the Association and kept up strenuously, to his death,

the active correspondence which was entailed by our common interest in the undertaking.

To him is certainly due, in a large measure, the valuable and powerful intervention of our

eminent friends, Lord Heay and Sir Alfred Lyall, which secured for the project, the favourable

disposition of the Indian Government. His loss is certainly a fatal blow to the new Association.

May his memory protect it

!

The least attentive observer wonld perceive, that in Biihler the man of woi’k and of

thought was also the man of action. Both his words and appearance, as well as an indescrib-

able air of promptness and decision, showed it at first sight. He never indulged in reveries —
in vague speculation, or in the frail adjustment of conjectures. In a field of research, where the

uncertainty of chronological bases or the rai’ity of positive statements, as well as the national

quietism and mystic disposition, opens so large an area for hypothesis, it remains a striking

honour in his career that he devoted himself by a deteimined effort conscientiously and

indefatigably to the conquest of facts, even when slightly prominent, and the fixing of dates

even though secondary or provisional. It was a logical consequence of this frame of mind, that

the Vedic Literature for him held a less prominent place than the epigraphic matter, that, in the

study of law the genealogy of hooks and schools were of greater importance to him than the

analysis of institutions. Even in the investigation of religious antiquities he was more busy

in testing the tradition than in expatiating upon the systems.

Erom the first and until the end of his life, Biihler followed with undeviating firmness

the path he had traced out for himself after due reflection. He has accomplished his task.

He has accomplished it with Mat, for, with the clearness of purpose that was one of his chief

characteristics, he had chosen his line in the direction of his most prominent faculties, and

to it he devoted such a power for work, a vigour and an ingenuity of mind as never failed.

All these brilliant qualities were at their best w’^hen the fatal accident occurred for which

we shall long remain inconsolable.

In Erance, it revived among us sad memories, as a similarly cruel and unforeseen cata-

strophe had just ten years before deprived a fellow-worker and contemporary of Buhler of

his life. In some respects one may say that Bergaigne, by the turn of his mind, by the direc-

tion of his favourite studies, presented a living antithesis to EHhler, But he also was cut off at

the very moment when he seemed almost to have reached the crowning point of his labour, at

an age when many fruitful years appeared to he still in store for him. Two masters, so widely
different in their lines of work, are thus brought together for us by a common fatality

which seemed to cling to their common studies. We had long been eager to manifest our high
respect for the science and services of Buhler, Our Academy had considered it an honour to

number him amoug its correspondents. While recalling a loss so near to our hearts, his tragic
end, has, even for those who only knew him through his hooks, added a thrill of intimate
emotion to the regrets which naturally accompany the premature death of a powerful
worker.
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His mind was of an anceasing activity and ever awake. His learning, admirably suggestive’
was never taken unawares. A rich fullness of culture, a wide store of remembrances animated
his conversation, wbicli was at once solid and lively. All those who have had the good fortune
to know Biihler personally will retain a faithful memory of a man, obliging, without any
display who softened by unvarying uprightness and true benev olence the commanding
authority of a vast science and of a very decided turn of mind. As to the scholar, his useful
impulsion is sure to survive him long, and his name will remain inscribed in the first ranks
of the golden book of Indian studies.

A NOTE ON THE FACTS OF BUHLER’S CAREER.i

Johann Georo Buhler, son of a clergyman, w’^as born on the 19th July, 1837, at Borstel, a

village near Nienburg (county Hoya, Hannover). The first part of his education was domes-

tic, after which he was sent, in the spring of 1852, to Hannover, to complete the course of

the Lyceum under the well known scholars H. L. Ahrens and R. Kiihner. In 1855 he

matriculated at the University of Gottingen and studied classical philology and archaeology

under K. E. Hermann, Schneidewin, E. Curtius, H. Sauppe, and E. Weiseler, and oriental

philology under Th. Benfey, and H. von Ewald. Having taken his degree as Ph. D. in that

summer of 1858, he w^ent to Paris in October, 1858, thence to London in June, 1859, where

he accepted in May, 1861, the post of Assistant to the Librarian of the Royal Library at

Windsor, which in October, 1862, he exchanged for a similar one at the University Library

at Gottingen.

He was nominated Professor of Oriental Languages at the Elphinstone College in Bombay
on the loth February, 1863; in December of the same year, Fellow and Examiner of the

Univex'sity of Bombay
;
in March, 1864, a Member of tbe Commission for the Publication of a

Digest of Hindu Law
;

in June, 1864, Professor of Ancient History and English at the

Elphinstone College. In January, 1866, he was j)romoted to the post of Acting Superintendent

of Sanskrit Studies and Professor of Ancient History and English at the Deccan College,

Poona, and was sent on a tour of research in the Southern Maratha and Kanara country during

the cold seasons of 1866-69. He then returned to Bombay as Professor of Oriental Languages

and Ancient History at the Elphinstone College, and w^as advanced, on the 20th December,

1868, to the post of Educational Inspector of Guzerat and Ofiicer in charge of the search of

Sanskrit MSS. in the Bombay Presidency. He was sent on special duty to Bajputana from

Decembex', 1873, to March, 1874, and to Kashmir and Central India, from July, 1875, to April

1876. His health failing, he was pensioned on the 12th September, 1880, and accepted the

px'ofessox'ship of Indiaxi philology and archseology in the University of Vienna in October, 1880.

Ha was Oorrespondiug Member of tbe German Oriental Society (1871), of the American Oriental

Society (1873), of the Berlin Academy of Science (1878), of tbe Royal Society of Sciences at

Gottixjgen (1883), of tbe Imperial Academy of Sciences in Vienna (1883), of the Petersburg

Academy (1893), of the Institut de France (1887), and of the Ecole des Langues Orientales

Vivantes at Paris. He was an Ordinary Membex’ of the Impei’ial Academy o£ Science in

Vienna (1885), of the Soci^t4 Asiaiique at Paris, of the Asiatic Society at Bombay, and of the

1 Comnnxmeatod by Prof. H. Jacobi and otters.
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Gujarat Vernacular Society. He was an Honorary Member of the American Oriental Society

(1887), of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (1895), of the Imperial Hussian Archeological Society,

and of the Anjuman-i-Punjah.

He was appointed a Knight of the Prussian Order of the Crown (III Class) in 1872^ a

Companion of the Order of the Indian Empire 1st January, 1878, and Comthur of the

Order of Franz-Josef, and was nominated K. H. Hofrath in 1889, and Honorary LL.D. of

Edinburgh in 1885.

Literary Works.— He wrote his Inaugural Dissertation on the Affix tys^ Gottingen, 1858,

He contributed papers to: — Benfey’s Orient and Occident, Journal of the Philological Society

(London), 1859-1863^ Journal of the Bombay and Bengal Asiatic Societies and of the Madras

Literary Journal, 1863-1867; to the Indian Antiquary, 1872*98; to the Epigraphia Indica,

1888-1898; to the Vienna Journal fiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes, 1886-95. Together with

Sir Eaymond West he published the Digest of Hindu Law Cases, Part I., Bombay, 1867, Part II.,

1869, second edition, 1878, third edition, 1881. He edited the Panchatantra with English Notes

(Nos. 1 and 3 of the Bombay Sanskrit Series), 1868, second edition, 1881, third edition, 1881,

fonrth edition, 1891; the Apastambiya Dharmashtra, Bombay, 1868-71, second edition, 1892-94;

a Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. from Gnzerat, 1872-73
;

the Dasaknmfiracharita with English

Notes, Bombay, 1873, second edition, 1887; the Vikiamankachaiita w’ilb an Introduction,

Bombay, 1875 ;
a Detailed Report of a Tour in Kashmir, Bombay, 1877

;
the PaiyalachchhiiiH-

mamala, Gottingen, 1878; the Sacred Books of the Aryans, Vol. L, Oxford, 1879 (second

edition, 1897), Vol. II., 1883 ;
Leitfaden fiir den Elemeniarcursus des Sanskrit, Wien, 3883;

Indische PaljBOgraphie (in the Encyclopedia of Inclo-Aryan EcsearcL), Stiassbnrg, 1896;

Inscriptions from the Ca-ves in the Bombay Presidency in' Dr. Burgess’ Archscological Beports

or Western India, Vols. IV. and V., London, 1883; Brklarung der AMca Inschriften in

the Journal of the German Oiiental Society, 1883-93 : Palreogiaphic Eemarks on the Hrinji

palm-leaf MS. in the Anecdota Oxon., Aryan Ser. I, 3. 1884; The Law^s of Mann, translated,

S. B. E., Vol. XXV., 1886 ;
Translations of the Dhanli and Jaugada versions of the Asoka

Edicts in Archaeological Beports for Southern India, Vol. I., 1887,

His puhlicatioDS in the ^‘Sebriften der Wiener Akadcmie der Wissenschaften” are

the following:’— (a) tJher eine Sammlung von Sanskrit unci Prakrit Handsclniften, 1881;

(5) TJbercas Alter des Kasmirischen Dicliiers Semadeva, 1685; (c) Uber einc Inschrift des

Konigs Dharasena von Valabhi, 1888
;

{d) IJber eine neno Inschrift des Gnjai^a Konigs,

Dadda II,, 1887; (e) "Uber eine Sendraka Inschi’ift, 1887; (/) "Uber die Indische Secte

der Jainas, 1887; {g) "Uber das Navasahasankachrita des Padmagupta, 1888; (/i) Das

Leben des Jaina Monches Hemacbandra, 1889; {g) Uber das Sukrita-sain kirtana des

Arisiibha, 1889
;

(i) Die Indischen Insebriften and Das Alter dor Indisclien Kunst Poesie,

1890; (7^) Indian Studies No. I„ The Jagaducharita of Sarvaiianda, 1892; (7) Indian

Studies No, II., Contributions to the History of the Mah^bharata, 1892 ; Indian Studies

No. III., On the Origin of the Brahma Alphabet, 1895 (Second edition, 1896).

BUHLER AS A COLLECTOR OP MSS.
BY PROE. ERNST LETJMANN, STRASSBUBa

It is generally not known or scarcely noticed to what an extent the history of any science

is dependent on the local distribution of its materials. When a towm or country shows
some predilection for this or that branch of research we are, at first, inclined to find the reason
in some local or national instinct, or in the efficacy of tbe teaching and w'ritings of some scholar,

who may be considered to be tbe ‘ local genius.’ And this inclination is strengthened by the

undoubted facts that there are such things as local ‘schools ’ of science as there are of art, and
that nationalities do tend towards diffierent standards in science and art. This does not?
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however, eEplaxnhoytzsthafc - to turn to Indian- research -Denmark has only producedPah scholars (Westergaard, Pausboll, Trenckner. Andersen), that Northern Buddhism is
chiefly cultivated m Pans (Burnouf, Peer, Senart, L6vi, Guimet), and that other branches
of Indian studies are more or less equally conflned to particular seats of learning. The real
e.tplanation lies in the dispersion of the materials. Rask furnished Copenhagen with a splendid
collection of Pah manuscripts which roused the interest of Danish scholars, just as Hodgson sent
0 Pans an excellent collection of the writings of the Northern Buddhists as preserved in Nepal.
So the famous general Sanskrit Library of Chambers went to Berlin and found there an indefati-
gable interpreter in Weber, while the India Office and the Bodleian have become seats of Indian
philology through the manuscript libraries of Oolebrooke and Wilson. In later years also
Cambridge received a series of manuscript treasures from the enlightened activity of Daniel
Wright, with the consequence that two Cambridge scholars (Cowell and Bendall), have made
them their special stndy. Now on the same le7el with those great collectors of manuscripts
who, by bringing or sending over to Europe their treasures, have founded there difEerent seats of
Indian Wisdom, we have to mention Biihler, Indeed, he not only equals Rask, Hodgson,
Chambers, Colebrooke, Wilson, and Wright as a collector of manuscripts, but far surpasses,
them all. And therefore, had he done nothing else for Sanskrit Philology, he would be one
of its greatest promoters, — one of those whose activity most decidedly and most happily
determine the progress of Indian Research. On this fact we insist all the more, as the general
public, in appreciating scholars, is inclined to overlook merits of the kind described. Well
written books, like fragrant flowers, chiefly attract the general attention and also in a titanic

publication (like Murray’s or Littr6’s or Grimm’s Dictionary)

^

which looks like a majestic oak in

the park of literary and scientific productions. But who thinks of the roots hidden in the
ground, which furnish the elementary materials for stems, branches and blossoms P Who
longs to hear o£ the pioneer work, which furnishes the materials for those publications that the
general reader may use or enjoy ?

But let us, nevertheless, inquire in what way Biihler has been an unparalleled collector
of Indian manuscripts. Between 1863 and 1866 Biihler bought for himself about 300 manu-
scripts, which in 1888 he presented to the India Office, and the zeal and ability exhibited in

bringing together this small but remarkable collection induced the Bombay Government to

secure Biihler’s services in that line. And so between 1866 and 1868, Biihler was specially

deputed to explore the native libraries in the South Marathd and theNorth Kfiaara countries, and
obtained for Government about 200 manuscripts which were deposited in the Elpinstone

College; and in 1868, when a regular and most important ‘Search for Manuscripts’ was
instituted by the Government of India, Biihler became the head of the Bombay organisation,

which up to 1880, when he left India, has bought for the Deccan College Library 2,363 manu-
scripts. Besides all this, between 1873 and 1880, Biihler asked for and received on several

occasions permission to send over to Europe such texts on sale as were already well represented

in the Government Collection. Among the European Libraries it is particularly that of

Berlin which unhesitatingly grasped this splendid opportunity of adding to its stock of Indian

manuscripts
;
and thus it came about that nearly 500 manuscripts, partly presented and partly

sold, have, through Biihler, found their way to Berlin.

By mentioning in each case the exact or approximate number of manuscripts acquired we
only mean to give a general idea of the enormous extent of new materials that we owe to

Buhler’s activity in India. A considerable part of the texts represented were entirely unknown

before, many of them were brilliant discoveries due only to Biihler’s exceptional energy and

sagacity and to his profound learning. Thus he rescued two whole branches of literature

fi»om oblivion, vw., the Kashmiri branch which comprises Vedio and Sanskrit texts and the

extensive Prakrit and Sanskrit literature of the Svetambara Jains. Who would, thirty years

ago, have thought that India still contained so many unknown literary documents ? And who

would have found them or even looked for them, if Biihler had not gone out, of his own
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accord, to India, as an adventurer of philological research— comparable in this respect only

to Anquetil Duperron and Czoma Korosi ?

The majority of those five huadred manuscripts which Biihler sent to Berlin belong to

the literature of the Svetambara Jains. This has had the effect that Jain Ehilology is compara-«

tively much cultivated in Germany, while in England and France, where the scholars are still

greatly absorbed by the occupation which their rich stores of Buddhist manuscripts affords,

no effort has yet been made to deal with Jainism, First of all Weber devoted to the new

materials ten years of his life, as the fruits of which he brought out — not to speak of smaller

publications — his Neiu Catalogue (three 4to volumes of 1,364 pages) and his Sacred Literature

of the Jains (an English translation of which was published in the Indian Antiguary), Klatt

also was won for the new branch of study by the materials, as well as by Buhler personally

(when on leave in Europe in 1878) ;
and with a remarkable skill and assiduity he selected from

the new literature all that tended to yield chronical and bibliographical facts. What Klatt con-

tributed and what later on by ill fate he was preventedfrom contributing to Indian Eesearchmay

be inferred from a Note in a former volume of the Indian Antiguary (1894, p. 169, note 2). A
few years after Klatt, Leumann began, as a student in Berlin, his Jain investigations, transferring

them afterwards to Strassburg where he tried to complete Biihler’s work in that line by procuring

for his University Jain manuscripts not represented as yet in the Berlin-Biihler Collection.

But Bcililer founded the German Jain Philology not only through Berlin. In 1873-74

Jacobi had accompanied Buhler on one of his tours and had acqumed with Biihler’s consent

and friendly support a manuscript collection of his own, containing cliiefiy Jain texts. It

is well known how much Jacobi has fertilized this collection, and what valuable editions

and translations of Jain texts he has brought out and furnished with most instructive intro-

ductions— not to mention the independent papers in which he has dealt with Jain subjects.

As to the impulses which Jain Philology received in India from Biiblor we might refer

to many, but confine ourselves to record hei’e only what certainly is the chief and most

promising impulse. Buhler imparted his desire of discovering or uncovering all that is

hidden or unknown in Jain Literature to Peterson, his successor in Bombay, who has been

so fortunate as to be able to enter sanctified temple libraries, which, in spite of all exertions,

wei*e closed to Biihler. Peterson has indeed been continuing Biiblor s work in tlio ‘Search

for Manuscripts ’ very much to his credit, and his endeavours well supplement those of the

highly accomplished scholar, Bhandarkar, who naturally favours the Brahmanic litei^ature,

though, like Weber, he has temporarily been induced to devote himself also to a veiy earnest

perusal of Jaina texts.

We have dealt here somewhat at length on the position which Biihler holds towax’ds Jain

studies through his search for manuscripts. But his search claims to be of nearly the same
primary importance in regard to the study of Indian Law and Custom. And further, all the

other branches of Indian Learning have received new impnlses and gained new prospects

through the materials that have become available through Biihler. So, once more, we may
state fairly that Biihler would have marked an epoch in Indian Philology,— he would, indeed,

have remodelled it by giving it a new and larger base, even if he had done nothing else than
securing for scientific investigation the three thousand manuscripts that we owe to him.

BUHLER AND THE INDIAN ANTIQUARY.
A Hote

BY JAMES BURGESS, OJ,E., LL.B., FORMERLY EDITOR.
With Professor Dr. J. G. Buhler, I became acquainted immediately on his arrival in Bombay

as Professor of Sanskrit in the Elphinstone College, and during the next ten years we met
occasionally at the rooms of the Bombay Branch of the Asiatic Society and at the University
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examinations. But it was in 1871--72 that we became intimate. The Bombay Asiatic Society

was then publishing little, and at long intervals
;
and it occurred to me that, by using the

grant it had from Government for the publication and inviting papers from many men able to

contribute such in the numerous branches of Oriental research, the Society might publish every

quarter, if not every second month. This proposal I brought formally before the Society’s

Managing Committee, urging it as a duty to use the funds granted for publication in this way,

and pointing out the extent of the field. But the Secretary, Mr. Jas. Taylor (who had formerly

been in the firm of Smith, Elder & Co.), pooh-poohed the proposal as chimerical. This led me

to promise to attempt what the Society declined, and towards the close of 1871, I wrote to all

the scholars I knew in India, asking whether they would support a monthly magazine

on the plan of the programme of the Indian Antiquary* I had an immediate and encouraging

response from several, including Dr. Burnell, Mr. Beames, Prof. R. G. Bhandarkar, Prof.

Blochmann, Dr, Biihler, Mr. T. W. Rhys Davids, Mr, P. S. Growse, and others. Thus the

journal was commenced. Dr. Biihler sent me his first paper ‘‘ On the Chandikasataka of

Baciabhatte” in March 1872, and it appeared the following month. Prom that date we

started a correspondence which continued more or less regularly till the time of his lamented

death. To the Indian Antiquary he was a warm friend and frequent contributor, and, during

the thirteen years I edited it, I never appealed to him in vain when I wanted a paper : he

commended it to his friends
;
and though so liberal a contributor, he insisted on paying his

annual subscription for it, — thereby testifying practically his anxiety for its success.

Prom 1885 our correspondence continued quite as regularly as before, and touched

mostly on chronology, ancient geography, palaeography and epigiapby. Prom the latter part

of 1888 till 1894, his contributions to the Bjpigrajphia Indica were also frequent and extensive.

During all these years we had much personal conference, meeting in Vienna, Edinburgh, London,

Paris, and elsewhere, and I always found him the same, — full of information drawn from all

sources, enthusiastic about everything connected with Indian history and antiquities. His

judgment was remarkably accurate and his knowledge of human nature instinctively clear,

while his energy, wisdom and tact ensured success in whatever he undertook, and rendered

his opinion one of groat weight in any matter he expressed it upon.^ He was a true and valued

friend as well as an accomplished scholar. His loss for the ancient history of India seems

almost irreparable.

A NOTE ON De. BHHLER.

BY PBOPESSOE MAURICE BLOOMFIELD.

PBorassou Bosme was an almost perfect embodiment of what might be called the pragmatic

scholar His work was full of action, but in all bis varied activity he never lost ^ht of the

lu-rbest scholarly ideals. He gave freely to all that came of his advice and help. Whether it

wL necessary to search obscure catalogues for notices of manuscripts ;
to engage the co-opera-

tion of the Government officials in India; or to stir up a dreamy Panclit to the point of

answering a letter, or parting with a manuscript in his possession ;
in all these and may other

conti-oncies you might count upon his help given in the most cordial fashion. Yet how far

was ho from bocoming the agent and business-man of others : he always remained the master

With all his wonderful grasp of the realities of India, and Indian life and history he never lost

Ztoco with the painltaking closet-work of the philologist that is needed to secye a fim

foundation for the reconstruction of the past. He was an ideal philologist r philolyist and his-

torian in one. Every Indian scholar, that is not a mere tradesman, is something of

y
historian,

but tho foroo of moJt of us is spent at the door of historical inquiry. To edit and translate, to

restore and decipher, these are certainly important and unavoidable tasfe ;
most of us are so

busy with such labours as to be at times in danger of not ‘ seeing the forest for the trees t
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are in it.’ Biililer was in an eminent degree both common labourer and architect : it is hard to

to say where he will be missed most. As a searcher and finder of manuscripts, as a promoter

of archseological inquiries, and as a decipherer of inscriptions he had no rival. But he was even

greater when he stepped out, as it were, from the intricate maze of his knowledge of details

and turned to works of generalization : when he helped to digest Hindu Law
; when he presented

his unrivalled essays on Indian Palaeography ;
when he conceived and guided the first attempt

at a connected Encyclopedia of Indian Philology ; above all when he propounded and solved in

his own clear-headed way questions in literary history and chronology. It is but the soberest

truth to say that just such a man we shall not count as one of us again, that his loss will

never be quite repaired. Western scholarship owes him a debt of lasting gratitude
; India

may fitly deplore the loss of perhaps her truest historian.

By way of adding something to the record of his extraordinary activity in India, I may
be permitted a quotation from a letter of his, written scarcely two months before his untimely

death (dated February 22nd, 1898). He is speaking of the unique manuscript of the

Kashmirian Aiharva-Veda^ the Fdip'palcida QlidlcM^ which was sent to the late Professor

von Roth by the British authorities in India, and is now in the possession of the library of the
Tubingen University : If, as I presume, you will print a history of the manuscript, I would
ask you to mention that Sir William Mnir decided on my advice to despatch the MS. to

Professor von Roth. On its account I had to travel from Indor to Calcutta in February
beoanse Sir William Muir did not know what to do with the ragged volume. I pointed out
to him that in the first place it stood in need of a bath; this it got in Sir William’s bathroom.
After that the MS. looked quite fresh, and Sir William handed it to me to have it mended by
the Native book-binders. The repairs lasted for nearly a week.”

NOTES ON G. BtJHLER.

EY PEOF. BHYS DAVIDS.

After reading tke strikingly able paper by Dr. Winternitz I feel that it is only possible to add
one other proof of the all-round nature of Professor Buhler’s enthusiasm for knowledge of all things
that had to do with the history of India. When I first knew him he had scarcely read a line of Pdi.
But he soon afterwards became a member of the Pali Text Society, and also (this does not always
follow) read the books himself. He became as keen about the issue of each new volume as if he had
been a mere Pali scholar. And the last time he was in my study he said — we were talking about
Privat-docents — that no one should be appointed a University teacher for Sanskrit unless he was at
home also with Pali, and vice versa. He was interested chiefly in whi^t could be gained for Indian
lexicography, and the history of social institutions. But I confess I was amazed to find knowing
how very busy he was, how many other interests he had had for so long a time — that he should have
been able to make time to read so much in these new texts. His articles on Pali subjects in the
Vienna Journal, in Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, and in the Indian A^iiiquary
the great importance attached by hin^ to Fitalca evidence in the opening pages of his Indisehe PalwO’-
graphie, and such notes as that in his Manu, p, xci., show the object he had in view. And I know
from personal conversation, that he was meditating other papers of a similar kind.

It is perhaps important to point out, as regards the subject of ‘inner chronology/ that no one
was more skilled at drawing conclusions as to the comparative chronology of two or more books from
a careful comparison of their contents, than precisely Biihler, The introductions to his translations o-f

Manu and Apastamba are elaborate examples of the importance and value of such comparisons, and of
the right method to be followed in making them. It would he amply clear from them alone' that it
was not the use of ‘inner chronology ’ as a means of investigation, that Biihler objected to, but the

* See, for instance, ante, 1894» pp, 148-154, 242, 247.
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wrong iis«e ol it — the drawing of conclusions too wide, and too absolute from insufficient data
;

a reliance on comparisons of isolated passages, instead of including all the passages relating to the

same point
;
a limitation of the comparisons to one or more points, omitting other matters also aTailable

for chronological purposes, and so on. The conclusions reached by Biihler, on grounds of ‘ inner

chronology,’ in the two essays referred to, are stated, not only once, but on seYeral instances, in quite

positive terms. They have obtained the assent of those of his fellow-workers most competent to judge

of them. And ‘ inner chronology ’ used in the like judicial spirit, based on the like wide and accurate

knowledge, guarded by the like painstaking industry, will always form an important element in our

attempts to elucidate the history of Indian thought and institutions. That is the test : — do the

conclusions arrived at by the method of inner chronology gain the assent of other scholars ?

I venture to hope that this is really about what Dr. Winternitz would himself say : and would

express the thanks we must all feel to him for having, with so much judgment and insight, shown us

the varied sides of the activity of the great scholar whose persona] qualities, and whose enthusiasm

for the cause, so endured to all of us that we feel his loss as that, not only of a master, but also of a

personal friend.

IN MBMOEIAM G. BUHLER.

ox SOME SWAT LANGUAGES.
.

BY GEOEaS A. GEIEESON, O.I.B., Ph.D., I.C.S.

When the Editor of the Indian Antiquary honoui’ed me by inviting me to be one of the contributors

to the Biihler Memorial Number, I felt some hesitation in complying. I could but offer a tribute of

affectionate remembrance to him who I knew both as a guide and as a friend, and I knew that any

poor halting, words of mine would be inadequate to express what I felt and what I wished to say

while others, more able and better qualified than I, would adorn these pages with eloquent tribute

to his worth. On second thoughts, I gathered courage, and it seemed to me that the best offering

which I could make to his memory, would be of the first fruits of an undertaking whose inception

owes much to his advice and encouragement.

It was in 1886, at the Oriental Congress held in Vienna, that I first met Biihler, and discussed

with him a project, which had long occupied my mind, for holding a Survey of the languages now

epoken in Indii Encouraged by him, I laid the proposal before the Congress itself, and a resolution,

strongly supported by him, was passed urging on the Government of India the advisability of

undertaking the investigation. I avoid writing of the warm friendship which dated from those

days, or of the close correspondence enriched by the treasures of learning ungrudgingly poured forth

which continued through the next eleven years. Suffice it to say that, largely due to his personal

efforts and to his advice, the preliminary operations for the Linguistic Survey of India were

eommeneed some two and a half years ago. One of the last occasions that we met was when I read to

tlie Aryan Section of the Paris Congress of the progress report of these preliminary steps, and

I still seem to see him sitting on the dais as Vice-President and to hear the words of encouragement

with which he welcomed the story of what had been done. A day or two .afterwards we parted,

never, alas, to meet again. Early last May I learned that the project had been finally sanctioned, and

was on the point of writing to him to tell him the joyful news, when the sad and much belated tidings

ef his death reached us in Patna. Never can I forget what I owe to him. True were the words of

;my Pandit when I told him of it, ^MahdhUnur astam gat6 'sti; a great sun Jiad set, and had left

many without the light which they could hardly spare.

So I venture to dedicate to his memory some of the earliest results of i/he Linguistic Survey o?

J!ndia, because it was an inquiry in which he had continually taken an exceeding interest, and because

the^e very results illustrate points on which he laid special stress ni his correspondence with me,
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With his ftill concurTence, it was deterDained to delay the publication of the section of his

Grundriss which was to he devoted to the modern vernaculars of India till after the completion

of the Survey. Surprises, he was sure, were in store for us, and, unless we postponed the production

of the section on the ‘ Tertiary Prakrits/ there would be danger of its being out of date almost

as soon as it was issued. How true this was, the subsequent progress of the Survey has shown,

and of the two specimens which I now proceed to give, one illusti’ates these sui prises.

Gujari and Ajaid.

One of the most well-marked dialects of Rajputana is Mlwari, spoken by the Chauhaii Rajputs

of M^war. It is one of the great West-Central group of ludo-Aryan languages to which belong

Eastern Panjabi, Gujarati and Standard Hindi, and forms one of the connecting links between

these last two languages. Closely connected with it is Marwari, spoken in the neighbouring

state of Marwar. The grammars of both will be found in Mr. Kellogg’s work, and need not be

described here.

More than eight hundred miles from MSwar, across the Indian Desert and the entire Panjab,

beyond the Korth-West frontier of India, lies the Swat valley, inhabited principally by a Pushto-

spealxing population. There are, however, two Muhammadan tribes, the Gujars and the Ajars, who

speak an Indian, and not an Iranian, language. The Gujars are cowherds, and the Ajars, who are

closely connected with them, tend sheep. The former are a well known tribe, and seem to be at home

right through the hill country north of the Panjab, though strongest in the North-West. They are

also numerous ‘ along the baiiks of the upper Jumna near JagMri and Buriya, and in the Saharanpur

District, whicli during the last century was actually called Gujarat. To the east they occupy the

petty State of Samptar, in Bundelkhand, and one of the northern districts of Gwalior, which is still

called Gujarg^r
;

but they ai’e more numerous in the Western States, and especially towards GujarAt,

where they form a large portion of the population. The Rajas of Riwari to the south of Delhi are

Gujars. In the Southern Panjab they are thinly scattered, but their numbers increase rapidly

towards the North, where they have given their name to several important places, such as Gujranwala,

in the Rechna Duab, Gujarat, in the Ohaj Duab, and Gujar Khan, in the Sindb-Sagar Duab. They

are numerous about Jehlam and Hasan Abdal, and throughout the Hazara District
;
and they are

also found in considerable numbers in the Dardu Districts of Chiles, K61i, and Palas, to the east of

the Indus, and in the contiguous districts to the east of the river.’ i Regarding the Gujars of the

Panjab, I have not as yet received any certain information, except that, the language-specimens,

received from the District of Muzaffarnagar on the east bank of the Jamna show several points of

connection with the language spoken by their brethren of Swat. The Gujars of the rest of the

Panjab Himalayas, and those of Kashmir are reported to speak a language of their owm, but specimens

of it have not yet been received. We must therefore content ourselves for the present with that

spoken by those who are the most western and the most northern of all the Gujars with whom we are

acquainted. This brings us to the surprise already alluded to. The language of the Swat Gujars is

practically identical with M^warl, spoken, more than eight hundred miles away, in Rajputana. As
might be expected they have borrowed a portion of their vocabulary from the neighbouring Pushtd
and Panjabi, but the grammars of Swat Gujari and of Ajari, on the one hand, and of MSwari,
on the other, are to all intents and purposes identical. This will be manifest from the following

notes and specimens. It is an interesting fact that, both with the Gujars and the Ajars, one o£

their septs is known as ‘ Oh6h^n.’ I am indebted to Major H. A. Deane, C.SJ., for ’all these

specimens.

1 Cunningham, Avoh^ Sur, Rep, ii., 61, quoted by Orooke in the SVJbee and Cctsies of the North-Western Provinces
and Oudh, s,v, Gujar.
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The followiag points may be noted in regard to the grammar of the specimens : —
I. IsWNS.

The Agent case is generally the same as the Nominative. Indeed the use of the Agent with th®

Past tense of a Transitive verb appears to have almost disappeared.

In the case of nouns in 6, the oblique form singular usually ends in but sometimes, probably
owing to careless speaking, the direct form is used

j
thus, g7i6r6 ho, of a horse, instead of the more

correct ghdru led; mando (for ma^idd) ham md; mairo hdp Zjtx, for maird M'p hd. Sometimes
under the influence of Panjabi, the oblique form ends in e. Thus, when the younger son speaks to his
father, the narrative says, correctly, ai)i}d lap tah laid6 ; but when the elder son answers his father
the Panjabi idiom, apne lap tah, is incoiTectly used.

’

On the other hand, the influence of Panjabi sometimes makes these nouns have the direct form
ill d instead of in 6, Thus us hd (for us ho) hard pHt patli md tUd.

Amongst the postpositions may be mentioned md,, in
; hanah, with. The postpositions tali and

nah are borrowed from Pushtb. They are used indisci-iminately to mean both ‘ to ’ and ‘ from ®

Thus, Uhdr tali d-jd, come to this place, and UMr talijd, from this place.

The following are examples of the correct use of the direct and of the oblique fonns : maird piit

mdyd ifid (Hindi, mdrd put mvd ilia), my son was dead
;
apnd md tah (Hindi, apnS mdl sd), from

his own property
;
ohahgd admi (Hindi, chahgd ddmi), good men

;
is hd paird md (Hindi, is U 'pair'd

«il), on his feet
;
apnd ddstd. hanah (Hindi, apnd ddstd sdth), with (my) own friends

; changt trima
(Hindi, change siri), a good woman

j
%s h% angT% md (Hindi, is hi anguld md), on his flinger.

The use of the word yahd, one, a, appears to be irregular. I have noted,

—

Yahd hap, a father
;
yahd hdp hd, of a father

;
but gaM flidr, in a certain place.

Yahd dU, a daughter
;
yahd ehangi irimat, a good woman

;
yuhe clM led, of a daughter.

II. PRONOUNS.

The proper form of the Agent of Jiu is mat Thus : mat fairo Uamat hid hai (Hindi, mdi ni
erz^Uidmat hi), by me thy service has been done. But hu is sometimes substituted for it.

'

Thus :

ihd mdrid, I killed, instead of mat mdrid, by me killed,

An example of the Agent of the second person is iai nt ditd hai (Hindi, id nd naht diyd hai)
by thee has not been given.

So for the third person usd bandid (Hindi, us ne h?iid), by him was divided
;
ns haliid (Hindi

us nd hahd), by him it was said
;
but oh (not or usd) uihid (Hindi, wah vihd), he rose.

III. —VERBS.
In the conjugation of verbs, note the peculiar way in which the Present Definite and Imperfect

are formed. Here the verb exactly follows the M^w^ri custom. To form these tenses, the auxiliary
verb is a<^ded, not to the^Pjesent Participle, but to the various persons of the simple Present Tense.
Thus : mdrd, I beat

;
mam hai (not mdrtd hdi), I am beating

; mdru ijid (not mdrtd fhd) I was
beating. Other examples are hard hail am making, used as a present subjunctive, (that) I may
make (merriment with my friends)

;
hard tjid, I was making. Irregularly influenced by Panjabi are

dzya nd tU, (anyone) was not giving
; ckaJd nd M, he was not going

; chard tU, he was grasping.

Twr

^ Habitual Past. Thus : hhaitd, he used to eat
;
PluraJ

Jda^cuhne, lehaita, ttey (the swine) used to eat.

In the Simple Reseat, whieh ie else Meed es a present enbinnotm, there ere some irregnloritiee

aTS i* "“I to
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As already observed, the use oF the Passive construction of the Past Tense of Transitive verbs

ajjpears to be dying out. The Agent form of the personal pronouns is still usually employed before

these tenses, hut all traces of the Agent case have disappeared from the noun. The feeling for

Gender, too, is very weak. Thus we have mai tairS (instead of tairt) Mazmat Mo (instead of M) hai,

I have done thy service
;
so we have jiU kio, instead of jiU 7c% he shouted.

Specimen I. — Parable of the Prodigal Son in Gujari.

YahoachmM dO put tlid. Nando put apnA bdp tah kahio cM, *ai hdp^

One man of two sons Avere. By-the-young son his-own father to it-was-said that, ‘ oh father,

mand apnd md tah baudo dai-laiJ* Usd dtoant/am pah apnd md handid,

to-nie thy-own property from share give.’ By-him both on his-own property was-divided.

K&i d% pachhd. nando pAt Tiarkuj yaJce-thdr kar-ke dur dis tah gio, Ut

Some days after young son everything (in) one-place having-made far country to went. There

isd apnd md mando kam md udddio, Chi habbd md wajliir-lio^

by-him his-own property bad works in was-wasted. When all (his) property was-finished,

oh des pah yako baro qdhat dyd, oh sauro ho'-gio. Oh giOt oh des md yak6

that country on one great famine came, he straitened became. He went, that country in one

Ididn hanah nauhar ho-gio. Usd apn% poiti tah dat-gdlio, chi ‘ mandah is'ndioar

chief with servant became. By-him his-own field to he-was-sent, that ‘ (you) unclean animal

chdr-laij Oh apnd’-mmah-pah oh bh6 kliddo^ chi mndwar khaitd, haclo kowne diyd nci

graze.’ He his-own-desire-ou that straw would-eat, which animals eat, but any-one giving not

thd, Chi sAl md h6-gi6, isd kahio chi, ^mairo bdp kd katnd nauhar chahgb

was. When senses in became, by-him it-was-said that, ‘my father of how-many servants good

juk hhai, hhakb marn. Bu uthugo, apnd bdp tah jdwdgo, us tah kahdgd chi,

food eat, I hungry am-dying. I will-arise, my-own father to will-go, him to will-say that,

“ ai bdp, hu tairb bhi gundhgar hai, Kkudde kd bM gundhgdr hai. Is ko Idyiq ni,

“ Oh father, I thy a’so sinner am, God of also sinner am. Of this worthy not-I-(am),

chi tairo put ho-jdwil • Mho apnd navimrd. md, mand ghaUlai,^^ ’ Oh uthio, apnd

that thy son I-may-become
;

but thy-own servants among me put,” ’ He arose, his-own

bdp tah dyo, Y6 Id dur thd, chi apnd bdp isd datho, tars isd kib,

father to came. He yet far was, that by-his-owii father to-him it-was-seen, pity on-him was-made,

isd bhajio, ghdra-gharai ho-gid, isd cliotnio. But is tah kahio chi, ^ ai

to-hira hc-ran, embracing took-place, him-to it-was-kissed. By-son him to it-was-said that, ‘ Oh

bdp, lal Khudde kd bM gundhgdr hai, tairo bM gundhgdr hai. Is ko Idyiq nt cM
father, I God of also sinner am, thine also sinner am. This of worth not-I-(am) that

tairu put ItO’jdio?!,.^ Us kd bdp apnd naukarS tah kahio chi, * changd chirrd

thy son I-inay-become,’ By his father his-own servants to it-was-said that, ‘good dress

lai-dS, is tali yhal-Uo yalcd ahgri is M aiigri md kar-Uo, pand is kd paird. md. Jcar-U6. A6

bring, hiin-to put-on one ring him of finger on put, shoes him of feet on put. Come

chi, tilk hhd-lai, Mushdl ho-jdyai is sawah tah chi, yb mairb pdt mbyb thb, jimtb Myd
that, food we-cat, merry become, this reason for that, this my son dead was, living become

hai; gum gib thb, lab-lib hai,‘ We khushdl lib-gib.

is
;

lost become was, recovered is., They merry became.

Hu71 us led barb put pat 1% m^ thb. Chi oh dyb, ghar tah nairb hb-gib, git nachanhd

How him of older son field in was. When he came, house to near became, songs dancing of

aivdz sunib. Yakb naukar tah bblib, usd pachhib, ^yb M chhdhai?*

sound was-heard. One servant to (he) called, to-him (by-him) it-was-asked, ‘ this what matter is ?
’

Us haUb, chi, Hairb bhd% dyb hai, tairb lap Mairdt Mb hai, chi usd

By-him it-was-said, that, ‘thy brother come is, (by)-thy father feast made is, as him

rbgh jor Iddb-hai. Oh rus-gib andar chald na thb. Bdp is ka

sound-and-well (by-him-it)-has-been-fouud.* He sulked within going not was. Father him of
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7iahri6
,

isd minnaf Mo, Is apie hd^-tah zaivdb md laliib clti,

came-out, him-to entreaty was-niade-by-liim, By-him his-own fatLer-to answer in it-was-said that,

^ dcdhli^ liitnd TYiccohh nfiiidah 'lUoX tctivo hhuz^nat lew liai; IwchciTe taivo he-a'fYLT'i

‘see, so-mneh long time by-me thy service been-done is; ever thy disobedience

m Mo liai, JBM tai mand yakb laiU nt ditd hai, chi hu aptjd dostd /canah

not-by-me done is. Still by-thee to-me one kid not given is, that I niy-owii friends with

MushdU harii-hai. Ear-hade chi tairo yo piiit dyo, chi tairo md kaclmi pah

merriment might-make. As-soon-as when thy this son came, by-whom thy property harlots on

uddyd-hai, tal us pahl^airdt ho' Us Imhid, chi^ ‘pvt, tii nit mairo

wasted-has-been, by-thee him on feast made.’ By-him it-was-said, that. ‘ son, thou always me

hor hai, d waive harlmj tairo hai, 16 mundsih the, chi ham lehushdU haou, Mushdl

with art, and my everything thine is. This proper was, that we merriment make, merry

hic, fdchi yo tairo hlidi moyo tho, jimto hoyo hai ; gum gib ihu, Iddo hai.’

be, because this thy brother dead was, alive become is ;
lost become was, recovered is.’

A PaBle in G-ujari,

Tahb jdhat har & mlihd gd chdrd-thd, parlat 7nd grd tah dur. Yahb dd

One boy every day buSaloes cows used-to-graze, mountain in village from far. One day

hhd pah jili-hib chi, ‘hagydr dyb hai' Grd hd Ibh vmrnahrib, chi lagydr

joke on it-was-shouted-by-him that, ‘wolf come is.’ Village of people went-out, that wolf

khader-lai, Chi Idle aprid, bagydr na thb. Jdlcat tah ind pachhnb Mb; us

should-drive-off. When people arrive, wolf not was. Boy from by-them enquiry was-made
;
by-him

cliahib chi, ‘Jm child haru thb’ Lbh ghar tah pachhdgib, Ddjd di yakb parrb dyb.

it-was-said that, ‘I joke making was.’ People house to back went. Second day one leopard came.

Jdlcat jiU-kib cli% ‘warhuri-dSo; parrb dyb hai.’ Lbh icahib chi

By-the-boy it-was-shouted that, ‘come-running
;

leopard come is.’ By-the-peoide it-was-said that

‘ yb Mr Icahai,’ hauni na gib, Farro^-nb jdhat Jchd-lib. Child, md. Icdrya^

this(-boy) lie tells,’ any-one not went. By-the-leopard boy was-devcured. Joke in lying,

jdhat mar-gib,

boy died,

Gujari ISTumerals,

j&fc, ehb db ttn char ponch chhi sat afli nau ddk yard, bdr^ ierd. cliaudahd. pandrd solid

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 32 13 14 15 16

satard athdrS uni bt ih ie h% db id bi, etc. dali ie hi yard te hi, etc. chazob eh te elmve, etc.

17 18 19 20 21 22 30 31 40 41
dah te chawe or panjah ydrd te cjiawe, etc. $a[h eh U sath, etc. dah te saih, etc. char h%

50 51 60 61 70* 80
eh te char hi db te char M tin tS char It chdr te char hi, and so on dale tb char ht yard tb char hi

81 82 83 84 90 91
lard, te chdr hi and so on, up to unt tb chdr hi sav,^

92 99 100.

A Polk-Tale in Ajayl,

M jarjd dhdhd md hahri chdrai thb, M dt par md. maihhu lahh-lib. Us
One man mountain in goats grazing was. One day rock in a-honey-(comb) was-founcl. By

ne Tcahio ch%, hu hap-hyugo,’ hhb hath u$ hb nd aprib, hib-jb ilidr * saurb ib

him it-was-said that, ‘ I will-cjit-it-of£,’ but hand him of not reached, because the-place narrow and
auhho tho. Mhz ivzih grd tah dyb, ddrd lib, tb par tah gib; us ho
difhcult was. Then he village to came, gunpowder was-taken-by-him, and rock to went

;
it of

het dab-^hhorio chi ag la-he par tidd-chhbrugb, ib maihhu liahba had-liyugb*
beneath it-was-buried-(by-him) that fire applying rock I-will-blow-up, and honey all will-extract.
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MM ]3alUali nali ag Id-M bais-rakio, MM dm par phwt-gio, jan5

Then fuse to fire applying he-sat-down. Then explosion became, rock burst, (tbe)-man

udd-chh6ri6 , Ut maihhu ho armcm md mar-gio,

was-blown-up. There honey of longing in he-perished.

Garwl.

The modern Indian language with which Eiihler’s name is most closely connected is Xashmiri.

The first scientific account of that language appeared in his famous Kashnfir report, and during the

years of our intercourse, he was never tired of dwelling on its importance for the linguistic history of

India. At length, some three or four years ago, at his earnest solicitation, I took up the serious

study of this interesting form of speech, and have been amply rewarded. Similarly, the late

Dr. Burkhard’s papers on the Musalman form of Kish3miri, which are now appearing in these pages,

were undertaken at his suggestion and with his assistance.

One of the result of these studies has been the establishment of the existence of a North-Western

group of Indian languages, all closely connected, and extending from Karachi, in Sindh, through the

Western Panjab, into Kashmir. The Linguistic Survey, thanks to the kindness of Major Deane, the

Political Officer at the Malakhand, has brought forward two more languages, also spoken in the Swat

country, which belong to the same group. They had been previously described by Colonel Biddulph,

but their affinities had never been established. Their names are Garwi and Tdrwali. They closely

resemble each other, and, in this paper, I shall only give some grammatical notes, and two of the

specimens which I have collected of the former. Other specimens have also been utilised in preparing

the notes, but considerations of space forbid their being printed here.

Gjirwl is the language of the Gawar^, a sept of which tribe is named Bashghar, a fact which has

led Colonel Biddulph to erroneously call the language ‘ Bushkarik,’ and to call the entire tribe

‘Bushkar.’ The language is closely connected with that of the T6rwal, who inhabit the Swat and

Panjkorfi Valleys lower down than the GawaiA, It is evidently of Indian origin. Begarding the

Gawar^, Colonel Biddulph says,2—
“ Eushkar is the name given to the community which inhabits the upper part of the Punjkorah

Valley, whence they have overflowed into the upper part of the Swat Valley, and occupied the three

large villages of Otrote, Ushoo, and Kalam. They live on good terms with their Torwal neighbours,

and number altogether from 12,000 to 15,000 souls .... The Bushkarik proper are divided

into three clans, the Moolanor, Kootchkhor, and Joghior. They say that they have been Mussulmans

for nine generations, and the peculiar customs still common among the Shins do not exist among

The Bushkar dialect approaches more nearly to modern Punjabi than any other

of the Dard languages
;
but in some respects seems to show some affinity to the dialects of the

Siah Posh.”

With reference to the above remarks, the conversion of the people to Islam began in the time of

AHiun Darw8 J5a, about three hundred years ago, and has been carried on up to within
^

the last

century. Gjlrwi, like the other languages of the Swat Kohistdn, has one remarkable peculiarity. The

verb except in tlie Future Tense, and in the Imperative mood, does not distinguish between the

various persons. In some of these languages, e. g,, G^rwl (as described by Biddulph under the name

of Bushkarik) even number is not distinguished. On the other hand, throughout the conjugation of

the verb, the distinction of gender is carefully maintained. Thus, in GarwS, the present tense of the

verb to be ” is, masculine, fn, feminine, tui. According to the gender of the subject, each of these

words means, I am, thou art, he, she, or it is, we are, you are, they are, as the context may require.

It is not possible to form a complete grammar from the specimens, following instances 0!

grammatical forms show that the language is closely connected with Kashmiri.

® Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh, p. 70. A brief notice of Bushharik Grammar is gWen in Appendix E. of the

same work.
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I. — NOUNS — Declension,

Sing.

Nora, babi a father

Gen, bah'd

Dat. hah-7ci or -Tea

Log. bab-mi

Abl, bah-md^ from a father

Plur.

babu

bahu-d,

babil-ki or -ha

bahvirm^

habH-md

Similarly.

du%, a daughter.

Genitive, dm-d

:

but Nom,

Plm\ dut,

A good man is ah ran mesh,

A good woman is ah rain is.

II, - PBONOUNS —
1, 2/a; of me, md, meu ; Obi. form, mai; We, met; our, vi6.

Thou, tu; of thee, clhh Obi. form, tai; Ye, thd; your, tJio,

He, that, asM; his, as^ Obi. as

;

they, turn ; their, tasS
;
by them, tama.

Other forms are sah, he
;
tasS, his

;
tas-hi, to him

;
te, by him, ‘ This ’ is eh or dt

III. — VERBS —
(a) Verbs Substantive —

Pres. — thu, tJio, (maso.)
;
tM (fern.)

;
for both numbers and all persons. U sed once to

mean ‘ was.’ ‘ The elder son toas in the field.’

Past — dsh, dsho, dshd; fern, dsht

;

for both numbers and all persons : used once to

mean * is,’ ‘ what matter is ? ’

I may or shall be, lidm; he became, M; be (Imperat.) M; to be, hbejd

;

being, hbg.

[b) T’inite Verbs •—

Chando, to beat.

Chanddsh, beaten
;

so, mursh, dead
;
chhdrosh^ lost

:
gat, gone.

Imperative^-^'chand, beat. Other examples are, d<^, give
;
giya, bring ye

;
shdwa, slid,

clothe ye
;
yS, come (? 1st person, plural) ; cM, go.

Present, — cliandant, I beat, for all persons and both numbers. Other examples are

hhdnt, I would eat
;
mardnt, I am dying

;
Mardnt, thou art defiling

;
want, it

comes
;
grant, thou handiest : bacMnt, I go.

Imperfect, — chanddnt ash, (I, etc.) was (were) beating.

Past, — (a) Transitive Verbs — Passive construction — With Masculine Object,

mai cliandu, I beat (him)
;
pa^dlu, (he) sent (him)

;
her, (he) made

;
liih (he) saw

(him)
;
gas, (he) caught (him)

;
mano, he said

;
budh, (he) heard (a sound)

;

lath, (he) found (him). With Feminine Object,— heth, thy (father) has made
(a feast), (I) did (not disobedience) to thee

;
^th, thou didst (not) give (a kid) ;

gis, (he) caught (her)
; hMg, (he) ate (her).

(h) lutransitive Verbs, — gd, (I, etc.) went
;
yd, ydg, (he) came

; itiath, (he) arose;

bdg-ohhore, (he) ran up (to him)
; niihas, (he) came out.

The following are apparently Past Participles used as Past Tenses
;
— hhihUa, they ate

; karesh,

I might do (merriment, fern, obj.)
; dihh, (he) gave

;
bachash, (he) went

;
puhh, they were drinking.

Future,— ya chandam, I shall beat
; chhdm, I will go

;
ya manam, I shall say

;
haram,

I will make
;
ya poham, I will understand.
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GARWI.

Specimen I. — The Parable of the Prodigal Son.
#

Ah mesli-d du asM* Lahot put tani bah-ha mano, ‘ mai-hi mdl-7ni tan%

One man~of two sons were. Younger son his-own father-to said, ‘me~to property-in my-own

dali Tan tan% mdl duera ddli-Mr, Kidi dos pat lahot put

share give.’ And his-own property (on)-both (he)-divided. A-few (some) days after younger son

liarJdlid jama Icir^ de6r utan-ld gd, TaU hag tant mdl lul har anchan-her^

everything together made, far country-to went. That place his-own property bad act dissipated.

Swd mdl Mlds-her, tati nian-md gidn gdlmt ydg, ia U tang lid, jSali gd tait

All property finished, that country-in big famine came, and he straitened became. He went that

utan-nii hhdn-saJi naukar hu. Tan ‘ tani hher partald mar char. suar

country-in chief-with servant became. And his-own field sent (him) swine graze. ‘Which swine

Jclddshta, ya pa klidnt;^ hand na didsh, Tata IMd-ml yd, mant, ^md baba

are-eating, I also will-eat anyone not gave (him). Afterwards sense-in came, said, ‘myfather-o£

hid nauhar thoi ran gil hhidn, ya hutM mardnt. Ta itidnt, tan hab-hi chom,

how-many servants are, good food eat, I hungry am-dying. I will-rise, and father-to will-go,

tas-hi manam, “ 0 hah, ya Khudde gundligdr child gundhgdr. At4 Idyiq na ho chhd

him-to will-say, ‘‘0 father, I of-God sinner thy sinner. So worthy not (am) that thy

cTfit horn, nauhar-ml mai Jiisdb-harJ’ ’ Sa'h itiath, tani bab-hi ydg, Sah

son bo, servants-among me reckon.” ’ (And) he rose, his-own father-to came. (And) he

patha aslid tant bah litJi, rahm her, hdg-chJi6rS, mdr-ine gas, 7M6l--hir,

afar was his-own father saw (him), pity did, ran-up (to him), embrace-in caught (him), kissed (him).

Pdf man6, ‘0 bab, ya KhuddS gundhgdr, chhd. gundhgdr. Ate Idyig na ho chhd pdf

Son said, ‘ 0 father, I of-God sinner (am), thy sinner (am). So worthy not (am) that thy son

MmJ Bah tani nauhar-hi manot ^rdn jdma giya, as shdwa ; angusir angir slidwa ; hbsh

be.’ Father his-own servants-to said, ‘good dress bring, him clothe
;

ring finger put-on
;
shoes

hhnr slid. Yd, gil Wide, Idiushdl hoe, Titlit md 6h put mursh, jdndo • chlidrSsh

feet put-011. Come, food eat, merry be. Because my this son dead, revived (is) ; lost

ladl Tama l^mslidlt her*

recovered (is).’ They merriment made.

M6l tasd. gidn pdf hher-ml tlid, SSh ydg, shit-hi nidr hu, sarod netah awd%

Now his elder son field-in was. (When) he came, house-to near was, music dancing sound

budli, A nauhor-hi awaz-Mr, tapaus-her^ ^he chhal dsli?^ Tanmano, chliS. jd yd^

heard. A servant-to called, inquired, ‘ what matter is ? ’ He said, ‘ thy brother come

thon; hah l^airdt hath, titht rbejh j6r lathJ 8eh bdjdg hu, shikt na

is
;

father feast has-made, because whole well found.^ (Then) he angry became, inside not

laeliash, Bab ndhas, minat her* Tan jawdh-ml hah-hi mano, ‘ bir, ate bdr mvdah

went. Father came-out, entreaty made. He reply-in father-to said, ‘lo, so long time

chh^ hhizmat her, Mcliare chhS bS-amri na Mth, Tai mai-hi d sur 7ia dith, mai tant

thy service I-did, ever thy disobedience not did. Thou me-to one kid not gave, I my-own

dtstdn-sah Wiushdlt hareslu Kai sdat di puf ydg, chhd. mdl haclianai-rd Wiardb-hir,

friends-with merriment might-do. Which time this son came, thy property harlots-on wasted,

tai Wiairdihdr,^ Tanman6,'0piif, tu hallal mai-sah bai, md harhai chhd. At

thou feast did.’ Ho said, ‘ 0 son, thou always me-with livest, my everything thine (is). This

mundsib ctshd, md Miuslidli her, Mushdl hu, titU, chhd di jd mursh, jdndo;

proper was, we merriment did, merry become, because thy this brother dead, alive (is)
j

chharosh, lad,^

lost, recovered (is),’
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Specimen II, — A Folk-Tale.

Jh hdr asM, aM Mel dsM. A Hs-rd u 'puhh, Bor rat asM, Mel tud

A tiger was, a goat was. A spring-at water were-drinking. Tiger above was, goat below

dsht B6r man6 cMelM, md u led
^ Mardnt Clihil mano, * u child bdm-te

was. Tiger said goat-to, my water why do-you-make dirty
?

’ Goat said, ‘water thy, side-from

want, ya tud tht Chhd u JdU IMr haram Bor mano, Hu hdr Idl thu, mai-sah

comes, I below am. Thy water how dirty can-I-make V Tiger said, ‘ thou very bad art, me-with

bdt grant. Mai-ka izhgdr mano. Ya tai-sali pdhamJ At mam, i6p)

words dost-bandy. Me-to liar say (call). I thee-with will-uuderstaud.’ This saying, a-jump

her, chhel gis, swa Meg.

(he)-made, goat caught, whole devoured.

Ak du ilia Mr panj sM sat ath num dash ikyAhdh tho cTiond ^anjdh shohr satdh atdh anbtsh

1 2 *8 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14* 15 16 17 18 19

bUli dashbbtsli duMsh dashodubish tliahish dasliothaMsh chorMsh dasliochorbwh panjbwh.

20 80 40 50
’

GO 70 80 90 100.

A NOTE ON BXiHLER.

BY PROF. J. JOLLY (WUEZBUEG).

While referring for details to a comprehensive biography to be published elsewhere, I beg to send

you for the Indian Antiquary, to which Biihler during the last quarter of a century has devoted

so much of his time and energy, a few lines in illustration of the personal views and character of a

revered friend older than myself. In all the obituary notices hitherto published it has been pointed

out correctly that Btihler’s surprising universality made him the born leader of such an enormous

undertaking as the Encyclopedia. But I do not find the fact mentioned anywhere that Biihler had

planned a similar work many years ago. As he told me in 1878 and later, he had made arrangements

with Nikolaus Triibner, the well-known London publisher, for the publication of a bulky work on

Indian Antiquities, destined to replace Lassen’s Indische AUertumshunde, which work was then

fast becoming antiquated. His epigraphic researches, and other works in which he had meanwhile

become engaged, compelled him to lay aside his plan for some future time. Then old Triibner died,

and it was reserved for his nephew, Karl J. Triibner of Strassburg — the founder and publisher of the

Encyclopedias (^Grund7'isse'), who has rendered such s'gnal services to nearly every branch of

philology— to secure Biihler as the Editor of the Encyclopedia of Indo-Aryan Research, without

knowing anything of his deceased uncle’s plan.

Let me quote one more instance bf Biihler’s “ distinguishing moral quality of unselfishness ”

(Tawney). In connection with his extensive preliminary work for the Digest of Hindu Law, he had
collected ample materia'^s for critical editions of the law-books of Baudhayana, Gautama, Vishnu,

Yasishtha and Niirada, but he handed them over to myself and other junior scholars to help us in the

editing of those texts. Thus at all times and in everything he would care for the cause of

science only
;
and the inspiration which he disseminated in every direction has contributed no less to the

progress of learning than his own pioneer work exhibited in so many publications. But for him, many
important works would never have been written or printed, many old inscriptions would never have been

excavated, many temple and private libraries in India would never have been searched for MSS,

It is well known that Biihler afforded a splendid proof of his generous liberality by the presenta-

tion of his private collection of MSS. (consisting of 128 valuable old MSS. and 193 modern copies) to

the India Office Library in London, in 1888. He also presented to the Royal Library in Berlin a

collection of 177 MSS. in 201 volumes.
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IN MEMOEIAM GEOEG BUHLEE.

A POSTSCEIPT.

BY E. 0. TEMPLE.

It Las been a melancholy pleasure to me, after much correspondence and with the effective

assistance of Dr. Winternitz, to compile this memorial number of the Indian Antiquary in

honour of my genial friend and invaluable guide and co-operator of so many years. It is natural

that, when called upon, many fellow-workers should have come forward with their parting

appreciation of one who 'was not only a matured scholar and a safe master, but also always a

kindly friend, a genei’ous opponent and a fair fighter, thinking in all controversies not so much

of himself as of the right of the cause he fought for. It is natural also that the conductor of

this which he helped from its very commencement, as we have already heard from

Dr. Burgess, continuously up to his sudden death 26 years later (I had to publish his last

contxibution uncorrected for the press, and from the other side of the world, from Yokohama

and San Francisco, in ignorance of the calamity that had overtaken my friend, I ‘‘ wrote letters

to the dead*' about projected contributions), should desire to go out of the usual course to do

honour to the memory of one who had conferred so many benefits with such unstinted, unselfish

lavislmess on the studies it serves to forward. Indeed, those who have been able to assist

me in this undertaking have esteemed their pious labours to be a privilege
;
so do I in my turn

ostocin it a privilege to have had the right to indite this postscript as a last testimony, however

inadequate, to the worth of the mutual friend, who was also the actual master and teacher

of so many of us.

I have been able to set before the reader a goodly array of writers for this special number,

but it will be readily understood that for individual reasons many who would gladly have come

forward with friendly articles or notes have been prevented from doing so. From these I have

had kindly expressions of sympathy and regret at inability to actively assist. The venerable

scholars, 0. von Bohtlingk and A. Weber, pleaded age and infirmity, and generous and

appreciative letters were sent by Lord Eeay, Sir Eaymond West, Drs. Whitley Stokes and Fleet

in England, and from Profs. Garbe, E. Pischel and Hillebrandt among others on the Continent

of Europe.

Abundant information has already been given as to the main facts of Biihler’s career :

—

his services to Comparative Philology and to Indian Studies of a very wide range
;
mythology,

Vcdic and Sanskrit
;
Indian literature, ancient and modern, Sanskrit, Pali, Jain, Buddhist, legal,

Belles Leitres
;
geography, chronology, epigraphy, archaeology, palaeography

;
history and philo-

sophy, ancient and modern, religious, political, epic
;
grammar, lexicography, philology, law <

his many works, culminating in the great Enoyclo'pmdia unfinished at his death:— his efficiency

as an olllcial, a teacher, an organiser :— his exceeding skill as an Oriental and European

linguist his many fine personal qualities, knowledge of human nature, tact and skill in

briugirig to the fore the better instincts of those with whom he was in contact :— his knowledge

and cncigy as a collector of MSS. and his large-hearted generosity in their disposition his

power of making and keeping friends.

There is, indeed, nothing for me to add to the long catalogue of Biihler's capacities and

%vorkB accomplished, beyond making good one small deficiency, which after all it properly lies

with me to supply, a list of his 85 contributions to this Journal, though it cannot be a full

measure of the work ho did for it, owing to his never-ending kindness in looking over and

improving oxi the work of others less gifted and less completely equipped.

Buhlor's Contributions to the Indian Antiquary.

1872.

1. On the ChandikaBataka of Banahhatta.

2. Note on MSS. of the Atharvaveda,
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3. Note on Valablii.

4. On tlie Vribatkatlia of Kshemendra.

1871

5. The Desisabda Samgraha of Hemachandra.

6. Abhinanda, the Ganda.

7. On the Authorship of the Ratnavali.

8. On a Prakrit Glossary entitled Paiyalaohhi,

9. Pushpamitra or Pushyamitra ?

1874.

10. Letter : on the Bhandar of the Osval Jains of Jesalmer.

1875.

11. The Author of the Paialachhi.

12. A Grant of King DhruYasena of Valabhi.

13. A Grant of King Guhasena of Valabhi.

1876.

14. Sanskrit MSS.
;
extract from the Preliminary Report.

15. Inscriptions from Kayi (2 papers).

16. Two Inscriptions from Jhalrapathan.

17. Grants from Valabhi.

18. A Grant of Chhittarajadeva, Mahamandalesvara of the Konkana.

19. Analysis of the first seventeen Sargas of Bilhana's Vikramankakavya.

1877.

20. Further Valabhi Grants,

21. Note on Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji's “ Ancient Nagari Numerals/*

22. A New Grant of Govinda IIL, Rathor,

23. Three New Asoka Edicts.

24. Eleven Land-Grants of the Chaulukyas of Anhilavad.

25. The Rajatarangini ,* extract from official report,

1878.

26. The Digambara Jainas.

27. Additional Note on Hastakavapra-Astakampron,

28. MSS. of the Mahabhashya from Kasmir,

29. Gujara Grants No. II.
; The Umeta Grant of Dadda II,

SO, Additional Valabhi Grants, Nos. IX.-XIV.

31. The Three New Edicts of Asoka,

32. Fote on the Inscription of Eudradaman, translated by Bhagranlal Indraji I^ndit,

1879.

33. An Inscription of Govana III. of the Nikumbhavamsa.
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1880.

34. Inscriptions from Nepal (with Bliagvanlal Indraji).

So. Valabhi Grant No. XY,

1881.

36. Sanskrit Manuscripts in Western India.

37. A Now Kshatrapa Inscription.

38. Note on the Dohad Inscription of the Chaulukja king Jayasimhadeva.

30. Note on the word Siddham used in Inscriptions,

40. Forged Copper-plate Grant of Dharasena IL of Valabhi, dated Saka 400*

1882.

41. Inscriptions from the Stupa of Jagayyapetta.

42. On the Origin of the Indian Alphabet and Numerals,

43. Valabhi Gi’ants No. XVII. ; Grant of Siladitya II., dated Sam. 352.

1883.

44. The Dhiniki Grant of King Jaikadeva.

45. Rathor Grants, No. II, ; Grant of Dhruva III, of Bharoch (with Dr, Hultzsch).

46. Grant of Dharanivaraha of Vadhvan.

47. The Iliohpur Grant of Pi^avarasena II. of Vakataka.

48. On the Relationship between the Andhras and the Westeim Kshatrapas.

49. An inscribed Royal Seal from Wala.

1884.

50. The Recovery of a Sanskrit MS.

51. Prof. Peterson’s Report on the Search for Sanskrit MSS.

52. Two Sanskrit Inscriptions in the British Museum.

53. Transcripts of the Dchli and Allahabad Pillar Edicts of Asoka,

54. Ur. Bhagvaulal Indraji’s Considerations on the History of Nepal,

im.

55. A Note on a Second Old Sanskrit Palm-leaf MS, fi’om Japan.

56. Tlio Banawasi Inscription of Ilaritiputa-Saiakamni.

57. Notice of Prof. R. 0. Bhandarkar’s Report on the Search for Sanskrit MSS, in the

Bombay Circle,

1886,

58. Valabhi Inscriptions, No. 18 ;
a New Grant of Dharasena IV.

59. Berunrs Indica,

1887.

CO. The Villages mentioned in the Gujarat Rathor Grants Nos. II. and IV.

1888.

61. Gujara Inscriptions, No. 3; a New Grant of Dadda 11, or Prasantaraga,

62* Faadii Bhagvanlul Indraji,
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63.

64.

65.

66 .

67.

68 .

69.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

1889.

Some Furtlier Contributions on tbe Geography of Gujarat.

The Bagumra Grant of Niknmbhallasakti, dated in the Year 406.

Report on the Search for Sanskrit MSS. in the Bombay Presidency during the Year
1883-84.

1890.

Texts of the Asoka Edicts on the Delhi Mirat Pillar and of the Separate Edicts on the

Allahabad Pillar.

Note on Harshavardhana’s Conquest of Nepal.

Alberuni’s India, Ed. Edward C. Sachau.

1891.

The Barabar and Nagarjuni Hill Cave Inscriptions of Asoka and Dasaratha.

The Date of the Grseco-Buddhist Pedestal from Hashtnagar.

1892.

The Dates of the Yaghela Kings of Gujarat.

1893.

Asoka’s Sahasram, Rupnath and Bairat Edicts.

1894.

The Roots of the Dhatupatha not found in Literature.

Note on Prof. Jacobi’s Age of the Yeda and Prof. Tilak’s Opinion.

Bulletin of the Religions of India (Dr. Morison’s Transaltion),

1895.

The Origin of the Kharoshthi Alphabet.

1896.

Epigraphic Discoveries in Mysore.

A New Kharoshthi Inscription from Swat.

The Sohgaura Copper-plate.

A New Inscribed Grseco-Buddhist Pedestal.

Apastamba’s Quotations from the Puranas.

1897.

82. The Villages in the Gujarat Rashtrakuta Grauts from Torkhede and Baroda.

83. The Origin of the Town of Ajmer and of its Name.

84. A Jaina Account of the End of the Vaghelas of Gujarat.

1898.

85. A Legend of the Jaina Stupa 'at Mathura.

To this last paper I was obliged to add a footnote to p. 54 of the volume for 1898, the very
last page of the Indian Antiquary on which it was destined that Blihler’s handiwork should
appear : It is right to add that Dr. Biihler, my personal friend for many years and the
greatest friend and supporter that the Indian Antiquary ever possessed, had no opportunity of
seeing this, his last article, through the press.”

And now, with thanks to those who have helped in this act of piety, I conclude these last
words in memory of the universal scholar, whose loss our generation will not see replaced.
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logy 337

education inspector 389

Hindus, epic literature of the 344

Hindu literats2*e, hist, of ancient 340

India, ancient hist, of 340

Indian law-books, hist, of the 343

Indian philology and archseology 348

Indo-Aryan Eesearch, encyclopedia of... 348

Jainas, literatare of the 339

K^vya literature 841

Orientalists, International Congresses of. 347

palaeography 343

Pandit Bhagv^nldl IndrSji 345

Pandit RMhakishn 344

political hist, of ancient India 342
Piikrit grammar and lexicography 342
religions movements in India, hist, of ... 341
search for Sanskrit manuscripts 339

SripOj Jinamuktisflri 34,4

Vienna, chair of Sanskrit and Indology
in the University of 345
member of the Imperial Acadpmy of

Sciences at 347
Oriental Journal 347
University, Oriental Institute of ... 346

Biihler, George, his contributions to the

^Indian Antiquary 333

Bujang Gelap, a spirit 273
Bukkar^ya 247

bullion weights, comparative Burmese and
Siamese,‘1 £.; Malay, 1 1; Shan method of

calculating, 8 : measures of ancient Chinese
• preserved by Indo-Chinese populations..,-... SI
hunhaU of commerce * 43
Burh^n-i Ma,asir, a very rare Persian manu-

script 232

Burh^nimr, of 234

Buimans called Kulas 28
Burmese, currency and coinage among the,

lfE.,29fl:.,57 IE., 85 fE.,113fE., 141 IE., 269:&*.,

197:fiE.,258 :fiE. ; — decimal scale of mu com-
pared with ancient Chinese scale, 30 :

—
mental arithmetic, natural, 20 :— method
of using the swanpan, 19 :— weights, con-

current decimal and quaternary system of,

runs side by side thro’ all the wide districts

occupied by the Shan tribes, 14 :— compa-

rative, and Siamese bullion weights, 1 f.: —
old, and Pali weights, 113 :— same as

Siamese, 3 :— standaid weights ..141 fE.

Calicut, weights of 88
Cambodia, concurrent tables ofweights for, 8;

derived perhaps from Siam, or vice versa.., 4
Cambodian ideas of currency, modern, Chi-

nese influence on, 34 : denominations 31
candai-een, discussed 93
Caa-war, weights 87
easily probable derivations of:— Burmese, Par
Eastern Commercial, Malay, Sanskrit or
Prakrit, Taking 93

caitie

catty, modern Achinese = Siamese 38
Chand Bibi’s heroic defence of Ahmadnagar,

232 268 fl*., 281 fE., 318 If.

Abhang ^dn Habshi 819, 32G>

*Alam-Panah 3 1g
Bahadur Shah 318, 31 9>

Eathi^an 313
Ibrahim *Adil-Shah II ... 3I8
SuhailKhSn 313

Chand Siiltdnah 233
chang or anching I3
Ohazun Mata = Bard Mother 243
Ohavandh, fort of 233

16
Chins;— coin and oxirrency, notions of, 256 :

deflnition of, 253 : — language, sources of
information for the, 253:— metals, terms
for, 257 ;— numei-als, 254 :— Siyin, terms
for currency, 256 : — Southern, dialect of,

255 ; their numerals, 255 ; method of count-
ing rupees, 257 ti-ade, aptitude for, 268

:

— Troy weight 257
Chinese influence on modern Cambodianideas

of currency, 34; weights, 29 IE.; modem
metidc system based on natural seeds or
grains of plants, S3; ancient and modern
systems based on Adenanthera seed 38

Chowtean = Flwatian = Sebastian 168
Clu-istian names, corruption of 168
Chudil, a female spirit 243
Cochin, weights of 88-89
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Oocliiii-Cliina., oblong bigots of gold and

silver issued in 14

table of weights 35

ooinage, currency and, among the Bui*mese,

It'., 29 t., 57 t., 85 t., list,, 141 1.,

169 fE., 197 t., 253 t.

eonduri or small red bean... 33

cornac 336

cowries as barter, 170 ; reckoning by 172

cowi-y connected with Lhota-Ndga weights,

204 ;
== zahu in Ao Naga language... 206

crane and Princess, story of ....54 t., 82

Orawfurd on Siamese weights, 6

1

--' on weights

at Acheen 43

cumulative rhyme, a new, The Louse and the

rat 304 1.

currency and coinage among the Burmese,

111, 29 t., 57 t., 85 t., list., 141 1.,

169 ff., 197 1., 253 t.

cDi’xiye = sepoy 308

Dagon and Kiacldack 83

Daguu
P&kan, a spirit 241

or .......y...... 16

Mms, 400, adopted by Akbar as final division

of his

Davis, on Malacca weights 40

Devagii-i, Singhana king of 250 f

•

Devamsht^ - 251

Dhammacheti, Kalyani inscriptions of 116

Dhaoimacheti’s bell 120, 121

Dikshit, Mr. Shankar Balkrishna, his death

and work -

story of the Malidhhdrata, 80; found only

once in epic literature 81

Ganjam, a spirit 271

Garo numerals, 267 ;
annas reckoned as

gandds of pice 268

Garwi, 379 t‘. ,* xDarahle of the prodigal son,

381 ; a folk-tale * 382

Gauda 27

Gaur 27

Gentoo is improper name for Telugu 244

ghost at the Nicobars, a wandering 336

Goa, weights 86-87

G61a 27

Gujari, skeleton grammar*, 375; parable of

the prodigal son in, 377 ; a fable in, 378;

numerals 378

gumcM or ahriis seed 57

gunja =;= gwnchi or abriis seed 57, 63

Haka = Lai = Baungsh5 253

Jidhim 234

Hamilton, Alex., on Siamese weights, 7 : —
on weights and coins at Acheen, 41; at

Johore, 41 ;
at Java and Malacca 41

Harakhai Jhampadi, a spirit 242

Harihara 247

Harkd Bdi= Lady Madness 241

Hedali, a spirit 240

Heliocles, coins of 225

Hint$a weights 141

Hindus, Musalman titles of. 28

horns at temples 53

Hyrkodes, coins of 227

effigy, burnings in

Kukratides, coins of

Buthydemus, coins of

cxoi-cism, a fom of, Kalamp^t

168

225

225

297

Ibilhim Nizam-Shah 233

Ikhlag Khan 233, 234

Indian weights, Sonthem..... 67 ff., 85 ff.

indigo as a tabued plant 336

ingots of gold and (silver, oblong, issued in

Tonking and Cochin-China 14

fat Bou siamoia 17

yVu Heed is adenanthera seed 33

folklore, in Salseitc, 54 if., 82, 304 fF.

Maratha, 306 ff, in S. India, 165 if.

story of * 135 ft.

folk-medicine, latter-day, in Nicobar islands. 28

French authorities on Siamese weights 5

gatujas, Indian scale of, borrowed by Xa-

cMris *

GanMa, story of, omitted in Grantha MS.,

77; moi*e recent than rest of introductory

Jaina Stupa at Mathura, a legend of the,

49 fi£., inscriptions from the Kankdli Tila

at Mathura 49

jaUla, gold, of Akbar 170

jambor = yamboo 37

Jansens, a tiube of the Kfiki race 268

Java, table of weights >.f86, 41

Jews, black, at Cochin 168

Jhelam district, P^njlb, tombs in 140

Jinaprabha’s TiriJiahalpa^m* 49

Jinn, a Musalmdn spirit 243

Jodd Bllwalifi, a famous exorcist of spirits ... 240
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Joliole, weights 49

Johore, coins at 41

^{Oi, a Kachin weight 200

Kachdris : — gcmdas, Indian scale of, borrow-

ed by, 266 : — indigenous numerals, 266 :
—

language, otherwise Bodo or Boro, 265 ;
—

metals and weights 267

KachchdNaga numerals 263

Jcachengf a Kachin weight 2C0

Kachin is a Burmese appellation, 197 ;
Assa-

mese equivalent is Singpho, 197:— book

money table, silver and copper, 198:— lan-

guage connected with Naga language, 197 ;

language, sources of information for, 197 :

— Myitkyina, money table, 199 : — terms

for currency and metals compared with

Singpho, 200 :— terms for silver, gold, brass,

copper, iron, tin, lead, zinc, 200 :— troy

and avoirdupois weights 200

Kachin-Naga numerals, comparative table of,

212 ;
terms forinetals, comparative table of. 213

Icaldj 27 :— applied to the Burmans 28

kaldlam 28

Icalrmpdtt a form of exorcism 279

Jcalanm 28

Kdl Bhairava, a spiiit 241

kalu 28

Kalka jVldtd, a sphit 241

Kalydni inscriptions of Dhammaclilti, A. D.

1476 116

Kamen, the Hindu Cupid 279

Kamkars of the Tinnevelly district 168

Kampa, father ofSahgama 247

Kankali Tila at Mathurd, Jaina inscriptions

from the

haraum 28

Karens, authorities for study of language of,

144; consonants adopted from Burmese
characters, 146 ;

dialects of, Sgau, Pwo, and
Bgbai, 14o :—pocderary scale, 147 ; terms

for brass, copper, iron, spelter, 149
;
alloyed

silver, gold, money, pure silver, 149; terms

for British money, 147 ; for the rupee and
its parts, 148 ;— tones reproduced by four
symbols 245

Karens, Burmese, Bed, and Talaing 145
Kasmtri grammar, essays on, 179 if., 215 ff.,

228 fe^ 309 m
Aorists and pluperfects, examples of ...... 183
declension, 228 ff. :— oblique base, num-

ber, case, nominative, vocative, 228;
accusative, instrumental, dative, 229

;

oblative, genitive, 230 ; locative, case

of unity 232

gender.. 216

irregular verbs 179

noun 215 ff.

paradigms 309 JS:.

Kdsava, story of - 165

Kiaekiack and Dagon 83

Kiakeck, 83 ;
= ley ail: 84

Mn, ancient Chinese = the hyat or modern

iichal *31

leohang, the Malay coin and weight 223 f,

Kodiar Mata = Mother Itch 241

kola 28

Kollimalai mountains 165

Krishnadevaraya of Yijayanagara 245, 247

KOki-Ldshai numerals 259

Kiiki race divided into four main tribes 258

hula 27 f.

kuldo 27

Kali Kutub-Shah 234

Kushana kings 49

Kyaik-kauk Pagoda the 84

hyat or modern tichal = ancient Chinese hin. 31

Kyau^ banian Pagoda at Manlmain, curious

English inseidption on large bell on plat-

form of the 114

Lai = Baungshe = Haka 253

LdlhM, a spirit 241

La liouhere on Siamese weights 5

Laos, 8, 28; — table of weights 35

lat 16

Lhota-Nagas :— copper money table, 204 ;
—

numerals, 205 :— silver money table, 203 :

—

terms for silver, gold, brass, copper, tin,

iron, lead 204
Lildvati the, authority for concurrent Troy

scales, 62 ; contemporaneous with first

Muhammadan irruptions 63

Uvre 16

Loekyer, on weights at Acheen, 41 at Malac-

ca 41

Longnis'ek 13
Lushais, a tribe of the KOki race, 258 :

—
anna = a quartette of coined pice, 261 ;—
Kfiki, numerals, 259 ; language, sources of

information for, 258; metals, terms for,

262 ; njoney, mode of reckoning, 260 j

rupee, the coined divisions of the, nomen-
clature of, 260 ; the intermediate divisions

of the, nomenclature of, 26 1 :—Z6 numerals 262

Mddhava, entitled Tidydranya 247
Mahdhhdrata, on the S.-Indian recension of

tlie 67 fE., 92E, 122 ff.
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Amihrmmm, discrepancies in the recen-

sions of the 122

extracts from MS. Whisli No. 65 with

corresponding passages of Northern

roconsiuii

Grantha MS. Whish No. 65, 69; omits

story of Gane.m 77

has many omissions in the Fcirva-

sa ihgraha 101

Northern recension, unsatisfactory state

of the text in the

Parvana, eighteen 122
'

' Sakmitala episode * 135 f.

S.-Indian MSS 67

Miihdbhdrata, Telugu recension of the 246

Maluydtiaka Jdtaka, the, Taw Sein Xo’s edit,

of, 117; Burmese translation hy U. Awba-

tha, 117 :— thejpo or holoi the 119

]\[ah{imuni collection of inscribed stones,

114:— shrine near Amara]pClra, Burmese

inscription at the, A, D. 1454 ... IIS

Mahdnisitlia Siltra 53

]\IaMari Matii, spirit of the Mahi river 241

Main Sun, a spirit 242

maJihdi, the only recognised indigenous coin

iiiManipilir 170

Malay bullion weights, If.: — weights ... 37

Malcom on Siamese weights 6

Malsors of the Anamala Hills 168

Manilla, weights at 45

Manipuris : — account keeping, 170 ;
avoirdu-

pois scale, no indigenous, 178 bell-metal,

cannot make, 177; — Brit.-Ind. silver

pieces, names for, 176; concurrent Mani-

pari terms for, 176; copper money, 176;

Brit.-Ind. copper money, 177; rupee in

acco\mtp, 174: — stJZ or viG,khdi the only

recognised indigenous coin, 170; scale of

400 to rupee of account, due to system of

reckoning 400 cowries to the anna, 171;

saxne as daw of Akbar’s time, 171 ;
reckon^

(‘(I by fours, 171 ;
ixiethod of enumerating,

173 ;
coined, Brit.-Ind silver coins in terms

of, 175 ; minting of, described, 177 ;
forged,

178;-- sources of original information,

169 ; Troy weights 178

Munipuri Nagas :
— terpis for metals, 215 ;

—
numerals 215

tnaradoe * 35

Manitha folklore, notes on, 306 ff. ; mar-

riages in high life B08

Maring dialect 258

Marriages in high life, Maratha 808

Marsden, on weights at Malacca 48

Masani Sbikutar, a spirit 242

VUUha

Mdta Bdpiini ~ Mother Silver 242

Mathura, Jaina Stupa at, a legend of the,

49 KankMi Tila at, daina inscriptions

from the 49

Maulmain, Kyaukbanlan Pagoda at 114

Menander, coins of 227

jyierali, a spirit 241, 242

Milburn, on weights at Aoheen 43

Miri-Abors : — money, calculation, 210 :
—

numerals, 211 : — terms for metals 211

Miyiin Hasan 234

Miyan Manjd 233

Momeit, Shan weights at 9

Mone, Sh^n weights at 9

Money, paper, in Cathay in l3th and 14th

cent 32

Burmese decimal scale of, compared with

ancient Chinese scale, 30 ; is merely sur-

vival of ancient Chinese universal scale ... 81

Muhammad Khan 236

Mujahid-ul- Din Shamshir Khan 268

Mujahid-ud-Din Shamshir l^ian Habshi 234

Mting Nan, trade of, for 1896 17

Murad, Prince Sh^h 238

murder in order to procure a son 336

Musalman birth customs, 56 :— titles of Hin-

dus, 28 ;
224 1— tombs, pictures on 140

Myitkyina Kaebin’s money table, 198; me-

thod of counting 202

Ndgas;— language connected with Kachin

language, 197; sources of information on,

203: — method of reckoning money,

263 : — terms for ‘‘a ten’’ 256

Nannaya Bhatta 245

Narsiiigli, a spirit 242

Narsi Ram on Hill Tippera money, 265 ; on

metals 265

NavUi, an angelic spirit 239

Ndpal, curious coinage extends into Central

Asia thro’ Tibetan trade 90

Newbold, on Malay weights 43

Nicobar islands, latter-day folk-medicine,

28 :
— a wandering ghost at the 336

Nizam- Shilbi dynasty of Ahmadnagar, a his-

tory of the 233

Nunes, on Malacca weights 40

= Chinese tael 16

Onor, weights at 89

2)adoThat 16

^ddmiula 2^ddawulilsc(i ...... 252
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^yala

jmla of the Sanskrit == jp/iaZa of the Pdli 113

Pali weights * * 1 3 3 :Q:-

Paiihala *

Panjabi nicknames

P^ao

^ardao discussed 261 f.

Pa 7'va$anigrah(i the, 101 ;
list of Farvans ac-

cording to the 101

Peddanna, a Telugu poet 246

Penang and Province Wellesley, weights at... 45

^hala, a Troy weight esteemed by the Bur-

mese monks 117
|

fhala of the Pali =^;pala of the Sanskrit, 1 13,

117, 118

Phhlbai, a spirit 241

Pillay-Thini, euter of infants, a spirit 279

Pindy^ near Mektila 11

plague in Bombay, a notion as to the 168

jptJ, a weight == hoi ov •phala, 117; calculation

of the 119

Pois, a tribe of the Khki race 258

Port Blair, idioms from .*—

chaulddri (shulddH) a native tent 83

clmnd-bhaftd, a lime kiln 83

dipdtmani = department 63

di^dtmant sdJiib = forest officer 63

di]pdtmantwdld 88

d'ddh-lain =: the milk-lines 83

Hdthi-Ghdt s= Elephant Point 83

kilds = class 83

Ffamiinaghar s= Pattern-house 88

= salt-pans 83

parmosh = promotion 63

s= ration 83

rdshan-mU = ration mate 83

r^Z = Tail 83

sJi4r sdhih = overseer of convicts 83

sikmdn = sick-man 83

singal (signal) = a semagram 83

tihat = (1) ticket of leave, (2) its holder,

( S) neck-ticket 83

tikaUiv = (1 ) ticket of leave, (2) its holder. 83

total = total 83

total karnd = to compare the totals 83

Port Blair, some technical terms and names
in

B&lh Ghfi.fe Barwell Ghat 27

aw == division... 26

chaulddri 27

Ohtina Bhattd 27

£Z/io6^, a washerman 27

Hdthi Tapu =s Elephant Point 27

H^rdo = Haddo 27

Mohan Bet Mount Harriet... ... ...... ... 27

Habbi B6g = Navy Bay 27

Parasu Pet — Perseverance Point 27

peti disar == petty officer 27

Phiik Beg =Phcemk Bay 27

Put Biler = Port Blair 27

Potmot =Port Mouat 27

sihshan = section .. 27

Siiw^ar Pet = Shore Point 27

tdldsh, search 27

tdpu, convict station 27

libten = Hopetown 27

Waipar = Tiper Island 27

put, standard weight in Ao jN%a language... 208

Pwo, dialect of Eaien 145

Baffles, on weights at Acheen 43

Bajaprasada 49

raktihd 61, 90

Rangk'ols, a tribe of the KOki race 268

rati 61, 63, 90, 91

Bekta-Eswari, goddess of the blood, a spirit 279

Bupee, Brit. -Indian, is chief cuirency in Shan
States outside Siam proper 14

Sa*4dat ]&dn 234
Salsette, folklore in 54 82, 304 ff.

Saffikar^-chdrya 247
Sahgama, son of Kampa 247

Sangamlswar, temple of Siva 250
Sathvdi, an angelic spirit 239
Saurjit, coined silver in 1815 178
Sayaua 249
Schmidt, Herr, his visit to the* Madras Presi-

<lency jgg
Soytho-Bactrian coins in the British collec-

tion of Central Asian Antiquities 225 ff.

sehundy discussed 252
sel, the only recognised indigenous coin in

Maniptir, 170 ; 400 s4l = 1 rupee 170
sepoy or 308

61
Sgau, dialect of Karen I45
Shans Burmese, 8; Cambodian, 8, 14;

Chinese, 8, 12 ; Siamese, 8, 13 Aymo-
nier’s weights— Siam-Cambodian scale,

Chinese decimal scale, relative French and
Shan, 17 Brit.-Ind rupee is chief cur-
rency among the, outside Siam proper, 14

:

— comparative money table (Bhamo Sh^n,
Theinni Shan, Wuntho Shan), 11 —old
native pieces of money, 14 — money of
higher account thantiobal orimpee, 16 :

—
Siamese,terms employed in the cuirencyand
weights of the, 15 ffi; their weights, 1&; at

L6ngnis‘dk, 13; at Momeit, 9 ;
at Mono, 9;
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at Pindya near Mektila, 11 ;
their method

of calculating bullion weights 8

Sh ikotdr, a spirit 211

fcJiam, computation of British currency in

rural, 19 : — report on trade of, in 1678, 8 :

—

version of British coinage 18

Siamese weights, 1 ft*

—

Bowring on, 4 :
—

comparative Burmese and Siamese bullion,

1 f
;
common origin with ordinary ancient

Indian scale, 6 : — Grawfurd on; 6 :
—

derived perhaps from Cambodian, or vice

versa, 4 ;
— French authorities on, 5 :

—
general table of , 6 : — Hamilton, Alex., on,

7 : — La Loub^i*e on, 5 :
— Malcom on, 6 :

—
• same as Burmese, 3 : — relation be-

tween, and other Far-Eastern scales, 5 :
—

Stevens on, 7: — Tanschouten on 5

Sibsdgar Ndgas: — terms for metals, 214:

— calculation of money 214

Silcslidsaviuchchaya, the, book-notice of 84

Sihgauakadi -hO

Singapore and Malacca, weights at 45, 48

Singhana, king, of Devagiri 250 f.

Singpho (Assamese) = Kachin (Burmese),

197 ; — terms for currency and metals com-

pai*ed with Kaohin 200

sling or sleng 13

Southern India, notes on 168

Badagaof the E. Nilgiri Hills

Black Jews at Cochin

Kamkars of the Tinnevelly district

Malsers of the Anamala Hills

Spirit basis of belief and custom, notes on,

22 E., 104 E., 137 ff., 153 E., 221 E , 237 E.,

270 If. : — exoi'cists, 237 fi*. ;
Asra, Satlivai,

Navlui, Total, 239 ;
Hindu procedure dite-

rent from Musalmdn, 238 ;
Konkan, proce-

dure of Hindu exorcists in the, 239; Vctal,

Hddaliand Bapdov, 240; methods adopted to

drive out sprits in N. Kanara, 270 ; Panens

of Malabar, 271 ;
Perak in Malay penin-

sular, case there, 273 ;
Urndtha, procedure

there, 240;— how spirits are kept off,

223 :
— spirit-entries, 139 ff., ear, 159,

why pierced ;
159, foot, 158, hair, 153 ;

reasons why it plays so noticeable a part in

early beliefs andx'ites, 153, hand, 156, head,

^39, mouth, 155, nose, 160, why bored;

160 ,
sneezing, 155, yawning, 156;— spirit

haunts, 104 ff,, boundaries, 105, caverns,

110, deserts and waste places, 110, empty

houses, 111, funeral places, 104, groves,

111, hearths, 111, hills, 111, house-roofs,

111, looking-glass, 112, river-banks and

rea-shox’es, 137, roads, especially cross-roads,

stonCjr too ; bored atones, 108, trees, 109, un-

clean places, 137, water or pot-holes, 137;—
spirit-possession, 137 ff.; all people are at ail

times liable in the Dakhan, GujarAt, and
Konkan, 138; effects of spirit-possession :

—

sickness or disease, barrenness, loss of fa-

vour or affection, loss in business, general

misfortune, 221
; cured by charm, 222

;
fear

is the great cause why spectres are seen,

138
; voluntary and involuntary seizures,

137; — sinrib-seasous, 161 ff. ; auspicious

events, 162; Gaupati invoked, 163,* ail

beginnings are speciai spirit-times, 103;
eating, 161 ; new-moon and full-moon days,

164; times of meeting and bai'gain, 16*2;—
siffrits, features, character, and mode of liv-

ing of, 22 ff., legs turned back or crooked,

22, hair loose, 22, hair on end, 22, general

character is evil, 22, good-will of, belief

in complete on partial is widespread, 22,

Brownie, 22, connection of, with men,
23, character of, man’s view of, always

affected by development and degradation... 21

Sriugeri Establishment 247

Stevens, on weights at Acheen, 42; at Ma-
lacca, 42 ; on Siamese weights 7

Stupa, Jaina, at Mathui4, a legend of the,

49 ff. ;
built by the gods 49

Sulo Archipelago, weights in 1814 in the 44

svastiJea, some remarks on the, 196; Jains call

it SiUhis and believe it to be figure of Sid-

dha, 196 ;
Buddhist and Hindu doctxdnes... 196

swanpan or Chinese abacus, 19 ; improvised

out of British coins, 19, 21 ;
Burmese me-

thod 19

Swat languages, Biihleron some 378 ff.

Tabataba, ‘AH B. ‘Aziz-UlUh, author of the

'Burhdn-i Ma,dfiir 232

Malayan compared with Chinese .... ... 3S

Tai 8

Talaings :
— alphabet, language, and wu-iting,

160 f. :— authorities for study of, 150 ; — sil-

ver money scale, 152
;
terms for brass, copper,

gold, iron, lead, silver, tin, 153 ; terms for

parts of the rupee and tickal 162

Talaing Vocabulary, Haswell’s, on kyaik ... HI

Taung^us - 10

Taw Sein Ko’s ed. of the Malidjdnaka Jdtaka 117

TazkaraUul-MuM'k, the 318 ff.

Telihga = Telugu 244

TellicheiTy, weights 88

Telugu literature, discursive remarks on the

Augustan age of, 244 ff , 275 ff., 295 ff., 322 ff.

Achyutadevaraya 276

Achyutar^ya * 300
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Allas^ni Peddana .296, 297, 299, 301

Andhrakavit^it^maba
297

9CJA. 9.Q7

Appayadikshita 326,327

335

Atharvanacharya 297

Ayyalarazu Ramabhadra . 322

Bammtra Potaraja 322

332

Oliinnad^vamma

Devaraya 276

Dhilviati...

328

Hariharenatha 275

Hemraj
Hoji Trimma.1

IsvararSya

lyalaraju Ramabhadra..

Kalapuvnodaya, the

KanyManam .........

Ketana

Xokata 302

XrishnadevamahaiAyalu 296

Krishnadevardya

Krishiiardya 295, 297, 335

Madanagdri Mallaj^ya ... 299

Mddayyagdri Mallana

Malayamdruta

Mukku Timmana
Mdrurdyara Ganda 296

Nandi Mallaya

Nandi Timmana ..296, 299, 303, 322

Pdki 328

Fillala Rdmabhadrayya...

Pingali Sdrana 299, 328

Prataparudra

Fraudhakavi Mallana.,.,,

Ramakrislma

B-amarajabhtishana
Ramraj <i00

Saddsivaraya

Sdluva Nrisimharaja

Saluva Timma
Sarahgu Timmakavi
Siihhdchala . ‘>96

Somandtha

Srindtha

^

297 303

Surana , . 330
Tdtachdrya

Tenali Rama...... ^ 300

Tenali Ramakrishna .. ..

Tendli Ramalihga

Tikkana

TikkanasSmaydji

Timmardja

Timmarasii

Timmarasu alias Appaji 276

Tii’umaladevaBima 296

Yijayabliftpati 275

Yijayaiiagara 295

Viranrisiiulia 276, 297

Yira Prauclh arnya 27

Yira-Rudragajapafci 278

Telngu susperstition, a 996

Tenugu = Telugii 24? li

TLeinni Shan 11

thcjp = current British coin of Burma 17

Heal, pi. ticaux, 17:— of pure brass, 116,

of gold, 115, of pure silver 115

ticaux 17

ticked, modern, or kyat = ancient Chinese

kin 31

TippeiA, Hill, numerals, 264 ; metals 265

told, 63, 90, 91;

—

= 96 edrus seeds in S.

India, 57 \ — nowhere suggested by Hindu
legislators, 61; — Akbar 179

Tombs 5 Musalman j
pictures on 140

Tongking, oblong ingots of gold and silver

issued in, 14 ;— table of weights 35

Trllinga == Telagu.. 04.

x

tuld, an Avoirdupois weight, 117; the an-

cient, 119; name given by the Pdii aoholars

of Burma in 15th cent, to the present

Madras maund of 25 lbs. Av 119

Turkistdn, table of weights 37

Uddal Yaratti, drier of body, a spirit 279

Yalmiki, a popular legend about 112
Yanschouten on Siamese weights 5

Yidydtirthamaliesvara 219
Yijayanagara grants to temples 277
Yimana Badakal, spirit of the skies 279
Yimana Sundaran, siren of the skies 279
Viss, the isolated Bxirmese clenomina.tion,

91 :— in inscription on bell at Kyaukhanlan
pagoda at Maulmain 114

Yital, the archhend 239

Wdlmik or Yalmiki Il2
weights, Burmese standard, 141 — Hin^ia

weights, 141 : — stamped standard, in form
of various animals 142

weights, Chinese, 29 ; ancient, 29, A8
; com-

pared with Burmese
; decimal scale of mfe,

: 30; Annam, tabic of, 85 ; Archipelago, ta}>lc

of, 36; Java, 36; Cochin-China, table of,

35; commercial, table of, in 1595-7, 41;



INDEX. 395

Laos, tablo of, 35 ; niodorn ludigenoiis table

of, 29 ; Ton^^kiiig, t.al>le of, 35; Turk! cum*
pared with, 37 ; Tiirkisian, table of 37

v/eiglits, Malay, 37 jOT.; m 1595-7, 41: —
Aclioen, at, Lockyer on, 41 ; Hamilton,

Alex., on (and coins), 41; Stevens on, 42;

Milburn on, 43 ; Raffles on, 43 ;
Crawfurd

on, 43, scale, 46 : — can be clearly sej^arat-

ed from concurrent modern Cliinese deci-

mal scale, 45 ;
Chinese influence on, 44 :

—
dci'ived fi*orn same original soui’ce as Indian

and Ear-Eastern scale, 45 : — general Ohi-

ncsc-Malay scale in 1673, 44 ; — identical

with Siamese or continental Indo-Chinese

quateimary scale, 38 : — Johole scale, 49 :

—

Malacca, at : Davis on, 40 ;
Lockyer on,

41 ;
Marsden on, 43; Newbold on, 44; Nu-

nes on, 40 ; Stevens on, 42 ; bullion, table of,

44 ;
commercial, table of, 44 ;

and Singa-

pore, 45, 48 ; scale, 47: — Manilla, at, 45;

Penang and Province Wellesley, 45

:

— rise

of modern system discussed, 39 :— stan-

dard terms, tables of Malay vernacular and

international commercial, 40;— virtually

the same as Par-Eastern continental scale.

45 :— Sulo archipelago in 1814 44

weights, Minor tongues 143 if.

Ohin-LOshai * 144

Hill language 144

Kachin-Ndga 144

Karen 144

ManipOi'i 144

'falaing 144

weights, old N. Indian scales, 60, N. Indian

Muhammadan scales, 60, genei-al Indian

Muhammadan, 60, two separate scales for

centimes 61

weights, Pali and old Bmmosc, 113 IF. ; of the

greater Burmese hills 120

weights, Siamese and Shfiiii, 1 fP. : — Aymo-
nier’s, 17 :— bullion, oompax’ative Burmese

and Siamese, If.:— bullion, Shan method of

calculating, 8; Bui^mese, concurrent systems

of, explained, 2 ; decimal scale due to Chi-

nese iniluonce and concurrent quaternary

scale to Siamese influence, 2 : — Cambodia,

concurrent tables of, for, 3 ; derived per-

haps from Siam, or vice versdt 4 : — Purther-

Eastern system of, traceable to an Indian

source, 15 :— Malay bullion, If.:— Siamese

and Burmese are the same, 3;— Siamese,

relation between, and other Pai*-Eastern

scales, 6; general table of, 6; common
origin with ordinary ancient Indian scale. 6, 15

weights, Southern Indian 57 fP., 85 fP.

ancient Chinese scale 90

Anjengo and Onor, money, 89; Avoirdu-

pois 91

Aurangabandar, Troy, 86 ;
Avoirdupois... 86

Bengal, money, 86 ; Troy, 85 ;
Avoirdu-

pois 85
Bombay, money, 64; Ti*oy, 64; Avoir-

dupois 65

Calicut and Tellicherry, money, 88

;

Troy, 88; Avoirdupois 88

Carwar, money, 87; Avoirdupois 87

Cochin, money, 88 ; Avoirdupois 89

existing scales are direct descendants

of popular Indian scale of 96 raUs to

the told 90, 91

five principal tables of 59

general denominations, 57 i average Troy

and average Avoirdupois 57

Goa,, money, 86; Avoirdupois 87
Gujarat, money, 63; Troy weights, 64;

Avoirdupois weights 64

imperial, of the Govt, of India 60

Indian popular scale 90

popular scale 90

literary scale of 320 raktikl.8 to the pala

became extended to the Par East ... 90

Madras, money, 67 ;
Troy, 67; Avoirdu-

pois 67

Malabar, money, 65; Troy, 66; Avoirdu-

pois 66

modern Avoirdupois 58

modeim Troy 58

Muhammadan Avoirdupois 59

Nepalese Troy and coinage... 91

related to N. Indian scale thro’ ratij

tdla, and s6r, rather than thro’ raktikd,

mdsha, and pala

Wuntlio Sh^n 11

yaviboo zzz jambor 37

Yecchen, a spirit 279

zahih = cowry in Ao Naga language............ 206

Zo Lushai numerals 262
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